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NOTE
In order to learn thoroughly the contents of this

manual it is suggested that you use in connection with

your study of the book the pamphlet, "QUESTIONS
OX MANUAL OF MILITARY TRAINING," which,

l>y means of questions, brings out and emphasizes
: v point mentioned in the manual.

"QUESTIONS ON MANUAL OF MILITARY
TRAINING" is especially useful to students of schools

and colleges using the manual, as it enables them, as

nothing else will, to prepare for recitations and exam-

inations.

The pamphlet can be gotten from the publishers,

Geo. Banta Publishing Co., Menasha, Wis., or from any
of the distributers of "MANUAL OF MILITARY
TRAINING." Price 50 cts., postpaid.
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1-2-3-4-5

PRELUDE

THE OBJECT AND ADVANTAGES OF MILITARY
TRAINING

1. Prelndo. Wo will fiv-t consider tho objet and advantages of

military trainiiiLT. as th-y air the natural and logical prelude to the

aubjoct ul' military training ami instruction.

Object

2. The object of all military training is to win battles.

:ything that you do iu military training is done with some
\ie\v, which, in turn, has in view the f.TM.1 ob,i

\ample;
3. Setting-up exercises. The object of tin- setting-up exercises, as

is to give the new men the set-up, the bearing and
-of tho military man.
itddition these exercises s-r\v to loosen up his muscles and

prepare them fur las later experiences and development.
4. Calisthenics. Calisthenics may be called the big brother, the

. of the setting-up e.\e>

Vet of calisthenics is to develop and strengthen all

parts and muscles of the hiuuau body, the back, the legs, the arms, the

lungs, tho heart and all oflier parts of the body.
-t and foremost a fighting man's work depends upon his

al fitness.

To begin with, a soldier's mind. must always bo on the alert and

equal to any strain, and no man's mind can be at its best when he is

haudic . .'iik or ailing i

work of the fighting man makes harsh demands on his body.
It niu-- i! >ugh to undergo the strain of marching when every

it; strong enough to hold a rifle steady under
e and excitement; strong enough to withstand all sorts of weather,

nervous and physical strain of modern battle-; and more,
those diseases of eam.pa.igu which kill

men than do the bullets of the enemy.
Hence i. 'v of developing and strengthening every part

i<ly.

5. Facings and Marchings. The object of the facings and marchings
is to give the soldier complete control of his body in drills, so that he

and wit!; i promptness at every command.
The marchings, the military walk and run, also teach the
ho\v to get from one place to another in campaign with the

:.t of physical exertion.

>-y man knows how to walk and run, but few of them how
M> without making extra work of it. One of the first principles in.

<'il,lier is to make each set of muscles do its own
i^'th of the other muscles for their work. Thus

the soldier marches in quick time, walks, with his legs, keeping the
'rve from motion as possible, lie marches in dotibla

[13]
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I,
with 81 :i;g stride, which i,

tin-
,

man-Inn-

.p!e. in n

minute; in double time, he
Fur . the mar.

; rnn
with others.- -tliat

U. Saluting. Tin form oi' salutat g for tl,,-

. raising the
The form of salutation and gieeting for the militai

lering tho militan
as a member of the Fraiernity of Men-at a:

national !. u-h other by lo\ >

to the- loyal support of its symbol, ti.

of tho military salute see paragraph !"

7. Manual of Anns. The rifle is the soldier's fightii _

he must become M> accustomed to the fed of it 1

n thought, just as h6 handles his arms or legs without a th<

this is what the manual of arms accomplishes.
The different movements and positions of the rifle ar^ the

that experience has taught are the best and the e

the object in view.
8. School of the Squad. The object of squad drill is to :

soldier his first lesson in team-work, and team-work is the thin.
wins battles.

In the squad tho soldier is associated with seven other men with
whom he drills, eats, sleeps, marches, and fights.

The squad is the unit upon which all of the work of the company
depends. Unless the men of each squad work together as a si 1

unless there is team-ivorlc, the work of the company is almost imp..
9. Company Drill. S veral squads are banded together ii

company, the basic fighting unit. In order for a company to 1

to comply promptly with the will of its commander, it must be like a

pliable, easily managed instrument. And in order to win bar

pany on the firing line must be able to comply promptly with
its commander.

The object of company drill is to get such team-work an

the squads that the company will at all times move and act like a pliable,

easily managed whole.
10. Close Order. Tn close order drill the stricte-

to al"l tho little details, all movements being executed with :

precision. The soldiers being close together, in rlnx>

compact, body that is easily managed, and consequently t

well to teaching the soldier habits of attention, precision, tea.

int obedience to the voice of his coniman.
In order to control and 'handle bodies of men quick'

confusion, they must be taught to group themselves in an
7i. cut and to mo\e in an orderly manner. For example. oldb--

grouped or formed in line, in column of squad*, column
In close order drill BO taught to n

*
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11-12-13

:,er from one group or formation to another; how to stand, step off,

march, halt and handle their rillos all together.
This practice makes the soldier t'eel perfectly at home an*;

in tin- s(|iiad and company. He 1" -ustomed to working
by side \\ith tin- man next to him, and, unconsciously, lioth get into

the habit of working together, thus learning the first principles of
ork\

11. Extended Order. This is the fighting drill.

Modern fire arms have such great penetration that if the soldiers

all bunched together a single bullet might kill or disable several men
and the explosion of a single shell might kill or disable a whole company.

'

inently. soldiers must be scattered, extended out, to fight.
In extended order not only do the soldiers furnish a smaller

.t for the enemy to shoot at, but they also get room in which to

fight with greater ease and freedom.
The object of extended order drill is to practice the squads in

work by which they are welded into a single fighting machine that
can be readily controlled by its commander.

12. Parades, reviews, and other cerenflmies. Parades, reviews and
other ceremonies, with their martial music, the presence of spectators,

ntended to stimulate the interest and excite the military spirit
of the command. Also, being occasions for which the soldiers dress up
and appear spruce and trim, they inculcate habits of tidiness, they

in cleanliness of body and clothes.
"While it is true it may be said that parades, reviews and other

monies form no practical part of the fighting man's training for
'

they nevertheless serve a very useful purpose in his general train-

ceremonies in which soldiers march to martial music with

flying, moving and going through the manual of arms with perfect
MOII and unison, there results a concerted movement that produces a

feeling such as we have when we dance or when we sing in chorus. In

other words, ceremonies are a sort of "get-together" exercise which

pulls me: r in spite of themselves, giving them a shoulder-to-

shoulder feeling of solidity and power that helps to build up that

ience and spirit which wins battle's.

13. Discipline. By discipline we mean the habit of observing all

and regulations and of obeying promptly all orders. By oi

after day all rules and regulations and obeying promptly all ord>

it becomes second nature, a fixed habit, to do these things.
Of course, in the Army, like in any other walk of life, there

must lie law and order, which is impossible unless everyone obeys the

lations gotten up by those in authority.
\Yhen ;. man Las cultivated the habit of obeying, when obedience

>-ond nature with him, he obeys the orders of his leaders

n.ctively, even when under the stress of great excitement, such as

!o, his own reasoning is confused and his mind is not

In order to win a battle the will of the commander as expre
through his Mihordinates down the line from the second in command to

. must be carried out I me. Hence the vital

[15]
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impor prompt, i

<liMM ai!

foundation rook of law and oHhW.

irement of Tiiilitn-

has no object ami that H no useful purpose, altl:

ami purpose may not always He appare>
Jt*d trw^mfrer Wwtt the ffntA <>'

,

to trin fcflffte*.

Advantages of Military Training

The following are the principal a.l\:i'n^
14. Handiness. The average man fk>e one. thin-:

or less apt to In- clumsy about rising other things. Th
>d upon to .lo ai! sorts of things, and ho i

well. Mis hands thus become tra il to liii. .

i!to tile habit of making his hands do what is reqn
the soldier bertjwtes ha<

Ilnndy arms are a Vataabte as-

15. Self-control. In the work of tfae *

with the hand*.
Tfe mind reaches out,

fed. legs, arms and body g. the s\\ .

In the . of 1 lie Noldier, i'or instaiu-e, the mind Imld.-

!'--ss. In marching, tlio mind drives the I-

regularity. In shooling, the mind assumes comnmnd of t:

fingers au<l eye, linking thorn up and making them work in i

lier with the habi ;

the veJdir- acquire*, leads to control of the mind, that is,

ftelfControl is an tor in success in any w
1. Loyalty. Loyalty to his comrades, to his comjtany, to his battal-

ion, to his regiment becomes a religion with the soldier. They are a

part of his life. Their reputation is his; their good nnm.

name; their interests, his interests, so, loyalty to ;

ami this loyalty soon extnd to loyalty in general.
\Vhcn you say a man is loyal ti world considers t*t

paid him a high tribute,

17. Orderliness. In the military service order and system are watch-
words. The smooth running of the military machine depends on them.

The care and attention that tbe soldier is required to jji

all times to his clothes, aecoteriwcnts, equipmoat and other bclm.

instill in him habits of orderliness.

Orderliness increases the value of a man.
18. Self-confidence and self-respect. Self-confidence is founded on

on's ability to do things. The soldier is taught to defend himself with

his rifle, and to take care of himself and to do things in almost any ort

of a situation, all of which gives him confidence in hin

een/bfenoe.

Respect for constituted authority, which is a part of th oldier's

creed, teaches him respect for himself, self-respect.

[16]



19-20-21-22-23

arc a credit in any man.
19. Eyes trained to observe, (rnml <luty, outpost <luty, pa"o!iing,

scouting and target pracii.-e. train both the eye and the mind to ob
l'o\\ -ion is a valuable faculty for a man to p>

20. Teamwork. In drilling, pat rolling, marching, maneuvers and in

otl.'T pliaM's 6t bifl tnU instruction, the soldier is taught the,

principles

. coopcratiti!,. to success in life.

21. Heeding law and order. The cardinal habit of the soldier is
- is a haK.it with tho soldier.

And this habit of obeying <W . regulations tenches him to heed
l:nv and order.

The man who heeds law and drder is a welcome member of any
community.

Sound body. g, with its drills, inarches, and
other forms of physical

' her with its regular habits and
.-MI physically fit, giving him a sound body,

iiuid body, with the physi. nd outdoor life of

lion, str- .diness and endurance.
A sound body is. me of the greatest blessings of life.

The Trained Soldier

23. Look at the trained soldier on the following page; study him
from top to bottom, and see what military training does for a
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PARTI

DRILLS, EXERCISES, CEREMONIES AND
INSPECTIONS



J6-27

CHAPTER I

INFANTRY DRILL REGULATIONS
(To include Changes No. 19, April 14, 1917.)

DBF I.\ IT I"

numbers following '' '

] r to these

tiy chills n.iimally lueoiiii- niiitoiii>us. Ti
can In k- the iliil

for instance, iln- .

; the drill in tl>-

As tin- nil u m.d^e i!ii-
- lien out niul drilled :

noncon.- officer. Or. thr e divided n

. si|U.id, falling out l'

f.lllen (Hit ! llOIIColllll!!

ilcil the longest in
the;

different

s in ad and d-iiVt'l and fallen out in like manner. The

Miimilat^s a spiiit of inlcioi and ii\;.lry lli.it tolis the drill 'of nun:
It I-; thn'.iy'it the instruction of a C'niip.iuy in drill is lu-st at'

I drill. The noneoni
instructed, practically and theoretic*!!?, !> i\<t of the company ol

required to instruct their squads. ; and dulkd in the
of the company. Author.)

DEFINITIO
24. Alignment: A straight line upon \frhich several elements are

fiiriiic.l, or arc to be formed; or the dn-s-iiiiy of several elements

P P

no. i

X'>TE.---Thc line A-R, on which a body of troops is formed or i-

the act of dressing a body of troops on the line, is called an alignment
25. Base: Tlio eloiiu-nt on which a movcim-nt is regulated.
26. Battle sight: The position of the rc.-.r si-^hl \\\n>n i

laid down.
COMPANY IN LINE

* ------FRONT------v
- - -

C E N T FR (aOOAO) (R 1C HTJ fl*NK

RANK
a o a o - <)

INTCRVAW.

F1G.2

3

27. Center: Th<- n i !.!!. j-oint or olm
L',

:; and ")./ f'l'ln- designation "<'i'iitcr coiin.nnv,
"

ind: ri^lit

center or the actual center company, ninlie:- o
1

'

is even or odd. Par. 298.)



28-29-30-31-32-33-34-35-36-37-38-39

28. Column: A formation in which the elements aro placed one

behind another. : See ! li.)

29. Deploy: id the front. In general to change from column

to lino, or from close order :o extended order.

30. Depth: The spare from head to rear of nny formation, including
the leading aad rear elements. Th depth of a man is assumed to be

18 inches.
'

iS,.o Kiirs. 4. .'.. (>.}

31. Distance: l>et \voon elements in the direction of depth.
Distance is moaMirod from tho back of tho man in front to the In-east

of tho man in rear. i I ranks is 40 inches in both

line and column, i S( o Kigs. 4, 5, 6.)

I

ftaMli T 1| 1|-

KiAP

CoNTl/(

Nl'

,

a
n

D
ri ""

ra 4

\

32. T

ing pai t ol a st iii lart;'

33. File: T .rout-rank man and the eorro^iiomlin^
i-ank man is the file leader. A 1ilc which

has 110 rear-rank man is a blank file. The term fils applies also

man
34. File closers: iHcrrs and noncommissioned ofiii-ris m' a

i men
sera.

35. Flank: or left maml in line or in column;
ight or left of the line.

36. Formation: -iiients oi .md. Tiro

ons in tht-ir order in lino, in column, or for l>.

Front: Tho space, in wiii- nent, oitK

line 01

also don.ii.-s t lie di : . and "0.

38. Ouide:
the c -!i.

39. Head: The leading ei ;i column. id G.)

[21]



40-41-42-43-44-45-46 .0-51

40. Interval: Spurt- i line. T;

ii iiit'ii in ranks is I im-hrs uml is measir
il companies, squads. (!<., it is measured from {)<

Hie Irt't in.-in or guide of the group on tin- right, t<i 1ln- rigl

thf right man or guide of the group on tin- It-t't.

41. Left: Tin- It-It t-xl remit y or element of a !"

42. Line: A formation in \vhich the differ*

of oac-h other. (See Figs. L* and .'O

43. Order, Close: The formation in -winch tlie .mi'~. in double
are arranged in line or in ooluinn with normal i ,'i-rvals ami dist:i

44. Order, extended: The formation in -which the uni'

by intervals greater than in close order.

45. Pace: Thirty inches; tin- length of tho full step in qu ;

46. Point of rest: The point at which a formation begins. Sperifiral-

ly, the point toward which units are aliened in successive movements.
47. Bank: A line of men placed side by side.

48. Bight: The right extremity or element of a body of troops.
49. NOTE. In view of the fact .that the word "Echelon" is a term

of such common usage, the following definition is given: By echelon

we mean a formation in which the subdivisions are placed one belli ml

another, extending beyond and unmasking one another either wholly
or in part. Author.

BATTALION IN tCrttLON.

<on*xie UHMAJKING wttouy CQKPAmts UNKASKINO in p^sr -

INTRODUCTION
50. Object of military training. Success in battle is the ulti man-

object of all military training; success may be looked for only v. hen the

training is intelligent and thorough. (1)
51. Commanding officers accountable for proper training of organiza-

tions; field efficiency; teamwork. Commanding o Hirers an accountable
for the proper training of their respective organizations within the limits

prescribed by regulations and orders. (2)
The excellence of an organ! /.at ion is judged by its field ell'n-i

The field efficiency of an organization depends primarily upon it-

tiveness as a whole. Thoroughness and uniformity in the training
units of an organization are indispensable to the eflicienry of the \

it is by such means alone that the requisite teamwork m:i -loped.

[22]



52-53-54-55-56

Simple movements and elastic formations. Simple
a! to correct 1 1 :ii

Drill Regulations a Guide; their interpretation. The Drill i

lations arc furnished as a guide. Thry ].|u\ i.lc tin- principles for training
and I'or ; ;he probability of - battle. (1)

In the ii'ti-i [.relation of the regulations, the spirit must lie sought.

Quibbling over t he minutiae of form is indicative of failure to grasp the

spirit.
54. Combat principles. The principles of combat are considered in

'.".. They are treated in the various schools included in I'art 1

of the Drill Kegulations only to the extent necessary to indicate the

functions of the various commanders and the division of responsibility
ii them. The amplification necessary to a proper understanding of

their application is to be sought in Pars. 364-613. (5)
55. Drills at attention, ceremonies, extended order, field exercises and

combat exercises. The following important distinctions must be observed:

(a) Drills executed at attention and the ceremonies are disciplinary
exercises designed to teach precise and soldierly movement, and to in-

culcate that prompt and subconscious obedience which is essential to

proper military control. To this end, smartness and precision should be
1 in the execution of every detail. Such drills should be frequent,

but short.

(b) The purpose of extended order drill is to teach the mechanism of

deployment of the firing, and, in general, of the employment of troops in

-Mich drills are in the nature- of disciplinary exercises and
should be frequent, thorough, and exact, in order to habituate men to the
firm control of their leaders. Extended order drill is executed at ease.

The company is the largest unit which executes extended order drill.

(c) Field exercises are for instruction in the duties incident to cam-
[ situations are employed. Each exercise should conclude

with <s n, on the ground, of the exercise and principles involved.

(d) The combat exercise, a form of field exercise of the company,
battalion, and larger units, consists of the application of tactical prin-

ciples to assumed situations, employing in the execution the appropriate
font i movements of close and extended order.

bat exercises must simulate, as far as possible, the battle
:;ied. In order to familiarize both officers and men with
. companies and battalions will frequently be consolidated

strength organizations. Officers and noncommissioned
s not required to complete the full quota of the units participating

s or umpires.

firing line can rarely be controlled by the voice alone; tho-

rough training to insure the proper use of prescribed signals is necessary.
The exercise should be followed by a brief drill at attention in

1 control. (6)
56. Imaginary, outlined and represented enemy. In field exercises

1 to be imaginary when his position and force are merely
I; outlined when his position and force are indicated by a few

: represented when a body of troops acts as such. (7)

{23]



57-58-59-60 6 1-62-63

General Rules for Drills and Formations

57. Arrangement of elements of preparatory command,
preparatory command c<

arranged a* f<>!

(1) For movements to be
wr rieiiieiit > of :i .:#uii/.:ition: ii 1 l.>esc 1 ip: i"ii of I lie movcim-nt;
^b' 1;<.'\\ (.-\. -,-.;!,.!. MI- ,.n \vh;tt elem-

iMiple: 1. Cohinin of Companies, first compa"
ri^ht. '_'. Match. Author.)

-imultaiieously by the si,

Of aj organ i/ation: (a) The desi^nat ion uf the subdivi-

:icnt to bo executed. i

s
lV>r example: 1. Squads ri- .

Author.) (S)
58. Movements executed toward, either flank, explained toward bujt

OU8 flank. Movements that. may i ,1 low.-IP;

plained as toward but one lla.nk, it. being necessary to
' ' IclV for "riglit," ami tl- have the exj''

-iMiudinj; mmemeiit toward tl',. (jther Hank. 'I'lie <<>!,.

giveu for tlio executiuu of the movements toward either Hank
substitute word of the command is placed within pa

1

59. Any movement may be executed from bait or when inarching
unless otherwise prescribed. Any movement may be execn
from the halt or whea nuircbiog, unless others

halt, the command, for movements involving march!
faced, by forward, as 1. Column. right (left), 2. MARCH.

60. Any movement may be executed in double time unless specially

excepted. Any movement not specially excepted may l.n: e

double time.

If at a halt, or if marching in quick time, tli id double
time precedes the command of execution. (11)

61. Successive movements executed in double time. In

movements executed in double lime the leading or base unit mar'

quick time -when not otherwise prescribed: the oilier units ma
double time to their places in the formation <..:

to the gait of the leading or base unit. If marching in donl.:

command double time is omitted. The loading marches in

quick time; the other units continue at don' iu the

formation ordered, and then conform to the gait of the leading or base

unit. (12)
62. To hasten execution of movement begun in quick time.

hasten the execution of a movement beynn in quick time.

1. Double time, 2. MARCH, is yiven. The leading or base un:-

tinues to march in quick time, or remains at halt, it' :alted; the

other units complete the execution of the movement in dmib,''

then conform to the ^ait of the loading or- basn unit. (l.H)

63. To stay execution of movement whea marching, for correction of

errors. To stay the execution of a movement when marvhinjj. for the

correction of errora, the command: 1. In place, 2. H
All kalt and stand fast without chniigiutf t lie p*

[24]



64-65-66-67-68-69-70

re&nne the movement the command: 1. Resume, 2. MARCH, is given.

64. To revoke preparatory command or begin anew movement im-

properly begun. To revoke :i }>n . ,>nii|ian.l, , halt,
:iew a iin^ < nu'iit ^iin, ilic <M)nimand, AS YOU

WERE . at which the movement ceases iui<l the former position

65. Guide. Unless otherwise announced, th> guide of a company or

y in line is right; of a battalion in lino or lin

. ceuter; of a rank in column of

To inarch \vi< Mian as prescribed above, or to cliange
:uide: Guide (right, left, or center).

In I
' s into line, the guide is toward the point

>ons or ]; .:onn-<-d.

The anuouufenuM.>: -u in connection with a
on : 1. As

skirmishers, guide right (left or center), 2. MAECH. (16)
66. Turn on fixed and moving pivots. The turn on the fixed pivot

>ions is used iu all formations from line into column and the

The turn on the moving pivot is used by subdivisions of a column

veeuting changes of direction. (17)
67. Partial changes of direction. Partial changes of direction may

By interpolating ia tie preparatory command the word half, as
Column half right (left), or Eight (left) half turn. A change of direc-

xecntod.

I!y the command: INCLINE TO THE RIGHT (LEFT). The
guide, or guiding element, moves in the indicated direction and the re-

ommand conforms. This movement effects sligkt changes
of direction. (18)

68. Line of platoons, companies, etc. The designations line of

platoons, line of companies, line of battalions, etc., refer to the forma-
tion* in which the platoons, companies, battalions, etc., each in column
of squads, are* in line. (19)

69. Full distance in column of subdivisions; guide of leading sub-

division charged with step and direction. Full distance in column of

subdivisions is such that in forming line to th right or left the sub-

dhbious will have their proper intervals.

In column of subdivisions the guide of the leadiug subdivision is

charged witk the step and direction; the guides i rear preserve the

tract', step, and distance. (20)
70. Double rank, habitual close order formation; uniformity of

interval between files obtained by placing hand on hip. In close order,
all details, detachments, and other bodies of troops are habitually
formed in double rank.

To insure uniformity of interval between files whem falling in,

aad in alignments, each man places the palm of the left hand upon the

[251
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71-72-73-74-75

hip, lingers pointing downward. In tli. . the hand i* dropped by
!e when tin 1 next 111:111 uii tin' left has liis interval; in

Miiand front. (^1)
71. Posts of officers, noncommissioned officers, and special units;

duties of file closers. The posts of oilir. -lii-crs,

: units (such as hand or machine gun company), dr., in the various

formations of the company, hattalion, or regiment, arc shown in p!

In all changes from one formation to another involving a .

of post on tho part of any of these, posts are promptly taken by tl;

convenient route as soon as practicable after tho command of execution
for the movement; officers and noncommissioned officers who have [in-

scribed duties in connection with the movement ordered, take their new

posts when such duties are completed.
As instructors, officers and noncommissioned officers go wh>

their prr-em-e is ne<- As file closers it is their duty to rectify mifi-

takes and insure steadiness and promptness in tho ranks. (L'l')

72. Special units have no fixed posts except at ceremonies.

Except at ceremonies, the special units have no fixed places.

They take places as directed; in the absence of directions, they conform
as nearly as practicable to the plates, and in subsequent movement*
maintain their relative positions with respect to the flank or end of the
command on which they were orginally posted. (23)

73. General, field and staff officers habitually mounted; formation of

staff; drawing and returning saber. General, field, and staff

habitually mounted. The staff of an
forms in single rank, 3 paces in rear of him, tho

t rnr" r'S"t of the rank extending 1 pace to the right
of a point directly in rear of him. Member

J

, the staff are arranged in order from right to left

ns f" ows: General staff officers, adjutant,
oilier sh'ff officers, arranged in each classification

in order of rank, the senior on the right. The
^ :'n ^ ^1C g*'" <M'al officer and the orderlies a

\ in rear of the staff, the fla on the rijjht.

When necessary to reduce the front of tin

and orderlies, each line executes twos right or fours right, as explained
in the Cavalry Drill Regulations, and follows the commander.

When not otherwise prescribed, staff officers draw and return
saber with their chief. (24)

74. Mounted officer turns to left in executing about; when command-
er faces about to give commands, staff and others stand fast. In mak-

ing the about, an officer, mounted, habitually turns to the left.

"When tho commander faces to give commands, the
orderlies do not change position. (2o)

75. Saluting when making and receiving reports; saluting on meet-

ing. "When makii'g or receiving official reports, or on meeting
doors, all officers will salute.

Military courtesy requires the junior to salute first, but when the.

salute is introductory to a report made at a milita 1 ny or

[261



76-77-78-79-80-8 1 -82-83

i the representative ni' :i common superior 'as. for

to the adjutant, oilit rr nl . !""'t,

r his rank, will salute l. to whom tin- .

liy saluting t i.at In- , -tood the

7U. Formation of mounted enlisted men for ceremonies. For
all nmiDiU'il enlist nr or smaller uni

hine mm orguni/ations, are consoli.'

'niiijiiamls if no officer is in charge.
The , med as a platoon or squad of cavalry in Hi,

column noncommissioned staff officers are on the right or in tho

27)
77. Post of dismounted noncommissioned staff officers for ceremonies.

For ceremonies, such of tho noncommissioned staff officers as are dis-

mounted are formed ."> paces in rear of the color, in order of rank from
right to left. In column of squads they march as file closers. (L'S)

78. Post of noncommissioned staff officers and orderlies other than
for ceremonies. Other than for ceremonies, noncommissioned staff officers

and orderlies accompany their immediate chiefs unless otherwise directed.
IT mounted, the noncommissioned staff officers are ordinarily posted on
the right or at the head of the orderlies. (29)

79. Noncommissioned officer commanding platoon or company, carry-
ing of piece and taking of post. In all formations and movements a non-

nned officer commanding a platoon or company carries his piece
as the men do, if he is so armed, and takes the same post as an officer in
like situation. "When the command is formed in line for ceremonies, a
noncommissioned officer commanding a company takes post on the" right
of the right guide after the company has been aligned. (30)

ORDERS, COMMANDS, AND SIGNALS
80. When commands, signals, and orders are used. Commands only

are employed in drill at attention. Otherwise either a command, signal,
or order is employed, as best suits the occasion, or one may be used in

conjunction with another. (31)
81. Instruction in use of signals; use of headdress, etc., in making

signals. Signals should be freely used in instruction, in order that officers

! men may readily know them. In making arm signals, the saber,
rifle, or headdress may be held in the hand. (32)

82. Fixing of attention; a signal includes command of preparation
and of execution. Officers and men fix their attention at the first word
of first note of the bugle or whistle, or the first motion of

i il. A signal includes both the preparatory command and the
con ution; the movement commences as soon as the signal
is \

}, unless otherwise prescribed. (33)
83. Repeating orders, commands and signals; officers, platoon leaders,

guides and musicians equipped with whistles; whistles with different
ton ! at attention, commanders or

of subdivisions repeat orders, commands, or signals whenever
etition is deemed n to insure prompt and correct execu-

tion.

[27]



84-85-8-a7-88

Officers, battalion noncommissioned Maflf officers, platoon lc:i

guides, and musicians are equipped with \vhiv,

The Major and his staff will use a whistle of <li

the captain and company musicians :i seemid and distinctive wliist!

:i loaders :iinl guides :i thirl (list inct i\v whistle.

84. Limitation 6f prescribed signals; special prearranged si

I'resc- ils are limited tu such as are efls-

iitii'iis which render tho voii

rp or during an engagement special

upon to facilitate the solution of such hpoeiril difficult 1

situation is likely to ilevelop. Init it 71

inly are iudispeus:ilde Dualities of a signal. (3

Orders

85. Orders defined; when employed. In these regulations an order
istrui-tions or directions yi\m orally or in writing in

suited to the particular occasion and not prescribed heroin.

Orders are employed only when the commands prescribed 1.

do not sufficiently indicate the will of the commander.
Orders arc more fully described in paragraphs 378 to 383, ;

(36)

Commands

86. Command defined. In these regulations a command is tho
of ti.e fMimnander expressed in the phraseology preseril n-d herein.

8>. Kinds of commands; how given. There are two kinds of

mauds:
The preparatory command, such as forward, indicates the '

ment that is to be executed.
Tho command of execution, such as MARCH, HALT, or ARMS,

causes the execution.

Preparatory commands are distinguished by Italics; those o!

cution by CAPITALS.
When it is not mentioned in the text who gives the commands

prescribed, they are to be given by the commander of the unit coin-erned.

Tho preparatory command should be given at such nn int.

of time before the command of execution as to admit of being properly

understood; the command of execution should b given at the instant

the movement is to commence.
The tone of command is animated, distinct, and of a lou

proportioned to the number of men for whom it is intended.

Each preparatory command is enum-iated distinctly, with a ;

inflection at tho end, and in such manner that the command of execution

may be more energetic.
The command of execution is firm in tone and brief. (38)

88. Battalion and higher commanders repeat commands of superiors;

battalion largest unit executing movement at command of its commander.
s and commanders of units larger than a battalion !

commands of their superiors as are to be executed by their units,

[28]



89-90-91

their units for that purpose. The battalion is the largest unit that;

executes a ino\emei)t at the command of execution of its coiifniander. (.'{'.))

89. Facing troops and avoiding indifference when giving commands.
Y'ben giving commands to troops it is usually best to face toward them.

InditVeiem-e in giving commands nuist be avoided as it leads to

laxitv in execution. Conmiands should be given with spirit at all times.

Bugle Signals

90. Bugle signals that may be used on and off the field of battle.

The authorized lniL.r lt' signals are published in Part A' of the<e regulations.
The following bugle signals may be used off the battle field,

when not likely to convey information to the enemy:
Attention: Troops are brought to attention.
Attention to orders: Troops to fix their attention.
Forward, march: Used also to execute quick time from double

time.
Double time, march.
To the rear, march: In close order, execute squads right about.
Halt.

Assemble, march.
The following bugle signals may bo used on the battle field:

Fix bayonets.
Charge.
Assemble, march.
These signals are used only when intended for the entire firing

line; hen<v they can be authorized only by the commander of a unit (for
nent or brigade) which occupies. a distinct section of the

'-.field. Kxception: Fix bayonet. (See par. 3.1.1.)

The following bugle signals are used in exceptional cases on the
1 attle field. Their principal uses are in.. field exercises and practice firing.

mence firing: Officers charged with fire direction and control

'le. When given to a firing line, the
i fire at will.

Cease firing: All par-ts of the line execute cease firing at once.

;>y units smaller than a regiment, ex-

cept v. unit is independent or detached from its regiment. (41)

Whistle Signals

91. Attention to orders. A short blast of the whistle. This signal is

;M-h or in combat when \- to fix the attention of
- omnianders or leaders, preparatory to giving com-

Vs'hen the iue is firing", each s^jiad lender suspends firing
at a short blast of his platoon le histle.

iMit commands or .signals are rr;

irntion i

, !ian that of his platoon leader, or if tli

y to his squadi he 'iring at -

Suspend firing. A long blast of the whistle. All other whistle.
'

> are prohibited. (42)
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92

Ami Signals
92. Tho following aim siynaN are presrrilied.

'

either :inn may bo used. OHieers \v!m receive signal- on tin- lirii

"repeat hark prevent im-ninli-rst amlin-.

Forward, MARCH. < arry tin- hand to the

shoulder; straighten and hold the arm Iniri/.oiitally, tlirust-

ii'^
r it in tlic di rcct ion of march.

This signal is also used to cxi-cntc <inick t

double tinif.

Halt. <'nrry the ha ml t.

shoulder: thrust tin- hand upward
i i j j i_ . ii

hold the ami vertically.
Double time, MARCH

the hand to the shoulder; rapidly thrust

the hand upward the full extent of the
arm several times.

Squads right, MARCH. Raise the arm
laterally until horizontal; carry it to a vertical

- ^ position above the head and swing it several

'r~jl\
times between the vertical and horizontal posi-

C4 1 ti(tions.

Squads left, MARCH. Raise the arm

laterally until horizontal; carry it down
to tho side and swiny it several times betv.

the downward and horizontal positions.
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92 (contd.)

Squads right about, MARCH (if in
- order) or, To the rear, MARCH (if in

skirmish line). Kxtend the arm vertically
above tlic Ill-nil; earry it hit '-rally downward
to the side ami swinjj it several times between
the vertical and downward positions.

Change direction or Column right
(left), MARCH. The hand on the side toward
which the change of direction is to be made
is carried across the body to the opposite
shoulder, forearm horizontal; then swing in a
horizontal plane, arm extended, pointing in

the new direction.

As skirmishers, MARCH.
Raise both arms laterally until

horizontal.

-Hi. 61 Cf't*..

A s skirmishers, guide
center, MARCH. liaise both
arms laterally until horizontal;
s\vin both simultaneously up-
ward until vertical and return to

the horizontal; repeat several
tillli'S. \
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(r.

A s skirmishers, guide
right (left), MARCH
arms laterally until horizoniT
hold the arm on tin-

ly in fh* 1 I

position; swing the other up\var
until vertical and return it to

horizontal; report teTeral ti

AssemMe, March. l;.-iis the arm vertically t<

fuIT extt and describe horizontal <-ir

Eange or Change elevation. To annuune.

range, extend the arm toward th^ lenders ur mei
for whom the signal is hit' ;

g the fist closed l>attlo sight is i

by opening and closing the fi e thumb <tn

fingers to a number equal to the hundreds of

to add yards describe a short horizontal li

foreiiflgei.

To change elevation, indicate the amount -

increase or decrease by lingers as above; point
to indicate increase and downward to

decrease.
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What range are you using? or What is the range?
Extend the arms toward tlit' person addressed, one hand

i.alin 1.1 i lie front, resting on the other hand, list

closed.

Are you ready? or I am ready. Kaiso tlio

hand, fingers extended and joined, palm toward thfl

person addressed.

Commence firing. Move the arm ex-

tended in full length, hand palm down, sev-

eral times through a horizontal arc in front of

the bodv.

Fire faster. Execute rapidly the signal, "Commence Firing."
Fire slower. Execute slowly the signal "Commence Firing."

Swing the cone of fire to the right,
or left. Extend the arm in full length to

the front, palm to the right (left); swing
the arm to right (left), and point in the

direction of the new target.

Fix Bayonet. Simulate the move-
ment of the ri^ht hand in "Fix bayonet."
(See par. ]42.)
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Suspend firing, Uaise and hold ;

.ily 111 ;i Inn i/ontal position in lie. nt ot tie-

forehead, p.-iliii (it' tlu- li.-ii.'l tn tin- front.

Cease firing. liaise tin- t<>! n sus-

pend firing :IIK| swing it up :m<l ilnwu several '

in fr.mt of tlir
'

Platoon. Kxtend the arm liori/ontally I"

ward the platnon leader; desi-ri In- small circles witli

the liand. (See par. 03.)

Squad. Kxtend the arm hori/.ontally to-

ward the platoon leader; swing the hand lip and
down from the wrist. (See par. .

Rush. Same as double time. (4:)
93. Use of signals "platoon" and "squad." The signals plalooa

and squad are intended primarily for communication between the .

and his platoon leaders. The signal platoon or squad indicates that th.-

platoon commander is to cause the signal which follows to be execute !

by platoon or squad.
Note. The following signals, while not prescribed, :ire

convenient:
Combined Sights. K\!end the arm toward the leaders for whom

the signal is intended, hand open and turn hand rapidly from right M
left a number of times. Then indicate ranges in the manner prescribed,

giving the mean of the two ranges. (For example: If the combined

sights are 1050 and 11.10, indicate a range of 1100 yards. The leaders

who give the oral commands, give the command,
' Kan^e ]n:,u and 11.Id,"

whereupon every man in the -front rank, before deployment, fixes his

sight at 1150, and every man in the roar rank, before deployment, fi.vs

liis sight at 10.10.)

Company. Bring the hand up near the shoulder and then thru>l

to the front, snapping fingers in usual way; repeat several times.

Contract fire. Kxtend both arms horizontally, fir nded,
arms parallel, palms facing each other; bring hands together once, and
hold them so and look at the leader concerned.

Disperse fire. Bring hands together, fingers extended, pointing
in direction of leader concerned, arms extended horix.ontally : swing
arms outward once, and hold them so and look at the leader concerned.

Platoon column. Raise both arms vertically, full length, arms

parallel, fingers joined and extended, palms to the front.
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Prepare to rush. Cross the arms horizontally several times.

Squad Column. Raise both arms vertically from elho\vs, elbows
at side of bodv, lingers joined and extended, palms to the front. Author.

Flag Signals

94. Signal flags carried by company musicians; description of flags.

Lcual Hags described below are carried by the company musicians
in the field.

In a regiment in which it is impracticable to make the permanent
battalion division alphabetically, the (lags of a battalion are as shown:

d to the companies alphabetically, within their respective
ions, in the order given below.

lion:

Company A.
( 'onipany B.

Company C.

Company D.

! battalion:

Company K.
< 'onipany F.
< 'onipany C,.

Company H.

talion:

'pany T.

Company K.

Company 1..

v M.

Red field. White square.
Red field, blue square.
Red field, white diagonals.
Red field, blue diagonals.

White field, red square.
White field, blue square.
White field, red diagonals.
White field, blue diagonals.

Blue field, red square.
Blue field, white square.
Blue field, red diagonals.
Blue field, white diagonals.

Note. An analysis of the above system of signal flags will show: 1. The color
of the field indicates tin- battalion and the colors run in the order that is so natural

'I. viz.: Red, White and Blue. Hence red field indicates the first battalion;
white fi> ill. the second; blue field, the third.

squares indicate the first two companies of each battalion, and the

diagonals, t: 'ience,

Companies



95-96

3. The color* of the squares and diagonal* in combination with t

fields, run in the order that is so natural to u all, viz.: Red. White and B!
color of any given field being, of course, omitted from the squares .in. I <h

white square lot instance-, wmild nut show on a white field, nor would a blue diagonal
shun on a blue field. For example, with a red field we woul.l havi- white :in.l !

the M|ii.ire and diagonal colors; with a white field, red and blue f"i the M|tinre an.i

diagonal colors; with a blue field, red and white for tin- -.|ii:r. . am) diagonal colors

4. From what has. been said, the following table explains itself:

Battalion
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Letter of

alphabet



983-99-100-101

li"H I" proficiency :,.. instruction progress--. '!

:i|>titinl(> anil quicki,. .-paiated from tin- ot!i.-rs :nni placed under
experienced clrill master^. I'.M

Instruction Without Arms
98a. Formation of squad for preliminary instruction. Fur preliminary

instruction a number of recruits, usually nut exceeding three or 1'oiir,

are formed as a squad in single rank. (">(.))

Position of the Soldier, or Attention
99. Heels on the same lino and as near each other as the

i the ninii permits.
Feet turned out equally and funning an angle f a

Knees straight without stiffness.

Hips level and drawn hack slightly; body orect and r-

qually on hips; chest lifted and arched; shoulders square and falling

equally.
Anns and hands haiitfintf naturally, thumb alonjj the s.-.-un of

the trousers.

Head erect and squarely to the front, cliin drawn in >o tliat

\is of the head and neck is vertical; eyes straight to the front.

Weight of the body resting equally upon the heeds and ba

M>t. (ol)
The Bests

100. Being at a halt, the commands arc: FALL OUT; BEST; AT
EASE; and, 1. Parade, i'. REST.

At the command fall out, the men may leave the ranks, !>:

required to remain in the immediate vicinijy. They resume their former

places, at attention, at the command fall in.

At the command rest each man keeps one foot in pla
not required to preserve silence or immobility.

At the command at ease each man keeps one foot in plac
<

;nired to preserve silence but not immobility. (52)

101. 1. Parade, BEST. Carry the right fo,

straight to the rear, left knee slightly b<

hands, without constraint, in front of the center of the

body, fingers joined, left hand uppermost, left thumb

clasped by the thumb and forefinger of the right hand;

preserve silence and steadiness of position. (">.'U
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102-103-101-105-106

Miino tin- attfiiiii.n: 1. Squad, 2. ATTENTION.
The moil take the position of the soldier. (54)

Eyes Right or Left

1. Eyes, -2. RIGHT (LEFT), .".. FRONT.
At tin- ruiimiuml right, turn the head to tin- right oblique.

11 the lit of the men in, or supposed to be in, the same
rank. At the command front, turn the head and eyes to the front.

Facings
104. To the flank: 1. Right (left), 2. FACE.

liaise slightly the left heel and right toe; face to the i

turning on the right heel, assisted by a slight pressure on the ball of
ihe left foot; place the left foot by the side of the right. Left 1;

i ted .011 the left heel in the corresponding manner.
Right (left) half face is executed similarly, facing 4.").

"To face in inarching" and advance, turn on the ball of either
::d step off with the other foot in the new line of direction; to
: marching without gaining ground in the new direction, turn on

1 all of either foot and mark time. (56)
105. To the rear: 1. About, 2. FACE.

Carry the toe of the right foot about a half foot-length to the
iid slightly to the left of the left heel withouL changing the posi-

tion df the left foot: face to the rear, turning to the right on the left heel
and right toe; place the right heel by the side of the left. i~i~}

Salute with the Hand
106. 1. Hand, 2. SALUTE.

Kaise the right hand smartly till the tip of the

forefinger touches the lower -part of the headdress or

forehead above the right eye, thumb and fingers extended
and joined palm to the left, forearm inclined at about

hand and wrist straight; at the same time look
toward the person saluted. (TWO) Drop the arm
smartly by the side. (58)

(For rules governing salutes, see "Military
Courtesy," Chapter XI, Part II.)
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107-108-109-110-111-112

Steps and Marchings
107. Steps and marchings begin with left foot. All

marchings executed 1'nmi a halt, except right step, begin with tin- left

foot.

108. Length and cadence of full step; indicating cadence. The
length of the full sti-p in quick time is .in inches, measured I'r.mi he. -I

to heel, ainl the cadence is at the rate of ll'<> steps per minute.
The length of the full step in double time i.-, .".'i ii

cadence is at the rate of 180 steps per minute.
The instructor, when necessary, in.licates the cadence <>i th

by .-ailing one, two, three, four, or left, right, the instant t
;

light foot, respectively, should be planted. (60)
109. Steps and marchings and movements involving marchings habitu-

ally executed in quick time. All steps and marchings an. I movement
involving march are executed iu quick time unless the squad be marching
in double time, or double time be added to the command; in the latter

case double time is added to the preparatrv command. Kxample: 1.

Lqv.ad right, double time, -2. MARCH (School of the Squad).

Quick Time

110. Being at a halt, to march forward in quick time: 1. Forward,
ii. MARCH.

At the command forward, shift the weight of the body ;

right leg, left knee straight.
At the command march, move the left foot smartly straight

forward 30 inches from the right, sole near the ground, and pi

without shock; next in like manner, advance the right foot and plant
it as above; continue the march. The arms .swing naturally.

111. Being at a halt, or in march in quick time, to march in double
time: 1. Doable time, 2. MARCH.

If at a halt, at the first command shift the weight of the

to the right leg. At the command march, raise the forearms, lingo is

< losed, to a horizontal position along the waist line; take up a:

run with the step and cadence of double time, allowing a natural swing

ing motion to the arms.
If marching in quick time, at the command march, given a-

either foot strikes the ground, take one step in quick time, and the;i

step oft" in double time. (03)
To resume the quick time: 1. Quick time, 2. MARCH.
At the command march, given as either fool strikes the ground,

advance and plant the other foot in double time; resume the quick time,

dropping the hands by the sides. (64)

To Mark Time

112. Being in march: 1. Mark time, 2. MARCH.
At tho command march, given as either foot strikes the ground,

advance and plant the other foot; bring up the foot in rear and continn

the cadence by alternately raising each foot about 2 inches and planting
it on line with the other.
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113-114-115-116-117-118

:it :> halt, at the command march, raise ami plant the

[escribed above. (65)

The Half Step

113. 1. Half step, i'. MARCH.
Take steps of 1" inches in quick time, 18 inches in double time.

Forward, half step, halt, and mark time may be executed one
from tin' oilier in quick or double time.

To resume the full step from half step or mark time: 1. Forward,
2. MARCH. (67)

Side Step

114. Being at a halt or mark time: 1. Eight (left) step, 2. MARCH.
Carry and plant the right foot 15 inches to the right; bring the

"ot beside it and continue the movement in the cadence quick

The side step is used for short distances only and is not exe-
i in double time.

If at order arms, the side step is executed at trail without com-
.1. (68)

Back Step

115. Being at a halt or mark time: 1. Backward, 2. MARCH.
Take steps of 15 inches straight to the rear.

The back step is used for short distances only and is not exe-
1 in double time.

If at order arms, the back step is executed at trail without com-

To Halt

116. To arrest the march in quick or double time: 1. Squad, 2. HALT.
AT the command halt, given as either foot strikes the ground,

the other foot as in mart-lung; raise and place the first foot by
'.e of the other. If in double time, drop the hands by the sides.

To March by the Flank

117. Being in march: 1. By the right (left) flank, 2. MARCH.
At the command march, given as the right foot strikes the

1, advance and plant the left foot; then face to the right in rnarch-

-tep off in the new direction with the right foot. (71)

To March to the Rear
118. Being in march: 1. To the rear, 2. MARCH.

At the command march given as the right foot strikes the ground
ad plant the left foot; turn to the right about on the balls of

1'c.tli feet and immediately step off with the left foot.
If marching in double time, turn to the right about, taking

iu place, keeping the cadence, and then step off with the
oot. (7'2)
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119-120-121

Change Step
119. lieing in march: 1. Change step, i'. MARCH.

At tin 1 command march, ^i\en as tin* right foot strik>

ground, advance and plant the left fool; plant tin- to.- of the light f

near tin- heel of tin- It-It ami step oil with tin- i

The change on the right foot is similarly .

maiul march being given as the left foot strikes the ground. ('

MANUAL OF AEMS
120. Instruction of recruit in use of rifle, manual of arms, etc

MI. in as pract icalile the recruit is tnuglit the use, nomenrlature, ai

of liis ritle. (See "The < aic, Inscription, and .Management of the Iv'ifle,

"

Chapter XIV, I'art II.); when fair progress has been made in th.'

instruction without arms, lie is taught the manual of arm-; inst ru I io.i

without arms ami that with arms alternate. (71)
121. Rules governing carrying of piece. The following rules go

ing the carrying of the piece:
First. Piece habitually carried without cartridges in chamber or

magazine. The piece is not carried with cartridges in either the chamliev
or the magazine except when specifically ordered. When so loaded, or

supposed to be loaded, it is habitually carried locked; that is, with tin-

safety lock turned to the "safe." At all other times it is carried

unlocked, with the trigger pulled.
Second. Inspection of pieces when troops are formed and when

dismissed. Whenever troops are formed under arms, pie medi-
ately inspected at the commands: 1. Inspection, 2. ARMS, .''.. Order (Right
shoulder port), 4. ARMS, which are executed as explained in purs. I l~> 1 HI.

A similar inspection is made immediately before dismissal.

If cartridges are found in the chamber or maga/.ine they are

removed and placed in the belt.

Third. Cut-off habitually turned "off." The cut-off is kept
turned "off" except when cartridges are actually used.

Fourth. Bayonet habitually not carried fixed. The bayonet is

not fixed (See par. 142), except in bayonet exercise, on guard, or for

combat.
Fifth. "Fall in" executed at order; "attention" resumed at

order. Fall in is executed with the piece at the order arms. Fall out,

rest, and at ease are executed as without arms, as explained in par. 100.

On resuming attention the position of order arms ^s taken.

Sixth. If at order, pieces brought to right shoulder at command
"march"; execution of movements at trail; piece brought to trail i:i

certain movements executed from order. If at the order, unless other

wise prescribed, the piece is brought to the right shoulder at the com
i. ..MM! march, the three motions corresponding with the first three

steps. Movements may be executed at the trail by prefacing the prepara

tory command with the words at trail; as, 1. At trail, forward,

MARCH; the trail is taken at the command march.

When the facings, alignments, open and close ranks, tuki

interval or distance, and aasemblingB are execute, 1 from the ordt r. raiv

the piece to the trail while in motion and resume the order on halting.

142]
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122

. nth. Piece brought to order on halting. Tlio piece is

to the on lor mi halting. !! "I 'he order begins when the

irapleted.

Kighth. Holding disengaged hand in double time. A disengaged
hand in double time is held as when without arms. (7.1)

Rules governing manual of arms. The following niles govern
ion of the manual of arms:

t. Position of left hand at balance. Tn all positions of the,

left hand at the balance (center of gravity, bayonet unfixed) the thumb
'ng is included in the grasp of tin- 1'and.

Positions of piece "diagonally across the body." In all

i tin- j'iec
-e ' '

iliagonally across tli- 1 body" the position of tin 1

arm and hand an- the same as in port arms.
'

i Si c par. !-">.;

Third. Next to last motion in resuming order
from any position; piece to strike ground gently. Jn

i (-sinning the order from any position in the manual, the
motion next to the last concludes with the butt of the

piece about 3 inches from the ground, barrel to the rear,
the left hand above and near the right, steadying the

piece, fingers extended and joined, forearm and wrist,

lit and inclining downward, all fingers of the right
hand grasping the piece. To complete the order, lower the

piece gently to the ground with the right hand, drop the

left quickly by the side, and take the position of order
arms.

Allowing the piece to drop through the right hand
to the ground, or other similar abuse of the rifle to produce
effect in executing the manual is prohibited.

Fomt.i. Cadence of motions; at first attention to be paid to

details of motion. The cadence of the motions is that of quick time; the
lirst required to give their whole attention to the details of

:otions, the cadence being gradually acquired as they become
: to handling their pieces. The instructor may require them

:it aloud in cadence with the motions.
Fifth. Execution of manual "by the mtmbers." The manual is

at a halt and the movements are for the purpose of instruction,
1 into motions and executed in detail; in this case the command

i-i execution determines the prompt execution of the first motion, and the

'oinniands, two, three, four, that of the other motions.
To execute the movements in detail, the instructor first cautions:

By the numbers; all movements divided into motions are then executed as

above explained until he cautions: Without the numbers; or commands
ta otlur than those in the manual of arms.

Sixth. Regular positions assumed without regard to previous
positions; carrying rifle in any position. Whenever circumstances require,

jiilar positions of the manual of arms and the firings may be
d without regard to the previous position of the piece.
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123-124-125

1'nder the exceptional conditions ,>{ weather or fir

rifle may be carried in :my ntaiui'-r dim-ted. (76)

123. Position of order arms standing: The lam
evenly on the ground, barrel to the rear, toe of the Imtt mi

a line with toe of, and touching, the right shoe, am
hands hanging naturally, right hand holding the pie

>

between the thmrb ami fingers. (77)

124. Being at order arms: 1. Present, 2. ARMS.
With the right hand carry the piece in front of

the center of the body, barrel to the rear and vertical,

grasp it with the left hand at the balance, forearm hori-

zontal and resting against the body. . (TWO) Grasp the

small of the stock with the right hand. (78)

125. Being at order arms: 1. Port, 2. ARMS.
With the right hand raise and throw tiie

diagonally across the body, grasp it smartly with

hands; the right, palm down, at the small of the

the left, palm up, at the balance; barrel up, sloping t.>

the left and crossing opposite the junction of tin

with the left shoulder; right forearm horizontal; left

forearm resting against the body; the piece in a \ertu-a!

plane parallel to the front. (70)
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126-127-128-129-130-131-132-133-131

126. Being at present anus: 1. Port, 2. ARMS.
i 'MI-TV tin 1

piece diagonally across the body and take the position
of pert :inns. (80)

127. Being at. port anus: 1. Present, -2. ARMS.
i 'any tin- piece to a vortical position in front of the center of

the body and take the position of present arms. \S1)

128. Being at present or port arms: 1. Order, 2. ARMS.
Lot go with Iho right hand; lower and carry tlio piece to the

-.vith Hi*- loft, hand: rograsp it with the right hand just above the

i-and; let go with the loft Land, and take the next to the last

u coining to the order. (TWO) Complete the order. (82)

129. Being at order arms: 1. Right
shoulder, 2. ARMS.

With the right hand raise ai:d

throw the piece diagonally across tho

body; carry the right hand quickly to the

butt, embracing it, the heel between the
first two fingers. (TWO) Without chang-
ing the grasp of the right hand, place?
the piece on the right shoulder, barrel up
and inclined at an angle of about 4.">

from the horizontal, trigger guard in the
hollow of the shoulder, right elbow near
the side, the piece in a vertical plane per-
pendicular to the front; carry the left

hand, thumb and fingers extended and

joined, to the small of the stock, tip of
the forefinger touching the cocking piece,
wrist straight and elbow down. (THREE)
Drop the left hand by the side. (83)

130. Being at right shoulder arms: 1. Order, 2. ARMS.
BS the butt down quickly and throw the piece diagonally

The body, the right hand retaining the grasp of the butt. (TWO),
(THREE) Execute order arms as described from port arms. (84)

131. Being at port arms: 1. Right shoulder, 2. ARMS.
Change the right hand to the butt. (TWO), (THREE) As in

-:ioi;!d*T arms from order arms. (85)
132. Being at right shoulder arms: 1. Port, 2. ARMS.

I'n-sx the butt down quickly and throw the piece diagonally
i he body, the right hand retaining its gra-p of the butt. (TWO)

ge the right hand to the small of the stock. (SO)
123. Being at right shoulder arms: 1. Present, 2. ARMS.

ute port arms. (THREE) oxe;-, t arms. (87)
134. Being at present arms: 1. Right shoulder, 2. ARMS.

Execute port arn.s. (TWO), (THREE), (FOUR) Execute right
!'l*-r arms as from port arms. (88)
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135-136-137-138

135. Being ;ii port arms: 1. Left shoulder, u. ARMS.
' -it iv tln> piece \vitli tin- right hand and \<\:>

on thi' left shoulder, liarrrl up, trigger guard in tin*

hollow of tin 1 shoulder; at the s.-uiie i v tin' bull

with the loft hand, heel between first and second l'\:

thumb and fingers closed on the stock. (TWO) Drop tho

right hand hv the si.'.c.

136. Being at left shoulder arms: 1. Port, L'. ARMS.
Grasp tin 1

piece with the right hand at the small of the stuck.

(TWO) Carry the piece to the right with the. right hand, regrasp it with
the left, and take the position of port arms.

Left shoulder arms may be ordered directly from the o

right shoulder or present, or the reverse. At the command arms 61

port arms :n:d continue in cadence to the position ordered. (W)

137. Being at order arms: 1. Parade, 2. REST.

Carry the right foot 6 inches straight to tin-

left knee slightly bent; carry the mu/./le in front of the
center of the body, barrel to the left; grasp the piece
with the left hand just below the stacking swivel, and
with the right hand below and against the left.

138. TVing at parade rest: 1. Squad, 2. ATTENTION.
Kesume the order, the left hand quitting the piece oppo:-i

right hip. (00)
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139-140-111

139. Being at order arms: 1. Trail, 2. AEMS.
liaise the piece, right arm slightly bent, and incline

tin- mu/y.le 1'orwaid so that the liarrel makes an angle of

about :io
l

witli tlie vertical.

When it can lie done without danger or inconvenience
to others, the piece may lie grasped at the balance and the
muzzle lowered until the piece i-; horixontal; a similar posi
tiou iu the left hand m'ay be used. (91)

140. lieing at trail arms: 1. Order, 2. ARMS.
Lower the piece with the right hand and resume the order. (02)

Eifie Salute

141. Being at right shoulder arms: L Rifle, 2. SALUTE.
TV the left hand smartly to the small of the

slock, forearm horizontal, palm of hand down, thumb and
:id joined, forefinger touching end of

(ii-king piece; look toward the person saluted. (TWO)
l>rop let't hand by the side; turn head and eyes to the

t. (93)

Being at order or trail arms: 1. Rifle, '2. SALUTE.
Cany the lelt hand smartly to the right side, palm

of the hand town, thumb and fingers extended and joined,
forefinger against piece near the muzzle; look toward the

person saluted. (TWO) Drop the left hand by the side;
turn the head and eyes to the front.

For rules governing salutes, see "Military Court-

Chaptcr XI. Part II.
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142-143-144-145-146

The Bayonet
142. Being at or.lrr arm* 1. Fix, 2. BAYONET.

It' tin- bayonet .sr:il>li:inl is carried mi the licit: 1

jra-p tin- bayonet with the right li:unl, back of hand toward the

body; draw the bayonet from tin 1 scabbard and fix it on tln> i

glancing at the muzzle; resume the order.
If the bayonet is carried on the haversack: I>ra\\ tin- l>;i

with the left hand and fix it in flu1 most convenient manner,
(fi

143. Being at our anus: 1. Unfix, 2. BAYONET.
If the bayonet scabbard is carried on the belt: Kxei ,

rest; grasp the handle of the bayonet firmly with the right hand, |>L

the spring with the forefinger of the li^ht hand; raise tin- 1.

the handle i> about 12 inches above the mu/.zle of the piece; drop the

point to the left, back of the hand toward the body, and, g

.:ibbard. return the bayonet, the blade passing between tl;

arm and the body; regrasp the piece with the right hand and resume th

order.

If tho bayonet scabbard is carried on the haver-

bayonet from the rifle with the left hand and return it to the scabbard
in the most convenient manner.

If marching or lying down, the bayonet is fixed and unfix

the most expeditious and convenient manner and the pie<-.

to the original position.
Fix and unfix bayonet are executed with prompt ii"

ity but not in cadence. (For unfixing bayonet with Krag rii!

f.'.i7.) (96)
144. CHARGE BAYONET. Whether executed at halt or in n

the bayonet is held toward the opponent as in the position of guard in

the Manual for Bayonet Kxercise.

Exercises for instruction in bayonet combat are

the Manual for Bayonet Exercise. (07)

The Inspection

145. Being at order arms: 1. Inspection, 2. ARMS.
At the second command take the position o;

arms. (TWO) Sei/.e the bolt handle with the thumb :mi

forefinger of the right hand, turn the handle up, draw the
bolt back. :ind glance at the chamber. Having found the
chamber empty, or having emptied it, raise the head an i

eyes to the front. (For inspection of arms with Krasj rifle

Be par. 008.) (98)
146. Being at inspection arms: 1. Order (Right shoulder,

port), 2. ARMS.
At the preparatory command push the bolt forward.

turn the handle down, pull the trigger, and resume port
arms. At the command arms, complete the nm\ .

ordered. (To execute with Krag rifle see par. (V.c.).) ($)'.))
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147-148-149-150-151-152-153

To Dismiss the Squad

147. Being at halt: 1. Inspection, 2. AEMS, P.. Port, 4. ARMS,
5. DISMISSED. (100)

SCHOOL OF THE SQUAD
148. Grouping into Squads. Soldiers are grouped into squads for

purposes of iiistni. !: Hi. discipline, control, and order. (101)
149. Composition of squad; object of squad movements. The squad

its of a corporal and seven privates.
The movements in the School of the Squad are designed to make

the squad a fixed unit and to facilitate the control and movement of the

company. If 1lu> number of men grouped is more than 3 and less than

1:2, they are formed a* a squad of 4 files, the excess above 8 being posted
as file closers. If the number grouped is greater than 11. 2 or more

U are formed and the group is termed a platoon.
For the instruction of recruits, these rules may l>e modified. (102)

150. Squad leader; his post. The corporal is the squad leader, and
when absent is replaced by a designated private. If no private is de-

signated, the senior in length of service acts as leader.

The corporal, when in ranks, is posted as the left man in the
front rank of the squad.

When the corporal leaves the ranks to lead his squad, his rear
nan steps into the front rank, and the file remains blank until the

MHpural returns to his plan- in ranks, when his rear rank man steps back
into the rear rank. (103)

151. Preservation of integrity of squads in battle. In battle officers

and sergeants endeavor to preserve the integrity of squads; they
i:ate new leaders to replace those disabled, organize new squads when
necessary, and see that every man is placed in a squad.

Men are taught the necessity of remaining with the squad to

which they belong and, in case it be broken up or they become separated
therefrom, to attai-h themselves to the nearest squad and platoon leaders,

whether these be of their own or of another organization. (104)
152. Certain movements executed by squad as in School of the

Soldier. The squad executes the halt (See par. 116), rests (See par. 100-

I'M), facings (See pars. 104-105), steps and marchings (See pars. 107-
and the manual of arms ' Sop pars. 120-147), as explained in the

1 of the Soldier. (103)

To Form the Squad

153. To form the squad the instructor places himself 3 paces in
front of where the center is to be and commands: FALL IN.

The men assemble at attention, pieces at the order, and are

arranged by the corporal in double rank, as nearly as- practicable in

'f height from right to left, each man dropping his left hand as
* -on M in his left has his interval. The rear rank forms with

"f 40 inches.
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1M-155

'I Lo instructor then commands: COUNT OFF.
At this i-iuiiMiaml nil except tin- right ill.- execute eyes righ*.

and beginning on tho right. the men in c;i<-Ii rank count one, two, three,

four; each ii.an turns his head ami eyes to the front :i<

Pieces are then inspected.

Alignments

154. To align the squad. the l>ase file or files having 1" ' n estalii.

1. Eight (Left), 2. DRESS, .1. FRONT.
At the command dress :i!l men place tho 1. upon tin-

hip whether dressing to the right or left); each n::n . eM-ept th.

file, when on or near tho new lino executes eyes right, ai:d takinu
of 2 or 3 inches, places himself so that his right arm rests lightly

: in of tlio man on liis ri-^ht, and so that his eyes and shoulders

nre in lino with those of the men on his right; the rear ran;

cover in file.

The instructor verifies the alignment of lioth ranks from the

light flank and orders up or back such men as may lie in rear. .

advance, of the line; only the men designated move.
At the command front, given when the ranks are aligned,

man turns his head and eyes to the front and drops his left hand
side.

Tn the first drills the basis of the alignment is established mi,

or parallel to, the front of the squad; afterwards, in oblique direction*.

Whenever the position of the base file or files necc-

considerable movement by the squad, such movement will b-

by marching to the front or oblique, to the flank or backward, as the
case may be, without other command, and at the trail. (107)

155. To preserve the alignment when marching: GUIDE RIGHT
(LEFT).

The men preserve their intervals from the side of the guide,

yielding to pressure from that side and resisting pressure from the op

posite direction; they recover intervals, if lost, by gradually opening
out or closing in; they recover alignment by slightly lengthening or

shortening the step; the rear-rank men cover their file loaders at 40

inches.

-. Tn double rank, the front-rank man on the right, or designated
dank, conducts tho march; when marching faced to the flank, th.

ing man of tho front rank is tho guide. (108)
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156.

156-157

To Take Intervals and Distances

in line at a halt: 1. Take interval, 2. To the right (left),

:;. MARCH, I Squad, r,. HALT.
t

BQSQ
DDDD IWng in line at :i halt.

SNSQ

DDDQ

JO S-

1. Take interval, 2. To the right (left)
At the >(>coml command tin- rear-rank

.van! I steps ami lialt ;

3. MAECH
At I he i-iiiiiiiiaiKl march all face to the

liylit and the leading man of each rank steps off;

the other men step oft' in succession, each follow-

ing the j> rebelling man at 4 jtaees, rear-rank men
iiiaivhinjj alireast of their file leaders.

S H S

ODD o

i. Squad, 5. HALT
A r the coininanil halt, given when all havo

intervals, all halt ami face to the front.

n

-a

(Ac Uf.i.>

nnaa

157. 1 lei nj at intervals, to assemble
the sijiiail:

1. Assemble, to the right (left), 2.

MARCH.
The front-rank man on the right

Ma mis fast, the rear- rank man on the

iii;ht closes to 40 inches. The other
men face to the right, close by the
shortest line, and face to the front.

(110)
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158-159-160

MM

158. Being in lire :it :i li:iH find ha\ing coiiutid

off: 1. Take distance, _>. MARCH, .5. Squad, I. HALT.
At the command March No. 1 of the fnm'

lank moves straight to tlic front; Nos. l!. .'i, ami -I

of tin' front rank and Nos. 1, L', .'I, and 4 of tho
rear rank, in the order named, move straight

'

j vunt ea ,.ji stepping off so as to follow tin- preceding
man at 4 paces. The command halt is given \\

liavo their <listai

In case nmre than one squad is in line. .

squad executes the movement as above. Thi
of each rank of numbers is right. (Ill)

qgpn

159. Tteing at distances, to afsemblo tho squad:
1. Assemble, 2. MARCH.

No. 1 of the front rank stands fast; the
othrr numbers move forward to their proper places
in lii.n. H12)

To Stack and Take Arms
160. Being in line at a halt: STACK ARMS,

even number ,f the front rank grasps his piece with the

left hand at the upper band

[52]



160 (contd.)

and rests the butt between his feet, barrel

to the front, muzzle inclined slightly to the
front and opposite the center of the interval

on his right, the thumb and forefinger rais-

ing the stacking swivel; each even number
of the rear rank then passes his piece, barrel

to the rear, to his fib? leader, who grasps it

between the bands with his right hand

ami throws the butt about 2 feet in advance
of that of his own piece and opposite the

right of the interval, the right hand slipping
t' the upper band, the thumb and forefinger

.g the stacking swivel, which he engages
with that of his own piece:

each odd number of the front rank raises his piece with
the right hand, carries it well forward, barrel to the front;
the left hand, guiding the stacking swivel.

fS3]



161

engages the b

own pier.- with the fioe hook of that of the
\.'M ii'Mnl.cr of the rear rank; lie then tnriis

tlie bund outward int.. :. I'lirm.

tli<- (itln-r t\vu pieces and 16 butt to

tlu- ground, to file right ai-d QJ

of his riLjh -lice.

The Ptnrks made, the : laid 01:

them by the even miml>ei> of the
AVV.en oncli man has finislieil haiullin^ jiiei-cs. he takefl Hi-

lion i' 1

'

the soldier. ( 1 1.'?)

161. Being in line behind the st:u-k-: TAKE ABMS.
(Sec preceding illustrat"

The loose jiiefos are returned by the even numbers of t lie front rank;
each even number of the front rank grasps his own |>ii-<-

(
- with ti

hand, the piece of his rear rank man with his ri^'ht hand, grasping both
between the bands; each odd number of the front rank grasp-
in the same way with the right hand; disengages it by i:ii-!ng the butt

from the ground and then turning the piece to the light,
from the stack; each even number of the front rank di^ nd de-

taches his piece by turning it to the left,

and, then pa
man to him,

the piece of his reru

find all resume the order. I H
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162-163-164-165

Should any squad have Nos. - and ."> blank filrs. AD. 1 rear rank

takes the place i>!' No. - rear rank in making and breaking t he

made or broken, In- resumes liis po-t.
I'iect". iidt used in making the stacks an- termed loose pieces.

- ar< % never stacked with the bayonet fixeil. (ll.">.>

The Oblique March

162. For the instruction of recruits, the squad being in column or

iy aliened, tlie instructor causes the squad to face half right or

half left, points out to the men their relative positions, and explains
that these are to he maintained in the ohlique march. (116)

163. 1. Eight (Left) oblique, '2. MARCH.
is man steps otT ill a direction 4.1 to the right of his original

/ front. He preserves his relative position, keeping
" OOOO ^ IS shoulders parallel to those of the guide (the man

<jw>v,, /\/\/^/\ " *' ie right front of the line or column), and so
<y\>\>\>

regulates his steps that the ranlvs remain parallel

f to their original front.

At the command halt the men halt faced to

^ o^w .~.. front.

To resume the original direction: 1. Forward
L'. MARCH.

The men half face to the left in marching and then move straight
to the front.

If at halfstep or mark time while obliquing, the oblique march
is resumed by the commands: 1. Oblique, 2. MARCH. (117)

To Turn on Moving Pivot

164. Being in line: 1. Right (Left) turn, 2. MARCH.
The movement is executed by each rank successively and on

the same ground. At the second command, the

pivot man of the front rank faces to the right
, O"0* i Q marching and takes the half step; the other

,'
, -Q--0* nien of the rank oblique to the right until opposite

,',"'. D'-0* their places in line, then execute a second right

<J<J<$'rg Q-0- oblique and take the half step on arriving abreast

1^ j^ "^L
It. of the pivot man. All glance toward the march-

ing flank while at half step and take the full step
without command as the last man arrives on the
line.

Right (Left) half turn is executed in a similar manner. The
pivot man makes a half change of direction to the right and the other
men make quarter changes in obliquing. (118)

To Turn on Fixed Pivot

165. Being in line, to turn and march: 1. Squad right (left), 2.

MARCH.
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166-167

.

p] py
i ^3-.
'V TT"

N/r7L At tbe 8ecoM<1 con.maml, tin- right flank

,
-*-J in the front rank faces to the right in march! i.

'' J/T*
marks time; the other 1'n.nt rank men oblique to

,_*-,' j_I
*'"' right, place themseh .-s :iln,-:i-i ..f ill.- pivot,

[\j [/r and mark time. In the rear rank the third man
from the right, followed in column by

x and first, move straight to the front
'-

Q <I>
11 0* until in rear of his front-rank man,

6 2h
'

0-

(C.) \vhen all face to tho right ill marehiug and mark
time;

L> IZh

[~} 0* tlie other number of the rear rank moves straight
i i r to the front four paces and places himself a

k-T" of the man on his right. Men on the new line

( f* !/V glance toward the inarcliiii^ (lank while marking"^^ time and, :'S the last mnn ;iri-hc- <MI the lin>

ranks execute forward, MARCH, without command.
019)

166. Being in line, to turn and halt: 1. Squad right (left), 2. MARCH,
3. Squad, 4. HALT.

The third command is given immediately alter the second. Tl.e

turn is executed as prescribed in the preceding paragraph except that

all men, on arriving on the new line, mark time until the fourth com-
mand is given, when all halt. The fourth command should be gi\
the last man arrives on the line. (120)
x 167. Being in line, to turn about and march: 1. Squad right (left)

about, 2. MARCH.
At the second command, the front rank twice executes squad

right, initiating the second squad right when the man on the marching
flank has arrived abreast of the rank. In the rear rank the third

man from the right, followed by the second and first in column, moves

straight to the front until on the prolongation of the line to be "

rupied by the rear rank: changes direction to the right; moves in the

new direction until in rear of his front-rank man, when all f.
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168-169-170

ght in marching, mark time, and glance toward the marching
The fourth man r the left of the third to his new p lf s!

arrives on the line, both ranks execute forward, MARCH.
without command. ( 121 )

168. Being in line, to turn about and halt: 1. Squad right (left) about,
i' MARCH, ::. Squad, 4. HALT.

The third command is given immediately after the second. The
turn is executed as prescribed in the preceding paragraph except that
all men, on arriving on the new line, mark time until the fourth com
irand is given, when all halt. The fourth command should be given
as the last man arrives on the line. (122)

A To Follow the Corporal

/ 3pti 169. Being assembled or de-

d'_,
.i- _ ployed, to march the squad with

S S S
(TM LINE) out unnecessary comm:fnds, the

r T pi i i i i corporal places himself in front
kJUULJ of it and commands: FOLLOW

ME.
If in line or skirmish line.

Xo. 2 of the front rank f.>

in the trace of the corporal at

?P*"* (As SKutM/sHEeal'. about 3 paces; the other men con-
' form to the movements of Xo. 2.

D S D S O S D guiding on him and maintaining
their relative positions.

JQ I If in column, the head of

r~j
the column follows the corporal.

(IN Coum* )

o
D
D

To Deploy as Skirmishers

170. Being in any for-

foipcoysft emulation, assembled: 1. AsDSDHHOSQ coapooAi.). skirmishers, 2. MARCH.
*\ ** f /* .' 2 ,-'' .I-'

1 The corporal plac-
*

v
\

',

3
'*/'* .',.''

,-'
/(>/xt *

es himself in front of the

%-,'., rS r̂ ' ,-' squad, if not already
LJ

-;> <-!,<? >,' there. Moving at a run,
r'tr'Tr< (Aist^ftwo T L.t ).

^jjp njen pjace themselves
. , abreast of the corporal at

nagram the corporal teas in front of tltf

squad before the movement began.)

IS7J



171-172-173-174

half pace ii.*

DLGLQ s 6 H a '~:r :;";:,,! r-Jt
] y ,' ,' / Kink in. -n mi tip

\\-> ,' / / / their lile

J>V / /' .'' men on the

A **-.
J /

'

>''A I*LH> IM nil then conform to

j,y ^'' /

'' COCOON o r.iiiV corporal's ^:iit.

ji-N
/' /' WllCIl It.

V '

.' noting alone, skirmisli

'L v' Miniljiily t'oniircl 0!

i[j 2 of tlir ir.Uit r:ink.

st.'imls 1'iist or rout!

g the innrrli. aa tlu> ease

T . may he; tin' corporal |'l:ic-

os himself in front of tin'

PI RI n M m r^ ri f^-"OK Wo2 )

SM'.1
wl " "

aavan.-i,.^
LJ. j-J.

U L^l Q S U !1I1(1 '" r( ' :ir ""hen halted.

""v'i'e-i ^'-i <>''.-'' Wln>n dei'loy.
t j L'.J i.v-c ,-' sUinnislicis. the m.-ii

rSrNrV <Asst^ Bi.to i^ L.** march at i-a^c, pin-'*- AOVANC,^) lhp tr;lil UI|]| . SS nt , M>r ,

ordered.
The corporal is the guide when in the line; otherwise No. '2 front

rank is the gui<le. (1-4)
171. The normal interval between skirmishers is one-half pace, result-

ing practically in one man per yard of front. The front of a
thus deployed as skirmishers is about 10 paces. (iL'-'i

To Increase or Diminish Intervals

172. If assembled, and it rs desired to deploy at greater than the

normal interval; or if deployed, and it is desired to iiicre:.-^- or .1.

the interval: 1. As skirmishers, (so many) paces, 2. MARCH.
Intervals are talion at the indicated number of pacex. i

ready deployed, the men move by the flank toward or axvav from the

piide. (126)

The Assembly
173. Being deployed: 1. Assemble. 2. MARCH.

The men move toward the corporal and form in their p

places.
If the corporsil continues to advance, the men move in !

time, form, and folhjw him.
The assembly while marching to the rear is imt executed.

Kneeling and Lying Down
174. If standing: KNEEL.

Half face to the ri^ht: cany the right toe about 1 foot t-

left rear of the left heel;
[58]



175

kneel on right knee, sit ling as nearly as possible on

the right heel; left forearm across left thigh; piece
remains in posit inn of on lor arms, right haml gra-p
ing it above lower haml. M'J-O

175. Tf stan. linn or kneeling: LIE DOWN.

1, but with right knee against left hoc!:

carry back the left foot and lie flat

on tho belly, inclining body about
;;f>

3
to the right

piece horizontal, barrel up,
muzzle off the ground and
pointed to the front; elbows
on the ground; left haml at
the Balance, right hand grasp-
ing the small of the stock o|>-

po>ite the neck. This is tho

position of order arms, Iving



176-177-178-179-180-181-182-183-184-185

176. If kneeling or lying down: RISE.
Tf kneeling, stand up. fared to the front, on the ground ni;<

by tin- left lu-i-1.

If lying down, raise body on liotli kn>

the front, on the ground marked by the knees. (130)

177. If lying down: KNEEL.
Kai-e ilie body on both knees; take the position of kneel. (131)

178. In double rank, the positions of kneeling mid lying -lo\\

ordinarily used only for flu- better utilization of c<>

When deployed as skirmishers, a sitting position may be

in lieu <>f the position kneeling. (132)

Loadings and. Firings

179. The commands for loading and firing are the same whether -

ing, kneeling, or lying down. The firings are ahvay.- . it a halt.

"When kneeling or lying down in doulde rank, the rear rank
not load, aim, or fire.

The instruction in firing will be preceded by a command for

ing.

Loadings are executed in line and skirmish line only. (133)
180. Pieces having been ordered loaded are kept loaded w'

command until the command unload, or inspection arms, fresh dip-
inserted when the magazine is exhausted. (To execute with Krag riflo

see par. 700.) (134)
181. The aiming point or target is carefully pointed out. This in:

lone before or after announcing the sight setting. Both sire in-l

before giving the command for firing, but may lie omitted when the

appears suddenly ar.d is unmistakable: in such c:i>e battle sight b
if no sight setting is announced. (13-3)

182. The target or aiming point having been designated and the

setting announced, such designation or announce!; d not be ret

i a change of either or both is necessary.

Troops are trained to continue their fire u;.on the aiming point
c r target designated, and at the sight setting annoiinred. until a cl

is ordered. (13G)
183. If the men are not already in the position of load, tk:

is taken at the announcement of the sight setting: if

omitted, the position is taken at the first eommand fur firing. ( :

184. "When deployed, the use of the sling as an aid to firing
is discretionary with eaHi man. K>>

TO Load

185. TVing in line or si.irmish line at halt:
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185 (contd.)

1. With dummy (blank or ball) cartridges, 2. LOAD.
At tin' command load each front -rank man or

skirmisher faces lialt' rij^lit and carries the right foot to the

ri^jht, about 1 foot, to such position as will insure the
-t firmness and steadiness of the body; raises, or

lowers, ilie piece and drops it into the left hand at thei

balance, the left thumb extended ;ilon<j the stock, muzzle
at the height of the breast, and turns the cut-off up.

AVith the ritfht hand ho turns and draws the
. .>lt back,

takes a loaded clip and inserts the end in the

clip slots, places the thumb on the powder spin-.-

of the top cartridge, the fingers extending around
the piece and tips resting on the magazine floor

plate;

161]



185 (coir

force- !:tn tho liy pressing down with i!.

thumb; without u-m<>\ [i

tho haml' [to flu-
'

i.'l to tLe small of the

rear rank 111:111 moves to tho

right front, takes a similar position opposite
the interval to the right of his front rnnk

man, muzzle of the piece extending lie-

vond the front rank ami loa-ln.

A skirinish line may ]o;ul while moving, t'nc pieces being

rly as ]ir;ictic:tl>lc in the position of lo;ul.

If kneeling or .sitting, the
;

piece is similar: if kneeling, the left fore-

arm rests on the left thigh;



186-187-188

if sitting the elbows are supported l>y the

knees.

If lying ilu\vn. tho left

hand steadies aiid sup-

ports the piece at the

balance, the toe of the

butt resting on tli

ground, the muzzle off

the ground.
For reference, these positious (standing, kneeling, and lying

down) arc deMginted as that of load. (For Krag rifle as prescribed in

701.

186. For instruction in loading: 1. Simulate, ii. LOAD.
Kxfcuted as above described except that the cutoff remains

and tln handling of cartridges is simulated.
Tho recruits are first taught to simulate loading and firing;

after a few lessons dummy cartridges may be used. Later, blank

.irtridgos ni:jy be used. (14(>)

The- rifle may be used as a single loader by turning the magazine
'off." Tin 1 magazine may be filled in whole or in part while "off" or

'on" by pressing cartridges singly down and hack until they are in

the proper pla<-e. The use of the rifle as a single loader is, however, to

veptional. (Fxplainod for Krag rifle in par. 702.) (141)

To Unload
137. UNLOAD.

Take the position of load, turn the safely lock up and move bolt

alternately back and forward until all the cartridges are ejected. After
the last cartridge is ejected the chamber is closed by first thrusting the
bolt slightly forward to free it from the stud holding it in place when
the chamber is open, pressing the follower down and back to engage it

ruder the bolt and then thrusting the bolt home; the trigger is pulled.
The cartridges are then picked up, cleaned, and returned to the belt

a'id the piece is brought to the order. (Explained in par. 703 for Krag
) (142)

To Set the Sight

188. RANGE, ELEVEN HUNDRED (EIGHT-FIFTY, etc.), or BAT-
TLE SIGHT.

The sight is set at the elevation indicated. The instructor

explains and verifies sight settings. (143)
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To Fire by Volley

189. ]. Beady, 2. AIM, .1. Squad, 1. FIRE.

\t tin- rnmiiiaiid ready tin

lieU to 1 1 rcadv
'

';

at the command aim iaise the piece with
ImtJi hands ami support the butt firmly

against the hollow of the right shoulder,

right thumb clasping the stock, barrel

horizontal, .left elbow well under the
,

right elbow as high as the shoulder; in-

cline the head slightly forward and a
little to the right, cheek against the stock,

left eye closed, right eye looking through the imtrli of

the rear sight so as to perceive the object aimed

joint of the forefinger resting lightly against the

of the trigger and taking up the slack; lop of fmn:
is earefully rai>ed into, and held in, the line of si;'
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189 (contd.)

Each rear-rank man aims through the
interval to the right of his file leader
and leans slightly forward to advance
the muzzle of his piece beyond the front
rank.

In aii. iin^r, the left elbow rests

on the K't't knee, point of elbow in front

In aiming sitting, the elbows are supported
by the knees.

;, lying down,
with

ivst on
: i IK! press

the butt firmly a^uinst
shoulder.
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190-191-192-193-194

ln> f(iiiii!i:iiHl lire press the finger against tin- trigger; fire

without deranging the ami and without lowering or turning the
lower tlu- piece in the position ut' load and loal.

To continue tin- firing: 1. AIM, L'. Squad, .'{. FIRE.
Kach command is executed as |iri'vioiisly explained. Load (from

ne1 is executed liy drawing back and thrusting home tl..

with tht1

right liand, leaving the safety lock at the "ready." (I

To Fire at Will

190. FIRE AT WILL.
Kach man. independently of the others, comes to the ready,

carefully and deliberai el y at t lie aiming point or target, fires, loads, and
continues the firing until ordered to suspend or cease firing. (1 Hi)

191. To increase (decrease) the rate of fire in progress the instructor

shouts: FASTER (SLOWER).
Men are trained to fire at the rate of about three

minute at effective ranges and live or six at clo-

the minimum of time to loading and the maximum to deliberate aiming.
To illustrate the necessity for deliberation, and to habituate men to

combat conditions, small and comparatively indistinct ta:

nated. (147)

To Fire by Clip

192. CLIP FIRE.
Executed in the same manner as fire at will, except, that

man, after having exhausted the cartridges then in the piece, suspends
firing. (For Krag rifle sec par. 704.) (148)

To Suspend Firing

193. The insttuctor blows a long blast of the whistle and r.

,
if necessary, or commands: SUSPEND FIRING.

Firing stops; pieces are held, loaded and locked, in a position
of readiness for instant resumption of firing, rear sights iindi.

The men continue to observe the target or aiming point, <:

at which the target disappeared, or at which it is expected i.

La whistle signal mav l>e used as a preliminary- to cease firing.

(149)
To Cease Firing

194. CEASE FIRING.

Firing stops; pieces not already there are brought to tl.

of load; those not loaded, arc loaded; sights are laid, pi

and brought to the order.

Cease firing is used for long pauses, to prepare Pi

position, or to steady the men. (For Krag rifle see par. 7nV) (

Commands for suspending or ceasing fire m:: en al any
time after the preparatory command for tiring whether the firir

actually commenced or not. (151)
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195-196-197-198-199-200

The Use of Cover

195. Individual instruction; things to be impressed upon the recruit.

Tln recruit should be given careful instruction in the individual use
of cover. (1

It should be impressed upon him that, in taking advantage of
natural cover, he must be able to fire easily and effectively upon the

t -in Miy; if advancing on an enemy, he must do so steadily and as rapidly
-~il>le; he must conceal himself as much as possible while firing

and while advancing. AVhile setting his sight he should be under cover
or lying prone.

196. Practice in simulated firing from behind hillocks, trees, etc.;

firing around right side of concealment. To teach him to fire easily
and effectively, at the same time concealing himself from the view of
the enemy, he is practiced in simulated iiring in the prone, sitting,

kneeling, and crouching positions, from behind hillocks, trees, heaps of
earth or rocks, from depressions, gullies, ditches, doorways, or windows.

taught to fire around the right side of his concealment whenever
le, or. \vhen this is not possible, to rise enough to fire over the

top of his concealment.
"When these details are understood, he is required to select cover

with reference to an assumed enemy and to place himself behind it in

proper position for firing. (153)
197. Evil of remaining too long in one place; advancing from cover

to cover by running, crawling, etc. The evil of remaining too long in

one place, however good the concealment, should be explained. He
should be taught to advance from cover to cover, selecting cover in

nice before leaving his concealment.
It should be impressed upon him that a man running rapidly

toward an enemy furnishes a poor target. He should be trained in

springing from a prone position behind concealment, running at top
to cover and throwing himself behind it. He should also be

practiced in advancing from cover to cover by crawling, or by lying
on the left side, rifle grasped in the right hand, and pushing himself
forward with the right leg. (154)

198. Action when fired on while acting independently. He should
be taught that, when fired on while acting independently, he should

drop to the ground, seek cover, and then endeavor to locate his enemy.
(155)

199. Proper advance and effectiveness of fire of greater importance
than cover. The instruction of the recruit in the use of cover is

continued in the combat exercises of the company, but he must then be
taught that the proper advance of the platoon or company and the
effectiveness of its fire is of greater importance than the question of
cover for individuals. He should also be taught that he may not move
about or shift his position in the firing line except the better to see the

target. (156)

Observation

200. Importance of observation; training of recruit. The ability
to use his eyes accurately is of great importance to the soldier. Th
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801-202-203-204-205

Terruit should be trained in observing his surroundings fror

nul when on tlm march.
Hi- should be (! : pointing out :ind naming mi

features of the ground; in distinguishing between living beinj

eouutiug distant groups of objects or beings; in reco^ni/.ing
forms. (157)

201. Training in mechanism of firing line and estimating distance. 1 n

the training of men in the mechanism of the firing line, they should bo

practiced in repeating to one another target and aiming poi
tions and in quickly locating and pointing out :i

They should be taught to distinguish, from a prone posiii

objects, particularly troops, both with the naked eye and
^. Similarly, they should bo trained in estimating distances. (158)

SCHOOL OF THE COMPANY
202. Captain responsible for instruction of officers and noncommis-

sioned officers. Tho captain is responsible for the theoretical and prac-
tical instruction of his officers and nonconi' inly in

the duties of their respective . but in those of the i.

grades. (150)
203. Formation of company in double rank, according to height;

division into squads. The company in line is formed in double ran

the men arranged,, as far as practicable, according to height from
to left, the tallest on the right.

The original division into squa Vcted by the

COUNT OFF. The -ncce.-sively, from the rij_
r ht.

hool of the Squad, as explained in par. !.">;!, -corporals pi.

selves as Nos. I of the front rank. If the left squa i than
six men, it is either increased to that muuber by t

squads or is broken up and its members assigned to other -

posted in the line of file closers. These squad organizations
tained, by transfers if necessary, until the company
in numbers as to necessitate a new division into squads. Xo squad will

contain less than six men. (160)
204. Division of company into platoons. The <

divided into two, three or four platoons, each coi

than two, nor more than four squads. In garrison or ceremoni-

strength of platoons may exceed four squads. . (1G1)
205. Designation of squads and platoons. At the f<n r the

company the platoons or squads are numbered consecutively from right
to left and these designations do not change.

For convenience in giving commands and for

designations, -right, center, left, when in line, and leading, center
wh'-ti in column, are applied to platoons or squads. Th
apply to the actual right*, left, center, head, or rear, i

the company may be facing. The center squad is the
middle squad of the companv.

The designation "So-and-so's" squad or platoon mav aN
sed. (162)
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206

206. Assignment of platoons; assignment of guides. Platoons are
'<! to the lieutenants and noncommissioned officers, in order of

rank, as follows: 1, right; L', left; 3, center (right center); 4, left center.

LINK. (i&sqas.-4Ptars) *
J

00 CD

COLUMN or SODS OLUMN
rPLATOONS

OOSqds.-
2Piats)

Rate II.

THE: COMPANY

CAPTAIN

M'LlCUT

OTHCHS IN UIMt
'

Of r.LC-CtOStS

PRlVATC

TAivicei

UNCor PLATOONS

M M 1 l~1 ! 1 I

r i i T i i i i i 1

LSI I I \^l L^l I I I

I I I I 1 I I I I 1

1^1 1
|
T

1*1 1 I I

11111

(tiSqas.-<iPiaT&)

"SB-P^r
L-'Tl I~J

Lf^-J._T~IU

i i_j i y*i

SKIRMISH UNL - HALTED

-i* (8IH

The noncommissioned officers next in rank are assigned as
-, one to each platoon. If sergeants still remain, they are assigned

to platoons as additional guides. When the platoon is deployed, its

guide, or guides, accompany the platoon leader.
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207-208-209-210-211

Dunlin battle, these assignments .ire nut changed; vacancies are
filleil by noncommissioned nllicers of the pl:i; by tlie i

available o (lifers or noncommissioned : riving with rei-nt'orcing

troops. ( 1C'.'!)

207. Post of first sergeant, quartermaster sergeant and inusi

The first sergeant is ne\ 1 :is a guide. \\'hen not comman>

platoon, lie is
]

.
i file closer op: ihinl file from th>'

Hank of the iirst platoon; and when the com]':!

accompanies the captain.
Tlie quart en-

to his rank as a sergeant.
Knlisted men below the grade of sergeant, armed witli the rille

are in ranks unless serving as guides; when not so armed
in tho line of file cl"

Musii-ians, when required to play, aro at tho head of the column.
"When the comii.-tny is deployed, they accompany the <

the duties laid down in par. L'Tl'. (1(14)

208. Certain movements executed by company and by platoon as

prescribed in Schools of the Soldier and the Squad. Tl'

executes the halt, rests, facings, steps, and marchings, manual of arms,

loadings, and firings, tal;cs intervals and distances and assembles, in-

creases and diminishes intervals, resumes attention, obliques, resumes the

direct march, preserves alignments, kneels, lies down, rises, stacks, ami
takes arms, as explained in the Schools of the Soldier and

substituting in the commands company for squad.
The same rule applies to platoons, detachments.

substituting their designation for squad in the command
manner these execute lite movements prescribed for the eomj
ever possible, substituting their designation for company in th-

mands. ( 1 <)">)

209. Depleted company led as platoon. A compai.. Dieted
as to mate division into platoons impracticable is led by the captain as

a single platoon, but retains tlie designation of company. Tin-

am! first sergeant assist in fire control; the other sergeants place them-

selves in the firing line as skirmishers.

CLOSE ORDER
Rules

210. Platoon guides. Tlie guides of the right and left, or leading
nnd rear, platoons, are the right and left, or leading and rear,

-

respectively, of tho company wh< vn it is in line or in column of squads.
Other guides are in the line of file closers.

In platoon movements tho post of the platoon guide
head of the plafoon, if the platoon is in column, and on the guiding
flank if in line. "When a platoon has two guides their original
to flanks of tho platoon does not change. (167)

211. Guides of a column of squads; changing guides and file

Closers to opposite flank. The guides of a column of squads place them-
selves on the flank opposite the file closers. To change
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212-213-214-215

file closers to the other flank, the captain commands: 1, File closers on
left (right) flank; L'. MARCH. The file closers dart through the column;
tln> captain and guides diai

In the column of squads, each rank preserves the alignment
i(j of the guide. (168)

File closers do not execute loadings or firings; execution of
manual of arms and other movements. Men in the line of file closers

iht 1 loadings or firings.
Guides and enlisted men in the line of file closers execute the

manual of arms during the drill unless specially excused, when they
at the order. During ceremonies they execute all movements.

(169)
213. Action of guides in tailing intervals and distances. In taking

intervals and distances, unless otherwise directed, the right and left

. at the first command, place themselves in the line of file closers,
and. with them, take a distance of 1 pare-; from the rear rank. In taking
intervals, at the command march, the file closers face to the flank and
each steps off with the file nearest him. In assembling the guides and
file closers resume their position in line. (170)

214. Repetition of commands by platoon leaders in platoon drill. In
; simultaneously by platoons (as platoons right or

platoons, column right), platoon leaders repeat the preparatory command
(platoon right, etc.), applicable to their respective platoons. The com-
mand of execution is given by the captain only. (171)

To Form the Company
215. At the sounding of the assembly the first sergeant takes position

6 paces in front of where the center of the company is to be, faces it,

draws SM'MT. and commands: FALL IN.
The right guide of the company places himself, facing to the
\vhere the right of the company is to rest, and at such point that
uter of the company -will be 6 paces from and opposite the first

:it; the squads form in their proper places on the left of the right
guide, superintended by the other sergeants, who then take their posts.

The first sergeant commands: REPORT. Remaining in position
at thr- ord'T, the squad leaders, in succession from right, salute and

: All present; or, Private (s) absent. The first sergeant
<>t reliirn i]n> salutes of the squad leaders: he then commands:

1. Inspection, 2. ARMS, 3. Order, 4. ARMS, faces about, salutes the

Sir, all present or accounted for, or the names of tho
. and, without command, takes his post.

If 1
;

>iy can not be formed by squads, the first sergeant
1. Inspection, 2. ARMS, 3. Right shoulder, 4. ARMS, and

,e roll. "Each man, as his name is called, answers here and executes
order arms. The sergeant then effects the division into squads and re-

nted above.
The captain places himself 12 paces in front of the center of,

and facing, tho company in time to receive the report of the first ser-

geant, whose salute he returns, and then draws saber.
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216-217-218-219

Tin' lieutenants take tlu-ir posts when the first sergeant lias

reported and draw saber with the captain. The company, if not m
arms, is formed in like manner omitting reference to arms. (17

216. For tit.- instruction of platoon leaders :md guidi .

when small, may he formed in single rank. In this formation ch

movements only are executed. The sin- ' all uiuveiix'

.plained for the front rank of a company. (173)

To Dismiss the Company
217. Being in line at a halt, the captain directs the first ser^:

Dismiss the company. The officers fall out; the first sergeant pi
himself fared to the front, 3 paces to the front and L' pares from the
nearest flank of the company, salutes, faces toward opposite tlank of

company and commands: 1. Inspection, '2. ARMS, 3. Port, 1. ARMS,
5. DISMISSED. (174)

Alignments
218. The alignments are exemted as prescribed in the School of the.

Squad, the guide being established instead of the Haul; tile. The !

rank man of the Hank file keeps his head and e and
covers his file leader.

At each alignment the captain places himself in
)

<>n of

the line, 2 paces from and facing the. tlank toward which

made, verifies the alignment, and commands: FRONT.
Platoon leaders take a like position when

alignments. (!"")
Movements on the Fixed Pivot

219. 1 Icing in line, to turn the company: 1. Company right (left),

2. MARCH, 3. Company, 4. HALT; or, 3. Forward, 4. MARCH.
At the second command t 'lank

man 1 in the front rank faces to

, Tl ,) marcYing and marks time; the other fum! rank
men oblique to the right, place then
of the pivot, and mark time; in ; rank
the third man from the right, followed in column

by the second and first, mov. tho
front until in rear of his front-rani; man. when

_ all face to the right, in marching and mark ti

(For detail see diagram on the remaining men of the rear rnnk
page 56) straight to the front 4 -paces, oblique to the right,

place themselves abreast of the third man, cover their file lr

mark time, the right guide steps back, takes post on the flank, and
time.

The fourth command is given when the last man is 1 pa
of the new line.

The command halt may be given at any time after the ;

ment begins; only those halt who are in the new position,
of the others halts upon arriving on the line, aligns himself to tho right,
and executes front without command. (176)

1 No. 1 of the first squad.
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220-221-222-223

220. Being in line, lo form column of platoons, or

the reveise: 1. Platoons right (left), li. MARCH,
,'!. Company, 4. HALT; or, 3. Forwar.d, 1. MARCH.

-Mited liy each platoon as desriil.ed for the

company.
Before forming Hue the captain sees tliat the

guides on tin- Hank toward which the movement is to

\itc.l are covering. Thise is effected by previous-
ly announcing the guide to that flank. (177)

0:0.0.0:0:0.0.0- 221. Being in line, to form column of

squads, or the reverse; or, being in line of

platoons, to form column of platoons, or the
reverse: 1. Squads right (left), 2. MARCH;
or, 1. Squads right (left), '2. MARCH, 3. Com-
pany, 4. HALT.

Executed by each squad as described in the School of the Squad.
If the company or platoons be formed in line toward the side

file closers, they dart through the column and take posts in rear
i f the company at the second command. If the column of squads be
formed from line, the file closers take posts on the pivot flank, abreast
of and 4 inches from the nearest rank. (178)

Movements on the Moving Pivot

222. Being in line, to change di-

rection: 1. Right (Left) turn,
2. MARCH, 3. Forward, 4. MARCH.

Executed as described iii the

School of the Squad, except that

the men do not glance toward the

-inarching flank and that all take
the full step at the fourth com-

* mand. The right guide is the pivot
of the front rank. Each rear-rank
man obliques on the same ground

. - n his file leader. (179)
223. Being in column of platoons, to

L
'

change direction: 1. Column right (left).

2. MARCH.
At the first command the M

of the leading platoon commands:
Higlit turn. At the command march

,,i the leading platoon turns to the right
on moving pivot; its leader comm:
1. Forward, 2. MARCH, on completion

turn. Rear platoons march squarely up to the turning point of

platoons and turn at command of their 1. > 180)
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^0000-

r

I'-eing iii column of squads, lo change direction:
1. Column right (left), 2. MARCH.

At I he M'I olid command tin- front rank of the

leading si|ii:id turns lo tin- right on moving pivot
the School of the Squud; the other ranks, without <-<mi-

mand turn successively on tin- same ground :ind in a

similar inauucr. (181)

225. Being in column of squads, to form
lino of platoons or tin- rex erse: 1. Platoons,
column right (left), 2.*MARCH.

Kxecuted liy each jdatoon as de-

scribed for the company. (182)
226. Being in line, to form column of

squads and change direction: 1. Squads
right (left), cohunn right (left),

2. MARCH; or, 1. Right (Left) by squads,
L>. MARCH.

: :; D D D a-

:DDQ[>

In the first case the right
initiates the column right .

has completed t lie squad right.
In the second case, at t lie command

march, the right squad marches forward;
the remainder of the com pan;.

squads right, column left, and fo

right squad. The right guide, when \

posted himself in front of the squad, takes

,..r e, S^PJ four short steps, then resume-

step; the right quad conforms. (183)
227. Being in line, to form line of platoons: 1, Squads right (left),

platoons, column right (left), 2. MARCH;
Platoons, right (left) by squads, 2. MARCH.

Executed by each platoon a

the company in the preceding paragraph. (184)
Facing or Marching to the Roar

228. Being in line, line of platoons, or in column
r*~"~' """' of platoons or squads, to 1

1. Squads right (left) about, 2. MARCH; or, 1. Squad right (left) about,
2. MARCH; :i. Company, 4. HALT.

I Executed by each squad as described in the School of i

If the company or platoons be in column of sn 1

turn about toward the column, and take their posN; if in

darts through the nearest interval between squads. (l
v

229. To march to the rear for a few paces: 1. About, 2. FACE,
."-. Forward, 4. MARCH.

~l'f in line, the guides place themselves in the rear ran

front rank; the file closers, on facing about, mainfaii. l-itive

positions. No other moveim i

original front. (186)
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230-231

On Right (Left) Into Line

n
H
ii

,'!

1 1

T*QK GXMMN Of fbATOOM* To Ull O*

CD
m
CD
QD
CD
CD
CZJ

CD

To Lwi O. CIKT.

230. Being in foliimn of platoons
or squads, to form Jino (in right or

left: 1. On right (left) into line,

L>. MARCH, IJ. Company, 4. HALT,
.-. FRONT.

At the first command tin!

leader of the leading unit commands:
Right turn. The leaders of the other
units command: Forward, if at a
halt. At the second command the

leading unit turns to the right on

moving pivot. The command halt

is given when the leading unit has
advanced the desired distance in the
i:c\v direction; it halts; its leader
then commands: Right dress.

The units in rear continue
to march straight to the front;

each, when opposite the right of its

place in line, executes right turn at

the command of its leader; each is

halted on the line at the command
of its leader, who then commands:
Right dress. All dress on the first

unit in line.

If executed in double time,
the leading squad marches in double
time until halted. (187)

Front Into Line

231. Being in column of platoons
or squads, to form line to the front:

1. Right (Left) front into line, 2. MARCH, 3. Company, 4. HALT,
5. FRONT. _

At the firs? command the leaders of the units in rear of the

loading one command: Right oblique. If at a halt, the leader of the

leading unit commands: Forward. At the second command the leading
unit moves straight forward; the rear units oblique as indicated. The

.ml halt is given when the leading unit has advanced the do^in-il

distance; it halts; its leader then commands: Left dress. Each of the

rear units, when opposite its place in line, resumes the original direction

at the command of its leader; each is halted on the line at the command
f its leader, who then commands: Left dress. All dress on the first

unit in line. (188)
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235-236-237

235. Being in column of squads or twos: 1. Eight (left)
6 by file, 2. MAECH.
gj At the command march, all files execute in place

halt except the right file of the leading two or squad.
The left tile or files of the leading two or squad oblique

Jr successively to the right when disengaged and each fol-

lows the file mi its right a! the shortest practicable dis-

tance. The remaining twos or squads follow successively
in like manner. (10.1)

Me ing in column of files or twos, to form column,
of squads; or, being in column of files, to form column
of twos: 1. Squads (Twos), right (left) front into line,
B. MAECH.

lie command march, the leading P.O.Op
file or files halt. The remainder of the squad,

"

'\^?S vi

or two, obliques to the right, ami halts on ]] *]

vith the loading file or files. The remain-
rfjjA

liuids or twos close up and successively ^ r , ,

form in rear of the first in like manner.
^"^'

V
>->.' 4.?

S-, rS rS

This diagram illustrates a squad executing LEFT front into line.

The movement doseribed in this paragraph will be ordered right
or left, so as to restore the files to their normal relative positions in

o or squad. (H'6)
The movements prescribed in the three preceding paragraphs

are difficult of execution at attention and have no value as disciplinary
exercises.

EXTENDED OEDEE
Eules for Deployment

236. Designation of base squads. The command guide right (left or

center) indicates th iad for the deployment; if in line it desig-
; he actual right (left or center) squad; if in column the command

guide right (left) <1. the leading squad, and the command guide
center designates the center squad, as laid down in par. 205. After

ment is completed, the guide is center without command,
s otherwise ordered. (1^0)

237. Action of squad leaders at preparatory command for forming
skirmish line. At the preparatory command for forming skirmish line,

either column of squads or line, each squad leader (except the
of the base squad, when his squad does not advance) cautions his

sc-uad, follow me or by the right (left) flank, as the case may be; at the
id march, he steps in front of his squad and leads it to its place

in lino, as explained in par. 109. (200)
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238-239-240-241-242-243

238. Point on which base squad marches. Having given the command
iming skirmish line, tin- captain, if necessary, indicates to ti

poral of tlie l>:tse squad tlie point on which tho squall is to march; tl.o

.>rnl habitually looks to tlie captain for such directions

239. Deployment of the squads. The base squad (par. L99) is dej
as soon as it lias sutlieient interval. The ot her squads are deph.

Arrive on the general line; each corporal halts in his place in line

and commands or signals, as skirmishers (executed as prescribed i

: the squad deploys and halts alums' of him.
It' tactical considerations demand it, the squad is depl...

arriving on the line. (202)
240. Alignment of deployed lines; deployed line faces to front on

halting. I >i ployed lines preserve a general alignment toward the guide,
as prescribed in par. C>.1. Within the:: i ve front-.

units march so as best to secure cover or to facilitate ti

the general and orderly progress of the whole is paramount.
On halting, a deployed line faces to the front (d'

enemy) in all cases and takes advantage of cover, the men h :

-sary. (203)
241. Certain movements in extended order executed by same com-

mands as in close order. The company in skirmish Hue advances,
moves by the flank, or to the rear, obliques, resumes tb direct march,

from quick to double time and tho reverse by the same coicmands
and in a similar manner as in close order; if at a halt, the movement by
the flank or to the rear is executed by the same commands .

.ing. Company right (left, half right, half left) is executed as explained
for the front rank (in par. !().">) skirmish internals being maim
(See par. 171.) (204)

242. Deployment of platoons and detachments. A pi a to..

part of tlie company is deployed and marched in the

company, substituting in the < >inmands, platoon (detachments, etc.), for

company. (205)

Deployments (See pars. l-W-172.)

243. Being in line, to form skirmish line to the front: 1. As skirmishers,

guide right (left or center), 2. MARCH.
If marching, the corporal of the base squad mo-- iit to

the front; when that squad has advanced the desired disfn'm

f captain commands: 1. Company,
00900000000000000000013000000001 o. HALT. If the guide lie rightX 'V \ (left), the other corp...

:::::i::::::y to the. left (right) I

in succession from

place their squads on the line;

I if the guide be conier, the

1 < orporals move to the right or

I

'

I

'

t
'

1

'

I loft front, according as

on the right
fontrr squad, ai:d hi succession from the center squad ;

equads on the line.
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244-245-246-247

If at a halt, the liaso squad is deployed without advancing; the

other squads may be conducted to their proper places by the lint

i. Is may lie moved when squads more distant from the base
:il'ortable marching distant

Meing in column of squads, !" form skirmish line to the front:
1. As skirmishers, guide right (left or center), 2. MARCH.

If marching, the

j. corporal of the base squad

ooaqoooaoaaqoaooooaaaoaoaaaopcooa deploys it :>nd moves
a i ght to the front; if

''-.. '-.. ::.-::::: :it a halt, ho deploys his

squad without advancing.
If the guide be right
(left), the other corporals

ve to the left (right)

front, and. in succession
from the base, place their

squads on the line; if the

guide be center, 'the cor-

oaoqooooo oqoaoa oaaaapa ooao aoaaao porals in front of the Cen-

'. \ { ter squad move to the

:::::::;^::::::;^ / right (if at a halt, to the

SA^ right rear), the corporals
in rear of the center squad
move to the left front, and
each, in succession from
the base, places his squad
on the line.

I > I The column of
tv.-cs or files is deployed by the
same commands and in like

manner. (207)
0=0 DO Dooaooooooo aao ooqppo&oooooo 245. Deploymeiit in. an

*;.-ff ''^>y

Z

i t oblique direction. The com-

*"'-... p ri '.^^
'"'

pany in line or in column of

,.
'"V

"i
T

i

' 4 ' squads may be deployed in an
(Ai u oblique direction by the same

commands-. The captain points
out the de.sire direction; the corporal of the base squad moves in the

ion indicated; th'- other corporals conform. (208)
246. Deployment to flank or rear. To form skirmish line to the flank

: tin* line or tLe column of squads is turned by squads to the flank
:.r and then deployed as deM-ribed. (209)

247. Increasing or decreasing intervals. The intervals between men
I as described ill the School of the Squad, as

explained in par. 172. adding to th" preparatory command, guide right
(left or center) if necessary, as explained in par. 2.

-1

>(5. (210)
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The Assembly
248. The captain takes his post in front od ignatos, tho element

on which the company is to assemble ami command.*: 1. Assemble, 2.

MARCH.
It' in skirmish lino the men move promptly toward

point and tho company is reformed in lino. Jf assi-mld.'d by platoons,
these are conducted to tin- designated point, by platoon |< ml the

company [fl n-loi'iM-d in lino.

I'latoons may be assembled by the command: 1. Platoons,
assemble, 2. MARCH.

Executed by each ]>latoon as' described for (ho company.
One or more platoons may be assembled l.\ I: 1.

Such platoon (s), assemble, 2. MARCH.
i-utod by the designated platoon or platoons as described for

the company. (211)

The Advance
249. Methods Of advancing. Tho advance of a company into :i

cut (whfther for attack or defense) is onndui-tcd in

iilily cohuun of sijiiads, n*itil the probability of encountering
fire makes it advisable to deploy. After deployment, an '

firo, tl'.o advance of the company may be continued in skirmish !

other suitable formation, depending upon cirf

may often bo facilitated, or bolter advantage taken of cover, or

reduced by the employment of tho platoon or squad columns, a

in pars. I
1

'"-*'-:.
1

")! . <>r by tho use of a succession of thin lines, :.-

in par. 2-~>.~i. The selection of tho method to bo used is 11:

<aptain or major, the choice depending upon eonditioj

progress of the advance. If fie deployment is found to be prei:

it will generally be best to assemble the company arid proceed in close

order.

Patrols are used to provide the necessary security agains:

(212)

6*6
firfi

6:6
6'6
66
6 :6

' PLATOON *

250. Being in

mish line: 1. Platoon

columns, 2. MARCH.
The p 1 a t

leaders move forward

through the center of

t heir i

men to the right of the

platoon leader march to

the left and follow him
in file; those to the left

march in like man'
the right; each p

leader thus

laKb35<XX3<XJ<X^ conducts the

I

march of his

. platoon i n
r rtATooK J doubie col-

6:6
6:6
6:6
6:6
66
OiO

180]
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umn of files; platoon guides follow in rear of their platoons
to insure prompt and orderly execution -of the advance. (213)

<*> 251. Being in skirmish line: 1. Squad
columns, 2. MARCH.

Each squad leader moves to the

front; the members of each squad oblique
toward and follow their squad leader in

single file at easy marching dist

{^J
252, Platoon columns tire profitably used

S 1 where the ground is so dim'eult or cover HO

d limited as to make it desirable to ta'

vantage of the few favorable rout.

r*i 4
two platoous should march within th'

of ( burst of shrapnel.
1 Squad

-..._ columns are of value principally in t'acili-
'

:--..''"';.. lating the advance over rough or brush-
r*-i "/JT 'J* -i "it -i ">. grown ground; they afford no material

^
J U

2* V V L

I

J
Advantage in securing cover. (215)

253. u or squad columns: 1. As skirmishers, 2. MARCH.
ht or ]<ft front and sn<M'<-ssi\vh- place

- in thoir original positions ou the line. (21G)

t

254. Being in platoon or squad columns: 1. Assemble, 2. MARCH,
1 Ordinal iljr about 20 yards wide.

]
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tton is the one which advances the line farthest with, the least loss of

The Fire Attack

258. Advance of firing line; advance by rushes. The principles govern-
iino in at tuck are considered in the School

Wh, .Tiies impracticable for the company to advance as
. it advances by rushes. (-21)

Advancing by rushes. Being in skirmish line: 1. By platoon (two
platoons, squad, four men, etc.), from the right (left), 2. BUSH.

r on the indicated flank carefully arranges the
- for a prompt and vigorous execution of the rush and puts it into

:is soon as practicable. If necessary, he designates the leader for

n. When about to rush, he causes the men of the
nd to hold themselves flat, but in readiness to

:u!y. The leader of the rush (at the signal of the
if the latter be not the leader of the rush) commands:

follow me, n'nl rv.: '.;r:LT at top speed, leads the fraction to the new line,
-es it to open fire. The leader of the rush selects

Bte new
'

:ias not been previously designated.
The first fraction having established itself on the new line, the

ke fraction is sent forward by its platoon leader, without further
.ad of the captain, and so on successively, until the entire company

is on the line estal.lished.by the first rush.

If more than one platoon is to join in one rush, the junior pia
:\>rms to the action of the senior.

'

the line having advanced, the captain may increase or
he size of the fractions to complete the Movement. (222)

260. Bush, of company as whole led by captain. When the company
a part of the firing line, the rush of the company as a whole is con-

'n, as described for a platoon in the preceding para-
rain leads the rush; platoon leaders lead their respective
a guides follow the line to insure prompt and orderly

261. Advance by crawling or otherwise. When the foregoing method of

impracticable, any method of advance that

brings the attack closer to the enemy, such as crawling, should be em-
-

regulations governing the charge, see paragraphs 355 and

s should be made with life and ginger, and all the men should start
be made under covering fire, and when a unit rushes

ing unit or units make up for the loss of fire thus caused by
';e rate of their fire.

:nmander about to rush forward, will not do so until he sees that the
t or units have started to give him the protection of their covering fire

-.iry, he will call to them to do so. Each unit must be careful not to
.1st unit that rushed forward has had time to take up an effective
have to he adjusted at the conclusion of a rush, the men should

one position even though it be necessary for the men to kneel for firing.
The same as the men who rush should start simultaneously from the prone ;

[83]
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M> should ibcy stop umultaneously. all mrn dropping clown to tW Jftoun.1 to*tker.
wherever they may he, at the cmmnn<I "Mown," . . unit coroinniulcr when
the leading men have reached the i n. Tlur rfowrr members wb
in rear will crawj up to the line after the halt. So that

be crowded out of the line, and also to prevent bunching, the faster men
room for them on the line. Author.)

The Company in Support

(Being pork of a battalion)
262. Formations adopted by support. To enable it to follow or

the tiring iinr, the support adopts suitable formations, following the prin-

ciples explained in paragraphs 249-255.
The support should be kept assembled an Jong as practicable. If

after deploying a favorable op[*>rtunity arises to hold it for some time in

close formation, it should be reassembled. It is redeployed when neeea-

Hrrry. (225)
263. Support controlled by major: size of reinforcement; captain

on look out for major's signals. The movements of the snpi>ort a* n whole
and the dispatch of reinforcements from it to the firing line are con trolled

by the major.
A reenforeement of less than one platoon has little influence and

will be avoided whenever practicable. (See par. 353.)
The captain of a company in support is constantly on the alert for

the major's signals or commands. (22H)
264. Reenforcement to join firing line deployed as skirmishers and

occupy existing intervals. A reenforeement s*'mt to the firing
1 lir

it deployed as skirmishers. The leader of the reenforeer
an interval in 'the line, if one exists, and commands it, thereafter as n unit.

If no such suitable interval exist?, the reonforcemcnt is advanced with
increased intervals between skirmishers; each m;in

interval in the firing line, and each then obeys the orders of the i

Kqtind lender and plat.oon leader. (2f?7)

265. Promptness in reinforcing firing line. A reenforeement jo'

firing line as qnickTy as possible without exhausting the men. (I
1

266. Original platoon divisions to be maintained
1

; duties of officers and
sergeants upon joining firing line. The original platoon division pf the

companies in the firing line shonTd be maintained, and should not be
broken flp by the mingling of reinforcements.

TTpon joining the firing line, officers and1

sergeants accompanying
a reinforcement take over the duties of others'of like grade who ha

disabled, or distribute themselves so ns best to exercise their normal func-

tions. Conditions will vary and no rules can be prescribed. It is e^

that all assist in mastering tbe increasing difficulties of control.

The Company Acting Alone

267. Employed according to principles of battalion acting alone. In

general, the company, when acting alone, is employed according to the

principles applicable to the battalion acting alone as laid down in pars.

327-363; tbe captain employs ulatoous as the major employs COBJ
making due allowance for tbe d>fferenee in strength.
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The support may bo smaller in proportion or may b dispensed
with. (2

268. Protection against surprise. The company must be well protect <-d

agaiaet surprise. <'ombat patrols on the flanks are especially important
as explained in par. 410. F.aeh leader of a flank platoon details a man to

. fr the signals f tbc patrol or patrols on his flank. (231)

269. Issuing of ammunition and loading of pieces before deployment;
firings in close order. Ordinarily pieces are loaded and extra ammunition

M the couipaiv - for combat.
order the company executes the firings, as prescribed in

maud of*the captain, who posts himself iu rear

of the center of the company.
ally the firings iu close 'order consist of saluting volleys only.

!ley firing.) (2.'!2)

Firing controlled by platoon leaders. "\Vhen the company is

en execute the firings at the command of their
]

:eh commands as are necessary to carry out tho
a's directions, and, from time to time, add such farther commands

<sary to*continue, correct, and control, the fire ordered.
271. TJse of signals during firing. The voice is generally inadequate

-; during fy-e and must be replaced by sigiials of such
hat proper fire direction and control is assured, fSee par. 02

.rnals; purs. 285-286 for fire direction and pare. 287-290 for firo

To attract attention, signals must usually be preceded by tho
short blast). A fraction of the firing line about to rush

*ing the long blnst signal as an aid to ceaso

(See par. 91.) Officers arid mem behind the firing line can not

"y along the line, but must depend on mutual watch-
L the proper use of the prescribed signals. All should post

e their immediate superiors and subordinates. (234)
Duties of musicians. The musicians assist the captain by observ-

ing tli- rc<-:, and the fire-effect, by transmitting commands or

^^^k and l.y watching for signals. (For posts of musicians .

.-,)

273. Blank Cartridges. Firing with blank cartridges at an outlined
. ueiny (par. 7) at distances less than 100 yards is pro-

hibited. (236)
274. Effect of fire and influence of ground. The effect of fire and the

;nd in relation thereto, and the individual and col-

11 in marksmanship, are treated iu the Small-Arms Firing

Ranges
Classification. For convenience of reference, ranges are classified

as follows:

to 600 yards, close range.
000 to 1,200 yards, effective range.
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tn L'.'inii yards, long range.
\.-inN .-iiiil over, .list.-int range. (238)

276. Determination of distance to target. Tin- distanc,- i.. tin- target
must In- drtermined as accurate!;. Me and the sights M-I accord

iuglv. A .si ilf from training ancl morale, this is the mu>t importan;
factor in securing etVeetive lire at the longer rang.-

277. Method of determining the range; estimators.

Except in a deliberately prepared defensive position, thr

accurate and only practicable method of determining the range will

generally lie to take the mean of several estimates.
Five or six officers or men, selected from the most

inators in the company, are designated as range estimators and are

specially trained in estimating distaip

Whenever necessary and practicable, the captain asseml)],

range estimators, points out the target to them, and adopts tin- n

their estimates. The range estimators then take their customary

(240)

Classes of Firing
278. Volley firing, as explained in par. 189, has limited appli.

In defense it may be used in the early stages of the action if the enemy
presents a large compact target. It may be u.sed by troops executing
fire of position, as set forth in par. 438. When the ground near tin- target
is such that the strike of bullets can be seen from the liriug line, ranging
volleys may be used to correct the sight sefting.

In combat, volley firing is executed haldtually by platoon.
279. Fire at will, as explained in par. 190, is the class of lire normally

employed in attack or defense. (242)
280. Clip fire (see par. 192.) has limited application. It is principally

used: 1. In the early stages of combat, to steady the inen by habitual in

them to brief pauses in firing. 2. To produce a short burst of lire.

The Target
281. Assignment of target by major; change of target to be avoided;

hostile firing line usual target. Ordinarily the major will assign to the

company an objective in attack or sector in defence; the company's
target will lie within the limits so assigned. In the choice of

tactical considerations ate paramount; the nearest hostile troops within

the objective or sector will thus be the usual target. This will ordinarily
be the hostile firing line; troops in tfear nre ordinarily proper tar^

artillery, machine guns, or, at times, infantry employing firo of positio
as set forth in par. 438.

Change of target should not be made without excellent re

therefor, such as the sudden appearance of hostile troops under conditions

which make them more to be feared than the troops comprising the former

target. (244)
282. Distribution of fire; allotment of target to platoon leaders. The

distribution of fire over the entire target is of special importance.
The captain allots a part of the target to each platoon, or each

platoon leader takes as his target that part which corresponds to his posi-

[8t>]
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tion in the company. Men arc so instructed that ouch fires on Hi a it part
of tlu- tariff which is directly opposite liiiu. (-4.1)

283. All parts of target equally important. All parts of the target are

equally important, far.- must In- exercised that tin- men do not slight its

-ihle parts. A section of the target not covered by fire repi.

a number of t ;.ermitted to fire coolly ami effectively. (246)
284. Use of aiming points in case of invisible targets.

li' tin- target can not be seen with the naked eye, platoon leaders

an object in front of or behind it, designate this as the aimimj
. and direct a sight setting which will carry the cone of fire into

2 !7)

Fire Direction1

285. Impracticability in combat of commanding company directly.
When the company is large enough to be divided into platoons, it is

impracticable for the captain to command it directly in combat. His

<-y in managing the firing line is measured by his ability to enforce
1 through the platoon leaders. Having indicated clearly what he

3 them to do, he avoids interfering except to correct serious errors

or omissions. ; :

286. Captain directs the fire. The captain directs the fire of the com-
LTnatcd platoons. He designates the target, and, when

practical'!.', allots a part of the target to each platoon, as prescribed in

!0. Before beginning the fire action he determines the range, as

explained in par. -77, announces the sight setting, as prescribed in par.
ad indicates the class of fire to be employed (See par. 278) and the

to open fire. Thereafter, he observes the fire effect (See pars. 428-

429), corrects material errors in sight setting, prevents exhaustion of the
ammunition supply, as explained in par. K52-433, and causes the distribu-

: such extra ammunition as may be received from the rear.

Fire Control

287. Platoon the fire unit. Tn combat, the platoon is the fire unit.

From 2n :,, ;;~, rrfles are as many as one leader can control effectively.

288. Special duties of platoon leaders. Each platoon leader puts into
uimands or directions of the captain, having first taken

such precautions to insure correct sight setting and clear description of
>r aiming target as the situation permits. or requires; there-

-ach additional commands or directions as are neci

:pliance with the captain's will. lie corrects the sight setting
- an aiming target when the an not

;

i the naked eye. (-'>]
)

289. General duties of platoon leaders; duties of platoon guides and .

squad leaders. In general, platoon leaders observe the target and the
: are on the alert for the captain's commands <

ulate the rate of fire, as laid down in par. 191. The
platoon guides watch the .-very breech of li:

1 By Fire Direction is meant prescribing and generally directing the firing.

187]
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i-ipliuf. fSee par*. i?l 2!>4.) Sqnad leaders transmit commands and signals
\, ol>s.-rve the cwndnct of their squads and abut

assist in enforcing fire discipline and pnrtiripate in the firin.

290. Importance of fire control. The best troops .-m n-

longest to fire control. Loss of control is an -\ it which its

:e*t results. To avoid or delay such loss should be the aim
of all.

Fire control implies the abilfty to stop firing
1

, change tho eight
setting and target, and resume a wreD d'irected fin.-.

Fire Discipline

291. What fire discipline implies.
'

inline implies,
habit of obedience, a control of the rifle by the soldier,

?

training, which will enable him in action to make hits in-te.-id
'

It embraces taking advantage /of the ground; rare in setting the sight and
delivery of fire; constant attention to the orders of the
ful observation of the enemy; an increase of fire when the targot is

favorable, and a cessation of fire when the enemy disappears; economy of
ammunition." (See pars. -C'.L' i:i:i.) (Small Arms Firing Mannal.)

In combat, shots which graze the enemy's trench or pos!ri..:i anl
thus rednee the effectiveness of his fire have the approximate '

hits; such shots only, or aetnal hits, contribute toward fire superiority.
Fire discipline implies that, in n firing line withoir

man retains his presence of mind and directs effective fire upon th>

target. (254)
292. Rate of fire. To create a correct appreciation of the require

1

of fire discipline, men are taught that the rate of fire, as t i in

par. 191, should be as rapid as is consistent with accurate aiming; that
the rate will depend upon the visibility, proximity, and sr/e of
and that, the proper rate will ordinarily suggest itself to each 1

man, usually rendering cautions or commands unnecessary.
In attack the highest rate of fire is employed at the halt ]

ing the assault, and in pursuing fire. (See pars. 490-494?) (_

293. Position fire in advance by rushes. In an advain- ':es, as

explained in par. U.">J>, leaders of troops in firing positions are resfx'

for the delivery of heavy fire to cover the advance of each rushim:

lion. Troops are trained to change slightly the direction of fire so as not
to endanger the flanks of a* 1 .rtious of the firing line. '

294. Action in defense, when target disappears. I

target disappears behind cover, platoon leaders suspend fire, a-

in par. 1!K', prepare their platoons to fire upon the poict v.

expected to reappear, and greet its reap]*aranee instantly wi -

fire. (1137)

SCHOOL OF THE BATTALION
295. Battalion a tactical unit; duties and responsibilities of major.

Tho battalion being purely a t.icfi-al unit. (lie 'e pri-

marily those of an instructor in drill and i

dander. ]!' is responsible for the theoretical and practical trai;i ;

[881
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.ttalion. lit' supervises tin 1 training of tin- companies of tho
n \\iih a view to insuring the thoroughness mid uniformity of

ni.-tion.

la the instruct ion of the battalion as a whole, his efforts will be

oily to the development of tactical oiticiency, devoting only
uio to the mechanism of drill and to the ceremonies as may be
.rv in order to insure precision, smartness, and proper control.

296. Movements explained for battalion of four companies. Tho movc-
oxplnined herein are on the basis of a battalion of four coin) :

ted by a battalion of two or more companies, not
x. (2~>9)

297. Arrangement of companies in formations. The companies arc
from right to left according to the rank of the

ition. The arrangement of the com;
:>ied by the major or higher commander.

r the battalion is formed, no cognizance is taken of tho
ier of the companies. (260)

298. Designation of companies. In whatever direction the battalion
1

numerically from right to left in line,
: column, first company, second company, .

s right and left apply to actual right and left as the

by squads be executed when in line, the right
r left company and the right center becomes the left

liter company indicates the right center or the
T company according as the number of companies is even or

2(51)

299. Post of special units. The band and other special units, when
ilion, take the same post with respect to it as if it

were the nearest battalion. (262)

CLOSE OEDEE
Eules

300. Eepetition of commands by captains. Captains repeat such
nnands as are to be immediately executed by their corn-

forward, squads right, etc.; the men execute the commands
inarch, halt, etc., if applying to their companies, when given by the major,

vements executed in route step or at ease the captains repeat
mmand of execution, if necessary. Captains do" not repeat the
's commands in executing the manual of arms, nor those commands

which are not essential to the execution of a movement by their corn-

column of squads, first company, squads right, etc."

In giving commands or cautions captains may prefix tho proper
of their companies, as A Company, HALT; B Com-

pany, squads right, etc. (263) *

301. Captains repeating command for guide. At the command guide
center (right or left), captains command: Guide right or left, according

[89]
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or COMPWsilES.(Cos.ir> Col. of Sq<3)

THE BATTALION.
MAjOR(wiTl ItAJT UC)- A GUiDC AND O>eCTlON-f THE COLOR-

ABC Di

to the positions of their companies. Guide center designates the left

guide of the center company, as explained in 3d Sec. par. 298. (264)
302. Position of captains in dressing companies; action of guides in

dressing. When the companies are to be dressed, e:ip{;iins pla<-e them-
selves on that flank toward which the dress is to be made, as follows:

The battalion in line: Besides the guide (or the flank file of the
front rank, if the guide is not in line) and facing to the front.

The battalion in column of companies: Two paces from the

guide, in prolongation of and facing down the line.

Each captain, after dressing his company, commands: FRONT,
and takes his post.

The battalion being in line and unless otherwise 1, :it

the captain's command dress or at the command halt, when it i

scribed that the company shall dress, tlio guide on the flank

the point of rest with his pie.-e ;:t right shoulder, dresses promptly on the

raptain ai;d the companies beyond. During the dress ho )

F.iry, to the right and left only; the eaptain dresses the company on thr

line thus established. The guide takes the position of order .

command front. (2G5)
303. Certain movements executed as in Schools of the Soldier, Squs

p+A Company. The battalion executes the halt < See par. lie
1

), rests (J

pars. 100-101), facings (See par. 104), steps and marchings
107-100), manual of arms (See pars. 120-147), resumes attention.

[90]
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kneels (See pars. 171-177), lies down (Soo par. 175), rises (S,

^tacks and takes arms (So.- pars. KiO-161), as explained in tho

he Soldier and Squad, substituting in the commands battalion

.uad.
:ilion executes squads right (left) (See par. 221), squads

right (left) about (See par. 228), route step and at ease (See par.
;ind obliques ami ie<umos the direct march (See pars. 162-163), as ex-

>! of tho Company. (206)
304. Certain movements executed as in School of the Company. The

battalion in "-(duiiiii of platoons, M|uads, twos, or files changes direction.

--4); in column of squads, forms column of twos or files

and r- lumns of twos or squads, as explained in the School of

1-208.) (207)
305. Simultaneous execution by companies or platoons of movements

in School of the Company. When the formation admits of the simulta-
tion l>y companies or platoons of movements in the School of
iv tho major >e such movement to be executed by

y, companies (platoons) to the commands pre-
rein: As 1. Companies, right front into line, 2. MARCH.

h simultaneous movements, the commands halt or march,
re given by the major. The command front, when pre-

, by the captains. S,v par. 302.)
'

(268)
306. Execution of loadings and firings by battalion. The battalion as

a iinii the loadings and firings only in firing saluting volleys.
are as for the company, substituting battalion for com-

pany. At the first command for loading, captains take post in rear of
;ter of their respective companies. At the conclusion of the firing,

-nine their posts in line.

On other occasions, when firing in close order is necessary, it is

executed by company or other subdivision under instructions from tho

major, as prescribed in pars. 1711-194. (269)

To Form the Battalion

307. For purposes other than ceremonies: The battalion is formed
in column of sqnads. The companies having been formed, the adjutant

If so as to be facing the column, when formed, and 6 paces in
if the place to be occupied by the leading guide of the battalion;

-aber; adjutant's call is sounded or the adjutant signals
assemble.

The companies are formed, at attention, in column of squads in

proper order. Ka.-h captain, after halting his company, salutes

the adjutant; the adjutant returns the salute and, when the last captain
.0 major and reports: Sir, the battalion is formed.

the major. (270)
308. For ceremonies or when directed: The battalion is formed in

The companies having been formed, the adjutant posts himself
so as T

'i the right of the right company when line is formed,
tinii in which the lino is to extend. Jle d:.

adjutant's call is sounded; tho band play- i.t.
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309-310-31 1

The right company is conducted by its captain BO as t<> .

from the rear, parallel to tin- line; its right nrxl left guides
on the lino by about '20 pares, taking post, facing to the right at order

arms, so that thoir elbows will be against the breasts of the right an<!

left files of their company when The gui.'. other

companies successively prolong the line to the left in like manr.
the companies approach their respective places in line as explaii
the right company. The adjutant, from his post, causes the gul
cover.

"When about 1 pace in rear of the line, each company is 1

and dressed to the right against the arms of the gni :

The band, arriving from the rear, takes its place in line when
the right company is halted; it ceases playing when the left company
has halted.

"When the guides of the left company have been posted, i h>

adjutant, moving by the shortest route, takes post facing the b.v

midway between the post of the major and the center of the baft.-Hnn.

The major, staff, noncommissioned staff, and o

their posts, as prescribed in pars. 73; 76-78.

"When all parts of the line have been dressed, and officers and
others have reached their posts, the adjutant commands: 1. Guides, 2.

POSTS, 3. Present, 4. ARMS. At the second command guides take their

places in the line. (Plate II, page 69.) The adjutant then turns about
as explained in par. 74, and reports to the major: Sir, the battalion is

formed, as prescribed in par. 75; the major directs the adjutant: Take
your post, Sir; draws saber and brings the battalion to the order. The

adjutant takes his post, passing to the right of the major. (271)

To Dismiss the Battalion

309. Dismiss your companies.
Staff and noncommissioned staff officers fall out; each ca

marches his company off and dismisses it, as laid down in par. :J17.

To Eectify the Alignment
310. Being in line at a halt, to align the battalion: 1. Center (right

or left), 2. DRESS.
The captains dress their companies successively toward tho

center (right or left) guide of the battalion, each as sooi :i plain
next toward the indicated guide commands: FRONT. The captains of

the center companies (if the dress is center) dress them without \\

for each other. (273)
311. To give the battalion a new alignment: 1. Guides center (right

or left) company on the line, 2. Guides on the line, .">. Center (right or

left), 4. DRESS, 5. Guides, 6. POSTS.
At the first command, the designated guides place them

on the line, as prescribed in par. 308, facing the center (right 01

The major establishes them in the direction he wishes to gi
battalion.

At the second command, the guides of tho other companies take

posts, facing the center (right or left), so as to prolong the line.
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312-313

At the command dress, each captain dresses bis company tu the

flank toward which the guides of his company face, taking the positions
ilied in par.

'

At the command posts, given when all companies have complH.-il
the dress, the guides return to their posts. (Plate II, page 69.) (274)

To Rectify the Column

312. Being in column of companies, or in close column, at a halt,
if the ^i;i>!i-- .1 > nol c vr or have not their proper distances, and it ia

urrect them, the major commands: 1. Bight (left), 2. DRESS.
tains of companies in rear of the first place their right guides

to cover at the proper distance; each captain aligns his company
to the right and commands: FRONT. (See par. 302.) (275)

On Right (Left) Into Line

313. Being in column of squads or companies: 1. On right (left) into

liue, -2. MARCH, 3. Battalion, 4. HALT.
LJ iu column of squads: At the first command, the captain

iing company commands; Squads right. If at a halt each
;i;ands: Forward. At the second command, the lead-

ipany marches in line to the right; the companies in rear continue
nt and form successively on the left, each, when
ing marched in line to the right. , .

The fourth command is given when the first company has
iesired distance in the new direction; it halts and is

I

n
i

ll

"tl
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314

1 to the right by its captain (par. 20:"); the others compl
movement, each being halted 1 pace in roar of tin- line estab'.

the first company, and then dressed to the right.

!!_; in column of companies: At the first command.
tain of the lirst company commands: Right turu. If at a lialt.

captain in rear commands: Forward. Karh ut' tin- captains in r<

tlu- leading company gives the command: 1. Bight turn, in time '

2. MARCH, when his company arrives opposite the right of its place
in line.

The fourth command is given and the movement completed as

explained above.
Whether executed from column of squads or column of com-

panies, each captain places himself so as to march beside tin

guide after his company forms line or changes direction to the right.
If executed in douWe time, the leading company >.

double time until halted. (276)

Front into Line

314. Being in column of squads or companies: 1. Right (left) front
into line, MARCH.

Being in column of squads: At the first command, the captain i>( the

leading company commands: Column right; the captain of the com-

panies in rear: column half right. At the second command tin-

ing company executes column right, and, as the last squad completes the

( hange of direction, is formed in line to the left, as prescribed

221, halted and dressed to the left. (See par. 302.) Each of t\<-

panies in rear is conducted by the most convenient rout" to tl,

of the right of t"he preceding company, thence to the right, parallel to

and 1 pace in rear of the new line; when opposite its place, it is formed
i:i line to the left, halted, and dressed to the left.

........... - --
t

t Being
^ -----

-;.--
......

*.'
'

~s\^
*

_i_
~r~f ''-'' ~~V--.---

:1
in column of

o /y
% / .-'' / / compani.

g .-' ,/ .-' / / marching, the cap-

/ tain of the leading
: company giv.

/ necessary conimands to

:' !)-'ilt his company at the

/ second command; if at a
halt the leading
J>any stands fast. At the
first command, the cap-
tain of each coninaiiv in

rear commands: Squads
right, or Right by
squads, and after the

second c o m -

~.

ducts his company by the most convenient route to its place in line, as
described above %
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315-316-317

Whether executed from column of squads or column of companies,
:-tain halts when opposite, or at the point, where the left of

company is to rest. (277)

To Form Column of Companies Successively to the Right or Left

315. Being in column of squads:
1. Column of companies, first com-

pany, squads right (left), 2.

MARCH.
The leading company exe-

cutes squads right and moves for-

ward. The other companies move
forward in column of squads and

successively march in line the right
on the same ground as the leading
company and in such manner that

the guide covers the guide of the

preceding company. (278)

To Form Column of Squads Successively to the Right or Left

----DDDDEh-ODDDQ'-ODDDO-ODDDO*

316. Being in column of companies
(Plate III, page 90): 1. Column of

squads, first company, squads right
(left), 2. MARCH.

The leading company executes
squads right and moves forward. The
other companies move forward in column
of companies and successively march in

column of squads to the right on the
same ground as the leading company.

70)

To Change Direction

.ing in i olunin of companies or close column. (Plate III,
1. Column right (left), 2. MARCH.

The captain of the first company
commands: Right turn.

The leading company turns to tho

right on moving pivot, the captain add'
1. Forward, :.'. MARCH, upon its completion.

The other companies march squarely
up to the turning point; each changes direc-

tion by the same commands and means as the
first and in such manner that the guide covers
the guide of the preci'diiiL,' company. i:
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318-319-319a-320

318. companies or close line. (I'late III, page 90):
1. Battalion ngnt (left), ~1. MARCH, :!. Battalion, I. HALT.

The right company c!.

,

'* DO ]D* .direction to the right,
in ; :Jier con:;

i by the shortest lii.

their j>la.

The fourth comma
when the right company ; as ad-
vanced the desired in the

new direction; that company h:.

. ely upon arriving on the lin. .

319. Being in column of squads, the battalion chang>
the same commands and in the manner prescribed 1'or the company, as

explained iu par. 224. (-62)

Mass Formations

310a. Being in column of squads, to form a lino of columns of corn-

- or company subdivisions, facing in any de>ir . a any
desired interval, on the right _.JL_^__! , ,

L '

or left of the leading do- f= XT ^f ~* ^
>ment of the battalion: 1.

Line of companies (half

companies, platoons), at (so T

many) paces, guide right
(13ft), 2. MARCH, 3. Bat-

talion, i. HALT.
The leading com- ^

pany (or subdivision) ri,

marches in the direction c>,

jireviously indicated by the ^
major until the command
halt is given and then halts. T'ach

. idling company (or su})divi-

sion) marches by tlie most dirM-t

route to r '-ibed

light) of

ipany (or
it is

.

tlOD to t l',e

:ies a mo .

.fortuity .

jirinc.

i6)
320. Being in line, linc.o' >'S,

or <! . DO):
company, 2. MARCH.

[W]
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321-322-323-321

. the indicated company stands fast; if marching,
is conducted toward it and is

halted in proper nrdrr in close column.
...a is in liiii. fomp:.:iies '..nn sii'-c.

'

rear

of thr olomn m' squads, c< in rear ot'

nipaiiy I'urm !t of it.

In iinn formed line on the first eompa'iy, the left

;rth company, right guides cover. If

pany. tl

:ion. In e, the guides are halted aid-fast of the guide of
ay.

battalion in column closes on the leading company only. (283)

(In closing from line of companies and in extending from close Jine, the com-
e, in.TV be moved either bv the commands, (a) 1. Squads,

-'ARCH; <b) 1. Right (left) oblique, 2. MARCH; U) .

1. Forward. 2. MARCH; (d) 1. Squads left (right) 2. MARCH: <<"> 1. f- T 'it'.

Company, 2. HALT; or, (a) 1. By the fight (left) flank, 2. MARCH;
Company. _'. HALT; (c) 1 Left (right), 2. FACE; or if at a

Is, (a) 1. Right (left), 2. FACE; (b) 1. At Trail,

:ward, 3. MARCH; to) 1. Company, 2. HALT; (d) 1. Left (right), - t ,

2. FACE. In s"-ne commands it is customary to use one method while '-''-
!

3t

-.other is used. For the sake of uniformity all

oi a given command should use the same method. Author.)

To Extend the Mass
321. Being in close column or in close line; 1. Extend on L.-.1 -j >

first (fourth) company, 2. MARCH.
ag in close line: if at a halt, the indicated com-

-tands last: it' marching, it halts; each of the other
:iies is conducted away from the indicated company

and is halted in its proper order in line of companies.
Being in close column, the extension is made on tho

fourth company only. If marching, the leading company continues to

; companies in rear are halted and successively resume the march
in time to follow at full distance. If at halt, the leading company ib

marches; companies in rear successively mar^h m time to follow at

full dista:

so column is not extended in. double time. (See
.r's note, par. 320.) (284)

322. Being in close column: 1. Right (left) front into line, S
2. MARCH. Kxecuted as from column of companies, as explained

a
r. 314. (2 .

|=

323. Being in close column: 1. Column of squads, first (fourth) g
company, squads right (left), 2. MARCH.

.d company marches in column of squads to ^
JEJ

to follow the preceding company in column.

ng in close line: 1. Column of squads, first

:th) company, forward, 2. MARCH.
moves forward,

reh) successively take v.p

.n. (-'67)
zz r: c: :;

NMCMxlM
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325-326-327-328-320-330

Route Step and at Ease

325. The battalion marches in route step and at ease as prescribed
in the School of the Company. (Sec par. L.'i::!.) 'When marching in

column of companies or platoons, the guides maintain 1 lie tra.

distance.
In route marches the major marches at the head <>f the column;

when necessary, the file closers may be directed to march at tin

and rear of their companies. (288)

Assembly

326. The battalion being wholly or parthlly deployed, or the com-

panies being separated: 1. Assemble, 2. MARCH.
The major places himself opposite to or I 'situates the eleinc

point on which the battalion is to assemble. Compac. -c mMcd, as

explained in par. 248, and marched to the indicated point. A.s the

companies arrive the major or adjutant indicates the formation to be
taken. (289)

COMBAT PRINCIPLES

Orders

327. The following references to orders arc applicable to att.

defense: (290)

328. Use of prescribed commands; "tactical orders," "orders'
"commands." In extended order, the company is the largest unit to

execute movements by prescribed commands or means. The major,
assembling his captains if practicable, directs the disposition of the

battalion by means of tactical orders. lie controls its sulisen

ments by such orders or commands as are suitable to the occasion.

329. Major's order making disposition of battalion for combat; base

company in attack. In every disposition of the battalion for comliat the

major's order should give subordinates sufficient information o

enemy, of the position of supporting and neighboring troops, and of the

object sought to enable them to coniform intelligently to the general plan.
The order should then designate the companies whi

constitute the firing line and those which are to constitute the support.
In attack, it should designate the direction or the obje. order
and front of the companies on the firing line, and should di

right or left company as base company. In defense, it shoi

the front of each company and, if necessary, the sector to be o!

"by each, asJ prescribed in 281-284. (25)2)

330. Reconnaissance and protection of flanks. AVhen the bai

is operating alone, the major provides for the reconnaissance and ;

tion of his flanks; if part of a larger force, the major makes similar

provisions, when necessary, without orders from higher authority, unless

"Snch authority has specifically directed other suitaMe reconna
.uid protection. (12!>:!)
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331-332-333-334-335-336

331. Issne of extra ammunition when battalion is deployed. When the

battal loved upon the initiative of the major, lie will indicate

whether extra ammunition shall l>e issued ; if deployed in pursuance of
of higher authority, the major will cause the issue of extra

ammunition, unless such authority has given directions to the contrary.

(For ammunition supply see pars. 5<!l>-5
/.">.) (294)

Deployment

(See pars. 456-462; 463-466.)

332. The following principles of deployment are applicable to attack

295)

333. Avoiding premature deployment. A premature deployment in-

isorganizing and fatiguing advance of the skirmish line,
alii 1-e avoided. A greater evil is to be caught by heavy fire when

iumn or other close order, formation; hence advantage should
.ii of cover in order to retain the battalion in close order forma-

tion until exposure to heavy hostile fire may reasonably be anticipated.

334. Depth of deployment and density of firing line; companies and
detachments conducted to their places by their commanders. The major
regulates the depth of the deployment and the extent and density of

the firing line, subject to such restrictions as a senior may have imposed.
panics or designated subdivisions and detachments are con-

by their commanders in such manner as best to accomplish the
:

gned to them under the major's orders. Companies designated
for the firing line march independently to the place of deployment, form
skirmish line, and take up the advance. They conform, in general, to the

ninpauy. as prescribed in Par. 329. (297)

335. Division of battalion into firing line and support. The com-
mander of a battalion, whether it is operating alone or as part of a larger

^hould hold a part of his command out of the firing line. By the

judicious use of this force, the major can exert an influence not otherwise
!e over his firing line and can control, within reasonable limits,
ion once begun. So, if his battalion be assigned to the firing line,

the major will cause one, two, or three companies to be deployed on the

firing line, retaining the remaining companies or company as a support
for that firing line. The division of the battalion into firing line and

rt will depend upon the front to be covered and the nature and
1 severity of the action. (298)

336. Size of support. If the battalion be part of a larger command,
the number of companies in the firing line will generally be determinable
from the regimental commander's order; the remainder constitutes the

support, as prescribed in par. 335. If the battalion is acting alone, the

support must be strong enough to maintain the original fire power of the

firing line, to protect the flanks, and to perform the functions of a

,
whatever be the issue of the action, as explained in par. 445.
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337-338-339-340-341-342-343

337. Position of support. If tho battalion is operating alor

support may, according to circumstances, be held in one or two bodies
and placed behind the center, or one or both Ilanks

echeloned beyond a Hank. If the battalion is part of a large-

support is generally held in one body. (300)
338. Distance between firing line and support. The <1

the firing line and tin- supporting group or groups will vai

limits; it should be as short as the necessity I'm- protec!
losses will permit. When eover is available, the Mipport should
close as 50 to 100 yards; when such cover is not available, it should
not be closer than .".Oil yards. It may be :is far as ."no yards in

Is there obtainable and is not obtainable ai distance.

339. Placing entire battalion or regiment in firing line at beginning.
In exceptional cases, as in a nice!; mcnt, it may be necessary to

place an entire battalion or regiment in the firing lino /it the initial

deployment, the support being furnished by other troops. Such deploy-
ment causes the early mingling of the larger units, thus r>

ship and control extremely difficult. The ; 'or such d

will increase with the ineiiiciency of the commander and of

of information. (302)

Fire

340. Major apportions target. Fire direction and fire

functions of company and platoon commanders, as laid do^
285-290. The major makes the primary apportionment of i

in defense, by assigning sectors of fire, in attack, by assigning (

jective. In the latter case each company in the firing 1

target that part of the general objective which lies in its front.

341. Major indicates where or when fire fight begins. The
should indicate the point or time at which the fire fight

may do this in his order for deployment or he may ;

close enough to do so at the proper time. Tf it be impracticable for him
to do either, the senior officer with the firing line, in each battalion,
selects the time for opening fire. (304)

Attack

(See pars. 456-502.)

342. Battalion the attack unit. The battalion is the attack unit,
whether operating alone or as part of a larger unit. (305)

343. Advance of battalion acting as one of several in firing lin. Tf

his battalion be one of > several in the firing line, the ma
his part of the attack, pushes his battalion forward as vigoro;.

possible within the front, or section, assigned to it. The

independence' allowed to him as to details demands, in turn, "

of good judgment on his part. P.ctter leadership, be- . more
favorable terrain enable one battalion to advance more rapidly in

than another less fortunate, and such a battalion will insure the further
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344-345-346-347-348

advance of tho others. The leading battalion should not, however, be-

ted; isolation may lead to its destruction. (306)
344. Close in on enemy as much as possible before opening fire. Tho

deployment having been mado, the firing line advances without firing.

Tho predominant idea must be to close with the enemy as soon as possible
without ruinous losses. The limited supply of ammunition and the un-

-.ipply. the necessity for securing fire superiority in order
within the shorter ranges, and the impossibility of accom-

plishing this at ineffective ranges, make it imperative that fire be not

long as the advance can be continued without demoralizing
ick which halts to open fire at extreme range (over 1,200

ot likely ever to reach its destination. Every effort should

y using cover or inconspicuous formations, or by advancing
the firing line as a whole, to arrive within 800 yards of the enemy be-

pening fire. (For expenditure of ammunition see pars. 432-433;
;he attack see par. 467.) (307)

345. Fire to be directed against the hostile infantry. Except when
einy's artillery is able to effect an unusual concentration of fire,

upon deployed infantry causes losses which are unimportant when
red with those inflicted by his infantry; hence the attacking

infantry should proceed to a position as described above, and from whi^h
an effective fire can be directed against the hostile infantry with a view
to obtaining fire superiority. The effectiveness of the enemy's fire must

so as to permit further advance. The more effective the fire

to which the enemy is subjected the less effective will be his fire. (308)
346. The further advance of the firing line; size of rushing units. Oc-

ally the fire of adjacent battalions, or of infantry employing fire of
lined in par. 438, or of supporting artillery, as explained

. will permit the further advance of the entire firing line

I'oint, but it will generally be necessary to advance by rushes,
id down in par. 2~>9, of fractions of the line.

The fraction making the rush should be as large as the hostile
fire and the necessity for maintaining fire superiority will permit. De-

on circumstances, the strength of the fraction may vary from
a company to a few men.

advance is made as rapidly as possible without losing fire

The smaller the fraction which rushes, the greater the num-
rifles which continue to* fire upon tho enemy. On the other hand,
aller the fraction which rushes the slower will be the progress of

309)
347. Size of rushing units. Enough rifles must continue in action to

insure the success of each rush. Frequently the successive advances of

'rig lino must be effected by rushes of fractions of decreased size;
s by rushes may first be made by company, later by half

r platoon, and finally by squads or files; but no subsequent
opportunity to increase the rate of advance, such as better cover or a

!e fire, should be overlooked. (310)
348. The rush begun by a flank unit. Whenever possible,- the rush

ink fraction of the firing line. In the absence of express
directions from the major, each captain of -a flank company determines
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349-350-351-352-353-354-365

when :m advance by rushes (par. L'L'2) shall lit- attempted. A flank

company which inaugurates an advance \>y ru-U
puny, if not already tlie base. An advance by ruslies having lieen in

augurated (Hi one llank, tlie rciuaiuder of the firing line conforms;
us rush SUIT,' ..m that llank and ]>:\'.-

lished by the initial rush.

The fractions need not he tiniforin in size: .'lain in-li

ho\v his companv sliall rush, having due regard 1o the ground and the

State of the fire flghi c
349. Fractions to advance under covering fire. A fraction al

rush is sent forward when the remainder of the lino is f i :

otherwise the chief advantage of this method of advancii .
.

The length of the rush will vary from 30 to So yards,

upon tho existence of cover, positions for firing, and the ii.

350. Subsequent advances. When tho entire firing line of the ha'

has advanced to the new line, fresh opportunities to advance ar<5

as before. (313)
351. Prearranged methods of advancing by rushes prohibited. Two

identical situations will never confront the battalion; hei ,il it is

prohibited to arrange the details of an advance before the precede
has been concluded, or to employ a fixed or prearranged met'

advancing by rushes. (314)
352. Post of the major. The major posts himself

the reeuforcing of the firing line from the support. NY hen all or

all of the support has been absorbed by the firing line, he joins,
full charge of, the latter. (315)

353. Size of reinforcements. The reinforcing of the firi

driblets of a squad or a few men has no appreciable elV firing

line requires either reinforcement or a strong one.

two platoons will be sent forward under cover of a heavy li;-,.- of the

firing line. (316)
354. Two methods of reenforcing the firing line. To facilitat

trol and to provide intervals in which reinforcements may be <

the companies in the firing lino should bo kept closed in on flieir centers

as they become depleted by casualties during the advance.
"When this is impracticable reinforcements must mingle

and thicken the firing line. .In battle the, latter method will bo the rule

rather than the exception, and to familiarize the men with such conditions

the combat exercises of the battalion should include both met hods

enforcing. Occasionally, to provide tho necessary in1<

forcing by cither of these methods, the firing line should be thin:

causing men to drop out and simulate losses during the various ad

Under ordinary conditions the depiction of the firing line for this pur-

pose will be from one-fifth to one-half of its strength.
355. Fixing bayonets. The major or senior officer in tho firii

determines when bayonets sliall be fixed and gives the proper command or

signal. It is repeated by all parts of the firing line. Kach man who w:i

in the front rank prior to deployment, as soon as he

command or signal, suspends firing, quickly fixes his bayonet, and im-

mediately resumes firing; after which the other men suspend firi'
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356-357-358-359-360-361

IK! immediately resume firing. The support also fixes hayo-
: lixinu i>t' the bayonet l>y the firing line at drill

:inulate battle conditions and should not be required. It is

.il that there he no marked pause in the firing. Bayonets will he

o or during the last, or second last, advance preced-

18)
The charge. Subject to orders from higher authority, the major

the point from which the charge is to be made. (See Pa is.

irding the charge.) The firing line having arrived at that

point and being in readiness, the major causes the charge to be sounded.
! by the musicians of all parts of the line. The com-

1 the charge. The skirmishers spring forward shouting,
. and close with the enemy.

The further conduct of the charging troops will depend upon
halt and engage in bayonet combat or in pur-

plained in par. 486; they may advance a short distance

in a field of fire or to drive the enemy from the vicinity; they may
r reorganize, etc. If the enemy vacates his position every

Made to open fire at once on the retreating mass, reorgani-
zation of the attacking troops being of secondary importance to the in-

of further losses upon the enemy and to the increase of his con-

set forth in pars. 490-494. In combat exercises the major
yill assume a situation and terminate the assault accordingly. (319)

Defense

Tactical unit best suited to defensive action. In defense, as in

, the battalion is the tactical unit best suited to independent as-

nt. Defensive positions are usually divided into seetionp and a

battalion assigned to each. (320)
358. Trenches. The major locates such fire, communicating, and cover

trenches and obstacles as are to be constructed. He assigns companies
to construct them and details the troops to occupy them. (See "Field
Fortifications," Chapter XVT, Part III.) (321)

359. Eeenforcement of firing line. The major reenforces the firing
line in accordance with the principles applicable to and explained in con-

with, the attack, in pars. 'C>~>'2-'.'>~>4, maintaining no more rifles in

the firing line than are necessary to prevent the enemy's advance.
360. Opening fire. The supply of ammunition being usually ample,

soon as it is possible to break up the enemy's formation,
. vance or inflict material loss, but this rule must be modified

to suit the ammunition supply. (323)
361. Fixing bayonets. The major causes the firing line and support to

wh<Mi an assault by the enemy is imminent. Captains direct
it' they are not in communication with the major and the
''d advisable.

Fir.' p a determined, skillfully conducted attack,
fender must have equal tenacity; if he can slay in his trench or

:

cross bayonets, he will at least have neutralized the hostile
nd the combat will be decide. 1 l>y reserves. (324)
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362. Support to cover withdrawal If on! prod or compelled to with-
draw under hostile infantry fire or in the j.iv-. ..stile infantry.
the support will be ]>ostod so aa to cover the retirement nf tin- tiling lino.

363. Support in case of battalion acting alone. "When tin- battalioi
is operating alone, the support must be strong and must i

into the firing lino, especially if a com . is planned. Oppurtuni
; counter-attack should bo sought at all times, as explained in pars.

525-530. (326)

COMBAT
INTRODUCTION _

364. Scope of subject of combat tactics in this book. 1

regulations treats only of the basic principles of eomb
to infantry and to the special units, such as machine gu:

H-outs, which form a part of infantry regiments and battali.

The combat tactics of the arms combined are con-i
Service Regulations. (350)

365. Demands of modern combat upon infantry; complicated maneu-
vers impracticable; success dependent upon leadership, etc. M
coTiibat demands the highest order of training, discipline.
morale on the part of the infantry. Complicated maueuv.
cable; oiiiciont leadership and a determination to win by

da must, be depended upon for sin "!)
366. Duties and quality of infantry. The duties ui' in

many and difficult. All infantry must be fit to

that o . -Modern war requires but one kind of inf:.

infantry. (352)
367. Offensive necessary for decisive results; use of ground, fire ef-

ficiency, etc.; local success. The infantry must i

decisive results. Both sides are therefore likely to ar though not

necessary at the same time or in the same part of a long battle line.

In the local combats which make up the general battle

endurance, use of ground, fire efficiency, discipline, and training v.il! win.

It is the duty of the infantry to win the local successes which enable tht

commanding general to win the battle. (3.">G)

368. Requisites of infantry; trained to bear heaviest burdens; go
infantry can defeat vastly superior infantry of poor quality. The in-

fantry must have the tenacity to hold every advantage gained, ihe in-

dividual and collective discipline and skill needed to master 1.

fire, the determination to close with the enemy in attack, and t<

him with the bayonet in defense. Infantry must be trained to bear the

heaviest burdens and losses, both of combat and march.
Good infantry can defeat an enemy greatly superior in number

but lacking in training, discipline, leadership, and moral'

369. Fixed forms and instructions covering all cases impossible; studs
and practice necessary; purposes of practical and theoretical instruction.

It is impossible to establish fixed forms or to give general instructions

<hat will cover all case? Officers and noncommissioned officers must be
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iied tliat they can apply suitable means and methods to each case

uly ami pra>-< ccssary to acquire proper facility

in tlii- .-retical instruction can imt replace practical instruc-

tion; r supplies correct ideas and gives to practical work an

purpose, and definite-ness not otherwise obtainable. (35.1)

370. Exercises in extended order to be in nature of combat exercises;

all combat exercises to be conducted under assumed tactical situations.

'.lie mechanist:! >' extended order drill has been learned with preci-
\etvise should be, as far as practicable, in

;ure of a maneuver (combat exercise) against an imaginary, out

lined, or represented enemy.
1 order drill may be conducted without re

! situation, but a combat exercise, whatever may be
;/.e of the unit employed, should be conducted under an assumed

ituatiou. (35G)

371. Effective method of conducting combat exercises. An effective

method of conducting a combat exercise is to outline the enemy with a few
.\ ith flags. The umpire or inspector states the situation,

and the commander leads hie troops with due regard to the assumptions

:iges in situation, the results of reconnaissance, the character

of artillery fire, etc., are made known to the commander when necessary
umpire or inspector, who, in order to observe and influence the

conduct of the remains in rear of the firing line. From this

n he indicates, with the aid of prearranged signals, the character
of the fire and movements of the hostile infantry. These signals are in-

; for the men outlining the enemy. These men repeat the signals;
all officers and men engaged in the exercise and in sight of the outlined

! of the enemy's action, and the exercise is con-

Assi- -ires, about one for each company in the firing lire,

; ing hostile fire and movements and in observing- the

conduct of the exercise.

enemy may be made to attack or defend.

ould be simple and natural. During or after the

exercise the umpire or inspector should call attention to any improper
or iucd: iiods of execution. lie will prohibit all

of troops or individuals that would be impossible if the e

The slow progress of events to be expected on the battle field

. but the umpire or inspector will prevent undue

rnpt to enforce a reasonably slow rate of progn
rcise should not bo repeated over the same ground

situation. Such r lead to the adoption of
! e of attack or defense and develop mere drill masters. Fixed

t uged systems are prohibited. (357) .
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LBADEBSHIP

General Considerations

372. What constitutes art of leadership. The art of leadership
of applying soiin.l tactical principles to concrete cases mi the battl-

Self reliance, initiathc, aggressivei
teamwork are the fundamental cliarac-tcristics of s>. leadership
(358)

373. Basis of success; adherence to original plan. A
the situation and a definite plan of action form the soun
successful combat.

A good plan once adopted and pHt into execution should i

abandoned unless it becomes clear that it can n Bed. After-

thoughts are dangerous, except as they aid iu the execution of details in

the original plans. (."..")!)

374. Avoid combats offering no chance of valuable results. Combats
that .do not promise w .some real advantage to i:

should be avoided; they cause unnecessary losses, impair the moi
one's own troops, and raise that of the enemy. (.".Co)

375. Avoid complicated maneuvers. Complicated maneuv.
likely to succeed in -war. All plans and the methods adopted
ing them into effect must bo simple and direct. (:

376. Order and cohesion necessary. Order and cohesion must be
tained within the units if success is to be expected. (3(>:2)

377. Officers to be true leaders. Officers must show t '

true leaders. They must act in accordance with the spirit of 1

and must require of their troops the strictest discipline on the fii

battle. (.103)
378. Units not to be broken up. The best result -

lenders know the capacity and traits of those \vhom they con

in making detachments units should not be broken up. and

ployment that would cause an intermingling of the larger units

firing, line should bo avoided. (.'!(> I)

379.* Leading deployed troops difficult; necessity for training, dis-

cipline and close order. Leading is difficult when troops are deployed. A
high degree of training and discipline and the use of close order forma-
tions to the fullest extent possible are th>

380. Avoidance of unnecessary hardship; limit of endurance exacted
when necessary. In order to lighten the severe ph;
able from infantry service in campaign, const:

re the troops unnecessary hardship ai : but wh<

-, the limit of endurance must be exacted.

381. Fighting troops not to carry back wounded. When
men belonging to fighting troops leave their proper places to

or to care for, wounded during the progress of the action, the\

of skulking. This offense must be repressed with the utmost vigoi.

382. Complete equipment usually carried into action. The complet

equipment of the soldier is carried into action unless the weather

i'hysical

condition of the men renders such measiir.

n an. only the pack 1 will be laid aside. The determination of
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this (jue.stioii rests with the regimental commander. Tlio complete equip-
nii'iit atTords to IIHMI Iving pione considerable protect ion against shrap-
nel.

383. Post of commander; use of reserve in case of victory; when fir-

ing line is controlled by commander. The post of the commander must
h as will enalilo him to observe the prpgresa of events and to com-

municate his orders. Subordinate commanders, in addition, must be in
ion to transmit the orders of superiojs.

iitering an action, the commander should be as far to the
front as possible in order that he personally may see the situation, order
the deployment, and begin the action strictly in accordance with his

own
During the action, lie must, as a rule, leave to the local leaders

the detailed conduct of the firing line, posting himself either with his

own reserve ir in such a position that he is in constant, direct, and easy
communication with it.

A commander takes full and direct charge of his firing line only
when the line has absorbed his whole command.

When their troops are victorious, all commanders should press
forward in order to clinch the advantage gained and to use their reserves
to the best advantage. (369)

384. Latitude allowed subordinates. The latitude allowed tc officers

is in direct proportion to the size of their commands. Each should see

to the general execution of his task, leaving to the proper subordinates
the supervision of details, and interfering only when mistakes are made
that threaten to seriously prejudice the general plan. (370)

Teamwork

385. Latitude allowed subordinates; success depends on coordination
of subordinates. The comparatively wide fronts of deployed units in-

the dilHculties of control. Subordinates must therefore be given
latitude in the execution of their tasks. The success of the whole

depends largely upon how well each subordinate coordinates his work
with the general plan.

A great responsibility is necessarily thrown upon subordinates,
but responsibility stimulates the right kind of an officer. (371)

386. Initiative of subordinates; general plan to be furthered. In a
situation it is far better to do any intelligent thing consistent with

the aggressive execution of the general plan, than to search hesitating-

ly for the ideal. This is the true rule of conduct for subordinates who
are required to act upon their own initiative.

A subordinate who is reasonably sure that his intended action is

such as would be ordered by the commander, were the latter present and
in possession of the facts, has enough encouragement to go ahead con-

fidently. He must possess 'the loyalty to carry out the plans of his

superior and the keenness to recognize and to seize opportunities to
further the general plan. (372)

1 The "pack" includes blanket, poncho, and shelter tent.
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387. But one supreme will in a battle; subordinates to cooperate. Tn-
'ence must not become license. IJegardless of the number ol' sub-

ordinates who are apparent ly supreme in thrir own restricted
]

there is but one battle and but one supreme will to which a! 1

form.

Kvery subordinate must therefore work for the general r

lie does nil in his power to insure cooperation !

under his command. He transmits important information to adjoining
units or to superiors in rear and, with the a i.-itinu

cd. keeps himself and bis subordinates duly po . th>> situa-

tion. (373)
388. Deviation from orders. When circumstances rend.-r it im;

cable to consult the authoiity issuing an order, officers should not h

to vary from such order when it is clearly based up-
of Hie situation, is impossible of execution, or has been rendered im'

cable on account of changes which have occurred since its promul
In the application of this rule the responsibility for mist- upon
the subordinate, but unwillingness to assume responsibility on proper
occasions is indicative of weakness.

Superiors should be careful not to censure an
ace \\here the act was done in the proper spirit and to adva"

general plan. (374)
389. Intermingling of units; duties of officers and guides. When the

men of two or more units intermingle in the firing line, all '

ibmit at once to the senior. Ollicers and platoon gui'
fill vacancies caused by casualties. Kadi sei/.es any opportune

; e functions consistent with his grade, and all assist in the main-
tenance of order and control.

Every lull in the action should be utilixed fir-

ration of order in the firing line as the ground or u; it ions

permit. (375)
390. Separated officers and noncommissioned officers placing them-

selves under nearest higher commander. Any officer or noncommissioned
who becomes separated from his proper unit and can not rejoin

must at once place himself and his command at the disposal of the i

higher commander. (376) .,

Anyone having completed an assigned task must seek to rejoin
hia proper command. Failing in this, he should join the troops

engaged with the enemy.
391. Duty of separated soldiers. Soldiers are taught the i

remaining with their companies, but those who be-- : must

join the nearest company and serve with it until the battle is i

reorganization is ordered. (377)

Orders

392. Orders for deployment; combat orders of divisions and brigades

usually written. Commands are deployed and enter the combat by the,

orders of the commander to the subordinate commanders.
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The Initial combat orders of the division are almost invariably
written; those of the brigade arc generally so. The written order is

raldr and is used whenever time permits.
If time permits, subsequent orders are likewise written, either

as field orders or me*- :iL,
res. (378)

393. Combat orders of regiments and smaller units; verbal messages.
The initial combat orders of regiments and smaller units are given verb-

ally. For this purpose the subordinates for whom the orders arc intended
-emldeil, if practicable, at a place from which the situation and
an be explained.
Subsequent orders are verbal or in the form of verbal or written

Verbal messages should not be used unless they are short and
able. (379)

394. Initial combat orders; personal reconnaissance. The initial com-
bat order of any commander or subordinate is based upon Jus definite

plan for executing the task confronting him.
"Whenever possible the formation of the plan is preceded by a

al reconnaissance of the terrain and a careful consideration of
all information of the enemy. (380)

395. Composition of combat orders. The combat order gives such
information of the enemy and of neighboring or supporting friendly
troops as will enable subordinates to understand the situation.

The general plan of action is stated in brief terms, but enough
of the commander's intentions is divulged to guide the subsequent actions
of the subordinates.

ir and concise instructions are given as to the action to be
taken in the combat by each part of the command. In this way the

s, fronts, objectives, sectors or areas, etc., in

with his plan. If the terms employed convey definite ideas
and have no loopholes, the conduct of subordinates will generally be

pondingly sat isfactory.
..-moons matter relating to special troops, trains,

';. and future movements of the commander is added as con-
cerns the combat i

1

orders should prescribe communication, reconnaissance,
ll.-ink proteri ion, etc., when some special disposition is desired or when
an omission on the part of a subordinate may reasonably be feared.

396. Encroaching upon functions of subordinates prohibited; orders
to be definite. "When issuing orders, a commander should indicate clearly
what i done by each subordinate, but not hew it is to be done.

mid not encroach upon the functions of a subordinate by prescrib-
of execution unless he has good reason to doubt the ability

or judgment of the subordinate, and cannot substitute another.

Although general in its terms, an order must be definite and
sion of a fixed decision. Ambiguity or vagueness

indicates either a vacillation or the inability to formulate orders. (382)
397. Orders generally given subordinates through their immediate

superiors. I'snally the orders of a commander are intended for, and are

given to, the commanders of the next lower units, but in an emergency a
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.iidiT should not hositnto to give orders .11' : iiy subordinate.
In such ens.- he should promptly inform the hit erine-i:

mod. (383)
Communication

398. Communication, bow maintained. Communi.
by in. '.-ill' oliicr: -igers, relay systems, C<

visual signals, telegraph, or tele;

399. Lines of communication established by signal corps.

corps Iroop-s of the division establish lines of infurn
to brigade headquarters. The further extension of :

iu combat by signal troops is exceptional. (.''.S5)

400. Lines of communication established by regiment; orderlies carry
signal flags. Kaeh i employing its own personnel, is :

for the maintenance of communication from the colonel !

gade and forward to the battalions. For this purpo-
the various means which may be furnished it. The sta:':

regimental and battalion, are practiced iu the use of these m<

enger service. . Orderlies carry signal flags. (.T8G)
401. Communication between firing line and major or colonel; co-.

musicians carry signal flags. Connection between the firing line and

major or colonel is practically limited to the prescribed Hag, :u

bugle signals. Other means can only be supplemental. Company
clans carry company flags and are practiced in signaling. (

402. Communication by artillery with firing line by means of staff

officers or through agents. The artillery generally coinmu h the

firing line by means of its own staff officers or through an agent who
accompanies some unit in or near the front. The infantry ke<

,

informed as to the situation and affords any reasona' When
the infantry is dependent upon the artillery for fire support, ;

coordination through this representative is ef great importance.

COMBAT RECONNAISSANCE
403*. importance of combat reconnaissance; avoidance of deployment

on wrong lines. Combat reconnaissance is of vital impc. must
not be neglected. By proper preliminary reconnaissance, depi

wrong lines, or in a wrong direction, and surprises may generally be

prevented. (389)
404. Protection of troops by proper reconnaissance. Troops <1 :

and under fire can not change front, and thus they suffer gi<

enfiladed. Troops in close order formation may suffer heavy ].,

a short time if subjected to hostile fire. In both formations troop
be protected by proper reconnaissance and warning. Ql><0

405. Difficulty of reconnaissance depends on extent of enemy's screen;
strength of reconnoitering parties. The difficulty of reco

increases in proportion to the measures adopted by the enem
himself.

The strength of the reconnoitering party is determined ],.

character of the information desired and the nature of tin

In exceptional cases as much as a battalion may be necessar) in order to
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break through tin 1
1 >n and enable the commander or ollicer in

Mioiter in person.
A I: Moitering party is conducted SO as to open the way

MS ;i supporting force or rallying point for them,
eive and trn^mit information. Such parties maintain signal
iun with the main body if practicable.

406. Each separate column to protect itself by reconnaissance.
:irI io deploy must recoimoiter to its front

and flank ai.l kep in touch with adjoining columns. The extent of the
!'. k depends upon the isolation of the columns.

407. Reconnaissance before attacking. Before an attack a reconnais-
'inrst lie n:ale to determine the enemy's position, the location of

the character of the terrain, the nature of the hostile tield

. in order to prevent premature deployment and the resulting
- of tin 1.-

1

.

It will frequently be necessary to send forward a thin skirmish
line in order to induce the enemv to open fire and reveal his position.

'

408. Extent of reconnaissance. It will frequently be impossible to
ohtjih. Dry information until after the action has begun. The
delay that may be warranted for the purpose of reconnaissance depends
upon the nature of the attack and the necessity for promptness. For

example, in a meeting engagement, and sometimes in a holding attack,
onnaissance may have to be hasty and superficial, whereas in an

attack against an enemy carefully prepared for defense there will gen-
erally be both time and necessity for thorough reconnaissance. -(394)

409. Reconnaissance in defense. In defense, reconnaissance must be

;p to determine the enemy's line of advance, to ascertain. his di3-

lons, to prevent his reconnaissance, etc.

Patrols or parties posted to prevent "hostile reconnaissance should
e the main body of the necessity of betraying its position by firing

i.all bodies of the enemy. (395)
410. Duration of reconnaissance; protection of flanks. Reconnaissance

continues throughout the action.

A firing or skirmish line can take care of its front, but its flanks

-ecially vulnerable to modern firearms. The moral effect of flank-

is the physical effect. Hence, combat patrols to give
. riiiLT detachments to give security are indispensable on

'anks. This is equally true in attack or defense. (396)
411. Responsibility of infantry commanders for reconnaissance; sur-

.npardonable. The fact that cavalry patrols are known -to be posted
in direction does not relieve infantry commanders of the

nee ami security.

>rprised by an enemv at short range is un unpardonal lo

412. Commander of flank battalion responsible for security of his

flank. . attalion on a think of a general line invari-

t'or the necessary reconnaissance and security on that
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flank mi loss higher authority has specifically ordered it. In any event,
!s nut combat patrols as needed.
Whore liis battalion is on a flank of one section o: 'ami

a considerable interval lies between his battalion ami the next n<

he makes similar provision. (398)

413. Patrols established by battalion commanders. Battalion
mamlers in the first line establish patrols to it flu-

progress or conduct of adjoining troops < can not bo -

*

FIRE SUPERIORITY

PURPOSE AND NATURE
(See par. 427)

414. Success in battle dependent upon fire superiority. In a d<

battle success depends on gaining ami maintaining lire super
Tt must be made to gain it early and then to keep it.

Attacking troops must first gain fire superiority in oni
reach the hostile position. Over open "{.'round attack
\vhon tlie ,- force has a fire superior!

superiority the attack is not only possible, but success i

is losses.

'IVl'ending troops can prevent a charge only when
muster the enemy's lire and inilict hea\

; .IJM>II him. (!

415. Volume and accuracy necessary to obtain fire superiority
obtain fire superiority it is to produce a li me of

y increase in the

corresponding decrease in the effectiveness of
The volume and accuracy of fire will d.-

considerations:

(a) The number of rifles employed. On a given front tl-.

volume of fire is produced by a firing lino having only sulh< ient in;

between men to permit the free use of their ritles. The maximum
density of a firing line is therefore about one man per yard of front.

(b) The rate of fire affects its volume; an excessive rate reduc.

accuracy.
(c) The character of the target influences both volume and acci.

Larger dimensions, greater visibility, and shorter range in

f fire; greater density increases the effect.

(d) Training and discipline have an important bearing on the

or volume of fire, but their greatest influence is upon act-in

The firing efficiency of troops is reduced by fatigue an

psychological influences.

(e) Fire direction and control improve collective accuracy. The

importance of fire direction'incrcases rapidly with the- range. Control

exerts a powerful influence at all ranges. (401)
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FIEE DIRECTION AND CONTROL

Opening Fire

Long range fire, when effective. Beyond effective ranges impor-
tant results can ho -xpoct"d only when the target is large and distinct

and much ammunition is used.

Lung range tiro is permissible in pursuit on account of the moral
:iro under the circumstances. At other times such fire

doubtful value. (4t>i?)

417. Opening fire in attack. In attack, the desiro to open fire when
lirst felt must be repressed. Consideration* of time, target,

.lition. and morale make it imperative that the attack withhold
! press forward to a first firing position close to the enemy.

:argt>t will he smaller and fainter than the one he pre-
iie enemy. (403)

418. Opening fire in defense. In defense, more ammunition is avail-
e more easily determined, and the enemy usually pre-

he defender may therefore open lire and expect
. anges than the attacker, and particularly if the

.ying action only.
If the enemy has a powerful artillery, it will often be host

-for tli '.fantry to withold its lire until the enemy ofl

_:'ot. Vigorous and well-directed hursts of fire

en employed. The troops should therefore be given as much
:inn as time ami means permit, and nt an agreed signal

. uch as necessary and open fire. (404)
419. Opening fire in unexpected, close encounters. In unexpected,

ncounters a groat advantai: to the side which first opens
rapid and accurate fire with battle sight. (405)

Use of Ground
420. Requisites of ground for cover. The position of the firers must

afford le field of fire.

The ground should permit constant observation of the enemy,
't enable the men to secure some cover when not actually firing.

Troops whose target is for the moment hidden by unfavorable

groun<i. move forward to better ground or seek to execute cross
t. (406)

421. Skillful use of ground reduces visibility. The likelihood of a

ag hit depends to a great extent upon its visibility. By
skillful use of ground, a firing line may reduce its visibility without

of fire power. Sky lines are particularly to be avoided. (407)

Choice of Target
422. Target to be chosen. Th,e target chosen should be the hostile

t dangerous to the firers. These will usually be the nearest

intry. "When no target is specially dangerous, that one should
be chosen which promises the most hits. (408)

423. Target not to be changed except for good reason. Frequent
changes of target impair the fire effect. Random changes to small, un-
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important targets impair fin- disci pli no and accomplish nothing. Attention
should ho confined to the main target until substant ial reason for change
is upparci

Flanking fire to be delivered when opportunity offers. An
opportunity to deliver Hanking lire, especially against artillery pr.
in* front Ity shields, is an example warranting change of taiu'.'t ami
should never l>o overlooked. Such lire demorali/es the troop
to it, even if the losses indicted are small. In this mum :. lively
small number of rifles can produce important results. (-tl(i)

The Range
425. Importance of correct sight setting. Beyond close range, tho

correct setting "f the rear sight is of primary, importance, provided the

troops are trained and well in hand. Ti

M'tting increase's rapidly with tho range-. Its importance .

(liiality of the troops" do'-iva-,.-, for the error in sight

possibly at. Aery long ranges, becomes unimportant when compared with
the error in holding and aiming. (411)

426. Determination of ranges. In attack, distai !ly bo
estimated and corrections made as errors are observed. Mechanical

range finders and ranging volleys are practicable at, times.
In defense, it is generally practicable to measure more aceir

the distances to visible objects and to keep a record of them for future
use. (412)

Distribution of Fire and Target
427. Purpose of fire superiority; distribution of fire and target. Tho

purpose of fire superiority is to get hits whenever possible, but at all

events to keep down the enemy's fire and render it harmless. To
accomplish this the target must be covered with fire throughout its

whole extent. Troops who are not fired upon will fire with nearly
time accuracy.

The
. target is roughly divided and a part is assigned to each

unit. No part of the target is neglected. In attack, by a system of

overlapping in assigning targets to platoons, the entire hostile line can
be kept under fire even during a rush. (Pars. 400-401.) (413)

Observation

428. Observation Of target. The correctness of the- sight settii

and the distribution of fire over the target can be verified only by caref

observation of the target, the adjacent ground, and tho effect upon tho

enemy. (414)
429. Observation determines whether fire fight is being properly

conducted. Observation only can determine whether the fire fight is

being properly conducted. If the enemy's fire is losii and

effect, the observer reali/.es that his side is gaining superiority, if the

enemy's fire remains or becomes effective and persistent, he reali/es that

corrective measures are necessary to increase either volume or accuracy,
or both. (415)
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Discipline

430. What discipline accomplishes. "Discipline makes good direction
I possible an*: flushing murk of trained treopa.

431. Communication on firing line by means of signals. The discipline

.-iry in ti.e living line will be absent unless officers and noncom-
i make their will known to the men. In the com-

. communication must be by simple signals which, in the
f musketry, will attract the attention and convey the correct

meaning. (417)
Expenditure of Ammunition

432. Use. of ammunition in attack. In attack the supply is more
il than in defense, 1 Setter j-jd^ment must lie exercised in expendi-

larily, troops in the living line of an attack can not expect
to have that day move ammunition than they carry into the combat,

ii addiii" mil the distribution of ammunition of
Younded and the surplus brought by reinforcements. (418)

433. True economy in expenditure of ammunition. When a certain

A"e effect is required, the necessary ammunition must be expended with-
out hesitation, s, \eral hours of firing may be necessary to gain fire

superiority. True economy can be practiced only by closing on the

enemy, as explained in par. 344, before first opening fire, and thereafter

ding fire when there is nothing to shoot at. (419)

Supporting Artillery

434. Artillery fire principal aid of infantry. Artillery fire is the

principal aid to the infantry in gaining and keeping fire superiority, not

only b . but by the moral effect it produces on the enemy. (420)
435. Functions of artillery fire in attack and defense. Tn attack,

artillery assists the forward movement of the infantry. It keeps down
the fire of the hostile artillery and seeks to neutralize the hostile

infantry by inflicting losses upon it, destroying its morale, driving it to

cover, and preventing it from using its weapons effectively.
In defense, it ignores the hostile artillery when the enemy's

attack reaches a decisive stage and assists in checking the attack, joining
\ver to that of the defending infantry. (421)

436. Fire of artillery over friendly troops. Troops should be accus-
to being fired over by friendly artillery and impressed with the

hould continue firing upon the enemy until the
last possible moment. The few casualties resulting from shrapnel burst-

<>rt are trifling compared with those that would result from the
'ffectiveness of the enemy's infantry fire were the friendly

artillery t

flicted by supporting artillery are not probable
until the o i;fantry lines are less than 200 yards apart. (422)

437. When no longer safe for artillery to fire over friendly troops.
he hostile infantry lines becomes so short

as to render further use of friendly artillery inadvisable, the commander
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of the infantry firing line. using a preconcerted signal.
1

i

artillery commander. Tin' latter usually ii . :i order to

impede tin- strengthening of tin- cncmv's fort-most lino, as explained
in p:i:

Fire of Position

438. Fire of position, when used. Infantry is said to execute !

posh ion when it is po>ird so as to assist an attack by firing over tlu

heads, or off the flank, of the attacking troops and is jiot

in the advance; or when, in defense, it is similarly posted to augment tlio

lire of the main firing line.

Machine guns serve a like purpose, HH set forth in par.
In a derisive action, fire of position should be empln

ever the terrain permits and reserve infantry is available?

DEPLOYMENT
439. Formation of troops before and during deployment. Troops are

massed preparatory to deployment 'when the nature of their depl.
can not be foreseen or it is desirable to shorten the column or t>

the road. Otherwise, in the deployment of large commands, whether in

march column, in bivouac, or massed, and whether forming, for

or for defense, they are ordinarily first formed into a line of columns
to facilitate the extension of the front prior to deploying.

The rough line or lines of columns thus formed enable ti

to take advantage of the terrain in advancing and shorten tli-

occupied in forming the firing line. (425)
440. Action of brigade and regimental commanders in deployment of

division. In deploying the division, each brigade is assigned a definite

task or objective. On receipt of his orders, the brigade commander
conducts his brigade in column or in line of m until" it is

advisable that it be broken into smaller columns. He then issues his

order, assigning to each regiment its task, if practicable. In a similar

manner the regimental commanders lead their regiments forward in

column, or in line of columns, until the time arrives for issui

regimental order. It is seldom advisable to break up the bar
before issuing orders for its deployment. (42G)

441. Personal reconnaissance before deployment. Each subor

commander, after receiving his order for the action, should
|

command as far as possible, in order to reconnoitcr the ground personally,
and should prepare to issue his orders promptly, i

442. Each commander to guard bis command against surprise.
commander of a column directs the necessary reconnaissance to

and flanks; by this means and by a judicious choice of ground he ^

against surprise. (428)
443. Premature formation of firing line to be avoided. The premature.

formation of the firing line causes unnecessary fatigue and loss of time,
and may result in a faulty direction being taken. Troops once deployed
make even minor changes of direction with difficulty, and this di'

increases with the length of the firing line. (420)

1 With a 4-foot white and red regimental signal flag.
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444. Rectification of deployment in wrong direction. In the larger
when the original deployment is found to be in the wrong direc-

tion, it will usually be necessary i > deploy the reserve on the correct
:iii'l withdraw and assemble the first line. (430)
Number of troops to be deployed in beginning. To gain decisive

, it will mm rally be necessary to use all the troops at some stage
bat. But in the beginning, while the situation is uncertain,

iken not to engage too large a proportion of the command.
On the other hand, there is no greater error than to employ too few

iriblets. (For division of the battalion in attack

') (431)
446. Dense, well-directed, and controlled line of heavy fire gives fire

superiority. When it is intended to fight to a decision, fire superiority is

_.-:in this, t\vo filings are necessary: A heavy fire and a

J controlled. Both of these are best obtained when
ing line is as dense as practicable, while leaving the men room
free use of their rifles.

>o widely separated, direction and control are

Illieult, often impossible, and the intensity of fire is slight in

ion to the front occupied. (432) ,

447. Density of 1 man per yard; occupation of only sections of long
lines. In an attack or stubborn defense the firing line should have a

;>er yard of front occupied.
"VYh> 1 situation demands the holding of a line too

,-ied throughout at this density, it is generally better to

ons at one man per yard, leaving gaps in the
line between them, than to distribute the men uniformly at increased

448. Use of thin firing line. A relatively thin firing line may be
hen merely covering the movements of other forces; when

inst poor troops; when the final action to be taken

termined; and, in general, when lire superiority is

;-y. (434)
449* Length of firing line employed by whole force; strength of sup-

ports and reserves; density of charging line. The length of the firing
:

iole force may employ depends upon the density of the

ml the strength in rear required by the situation.

ports and reserves constitute the strength in rear.

In a de.-i^ive attack they should be at least strong enough to
\- loss in the original firing line and to increase the

:ie to a density of at least one and one-half men per yard
I ill have troops in rear for protection and for the other purposes

(4.").1)

450. Strength of reserve; troops deployed varying from 1 to 10 men
per yard. In the original deployment the strength of the reserve held

Mimander comprises from one-sixth to two-thirds of his

n the nature of the service expected of the reserve.
.nail force in a covering or delaying action requires very

-trengtli in rear, while a large force fighting a decisive battle
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requires much. Therefore, depending upon circumstances, tin' original
il(>]iluyiiiiMit, including the strength in rear, may vary from I to !

rd. Against an enemy poorly disciplined ami trained, or !.-.

in morale, a thinner deployment is permissible. (430)
451. Density of whole deployment varies with size of command. Tim

density of the whole deployment im-reases \vith the si/.e of the command,
because the larger the command the greater the necessity for n
Thus, battalion acting alone may attack two men per yard of front, but
n regiment, with three battalions, may only double the front of the one
battalion. (437)

452. Division of battle line into battle districts and density of deploy-
ment therein. By the assignment of divisions or larger uniN to parts
of a line of battle several miles long, a series of semi independent battle,
or local combat, districts are created.

The general deployment for a long line of b%M ] e comprisin.
eral battle districts is not directly considered in these regulations. Tito

deployments treated of herein are those of the infantry within such
districts.

The density of deployment in these districts may var

depending upon the activity expected in each. Within these battle

districts, as well as in smaller forces acting alone, parts of the line

temporarily of less importance may be held weakly, in order to economize

troops and to have more at the decisive point. (438)

453. Extent of front occupied by a unit depends upon security of
flanks. The front that a unit may occupy when deployed depends als*o

upon whether its flanks are secured. If both flanks are secured by other

troops, the unit may increase its front materially by reducing its :

or supports. If only one flank is so secured, the front may still be some-
what increased, but the exposed flank must be guarded by posting the

supports or reserve toward that flank.

Natural obstacles that secure the flanks have practically the same
effect upon deployment. (439)

454. Regiments, battalions, and companies deployed side by side.

Except when assigned as supports or reserve, regiments in the brigade,
battalions in the regiment, and companies in the battalion are, when
practicable, deployed side by side. (440)

45&. Battalions furnish firing line and supports; larger units furnish

reserves; employment of reserve. In the deployment, battalions estab-

lish the firing line, each furnishing its own support.
In each unit larger than the battalion a reserve is held out. its

strength depending upon circumstances. In general, the

employed by the commander to meet or improve condition* brought about

by the action of the firing line. It must not be too weak or too split up.
It must be posted where the commander believes it will be needed for

decisive action, or where he desires to bring about such action. When
necessary, parts of it reenforce or prolong the firing line. (441)
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ATTACK

(For the battalion in Attack, see pars. 342-346)

456. Fire superiority means success; how to obtain fire superiority.
An attack is bound to succeed if (in- superiority is gained ami properly

To gain this superiority generally requires that the attack employ
-i tli-s than the defense; this in turn means a longer line, as both

sides will probably hold a strong firing line. (442)
457. When frontal attack may be successful. With large forces, a

frontal attack gives the attacker little opportunity to bring more
to bear. However, if the enemy is unduly extended, a frontal attack

may give very decisive results. (443)
458. When turning movements are allowable. Owing to the difficulty

; rol and the danger of the parts being defeated in detail, wide

turning movements are seldom allowable except in large forces. (444)

459. Advantages of enveloping attack. Tf the attack can bo so directed

that, while the front is covered, another fraction of the command strikes

a flank more or loss obliquely (an enveloping attack), the advantages
gained are a longer line and more rifles in action; also a converging firo

opposed to the enemy's diverging fire. (445)

460. Envelopment of both flanks. An envelopment of both flanks

should never be attempted without a very decided superiority in numbers.

461. Enveloping attacks result in local frontal attacks; advantage of

envelopment. The enveloping attack will nearly always result locally in

a frontal attack, for it will be met by the enemy's reserve. The advan-

elopment lies in the longer concentric line, with its prepouder-
: ritles and its converging fire. (447)

462. Cooperation between frontal and enveloping attacks; the two
attacks to be deployed considerable distance from hostile positions.

the frontal and enveloping attacks is essential to

'oth should be pushed vigorously and simultaneously, and

ily both should move simultaneously to the charge; but at the
of the attack conditions may 'sometimes warrant one in

char:,-! 1. 1: while the other supports it with fire.

. elopmcnt of a flank is brought about with difficulty

by troops already deployed in another direction or by their

The two attacks should be deployed at a suitable distance
\vith the lines of attack converging in rear of the hostile position.

that are to make the enveloping attack should deploy in the
i at the start and should be given orders which enable

H their point of deployment in the most direct and practical

'.oping attack is generally made the stronger, especially
;:11 forces. (!
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DEPLOYMENT FOE ATTACK
463. Distance from hostile position at which deployment is made;

foreground to be cleared of hostile detachments before deployment.
Where upon terrain exposes troops to Inutile artillery lire it n

try to make the deployment
" miles or more from (! hostile

position.
The foreground should bo temporarily occupied by

troops. If the enemy occupies the foreground with d

covering troops must drive them back. (!!;>)
464. Moving well forward and deploying at night. To enable largo

to gain ground toward the enemy, it may somot:'

and quicker in the end to move well forward and to deploy at nit:
1

such case the area in -which the deployment is to ho made should, if

practicable, be occupied by covering troops before dark.

The- deployment will be made with great diiliculty unless the

ground has beon studied by daylight. The deployment gains little unless

tblishes the firing line well within effective range of tl

main position. (See Night Operations, par. 580
"

~>0)

465. Each unit deploys on its direction line; intervals between
talions on firing line. Kach unit assigned a task deploys when on ii

direction line, or opposite its objective, and when it has no longer sufli

cient cover for advancing in close order. In the firing line, inter

25 to 50 yards should be maintained as long as possible between bat-

talions. In the larger units it may be "necessary to indicate on t!

the direction or objective, but to battalion commanders it she

pointed out on the ground. (1">1)

466. Post of reserve; reserve charged with flank protection. The
reserve is kept near enough to the firing line to be on hand at !

stage. It is posted with reference to the attack, or to that i

attacking line, from which the greater results are expected; it

charged with flarfk protection, but should be kept intact.

Supports are considered in paragraphs 262 to 265, inclusive, and
335 to 339, .inclusive." (452)

ADVANCING THE ATTACK
467. Firing line to advance as far as possible before opening fire. The

firing line must ordinarily advance a long distance before it is y.

in opening fire. It can not combat the enemy's artillery, and it

disadvantage if i cpmbats the. defender's Jong-range rill'

ignores both and, by taking full advantage of cover and of th>

of the troops, advances to a first firing position at the sho.

We, as explained in par. 344.

Formations for crossing this zone with the minimum
considered in paragraphs L'4!> to 257, inclusive. These mid other n.

of crossing such /.ones should be studied and practiced.
468. Invisibility best protection while advancing. The

.igainst loss while advancing is to escape the enemy's view. (

469. Advance of battalions. Kach battalion finds its o

tion,. conforming to the general advance as loug as !
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taking fidv.int.iRo of tlio more advanced position of an adjacent battalion
in order to gain ground.

Tin 1

position from which tho attack opens fire is further con-

vi-ii in paragraphs . 155)
470. Infantry moving to the attack passing through deployed artillery.

It will frequently become necessary for infantry moving to the attack to

'arough deployed artillery. This should be done so as to ini

as litt il>le with the latter 's fire, and never so as to cause that
- far as practicable, advantage should be taken of

i the line, if any. An understanding between artillery and
mmanders should be had, so as to effect the movement to tho

Mtage. (>"><>)

471. Advanced elements of firing line not to open fire on main hostile

position. In ndvam-ing the attack, advanced elements of the firing line

in front of it should not open fire except in defense
the foreground of the enemy. Fire on the hostile main

a should not be opened until all or nearly all of the firing line

join in the fire. (4">7)

THE FIEE ATTACK

(See pars. 414-488.)

472. Tire superiority sought at first firing position, and to be main-
tained until charging point is reached; size of rushing units. At the
the fi; ion the attack seeks to gain fire superiority. This

i> a steady, accurate fire a long time. The object is to

fire and keep it subdued so that the attacking troops
dvance from this point to a favorable place near the enemy from
the charge may be made. Hence, in the advance by rushes,

must be kept constantly in action to keep down the
letorinines the size of the fraction rushing. (458)

473. Futility of advancing without fire superiority. To advance with-
ist a determined defense would result in such

i bring- the attack to a standstill or to make the apparent
;ren of results. (459)

474. Signs that fire superiority has been gained. Diminution of the
's fire and a pronounced loss in effectiveness are the surest signs
ire superiority has been gained and that a part of the firing line

160)
475. Retiring under fire in daylight suicidal; intrenching. The men

ith the fact that, having made a considerable advance
fire and having been checked, it is suicidal to turn back in day-

light.
If they can advance no farther, they must intrench and hold on

until the fall of darkness or a favorable turn in the situation develops.
enching is resorted to 'only when necessary. Troops who

have intrenched themselves under fire are moved forward again with
1

1)

476. Supports and reserves occupying trenches vacated by firing line,
to improve same. Supports and reserves occupying intrenchments vacated
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1-y the firing lino should improve1

thorn, but they ini.

or divcit.-d t'rom their true missions on this account. (-Ji'iLM

477. Greater detail of conduct of fire attack. Paragraphs :

inclusive, deal more in detail with the conduct of th

THE CHARGE
(Sec pa ix. S55

478. What fire superiority accomplishes; psychological moment for

charge determined by tactical instinct. I in- superiority !..-.,!, ilown tin*

enemy's fire, destroys his resistance and morale, and enai

ii;<,' troops to close on him, hut an actual or threatened occupation
led to drive him out and defeat him.

The psychological moment for the charge can not ho .'

f:,r in advance. The tactical instinct of the responsible ollicer must
<;oi-ido. C4G4)

479. When, and distance over which 'charge should be made.
The defenders, if subjugated by the fire attack, will freqr

leave before the charge begins. On the other hand, it m:

to carry the fire attack close to the position and follow it up with .1

short dash and a bayonet combat. Hence the distance over which the

may be made will vary between' wide limits. It may b. from L!."i

to 400 yards.
The charge should be made at the earliest moment that pn>>

success; otherwise the full advance of victory will he lost. (I 1

480. Charge to be made with approval of commander of attacking
line; battalion commanders signal commander of line when ready to

charge; charge to be made simultaneously. The commander of the

attacking line should indicate his approval, or give the order, before

the charge is made. Subordinate commanders, usually battalion Com-

manders, whose troops are ready to charge, signal that fact to th.

mander. It may be necessary for them to wait until other battalions

or other parts of the line are ready or until the necessary reserves arrive.

At the signal for the charge the firing line and nearby su;

and reserves rush forward. (See pars. ?>^> and .'!.'<>.)

The charge is made simultaneously, if possible, by all the units

participating therein, but once committed to the assault, battalions

should he pushed with the utmost vigor and no restraint placed on the

ardor of. charging troops by an attempt to maintain alignment. (406)
481. Charge not to be made without sufficient troops; reserves give

impetus; avoiding too dense a mass. Before ordering the char

commander should see that enough troops are on hand to make it n

success. Local reserves joining the firing line in time to partiei:
the charge give it a strong impetus. Too dense a mass should be avoided.

(467)
482. Line to be strengthened by' prolongation. The line should he

strengthened by prolongation, if practicable, and remaining troops kept
in formation for future use; but rather than that the attack should fail,

the last formed body will be sent in, unless it is very apparent that

Ho no good. (468)
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483. Additional force for pursuit. To arrive in the hostile position
with a very compact firing Inie :ii,.l :i few formed supports is suflicient

rv, but an additional force kept well in hand for pursuit is

ilde value.

484. Premature charge to be avoided; charging without authority from
the rear. A premature charge by a part of the line should be avoided,
tut if begun, the other parts of the line should join at once if there is

ional conditions a part of the line

"inpelled to charge without authority from the rear. The
on to do so should be signaled to the rear. (470)

485. Confidence in ability to use bayonet. Confidence iu their ability
the bavonet gives the assaulting troops the promise of success.

(471)
486. Pursuing fire; disordered units not to pursue. If the enemy has

left the position when the charging troops reach it, the latter should
;. rapid tire upon the retreating enemy, it' be is in sight. It is not
ido for the mixed and disordered units to follow him, except to

advance to a favorable firing position or to cover the reorganization of
.

487. Pursuing troops; reorganization of charging line; preparations
to meet counter-attack. The nearest formed bodies accompanying or

following the ci sent instantly in pursuit. Under cover of these
red in the charging line. If the captured position is

of a general line or is an advanced post, it should be intrenched

occupied at once.
exhaustion of officers and men must not cause the neglect

of measures to meet a counter-attack. (473)
488. Steps to be taken when attack receives temporary set-back. If

receives a temporary setback and it is intended to strengthen
and continue it, .officers will make every effort to stop the rearward move-
ment and will reestablish the firing line in a covered position as close

to the enemy. (474)
489. Steps to be taken if attack is abandoned. Tf the attack must

:ird movement, should continue with promptness
until

-

. '-h a feature of the terrain that facilitates the task
of checking and reorganizing them. The point selected should bo BO

prevent interference by the enemy before the troops
are ready to resist. The withdrawal of the attacking troops should
be covered by the artillery and by reserves, if any are available.

.lit Operations, pars. 580-590.) (475)

PURSUIT
490. Full fruits of victory reaped by pursuit. To reap the full

fruits a vigorous pursuit must be made. The natural inclina-

tion t -.fied with a successful charge must be overcome. The
no more time to reorganize than is positively

491. Parts played in pursuit by reserve, artillery, and charging troops.
that is still formed or is best under control is
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sent forward in pursuit and vigorously attacks the enemy's main body
or covering deturhim-nts wherever found.

The artillery delivers u heavy lire upon the ret-

the disordered attacLini; troops sr-ure the position, proinp:
and become a new v 177)

492. Strengthening of position captured, if section of general line.

If the captured position is a section of the ^nit-nil line, tlu-

should l>e heavily occupied, made wider, and strongly secured by di

on all reserves in the vicinity. (478)
493. Pursuit by parallel roads. A Tier the. pursuit from the imn.

battle field, pursuit by parallel roads is especially effective wher--

commands are concerned. (47;)
494. Artillery and cavalry in pursuit. Artillery and cavalry ni<

rtlVrtive in pursuit. (480)

ATTACK OF FORTIFICATIONS

495. Modifications of attack in case of fortifications. Few modi-
fications enter into the problem of attacking fortifications. Such
to be considered relate chiefly to the greater time and -labor <:' advanc-

ing, the more frequent use of darkness and the use of hand g

augment the fire. (481)
496. Approaching charging point under cover of darkness. Tf the

enemy is strongly fortified an'd time permits, it may be advisable t

and approach the charging point under cover of darkness. 'I'll

reconnaissance and arrangements should be made before dark,

charge is not to be made at once, the troops intrench the a<U

tion, using sand bags if necessary. Before daylfght the foreground
should be cleared of obstacles. (482)

497. Charging without fire preparation. If the distan rt and
o'lii-r conditions arc favorable, the charge may be made. without fire pre-

paration. Tf made, it should be launched with spirit and suddenness at
the break of day. (Sec Night Operations pars. 580-590.) '

498. Advancing to charging point by sapping. In siege operations
troops are usually advanced to the charging point by sapping. This

method, however, presupposes that an early victory is not
or that it is clearly inadvisable to attempt more direct methods. <

HOLDING ATTACK
499. Requisites Of the holding attack. The holding attack nu

vigorous enough to hold the enemy in position and n

strong enough to conceal the secondary nature of the att

The holding attack need have comparatively little str<^gili in

rear, but conceals the fact by a firing line not distinguishable fn.:n that

of a decisive attack. (485)
500. Post and strength of supports and reserves. Supports and re-

arc kept at short distances. Their strength is less if the object is

merely to hold the enemy fast than if the object is, in additi

compel him to use up reserves. (486)
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501. Holding attacks developing into decisive attacks. Holding
3 which may Inter develop into <\f<-':>\\ < attacks should be corre-

airly strong in rear. (487)
Feint attacks. Ali feint attacks should employ dense firing lines.

- is in rear and is concealed.

DEFENSE
POSITIONS AND INTEENCHMENTS

503. Requirements of a good defensive position. The first require-

pusitioii is a dear iield of fire and view to the front
1 llauks to a distance of 600 to 800 yards or more. The length
iould be suitable to the size of the command and the flanks

should v. The position should have lateral communication and
nd reserves. It should be one which the enemy can

old, but must attack or give up his mission.
osition having all those advantages will rarely, if ever, be.

found. The one should be taken which conforms closest to the deserip-
Kon. (4-

504. Utilization of natural cover; construction of fieldworks and ob-

stacles. The Natural cover of the position should be fully utilized. In
t should be strengthened by fieldworks and obstacles.

on is ail'iinled by deep, narrow, inconspicuous
if little tin:e is available, as much as practicable must be done.

he fu-ldworks may not be needed should not cause their construc-

pinitted, and the fact that they have been constructed should
e the action of a commander, if conditions are found to be

V. (490)
Construction of communicating and cover trenches, head cover,

are available the preparations include tho
mieatki and cover trenches, head cover, bombproofs,

'ire trenches should bo well supplied with ammunition.

jilaced close at hand in cover trenches -when
Batumi cover is not available. (491)

506. Dummy trenches. Dummy trenches frequently cause the hostile

.-iinl ammunition and to divert its fire. (492)
Location, extent, garrison, etc., of fieldworks. The location,

. profile, garrison, etc., of fieldworks are matters to be decided by
Mimanders. Officers must be able to choose ground and

v intrench it. (See "Field Fortifications," Chapter XVI, Tart

508. Outlining trace of trenches in combat exercises. In combat exer-
.s-hen it is ill-practicable to construct the trenches appropriate to

96, their trace may be outlined by bayonets, sticks, or other
'.-.<} the responsible officers required to indicate the profile

Bee' "I and time of const ruction, garrisons, etc. ('

DEPLOYMENT FOE DEFENSE
Density of whole deployment. The density of the whole deploy-

1s upon the expected -everity of the action, the character
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of tin- runny, the condition of the Hanks, tin- field of fire, the terrain,
:n.'l tin- availalile artificial or natural protection t'<>r tin- troops.

510. Density of firing line. If exposed, the tiring line should bo as
dense in .; in attack. It t lit- firing line is well intrenched and
has a good fk-ld of file, it may lie made thinner.

\Ye.-iKor supports are permissible. For the same iiiunber of troops
the front occupied on the defensive may therefore be longer than on the

offensive, the battalions placing more companies in the firing line.

511. Strength in rear to be increased when change from defensive to
offensive is contemplated. If it is intended only to delay tl-

fairly strong deployment is sufficient, but if decisive results are di

a change to the offensive must be contemplated and the corresponding
strength in rear provided. This strength is in the reserve, which should
be as large as the demands of the firing line and supports permit.
in a passive defense the reserve should be as strong as in the a!

unless the flanks are protected by other means. (407)
512. Post of supports; cover for supports. Supports are posted as

;o the firing line as practicable and reinforce the latter according
to the principles explained in the attack. 'When natural cover

sufficient for the purpose, communicating and cover trench
structcd. Tf tito does not permit their construction, it is better to

the action with a very dense firing line and no immediate suppor'
to have supports greatly exposed in rear. (498)

513. Post of reserve. The reserve should be posted so as to be .

free to act as a whole, according to the developments. The tl

from firing line to reserve is generally greater than in the atta*

reason of such a location the reserve is best able to meet a hostile en-

veloping attack; it has a better position from which to make a counter

attack; it is in a betteV position to cover a withdrawal and permit an

orderly retreat.

The distance from liring line to reserve increases with tin

of the reserve. (499)
514. Post of reserve when situation is no longer in doubt. "When the

situation is no longer in doubt, the reserve should be held in rear of the

flank which is most in dangei or offers the best opportunity for counter

attack. Usually the same flank best suits both purposes. (500)
515. Detaching part of reserve to protect opposite flank. In e

tional cases, on broad fronts, it may be necessary to detach a part of

the reserve to protect the opposite flank. This detachment should '

smallest consistent with its purely protective mission. (501)
516. Assignment of front to units. The commander assigns to sub-

ordinates the front to be occupied by them. These, in turn, subdivide
the front among their next lower units in the firing. line. (r>02)

517. Division of extended position into sections. An extended posi-
tion is so divided into sections that each has, if practicable, a field of fire

naturally made distinct by the terrain.

Unfavorable and unimportant ground will ordinarily cause gaps
to exist in the line. (503)
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518. Size of units occupying sections; battalions to be kept intact.

/.c of the unit occupying each section depends upon the hitter's

ngth, front, ami importance. If practicable, battalions should
<! as units to sections or parts of section:-.

519. Adjoining sections or machine guns to cover dead space. Where
.nit dead space lii-s in front of one section, an adjoining section

should : acted to cover it with fire when necessary, or machine
iiould bo concealed for the like purpose. (505)

520. Advanced posts and other dispersion to be avoided. Advanced
ny other form of uimeccssarv dispersion, should be avoided.

521. Position itself not fully occupied until infantry attack begins.

litliculty of moving the troops into the position be great, most
of the troops of the firing line are held in rear of it until the infantry
attack begins. The position itself is occupied by a small garrison only,
with the necessary outguards or patrols in front. (507)

522. Fire alone unable to stop attack. Fire alone can not be depended
upon to stop tin- attack. The troops must be determined to resort to

the 1-ayoiiet. if necessary. (508)
523. Steps to be taken if night attack is expected. If a night attack

h by the enemy is expected, troops in a prepared position
1

should strengthen the outguards and firing line and construct as numer-
les as possible. Supports and local reserves

: move (lose to the firing line and should, with the firing line, keep
e<l. If practicable, the front should be illuminated, prefer-

the flanks of the section. (509)
Short range fire and bayonet in night attack. Only short range

of any value in resisting night attacks. The bayonet is the chief

e. (See Night Operations pars. 580-590.) (510)

COUNTER ATTACK -

Passive defense; only offensive wins. The passive defense should
n circumstances force it. Only the offensive wins.

526. Active defense seeks favorable decision; counter attack neces-
;

sary. An active defense seeks a favorable decision. A favorable decision
; without counter attack. (512)

Protection of flanks by natural obstacles necessary in passive
defense position. A defense in a position whose flanks are not

-em-rally put of the question. (">!.'!)

Post of troops for counter attack. Where the defense is assumed
to making a counter attack, the troops for the counter attack

until the time arrives for such attack. The de-

line should be held by as. few troops as possible in order that

for the o: iay be as large as possii
The .r the counter attack should be held echeloned in

ich offers it the greatest advantage for the proposed
i
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529. Manner of making counter attack. The counter >ul<l

made \ igorously and at tin 1 proper tinn 1

. It will usually lie n.

Ity launching th. against the enen \\lien

att:i<-k is in full progress. Thi is the i- live form of rounti
attack.

Straight to the front by the firing line and supports after re-

pulsing the enemy's attack find demoralising him with pursuing lire.

Or, l>y the troops in rear of the tiring lino when the <

i lie defensive position and is in disorder. (."il.'i)

530. Minor counter attacks. Minor counter attacks are
arv in order to drive the enetnv from important |>o:-itioi'

him. (516)

DELAYING ACTION
531. The important considerations in a delaying action, v,

position is taken merely to delay the enemy and to \\ilhdra\\

coining closely engaged, the important considerate
The enemy should be forced to deploy early. The field oi

should therefore lie good at distances from ."00 to I,

a good field of fire at close range is not necessary.
The ground in rear of the position should favor the withd:

of the firing line by screening the troops from the eni \\- and
fire as soon as the position is vacated. (."!")

532. Thin firing line answers purpose; purposes of supports and re-

serve. A thin firing line using much ammunition will g.

the purpose. Supports arc needed chiefly to protect the Hanks.
The reserve should be posted well in rear to assist in

drawal of the firing line, (f

533. Value of artillery. Artillery is especially valuable to :

force. (519)

MEETING ENGAGEMENTS
534. Characteristics of meeting engagements. Meeting e;:

are characterized by the necessity for h

total absence of reconnaissance; by t!"
v

rapid <.

frequently under firo; and usually by the .

artificial cover. These conditions give further
offensive. M20)

535. General action on meeting enemy. The \

usually indicate beforehand the proper general ac:

meeting the CM L'l)

536. Meagerness of information; qualities of commander to be

upon. Little fresh information can be expected. 1

the, and determination of the commander inn-

537. Meeting engagement affords, ideal opportunity to certain cot

manders. A meeting engagement affords an ideal op.
mander who has intuition and <|uick decision and who is wil!

long chances. His opponent is likely to I

538. vThe mission determines method of attack. T
formation that the commander is \v. in await;
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filial action depends entirely upon his mission. One situation may de-

mand a blind attack; another may demand rapid, partial deployment
for attack, but careful and time-consuming reconnaissance before the
attack is launched.

539. Advantage accrues to side deploying the faster. A great advan-
tage accrues to the side which can deploy the faster. The advantage of a

di-r formation, favoring rapid deployment, becomes more pro-
Bounced with the size of the force. (525)

540. Advantages of first troops to deploy. The first troops to deploy
will be able to attack with longer firing lines and weaker supports than
are required in the ordinary case. But if the enemy succeeds in de-

ploying a strong defensive line, the attack must be strengthened ae-

ugly before it is wasted. (526)
541. Things to be done by the leading troops. If the situation

warrants the advance, the leading troops seek to deploy faster than the
. to reach his flanks, check his deployment, and get information.

In any event, they seek to cover the deployment of their own troops in

rear especially the artillery and to seize important ground. (5H7)
542. Post of commander of long column meeting enemy; function of

advance guard; action of column. The commander of a long column
which meets the enemy should be with the advance guard to receive in-

formation promptly and to reconnoiter. If he decides to fight, the
e guard must hold the enemy while the commander formulates

a plan of action, issues the necessary orders, and deploys the main body.
me, the column should be closing up, either in mass or to form

<line of columns, so that the deployment, when determined upon, may be
made more promptly.

543. Action of advance guard, prior to receipt of orders. The
action of the advance guard, prior to the receipt of orders, depends
upon the situation. Whether to attack determinedly or only as a feint,
'or to assume the defensive, depends upon the strength of the advance
guard, the terrain, the character of the hostile force encountered, and
the mission and intentions of the commander of the whole. (529)

544. Main body should be used as a whole and not put into action

piecemeal. If the enemy is beforehand or more aggressive, or if the
advance guard is too weak, it may be necessary to put elements of the
main body into action as fast as they arrive, in order to check him.
This method should be avoided; it prevents the formation and execution
of a definite plan and compels piecemeal action. The best results are
obtained when the main body is used as a whole, (530)

WITHDRAWAL FROM ACTION
545. Withdrawal generally effected at heavy cost; rear guard and

distance to be placed between enemy and defeated troops. The with-
of a defeated force ran generally be effected only at a heavy

cost. When it is no longer possible to give the action a favorable
turn and the necessity for withdrawal arises, every effort must be made
to place distance and a rear guard between the enemy and the defeated

"31)
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546. Use of artillery, machine guns, and cavalry. Artillery gr.

pecially \aluable assist .nice in t lie wit hdrawal. The lon^ range lire of

machine gmis should also be employed. I'avali lie withdrawal
liv rh.irging the pursuing troops or by taking Hank positions and using
fire action. (532)

547. Use of reserve to check the pursuit. Tf an intact

mains, it should he placed in a covering position, preferably on a Han! .

to check the pursuit and thus enable the defeated troops to withdraw
beyond reach of hostile fire.

The covering position of the reserve should bo at some distance
from the main action, but close enough to bring the withdrawing troops
quickly under the protection of its fire. It should have a good Held of

fire at effective and long ranges and should facilitate it fe and

timely withdrawal. (533)
548. Part of line to be withdrawn first; retreating troops to be

gotten under control as soon as possible. If the general line is divided,

by terrain or by organization, into two or more parts, the firing line

of the part in the least danger from pursuit should be withdrawn first.

A continuous firing line, whose parts are dependent upon one another
for fire support, should be withdrawn as a whole, retiring by fichelon at

the beginning of the withdrawal. Every effort must be made to restore

the organizations, regain control, and form column of march as soon as
the troops are beyond the reach of hostile fire.

As fast as possible without delaying the march, companies, and
the larger units should be re-formed, so that the command will again
be well in hand. (534)

549. Action taken by commander; selection of rendezvous point. The
commander of the whole, having given orders for withdrawal, should

go to the rear, select a rendezvous point, and devote himself to the re-

organization of his command.
The rendezvous point is ^selected with regard to the natural

channels of movement approximately straight to the rear. It should be

distant from the battle field and should facilitate the gathering and

protection of the command. (53/5)

SUMMARY
d50. 1. Avoid combats that offer no chance of victory or other valu-

able results.

2. Make every effort for the success of the general plan and avoid,

spectacular plays that have no bearing on the general result.

3. Have a definite plan and carry it out vigorously. Do not va-

cillate.

4. Do not attempt complicated maneuvers.
5. Keep the command in hand; avoid undue extension and disper-

sion.

6. Study the ground and direct the -advance in such a way as to

take advantage of all available cover and thereby diminish losses.

7. Never deploy until the purpose and the proper direction are

known.
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<>y enough men for the immediate task in hand; hold1 out
.1 avoid undue liable in committing tlirni to t lie action.

'.). Flanks must be protected cither by reserves, fortifications, or
the terrain.

Id. In a decisive action, gain and keep fire superiority.
11. Keep up reconnaissance.
]-. I'se flu re-eive, but not until needed or a very favorable oppor-

tunity for its use presents itself. Keep some reserve as long as pnu-ti-

1.".. Do not hesitate to sacrifice the command if the result is worth
the cost.

14. Spare the command all unnecessary hardship and exertion. (536)

MACHINE GUNS
551. Machine guns are weapons of emergency. Machine guns must

:.>idercd as weapons of emergency. Their effectiveness combined
with their mobility renders them of great value at critical, though infre-

quent, periods of an engagement. (r>37)
5o2. Machine guns to be used for short periods, when opportunities

present themselves. AVhcn operating against infantry only, they can

be used to a great extent throughout the combat as circumstances may
indicate, but they are quickly rendered powerless by efficient field artill-

erv and will promptly draw artillery fire whenever they open. Hence
ii>e in engagements between large commands must be for short

periods and at times when their great effectiveness will be most valuable.

553. Machine guns attached to advance guard: use in meeting engage-
ments. Machine guns should be attached to the advance guard. In

meeting engagements they will be of great value in assisting their own
advance, or in checking the advance of the enemy, and will have consider-
able time to operate before hostile artillery fire can silence them.

fare must be taken not to leave them too long in action. (539)
554. Use of machine guns with rear guard. They are valuable to a

rear guard which seeks to check a vigorous pursuit or to gain time. (540)
555. Machine guns in attack; fire of position. In attack, if fire of

position is practicable, they are of great value. In this case fire should
not be opened by the machine guns until the attack is well advanced. At
a critical period in the attack, such fire, if suddenly and unexpectedly

:. will greatly assist the advancing line. The fire must be as heavy
-ihle and must be continued until masked by friendly troops or

until the hostile artillery finds the machine guns. (541)
556. Machine guns in defense. In the defense, machine guns should

i in the same general manner as described above for the attack.
.Iment and patient waiting for critical moments and exceptional

opportunities a re the special characteristics of the machine-gun service
in d. lions. (542)

557. Machine guns as part of reserve; use in covering withdrawal.
A*- par' of the reserve, machine guns ha\e vp, ,-ial importance. If they
an with the troops told off to protect the flanks, and if they are well
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ptaffd. tln-y will <>:t Ti pr-.dii'-e derisive results against hostile turning
movement. They are especially qualified to cover n withdrawal or n

a captured position He.- !.'!)

558. Machine guns not to form part of firing line of attack. Maehiae
guns should cot he unsigned to the firing line of an attack.

M placed that fnc directed upon thi-m is nut Jil.elv to fall \i\>ur

firing lino. <r,44)
559. Effectiveness of machine guns against skirmish line, except when

lying down or crawling. A skirmish lii.r can not a<l\ :mcr l,y walking or

running when hostile machine puns have the correct range and :.

to fin-. Machine gun fire is not specially efferti\. tr<>up lying
on the groun '.ling. (545)

560. Silencing of machine guns by infantry. When opp.i-
machine guns without artillery to destroy them, infantr.

silence tin-in before it cau adva,.

An infantry command that must depend upon itself for p-
tion against machine guns should corn-cut rale :i large miml" - on
each gun in turn and until it has silenced it.

In addition to the above, ichiclt the Infvntry Drill ].

gh-fs on the subject of machine guns, 4hc following, "based on the use of
madiine guns in the European U'n . is given:

561. Machine guns essentially automatic rifles. They are ossfnlially
automatic rifiY.-.. i

> <i ijjR>
il to fire the ordinary rifle cartrid^

of delivering a stream of small bullets at a rate of a | COO per
minute. Experience in the European war has determined that the ratt1

of 400 shots per minute is the desirable maximum. Their range* are
the same us for the rifle. The fire of a machine gun has been estimated
as equal to that of 30 men.

562. Mounts. Machine guns are usually mounted on tripods or \\

The weight of certain types is surh that they can readily be carried by
the soldier from one point to another.

563. Methods of transportation. While machine guns are usually
designed to be carried or packed, they are easily adapted to various

nods of transportation. Tn the European "war we find them 1110111

on sleds during the winter campaign; on specially designed motor cy
with side cars and accompanied by other motor eyries carrying ammuni-
tion; on wheels; on wagons; on armored automoi M>S; and

finally in the 'powerful "tanks" of the English.
564. Concealment. Machine guns while usually considered as v eapons

of emergency have been us-d in attack and defense in the European war
in all stages. Their mobility and deadly effect have made them of IT

value. Once their position is discovered they are quickly put out of

action by artillery. Owing to this fact the armies in Europe have used
alternative positions and have used every means to conceal the guns.

Il<-dges. walls, and pits are used and every effort is used to conrr-a! the

flame of discharge. This is usually accomplished by keeping the muzzle
well in rear of its cover or loop hole. Machine guns almost invariably

betray their positions as soon ns they enter into action. The

tendency seems to be to hold them concealed and place them into j>owition
in the trenches or emplacements at the moment of combat.
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Extraordinary means have been resorted to in biding the gnns
until t M-fded. In ;he (ierman line, dugouts underground were

: to conceal the machine guns and crews. Often they permit-
first line of the attack to pass over then) and tbea appeared in

rear and opened a deadly lire on the hacks of the tronp^.
565. Use in villages. In villages, machine guns were used with

terrible effect, tiring from cellars or windows. The only successful

method of destroying them was with hand grenades and even this was

566. Location on the defense. On the deftnae machine guns should be
mounted in salients aii'i :r where cross fire can be oMaim-d. This
makes it more dilnVult for the enemy to locate the guns. Frontal fire is

. often MCCOS^
567. Location in attack. In the attack it is accepted that machine

guns must cover the Infantry at short and long ranges while other
irachiue guns must accompany the attacking troops to hold the positions
or trenches gained.

The second or third line would seem to be the best position for
ine guns when accompanying troops.

Machine Gun Emplacement

Sodded
Sodded

Section aa.

Plan with Cover Removed
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568. Economy Of men. Owing to its rapid and effective tire, and
the comparative east- \\ith which it can be concealed, the machine gnu
permits a <;reat economy of men on a front and the concentrating of the

force- tliu- freed for use in other parts of the field. This was done on a

large scale on the 1,'iis-ian Mont by the Hermans in l!H.~>. Tin

structed miles of wire entanglements in front of positions occupied
with an enormous number of machine guns and comparatively few men.
The main forces were thus free to be transported wherever danger
threatened. In this manner the Germans replaced men by machine gui:-.

and wire and were able to cope successfully with the immen-e 1,'ussian

Armies., The above jdate shows a typical machine gun emplacement,
constructed in the field. Many elaborate emplacements have been con
strutted in the Kuropean war, using steel and concrete, but for a hastv
cover in the field the simple emplacement shown in the figur
mended.

(N'ojK. For a more detailed study of machine guns, see Subject XI, Machine
Ciims in Action, School of Musketry, Fort Sill, Oklahoma, niul Combined Cavalry ami
Infar.try Drill Regulations for Automatic Machine Rifle, cal. 30, 1909, War Di-pan-
incut, 1915.)

AMMUNITION SUPPLY
569. Method of supplying ammunition to combat train. The method

of supply of ammunition to the combat trains is explained in Field

Service Regulations. (547)
570. Combat train and the major's responsibility for its proper use;

a rendezvous for each brigade. The combat train is the immediate
reserve supply of the battalion, and the major is responsible for its

proper use. He will take measures to insure the maintenance of the

prescribed allowance at all times.

In the absence of instructions, he will cause the train to n

immediately in rear of his battalion, and, upon separating from it to

enter an engagement, will cause the ammunition therein to be issued.

When emptied, he will direct that the wagons proceed to the proper
rendezvous to be refilled. Ordinarily a rendezvous is appointed for each

brigade and the necessary number of wagons sent forward to it from the
ammunition column. (548)

571. Destination of combat wagons when refilled. When refilled, the

combat wagons will rejoin their battalions, or, if the latter be en

will join or establish communication with the regimental reserve.

572. Company commanders' responsibility for ammunition in belts;
ammunition Of dead and wounded. Company commanders are responsible
that the belts of the men in their companies are kept filled at all times,

except when the ammunition is being expended in action. In the firing

line the ammunition of the dead and wounded should be secured when-
ever practicable. (550)

573. Ammunition in bandoleers and 30 rounds in right pocket section.

Ammunition in the bandoleers will ordinarily be expended first. Thirty
rounds in the right pocket section of the belt will be held as a re

to be expended only when ordered by an officer. (551)
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Ammunition sent forward with reinforcements; men not to be
sent back from firing line for ammunition. When necessary 1<> resupply

ing line, ainiiiuiiit ion will be sent forward with reenforcement*,
illy from the regimental i< ''>-)

Mi'ii will never !>< M-iit back from the firing lino for nmuninition.
forward with ammunition remain with the filing line.

575. Keplenishment of ammuniton after engagement. As soon as

r an engagement the belts of the men ami the combat wagons
-upplicd to their normal capacities. Ammunition which can not

i on combat wagons will lie piled up in a convenient place
ft under guard. ("').">)

MOUNTED SCOUTS

576. Scouts to be trained in patrolling and reconnaissance; their use.

The mounted scouts should be thoroughly trained in patrolling and
nee. They are used for communication with neighboring

. for patrolling off the route of march, for march outposts, on* post

patrols, combat patrols, reconnaissance ahead of columns, etc. Their
further use is, in general, confined to escort and messenger duty. They
should be freely used for all these purposes, but for these purposes only.

577. Use of mounted scouts for reconnoitering. "When infantry is

acting alone, or when the cavalry of a mixed command has been sent to

a distance, the mounted scouts are of special importance to covering
detachments and should be used to make the reconnaissance which would
otherwise tall to cavalry. (;">.")."))

578. Scouts to be used in reconnaissance in preference to other troops;
use for dismounted patrolling. In reconnaissance, scouts should be used
in preference to other tro^fs as much as possible. ^Yhen not needed for

mounted duty, they should be employed for necessary dismounted

patrolling. (556)
579. Training of battalion staff officers in patrolling. Battalion staff

'officers should be specially trained in patrolling and reconnaissance work
in order that they may be available when a mounted officer's patrol

iiiired. (557)

NIGHT OPERATIONS
580. Purposes of night operations. By employing night operations

make use of the cover of darkness to minimize losses from hostile

fire or to escape observation. Night operations may also be necessary
for the purpose of gaining time. Control is difficult and confusion is

frequently unavoidable.
It may be necessary to take advantage of darkness in order to
from a point gained during the day, or to approach a point from

which a daylight assault is to be made, or to effect both the approach
and the assault. (558)

581. Practice in offensive and defensive operations; simple forma-
tions. Offensive ami defensive night operations should be practiced fre-

quently in order that troop* mav learn to cover ground in the dark and
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arrive n! a dest iuat ion quietly and in good order, and in order to train
officers in the necet*s:try preparation ami reconnaissance.

Only simplr :ni.l well appointed formations should be employod.
Troops should he thoroughly trained in the necessary det;

K- night patrolling, night inarching, and communication at night.

(555)
582. Ground to be studied by day and night, cleared of hostile

detachments, etc.; preparation of orders; distinctive badges. The ground
to be traversed should be studied by day-light and, if practicable, at

right. It should be cleared of hostile detachments before dark, :md,
if practicable, should be occupied by covering troops.

Orders must be formulated with great cure and clearness.
unit must be given a definite objective and direction, and care must !>>

exercised to avoid collision between units.

"Whenever contact with the enemy is anticipated, a distinctive

badge should ho worn l>y all. (560)
583. Secrecy of preparations; unfriendly guides; fire action to be

avoided, relying upon bayonet. Preparations must be made with s<-

AVhen the movement is started, and not until then, the officers an
should be acquainted with the general design, the composition of the
whole force, and should be given such additional information as will

insure cooperation and eliminate mistakes.

During the movement every precaution must be taken In

secret the fact that troops are abroad.

Unfriendly guides must frequently be impressed. These s

be secured against escape, outcry, or deception.
Fire act'ion should be avoided in offensive operations. In gen-

eral, pieces should not be loaded. Men must be trained to rely upon the

bayonet and to use it aggressively. (561)
584. Night marches; advance and rear guards. Long night m

should be made only over well-defined routes. March discipline must h>

rigidly enforced. The troops should be marched in as compact ft forma-
tion as practicable, with the usual covering detachments. Advance ami
rear guard distances should be greatly reduced. They are shortest when
the mission is an offensive one. The connecting files are numerous.

585. Night advance followed by attack by day. A night ad
made with a view to making an attack by day usually terminal'

the hasty construction of intrenchments in the dark. Such an advance
should be timed so as to allow an hour or more of darkness for in"

ing.
An advance that is to terminate in an assault at the break of day

should be timed so that the troops will not arrive long l.efore the

is to be made; otherwise, the advantage of partial surprise will be

lost, and the enemy will be allowed to ree'nforce the threatened point.

(563)
586. Night attacks, when employed; they require trained troops;

compact formations; value of bayonet. The night attack is ordinarily
confined to small forces, or to minor engagements in a general batti>

to seizure of positions occupied by covering or advanced detachments.
Decisive results are not often obtained.
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Poorly disciplined and untrained troops are unfit for night attacks

or for night operations demanding the exercise of skill and care.

Troops attacking at ni^'lit can advance elos.e to the enemy in

Compact formations and without suffering loss from hostile artillery or

try tire. The defender is ignorant of the strength or direction of
the attack.

A force which makes a vigorous bayonet charge in the dark will

often throw a much larger force into disorder. (564)
587. Reconnaissance; attack to be a surprise. Reconnaissance should

itain the position and strength of the enemy and to study
rain to l>o tra\\ rsed. Otlicers who are to participate in the attack

hould conduct this reconnaissance. Reconnaissance at night is especial-
ly valuable. J-Va tares that are distinguishable at night should be carc-

lully noted, aij<l their distances from the enemy, from the starting point
of the troops, and from other important points should be made known.

Preparations should have in view as complete a surprise a*
>. An attack once begun must be carried to its conclusion, even

it the surprise is not as complete as was planned or anticipated. (56.">)

588. Time of making attack depends upon object sought. The time of

night at which the attack should be made depends upon the object
. It' a decisive attack is intended, it will generally yield the best
if made just before daylight. If the object is merely to gain an

intrenched position for further operations, an earlier hour is necessary
iu order that the position gained may be intrenched under cover of

;<>)

589. Formation; use of bayonet; preparations to repel counter attack.
The formation for attack must be simple. It should be carefully

1 and the troops verified at a safe distance from the enemy. The
ing troops should be formed in compact lines and with strong sup-
at short distances. The reserve should be far enough in rear to

heing drawn into the action until the commander so desires. Bayo-
pieces are not loaded.

Darkness causes fire to be wild and ineffective. The attacking
Jd march steadily on the enemy without firing, but should be
nd determined to fight vigorously with the bayonet.

In advancing to the attack the aim should be to get aa close as
ie to the enemy before being discovered, then trust to the bayonet.

If the assault is successful, preparations must be made at once
>el a counter attack. (567)

590. Measures taken by defense to resist night attacks. On the

defense, preparations to resist night attacks should he made by daylight
whenever such attacks are to be feai

s placed in front of a defensive position are especially
valuable to the defense at night. Many forms of obstacles which would

'ii attacker little concern in the daytime become serious hindrances

After dark the foreground should be illuminated whenever
and strong patrols should IK? pushed to the front.

When it is learned that the enemy is approaching, the trenches
are filled and the supports moved close to the firing line.
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.Supports fix l.ayuiiets, but do not load. Wh.Miovrr pr:n-t i.-able

ami necessary, they *hmild be used for countt-r :it tricks, prc!
againsi :i Ingulf il.uik.

The defender should open fire as soon as results may be
Tliis fire may avert or postpone the bayonet combat, ami it \v:irns :i!l

supporting troops. It is not likely that firo almir i-:m Mop tin- :

The defender must be resolved to fight with the bayonet.
ihdinarily lire will not be effective at ranges exceeding ."n vaids.
A white rag around the muzzle of the rifle will assist in sighting

the piece when the front sight is not visible.

See pars. 464, -i-.m, m:, 523, .-,^4. (568)

INFANTRY AGAINST CAVALRY
591. Cavalry charge against infantry usually futile. A cavalry charge

can" accomplish little against infantry, even in inferior numbers, unless
the latter are surprised, become panic-stricken, run :iw:iv, or ean not use
their rifles. (569)

592. Measures to check charges from front and flank. A charge from
the front is easily checked by a well directed ami sustained firo.

If the charge is directed against the flank of the firing line, the

supports, reserves, or machine guns should stop it. If this disposition is

impracticable, part of the line must meet the charge by a timely change
of front. If the flank company, or companies, in the firing line execute

platoons right, the successive firing lines can ordinarily break a charge
against the flank. If the cavalry line passes through the firing line, tho

latter will be little damaged if the men retain their presence of mind.

They should be on the watch for succeeding cavalry lines and leave those
that have passed through to friendly troops in rear. (570)

593. Standing position best to meet charge. Men standing are in the
best position to meet a charge, but other considerations may compel them
to meet it lying prone. (571)

594. Rifle fire main dependence of infantry. In a melee, the infantry-
man with his bayonet has at least an even chance with the cavalryman,
but the main dependence of infantry is rifle fire. Any formation is

suitable that permits the free use of the necessary number of rifles.

Ordinarily there will be no time to change or set sights. Fire

at will at battle sight should be used, whatever the range may be. It

will usually be unwise to open fire at long ranges. (372)
595. Meeting of cavalry charge by infantry in column. An infantry

column that encounters cavalry should deploy at once. If attacked from
the head or rear of the column, and if time is pressing, it may form a

succession of skirmish lines. Infantry, by deploying 50 or 100 yards in

rear of an obstacle, may check cavalry and hold it under fire beyond
effective pistol range.

In any situation, to try to escape the issue by running is the

worst and most dangerous course the infantry can adopt. (

596. Infantry attacking dismounted cavalry. In attacking dis-

mounted cavalry, infantry should close rapidly and endeavor to prevent
remounting. Infantry which adopts this course will not bo seriously
checked by delaying cavalry.
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rv effort should be made to locate :ni<l o]>en fire on the led

(."74)

INFANTRY AGAINST ARTILLERY
Frontal attack against artillery usually futile; use of machine

guns. A frontal attack against aitillery has little chance of succeeding
it can In- started from rover at coni].:ir:it i\ ely short range. Meyond

short range, the frontal fire of infantry has little effect against the artil-

miel becan-c of their protective shields.

Machine .mms, because their cone of fire is more compact, will

ffect, but on the other hand they will have fewer
tunities. and they are limited to fire attack only.

A- :i rule, one's own artillery is the best weapon against hostile

<"5)

598. Flank attack against artillery effective. Artillery attacked in

flank by infantry can be severely damaged. Oblique or flank fire will

begin to have decisive effect when delivered at effective range from a
to one --ide of the* artillery 'a line of fire and distant from it by

nbout half the range. Artillery is better protected on the side of the

599. Action against guns out of ammunition. Guns out of ammunition,
but other" :.inst infantry attack, may be immobilized by
lire which will prevent their withdrawal, or by locating and driving off

their limbers. Or they may be kept out of action by fire which will

prevent the receipt of antluunition. (577)
600. Action against artillery limbering or coming into action; wheel

horses best targets. Artillery when limbered is helpless against infantry
fire. If caught at effective range while coming into action or while

limbering, artillery can be severely punished by infantry fire.

In attacking artillery that is trying to escape, the wheel horses

"78)

ARTILLERY SUPPORTS
601. Purpose of

artillery support, usually consisting of infantry. The
jmrpose of the artillery support is to guard the artillery against surprise
or attack.

Artillerj- on the march or in action is ordinarily so placed as to

be amply protected by the infantry. Infantry always protects artillery
in its neighborhood. ("

602. Detailing of supports. The detail of a support is not necessary
when the artillery is separated from the main body or occupies a

.011 in which its flanks are not protected.
The detail of a special support will be avoided whenever possible.

603. Formation of support on march. The formation of an artillery
Mippoit depends upon circumstances. On the masch it may often be

i ry to provide advance, flank, and rear protection. The country
iiin-t be thoroughly reconnoitered by patrols within long rifle range. (>!)

604. Formation and location of support in action. In action, the
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formation and lMati<>n : th>> :- ip| .rt must be such as to gain an

timely information of tin- runny ', approach .-mil to offer :i

to the enemy ! 76 rille r:c:i>_;.- of the artillery's 11;ui

should not be close enough to the artilleiy to suffer frnin fire

the artillery. Ju most eases a portion .somewhat to the tiauk a?

fnllills these condi ;ion>. i

605. Support charged only with protectiou of artillery. '!)> support
eewniaader is rli.-n-'-i only with the protection of the artillery. I h.'

tac:ical employment of each arm re-. is with it.* jinmaudtr. The two
should cooperate. (583)

MINOR WAEFAEE
606. What minor warfare embraces; regular operationg. Minor war-

fare embraces both regular and irregular 0]

Regular operatio: of n.ii.or action- involving small
bodies of trained ami or^ani/ed troops on bolii hides.

The la. >yed are in general -those prescribed for the
'ler units. (G!(>)

607. Irregular operations. Irregular operations consist of :>

against unorgaiii/ed or jiariially oryanixed jn'ii'li-nt or

semi-iiidfiii-Ji'li'iit lodies. ^\\ch bodies liave little or onl\ rrudv tr

and are under nominal and loose leadi'ishi]) and control. Tliry
roam about, and disperse at will. They t-ndeavor to win by st'>

by force of superior numbers, employing ambuscades, sudden da>
nisL'-s, and haud-to-hand fighting. ("''.

( 7)

Troops operating against such an enemy usually do so in

units, such as platoons, detachments, or companies, and the tact;.

ployed must be adapted to meet the requirements of the situation

(juentjy the enemy's own methods maj be employed to advanta
In general, such operations should not lie undertaken In

every preparation should be made to strike suddenly and to inflict the
maximum punishment.

608. March and bivouac formations to admit of rapid action in any
direction. In general, the service of information will I..- insulin-lent ;

adequate reconnaissance will rarely be practicable. March and bivouac
format ions irttst be such as to admit of rapid deployment and fire

in any direction. (598)
609. Formation in open country. In the open country, where

is not probable, troops may be marched in column of tqua<l-
within sight, by a equad as an advance party. (Ol'H)

610. Formation in close country. la ci >.* country, where H.

is possible, the troops must be held in a <-io.-<- j'on.-iaiioii. Thr use f
Hank patrols ! . .licult. Oecusioually, an .idvtn.v party oerer
less than a squad may be sent out. Tn general, howe-er, such :.

accomplishes little, since an enemy intent on surprise wiJJ jHjrmit it to

pass unmolested and will fall upon the main body.
Under such conditions, especially when the road or trail i.-

row, the column of twos or files is a convenient f'.irmnt ion.

themselves in the column .so :; ; '<> divide it in 1

equal
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parts. Tf rushed from a flank, such a column will be in readiness to face
tire toward either or both flanks, the ranks !>

; if

rushed from the front, the head of the column may be deployed,
ilium closing up to support it and to protect its flanks and

lear. In any event, the men should be taught to take some form of a
. liai-k to I'acK formation. (600)

611. Dividing column on march into two or more separate detach-
es. The column may often lie broken into two or more approxim::

ated on the march by distances of 50 to 100 yards.
: rule the drtachn . nts should not consist of lens than '2~> men each.

With this arrangement of the column, it will rarely be possible for an

:y to close simultaneously with all of the detachments, one or inor.-

u' left uiieiiLra^ed and under control to support those engaged or to
re punishment upon the enemy when lie is repulsed. (601)

612. Selection of site for camp or bivouac; protection. The site for
,iac should be spirited with special reference to economical

effective protection against surprise. Double sentinels are posted on
the avenues of approach, and the troops sleep in readiness for instant

n. When practicable, troops should be instructed in advance as to
what they are to do in case of attack at night. (602)

613. Night operations frequently advisable. Night operations are fre-

queutiy advisable. With the small forces employed, control is not dini-

Jrregular troops rarely provide proper camp protection, and they
may frequently be surprised and severely punished by a properly con-

ducted night inarch and attack. (603)

CEREMONIES
General Rules for Ceremonies

614. Order in which troops are arranged for ceremonies; commander
faces command; subordinates face to front. The order in which the

troops of the various arms are arranged for ceremonies is prescribed by
Army Regulations.

When forming for ceremonies the companies of the battalion and
.lions of the regiment are posted from right to left in line and

from head to rear in column, in the order of rank of their respective com-
manders present in the formation, the senior on the right or at the head.

The commander faces the command; subordinate commanders
face to the front. (708)

615. Saluting by lieutenant colonel and staffs. At the command
present arms, given by the colonel, the lieutenant colonel, and the

staff salute; the major's staff salute at the major's command.
h staff returns to tho carry or order when the command order arms is

i.y its chief. ( 7"'JJ

616. Formation of companies, battalion and regiment. At the assem-

bly .-inoiiy companies ar formed on their own parades and

informally inspected, as prescribed in par. 646.
At adjutant's call, except for ceremonies involving a single

;iliou, each battalion is formed on its own parade, reports are
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I. :in<l tin- battalion presented to tin- major, as 1:11.1 <l

ond -on n< I ing of adjutant's call the regiment

REVIEWS
General Rules

617. Indication of points where column changes direction; flunk to

pass 12 paces from reviewing officer; post of reviewing officer and others.

Tlu> adjutant posts men or otherwise marks tin- points where t lie column

changes direction in such manner that its flank in passing will be

12 paces from the reviewing oflicer.

The post of the reviewing officer, usually opposite the center of

the line, is indicated by a marker.
Oflicers of the same or higher grade, and distinguished ;

invited to accompany the reviewing oflicer, place themselves on h

their staffs and orderlies place themsch tively on the left of the

staff and orderlies of the reviewing officer; all others who accompany the

reviewing officer place themselves on the left of his staff, their or-i

in rear. A staff officer is designated to escort distinguished personages
and to indicate to them their proper positions, as prescribed in pi

(Tin
618. Riding around the troops; saluting the color; reviewing officer

returns only salute of commanding officer of troops. While riding around
the* troops, the reviewing officer may direct his staff, flag ami orderlies

to remain at the post of the reviewing officer, or that only his
j.

staff and flag shall accompany him; in either case the commanding officer

alone accompanies the reviewing officer. If the reviewing ollicer is

accompanied by his entire staff, the staff officers of the commander plae<-

themselves on the right of the staff of the reviewing officer.

The reviewing oflicer and others at the reviewing stand salut

color as it passes; when passing around the troops, the reviewing ollicer

and those accompanying him salute the color when passing in front of it.

The reviewing officer returns the salute of the commanding officer

of the troops only. Those who accompany the reviewing officer do not

salute. (712)
619. Saluting by staffs. In passing in review, each staff salutes with

its commander. (713)
620. Turning out of column by commanding officer of troops and staff.

After saluting the reviewing officer, the commanding oflicer of tin-

turns out of the column, takes post on the right of the reviewing
and returns saber; the members of his staff accompanying him take post
on the right of the reviewing officer's staff and return -aber. When the

rear element of his command has passed, without changing his pi.

the commanding officer of the troops salutes the reviewing oflicer; he

and the members of his staff accompanying him then draw saber and

rejoin his command. The commanding officer of the troops and the

members of his staff are the only ones who turn out of the column. (714)
621. Turning out of column by commanding officer of troops and staff.

If the person reviewing the command is not mounted, the commanding
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and liis stuff on turning out of the colunin after passing the
puiint preparatory to taking post. In such case, the

salute '..manding oliicer, prior to rejoining his command, is made
\\ilh the hand before remounting. ("I"')

Salute by regimental color. "When the rank of the reviewing
iMititles liiin to tlie honor, each regimental color salutes at the
ml present arms, given or repeated by the major of the battalion
which it is po-;.d: and again in passing in review. (71<>)

623. The band. Tlif band of an organization plays while the reviewing
.-issing in front of an.l in rear of the organization.

!: band, immediately after passing the reviewing officer, turns
out of the column, takes post in front of and facing him, continues to

play until its regiment has passed, then ceases playing and follows in

:' its regiment; the band of the following regiment commences to
Hi as the preceding band has ceased.

"While marching in review but one band in each brigade phi
a time, and but one band at a time when within 100 paces of the review-

;iicer. ("1")
624. The national air, to the color, march, flourishes or ruffles, when

played. If the rank of the reviewing officer entitles him to the honor, the
band plays the prescribed national air, or the field music sounds to the

color, march, flourishes or ruffles when arms are presented. "When pas-

sing in review at the moment the regimental color salutes, the musicians
halted in front of the reviewing officer, sound to the color, march,
flourishes or ruffles. (7t8)

625. Modifications of the review. The formation for review may be*

n. edified to suit the ground, and the present arms and the ride around the
line by the reviewing officer may be dispensed with. (719)

626. When post of reviewing officer is on left of column. If the post
of the reviewing officer is on the left of the column, the troops mafch in

review with the guide left; the commanding officer and his staff turn out
of the column to the left, taking post as prescribed above, but to the left

t the reviewing officer; in saluting, the captains give the command: 1.

Eyes, 2. LEFT, f 720)
627. Cadence at which troops pass in review. Except in the review

'ngle battalion, Hie troops pass in review in quick time only. (721)
628. Reviews of brigades or larger commands; action of battalions

r.fter passing reviewing officer. In reviews of brigades or larger com-

mands, each battalion, after the rear has passed the reviewing officer oO
takes the double time for 100 yards in order not to interfere with
:rch of the column in rear; if necessary, it then turns out of the

column and returns to camp by the most practicable route; the leading
battalion of each regiment is followed by the other units of the regiment.

629. Standing "at ease," "rest," etc., in review of brigade or larger
command. In a brigade or larger review a regimental commander may

iiis regiment to stand at ease, rest, or stack arms and fall out and
resume attention, so as not to interfere with the ceremony. (723)

630. Review by inspector junior to commanding officer. When an
/.at ion is to be reviewed before an inspector junior in rank to the
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commanding officer, the commanding officer receive* tin- review and in

accompanied by (he int|*ctor, who take* post oti his left. (7~4)

Battalion Review

631. Presenting battalion to reviewing officer; passing around battal-

ion; battalion parsing in review at quick time. The battalion having
been formed iu line, the major fares to tin- front;

a few paces toward tin- major and baits; lite major turns about
and commands: 1. Present, 2. ARMS, and attain turns about and

The rt-vipwiiig officer returng the salute; the major turns :r

brings the battalion to order arum, and again turns to the frnt.
The reviewing officer approaches to about 6 paces from the major,

the latter salutes, takes post on his right, and accompanies him around
tin- battalion. The band plays. The reviewing officer proceeds ;

right of the band, passes in front of the captain to the left of the 1i:>.

and returns to the right, passing in rear of the file closers and the band.

(See par.
On arriving again at the right of the lin.-. th>- major sal:.

and when the reviewing officer and staff have pisned, moves direi-tly to

his post in front of the battalion, faces it. and commands: 1. Paas in

review, 2. Squads right, 3. MARCH.
At the first command the band changes direction if necessary,

and halts.

At the third command, given when the band has changed >

tion, the battalion moves off, the band playing; without command from
the major the column changes direction at the points in-i

column of companies at full distance is formed successively to the

the second change of direction; the major takes his post 30 paces in

front' of the band immediately after the second change; the baud 1:

passed the reviewing officer, turns to the left of the column, takes post
in front of and facing the reviewing officer, and remains there until the

review terminates.

The major and staff salute, turn the head as in eyes right,

look toward the reviewing oflu-er when the major is pares from him;

they return to the carry and turn the head and eyes to the front when

the major has passed 6 paces beyond him.

Without facing abont, each captain or special unit comma'

except the drum major, commands: 1. Eyes, in time to add, 2. RIGHT,
when at 6 paces from the reviewing officer, and commands front when at

paces beyond him. At the command eyes the company officers nrined

with the saber execute the first motion of present saber; at t!.

right all turn head and eyes to the right, the company o nicer- complete
present saber, and the noncommissioned ofiicers armed with the saber
execute the first motion of present saber; at the command front all turn

head and eyes to the front, and officers and noiH'ommis-i,,!!-'.! officers

armed with the saber resume the carry saber; without arms in hand, the

first motion of the hand salute is made at the command right, and tin-

second motion not made until the command front.
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Noncommissioned staff officers, noncommissioned officers in com-
mand of subdivisions, and the drum major salute, turu the head and

: 'turn to the front, resume the carry or drop the hand, at the points
bed for the major. Officers and dismounted noncommissioned

-. in command nt' subdivisions, with arms in hand, render the rifle

or saber salute, (inides charged with the step, trace, and direction do
uot execute eyes right.

If the reviewing officer is entitled to a salute from the color the
tital color salutes when at 6 paces from him, and is raised when at
- beyond him.
The major, Laving saluted, takes post on the right of the review-

ing officer, returns saber ;md remains there until the rear of the battalion
lias passed, then salutes and rejoins his battalion. The band ceases t

play when the column has completed its second change of direction after

"iewing oliicer. (72.1)

632. Passing in review at double time. When the battalion arrives at

trinal |osition in column, the major commands: 1. Double time,
2. MARCH.

The band plays in double time.

The battalion passes in review as before, except that in double
time the command eyes right i* omitted and there is no saluting except
by the major when he leaves the reviewing officer.

T!ie review terminates when the rear company has passed the

reviewing officer; the band then ceases to play, and, unless otherwise
directed by the major, returns to the position it occupied before marching

iew. or is <lisn:is>e,| ; the major rejoins the battalion and brings it to

quick time. The battalion then executes such movements as the review-

ing officer may have directed, or is inarched to its parade ground and
ssed.

Mk'-chiug past in double time may, in the discretion of the

reviewing r>!ii<-er, be omitted; the review terminates when the major
rejoins his battalion. ( ~L'ii >

633. Major and staff may be dismounted. At battalion review the

major and his staff may be dismounted in the discretion of the com-

manding officer. ("27)

PARADES
General Rules

634. Position assumed by reviewing officer and staff while band is

sounding off. Jf dismounted, the officer reviewing the parade, and his

s'aff, stand at parade rest, with arms folded, while the band is sounding
ofT; th attention with the adjutant. If mounted, they remain at
attention. (~, '.',!')

635. Reports by captains and majors. At the command report, given
by a battalion adjutant, the captains in succession from the right salute
:md report: A ''or other) company, present or accounted for; or A (or
other) company, (so many) officers or enlisted men absent, and resume

ier sab<-r: at ;iie -a me command given by the regimental adjutant,
the majors similarly report their battalions. (7H:?)
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Battalion Parade

636. At adjutant's call tin- battalion is formed in lino, as oxplaii
'"\ hut not presented. Lieutenants take their posts in front (if the
of their respect ivo platoons at the captain's command for .!

mpany on the lino, as explained in par. .'{OJ. The i

at a Convenient distance in front of th> center and facing 1 lie battalion.
The adjutant from his post in front of the renter of the battalion,

after commanding: 1. Guides, 2. POSTS, a. Ids: 1. Parade, 2. REST; the
battalion execute- parade rest. The adjutant directs the band: SOUND
OFF.

The band, playing in quick time, passes in front of the line of
officers to the ]oft of the line and back to its post on the right, v ;

ceases playing. At evening parade, when the band ' aying,
retreat is sounded by the field music and, following the last no-

while the flag is being lowered, the band plays the Star Spangled Banner.
.lust before the last note of retreat, the adjutant cornea to

tion and, as the last note ends, commands: 1. Battalion, 2. ATTENTION.
"When the band ceases playing, he commands: 1. Present, 2. ARMS. He
then turns about and reports: Sir, the parade is formed. The major
directs the adjutant: Take your post, Sir. The adjutant moves at a trot

(if dismounted, in quick time), passes by the major's right, and tal

post.
The major draws saber and commands: 1. Order, 2. ARMS

adds such exercises in the manual of arms as he may desire < >

noncommissioned officers commanding companies or armed with the

and the color guard, haying once executed order arms, remain in that

position during the exercises in the manual.
The major then directs the adjutant: Receive the reports, Sir.

The adjutant, passing by the major's right, advances at a trot (if dis-

mounted, in quick time) toward -the center of the line, halts midway
between it and the major, and commands: REPORT. (See par. 63.~>.)

The reports received, the adjutant turns about, and reports:
Sir, all are present or accounted for; or Sir, (so many) officers or enlisted

men are absent, including in the list of absentees those from the b.M d

and field music reported to him by the drum major prior to the parade.
The major directs: Publish the orders, Sir.

The adjutant turns about, and commands: Attention to orders;
he then reads the orders, and commands: 1. Officers, 2. CENTER, :?.

MARCH.
At the command center, the company officers carry saber and face

to the center. At the command march, they close to the center and fare

to the front; the adjutant turns about and takes his post.
The officers having closed and faced to the front, the *

commands: 1. Forward, 2. MARCH. The officers advance, the band play-

ing; the left officer of the center or right center company is the guide,
and marches on the major; the officers are halted at 6 paces from the

major by the senior, who commands: 1. Officers, 2. HALT. They halt and

salute, returning to the carry saber with the major. The major thei,

such instructions as he deems necessarv, and commands: 1. Officers, 2.

POSTS, ?,. MARCH.
[146]
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mmand posts, company officers face about.
At 1 he command march, they step oil' with guide as before, -in-J

nior commands: 1. Officers, ~2. HALT, so :is to lialt :: paces from th<>

i:e then adds: 1. POSTS, L\ MARCH.
At tlic command posts, oliicers face outward and, at the command

march, step off in succession at 1 paces distance, resume their posts and
-aber; the lieutenants march directly to their posts in rear of their

The inns!. Alien all olticers have resumed their
j

The major then commands: 1. Pass in review, 2. Squads right, ."..

MARCH, and returns -aher.

The battalion marches according to the principles of review;
the last company has passed, the ceremony is concluded, as

ned in pars. (>17; (>.".! .

The band continues to play while the companies are iu march

upon the parade ground. Companies are formed in column of squads,
without halting, and are marched to their respective parades by their

ins.

When the company officers have saluted the major, he may direct
tlieni to form line with the staff, in which case they individually move
to the front, parsing to the right and left of the major and staff, halt on
the line established by the staff, face about, and stand at attention.
The music ceases when the officers join the staff. The major causes the

companies to pass in review under the command of their first sergeants
by the same commands as before. The company officers return saber
with the major and remain at attention. (734)

ESCORTS
Escort of the Color

637. By a company. The regiment being in line, the colonel details

a company, other than the color company, to receive and escort the
il color to its place in line. During the ceremony the regimental

color remains wirli the color guard at its post with the regiment.
The band moves straight*to its front until clear of the line of

field officers, changes direction to the right, and is halted; the designated
company furn-s column of platoons in rear of the band, the color bearer
or bearers between the platoons.

The escort then marches without music to the colonel's office or
:s and is formed in line facing the eutrace, the band on the right,

! in the line of file closers.

The .olor beart-r. preceded by the first lieutenant and followed

by a sergeant of the escort, then goes to obtain the color.

AVhen the color bearer comes. out, followed by the lieutenant and
nt. he halts before the entrance, facing the escort; the lieu'enai^
himself on the right, the sergeant on the left of the color beaver;

. and the field music sounds to the color; the first

lieutenant and sergeant salute.

Arms are brought to the order; the lieutenant and sergeant
return to their posts; the company is formed in column of platoons, the
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band taking poxt in fr.nt of the column; the color bearer places 1

between the platoons; the escort marches in (juirk time, with giiide left,

back to the regiment, the band playing; the march ig to eon-i

when the escort arrives at N in front of :he right of' the r.-^

>n of tho march shall be i>arnl).-l to it^ fn.nt: win
arrives op; ''Ian' in line, the escort IH formed in line :

the color bearer, passing between the platoons, advance* and halts 12

paces in front of the colonel.

The color bearer having halted, the colonel, who has taken post
30 paces in front of the center of the rpgii s about, con. mauds:
1. Present, 2. ARMS, resumes his front, and music
sounds to the color; and the regimental color bearer executes the color

salute at the command present arms.
The colonel then faces about, brings the regiment to the order,

at which the color bearer resumes the carry and takes his post with tlio

color company.
The escort presents arms and comes to the order with the

regiment, at the command of the colonel, after which (lie captain
it again in column of platoons, and, preceded by the band, man-lies it

to its place in line, passing around the left flank of the regiment. .

The band plays until the escort passes tho left of the line, when
it ceases playing and returns to its post on the right, passing in rear of
the regiment.

The regiment may be brought to a rest when the escort passes
the left of the. line. (736)

638. By a battalion. Escort of the color is executed by a battalion

according to the same principles. (737)

Escorts of Honor

639. "Escorts of honor are detailed for the purpose of receiving and

escorting personages of high rank, civil or military. The troops for this

purpose are selected for their soldierly appearance and superior discipline.
The escort forms in line, opposite the place where the personage

presents himself, the band on the flaffk of the escort toward which it

will march. On the appearance of the personage, he is received with the
honors due to his rank. The escort is formed into column of companies,
platoons or squads, and takes up the march, the personage and his staff or
retinue taking positions in rear of the column; when he leaves tho

line is formed and the same honors are paid as before.

When the position of the escort is at a considerable, distance

from the point where the personage is to be received, as for instance,

where a courtyard or wharf intervenes, a double line of sentinels is

! from that point, to the escort, facing inward; the sentinels succes-

sively salute as he passes and are then relieved and join the escort.

An officer is appointed to attend him and bear such communica-
tion as he may have to make to the commander of tho escort. (738)
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Funeral Escort

640. Composition and strength, formation, presenting arms, marching,
etc. The composition ami strength of the o.M-ort are prescribed in Army

ilations.

The escort is fonm'd opposite tlie quarters of the deceased; the
band on that flank of the escort toward which it is to march.

nee of the coffin, the commander commands: 1.

Present, 2. ARMS, and the band plays an appropriate air; arms are then

brought to the order.

Tin* escort is next formed into column of companies, platoons,
or squads. If the escort be small, it may be marched in line. The pro

K formed in the folio r: 1. Music, 2. Escort, 3. Clergy,
4. Coffin and pallbearers, 5. Mourners, 6. Members of the former command
of the deceased, 7. Other officers and enlisted men, 8. Distinguished
persons. 9. Delegations, 10. Societies, 11. Civilians. <

men (Nos. G and 7
V

>. wit: : .-;, are in the order of rank, seniors in

front.

The procession being formed, the commander of the escort puts
it in march.

The escort marches slowly to solemn music; the column having
arrived opposite the grave, line is formed facing it.

The coiiin is then carried along the front of the escort to the

grave; arms are presented, the music plays an appropriate air; the coiiin

having been placed over the grave, the music ceases and arms are brought
to the order.

The commander next commands: 1. Parade, 2. BEST. The <

executes parade rest, oilicers and men inclining the head.
When the funeral services are completed and the coffin lowered

into the grave, the commander causes the escort to resume attention and
fire three rounds of blank cartridges, the muzzles of the pieces being
elevated. When the escort is greater than a battalion, one battalion is

designated to fire the volley.
A musician then sounds taps.
The escort is then formed into column, marched in quick time to

the point where it \v:i< a-<embled. and dismissed.
The band does not play until it has left the inclosure.

When the distance to the place of interment la considerable, the
. after having left the camp or garrison, may march at ease in

quick time until it approaches the burial ground, when it is brought to

attention. The music does jiol play while marching at ease.

In marching at attention, the field music may alternate with the
band in playii..-

641. Funeral of general officer; playing national air, sounding ruffles,

etc., as honor. When ai ated at the funeral of a person
entitled to any of the following honors, the band plays the prescribed
national air, or the field anisic nvnufa to the color, march, flourishes, or

ruffles, according to tke rank of the deceased, after which the baud plays
an appropriate air. The connrarder of the escort, in forming column,

- the appropriate commands for the different arms. (740)
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642. Funeral of mounted officer or soldier. At the funeral of a
mounted ol i, listed man. his horse, in mourning caparison, follows
t In 1

!.

~

tl )

643. When hearse, cavalry, and artillery are unable to enter cemetery.
Should tin entrance of the nin.-t.iv prevent tin- i ..mpanying

Wrl till thr latter halts at the grave, tin- column is halted
entrance 1m. ur enough to take the rollin from the hearse, when the <<

; :u put in maich. The Cavalry and Artillery, when iinalde t.

tin- im-losure, turn out of the column, face the column, and
remains; as the; 742)

644. Escorting remains from quarter j to church before funeral
services. When necessary to escort the r.-mains from the quarters ..t' the

-'d to the church before the funeral service, arms are pi<

upon receiving the remains at the quarters and also as they ai>

into the church. (743)
645. Instructions to clergyman and pallbearers. The commander of

uit. previous to the funeral, gives the clergyman and pall!
all needful directions. (744)

Company Inspection

646. Being in line at a halt: 1. Open ranks, 2. MARCH.
At the command march the front rank executes right d

the rear rank and the file closers march backward 4 steps, ha!

execute right dress; the lieutenants pass around their respective Hanks
and take post, facing to the front, 3 paces in front of the center of their

respective platoons. The captain aligns the front rank, rear rank, and
file closers, takes post 3 paces in front of the right guide, facing to tin-

left, and commands: 3. FRONT, 2. PREPARE FOR INSPECTION.
At the second command the lieutenants carry saber; the captain

returns saber and inspects them, after which they face about, order

saber, and stand at ease; upon the completion of the inspection they

carry saber, face about, and order saber. The captain may direct tl;e

lieutenants to accompany or assist him, in which case they veturn sal.- t

and, at the close of the inspection, resume their posts in front of the

company, draw and carry saber.

Having inspected the lieutenants, the captain proceeds t.

right of the company. Each man, as the captain approaches him, executes

inspection arms.
The captain takes the piece, grasping it with his right han.i

above the rear sight, the man dropping his hands. The captain it.-

the piece, and, with the hand and piece in the same position a* in

receiving it, hands it back to the man, who takes it with the left ham!
at the balance and executes order arms.

As the captai* returns the piece, the next man executes inspection

arms, and so on through the company.
Should the piece be inspected without handling, each man

executes order arms as soon as the captain passes to the next man.
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The inspection is from right to left in front, and from left to

right in the rear, of each rank and of the line of file closers.

"When approached by %the captain, the firs^ sergeant executes

inspection saber. Enlisted men armed with the pistol execute inspection
pistol by drawing the pistol from the holster and holding it diagonally
across the bod}', barrel up, and 6 inches in front of the neck, muzzle

pointing up and to the left. The pistol is returned to the holster as soon
as the captain j

passes.

l'|pon completion of the inspection, the captain takes post facing
to the left in front of the righl guide and on line with the lieutenants
an<f commands: 1. Close ranks, 2. MARCH.

At the command march the lieutenants resume their posts in

line; the rear rank closes to 40 inches, each man covering his file leader;
the file closers close to 2 paces from the rear rank. (74.'))

647. Inspection of quarters or camp. If the company is dismissed,
rifles are put away. In quarters, headdress and accouterments are
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removed, and the men Ft a ml near tbeir respective lunik*: in raiiu .

Maud ci.wied, but without uccuiitei incut s, in front ! their t.

If the perronul field equipment has not !.< r. : in ranks
and its inspection in quarters or camp is ordered, each num will arrange
the prescribed articles on his bunk, if in quart ITS or permanent camp,
or in front of his half of the tent, if in shelter t-nt camp, in the same
relative order as directed in paragraph 648.

The captain, accompanied l.y the lieutenants, then inspects tho

quarters or eanip. The first sergeant i *he captain an. I calls tho
attention on entering each squad room or on approaching the

tents; the men stand at attention, but do not saint.

648. When inspection includes examination of equipment. If the

inspection is to include an examination of the equipment whil< in rani >,
the captain, after closing ranks, causes the company to stack ai

march backward until 4 paces in rear of the stacks and to take intervals.

He then command*:
1. UNSLINO EQUIPMENT, 2. OPEN PACKS.
At the first command each man unslings his

places it on the ground at his feet, haversack to the front, en<l of tho

pack 1 foot in front of toes.

At the second command, pack carriers are unstrapped, packs
remored and unrolled, the longer edge of the pack along tin- lower ed^e
of the cartridge belt. Each man exposes shelter-tent pins; re:>

can, knife, fork, and spoon from the meat-can pouch, and pla<
the right of the haversack, knife, fork, and spoon in the open mea
removes the canteen and cup from the cover and places them
left side of the haversack; unstraps and spreads >ut haversack so as to

expose its contents; folds up the carrier to uncover the cartridge pockets;

opens same; unrolls toilet articles and places them on the outer flap of

the haversack; places underwear carried in pack on the left half of th

open pack, with round fold parallel with front edge of pack;
aid ponch and exposes contents to view. Special articles carrie.i \>\- indi-

vidual men, such as flag kit, field glasses, compass, steel tape, notebook,
etc., will be arranged on the right half of the open pack. Much man then

resumes the attention. Plate VI (Page 151) shows the relative position of

all articles except underwear and special articles.

The captain then passes along the ranks and file closers, as before,

inspects the equipment, returns to the right, and commands: CLOSE
PACKS.

Each man rolls up his toilet articles and underwear, straps up
his haversack and its contents, replaces the meat can, knife, fork, and

spoon, and the canteen and cup; closes cartri. is and first-aid

pouch; restores special articles to their proper receptacles; rolls up and

replaces pack in carrier, and, leaving the equipment in its position fui the

ground, resumes the attention.

All equipments being packed, the captain commands: SLING
EQUIPMENT.

The equipments are slung and belts fastened.

The captain then causes the company to assomMe and take arms.

The inspection is completed as already explained. ('7)7
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649. When the inspector is other than the captain. Should the

ins|ector be other than the captain, the latter, affer commanding front,
adds BEST, and faces to the front. When the inspector approaches, the

r:iptaiu faces to the left, brings the company to attention, faces to the

front, and salutes. The salute acknowledged, the captain carries saber,
o tin; It-It, commands: PREPARE FOR INSPECTION, and again

faces to the front.

The inspection proceeds as before; the captain returns saber
and accompanies the inspector as soon as the latter passes him. (748)

Battalion Inspection

650. Inspection may precede or follow review; the inspection up to

time the companies axe inspected. If there be both inspection and review,
the inspection may either precede or follow the review.

The battalion being in column of companies at full distance, all

officers dismounted, the major commands: 1. Prepare for inspection, 2.

MARCH.
At the first command each captain commands: Open ranks.
At the command march the ranks are opened in each company,

as in the inspection of the company, as prescribed in par. 646.
The field musicians join their companies.
The drum major conducts the band to a position 30 paces in

rear of the column, if not already there, and opens ranks.
The major takes post facing to the front and 20 paces in front

of the center of the leading company. The staff takes post as if mounted.
The color tak. paces in rear of the staff.

Field and staff officers senior in rank to the inspector do not
take post in front of the column, but accompany him.

The inspector inspects the major, and, accompanied by the latter,

inspects the staff officers.

The major then commands: REST, returns saber, and, with
his staff, accompanies the inspector.

If the major is the inspector he commands: REST, returns saber,
and inspects his staff, which then accompanies him.

The inspector, commencing at the head of the column, then makes
a minute inspection of the color guard, the noncommissioned staff, and the

anrs, accouterments, dress and ammunition of each soldier of the several

companies in succession, and inspects the band.
The adjutant gives the necessary commands for the inspection

of the color guard, noncommissioned staff, and band.
The color guard and noncommissioned staff may be dismissed as

soon as inspected. (749)
651. Inspection of the companies. As the inspector approaches each

company, its captain commands: 1. Company, 2. ATTENTION, 3. PRE-
PARE FOR INSPECTION, and faces to ihe front; as soon as inspected
he returns saber and accompanies the inspector. The inspection proceeds
as in company inspection, as explained in pars. 64fi-fi4!>. At its completion
the captain closes ranks and commands: RiiST. ('nleis otherwise directed

by the inspector, the major directs that the company be marched to its

parade and dismissed. (7.~0)
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652. When inspection lasts long time. If the inspect!-.,: \\ ill p-

Ion;; time tlic re.-u companies may he permitted to stack'an
fall out; before the inspector appi oa.-h,--,. tli.-v full in and tal.e arms.

653. The band. The baud plays during tin- inspection of tlic com-

pool*
When tlic inspector approaches 1 ho baud the adjut.

inau. Is: PREPARE FOR INSPECTION.
As the inspector approaches him each man raise* his in-i i nment

in front of tho body, reverses it so as to sho\\ both side*, and then

return

Company nnisicians execute inspection similarly. (7.j2)
654. Inspection of quarters or camp. At tho inspection of quart.

enmp the inspector is accompanied by the captain, followed b

officers or by such of them as lie may designate. The inspection is

conducted as described in the company inspection, as laid down in pars.
849.

MUSTER

Regimental, Battalion, or Company Muster

G55. Inspection and review; muster rolls; lists of absentees. V
is preceded by an inspection, and, when practicable, by a review.

The adjutant is provided with the muster roll of the field, staff,

and band, the surgeon 'with the hospital roll; each captain with tho roll

of his company. A Ijst of absentees, alphabetically arranged, showing
cause and place of absence, accompanies each roll. ("">)

656. Calling the names; verifying presence of absentees. Being in

column of companies at open ranks, each captain, as the mustering officer

approaches, brings his company to right shoulder arms, and commands:
ATTENTION TO MUSTER.

The mustering officer or captain then calls the names on the roll;

each man, as his name is called, answers Here and brings his piece to

order arins.

After muster, the mustering officer, accompanied by the company
commanders and such other officers as he may designate, verifies the pr-^
ence of the men reported in hospital, on guard, etc. (756)

657. Muster of company on company parade. A company may be
mustered in the same manner on its own parade ground, the muster to

follow the company inspection. (">")

THE COLOR
658. Meaning of "Color;" Army Regulations. The word "color"

implies the national color; it includes the regimental color when both are

present.
The rules prescribing the colors to be carried by regiments and

battalions on all occasions are contained in Army Regulations. (766)
659. Where the colors are kept; "cased" defined. In garrison the

colors, when not in use, are kept in the office or quarters of the colonel,
and are escorted thereto and therefrom by the color guard. In camp
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. when not in ii>o. are in front of tho coli 1 's tent. From
reveille to retro-it, when tin 1 weather [lerniits, they .-ire displayed UM-

. I'roin retreat to reveille :unl during iin-lement \ve:itlier th.

1 to bo on soil whon fnrle.l and protected by ''<.

covering. (707)
660. Regimental and national colors salutes by. The regiment.-)!

Dilutes in the eeivmony of oseort of the color, and whon saluting
an ollirer entitled to the houor, but in no other case.

It' marching, the salute is executed when at 6 paces from the
officer entitled to the Dilute; the carry is resumed when G paces beyond
him.

The national color renders no salute. (768)

The Color Guard

661. Composition of color guard; carrying of regimental and nation-
al colors. The color guard consists of two color sergeants, who are the
color bearers, and two experienced privates selected by the colonel. The
senior color sergeant carries the national color; the junior color sergeant
< arries the regimental color. The regimental color, when carried, is

alwavs on the left of the national color, in whatever direction they may
i. (7fiO)

662. Formation and marching of color guard. The color guard is

formed and marched in one rank, the color bearers in the center. It is

n. arched in the same manner and by the same commands as a squad,
-tituting, when necessary, guard for squad. (770)

663. Color company defined; color guard remains with it. The color

ompaiiy is the center or right center company of the center or right
enter battalion. The color guard remains with that company unless

otherwise directed. (771)
664. Post of color guard in various formations. In line, the* color

guard is in the interval between the inner guides of the right ami loft

center companies.
In line of columns or in close line, the color guard is midway

between the right and left center companies and on line with the captains
In column of companies or platoons, the color guard is midway

between the color company and the company in rear of the color company
and equidistant from the flanks of the column.

In close column, the color guard is on the flank of the color

company.
In column of squads, the color guard is in the column between

the color company and the company originally on its left.

When the regiment is formed in line of masses for ceremonies,
the color guard forms on the left of the leading company of the center

(right center) battalion. It rejoins the color company when the regiment
changes from line of masses. (772)

665. In battle color guard joins reserve. The color guard, when
with a battalion that takes the battle formation, joins the regimental

, whose commander directs the color guard to join a certain com-

pany of the reserve. (773)
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ML Loadings, firings, manual of arms, and movements by color guard.
TW color guard executes neither loadings nor firings; in r< i

honors, it executes all movements in the manual; in drill, all :

M sperially excused. (774)

To Receive the Color

667. Receiving the color by color guard. Tl,e color guard, by eommai.d
of the senior color sergeant, presents arms on r< g with
the color. After parting with the color, the color guard is brought to

oidi-r arms by command of the senior member, \\ i

right man of the guard. (77
668. Receiving the color by color company. At drills and cfr*-monirs,

excepting escort of the color, the color, if present, is n--i iv.-d by the
color company after its formation.

The formation of the color company completed, the captain
to the front; the color guard, conducted by the senior sergeant, approaches
from the front and halts at a distance of 10 paces from the captain,
who then faces about, brings the company to the present, faces t<> tin-

front, salutes, again faces about and brings the company to the order.
The color guard comes to the present and order at the command of the

captain, and is then marched by the color sergeant directly to its post on
the left of the color company. (776)

669. Escorting color to office or quarters of colonel. When the batta-
lion is dismissed the color guard escorts the color to the office or quartern
of the colonel. (777)

Manual of the Color

670. At the carry, the heel of the pike rests in the Rocket of the sling;
the right hand grasps the pike at the height of the shoulder.

At the order, the heel of the pike rests on the ground near the

right toe, the right hand holding the pike in a vertical position.
At parade rest, the heel of the pike is on the ground, as at the

order; {he pike is held with both hands in front of the center of the

body, left hand uppermost.
The order is resumed at the command attention.

The left hand assists the right when necessary.
The carry is the habitual position when the troops are

shoulder, port, or trail.

The order and parade rest are executed with the troops.
The color salute: Being at a carry, slip the right hand up the pike

to the height of the eve, then lower the pike by straightening the arm.

to the front. (778)

Manual of the Saber

671. Drawing saber; position of carry saber dismounted; unhooking
scabbard before mounting; on foot carrying scabbard hooked up.

I. Draw, 2. SABER.
At the command draw, unhook the saber with the thumb and

first two fingers of the left hand, thumb on the end of UK- hook, fingers
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lifting the upper ring: grasp the scabbard with the left hand at tho

upper band, bring t ht> hilt :i little forward, seize the grip with the right,

hand, and draw the bind- (i im-hes mil of the scabbard, pressing the geab-

;igainst tlit- thigh with the left baud.

At the command saber, draw the saber quickJy, raising the arm
to its full extent, to tin- right front, at an angle of about 4.7' with the

saber, edge down, in a straight line with tin- arm; make
t pause and bring the ba-k of tin 1 blade against tin- shoulder, edge

HI nearly extended, lii.nd by the side, elbovr back, third

aud fourth fingers ba< ; of the grip; at the same time hook up the scab-
bard with die thumb and first two tingt-rs of t lie left hand, thumb through

nper tin supporting it; drop the left haud by the side.

This is the position of carry saber dismounted.
Oflieers and noncommissioned officers armed with the saber un-

aMrd before mounting; when mounted, in the firet motion
of draw saber thev reach with thp right hand over the bridle hand and
without the aid off the bridle hand draw the saber as before; the right
hand at tho carry rests on the right thigh.

On foot the scabbard is carried hooked up. (782)
672. Holding of saber in publishing orders, etc.; use of saber knot.

When publishing orders, calling the roll, etc., the saber is held suspended
from the right wrist by the saber knot; when the saber knot is used it is

placed on the wrist before drawing saber and taken off after returning
saber. (783)

673. Presenting saber from carry or order; execution of the salute in

rendering honors.

Being at the order or carry: 1. Present, 2. SABER (or ASMS).
The command present, raise and carry the saber to the front,

base of the hilt as high as the chin and 6 inches in front of the neck,

edge to the left, point 6 inches farther to the front than the hilt, thumb
extended on the left of the grip, all fingers grasping the grip.

At the command saber, or arms, lower the saber, point in pro-

longation of the right foot and near tfie ground, edge to the left, hand
by the side, thumb on left of grip, arm extended. If mounted, the hand
is hold behind the thigh, point a little to the right and front of the

stirrup.
Tn rendering honors with troops, officers execute the first motion

of the sahitr at the command present, tho second motion at the command
arms; enlisted inen with the saber execute the first motion at the com-
mand arms and omit the second motion. (784)

674. Coming to order from carry; executing order or carry from pre-
sent, depending upon command; coming to order saber when arms are

brought to order.

V.eing at a carry: 1. Order, 2. SABEE (or ARMS).
Drop the point of the saber directly to the front, point on or near

the ground, edge down, thumb on back of grip.

T.eing at the present saber, should the next command be order

arms, officers and nom-ommissioned ollicers armed with the saber order

saber; if the command be other than order arms, they execute carry saber.
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\Vhon arms aie bro\ight to the order, the ofli<-<iv ,, r .

. iih ^iber drawn order saber.

675. Position of saber in giving commands, etc. ; bringing saber to

carry from order. The saber is held nt the cany while giving command*,
marching at attention, or changing position in quick time.

^'hen at the order. :-abers are brought to the carry wln'n

anight to any position except the present or parade rest. (7M'>)

676. Parade rest from order. Being at the unler: i. Parade, 2. BEST.
Take the position of para. xcept that the left hand i-

uppcimost and rests on the right hand, point "I" saber on or near the

ground in front of the center of the body, edge to the right.
At the command attention, resume the order saber and th.

tiou of the soldier. (787)
677. Position of saber at double time. In marching in double time the

salier iv carried diagonally across the breast, edge to the front: the left

Land steadies the scabbard. (788)
678. On duty under arms sabers to be drawn and returned without

command; commands given with saber drawn. Officers and n<i

sioned officers armed with the saber, on all duties under arms draw ami
return saber without waiting for command. All commands to soldii

nnder arms are given with the saber drawn. (789)
679. Beturning saber from carry. Being at a carry: 1. Beturn, 2.

SABEB.
At the command return, carry the right hand opposite

6 inches from the left- shoulder, saber vertical, edge to tin- let't :

same time unhook and lower the scabbard with the left hand and e.

at the upper band.
At the command saber drop the point to the rear and pa-s the

blade across and along the left arm; turn the head slightly to the left

fixing the eyes on the opening of the scabbard, raise the right hand, in

nert and return the blade; free the wrist frtfin the saber knot (if inserted

in it), turn the head to the front, drop the righ hand by the side: hook

up the scabbard with the left hand, drop the left Land 'by the side.

Officers and noncommissioned officers armed with the saber, when

mounted, return saber without using the left hand; th scabbard is i

up on dismounting. (790)
680. Enlisted men with saber drawn at inspection. At inspection en

listed men with the saber drawn execute the first motion of present saber
and turn the wrist to show both sides of the blade, resuming the carry
when the inspector has passed. (791)
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681-682

Shelter Tents

681. Being in line or in column of platoons, the captain commands:
FORM FOE SHELTEE TENTS.

The officers, first sergeant, and guides fall out; tho rooks form a
file on the flank of the company nearest the kitchen, the first sergeant
and right guide fall in, forming the right file of the company; blank files

are filled l>y the file closers, or by men taken from the front rank; the

remaining guide, or guides, and file closers form on a c< flank.

Before forming rolunm or platoons, preparatory to pitching tents,
the company may be reilivided into two or more platoons, regardless
i.f the size of each. (792)

682. The captain then causes the company to take intervals as
described in the School of the Squad (See par. 156.), and commands:
PITCH TENTS.

At the command pitch tents, each man stops off obliquely to tho

right -with the right foot and lays his rifle on the ground, the butt of the

rifle near the toe of the right foot, muzzle to the front, barrel to the left,

and steps back into his place; each front-rank man then draws his bay-
onet and sticks it in the ground by the outside of the right hoel.

Equipments are unslnngi packs opened, shelter half and pins
removed; each man then spreads his shelter half, small triangle to the

roar, flat upon the ground the tont is to occupy, the roar-rank man's
half on the right. The halves are then buttoned together; the guy loops
at both ends of the lower half are passed through the buttonholes

provided in the lower and upper halves; the whipped end of the guy
rope is then passed through both guy loops and secured, this at both ends
of the tent. Each front rank man inserts the muzzle of his rifle under
the front end of the ridge and holds the rifle upright, sling to tho front,
heel of butt on the ground, beside the bayonet. His roar rank man
pins down the front corners of the tent on the line of bayonets, stretching
the tent taut; he then insorts a pin in the eye of the front guy rope and
drives the pin at such a distance in front of the rifle as to hold the ropo
taut; both men go to the rear of the tent, each pins down a corner,

stretching the sides and roar of the tent before securing: the rear-rank

man thoii inserts an intrenching tool, or a bayonet in its scabbard, under
the rear end of the ridge inside the tent, the front-rank man pegging
down the end of the roar guy ropes; tho rest of the pins are then driven

by both men, the roar rank man working on the right.

The front flaps of the tent are not fastened down, but thro

back on the tent.

As soon as the tent is pitched each man arranges his equipment
and the contents of his pack in the tent and stands at attention in front

of his own half on line with the front guy-rope pin.

To have a uniform slope when the tents are pitched, the gu
ropes should all be of the same length.

In shelter-tent camps, in localities where suitable material

procurable, tent poles may be improvised and used in lieu of the rid

and bayonet or intrenching tool as supports for the shelter tont. (7!>i!)
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683-684-685-68G-687-688

When the puck is not curried, the company i> I'uimod for shelter
.1 in par. I'^l, intervals are taken, arms are laid aside or

;ind proceed to the wagon, secure
?ir

i ai-hs, return to their places. ;i:id pitch tents as heretofore described,
par. 682. (70-4)

Double shelter tents may be pitched by first pitching one tent as
retofore described, then pitching a second tent against the opening of

first, using one rifle to support both" tents, and passing the front guy
?s over and down the sides of the opposite tents. The front corner of
tent is not pejjijed down, but is thrown back to permit an opening

ito the tent. (7'.'."))

Single Sleeping Bag

685. Spread the poncho on the ground, buttoned end at the feet,
.ittoned side to the left; fold the blanket once across its short dimen-

and lay it on the poncho, folded side along the right side of the

icho; tie the blanket together along the left side by means of the tapes
nvided; fold the left half of the poncho over the blanket and button

together along the side and bottom. (For the position, number, and
of tapes with which blankets should be provided, see Par. II,

O. 11; W. D. '12 Author.) (796)

Double Sleeping Bag
686. Spread one poncho on the ground, buttoned end at the feet,
ittoned side to the left; spread the blankets on top of the poncho; tie

edges of the blankets together with the tapes provided; spread a
eond poncho on top of the blankets, buttoned end at the feet, buttoned
le to the right; button the two ponchos together along both sides and
jss the end. (797)

To Strike Shelter Tents

^687. The men standing in front of their tents: STBIKE TENTS.
Equipments and rifles are removed from the tent; the tents are

rered, packs made up, and equipments slung, and the men stand at
sntion in the places originally occupied after taking intervals. (798)
To Pitch All Types of Tents, Except Shelter and Conical Wall

688. To pitch all types of Army tents, except shelter and conical wall
Mark line of tents by driving a wall pin on the spot to be occupied

by the right (or left) corner of each tent. For pyramidal tents the in-

terval between adjacent pins should be about 30 feet, which will give a

passage of two feet between tents. Spread tripod on the ground where
the center of tent is to be, if tripod is used. Spread the tent on the

ground to be occupied, door to the front, and place the right (or left)
front wall loop ovrr the pin. The door (or doors, if more than one)
being fastened and held together at the bottom, the left (or right)
corner wall loop is carried to the left (or right) as far as it will go and
a wall pin driven through it, the pin being placed in line with the right
(or left) corner pins already driven. At the same time the rear corner
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689-690-691

wall loops are pulled to the roar and outward so that the rear wall of

the tent is stretched to complete tho rectangle. Wall pins are then drivei

through these loops. Each corner pin should be directly in rear

corresponding front corner pin, making a rectangle. Unless the

be wet, a small amount of slack should be allowed before the c.,rner pins
an- driven. According to the size of the tent one or two men, crawling
under the tent if necessary, fit each pole or ridge or upright into the ring
or ridge pole holes^and such accessories as hoo<l, fly, ami brace ropes
adjusted. If a tripod be used an additional man will go under the t

to adjust it. The tent steadied by the remaining men, one at i-ach corner

guy rope, will then be raised. If the tent is a ward or *

pe,
corner poles* will now bo placed at the four corners. The four corner

guy ropes are then placed over the lower notches of the laruc pins driven
in prolongation of the diagonals at such distance as to hold tin- walls

and ends of the tent vertical and smooth when tho guy ropes are drawn
taut. A wall pin is then driven through each remaining wall loop ami
"a large pin for each guy rope is driven in line with the corner guy pins

already driven. Tho guy ropes of the tent are placed over the lower

notches, while the guy ropes of the fly are placed over the upper
and are then drawn taut. Brace ropes when used, are then secured to

stakes or pins suitably placed. (799)

Conical Wall Tent

689. Drive the door pin and center pin 8 feet 3 inches apart-
the hood lines, with center pin as comer, describe two concentri
with radii 8 feet 3 inches and 11 feet 3 inches. In the outer circle lr

two door guy pins 3- feet apart. At intervals of about 3 fi the

other guy pins.
In other respects conical tents are erected practically as in tho

case of pyramidal tents, as explained in par. 688. (801)
To Strike- Common, Wall, Pyramidal, and Conical Wall Tents

690. STRIKE TENTS.
The men first remove all pins except those of tho four corner

guy ropes, or the four quadrant guy ropes in the case of the conical wall

tent. The pins are neatly piled or placed in their receptacle.
One man holds each guy, and when the ground is clear the tent

is lowered, folded, or rolled and tied, the poles or tripod and pole
fastened together, and the remaining pins collected. (802)

To Fold Tents

691. For folding common, wall, hospital, and storage tents: Spread
the tent flat on the ground, folded at the ridge so that bottoms of side

walls are even, ends of tents forming triangles to the right and left;

fold the triangular ends of the tent in toward the middle, making it

rectangular in shape; fold the top over about 9 inches; fold the tent in

two by carrying the top fold over clear to the foot; fold again in two
from the top to the foot; throw all guys on tent except the second from
each end; fold the ends in so as to cover about two-thirds of the second
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cloths; fold the left end over to meet the turned-in edge of the right
end, then fold the right end over the top, completing the bundle; tie

with two exposed guys.
For folding pyramidal tents: The tent is thrown toward the rear

and the back wall and roof canvas pulled out smooth. This may be most

easily accomplished by leaving the rear corner wall pins in the ground
with the wall loops attached, one man at each rear-corner guy, and one

holding the square iron in a perpendicular position and pulling the
canvas to its limit away from the former front of the tent. This leaves
the three remaining sides of the tent on top of the rear side, with the
door side in the middle.

Now carry the right-front corner over and lay it on the left-

rear corner. Pull all canvas smooth, throw guys toward square iron, and
pull bottom edges even. Then take the right-front corner and return to

the right, covering the right-rear corner. This folds the right side of

the tent on itself, with the crease in the middle and under the front side

of the tent.

Next carry the left-front corner to the right and back as
described above; this, when completed, will leave the front and rear sides

of the tent lying smooth and flat and the two side walls folded inward,
each on itself.

Place the hood in the square iron which has been folded down-
ward toward the bottom of tent, and continue to fold around the square
iron as a core, pressing all folds down flat and smooth, and parallel
with the bottom of the tent. If each fold Is compactly made and the
canvas kept smooth, the last fold wilt exactly cover the lower edge of
the canvas. Lay all exposed guys along the folded canvas except the
two on the center-width, which should be pulled out and away from
bottom edge to their extreme length for tying. Now, beginning at ono

end, fold toward the center on the first seam *that joining the first and
second widths) and fold again toward the center so that the already
folded canvas will come to within about three inches of the middle width.
Then fold over to the opposite edge of middle width of canvas. Then
begin folding from opposite end, folding the first width in half, then

making a second fold to come within about 4 or 5 inches of that already
folded, turn this fold entirely over that already folded. Take the ex-

_MIVS and draw them taut across each other, turn bundle over on the
under guy, cross guys on top of bundle drawing tight. Turn bundle over
on the crossed guys and tie lengthwise.

When properly tied and pressed together this will make a pack-
age 11 by 23 by 34 inches, requiring about 8,835 cubic inches to store or

pack.
Stencil the organization designation on the lower half of the

middle width of canvas in the back wall. (803)

'
- Warning Calls

692. First call, guard mounting, full dress, overcoats, drill, stable,

water, and boots and saddles precede- the assembly by such interval ae

may be prescribed by the commanding officer.
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698-C94-695

Mess, church, and fatigue, classed as service calls, may also

as warning calls.

First cull is tlu> first signal for formation for roll call aud for all

ceremonies except guard mounting.
Guard mounting is tin lirsi signal for yuanl mount ing.

The lii'ld music assembles at lirst call and guard mounting.
In a mixed command, boots and saddles i- . I t,. nun.

troops that their l"<>riiiaii"ii is to In- mounted; for D mount-

ing or mounted drill, it iinuu><liatelv follows the signal guard mounting or

drill.

When full dress or overcoats a/c to l>e worn, the full dress or
overcoat call immediately follows first call, guard mounting, or boots and
saddles. (804)

Formation, Calls

693. Assembly: The signal for companies or details to fall in.

Adjutant's call: The signal for companies to form battalion; also

for the guard defails to form fur guard mounting on t!u> camp or

parade ground; it follow;} the assembly at such interval as i'iv-

scribed by the commanding officer.

It is also used as a signal for the battalions to form regiment,
following the first adjutant's call at such interval as th commanding
officer may prescribe.

To the color: Is sounded when the color salutes. (805)

Alarm Calls

694. Fire call: The signal for the men to fall in, without arms, to

extinguish fire.

To arms: The signal for the men to fall in, under arms, on their

company's parade grounds as quickly as possible.
To horse: The signal for mounted men to proceed under arms to

their horses, saddle, mount and assemble at a designated place as quickly
as possible. In extended order this signal is used to remount troops.

(806)

Service Calls

695. Tattoo, taps, mess, sick, church, recall, issue, officers', captains',
first sergeants', fatigue, school, and the general.

The general is the signal for striking tents and loading wagons
preparatory to marching.

Keveille precedes the assembly for roll call; retreat to.

assembly, the interval between being only that required for formation
and roll call, except when there is parade.

Taps is the signal for extinguishing lights; it is usually
by call to quarters by such interval as prescril.rc! by Army Itegulati.

Assembly, reveille, retreat, adjutant's call, to the color, the flour-

ishes, ruffles, and the marches are sounded by afl the field music .unit'

the other calls, as a rule, are sotnuied ly tli.- nui^ii-iau of the guard or

orderly musician; he may also sound the assembly when tbe musician* axe
not united.
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696-697-698

Tho morning gnu i* fii-nd at the first note of reveille, or, if

reveille, it is fired at the commencement of the
first mar -h.

The evening gun is fin-d .-.t the last note of retreat. (807)

API'KNDIX A
War Department

Office of the Chief of Staff,

Washington, December 2, ID 11.

The Infantry Drill Regulations, 1911, have been prepared for the

(mops armed with the United States magazine rifle, model 1903.

guidance of organizations armed with the United States magazine
>. the following alternative paragraphs are published and

will be considered as suhsatnte paragraphs for the corresponding para-
graphs in the text: 75 (in part), 96, 98, 99, 134, 139, 141, 142, 148 and

By order of the Secretary of War:
LEONARD WOOD,

Major General, Chief of Staff.

_ Note. The paragraph numbers 75, 96, 98, etc., given above, follow
the paragraphs bel>

696. * * Third.

The cut-off ia kept turned down, except when using the magazine.

*

697. Being at order arms: 1. Unfix, BAYONET.
If the bayonet scabbard is carried on the belt: Take the

>n of parade rest, grasp the handle on the bayonet firmly with the

right hand, press the spring with the forefinger of the left hand, raise

the bayonet until the handle is about 6 inches above the muzzle of the

piece, drop the point to the left, back of hand Coward the body, and
glancing at the scabbard, return the bayonet, the blade passing between
the left arm and body; regrasp the piece with the right hand. and resume
the order.

If the bayonet scabbard is carried on the haversack: Take the

bayonet from the rifle with the left hand and return it to the scabbard in

the most convenient manner.
If marching or lying down, the bayonet is fixed and unfixed in

the most expeditious and convenient manner and the piece returned to
the original position.

Fix and unfix baronet are executed with promptness a.nd regu-
, but not in cadence. (96)

698. P.eiri^ at order arms: 1. Inspection, 2. ARMS.
At the second command, take the position of port arms. (TWO.)

With the right hand open the magazine gate, turn the bolt handle up,
draw the bolt back and glance at the magazine and chamber. Having
found them emptv, or having emptied them, raise the head and eyes to
the front. (98)
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699. Being at inspection arms: 1. 'Order (Right shoulder, port), 2.

AEMS.
At the preparatory command, push the bolt forward, turn the

handle down, Close the ma^a/.ine gate, ]>ull the trigger, and resui:

anus. At the command arms, complete the movement ordered. (99)

700. Pieces bring loaded and in the position of load, to execute other
movements with the pieeai loaded: 1. Lock, i.'. PIECES.

At the command pieces turn the safety lock fully to the right.

Th.e safety. luck is said to be at the "ready" when turned

left, and at the "safe" when turned to the right.
The cut-off is said to be "on" when turned up and "off" when

turned down, (l.'i-t)

701. Being in line or skirmish. line at halt: 1. With dummy (blank
or ball) cartridges, 2. LOAD.

At the command load each front-rank man or skirmi
half right and carries the right foot to the right, about one i

such position as will insure the greatest firmness and steadiness .<t' the

body; raises or lowers the piece and drops it into the left hand at i la-

balance, left thumb extended along the stock, muzzle at the height
breast. With the right hand he turns and draws the bolt back, takes a

cartridge between the thumb and first two fingers and places it in the

receiver; places palm of the hand against the back of the bolt handle;
thrusts the bolt home with a quick motion, turning down the handle, and
carries the hand to the small of the stock. Each rear-rank man UK

the right front, takes a similar position opposite the interval to th

of his front-rank man, muzzle of the piece extending beyond the front

rank, and loads.

A skirmish line may load while moving, the pieces being held
as nearly as practicable in the position of load.

If kneeling or sitting, the position of the piece is similar; if

kneeling, the left forearm rests on the left thigh; if sitting, the elbows
are supported by the knees. If lying down, the left hand steadies and

supports the piece at the balance, the toe of the butt resting on the

ground, tho muzzle off the ground.
For reference, these positions (standing, kneeling, -and lying

down) are designated as that of load. (139)

702. FILL MAGAZINE.
Take the position of load, if not already there, open the gate of

the magazine with the right thumb, take five cartridges from the box or

belt, and place them, with the bullets to the front, in the magazine,
turning the barrel slightly to the left to facilitate the insertion of the

cartridges; close the gate and carry the right hand to the small of the
stock.

To load from the magazine the command from magazine will be

given preceding that of load; the cut-off will be turned up on coming to

the position of load.

To resume loading from the belt the command from belt will

be given preceding the command load; the cut-off will be turned down on

coming to the position of load.
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703-704,705-706

The commands from magazine and from belt, indicating the

e in the manner of loading, will not be repeated in subsequent
commands.

The words from belt apply to cartridge box as well as belt.

In loading from the magazine care should be taken to push the
bolt fully forward and turn the handle down before drawing the bolt

back, as otherwise the extractor will not catch the cartridge in the

chamber, and jamming will occur with the cartridge following.
To fire from the magazine, the command magazine fire may be

given at any time. The cut-off is turned up and an increased rate of fire

iuted. After the magazine is exhausted the cut-off is turned down
and the firing continued, loading from the belt.

Magazine fire is employed only when, in the opinion of the

platoon leader or company commander, the maximum rate of fire be-
comes necessary. (141)

703. UNLOAD.
All take the position of load, turn the cut-off up, if not already

there, turn the safety lock to the left, and alternately open and close

'amber until all the cartridges are ejected. After the last cart-

is ejected the chamber is closed and the trigger pulled. The cart-

are then picked up, cleaned, and returned to the box or belt, and
the piece brought to the order. (142)

704. CLIP FIRE.
Turn the cut-off up; fire at will (reloading from the magazine)

until the cartridges in the piece are exhausted; turn the cut-off down;
fill magazine; reload and take the position of suspend firing. (148)

705. CEASE FIRING.
Firing stops; pieces not already there are brought to the position

of load, the cut-off turned down if firing from magazine, the cartridge is

drawn or the empty shell is ejected, the trigger is pulled, sights are laid

down, and the piece is brought to the order.

Cease firing is used for long pauses to prepare for changes of

position or to steady the men. (l^i)

APPENDIX B
"War Department,

Office of the Chief of Staff,

"Washington, December 2, 1911.

Paragraphs 747, 792, 793, 794, 795, 796, 797, and 798, Infantry
Drill Regulations, 1911, apply only to troops equipped with the Infantry
Equipment, model 1910. For troops equipped under General Orders, No.
23, War Department, 1906, and orders-amendatory thereof, the alter-

native paragraphs published herewith will govern.
By order of the Secretary of War:

LEONARD WOOD,
Major General, Chief of Staff.

Note. The paragraph numbers 747, 792, etc., given above, follow
the paragraph's In-low.

706. If the inspection is to include an examination of the blanket

rolls, the captain, before dismissing the company and after inspecting
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. directs the lieutenants to r4innin in pi:
1 nink

- tin- ri.ii!|i;iny ]>nck to four pa ITS fnmi the

intervals, and commands: J. Unsliiig, LI. PACKS, 3. Open, -i!

PACKS.
At the second command, each man unslings^his roll and ]>!:.

on the ground at bis feet, rounded end to the front, square
shelter half to the ri^'lit.

At the fourth command, the rolls are untied, laid perpendiovilar
to the front with the triangular end of the shelter half to the front,

opened, and unrolled to the left; each man prepares the contents of his

roll for inspection and resumes the attention.
The captain then returns saber, passes along the ranks and file

closers as before, inspects the rolls, returns to the right, draws sal-
commands: 1. Close, 2. PACKS.

At the second command each man, with his shelter half smoothly
spread on the ground with buttons up and triangular end to the front,
folds his blanket once across its length and places it upon the shelter

half, fold toward the bottom edge one-half inch from the square end,
the same amount of canvas uncovered at the top and bottom. IIo then

places the parts of the pole on the side of the blanket next the square end
of-shelter half, near and parallel to the fold, end of polo about 6 inches
from the edge of the blanket; nests the pins similarly near the opposite
edge of the blanket and distributes the other articles carried in the roll;

folds the triangular end and then the exposed portion of the bottom
of the shelter half over the blanket.

The two men in each file roll and fasten first the roll of the front
and then of the rear rank man. The file closers work similarly t\vo ;m<l

two, or with the front rank man of a blank file. Each pair stands on the
folded side, rolls the blanket roll closely and buckles the straps, pns
the end of the strap through both keeper and buckle, back over the buckl
and under the keeper. "With the roll so lying on the ground that the

edge of the shelter half can just be seen when looking vertically down-

ward, one end is bent upward and over to meet the other, a clove hitch

is taken with the guy rope first around the end to which it is attache
and then around the other end, adjusting the length of^ rope betwee
hitches to suit the wearer.

As soon as a file completes its two rolls each man places his ro
in the position it was in after being uuslung and stands at attention.

All the rolls being completed, the captain commands: 1. Sling,
2. PACKS.

At the second command the rolls are slung, the end containing
the pole to the rear.

The company is assembled, takes arms, and the captain completes
the inspection as before. (747)

707. Being in line or in column of platoons, the captain commands:
FORM FOR SHELTER TENTS.

The officers, first sergeant, and guides fall out; the cooks form
a file on the flank of the company nearest the kitchen, the first si -

and right guide fall in, forming the right file of the company; blank files
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708-709-710

are filled l.y the file closers or by men taken from the front rank; the

_'iiile or guides, and fn lorm on a convetiient flank.
n> I'orming column of ]>l:itoons. preparatory to pitching tents,

y may be redivided into two or more platoons, regardless of
!.' (7!>2)

708. The captain then causes tho company to take intervals as de-
vd in the School of the Squad, and commands: PITCH TENTS.

At the command pitch tents, each man steps off obliquely to tho
with the right foot and lays his rifle on the ground, the butt of tho
'ar the toe of the right foot, muzzle to the front, barrel to the left,

and stops hack into hi> place; each front-rank man then draws his bay-
tml sticks it in the ground by the outside of the right heel. All

nnsling and open tho blanket rolls and take out the shelter half, poles,
i then spreads his shelter half, triangle to the rear, flat

upon the ground the tent is to occupy, rear-rank man^s half on 'the right.
The halves are then buttoned together. Each front-rank man joins his

jiserts the top in the eyes of the halves, and holds the pole upright
the bayonet placed in the ground; his rear-rank man, using the

pins in front, pins down the front corners of the tent on the line of

bayonets, stretching the canvas taut; he then inserts a pin in the eye
rope and drives the pin at such distance in front of the pole as

to hold the rope taut. Both then go to the rear, of the tent; the rear rank
1 justs the pole and the front-rank man drives the pins. The rest

of the pins are then driven by both men, the rear-rank man working on
the right.

As soon as the tent is pitched each man arranges the contents
of the blanket roll in the tent and stands at attention in front of his
own half on line with the front guy rope pin.

The guy ropes, to have a uniform slope when the shelter tents
iionld all be of the same length. (793)

709. When the blanket roll is not carried, intervals are taken as de-

scribed above; the position of the front pole is marked with a bayonet
and equipments are laid aside. The men then proceed to the wagon, se-

cure their rolls, return to their places, and pritch tents as heretofore
described. (794)

710. To pitch double shelter tent, the captain gives the same com-
mands as before, except Take half interval is given instead of Take
interval. In taking interval, each man follows the preceding man at 2

paces. The captain then commands: PITCH DOUBLE TENTS.
The first sergeant places himself on the right of the right guide

and with him pitches a single shelter tent.

Only fehe odd numbers of the front rank mark the line with the

bayonet.
The tent is formed by buttoning together the square ends of two

single tents. Two complete tents, except one pole, are used. Two guy
are used at each end, the guy pins being placed in front of the

corner pins.
The tents are pitched by numbers 1 and 2, front and rear rank;

and by numbers 3 and 4, front and rear rank; the men falling in on the
left are numbered, counting off if necessary.
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710 (contd.)

All the men spread their shelter halve* on the ground tin- tent I-

to occupy. Those of the front rank are placed with the triangular end-

to the front. All four halves are then buttoned together, lirst tin-

am! then the square ends. The front eurners of the tent are pinned by th,

front-rank men, the odd number holding
the poles, the even number

driving the pins. The rear-rank men similarly pin the rear

While the odd numbers steady the poles, e:ieh even numb
the front rank takes his pole ami enters the tent, where, assisted by the
oven number of the rear rank, he adjusts the pole to the rent-

of the shelter halves in the following order: (1) The lower half of tin-

front tent; (2) the lower half of the rear tent; (3) the upper half of

the front tent; (4) the upper half of the rear tent. The guy n>;..

then adjusted.
The tents h'aving been pitched, the triangular ends are turned

back, contents of the rolls arranged, and the men stand at attention,
ach opposite his own shelter half and facing out from the tent. <
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711-712-713-714-715-716-717-718-719-720

CHAPTER II

MANUAL OF THE BAYONET
(The numbers following the paragraphs are those of the Mannal

of the Bayonet, U. 8. Army.)
711. The infantry soldier relies mainly on fire action to disable the

enemy, but he should know that personal combat is often necessary to

obtain sm-ri-ss. Therefore, he must be instructed in the use of the rifle

ami bayonet in hand-to-hand encounters. (1)
712. The object of this instruction is to teach the soldier how to make

effective use of the rifle and bayonet in personal combat; to make him
and proficient in handling his rif%; to give him an accurate eye
steady hand; and to give him confidence in the bayonet in offense

and defense. - When skill in these exercises has been acquired, the rifle

v.ill still remain a most formidable weapon at close quarters should the

:et be lost or disabled. (2)
713. Etliciency of organizations in bayonet fighting will be judgeA

by the skill shown by individuals in personal combat. For this purpose
or groups of opponents, selected at random from among recruits

and trained soldiers, should engage in assaults, using the fencing equip-
ment provided for the purpose. (3)

714. Officers and specially selected and thoroughly instructed non-
commissioned officers will act as instructors. (4)

715. Instruction in bayonet combat should begin as soon as the
soldier is familiar with the handling of his rifle and will progress, as

far as practicable, in the order followed in the text. (5)
716. Instruction is ordinarily given on even ground, but practice

should also be had on uneven ground, especially in the attack and
use of intrenehments. (6)

717. These exercises will not be used as a calesthenic drill. (7)
718. The principles of the commands are the same as those given in

paragraphs 58, 64, and 87. Intervals and distances will be taken as in

aphs 156 and 158, except that, in formations for bayonet exercises,
the men should be at least four paces apart in every direction. (8)

719. Before requiring soldiers to take a position or execute a move-
ment for the first time, the instructor executes the same for the purpose
of illustration, after which he requires the soldiers to execute the move-
ment individually. Movements prescribed in this manual will not be
executed in cadence as the attempt to do so results in incomplete execu-
tion and lack of vigor. Each movement will be executed correctly as

quickly as possible by every man. As soon as the movements are ex-

irately, the commands are given rapidly, as expertness with,

the bayonet depends chiefly upon quickness of motion. (9)
720. The exercises will be interrupted at first by short and frequent

rests. The rests will be less frequent as proficiency is attained. Fa-
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721-722-723-724-725

ti,'iie ami exhaustion will ho specially guarded
ln-iii^ taken in tip ind delay 1 ho

;

the instnn tion. Ifcsts Mill i. from I ho position of order arms in

tho manner pieM-rihed in I (10)

THE BAYONET
XOM i-.vci. ATi-itr: .\N"i>

721. The bayonet ia a cutting and thrusting weapon
three principal parts, \i/.. tin- bl>' f, (11)

Fig. 1

722. The blade has the following parts: Edge, false edge, back,
grooves, point, and tang. The length of the blade from guard to point
is 16 inches, the edge 14.5 inches, and the false edge 5.6 inches. !

of the rifle, bayonet fixted, is 5D.4 inches. The weight of the bay>
1 pound; weight of rifle without bayonet is 8.C9 pounds. Th'

gravity of the rifle, with bayonet fixed, is just in front of the rear

sight. (12)

1. INSTRUCTION WITHOUT THE BITLE
723. The instructor explains the importance of good footwork and

impresses on the men the fact that quickness of foot and suppleness of

body are as important for attack and defense as is the ability to parry
and deliver a strong point or cut. (K!)

724. All foot movements should be made from tho position of guard.
As far as practicable, they will be made on the balls of the l'<

insure quickness and agility. No hard and fast rule can be laid

down as to the length of the various foot movements; this depends en-

tirely on the situations occurring in combat. (14)
725. Tho men having taken intervals or distances, the instructor

commands:
1. Bayonet exercise, 2. GUARD.
At the command guard, half face to the right, carry back and

place the right foot about once and a half its length to tho rear and
about 3 inches to the right, the feet forming with each other an angl^
of about (iO, weight of the body balanced equally on the balls of the

feet, knees slightly bent, palms of hands on hips, fingers to the front,
thumbs to the rear, head erect, head and eyes straight to the front.
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726-727-728-729-730-731-732-733-734-735-738-737

726. To resume tho attention, 1. Squad, 2. ATTENTION. Tin- men
'ho position of the soldier and fix their attention.

727. ADVANCE. Advance th.> left foot quickly about once its length
. immediately with the right foot the same distance. (17)

728. RETIRE. Move the right foot quickly. to the rear about onco its

;i, follow immediately v.iili the left foot the same distance.

1. Front, '_'. PASS. Place the right foot quickly about on

length in front of the left, advance the left foot to its proper position
Of the right. (19)

730. 1. Rear, i\ PASS. Place the left foot quickly about once its

length in rear of the right, retire the right foot to its proper position in

of the left.

The passe> are used to get quickly within striking distance or

to withdraw quirklv therefrom. (20)
731. 1. Right, 2.' STEP. Step to the right with the right foot about

ta length and place the left foot iu its proper relative position.

732. 1. Left, 2. STEP. Step to the left with the left foot about once

ngth and place the right foot in its proper relative position.
These Me|'S are used to circle around an enemy, to secure a more

favorable line of attack, or to avoid the opponent's attack. Better
1 or more favorable light may be gained in this way. In bayonet

fencing and in actual combat the foot first moved in stepping to the

right or left is the one which at the moment bears the least weight. (22)

II. INSTRUCTION WITH THE RIFLE
733. The commands for and the execution of the foot movements'

are the same as already given for movements without the rifle. (23)

734. The men having taken intervals or distances, the instructor com-
mands:

1. Bayonet exercise, 2. GUARD.
At the second command take the position of guard (see par.

15); at the same time throw the rifle smartly to the front, grasp the
rifle with the left hand just below the lower band, fingers between the
stock and gun sling, barrel turned slightly to the left, the right hand

grasping the small of the stock about 6 inches in front of the right
. hows free from the body, bayonet point at the height of the

chin. (24) (See Fig. 2)

735. 1. Order, 2. ARMS.
Bring the right foot up to the left and the rifle to the position

of order arms, at the same time resuming the position of attention. (25)
736. During the preliminary instruction, attacks and defenses will

be executed from guard until proficiency is attained, after which they
en ted from any position in which the rifle is held. (26)

ATTACKS
737. 1. THRUST.

Thrust the rifle quickly forward to the full length of the left

irning the barrel to the 'left, and direct the point of the bayonet
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738

at the point to be attacked, luilt covering the right forearm. At the
iinc straighten tht> right leg vigorously and throw the weight of

the body forward and on tin- l< ft ITL', tin- liall of the right foot always
on the ground, (Juard is iv.suiiird inuiu'dijiti'ly without (oniuiaiid.

82887" 13
Fig. 3

The force of the thrust is delivered principally with the right

arm, the left being used to direct the bayonet. The points at which
the attack should be directed are, in order of their importance, stomach,
chest, head, neck, and limbs. (27)

738. 1. LUNGE.
Executed in the same manner as the thrust, except that the left

foot is carried forward about twice its length. The left heel must al-

ways be in rear of the left knee. Guard is resumed immediately with-

out command. Guard may also be resumed by advancing the right foot

if, for any reason, it is desired to hold the ground gained in lunging. In
the latter case, the preparatory command forward will be given. Each
method should be practiced. (28) .
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739

739. 1. Butt, -2. STRIKE.
Straight en riur bt ami and right log vigorously and swing butt of

ritlf against point of attack, pivoting the rille in the left hand at about
the height of the left shoulder, allowing the bayonet to pass to the rear

on the loft side of the head. Guard is resumed without command.
The points of attack in their order of importance are, head,

neck, stomach, and crotch.
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10-741-742-743

740. 1. Cut, '2. DOWN.
a quick e of bayo:

point of attack, (lu.-u.l is resumed without command.
741. 1. Cut, 2. EIGHT (LEFT).

With u (|iiii:k extension of the arms execute a -i:t to the

(left), directing the edge toward the point attacked. Guunl
Tvifhont command.

r-
~

1 , U

Fig. 6 Fig. 7

inches in diameter, suitably suspended at desired heights.
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The
eially useful against

head, neck, ami hands of an

enemy. In executing left

nit it should lie remem-
bered that the fa'v

. is only .">.<; indies

long. The cuts ean 1>

cuted in continuation of

strokes, thrusts, lunges, and

jiarries. (31)
7-12. To dire.-t an al-

to the right, left, or rear

the soldier will change
front as quickly as pos~
in the most convenient

manner, for example: 1.

To the right rear, 2. Cut, 3.

DOWN; 1. To the right, 8.

LUNGE; ]. To the left, 2.

THEUST, etc.

Whenever p<

the impetus gained l>y the

turning movement of tic

body should be thrown int<

the attack. In general tlu<

will be best accompli
by turning on the ball of
the right foot.

These movements
constitute a change of

front in which the position
of guard is resumed at the

completion of the move-
ment. (32)

743. Good judgment of
distance is essential. Accu-

racy in thrusting and lung-

ing is best attained l>y

practicing these attacks
a gain -I rings or other con-

venient open! ! it 3



744-745-746-747-748-749-750

744. The thrust and lunges at rings should ; *>.! hy en-
-o hit t!i g looked at. This should ho followed },y

ack against one opKiiiii^' while looking at another. (34)
iitT should also experience the effect of actual resistance

offered to the bayoi.et and the butt of the rifle in attacks. This will

ight by practicii .: attacks against a duniiny. (35)
746. Dummies should be constructed in such a manner as to permit

ion of attacks without injury to the point or edge of the

bayonet or to ttie barrel or stock of the rifle. A suitable dummy can
de from pieces of rope about 5 feet in length plaited closely to-

gether into a cable between fi and 12 inches in diameter. Old rope is

ible. B;>s weighted and stuffed with hay, straw, Bhavings, etc.,
air also suitable. (36)

DEFENSES
747. In the preliminary drills in the defenses the position of guard

is resumed, by command, after each parry. When the men have be-

come proficient, the instructor will cause them to resume the position of

guard instantly without command after the execution of each parry. (37)
748. 1. Parry, 2. EIGHT.

Keeping the right hand in the guard position, move the rifle

sharply to the right with the left arm, so that the bayonet point is

about 6 inches to the right. (38)
749. ]. Parry, 1. LEFT.

Move the rifle sharply to the left front with both hands so as

to cover the point attacked. (39)
750. 1. Parry, 2. HIGH.

l.'aise the rifle with both hands high enough to clear the line of

vision, barrel downward, point of the bayonet to the left front.

When necessary to raise the rifle well above the head, it may
be supported between the thumb and forefinger of the left hand. This

position will be necessary against attacks from higher elevations, such
as meu mounted or on top of parapets. (40)
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Fig. 8 Fig. 9

751. 1. Low parry, 2. RIGHT (LEFT).
Carry the point of the bayonet down until it is at tln>

of the knee, moving the point of the bayonet sufficiently to the ri^ht

(left) to keep the opponent's attacks clear of the point threatened.
752. These parries are rarely used, as an attack below the waist

leaves the head and body exposed. (41)
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753-754-755

753. Parries must not be too wide or sweeping, but sharp, short

motions, finished with a jerk or quick catch. The hands should, as far
as possible, be kept in the line of attack. Parries against butt strike

are made by quickly moving the guard so as to cover the point attacked.

(42)
75-i. To provide against attack from the right, left, or rear the soldier

will change front as quickly as possible in the most convenient manner;
for example: 1. To the left rear, 2. Parry, 3. HIGH; 1. To the right,
2. Parry, 3. EIGHT, etc.

These movements constitute a change of front in which the posi-
tion of guard is resumed at the completion of the movement.

In changing front for the purpose of attack or defense, if there
is danger of wounding a comrade, the rifle should first be brought to a
vertical position. (43)

III. INSTRUCTION WITHOUT THE BAYONET
755. 1. Club rifle, 2. SWING.

Being at order arms, at the preparatory command quickly raise

and turn the rifle, regrasping it with both hands between the rear sight
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756

ami inu7i-.iv-. barrel dowj^ thumbs around tl. ! the butt;
at th. the rille above tin- shoulder f:i: MI thn

opponent, butt elevated ami to tin- rear, elbows slightly bent and

traight. Kach indi vi.lual takes sm-h position of the . .biers,
and hands as best accords with his natural dexterity. SWING. T
the grasp of the hands and swing the rille to (lie from ward,
direeting it at tlio head of t: "it and immediately return to thp

position of club rifle by completing the swing of the rifle downward
and to tln> rear. Repeat by the command. SWING.

Tlu> rifle should be swung with Miflicii-nt force to break through

any guard or parry that may lie interpos'

Being at club rifle, order arms is resumed by command.
The use of this attack against dummies or in fencing is pro-

hibited. (41)

Fig. 12

756. The position of club rifle may be taken from any position of

the rifle prescribed in the Manual of Arms. It will not be takon in

personal combat unless the emergency is such as to preclude the use

of the bayonet. (45)
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757-758-759-760-761-762-765

IV. COMBINED MOVEMENTS
757. The purpose of combined ; tf is to develop moro vigorous

i in. .re effective defenses th:in ;ire obtained by the single

develop skill in passing from attack to defense and the,

e. Every movement to the front should be accompanied by an
. which is lit' n effectiveness by the forward movement

\. Kvery nn>\ enient to tlie rear should ordinarily be accorn-
i ry and should always be followed by an attack. Movi>

to the right or left may be accompanied by attacks or defenses.

758. Not more than three movements will be xised in nny combina-
"tor should first indicate the number of movements thai

are t<> wo movements or three movements. The
i -rmined by one command of execution, and the position of

i upon the completion of the last movement only.

EXAMPLES
Front pass and LUNGE.
Eight step and THEUST.
Left step and low parry EIGHT.
Eear pass, parry left and LUNGE.
Lunge and cut EIGHT.
Parry right and parry HIGH.
Butt strike and cut DOWN.
Thrust and parry HIGH.
Parry high and LUNGE.
Advance, thrust and cut EIGHT.
Eight step, parry left and cut DOWN.
To the left, butt strike and cut DOWN.
To the right rear, cut down and butt STEIKE. (47)

759. Attacks against dummies will be practiced. The approach will

be made against the dummies both in quick time and double time. (48)

V. PRACTICAL BAYONET COMBAT
760. The principles of practical bayonet combat should be taught as

- possible during the progress of instruction in bayonet exer-

!9)
761. The soldier must be continually impressed with the extreme

importance of the offensive due to its moral effect. Should an attack

fail, it should be followed immediately by another attack before the
nt has an opportunity to assume the offensive. Keep the opponent

I-. If, due to circumstances, it is necessary to take the
.ich for an opportunity to assume the offensive

advantage of it,. (."0)
762. Observe the ground with a view to obtaining the best footing.

'or this will generally be too limited to permit more than a single
~>1 )

7C3. In personal coiib:;t watch thr opponent's eyes if they can he
i, and do r.ot fix the eyes on his weapon nor upon the point
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764-765-766-767-768-769-770-771-772-773-774-775

of your attack. If his eyes can not hi- plainly seen, as in night attacks,
\\atch the movements of his weapon and of his body. (52)

764. Keep tin- body well covered ami deliver attacks vigorously. The
point of the bayonet should always bo kept as nearly as possible in thu
line of attack. The less tho rifle is moved upward, downward, to thu

right, or to tho left, the better prepared the soldier is for attack or de-

fense. (53)
765. Constantly watch for a chance to attack the opponent's left hand.

His ]K)sition of guard will not differ materially from that described in

paragraph 24. If his bayonet is without a cutting edge, ho will be at a

great disadvantage. (54)
766. The buft is used for close and sudden attacks. It is particularly

useful in riot duty. From the position of port arms a sentry can strike
a severe blow with tho butt of the rifle. (55)

767. Against a man on foot, armed with a sword, be careful that the
muzzle of the rifle is not grasped. All the swordsman's ( i^ics will In-

directed toward getting past the bayonet. Attact him with short stabbing
thrusts, and keep him beyond striking distance of his weapon. (56)

768. The adversary may attempt a greater extension in the ihrust and

lunge by quitting the grasp of his piece with the left hand and advancing
the right as far as possible. When this is done, a sharp parry may cause
him to lose control of his rifle, leaving him exposed to a counter-attack,
which should follow promptly. (57)

769. Against odds a small number of men can fight to best advantage
by grouping themselves so as to prevent their being attacked from be-

hind. (58)
770. In fighting a mounted man armed with a saber every effort must

be made to get on his near or left side, because hen- his reach is much
shorter and his parries much weaker. If not possible to. disable such an

enemy, attack his horse and then renew the attack on the horseman.
771. In receiving night attacks the assailant's movements can 1

observed from the kneeling or prone position, as his approach generally

brings him against the sky line. When he arrives within attacking dis-

tance rise quickly and lunge well forward at the middle of his body. (60)

VI. FENCING EXERCISES

772. Fencing exercises in two lines consist of combinations of thrusts,

parries, and foot movements executed at command or at will, the oppo-
nent replying with suitable parries and returns. (61)

773. The instructor will inspect the entire fencing equipment 1

the exercise begins and assure himself that everything is in such condi-

tion as will prevent accidents. (62)
774. The men equip themselves and form in two lines at the order,

facing each other, with intervals of about 4 paces between files and a
distance of about 2 paces between lines. One line is designated as num-
ber 1; the other, number 2. Also as attack and defense. (63)

775. The opponents being at the order facing each other, the instructor

commands: SALUTE.
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776-777-778-779-780-781-782-783-784

man, with eyes on his opponent, carries the left hand smart-

ly to the riu'ht side, palm of the hand down, thumb and fingers extended
and joined, forearm horizontal, forefinger touching the bayonet. (Two)
Drop the arm smartly by the side.

This salute is the fencing salute.

All fencing exercises and all fencing at will between individuals
will begin ami terminate with the formal courtesy of the fencing salute.

(64)
776. After the fencing salute has been rendered the instructor com-

: 1 . Fencing exercise, 2. GUARD.
At tin- ciimmand guard each man comes to the position of guard,

heretofore defined, bayonets crossed, each man's bayonet bearing lightly
to the right against the corresponding portion of the opponent's bayo-
net. The position is known as the engage or engage right. (65)

777. Being at the. engage right: ENGAGE LEFT.
The attack drops the point pf his bayonet quickly until clear of

his opponent's rifle and describes a semicircle with it upward and to the

bayonets are crossed similarly as in the engaged position, each

bayonet bearing lightly to the left against the corresponding por-
tion of the opponent's bayonet. (66)

778. Being at engage" left: ENGAGE RIGHT.
The attack quickly drops the point of his baj'onet until clear of

his opponent's rifle and describes a semicircle with it upward and to the
left and engages.

779. Being engaged: ENGAGE LEFT AND RIGHT.
The attack engages left and then immediately engages right. (68)

780. Being engaged left: ENGAGE RIGHT AND LEFT.
The attack engages right and then immediately engages left. (GO)

781. 1. Number one, ENGAGE RIGHT (LEFT); 2. Number two,
COUNTER.

Number one executes the movement ordered, as above; number
two quickly drops the point of his bayonet and circles it upward to the

original position/ (70)
782. Tn all fencing while maintaining the pressure in the engage, a

certain freedom of motion of the rifle is allowable, consisting of the

play, or up-and-down motion, of one bayonet against the other. This is

ry to prevent the opponent from divining the intended attack. It

also prevents his using the point of contact as a pivot for his assaults.

In changing from one engage to the other the movement is controlled by
the left hand, the right remaining stationary. (71)

783. After some exercise in engage, engage left, and counter, exer-
cises will be given in the assaults. (72)

ASSAULTS
78-t. The part of the body to be attacked will be designated by name

as head, neck, chest, stomach, legs. No attacks will be made below the
knees. The commands are given and the movements for each line are

x plained thoroughly by the instructor; tne execution begins at
the command assault. Number one executes the attack, and number two
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785-78G-787-788-789-790-791

li!:::i!,,M t\vi. -ml iiiiiiil..

parries. (73)
785. For con Mto simple

attacks, counter-attacks, attack on the rifle, and feints.

ATTA.

786. Success in those attacks depends on quickness <>!' mov.
There arc three simple attacks the straight, the disengagement, and tho
counter disengagement. They are not precedi-d by a iVint.

787. In the Straight the bayonet is directed -;traiglit at an opening from
_rnged position. Contact with the opponent 's rille may, or may not,

he abandoned while making it. If the opening be hi^h or 1.

with the rifle will usually be abandoned on commencing the attack. If

the opening be near his guard, the light pressure used in the engage may
ntinued in the attack.

Example: Being at the engage right, 1. Number one, at neck
(head, chest, right leg, etc.), thrust; 2. Number two, parry right; 3.

ASSAULT. (76)
788. In the disengagement contact with the opponent's rifle is aban-

doned and the point of the bayonet is circled under or over his bayonet or
rifle and directed into the opening attacked. This attack is deliv.

one continuous spiral movement of the bayonet from the moment co'itact

is abandoned.

Example: Being at the engage right, 1. Number one, at stomach
(left chest, 'left log, etc.), thrust, 2. Number two, parry left

3. ASSAULT. (77)
789. 'In the counter disengagement a, swift attack is made into the

opening disclosed while the opponent is attempting to change the engnge-
ment of his rifle. It is delivered by one continuous spiral movement
of the bayonet into the opening.

Example: Being at the engage right, 1. Number two, engage left;
2. Number one, at chest, thrust; 3. Number two, parry left; 4. ASSAULT.

Number two initiates the movement, number one thrusts as sooii

as the opening is made, and number two then attempts to parry.
790. A counter-attack or return is one made instantly after or in

continuation of a parry. The parry should be as narrow as possible. This
makes it more difficult for the opponent to recover and counter parry.
The counter-attack should also be made at, or just before, the full

extension of the opponent's attack, as when it is so made, a simple
extension of the arms will generally be sufficient to reach the opponent's
body.

Example: Being at engage, 1. Number two, at chest, lunge;
2. Number one, parry right, and at stomach (chest, head, etc.), thrust;
.-{. ASSAULT. (79)

ATTACKS ON THE Rirus

791. These movements are made for the purpose of forcing or dis-

closing an opening into which an attack can be made. They are the

press, the beat, and the twist. (80)
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792-793-794 / 95-796- /97-798-799-800-801

792. In the press the attack quickly presses .against the oppoi
with his own and continues the prc. uiv as'the attack

[ivered.

inplf: Krin'4 Jit the engage, 1. Number one, press, and at

chest, thrust; 2. Number two, parry right; 3. ASSAULT. (81)
793. The attack by disengagement is particularly effective following

the press.

:nple: Being at the engage, 1. Number one, press, and at

thrust; '2. Number two, low parry left; 3. ASSAULT.
794. The beat is an attack iu which a sharp blow struck against

the opponent's rifle for the purpose of forcing him to expose nn opening
into which an attack immediately follows. It is used when there is

but slight opposition or no contact of rifles.

Example: Being at the engage, 1. Number one, beat and at

stomach (chest, etc.), thrust; 2. Number two, parry left; 3. ASSAULT.
(83)

795. In the twist the rifle is crossed over the opponent's rifle or bayo-
net and his bayonet forced downward with a circular motion and a

straight attack made into the opening. It requires superior strength on
the part of tho attack. .

Example: Being at the engage, 1. Number one, twist, and at

stomach, thrust; 2. Number two, low parry, left; 3. ASSAULT. (84)

FEINTS

796. Feints are movements which threaten or simulate attacks and
are made with a view to inducing an opening or parry that exposes
the desired point of attack. They are either single or double, according
to the number of such movements made by the attack. (85)

797. In order that the attack may be changed quickly, as little force

as possible is put into a feint.

Example: Being at the engage, Number one, feint head thrust

at stomach, lunge; 2. Number two, parry right and low parry right;
3. ASSAULT.

Number one executes the feint and then the attack. Number
two executes both parries. (86)

798. In double feints first one part of the body and then another
is threatened and a third attacked.

Kxample: Being at the engage, 1. Number one, feint straight
thrust at chost; disengagement at chest; at stomach, lunge; 2. Number
two, parry right, parry left, and low parry left; 3. ASSAULT. (87)

799. An opening may be offered or procured by opposition, as in the

press or beat. (88)
800. In fencing exercises every feint should at first be parried. When

the defense is able to judge or divine the character of the attack the

is not necessarilv parried, but may bo nullified by a counter feint.

(89)
801. A counter feint is a feint following the opponent's feint or

following a parry of his attack and generally occurs in combined move-
ments. (90)
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802-803-804-806-8ub BOV bOi, .09-810-811

COMBINED MOVEMENTS
802. Wlioii the men have become thoroughly familiar with tin- various

foot mo\ emeiits, parries, guards, attacks, feints, etc., tin- instructor

Line- -ev.Tal of them and gives the commands in (|uick succession,

incieaMiig the rapidity and number of movements as the men become
more skillful. Opponents will be changed frequently.

1. Kxample: Being at the engage, 1. Number one, by disengage-
ment at chest, thrust; 2. Number two, parry left, right step (left foot

first), and lunge; 3. ASSAULT.
2. Example: Being at engage left, 1. Number one, press and

lunge; 2. Number two, parry right, left step, and thrust; :;. ASSAULT.
3. Example: Being at the engage, 1. Number one, by disengage-

ment at chest, thrust; 2. Number two, parry left, front pass, and at head
butt strike; 3. Number one, right step; 4. ASSAULT. (91)

803. Examples 1 and 2 are typical of movements known as cross

counters, and example No. 3 of movements known as close counters. (02)
804. A chancery is an attack by means of which the opponent is dis-

armed, which causes him to lose control of his rifle, or which disables his

\ weapon. (93)
805. When the different combinations are executed with sufficient

skill the instructor will devise series of movements to be memorized
and executed at the command assault. The accuracy and celerity of
the movements will be carefully watched by the instructor, with a
view to the correction of faulty execution. (94)

806. It is not intended to restrict the number of movements,
leave to the discretion of company comntanders and the ingenuity of
instructors the selection of such other exercises as accord with the

object of the drill. (95)

VII. FENCING AT WILL
807. As satisfactory progress is made the instructor will proceed to

the exercises at will, by which is meant assaults between two men, each

endeavoring to hit the other and to avoid being hit himself. Fencing,
at will should not be allowed to degenerate into random attacks and
defenses. (96)

808. The instructor can supervise but one pair of combatants at a
time. Frequent changes should be made so that the men may learn

different methods of attack and defense from each other. (97)
809. The contest should begin with simple, careful movements, with

a view to forming a correct opinion of the adversary; afterwards ev

$ing will depend on coolness, rapid and correct execution of the move-
ments and quick perception of the adversary's intentions. (98)

810. Continual retreat from the adversary's attack and frequent dodg-

ing to escape attacks should be avoided. The offensive should be con-

tinually encouraged. (99)
811. In fencing at will, when no commands are given, opponents

facing each other at the position of order arms, salute. They then im-

mediately and simultaneously assume the position of guard, riflcc engaged.
Neither man may take the position of guard before his opponent has cotn-
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pie! oil his salute. The choice of position is decided before the salute.

(100)
812. The opponents being about two paces apart and the fencing

salute having Ix-i-n rendered, the instructor commands, at will, 2. AS-
SAULT, after which either party has the right to attack. To interrupt

? test the instructor will command HALT, at which the combatants
will immediately come to the, order. To terminate the contest the in-

structor will command, 1. Halt, 2. SALUTE, at which the combatants
will immediately come to the order, salute, and remove their masks. (101)

813. When men have acquired confidence in fencing at will, one
nt should be required to advance upon the other in quick time

at charge bayonet, from a distance not to exceed 10 yards, and deliver
an attack. As soon as a hit is made by either opponent the instructor

commands, HALT, and the assault terminates. Opponents alternate in

assaulting. The. assailant is likewise required to advance at double time
from a distance not exceeding 20 yards and at a run from a distance
not exceeding 30 yards. (102)

814. The instructor will closely observe the contest and decide doubt-
ful points. He will at once stop the contest upon the slightest indication
of temper. After conclusion of the combat he will comment on the
action of both parties, point out errors and deficiencies and explain how
they may be avoided in the future. (103)

815. As additional instruction, the men may be permitted to wield
the rifle left handed, that is on the left side of the body, left hand at the
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small of the stock. Many men will l>o a'de lo use this method
age. It i .e 1ft" I hand in wni '!)

816. After iiii-ii have f.'nced in
I':.

h<mld !

fencing l>et \\ecii groups, rtjuully ami unequally divided. \Vheu

cable, iutreuchments will be used in fencing ,,f this d.

In group fencing it will n

of umpires to decide hits. An individual receiving a hit is witi

at oner from the bout, which is decided in favor of the group having
the numerical superiority at the end. The fencing eulute is n

in group fencing. (105)

817. BULKS FOE FENCING AT WILL
1. Hits on the legs below tho knees will not be count -d. No hit

counts unless, in tho opinion of the instructor, it has Biitticicnt force
to disable.

L'. Upon receiving a hit, call out "hit."
3. After receiving a fair hit a counter-attack is not permitted. A

position of engage is taken.
4. A second or third hit in a combined attack will be counted only

when the first hit was not called.

5. "When it is necessary to stop the contest for example, because of

breaking of weapons or displacement of means of protection take tho

position of the order.

6. "U'ken it is necessary to suspend the assault for any can

will not be resumed until the adversary is ready and in condition to

defend himself.
7. Attacks directed at the crotch are prohibited in fencing.
8. Stepping out of bounds, when established, counts as a hit. (106)

818. SUGGESTIONS FOR FENCING AT

When engaging in an assault, first study the adversary's posi
tion and proceed by false attacks, executed with speed, to discover, if

possible, his instinctive parries. In order to draw the adversary out
and induce him to expose that part of the body at which the attack is to

be made, it is advisable to simulate an attack by a feint and then make
the real attack. (107)

819. Eeturn attacks should be frequently practiced, as they are di Hi-

cult to parry, and the opponent is within easier reach and more exposed.
The return can be made a continuation of the parry, as there is no

previous warning o its delivery, although it should always be e\

Returns are made without lunging if the adversary can be reached K

thrusts or cuts. (108)
820. Endeavor to overcome tho tendency to make a return withou

knowing where it will hit. Making returns blindly is a bad ha!

leads to instinctive returns that is, habitual returns with certain .

from certain parries a fault which the skilled opponent will soon di

cover. (109)
821. Do not draw the rifle back preparatory to thrusting and Inn-ring.

(110)
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822. The purpose of fencing at will is to toach the soldier as many
forms of simple, effective a!tac!;> :iu<l defenses :is possible. Complicated
and intricate movements should not lie attempted. (Ill)

HINTS FOR INSTRUCTORS

823. The influence of the instructor is groat. He must be master of
liis weapon, not only to show the various movements, but also to lead

- at will. He should stimulate the 7f>al of the men mid
~ure in tin* work. should qualify themselves as in-

structors by fencing with each other. (112)

LESSOXS OF THE EUROPEAN WAR
824. Modification of our system of bayonet combat suggested. The

o, the system of bayonet and con,

.d by the War Department in the Manual of the Bayonet.
the use of the bayonet in the present^European war, which h;-s

:hat wea|)on an importance and prominence heretofore unheard of,
s indicated below, certain modifications of our system.

not to be directed against chest. The attack should bo
I at the adversary's neck or stomach, and not agninst his chest;

for, if the bayonet is driven into the chest, there will probably lie

difficulty in withdrawing it, and while your bayonet is being so held,
imbedded in your adversary's chest, you are at the mercy of any other

enemy soldier free to strike you.

(b) Mi'li'i' nn pur" i>< t. When the first wave of an attacking line

s the enemy's trench, it is usually met outside the trench, the melee

taking place on the parapet, and fortunate is the man who is skilled in

handling his bayonet. Such a man has a much greater chance to Live

through the mSloe than the one who is not skillful in using his bayonet.
Tn the excitement and confusion -of

this melee the greatest possible care
must be taken not to stab some of

.your own men in the back.

(c) Position of feet. The British
have been teaching their men . to

keep both feet pointing toward the

enemy instead of having the right
foot turned to the right, as in our

system. Note the position of the
feet in Figs. 15-18.

(d) Tlie "Short point" (or
"Short thrust") and the "Jab."
There are two attacks used by Euro-

pean troops which we miyht learn
H-ilJi BTQftt. Th.-v an- th,< -'Short

p-ii:l
"

(or "Short thrust") and the
..."

Fig. 14
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POSITION OF GUARD

(e) The short point (or short)

thrust). The short point (or short

thrust) is taken from the position of

guard (Fig. 14), by slipping the left

hand up to the grip of the bayonet,
grasping it and the barrel, as shown in

this figure:

Fig. IS

The rifle is then drawn back
te the fullest extent of the right arm,
thus:

Fig. 16

and a vigorous thrust is made at the objective (Fig. 15), immcdiuMy

after which the bayonet is withdrawn vigorously, the left hand relaxed

and the position of guard (Fig. 14) is resumed by pushing the rifle snmrtly

forward until the left hand is in its proper place.

It should be practiced on sand bags or other targets in posit

at the height of the rifle, above it and below it.
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(f) The jab. The jab is taken
from the first position of the "Short
point" (Fig. 15), by slipping tho

right hand up to the left as the riflo

is drawn hack to make the "Short
thrust" (Fig. 17).

Fig. 17

Then make a vigorous upward thrust

(Fig. 18) which should be aimed at the adver-
s throat.

This may bo practiced combined with the short thrust or tho

ordinary thrust. It may also be practiced with a run toward the target.
a useful attack at close quarters.

(g) The butt. The rifle butt is used with great effect at close quarters,
ws being directed against an adversary's jaw or in the region of

the heart.
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<nh-rrstirii. Tho mon arc taught 1.

enemy :uul how to use the; ir uppou<

^i) ll'itinlrai -r driving tlr into an
iriit. then tin- lirst consideration is to get it out of his body. T

'lit- by slipping llu1 left hand up ti> the bayonet grip Rm l exerting
'orous pull, which is immediately followed by a. return to iuu

of guard.
(j) Points in training. In the first stamps of training, special :r

tion is para to a firm grip and ]>r..per handling of arms; then the
attention is nivcii to ''direction" when thrust inx, limbing, and i

Until tin-so essentials have been thoroughly mastered, quid,
.should not be insisted upon.

Confidence conies after continued practice, and quickness and vigor
will come with confidrncc.

After the men are taught to make all the attacks aa individuals

they should be given practice in them as groups.
Sandbars \\ith discs marked on them to provide targets arc

in instructing the British armies.

These bags are suspended from trees or trestles, or are put into

trenches or pits, and are also placed on the ground.
An excellent scheme is used in teaching the men what the shock of

a charge is like. The men are divided into two or more groups and are

equipped with fencing outfits. One group is designated as the defense and
is plarrd in trenches. Thb other groups are the attackers. They
sent forward in waves or in one line. To make their advance more realistic

they have to get over or around obstacles. To take in all phases the

attackers are made stronger than the defense and the defense retires

whereupon the attackers endeavor to disable them by thrusting at the

kidneys. Likewise the defense is made strong enough to drive off the

offense.

In the charge the men are taught to run at the "High Port" (the
rifle is held as in "Port arms," but is carried well nbovo tho head)
The rifle is brought down to guard just before the enemy is met.
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CHAPTER III

MANUAL OF PHYSICAL TRAINING
: TRACTS) .

METHODS
825. In the employment of the various forms of physical training

it is necessary that well-defined methods should be introduced in order
that the oliject of this training may be attained in the most thorough
and systematic manner. Whenever it is possible this work should be

: out of doors. In planning these methods the following factors
must be considered:

(a) The condition and physical aptitude of the men.

(b) The facilities.

(c) The time.

The question of the physical aptitude and general condition, etc., of
the men is a very important one, and it should always determine the
nati: of the task expected of them; never should the work
be made the determining factor. In general, it is advisable to divide the
men into three classes, viz., the recruit class, the intermediate class, and

<-lass. The work for each class should fit the capabilities of
the memliers of that class and in every class it should be arranged
progressively.

'itics are necessarily to be considered in any plan of instruc-

tion, but as most posts are now equipped with better than average
facilities the plan laid down in this Manual will answer all purposes.

Time is a decidedly important factor, and no plan can be made
unless those in charge of this work know exactly how much time they
have at their disposal. During the suspension of drills five periods a

week, each of 45 minutes duration, should be devoted to physical train-

ing; during the drill period a 15-minute drill in setting-up exercises should
be ordered on drill days. The time of day, too, is important. When
possible, these drills should be held in the morning about two hours after

r'axt, and at no time should they be held immediately before or

after a meal. -^
-t upon accurate and precise execution of every movement.

iin^ so those other essential qualities, besides strength and endurance

activity, agility, gracefulness, and accuracy will also be developed. <

which require activity and agility, rather than those
that ! rength only, should be selected. *

hould be constantly borne in mind that these exercises are
neans and not the end; and if there be a doubt in the mind of the
;ctor as to the effect of an exercise, it is always well to err upon

the side of safety. Underdoing is rcctifiable; overdoing is often not.

f this work is not the development of expert gymnasts,
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but tlu> development of physically sound men by means of a system
in which the chances of bodily injury are reduced to H minimum. When
individuals show a special aptitude for gymnastics they may be encouraged,
within limits, to improve this ability, but never at the expense of their

fellows.

The drill should be made as attractive as possible, and this can
best be accomplished by employing the mind as well as the body. Tho
movements should be as varied as possible, thus constantly offering the
men something new to make them keep their minds on their work. A
movement many times repeated presents no attraction and is executed in
a purely mechanical manner, which should always bo discountenanced.

Short and frequent drills should be given in preference to long
ones, which are liable to exhaust all concerned, and exhaustion means
lack of interest and benefit. All movements should be carefully explained,

and, if necessary, illustrated by the instructor.

The lesson should begin with the less violent exercises, gradually
working up to those that are more so, then gradually working back to

the simpler ones, so that the men at the close of the drill will be in as

nearly a normal condition as possible.
When one portion of the body is being exercised, care should bo

taken that the other parts remain quiet as far as the conformation of
the body will allow. The men must learn to exercise any one part of
the body independent of the other part.

Everything in connection with physical training should be such
that the men look forward to it with pleasure, not with dread, for the mind
exerts more influence over the human body than all the gymnastic
paraphernalia that was ever invented.

Exercise should be carried on as much as possible in the open air;

at all times in pure, dry air.

Never exercise the men to the point of exhaustion. If there is

evidence of panting, faintness, fatigue, or pain, the exercise should bo

stopped at once, for it is nature's way of saying "too much."
By constant practice the men should learn to breathe slowly

through the nostrils during all exercises, especially running.
A fundamental condition of exercise is unimpeded respiration.

Proper breathing should always be insisted upon; "holding the breath"
and breathing only when it can no longer be held is injurious. Every
exercise should be accompanied by an unimpeded and, if possible, by an

uninterrupted act of respiration, the inspiration and respiration of which

depends to a great extent upon the nature of the exercise. Inhalation

should always accompany that part of an exercise which tends to elevate

and distend the thorax as raising arms over head laterally, for instance;
while that part of an exercise which exerts a pressure against the walls

of the chest should be accompanied by exhalation, as for example, lowering
arms laterally from shoulders or overhead.

If after exercising, the breathing becomes labored and distrc

it is an unmistakable sign that the work has been excessive. Such excessive

ness is not infrequently the cause of serious injury to the heart and lungs,

or to both. In cases where exercisje produces palpitation, labored respira-

tion, etc., it is advisable to recommend absolute rest, or to order the
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ion of such exorcises as will relievo the oppressed and ovi

3 slowly executi-d will afford great relict'. I'.y drawing
nun the upper to tin- lo\\> r extremities they ei|u;ili/e t!ic cirrula-

thorol.y lessening the heart's action and quieting the respiration.
tdi! after a iiu.l; digestion is inure im-

ant at this time than extraneous exercise.

r cat or drink immediately after c.rerri.te ; allow the body
over its normal condition first, and the. most licnelicial results

will follow. If necessary, pure water, not too cold, may l>e taken in

small quantities, but the exercise should be continued, especially if in

a sta' pirntiou.

r, if at all possible, allow the underclothing to dry on tho

Muscular action produces an unusual amount of bodily heat; this

should be lost giadually, otherwise the body will be chilled; hence,
after clothing to cool off, but, on the contrary,

wrap in addition. In like manner, be well wrapped on leaving
the gymnasium.

baths, especially when the body is heated, as in the ease,

after exorcising violently, should be discouraged. In individual instances

such baths may appear apparently beneficial, or at least not injurious; in

a majority of cases, however, they can not be used with impunity. Tepid
baths are recommended. When impossible to bathe, the flannels worn while

hould be stripped off; the body sponged with tepid water, and
then rubbed thoroughly with coarse towels. After such a sponge the body
should be clothed in clean, warm clothing.

Flannel is the best material to wear next to the body during
al drill, as it absorbs the perspiration, protects the body against

drafts and, in a mild manner, excites the skin. When the conditions

permit it the men may be exercised in the ordinary athletic costume,
sleeveless shirt, flappers, socks, and gymnasium shoes.

COMMANDS SETTING-UP EXERCISES
826. COMMANDS

There are two kinds of commands:
The preparatory indicates the movement to be executed.
The command of execution causes the execution.
In the command: 1. Arms forward, 2. RAISE, the words Arms

forward constitute the preparatory command, and Raise the command
of execution. Preparatory commands are printed in bold face, and
those of execution in CAPITALS.

The tone of command is animated, distinct, and of a loudness

proportioned to the number of jnen for whom it is intended.
The various movements comprising an exercise are executed by

commands and. unless otherwise indicated, the continuation of an exercise

is carried out by repeating the command, which usually takes the form of
numerals the numbers depending upon the number of movements, that an
exercise comprises. Thus, if an exercise consists of two movements, the
counts will be one, two; or if it consists of eight movements, the counts
will }tc correspondingly increased; thus every movement is designated by a
separate command.
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Occasionally, especially in exercises that arc to bo executed slowly,
words rather than numerals arc used, and these must be indicative of tho

nature of the various mmeuifnts.
In the continuation of an exercise the preparatory common d is

explanatory, the command of execution causes the execution un<l Hie

continuation i,v rawed by a repetition of numerals denoting the number
of movements required, or of Words describing the movements if words
are used. The numerals or words preceding the command halt should

always be given with a rising inflection on the first numeral or word of
command of the last repetition of the exercise in order to prepare the
men for the command halt.

For example:
1. Arms to thrust, 2. RAISE, 3. Thrust arms upward, 4. EXER-

CISE, ONE, TWO, ONE, TWO, ONE, HALT; the rising inflection

preparatory to the command halt being placed on the "one" preced-

ing the "halt."
Each command must indicate, by its tone, how that particular

movement is to be executed ; thus, if an exercise consists of two move-

ments, one of which is to be energized, the command corresponding to

that movement must be emphasized.
Judgment must be used in giving commands, for rarely is the

cadence of two movements aiike; and a command should not only in-

dicate the cadence of an exercise, but also the nature of its execution.

Thus, many of the arm exercises are short and snappy; hence tho

command should be given in a smart tone of voice, and the interval

between the commands should be short.

The leg exercises can not be executed as quickly as those of tho

arms; therefore, the commands should be slightly drawn out and follow

one another in slow succession.

The trunk exercises, owing to the deliberateness of executio

should be considerably drawn out and follow one another in slow sin-

cession.

The antagonistic exercises, where one group of muscles is mad
to antagonize another, tensing exercises, the commands are drawn still

more. In these exercises words are preferable to numerals. In fact

it should be. the object of the instructor to convey to the men, by the

manner of his command, exactly the nature of the exercise.

All commands should be given in a clenr and distinct tone of

voice, articulation should be distinct, and an effort should bo. n

cultivate a voice which will inspire the men with enthusiasm and tend

to make them execute the exercises with willingness, snap, and precision.
It is not the volume, but the quality, of the voice which is necessary
to successful instruction.

THE POSITION OP ATTENTION
827. This is the position an unarmed dismounted soldier assumes

when in ranks. During the setting-up exercises, it is assumed whenever
the command attention is given by the instructor.

Having allowed his men to rest, the instructor commands: 1.

Squad, 2. ATTENTION. Figs. A 'and B.
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Fig. B

827 (con

words class, section, or company may be substituted i

1

..

r

sqt;
'he command attention, the men will quickly assume

retain the following position:
Ih-els on same line and ns near

each other as the conformation of the
man permits.

> Feet turned out equally and
forming an angle of about -15

Knees straight without sti':

The body erect on the hips, the/

spine extended throughout its entire

length. *.,.

^ The shoulders falling naturally,
are forced back until they are sqn.

.Chest arched and slightly raised.

The arms hang naturally; thumbs
along seams of trousers; back of hands
out and elbows turned back.

Head erect, chin drawn in so that
the axis of the head and neck is vertical;

straight to the front and, when the
nature of the terrain permits it, fixed on
an object at their own height.

Too mnch attention can not be given to this position, and in-

structors are cautioned to insist that the men accustom themselves to it.

rule, it is so exaggerated that it not only becomes ridiculous,

sitively harmful. The men must be taught to assume a natural
and graceful position, one from which all rigidity is eliminated and

uhieh action is possible without first relaxing muscles that have
1 in an effort to maintain" the position of attention. In .

words, coordination rather than strength should be depended upon.
In the position described the weight rests principally upon the

of the feet, the heels resting lightly upon the ground.
The knees are extended easily, but never locked.

The body is now inclined forward until the front of the thighs is

directly over the point of the toes; the hips are square and the waist
; by the erection of the entire spine, but never to such a

degree that mobility of the waist is lost.

In extending the spine, the chest is naturally arched and the
n is drawn in, but never to the extent where it interferes with

ation.

In extending the spinal column, the shoulders must not be raised.
Id loosely in normal position and forced back until the points of

the shoulders are at right angles with an anterior-posterior plane run-

ning through the shoulders.

The chin should be square; i. e., horizontal and forced back
enough to bring the neck in a vertical plane; the eyes fixed to the

and the object on which they are fixed must be at their own
height whenever the nature of the terrain permits it.
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When properly assumed, a vertical line drawn from tie tup of
tlic head should pass in frout nf the car, just in front of the shoulder
and of the thigh, and liud its base at the balls of the

All muscles should lie contracted only enough lo maintain this

position, which at all times should bo a lit In-some one, that can lie main-
tained for a long period without fatigue one that ma tivity
and that is based upon a correct anatomical and physiological l.a

Instructors will correct the position of attention of even
individually and they will ascertain, when the position Las )>< -en prop-
erly assumed, whether the men are "on their toes," i. o., carrying tho

weight on the balls of the feet, whether they are ablo to respire piop-
rrly, and whether they find a strain across the small of tho hack, which
should be as flat as possible. This should be repeated until the men aro
able to assume the position correctly without restraint or rigidity.

At tho command rest

or at ease the men, while

carrying out the provisic'
the drill regulations, should ho
cautioned to avoid .

any position that has a tend-

ency to nullify the object of
the position of attei

standing on leg for instance;

allowing the shoulders to slope

forward; drooping the !

folding arms across chest.

The weight should always be

distributed equally upon both

legs; the head, trunk, and
shoulders remain erect and the -

-a arms held in a position that

does not restrict the chest or

derange the shoulders. The
positions illustrated here have

been found most efficacious. Figs. C. and D.

828. FORMATIONS

The men form in a single or double rank, tho tallest men on the

right.
The instructor commands: 1. Count off.

At this command, all except the right file execute "eyes right"
and, beginning on the right, the men in each rank count 1, 2, 3, ! :

man turns his head and eyes to the front as he counts.

The instructor then commands: 1. Take distance, 2. MARC]
3. Squad, 4. HALT.

At the command march, No. 1 of the front rank moves strai

to the front; Nos. 2, 3, and 4 of the front and Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 1

the rear rank in the order named move straight to the front, each stej

ping off, eo as to follow the preceding man at four paces; the commant
halt is given when all have their distances.
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If it is desired that a less distance than four paces bo taken, the
c desired should bo indicated in the preparatory command. The

: the squad may be caused to cover No. 1 front rank by command
coyer.

The instructor then commands: 1. Eight (left), 2. FACE, 3.

COVEE.
At these commands the men face in the direction indicated and

r in file.

To assemble the squad the instructor commands: 1. Eight (left),

2. FACE, 3. Assemble, 4. MAECH.
After facing and at command march, No. 1 of the front rank
f:ist, the other members of both ranks resuming their original

j nations, or for convenience in the gymnasium they may be assembled
to the rear, in which case the assemblage is made on No. 4 of the rear
rank.

Unless otherwise indicated, the guide is always right.

829. SPECIAL TRAINING
In addition to the regular squad or class work instructors should,

v'ien they notice a physical defect in any man, recommend some exercise
..'.i ifli will tend to correct it.

The most common physical defects and corresponding corrective

exercises are noted here.

830. DROOPING HEAD
Exercise the muscles of the neck by bending, turning, and

circling the head, muscles tense.

831. Rofxo AND STOOPED SHOULDERS
Stretch arms sideward from front horizontal, turning palms up-

ward, muscles tense.

Swing arms forward and backward, muscles relaxed.
Circle arms forward and backward slowly, energize backward

motion, muscles tense; forward motion with muscles relaxed.

Circle shoulders backward, move them forward first, then raise

them, then move tln-m backward as far as possible in the raised position,
ies tense, and then lower to normal position, muscles relaxed.

832. WEAK BACK
Bend trunk forward as far as possible and erect it slowly.
r.i-nd trunk forward, back arched and head thrown back.
Bend trunk sideward, without moving hips out of normal posi-

tion, right and left.

Lie on floor, face down, and raise head and shoulders.

833. WEAK ABDOMEN-
Circle trunk right or left.

! trunk bad. \vard or obliquely backward.
I head and trunk backward without moving hips out of nor-

mal plane.
on floor, face up, and raise head and shoulders slightly; or

to sitting position or raise legs slightly; or to a vertical position.
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To increase depth and width of chest

Arm stretchings, sideward and upward, muscles tense.

Same, with deep initiations.
Ami swings and arm circles outward, away from the body.
Raise extended arms over head laterally and cross them behind

the head.

Breathing exercises in connection with arm and shoulder <

eises.

83i. STAETINO POSITIONS
In nearly all the arm exercises it is necessary to hold tho arms

in some fixed position from which the exercises can be most a > Ivan t a-

geously executed, and to which position the arms are aguin returned

upon completing the exercise These positions are termed starting
positions; and though it may not be absolutely necessary to assume,
one of them before or during the employment of any other portion of
t ln> body, it is advisable to do so, since they give to the exercise a finished,

uniform, and graceful appearance.
In the following positions, at the command down, resume tho

attention. Practice in assuming the starting position may be had by
repeating the commands of execution, such as raise, down.

835. While the exercises given below have been grouped for Con-

venient reference, into arm exercises, trunk exercises, leg exen-isrs, etc.,

one entire group must not be given and then tho next and so on.

Alirays bear in mind that the best results are obtained when those

exercises which affect the extensor muscles chiefly are followed by those

affecting the flexors ; i. e., flexion should always be followed by extension, or

vice versa. It is also advisable that a movement requiring a considerable

amount of muscular exertion should be followed by one in which f //;.. exer-

tion is reduced to a minimum. As a rule, especially in the setting-up
exercises, one portion of the body should not be exercised succcuxirrli/ ; thus,
arm exercises should be followed by a trunk exercise, and that in turn by a

leg, shoulder, and neck exercise.

836. ARM EXERCISES
Intervals having been taken and atten-

tion assumed, the instructor commands:
1. Arms forward, 2. RAISE, 3. Arms, 4.

DOWN. Fig. 1.

At the command raise, raise the arms t<

the front smartly, extended to their full length,
till the hands are in front of ami at the height ot

the shoulders, palms down, fingers extended and

joined, thumbs under forefingers. At Arms,
DOWN, resume position of attention.
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836 (contd.)

1. Arms upward 2. RAISE,
3. Arms, !. DOWN. Fig. 2.

ml raise, raise

tlit> arms from tin' sid- ! to

their full length, with the forward
.incut, uutil they are vertically

overhead, h.-iL-ks of hands turned out-

ward, finders as in 1.

it ion may also be
;:eil by raising the arms Laterally

until vertical. The instructor cau-

tions which way he desires it done.
1. Arms backward, 2. CROSS,

3. Arms, 4. DOWN, Fig. 3.

At the command cross, the
arms are folded across the back;

grasping forearms.

1. Arms to thrust, 2. RAISE,
3. Arms, 4. DOWN. Fig. 4.

At the command raise, raise

the forearms to the front until hori-

zontal, elbow forced back, upper
arms against the chest, hands tightly
closed, knuckles down.

1. Hands on hips, 2. PLACE,
3. Arms, 4. DOWN. Fig. 5.

At the command place, place
the hands on the hips, the finger
tips in line with tronser seams;
fingers extended and joined, thumbs
to the rear, elbows pressed back.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Combination of arm exercises

1. Arms to thrust, 2. RAISE, 3. THRUST ARMS FORWARD;
SWING THEM SIDEWARD, FORWARD, AND BACK TO POSITION.

: repeat 8 to 10 times.

arms are thrust forward, then relaxed and swung sideward,
then forward and finally brought back to position, pressing elbows well

rear; execute moderately fast; exhale on the first and third and
inhale on the second and fourth counts.
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837. SETTING-UP EXERCISES
As has been stated previously, the setting-up exorcises form the

basis upon which the entire system of physical training in the service is

founded. Therefore too mufh importance can not be attached to them.

Through the number and variety of movements they offer it is possible to

develop the body harmoniously with little if any danger of injurious
results. They develop the muscles and impart vigor and tone to the
vital organs and assist them in their functions; they develop endurance
and are important factors in the development of smartness, grace, a.n.1

precision. They should be assiduously practiced. The fact that they
require no apparatus of any description makes it possible to do this out
of doors or even in the'most restricted room, proper sanitary conditions

being the only adjunct upon which their success is dependent. No
physical training drill is complete without them. They should "always
precede the more strenuous forms of training, as they prepare the body
for the greater exertion these forms demand.

At the discretion of instructors these exercises may be substituted

by others of a similar character. Instructors are cautioned, however, to

employ all the parts of the body in every lesson and to suit the exercise
as far as practicable to the natural function of the particular part of
the body which they employ.

In these lessons only the preparatory command is given here; the
command of execution, which is invariably Exercise, and the commands
of continuance, as well as the command to discontinue, having been

explained are omitted.

Every preparatory command should convey a definite description
of the exercise required; by doing so long explanations are avoided and
the men will not be compelled to memorize the various movements.

RECRUIT INSTRUCTION

First Series

Position of attention, from at ease and rest.

Starting position, Figs. 1 to 5.

838. TRUNK EXERCISES

1. Hands on hips, 2.

PLACE, 3. QUARTER BEND
TRUNK FORWARD.

Two counts; repeat 8

to 10 times, Fig. 6.

The trunk is inclined

forward at the waist about 45

and then extended again; the

hips are as perpendicular as

possible; execute slowly; ex-

hale on first and inhale and
raise chest on second count.

By substituting the
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* times.

839

!i for the word quarter in the. command, the half bend,
,' and full beii'

: --an be gi\en.
!. Hands on hips, 2. PLACE, .",. BEND

TRUNK BACKWARD.
Tw>' counts; r^pi-at <"> to S times, Fig. 8.

The trunk is bint backward as far as

possilfle; head and shoulders fixed: knees extend-

ed; i'ect (irmly on the

ground; hips as nearly

] >rpeiidicular a s pos-
: in recovering care

: hould le taken not to

forward; execute

\y; inhale on first

and exhale on second
i "lint.

1 . Hands on hips,
2. PLACE, 3. BEND
TRUNK SIDEWARD,
RIGHT OR LEFT.

T\vo counts; re-

9.

The trunk, strotched at the waist, is in-

clined sideward as far as possible; head and
shoulders fixed; knees extended and feet firmly
on the ground; execute slowly; inhale on first

\hale on second count.
If an additional exercise is desired, by commanding: C'lR<'Li;

TIM'NK RIGHT or LEFT a combination of the* above trunk exercises is

tied.

839. LEG EXERCISES

1. Hands on hips, 2.

PLACE, 3. QUARTER BEND
KNEES.

Two counts; repeat 8 to
10 times, Fig. 10.

The knees are flexed until

the point of the knee is directly
over the toes; whole foot remains
on ground; heels closed; head
::nd body erect; execute moder-

fast, emphasizing the exten-

sion; breathe naturally.
By substituting the words

half or full for the word quarter
in the command the half bend and full bend, Fig. 11,.

exercises cart bo given.

11

Fig. 10
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1. Hands on hips, 2. PLACE, ::. RAISE KNEE.
Two counts; repeat HI In \- tinirs. Fig. 11*.

The thigh and knee are flexed until they are

at right angles, thigh horix.ont.-tl; toes dopreoed; the

right knee is raised at one and the left at two; trunk
uu<) la-ad erect; execute in cadence of quick time;
breathe naturally.

SHOULDER EXERCISE
1. Anns to thrust, 2. RAISE, 3. MOVE SHOULDERS FOR-

WARD, UP, BACK, AND DOWN.
Four counts; repeat 8 to 10 times.
The shoulders are relaxed and brought forward; iu that [><

they are raised; then they are forced back without kwering tlit-i

then they are dropped back to position; execute slow.y; exhale on the

first; inhale on the second and third and exhale on the lust count.

841.

Fig. 13

NECK EXERCISE

1 . Arms to thrust, 2. RAISE, .3. TURN HEAD
RIGHT, OR LEFT.

Two counts; repeat to 10 times, I-'i^. 1.'!.

The head/ chin square, is turned to the right, or
left as far as possible, muscles of the neck
stretched; shoulders remain square; execute si

breathe naturally.
To vary this exercise the head may be bent forward

and to the rear by substituting the proper commands.
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BREAT;

1. Breathing exercise, 2. INHALE, X EXHALE.
-.nhalc 1

l lic<1 forward :ind tho
exhale 1 -,vrrcl laterally ami the lungs

'.vly; rej.i'at four times.

TOK K>.

1. Arms backward^ 2. CROSS. 3. BISE ON TOES.
Two counts: repeat 8 to 10 tin-f*. Fig. 14.

The ho.iy is ruined sin:irt!y until the toes and
ankles are extPtxlod ns much as f>ossihle; heels closed;

and trunk erwt; in recovering position heels are

lowered gently; breathe naturally.

Fig. 14

COMBINATION EXEECISE

This exercise brings into play practically
nil of the muscles that have beeii used iu the

e<ling exercises.

1. LEANING BEST IN FOUE
COUNTS.

eat

6 to 8 times,

Figs. 15-16.

At one
knees are bent
to squatting
position, hands
on the ground
between ki

at two the 1

Fig. IS are extended
Fig, \$

backward to
rest; at three the first position is resurned, and at four the

>ii of attention; hands should be directly under shoulders; back
; knees straight; head fixed; execute moderately fast; breath*

naturallv.
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845. WALKING AND MAKCHI
Tho length of the full step in <|iiick time is 30 in-' ured

from heel to heel, and t hi- radem-e is at the rate of 1-"

minute.

Proper posture and carriage have ever been consider. <] very im-

portant in the training of spldiers. In marching, the head and trunk
should remain immobile, but without stiffness; as the left foot is carried

forward the right forearm is swung forward and inward obliquely across
the body until the thumb, knuckles being turned out, reaches a point
about the height of the belt plate. The upper arm does not move beyond
the perpendicular plane while the forearm is swung forward, though
the arm hangs loosely from the shoulder joint. The forearm swing ends

precisely at the moment the left heel strikes the ground; the arm is

then relaxed and allowed to swing down and backward by its own
weight until it reaches a point where the thumb is about the breadth
of a hand to the rear of the buttocks. As the right arm swings baek,
the left arm is swung forward with the right leg. The forward motion
of the arm assists the body in marching by throwing the weight forward
and inward upon the opposite foot as it is planted. The head is held

erect; body well stretched from the waist; chest arched; and there

should be no rotary motion of the body about the spine.
As the leg is thrown forward the knee is smartly extended, the

heel striking the ground first.

The instructor having explained the .principles a,nd illustrated the

step and arm swing, commands: 1. Forward, 2. MARCH and to halt
the squad he commands: 1. Squad, 2. HALT.

In executing the setting-up exercises on the march the cadence
should at first be given slowly and gradually increased as the men be-

come more expert; some exercises require a slow and others a faster

pace; it is best in these cases to allow the cadence of the exercise to
determine the cadence of the step.

The men should march in a single file at proved intervals. The
command that causes and discontinues the execution should be givei
as the left foot strikes the ground.

On the march, to discontinue the exercise, command: 1. QuicJ
time, 2. MARCH, instead of HALT, as when at rest.

All of the arm, wrist, finger, aud shoulder exercises, and some of

the trunk and neck, may be executed on the march by the same* commands
nnd means as when at rest.

The following leg and foot exercises are executed at th

inand march; the execution always beginning with the left leg or foot

1. 1. On toes, 2. MARCH.
2. 1. On heels, 2. MARCH.
3. 1. On right heel and left toe, 2. MARCH.
4. 1. On left heel and right toe, 2. MARCH.
5. 1. On toes with knees stiff, 2. MARCH.
C. 1. Swing extended leg forward, ankle high, 2. MARCH.
7. 1. Swing extended leg forward, knee high, 2. MARCH.
8. 1. Swing extended leg forward, waist high, 2. MARCH.
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9. 1. Swing extended leg forward, shoulder high, 2. MARCH.
10. 1. Raise heels, '2. MARCH.
11. 1 . Raise knees, thigh horizontal, 2. MARCH.
12. 1. Raise knees, chest high, J. MARCH.
13. 1. Circle extended leg forward, ankle high, 2. MARCH.
11. 1. Circle extended leg forward, knee high, 2. MARCH.

1. Circle extended leg forward, waist high, 2. MARCH.
id. 1. Swing extended leg backward, 2. MARCH.
17. 1. Swing extended leg sideward, 2. MARCH.

1. Raise knee and extend leg forward, 2. MARCH.
10. 1. Raise heels and extend leg forward, 2. MARCH.

846. DOUBLE TIMING

The length of the step in double time is 36 inches; the cadence
is at the rate of 180 steps per minute. To march in double time the

instructor commands: 1. Double time, 2. MARCH.
If at a halt, at the first command shift the weight of the body

to the right leg. At the command march raise the forearms, fingers

closed; to a horizontal position along the waist line; take up an easy
run with the step and cadence of double time, allowing a natural swing-
ing motion to the arms inward and upward in the direction of the

opposite shoulder.

In marching in quick time, at the command march, given as

either foot strikes the ground, take one step in quick time, and then

step off in double time.

When marching in double time and in running the men breathe
as much as possible through the nose, keeping the mouth closed.

A few minutes at the beginning of the setting-up exercises should
be devoted to double timing. From lasting only a few minutes at the

start it may bo gradually increased, so that daily drills should enable the

at the end of five or six months to double time 15 or 20 minutes
without becoming fatigued or distressed.

After the double time the men should be marched for several min-
; quick time; after this the instructor should command:

1. Route step, 2. MARCH.
In inarching at route step, the men are not required to preserve
nor keep the step; if marching at proved intervals, the latter

od.

Tu resume the- cadence step in quick time, the instructor com-
. Squad, -2. ATTENTION.

:it care must be exercised concerning the duration of the

doulili 1 the speed and duration of the run. The demands made
should be increased gradually.

Wh. her than distance is desired, tho running should

:one on the balls of tho feet, heels raised from the ground.
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DOUBLK-TIMINO KXE&O8ES
"While the men arc double timing the instructor may var; tl>

position of tin- arms )>y commanding:
1. 1. Arras forward, '2. RAISE.
B. 1. Arms sideward, 2. RAISE.
3. 1. Anns upward, 2. RAISE.
4. 1. Hands on hips, 2. PLACE.
5. 1. Hands on shoulders, 12. PLACE,
6. 1. Arms forward, li. CROSS.
7. 1. Arms backward, 2. CROSS.

At the command clown, the double-time position for the arms
and hands is resumed.

847. RIFLE EXERCISES
The object of these exercises, which may also be performed with

wands or bar bells, is to develop the muscles of the arms, shouliin
back so that the men will become accustomed to the weight of the piei-n
and learn to wield it with that "handiness" so essential to its sun
use. When these exorcises are combined with movements of the various

other parts of the body, they serve as a splendid, though rather strenuous,
method for the all-round development of the men. As the weight of the

piece is considerable, instructors are cautioned to be reasonable in thrir

demands. Far better results are obtained if these exercises are performed
at commands than when they are grouped and performed for sped:
purposes.

All the exercises start from tho

ing position, which is the low extended arm
horizontal position in front of the body, arms

straight; the right hand grasping tin- small of

the stock and the left hand the barrel; tho
knuckles turned to the front and tho <H

!'< \veen the hands slightly greater than {ho
width of the shoulders. Fig. 17.

This position is assumed at the com-
mand: 1. Starting, 2. POSITION; at the com-
mand position the piece is brought to the ]><>if

and lowered to the front horizontal snappilr.
To recover the position of order,

mand: 1. Order, 2. Arms; the piece is first

brought to the port and then to the order.

Fig. 17

BIFLE DRILL COMBINATION

The following exercises consist of four movements, the third

position always corresponding to the first position and the fourth to the

starting position. "When performed as a musical drill, tho instructions
down in that lesson are applicable here.
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848.

848-849

All exercises begin and end with the first or starting position.

The form of command is, for example:
(Hi-ing at the starting position.)
1. First group, 2. FIRST, EXERCISE;
1. Second group, 2. THIRD, EXERCISE;

Etc., Etc.

FIRST GROUP

Firtt Exercise

Counts.
1 2. Raise piece to bent arm

front horizontal, shoulder high, and
stride forward right, Fig. 18;

3 4. Face to the left on both
heels and extend piece upward,
Fig. 19;

5 6. Resume first position;
7 8. Resume starting position.

Repeat left, right, left.

849.
Fig. 18

Fig. 20

Second Exercise

1 2. Raise piece to
extended high hori-

zontal, and stride

sideward right, Fig.

34. Bend right
knee and lower piece
to left horizontal,
Fig. 21;

f. 6. Resume first

position;
7 8. Resume start-

ing position.
eat left,"

right, left.
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Third Exercise

1 2. Raise piooo t<. high side per-
on the left, left hand up, and

backward right, Fig. 22;
34. Face about on heels and swing

piece down and up to high side per-

pendicular on the right, Fig. 23;
5 6. Resume first position;
7 8. Resume starting position.

Repeat left, right, left.

Fourth Exercise

1 2. Raise piece to ex-

'tended high horizontal, and
stride obliquely forward

right, Fig. 24;
3 4. Face about on heels

and lower piece to horizon-

tal on shoulders; Fig. 25;
5 6. Resume, first posi-

tion;
7 8. Resume starting

position.

Repeat left, right,
reft.

Fig. 23
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852.

Fig. 26

853.

toon?

First Ex>

1 2. L O w f r

piece to front ex-

tended horizontal

and bend trunk

forward, Fig. 26.

3 4. Lunge ob-

liquely forward
right and raise

piece to right ob-

lique, left hand at

shoulder, Fig. 27;
5 6. Resume

first position;
7 8. Resume

starting position.

Repeat
left, right, left.

Second Exercise

1 2. Raise piece to high per-

pendicular on the left, left hand

up, and bend trunk sideward

right, Fig. 28;
3 4. Lunge sideward right

and swing piece down and up to

right high perpendicular, right
hand up, Fig. 29;

5 6. Resume first position;
7 8. Resume starting posi-

tion.

Eepeat left, right, left.

Fig. 27

Tig. 28
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854.

Fig. 30

855.

Third Exercise

1 2. Raise piece to high
extended arm hori/.onta! an<i

bend trunk backward, Fig. 30;
3 4. Lunge forward right,

.\-inr I.HTC to sidf hori-

zontal, left hand to th

Fig. 31;
5 6. Resume first position;
7 8. Kesume .starting posi-

tion.

Eepeat left, right, left.

Fourth Exercise

1 2. Raise piece to right

high perpendicular and sldo

step position left, Fig. 32;
3 4. Lunge sideward left

and swing piece to left high
perpendicular. Fig. 33;

i) 6. Resume first position;
7 8. Resume starting posi-

tion.

Repeat left, right, left.

_..

Fig. 31

Fig. 32 Fig. 33

Tumi) GROUP

856. First Exercise

1 2. Raise piece to front bent horizontal, arms crossed, loft over

right; lunge sideward right and bend trunk sideward ri^lit. Pig; .".I:

3 4. Extend right knee and bend trunk to the left, bending li-i't knae
and recrossing arms, left over, right, Fig. 35;



,57

5 6. Resume first position;
7 8. Kcsuine starting position.

i>eat left, right, left.

F :

g. 33

Second Exercise

1 ?. l>':i ;o bent arm horizontal; face right and Innge for-

rijjlit and Kciid trunk forward, Fig. 36;
3 1. itaise trunk and turn to the left on both heels and extend

overhead, Fig. 37;
5 6. Resume first position;
7 8. Resume starting position.

Repeat left, right, left.

Kg. 36 Fig. 37
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858. Third ESI rrige

1 '2. Kais.' jiiece to left high horizontal; lungo forward ri^'lit, Fig. 38;
3 4. Hcnd trunk forward and bwin^ d.-d low hon.

Fig.
.

r
(I. K'.'suino first position;

7 8. lu'sunic starting position,
it loft, right, left.

Fig. 38

859. Fourth Exercise

1 2. Raise piece to high extended horizontal and hop to side stra<Id It-

position, Fig. 40;
3 4. Bend trunk forward and swing piece to extended low horizontal,

left hand between legs, right hand forward, Fig. 41;
5 6. Resume first position;
7 8. Resume starting position.

Repeat left, right, left.

Fig. 40

Fig. 41
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860. GYMNASTIC CONTESTS
Those exercises are those in which the benefits are lost sight of in

the pleasure their attainment provides, which in the case of these con-

ia the vanquishing of an opponent. The men are pitted against
each other in pairs; age, height, weight, and general physical aptitude

being the determining factors in the selection.

In the contests in which superiority is dependent upon skill and

agility no restrictions need be placed upon the efforts of the contestants;
but in those that are a test of strength and endurance it is well to call

a contest a "draw," when the men are equally matched and the contest

is likely to be drawn out to the point of exhaustion of one or both
contestants.

It is recommended that these contests be indulged in once or

twice a month and then at the conclusion of the regular drill.

Contests that require skill and agility should alternate with
those that depend upon force and endurance. In order to facilitate the
instruction A number of pairs should be engaged at the same time.

1. Cane wrestling: The cane to be about an inch in diameter and
a yard long, ends rounded. It is grasped with the right hand at the

end, knuckles down, and with the left hand, knuckles up, inside of and
close to the opponents 's right hand. Endeavor is then made to wrest the
cane from the opponent. Loss of grip with either hand loses the bout.

2. Cane twisting. Same cane as in 1. Contestants grasp it as in

1, only the knuckles of both hands are up, and the arms are extended
overhead. Object: The contestants endeavor to make the cane revolve
in their opponent's hand without allowing it to do so in their own. The
cane must be forced down.

3. Cane pulling: Contestants sit on the ground, facing each other,

legs straight and the soles of the feet in contact. The cane is grasped
as in 2 but close to the feet. Object: To pull the opponent to his feet.

The legs throughout the contest must be kept rigid.
4. "Bucked" contest: Contestants sit on the ground "bucked";

i. e., the cane is passed under the knees, which are drawn up, and the
arms passed under the cane with the fingers laced in front of the ankles.

Object: To get the toes under those of the opponent and roll him over.
5. Single pole pushing: Contestants grasp end of pole, 6 feet long

and 2 inches thick, and brace themselves. Object: To push the opponent
out of position.

6. Double pole pushing: The poles are placed under the arms close
to the arm pits, ends projecting. Object: Same as in 5.

7. Double pole pulling: Position as in 6 but standing back to back.

Object: To pull the opponent out of position.
8. "Cock fight": Contestants hop on one leg with the arms folded

closely over the chest. Object: by butting with the fleshy part of the
shoulder without raising the arms, or by dodging to make the opponent
change his feet or touch the floor with his hand or other part of his body.

9. One-legged tug of war: Contestants hop on one leg and grasp
hands firmly. Object: To pull the opponent forward or make him place
the raised foot on the floor.
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860 (contd.)

10. The "siego": One contO8tnnt ih nno foot ii

14 inches in diameter, tin' other foot outside, ami t!, i aa
in Y Two other runt.- i>-h hn|'|iing oi

Id.lgr tin- one in the circle by I'litting him with the shoulder. The !

,- is defeated in case lie rai >ot in tin-

it entirely from the circle. The besiegers arc defeated hey
clian^'" I'eet (ir touch tlie floor : 'tcr

is defeated bis place is iin filled, so that the-

of them. Tli- --hould resort to volting, du> han
to depend upon his

11. One armed tug: Contestants st:n each <.t1,

grasped, i'cct apart. Object: Without moving feet, to pull : cut

forward. Shifting the j'eet loses the 1>

12. "Tug royal": Three contc ; inurud and g

each other's wrists securely with their feet outside a circle nlMit three

feet in diameter. Ohjeet: by pulling or pushing to make one of ;

contestants step inside of the circle. ,

13. Indian wrestling: Contestants lie upon the ground face up, right
shoulders in close contact, right olhows locked; at one the riyht Icur is

raised overhead and lowered, this is repeated at two, and at three the

leg is raised quickly and locked with the opponent's right leg. Object:
to roll him over by forcing his leg down.

14. Medicine ball race. Teams of five or BIX men are organized and
a track for each team is marked out. This track consists of marks on
the floor or ground at distances of 4 yards. On each oi irks

stands a man with legs apart, the team forming a column of files. At
"ready," "get set,"^the contestants prepare for the race, and at "go,"
the first man in the column rolls a medicine ball, which he has on the

floor in front of him, through his legs to No. 2, he in turn rolls it to 3,

etc., when it reaches the last man he picks it up and runs to the .starting

place with it and, the others all having shifted back one mark^ the rolling
is repeated. This continues until the first man brings the ball bad.
the starting place and every man is in his original position. The ball

should be kept rolling; each man, as it comes to him, pushing it on

quickly. Any ball about 9 inches in diameter will answer; it may bo
made of strong cloth and atuffed with cotton waste.
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CHAPTER IV

SIGNALING

Signals and Codes

General Service Code. (International Morse Code.)

861. Used for all visual and sound signaling, radiotelegraphy, and on
cables using siphon recorders, used in communicating with Navy.

A .
-
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piano at right angles to tho lino connecting tho two stations. The second
motion (tho dash) is a similar motion to the left of tin- snider. The third
motion (front) is downward directly in front of the sender and instantly
returned upward to tho first position. This is used to indi.-ate a

j

conclusion.

2. Tho beam of tho searchlight, though ordinarily used with tho shut-
tor liko tho heliograph, may ho used for long-distance signaling, when
no shutter is suitable or available, in a similar manner to the Hag or torch,
the first position being a vortical one. A movement of the beam ;H> to tho

right of the sender indicates a dot, a similar movement to the left ii<

u dash; the beam is lowered vertically for front.

3. To use the torch or hand lantern, a footlight must bo employed na
a point of reference to the motion. The lantern is more conveniently swung
out upward to the right of tho footlight for a dot, to tho left for a dash, and
raised vertically for front.

4. To call a station, make tho call letter until acknowledged, at in-

tervals giving the call or signal of tho calling station. If the call letter

of a station is unknown, wave flag until acknowledged. In using tho

searchlight without shutter throw the beam in a vertical position and move
it through an arc of 180 in a plane at right angles to tho lino connecting
tho two stations until acknowledged. To acknowledge a call, signal
"Acknowledgment (or) I understand (-

- - - front)" followed by the call

letter of the acknowledging station.

Notes on Wig-wagging
5. In order to avoid the flag wrapping itself about tho staff, stand

facing the receiving station, with feet apart. Hold the staff with the loft

hand at butt and right hand 24 inches from end. In moving flag to the

right, bring it down with an outward and inward sweep, and then return
it to the vertical. When tho tip is farthest down the staff inclines to tho

right front and as the flag is brought upward it is swept inward and

upwards and as it approaches the .
vertical position it sweeps forward

slightly. In moving to the left tho motion is similar, at tho lowest point
the staff inclines to the left front. A combination of right and left is made
with a figure-of-eight motion.

In making "front" the flag is lowered and moved very slightly
to the left front and then, swept slightly to the right front, making a figure-

of-eight.
Tho body should bo twisted and bent at the waist in making tho

right and left motions.
Caro should bo exercised in keeping the flag in front of tho body in

making "front," the figure-of-eight is necessarily very Hat.

Do not make letters in a careless slipshod manner.

The Two-arm Semaphore Code

(See Plates I and II)
863. Semaphore signalling may be done with or without flags. "With-

out flags it is rarely dependable beyond GOO yards.
In sending stolid with feet apart, squarely facing the receiver.

In making letters which require tho use of both nrms on the

lido of-body, twist the body to that side and bend at waist, so as to throw
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both arms well away from body. But bo careful to keep arms in piano of

original position of body.
When a letter repeats bring both hands (if a two-armed letter)

to chest after first, then make second.

Do not try to send rapidly so as to exhibit your ability. Remember
that the receiver's ability determines the speed to be used. Anyone can
send faster than lie himself ran receive. If you want to display your skill

have .some one send rapidly to you.
In receiving, if you miss a letter let it go and get the others. If

you miss a word signal "O" (waving flags or arms) and signal the last

word you have received.

Eapidity is secondary to accuracy.
Take the positions for the various letters accurately. The horizon-

tal position should not incline upward nor downward. In making an "L,"
for example, if the left arm is midway between its proper position and the

horizontal it is difficult to tell whether it is L or M.
In making D, J, K, P, T, and V, the arm in the vertical position

should be brought exactly in front of the body by carrying the shoulder in

almost under the chin, twisting the elbow in until it is directly before the

eyes, and the forearm held in the vertical position with the palm to the

rear. When so done there is no possibility of this position being mistaken
for any other.

"Manila Milkman" may be sent without changing the position of

the right hand. In making I, be sure to twist body well to the right in

order that the left arm may be seen in the upper slanting position to the

right. City and similar words may b6 so made.
D may be made with either hand.

Be sure how next letter is made before moving hands. Make no
false motions.

Acquire accuracy; then try for speed.
"CHOP-CHOP."" The "chop-chop" signal is made by placing

both arms at the right horizontal (that is, by bringing the left arm up to

the position of the right arm as in the figure for letter "B"), and then

moving each up and down, several times, in opposite direction, making a

cutting motion.
END OF WORD. After each word the "Interval" signal is

made.
END OF SENTENCE. After each sentence the chop signal is

mado twice.

KXD OF MESSAGE. At the end of a message the chop signal i&

mado three times.

ERROR. Signal "A" several times quickly, followed by interval;
then repeat the wind.

TO BREAlt IN. Signal "Attention."
Nl'MKRALS. Numbers are always preceded by the signal,

"Numerals." After "Numerals" has been signalled, everything that

follows will be numbers until "Interval" is signalled, after which what
follows will be letters.
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The Two-arm Semaphore Code
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Plate I
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The Two-arm Semaphore Code
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Plate II
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864-865-866

864. Signaling with heliograph, flash lanttnt, and searchlight

(with shutter}
1

1. Tho first position is to turn a -
8ta-

t'mn. Tin re made l>y short :in<l long
for (let :iiiI a long steady flash for dash. The elements of n J<

bo slightly longer than in sound signals.
1'. To rail ;i .station, make the call letter until ackno-. :i t in-

tet\als the call or signal f the calling station.

::. If tin- i-fill letter of a station lie unknown, signal :, dots

rapidly made until acknowledged. Each station will then turn on a
steady Hash and adjust. When the adjustment is to the
called station, it will cut off its flash, and tho calling station will pro-
ceed with its message.

4. If the receiver sees that tho sender's mirror needs adjustment, ho
will turn on a steady flash until answered by a steady flash. "U'l

adjustment is satisfactory, the receiver will cut off his Hash and the
will resume his message.

5. To break the sending station for other purposes, turn on a steady
flash.

865. Sound Signals.
1

1. Sound signals made by tho whistle, foghorn, bugle, trumpet,
and drum may be used in a fog, mist, falling snow, or at night.

They may be used with the dot and dash code.

2. In applying the code to whistle, foghorn, bugle, or t rum pet, one
short blast indicates a dot and. one long blast a dash. AVitli the drum,
one tap indicates a dot and two taps in rapid succession a dash. Although
these signals can be used with a dot and dash code, they should bo so used iu
connection with a preconcerted or conventional code.

866. Morse Code. (American Morse Code) 1

Used only by the army on telegraph lines, on short cables, and OB
field lines, and on all commercial lines in the United States.

A
B
C
D
S
K
G
H

L
M - -

N -
.

1 .
- -

.

2
3 . . .

-
.

4
S

PVNCTUAT10N
Period
Comma
Interrogation

Extracts from Signal Book, United States Army.
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CHAPTER I

THE GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF A
COMPANY

867. The proper performance of the . duty of COMPANY COM-
MANDER, like the proper performance of any other duty, requires
work and attention to business.

The command of u company divides itself into two kinds <if duty:
government and administration.

The government includes the instruction, disciplin* nont,
and harmony of the organization, involving, as it does, '

rewards, privileges, and punishments.
The administration includes the providing of clothing, :

ammunition, equipage, and subsistence; the keeping of record.-, includ-

ing the rendition of reports and returns; and the care and accountaliility
of Government and company property, and the disbursement of tho company
fund.

System and care are prerequisites of good administration.
The efficient administration^of a company greatly facilitates its

government.
THE CAPTAIN

868. "With regard to his company the captain stands in the same

light as a father to a large family of children. It is his duty to pmvido
for their comfort, sustenance, and pleasure; enforce strict rules of obedi-

ence, punish the refractory and reward the deserving.
He should be considerate and just to his officers and men and

should know every soldier personally and make him feel that he so knows
him.

He should by word and act make every man in the company feel

that the captain is his protector.
The captain should not be indifferent to the personal welfare of

bis men, and when solicited, being a man of greater experience, educa-

tion, and information, he should aid and counsel them in 'such a way
to show he takes tin interest in their joys and sorrows.

When any men are sick he should do everything possible for them

until they can be taken care of by the surgeon. He can add much to

the comfort and pleasure of men in the hospital by visiting them fror

time to time and otherwise showing an interest in their condition.

In fact, one of the officer's most important duties is to look

the welfare of his men to see that they arc well fed, well clothed

properly cared for in every other way to see that they are happy and

contented. The officer who does not look after the welfare of !;

to the best of his ability, giving the matter his earnest personal atten
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tion, neglects one of the principal things that the Government pays him

The soldier usually has a decided fooling fur his captain, ovr-n

one of hatred. "With rogar<l to tho higher grade of officers,
i for thorn according to ro^ulati": . for tho most
liftVrent. At tho Afry most, he knows whether his^ post or

lor keeps him long at drill, and particularly whether
ruliar habits. The avewge soldier looks upon his captain

*>y far i' 'portant i in the command.
Thorn is no other position in the Army that will give as much satis-
'

'i roturn for an honest, capable and conscientious discharge of
that of captain. Thoro is a reward in having done his full

:my that no disappointment of distinction, no failure,
him of: his seniors may overlook him in giving credits,

unfortunate circumstances may defeat his fondest hopes, and the crown
'rturol may never rest upon his ln-ow, but the reward that follows

:i the faithful discharge of his duty to his company he can not be

deprived of by any disaster, neglect or injustice.
He is a small sovereign, powerful and great, within his little

869. Devolution of Work and Responsibility. The, company corn-

ier should not attempt to do all the work to look after all the details

in person he should not try to command directly every squad and every
>on. The successful company commander is the one who distributes

work among his subordinates and organizes the help they are supposed
to give him. By War Department orders, Army Regulations and cus-

toms of tho service, the lieutenants and noncommissioned officers are

charged with certain duties and responsibilities. Let every one of them

ear'ry the full load of their responsibility. The company commander
;M not usurp the functions of his subordinates he should not relievo

them of any of their prescribed or logical work and responsibility. On the

contrary, ho should give them more, and he should see that they "deliver
the goods." Skill in distributing work among subordinates is one of

first essentials of leadership, as is the ability to get work out of

them so that they will fill their functions to the full within the limits

of their responsibility. Not only does devolution of work and responsi-

bility cause subordinates to take more interest in their work (it makes
them feel less like mere figure-heads), but it also teaches them initiative

and gives them valuable experience in the art of training and handling

Furthermore, it enables the company commander to devote more
time to the larger and more important matters connected with the disci-

pline, welfare, training, instruction and administration of the company.
The captain who allows his lieutenants to do practically nothing

makes a mistake he is doing something that will rob his lieutenants -

of all initiative, cause them to lose interest in the company, and make
them feel like nonentities like a kind of "fifth wheel" it will make
'them fool they are not, in reality, a part of the company it will prevent
them from getting a practical, working knowledge of tho government and

.ministration of a company.
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Bv allowing his lieutenants to participate to the greatest extent
> in tlic government and administration of the company, and l>y

not hampering ami pestering them with unnecessary instruct Tons about
details, tho captain will get out of his lieutenants the very best that
there is in them.

The captain should require RESULTS from his lieutenants, and
the mere fact that a lieutenant is considered inefficient and unable to

do things properly, is no reason why he should not be required to do
thorn. The captain is by Army Regulations responsible for the nlicicncv
and instruction of his lieutenants regarding all matters pertaining to

the company, and he should require them to perform all their duties

properly, resorting to such disciplinary measures as may be considered

necessary. The lieutenant who can not, or who will not, po-furm his

duties properly is a drag on the company, and such a man has no business
in the Army, or in the Organized Militia.

THE LIEUTENANT
870. To be able to perform well the duties of captain when the re-

sponsibility falls upon him, should be the constant study and ambition
of the lieutenant.

He is tke assistant of the captain and should bo required by tho

captain to assist in the performance of all company duties, including
the keeping of records and the preparation of the necessary reports,

returns, estimates and requisitions. The captain should give him lota

to do, and should throw him on hia own responsibility just as much as

possible. Ho should be required to drill the company, attend tho daily

inspection of the company quarters, instruct the noncommissioned officers,

brief communications, enter letters in the Correspondence Book, make
out ration returns, reports, muster and pay rolls, etc., until ho shows

perfect familiarity therewith.
Whenever told to do a thing by your captain, do it yourself or

see personally that it is done. Do not turn it over to some noncommis-
sioned officer and let it go at that. If your captain wants some non-

commissioned officer to do the thing, he himself will tell him to do it he

will not ask you to do it.

It is customary in the Army to regard the company as the prop-

erty of the captain. Should the lieutenant, therefore, be in temporary
command of the company he should not make any changes, especially in

the reduction or promotion of noncommissioned officers without first having
consulted the captain's wishes in the matter.

It is somewhat difficult to explain definitely the authority a
lieutenant exercises over the men in the company when the captain is

present. In general terms, however, it may be stated tho lieutenant can

not make any changes around the barracks, inflict any punishment or

put men on, or relieve them from, any duty without the consent of the

captain. It is always better if there be a definite understanding between
the captain and his lieutenants as to what he expects of them, how he
wishes to have certain things done and to what extent he will sustain

them.
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If tlio lioutonant wants anything from the company in the way
-.vorkiiiLC parties, the serving "I" the company :irtiti<-er or company
!v, tlie 11- 'lanec stores or (]iiai tormaster articles, lie should

to the captain about the matter.

THE CAPTAIN AND THE LIEUTENANTS
871. The company officers should set an example to their men in

litary l>e:ina-, system, punctuality and oilier soldierly qualities,
d that the ney licence of superiors is the cue for

If the men of ji company an - and indifferent aliout salut-
and if they are shabby and lax in their dress, the, company com-

ia to Maine for it company 'officers can always correct 'defects
of this hind, if they \vill only try.

The character and ciliciency of officers and the manner in which
they perform their duties are reflected in the conduct and deportment of
their men.

Of course, courage, is a prerequisite quality for a good officer, and
k to impress his men that he would direct them.

:

<i nothing involving danger that ho would not himself be willing to
do under similar circumstai

If a company officer be ignorant of his duties, his men will soon
find it out, and when they do they will have neither respect for, nor
confidence in. him.

Company officers should take an active interest in everything that
affects the amusement, recreation, happiness and welfare of their men.

An officer just joining a company should learn without delay the
names of all the men. A roll of the organization should be gotten and
Studied.

While an officer can gruffly order a soldier to do a thing and have
his orders obeyed, it should be remembered that, as a rule, human
nature, especially American human nature, responds best to an appeal

: ide, fairness, justice, reason, and the other nobler instincts of man.
It is only in rare instances that the average man will give the best there

is in him under coercion or pressure of authority.
There are but few men who have not some good in them, and

this good can generally be gotten at, if one only goes about it in the

right way. Study your men and try to arouse in them pride and interest

in their work.
The soldier first learns to respect, then to honor and finally to

the officer who is strict but just ; firm but kind and this is the

officer who will draw out of his men the very best there is in them.

872. Treat your men like men, and remember there is nothing that

will so completely take the spirit out of a man as to find fault with him

doing his best.

Young officers sometimes run to one of two extremes in the

wont of their men they either, by undue familiarity, or otherwise,
cultivate popularity with the men; or they do not treat them with

sufficient consideration the former course will forfeit their esteem; th
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latter, ensure their dislike, neither of which result is conducive t

maniiing their res]

Treat your soldiers with proper consideration, dignity, and jus-
tice remember they are members of your profession, the difT.

one of education, rank, command, and pay but they are men, lik.

. and should be treated as such.

Under no circumstances should you ever swear at a soldier not

only is this taking a moan, unfair advantage of y<>ur posit i-m, but it is

also undignified, ungentlemanly and unmilitary. It is even more improper
for you to swear at a soldier than it is for a superior t

you in the latter case the insult can be properly resented
;
in the former,

it must be borne in humiliating silence.

Remember, that if by harsh or unfair treatment you destroy a
man's self-respect, you at the same time destroy his usefulness.

Familiarity is, .of course, most subversive of discipline, but you
can treat your men with sympathetic consideration without bring familiar

with them.
In dealing with enlisted men, do not use the same standard of

intellect and morals that apply in the case of officers. And
too, that a thing that may appear small and trivial to an officer may
mean a great deal to an enlisted man study your men, learn their <:

their habits, their way of thinking, and then in your dealing
them try to look at things from their standpoint also. In other

in your treatment of your men be just as human as possible.
The treatment of soldiers should be uniform mid just, and under

no circumstances should a man be humiliated unnecessarily or ;;

Eeproof and punishment must be administered with discretion ami

ment, and without passion; for the officer who loses his temper ar

into a tantrum has failed to obtain his first triumph in discipline. Ik'

who can not control himself can not control others.

Every officer should stiidy himself carefully, ho should a:

himself, he should place himself under a microscopic glass, so as 1

cover his weak points and ho should then try with his whole might and
soul to make these weak points strong points. If, for iustaix

realixn that you are weak in applied minor tactics, or that you h:

"bump of locality," or that you .have a poor memory, or that you have
a weak will, do what you can to correct these defects in your make-up.
Bemember "Stonewall" Jackson's motto: "A man can do anything he

makes up his mind to do."
The Progress Company, Chicago, 111., publishes "Mind Power."

"Memory," "The Will," "The Art of Logical Thinking", (all by W. W.

Atkinson), and several other books of a similar nature, that are Ixith

interesting and instructive. "The Power of the "Will," by Haddock,
for sale by Albert Lewis Pelton, Meridcn, Conn., is an excellent book
of its kind.

THE FIEST SERGEANT
873. It has been said the captain is the proprietor of the company

and the first sergeant is the foreman.
Under supervision of the captain, he has immediate charge of all

routine matters pertaining to the company.
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In some companies in the Regular Army, it is customary for sol-

diers, oxcopt in cases of emergency, target permission from the first

. to 'tin 1 company commander at any time. In other
who wish to speak to the company commander

'.ust first obtain the first sergeant's
':i.s permission to sp^ak to

::;i:iamlrr when lie is at the barracks.
authorized to place noncommis-

-t in quarters and privates in confinement in the
ier of the to whom

\f-r, with regard to the confinement

officers, attention is invited to the ArmJ*

ject.

THE NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS
(The status, duties, etc., of noncommissioned officers are covered

in greater detail in Noncommissioned Officers' Manual, by the author.
General agents: George Bauta Publishing Co., Menasha, Wis.)

874. The eiliciency and discipline of a company depend to such an
; the noncommissioned officers that the greatest care and judg-
ld be exercised in their selection. They should be men possessing

'icily qualities as a high sense of duty, cheerful obedience to

orders, force of character, honesty, sobriety and steadiness, together with
an intelligent knowledge of drills, regulations, and orders.

They should exact prompt obedience from those to whom they
and should see that all soldiers under them perform their

military duties properly. They must not hesitate to reprove them when
<sary, but such reproof must not be any more severe than the occa-

demanda.
The company officers must sustain the noncommissioned officers

in the oxen-ise of their authority, except, of course, when such author-
Is improperly or unjustly exercised. If they do wrong, they should be

the same as the privates, but if it be simply an error of judg-
ild merely l>e admonished. A noncommissioned officer should
ished in the presence of privates.

Judicious praising of noncommissioned officers in the presence of
.t only gratifying to the noncommissioned officer, but it

: s to enhance the respect and esteem of the privates for him.
In addition to dividing the company into squads, each squad.

being under a noncommissioned officer as required by the Army Regu-
ho company should also be divided into sections, each section

^e of a sergeant. The squads and sections should, as far

quartered together in barracks, and the chiefs of squads
the chiefs of sections should be held strictly responsible for the

anliness, and the care of arms of the members of
the! juads and sections. Not only does this throw the

corporals and the sergeants upon their own responsibility to a certain

it, but it also impresses upon them the importance of their posi-
. and geta the privates in the habit of realizing and appreciating th

authority exercised by noncommissioned officers.
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\M aMe, the noncommi>-i. .!!<.! ciflirvrs should 1

rate rooms or tents, ;m.l should :

tin- private*; foi , cver\'tiling that conduces to familiarity with in

tends to lower the dignity of tin- noncommissioned officers' posit ion.

Throw your noncommis-ioned oliicers upon their own

bility throw them into deep water, so to speak, where they will cither

ha\e to swim or sink. You can never tell what a man '-an really do
until you ha\e -hen him a chance to show you until you ha\

him on his mettle until you have tried him out. And very often men
who seem to have nothing in them, men who have never before
thrown upon their own responsibility, will surprise you.

Do all you can to make your noncommissioned officers T.

and appreciate the importance of their position. Consult them
different matters get their opinions about various things. "When

through the barracks at Saturday morning inspection, for instai

you come to the different squads, have the squad leaders step to tho

front and follow you while you arc inspecting their respective squads.
If you find anything wrong with a man's bunk, speak to the squad leader

about it. Also ask the squad leaders various questions about their squads.
Not only does such treatment of noncommissioned officers mako

them appreciate the importance, responsibility and dignity of theh

tion, but it also gives them more confidence in themselves and raises

them in the eyes of the priyates.
Noncommissioned officers should always be addressed by their

titles, by both officers and soldiers.

Noncommissioned officers are forbidden by regulations to a

barbers, or as agents for laundries, or in any other position of a similar

character.

Everything possible should be done by the company officers to

instruct the noncommissioned officers properly in their duties.
1

So far as the company is concerned, the noncommissioned offi-

cers are expected to assist the company commander in carrying out his

own orders and those of his superiors they should see that all company
orders are obeyed and that the known wishes of the captain are carried

out. If, for instance, the captain should tell the first sergeant that the

men in the company may play cards among themselves, but that non-

commissioned officers are not to play with privates and that men from
other companies are not allowed to take part in, or to be pic-
the games, then it is the duty of the first sergeant to see that these

instructions arc carried out it is his duty to make frequent, inspect inns

of the tables at which the men may bo playing to soo that i

missioned officers are playing and that no outsiders are present. The
first sergeant who confined himself to publishing the order to the

pany and then doing nothing more, would be neglectful of his proper duly.
Noncommissioned officers clothed in the proper uniform of their

grade are on duty at all times and places for the suppression of dis-

1 Silicate Roll Blackboards, which are perfectly flexible and can be rolled tijrhtly,

like a map, without injury, may be obtained from the New York Silicate I'.<>k Slate

Co., 20 Vesey St., New York. They are made in various sizes, about tin

convenient for use in noncommissioned officers' schools is No. 3, three by four feet

price $2.
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orderly conduct on the part of members of tho company in public :

Men creating disorder will be s'i)t to their quarters in arrest and the

reported fo the company commander without delay.
onimissioiied oflieers can do much to prevent the commission

of offenses by members of their commands, both when on and when off

and such prevention is as much their duty as reporting offenses

they arc committed; in fact, it is much better to prevent the offense-

than to bring tho offender to trial.

jinny commanders should drill their noncommissioned officers

nighly in the principles of discipline.
875. Noncommissioned Officers Authorized to Confine Enlisted Men. A

;iy or detachment commander may delegate to his noncommis-
: officers the authority to confine enlisted men in the guardhouse

and to place them in arrest in quarters, provided the case is immediately
reported to the company or detachment commander, who confirms the
act of the noncommissioned officer and adopts it as his own. W. D.

decision, December, 1905. ,

876. Eeduction and Resignation. A noncommissioned officer should
i:ever be reduced to ranks, except for grave and sufficient reasons. Nothing
demoralizes the noncommissioned officers of a company so much and upaets
discipline to such an extent as the feeling that upon the slightest pretext
or fancy one is to be sent back to tho ranks, to associate with the privates
he has been required to discipline.

In some regiments noncommissioned officers are permitted to

send in formal resignations, while in other regiments they are not, but,
with the approval of the company commander, they may ask for reduc-

Jving proper, satisfactory and specific reasons. Of course, resigna-
tions submitted in a spirit of accepted insubordination or pique should

considered, nor should they ever be in substitution for deserved

di.s-iplinary punishment. If a noncommissioned officer has good reasons
for requesting reduction and the granting of the request would not result

in detriment to the company, there is no reason why his application
should not be favorably considered. However, in such a case, the non-
commissioned officer should consult his company commander before sub-
mit; ing his request in writing. It is thought the preponderance of custom
is against considering formal resignations.

Contentment and Harmony
877. The officers of the company should do everything possible to

organization contented and harmonious. Contentment and

harmony are not only conducive to good discipline and efficiency, but
.overnmont of the company easy and reduce desertions

.linimum.

Tho showing of favoritism on the part of the captain is always
ion amongst the soldiers in the company,

care how strict the captain is, just so he is fair and
ing all men alike.

878. The Mess. The captain should give the mess his constant per-
sonal attention, making frequent visits to the kitchen, and dining-room
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while the soldiers arc at meals so aa to see for himself what tl..

getting, how it is served.

It is n.it saving too much to state that, in time of peace, a good
mesa is tin- real l.asis of the contentment of a company.

Ascertain what the soldiers like to eat and then gratify their

appetites as far ns practicable.
Be careful that the cook or the mess sergeant doesn't fall into a

rut and satiate the soldiers day after day with the same dishes.
Civo the ration your personal attention know yourself what 1ho

company is entitled to, how much it is actually getting, what the sav-

ings amount to, etc.

879. Library and Amusement Eoom. A library and an. amusement
room, supplied with good books, magazines, papers, a billiard or i'ol
tal>k*, and a phonograph, are a source of much pleasure and center-

880. Athletic Apparatus. A judicious investment of the company fund
in baseballs, bats, dumb bells, Indian clubs, boxing gloves and other
athletic goods, and the encouragement of baseball, basketball, quoits,

etc., are in the interest of harmony and happiness.

Rewards and Privileges

881. 1. Deny all passes and requests for privileges of men whose
conduct is not good, and on the other hand grant to men whose con-

duct is good, as many indulgences as is consistent with discipline.
2. Judicious praise in the presence of the first sergeant, a

noncommissioned officers, or the entire company, depending upon cir-

cumstances, very often accomplishes a great deal. After the according
of such praise, let your action toward the man show that his good con-

duct is appreciated and that it Las raised him Tn your estimati<

make him feel you are keeping your eye on him to see whether ho will

continue in his well doing.
3. Publication of commendatory orders, desirable special duty details,

etc.

4. Promotion, and extra duty details which carry extra pay.
5. Meritorious conduct of importance should be noted in the soldier's

military record and also on. his discharge.
6. At tho weekly company inspection, each chief of sq .

out the neatest and cleanest man in his squad the captain then i-

the men so selected, the neatest and cleanest one bein-j ' from
one or two tours of kitchen police, or some other disagreeable duty; or

given a two days' pass.
NOTE: Some officers do not think that good conduct should be especially rewarded.

but that if all soldiers be held strictly accountable for their actions by
strict discipline, good conduct attains its own reward in the immunities it enjoys.

882. Company punishment. It is neither necessary nor desiral.le to

bring every dereliction of duty before a court-martial for irial. Ir

the invariable preferring of charges for minor1 offenses will, as a rule,

injure rather than help the discipline of a command. The 104th Article

'.For example, noisy or disorderly conduct in quarters, failure to salute officers,

slovenly dressed at formations, rifte equipments not properly cleaiu-d at ir

or other formations, overstaying pass, short absences without leave and absences

from formations (especially for first offense).
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i states. "The commanding officer of any detachment, company, or
inntiil may, for minor offenses imt denied \,\- the ac<

disciplinary punishments ii|xui persons of his ciiiiiMiaini without tlio

ri-mai tial. tir. le<s ill.' accused demands trial l>v court-
-." Tin- disciplinary |>:iiiisliiiuMits authorized may include adnioni-

tin. reprimand, withholding of pri vi leges, -ue, and
Jicd limits, l>ut shall not include forfeiture of pav or

at under -
. ..irts Martial.)

Some Efficacious Forms of Company Punishment
883. 1. under the Company Supply Sergeant or the non-

';> around and in the

iring tin pans, polish'-
d. policing the rears, cuttl-

lifkel parts in the water closets and bath

,g leather, cleaning puns, l.oilii haversacks, aud in
'rains and working around slop holes.

If the work be done well the offender may be let off sooner if

the work be not done well, he may be tried for it.

:_'. Men may not be allowed to leave the immediate vicinity of the
ks for periods ranging from one to ten days, during which time

to all kinds of disagreeable fatigue, and required to report
X. 0. O. in charge of quarters at stated hours.

king rocks for a given number of days. For every man
so punished, a private of the same company is detailed as a sentinel

and for every four men a corporal is detailed in addition the idea being
to cause every man in each organization to take an interest in prevent-
ing his own comrades from violating rules and regulations.

4. When two soldiers get into a row that is not of a serious nature,
a good plan is to set them at work scrubbing the barrack windows
one on the outside and one on the inside, making them clean the samo

ut the same time. They are thus constantly looking in each other's
and before the second window is cleaned they will probably be

laughing at each other and part friends rather than nursing their wrath.
5. Confinement to barracks, reporting to the noncommissioned officer

in charge of quarters once every hour, from reveille to, say, 9 P. H.

N'OTE: Some company commanders follow, for moral effect, the practice of

publishing to their companies all summary court convictions of soldiers belonging
to the organization.

Withholding of Privileges

1. "\Vitliholding of passes and of credit at the post exchange.
L\ Withholding of furloughs.

884. Control of Drunken and Obscene Men. In order to control
drunken and obscoiie men, they have been bucked -ji^d until

:itly sober to regain self-control and quiet down. The use of a
cold water hose in such cases has been known to accomplish good results.

"tent, however, should be exercised ami no more force
'.ha a is absolutely necessary.

It may also be said that persistently filthy men have been w-

885. y morning and other company inspections are intended
to show the condition of the organization regardin;; its equipment, military
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appearance nml general fitness for :.nd tin1 condition of tin- (juar-
: .nls cleanliness, order, etc. Usually . -.ept tin- guard,
one cook, and others whose presence elsewhere can not be spared, aro

required to attend inspect inns, appearing in their best clothes, their arms
and accouternients bring sliipsliape and spick and span in every r.

A man appearing at inspection with arms and equipments not in

proper shape, especially if lie l.e a recruit or if it lie his first offense,

may be turned out again several hours later, fully armed and equipped,
for another inspection, instead of being tried by summary court.

Property Responsibility

886. Special attention should be given to the care and accountability
of all company property.

1. All property (tents, axes, spades, chairs, hatchets, etc.) should
be plainly marked with the letter of the company.

2. Keep a duplicate copy of every memorandum receipt given for

property, and when such property is turned in or another officer's memo-
randum receipt is given covering tho property, don't fail to get your
original memorandum from tho quartermaster.

3. See that tho quartermaster gives you credit for all articles turned

in, or property accounted for on statement of charges, proceedings of
a surveying officer or otherwise.

4. Have a settlement with the quartermaster at the end of every
quarter as required by Army Regulations, taking an inventory of all

property held on memorandum receipt and submitting to the quarter-
master a statement of charges and a certified list of tho china and glass-
ware unavoidably broken during the quarter.

5. Keep an account of all articles issued to tho men, turned in to

the quartermaster, condemned, expended, lost, stolen or destroyed.
6. Worn out and unserviceable, property that is beyond repair in the

company should be submitted to the action of a surveying officer, tho

Survey Reports (Form No. 196, A. G. O.) being prepared in triplicate, and
submitted to the commanding officer, who will appoint a surveying ..

No property that can be repaired in the company should ever be sub-

mitted to the action of a surveying officer or inspector. In this connec-

tion company commanders and supply sergeants should be thoroughly
familiar with Ordnance Department pamphlet No. 1065 and G. O. 26,

1917, the two covering the ewe, repair and disposition of unserviceable
Ordnance equipment.

7. Property that is to be submitted to the action of a surveying
officer or an inspector should always first bo carefully examined by the

responsible officer in person, who should be prepared to give all necessary
information in regard to it.

The property should be arranged in the order of enumeration in the

survey or the inventory report, and should be arranged in rows of five,

ten, or some other number, so that the numbers of the various articles

can be counted at a glance.
Tho Army Regulations require that the responsible officer shall be

present at the inspection of property by a regular inspector. He should

also be present when property is acted on by a surveying officer.
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;>erty (Ordnance, Quarter! ii:il :md
t tin- lilt* :il Depai I nicMit ) is L.'"iteii from t lie unit

apply .11 memorandum rec.-ipt. The litter is gO\
r n the

M on memorandum receipt. Settlements are n-qu!,
; ly with the oflicers concerned, and also <

inquishiug

Company Paperwork
887. Scope of subject. To cover in full the subject of company paper-

. ould require inure space than it is practicable to spare in a manual
( t' this nature, and -

^ ..ily only brief reference is made herein to

ineipal Looks, records and papers connected with tho adminis-

11 of a company.
The subject of company paperwork, as well as Army administration

i;i general, is covered in full in Army 1'apcrworTt, publi.<h d by Geo. Banta

Publishing -Co.. Mcnasha, Wis. Price $2.00, postpaid.
In connection with company paperwork, it may be remarked that

now-a-days no company office is complete without a typewriter. For all-

around lield and garrison work the COKOXA, \\hich is used throughout
i. Xot only is it less bulky and lighter than other

machines, but it is simpler of construction and will stand harder usage.
Tho Corona Folding Stand adds very much to the convenience of the machine

888. Morning Report. Which shows, at the hour the report is sub-

mitted. tin 1 exact condition of the company as to the number of officers

and men present for duty, sick, absent, etc. All changes since the last

(the day before) are shown by name, under "
Remarks,

"' on the

and page, and by number on the left-hand page. In case of no
since hist report, note, "No change," under,

"
Remarks," and

r.lso on the left-hand page. (See model given below.)

(Left-hand page)



asy

(Corresponding right-hand page)

Fig. 2

NOTE. The numbers 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, etc., entered by hand on the

left in model, and which show the number of days from each printed num-
ber (date) to the end of the month, are entered the beginning of each

month, and arc a convenience in showing at once the number of rations to

be added or deducted in the case of men joining or leaving the company.
889. Daily Sick Report. On which are entered the names of all

.1 men requiring medical attention and such of the company officers

as may be excused from duty because of illness. The report is

each day liv the surgeon and the company commander, and shows whether
or not the sickness was incurred in line of duty.



SSO-891-892-893-S94-895-896-897-898-899-900-901-S02-E03

Duty Roster. <>n wlu.'Ii is ord of all details fi.r

.!< tails for M'I \ i--f in

:md rxt r;i duty details. !

'

s on the form itself

891. Files of Orders. A filo will be kept of all o

kept of all orders and 1

;ty.

892. Company Fund Book. Tii which arc entered all rrccipls to, and
in, the < ; with tiie month!-.

ration, ami a list of property,
; roni the co:;.pany 1'uinl. The model in the

ok shows how the account is to be kept.
893. Correspondence Book, with index. In which is entered a brief

to which a record is nee-

a of the action taken thereon.
894. Document File, being the original documents or communications

when : d, and carbon, letter press, or other copies of
-. or telegrams sent in regard to the same, all of which

are filed according to serial numbers.
895. Delinquency Record, in which are noted the disciplinary puiiish-

by the company commander in compliance with the pro-
Army Regulations.

896. Property Responsibility. Two loose-leaf books in which are
in one all articles of quartermaster property, and in the other, all

d of ordnance property, issued each soldier for his personal use.

897. Service Record. (Formerly known as "Descriptive List.") One
h member of the company, in which is kept a full description of

hiding date of enlistment, personnel description, record of deposits,
martial, record of vaccination, clothing account, etc.

898. Descriptive Card of Public Animals. To be kept in organiza-
:

i public animals.
99. Retained Copies of Rolls, Returns, etc. Retained copies of the

. and returns (property and other) that are required
illations.

SOO. Memorandum Receipts, showing all articles of ordnance qnarter-
-, and other property tliar may be held on memorandum receipt, with
t receipt, from whom receive,d, etc. The company commander has

i lenient with the staff ollicors concerned.
901. Abstract Record of Memorandum Receipts. For keeping a record

of pi" ,i-il on memorandum receipt, in connection with the unit

iiitubility equipment.
902. Record of Rifles, showing the number of the rifle, the Arsenal

nia<]-, date ot n- eipt, to whom issued, ard number of shots fired

-in. (Note. Ceo. I'.anta, Publishing Co., Menasha, "Wls.,

print lit oanl for this purpose.)
903. Summary Court Records. Commanding officers are require.] to

_ani/.at ion commanders with true copies of all sumnary court
t' their organizations, which papers form a part

of the records of the organization.
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904-905-906-907-908-909

904. Statement of Clothing Charged to Enlisted Men. When clothing
is drawn individually from the quartei ma>ter. the individual <'lothing
Slips are entered on the Statement of Clothin ! to Knlist.-d Men,
which is filed with the requisition to which it

j

905. Abstract of Clothing. All individual clothing slips are entered
on this nlistract as tho issues arc made, the total quantities and m
values being determined and the abstract completed at tho end of month
or when the organization leaves tho vicinity of tho issuing quan
for an extended period. At tho close of period covered, the or^rmi/.ation
commander compares his copy of tho abstract with the quart'"
copy, and it is then filed with tho Individual Clothing Slips and S'

ment of Clothing Charged to Knlisted men.
906. Eecord of Size of Clothing. A record of the sizes of clothing

of every man in the company as ascertained by measurement.
907. Company Target Records. An individual record is kept for each

man of tho company and for every officer firing, on which arc eni

the record rifle practice and the qualification for each target se:i

A similar record is kept in tho case of thoso required to firo with tho

pistol. Records are also kept of tho company combat firing and tho

proficiency test, and of the combat practice. Tho combat practice
are kept until the close of the following target season, when they may In-

destroyed.
908.' Company Eeturn. On the first day of each month a Company

Return for tho preceding month is submitted to regimental headqmu
Tho return gives by name all changes since rendition of last return in

the case of officers, and by number all changes in tho case of onli

men, and shows the condition of tho company at midnight of the last

of the month for which rendered. All officers, present and absent,
accounted for by name, and under "Record of Events," is given a brief

statement of tho duties performed by the company during tho m<>

including marches made, actions in which engaged, etc. See next
]

for a "Model" Company Return.
909. Ration return. In addition to rations, on this form are obt

soap, candles, matches, toilet paper, rock salt, vinegar for animals,
for paste in target practice, towels, and ice, tho allowances of which are

prescribed in tho Army Regulations.
The best way to show how a ration rctuin is prepared is to give a

"model" and then explain how tho figures thereon were obtained.

The figures in the above "model" were obtained as follows:

(a) The enlisted strength of Co. "H," 50th Inf., present and
absent according to tho morning report of Feb. 29/16, was

(b) Deduct from tho above the number of men absent according
to tho morning report of Feb. 29/16, and for whom rations will not,

therefore, be drawn for any part or for the whole of the month of

March, the number of men absent being (assumed) as follows:
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On fui lough 3

On detached service 2

Absent sick 2

Absent in confinement 1

Present sick in hospital 4

Attached to and rationed with the, band 2 14

Balance.

(c) Add iho number of men attached to -the company for rations,

which (it is assumed) consists of two general prisoners

83

TOTAL 85
That is to say, we have 85 men for whom one ration per day

must be drawn for the month of March, that is to say, 31 days.

Hence, the total number of rations will be, 85 X 31 = 2635
rations.

(d) Additions and deductions mast be made as follows:

Additions
For the men who were attached to the company for rations

and who joined during the month of February, from absent sick,

furlough, detached service, etc., and which (let us assume) the
s" column of "Rations" on the company morning report for

lary shows to be
;

150

Deductions
For the men who left the company during the month of

February, on account of being sent to the hospital sick, going on

furlough, etc., and which (let us assume) the "Minus" column of
'
' on the company morning report for February shows

to be ". 200

Leaving us (a
" Net correction") to be added of 50

And making the total number due the company for the

month of March 2585

("Model" Ration Return)

Attached: General Prieoners Hart and Youivc.
<J. W.C. Form ^-> NO...

.XL! April a, iu. (QUARTERMASTER'S NUMBER]

Ration Return of. Co. ."H.V.S.Otiv.Infantry, !

At-Fort JPortor,.M, .Y,
, from...itor.cli.JL.._

,
1916

,
to~liarch..31 , 191 6.

No. of days...3l , persons present.B3...plua..2_.avtached, No. of rations 2635
AJJ.:i 150

, (Uh.ctir>n3 - 200 '

, net corre-.ti^rs. 50......

' ''
riELO. RESERVE. TRAVEL FILIPINO.

RATIONS ) n^c
IRED l| 2585 ,_. , -__---

|
-.____ | |

TOTAL 2585

No. emergency rations required ..=-.-:.-.---.-:-.-.

Other issues required, quantities actually required within regulation allowance: (No. of animals -. )

.... CAHOltt. CANOLM. TOILET ... - ... VINEGAR FLOUR FOA TOWELS.
IMOl. LANTERN! MATCHE. PAPER. ALT' "O "- FOR ANIMALS. PASTE. MUCK.

103
I

*-- 24 43

Fig. 6
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EXTRA l^STKS

Tho Army Regulations fixes the mnximum allowance of soap, toilet

paper, matches, etc., the coiuinaniling oiliccr l>eing authui i/r.l. if ho so
-=. to determine the allowimrrs, with the jircsi-i-il.nl maximum. Tho

allowances arc based either on so much per ration, per so many rations,
or per organization. In the case of candles and matches the allowance is

left entirely to the commanding officer.

Example
(See "model" ration return above)

Soap. Allowance is 0.64 for each ration or 4 Ibs. to 100 rations.

25.85x4=103.40, i. e., the company is entitled to 103 Ibs.

of soap for the month of March.
Toilet paper. Allowance is 1000 sheets for every GO rations.

2585 -^- 60 = 43 -f ,
that is, the company is entitled to 43

packages of toilet paper.
Matches. Allowance of matches for lighting fires and lights, for

which fuel and the illumination supplies are issued, is such
as the commanding officer may order as necessary.

Flour. Allowance of flour for paste used in target practice is

50 Ibs. for each troop or company for tho practice season.
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CHAPTER II

DISCIPLINE

910. Definition. Discipline is not merely preservation of order, faith-

ful performance of duty, and prevention of offenses in other words,
discipline is nut merely compliance with a set of rules and regulations
drawn up for the purpose of preserving order in an organization. This
is only one phase of discipline. In its deeper and more important sense

discipline may be defined as the habit of instantaneous and instinctive

obedience under any and all circumstances it is the habit whereby tho

very muscles of the soldier instinctively obey the word of command, so

that under whatever circumstances of danger or death the soldier may
hear that word of command, even though his mind be too confused to

work, his muscles will obey. It is toward this ultimate object that all

rules of discipline tend. In war, the value of this habit of instantaneous

and instinctive obedience is invaluable, and during the time of peace every-
thing possible should bo done to ingrain into the very blood of the

soldier this spirit, this habit, of instantaneoiis, instinctive obedience to

tho word of command.
911. Methods of Attaining Good Discipline. Experience shows that

drill, routine, military courtesy, attention to details, proper rewards for

good conduct, and invariable admonition or punishment of all derelictions

of duty, are the best methods of attaining good discipline that they
are tho most effective means to that end.

912. Importance. History shows that the chief factor of success in

war is discipline, and that without discipline no body of troops can hold
their own against a well-directed, well-disciplined force.

913. Sound System. "We must bear in mind that what may be consid-

ered a sound system of discipline at ,one epoch or for one nation, may
be inapplicable at another epoch or for another nation. In other words,
sound discipline depends upon the existing state of civilization and educa-

tion, tho political institutions of the countfy, the national trait and the

national military system. For example, the system of discipline that
1 in the days of Frederick the Great, and which, in modified form,

exists today in certain European armies, whereby the soldier was so

inured to a habit of subjection that he became a sort of machine n
kind of automa , a system of discipline, while answering admir-

ably well its purpose at that time and for those nations, would not do
at all in this day and generation, and with a people like ours, in whom
the spirit of personal freedom and individual initiative are born. Of

ipline that will insure obedience under any and all con-

iptinc that will insure prompt and unhesitating obedi-

.rch, to attack, to charge is just as important today as it

was a thousand years ago, but we can not attain it by the machinc-
thods of former times. The system we use must be in
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ith the national c! .]<> ami the ta<

of the (lav. the I .uiring individual initiative,

to tin- old system. ! ny commander imposed liis \\ill upon
of submissive unils ;'uin!er the new >\stem I'

liy authority ami greaV Knowledge, !
; ent. willing i

ing ready nl.edienee and loyal cm'ipi-i -at ioa. '!'!,. ...?

to drive; now hi- leads.

914. Means of attaining and maintaining such discipline.
1. te men the impoi...

on the field of liattle. and i;ive the ](: sons !!:

I hat they were not tulijc.-
1 i-d to in civil life.

; ot impose u;, 1

that have no bearing on their of.

order! i

Demand a hi^h standard of ex--' iho performance of all

lie utmost display of CD*

A system of discipline based on tho al>o\e principl-
habits of self-control, self-reliance, neatness, order, and punc-

for authority and confidence in super!
915. Punishment. In maintaining discipline, it must be r

tho object of punishment should be two fold: (a) To prevent th

mission of offenses, and (b) to reform the offender. Punishment should,

ore, in degree and character depend upon the nature of the ol

Punishment, should not be debasing or illegal, and the penalty should be

proportionate to the nature of the offense. If too gn
arouse sympathy, and foster friends for tho offender, thus <

a repetition of the offense. A distinction, therefore, should b>>

Ijetween the deliberate disregard of orders and regulations, and ol

which are the result of ignorance or thoughtlessness. In tin

the punishment should be for tho purpose of instmction and slit

go to tho extent of inflicting unnecessary humiliation and di-

upon the offender.
General Principles

916. In the administration of discipline the following principles shot

bo observed.
1. Everyone, officers and soldiers, should be required and mac

to perform their full duty. If the post commander, for instance, require
the company commanders to do their full duty, they will require thci

noncommissioned officers to do their full duty, and the noncommissione
officers will in turn require the men to do tho same.

2. Subordinates should be held strictly responsible for the proj

government and administration of their respective commands, and all .

or corrections should be made through them.
3. Subordinates should have exclusive control of their r<

commands, and all orders, instructions and directions affecting their cor

mands should be given through them.
4. If, in case of emergency, it bo not practicable to maK-

changes or corrections, or to give certain orders, instructions or dir

tions, through the subordinates, they should be notified at once of wl

has been done.
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916- (contd.)

5. After a subordinate has been placed in charge of a certain duty,
all instructions pertaining thereto should bo given through him, and all

meddling and interfering should l.c avoided. Interference by superiors
subordinate of responsibility, and causes him to lose interest,

indifferent, and do no more than he is obliged to do.

6. -linty of reward for, and appreciation of, meritorious con-

duct, should equal the ceitninty ->f punishment for dereliction of duty.
7. It is the duty of an officer or .noncommissioned officer who gives

an order to see that it is obeyed; carrying out orders received by him
does not eim with their perfunctory transmission to subordinates this

is only a small part of his duty. He must personally see that the orders
ismitted are made effective.

8. The treatment of soldiers should be uniform and just, and under
.no circumstances should a man be humiliated unnecessarily or abused.

f and pumshnunt must be administered with discretion and judg-
and without passion; for an officer or noncommissioned' officer who
Ms temper and flies into a tantrum has failed to obtain his first

triumph in discipline. He who can not control himself can not control

Punishment should invariably follow dereliction of duty, for the

frequency of n flenses depends, as a general rule, on the degree of certainty
with which their commission is attended with punishment. When men

'hat their derelictions and neglects will be observed and reproved,
..ill be much more careful than they would be otherwise that's

in nature.
'rict adherence to the above general principles will instill into

nds of those concerned, respect for authority and a spirit of obedience.
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PART III

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS PERTAINING
TO COMPANY TRAINING AND

INSTRUCTION
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CHAPTER I

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF COMPANY .TRAINING
AND INSTRUCTION*

917. Object of Training and Instruction. The object of training and

instructing a company is to thoroughly knit together its different parts,
its various elements (individuals, squads and platoons), into a complete,
homogeneous mass, a cohesive unit, that will under any and all conditions

and circumstances respond to the will of the captain a cohesive unit

that knows how to march, that knows how to live properly in camp,
that knows how to fight and that can be readily handled tactically on the

field of battle. In short, the object of training and instruction is to

make out of the company an efficient, wieldy fighting weapon, to be

manipulated by the captain. There is but one way this object can be

obtained, and that is by work, work, work and then more work by
constant care, attention and pains by cooperation, by team work, among
the officers, the noncommissioned officers and the privates.

918. Method and Progression. Arrangement is an essential of sound

teaching. Training and instruction in order to be easily understood and

readily assimilated in order to give the greatest results in the short-

est time must be carried on according to a methodical and progressive

plan. Each subject or subjects upon a knowledge of which depend the

proper understanding and mastering^ of another, should" be studied and
mastered before taking up the other subject, and the elementary and simpler
aspects of a given subject must be mastered before taking up the higher
and more difficult phases of the subject, which means that individual train-

ing and instruction must precede, and provide a sound foundation for,
collective training and instruction that is to say, for the higher tactical

training and instruction of the company as a unit. These basic, funda-
mental principles of successful training and instruction apply to practical as

well as theoretical training. For instance, in the subject of entrenchments
we would first instruct the men individually in the use of the tools and in

the construction and use of the trenches, after which we would pass on to

the tactical use of entrenchments by the company. Also, in training and

instructing the company in fire discipline, we would first explain to the men
the power and tactical value of the rifle, and instruct them in their duties

on the firing line as regards adjustment of sights, attention to commands,
economy of ammunition, etc.; we would explain to the platoon commanders
and guides their duties as regards control of fire, enforcement of fire disci-

pline, etc., after which we would practice the company as a unit in fire
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action, mul tiro control, ending up \\itli :in exercise showing tin 1 tactit

application of tin- rulrs and principles explained. :<ln, in the tiaii

ing ami instruction of tin- ciniip;iM\ in tin- !itt:i<-K. \\ e uniild first train am
instinct tlu> company in all tin- formations ami mnilh
precede an attack (patrolling, out; . am-e ^u;t

al.- in those thai form an inherent part of uu at!. :ided unit

firing, USP of .).

919. Program. The training and instruction of a compar
practical or t.heoietical. should IT cariied on in accurdai
ileiinite program, in which the ,sul>,

lor.

920. Simultaneous Instruction and Training. Tho next qi:

self is: Should instruction ami training in ca<-h l>ra

Completed before proceeding to the next, or .should inst ru- 1

) ;o:> ami train-

ing bo carried on simultaneously in. t\vo or in.

one, for example, arc taught mathematics, Frem-h and history ut th-

time, a different hour of the day being devote-1 \<> each suKjcct? In
other words, should we, for instance, devote one hour of the- day to :

one hour to defense, and ono hour,to the security, thus pre-

venting the soldier from getting weary of doing the same thing Ihat whole

dayt Our answer is:

1st. If the instruction and training is being given on tlio ground where
the application of the principles of any given subject is varied so much liv

the type of the ground and the nature of tho situation, each typo of

affording a different solution of tho problem, it is thought tin-

can be obtained by finishing each subject before proceeding to the m'\t, thus

not losing the "atmosphere" of one subject by switching to the nc
also confusing the minds of tho men with different principles.

2nd. However, if tho instruction and training lie theoretical and tl

thno available each day bo several hours, better results can be obta

studying two or more subjects simultaneously. This would also l;e tin

case if tho work* bo practical, but if it bo such that the type of the grount
and the nature of tho situation will not of themselves afford variety ia

application of the same principles.
921. Eesponsibility. The Army Regulations and War Depart mer

orders hold the company commander responsible for the 1 raining am
instruction of the company. Tho subject is a most important 01

should receive serious thought and study. Before admonishing one of your
men for not knowing a subject, always ask yourself, "Have I made an
effort to teach it to him?"

922. Interest. Special effort should be made to make the training
and instruction of the company interesting, so that the work will ni

become monotonous and irksome, and thus cause the inen to lose h

and get stale. To accomplish this, these points should be borne in mind:

Variety. Inject variety into the work. Do not keep the men tc

long at one thing.
Clearness. Every exercise, lesson or lecture should have in vie\

a well-defined object, tho meaning and importance of which must

explained to, and understood by, the men at the beginning of the <

lesson or lecture. In other words, at tho beginning, explain the man
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governing idea of the subject, and then take pains to explain in a simple,
national way each phase as you come to it. Give the reasons for

iiing. You can not expect men to take an interest in things the

meaning of which they do not understand and the reason for which they
do not see. Make sure by asking questions of different ones as you go
along that your explanations are understood.

Thoroughness. Every lecture, talk, drill or exercise should be

carefully planned and arranged beforehand. Remember, that the men
who are going to listen to your talk the men who are going to go through
the exercise have the right to expect this of you, and you have no right
to compel them to listen to lots of disconnected, half-baked statements, or

make them go through a disjointed exercise or drill. In the case of tactical

exercises always, if practicable, visit and examine the terrain beforehand.
Of course, all this will mean work additional work but remember the

government pays you to work.

Reality. Make all practical work as real as possible do not per-
mit the commission of absurdities do not let men do things which mani-

festly they would not be able to do in actual practice and you yourself be
sure to make your exercises and tactical scheme as like real conditions of
warfare as possible. ./

923. Individual Initiative. The effective range and great power of

modern firearms cause troops in battle to be spread out over large areas,
thus decentralizing control over men and operations, and consequently
increasing the value and importance of individual initiative. The company
commander should, therefore, practice, accustom and encourage the privates,
noncommissioned officers and lieutenants in the development and exercise

of individual initiative and responsibility. This should be borne in mind
in all training and instruction.

Oflicers, noncommissioned officers and privates must not "lay
"down" just because they have no specific orders. Remember, the one

thing above all others that counts in war, is action, initiative. Indeed,
tcr to have- acted and lost than never to have acted at all. Listen

to what the Chief of Staff of the Army has to say about this in the

preface to the Field Service Regulations: "Officers and men of all ranks
and grades are given a certain independence in the execution o"f the
tasks to which they are assigned and are expected to show initiative in

meeting the different situations as they arise. Every individual, from the
r, commander to the lowest private, must always remember that

inaction and neglect of opportunities will warrant more severe censure
or in the choice of means."

924. Determination and Individual Intelligence. While the value of
'.no can hardly be overestimated, there are two other factors in

i hat are fully as important, if not more so, and they are, determina-
tion to* win, and individual intelligence, which, in war, as in all other

.ings, almost invariably spell success. Therefore, make
two factors one of the basic 'principles of the instruction and
X of the company, and do all you can to instill into your men a

spirit of determination, and to develop in them individual intelligence.
human being has in his soul a certain amount of determination,

.hough it be only enough to determine upon the small things of
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Homo people arc born with more, determination than others, but
it is a mistake to suppose that a man must remain through lif<

the same amount of determination that hf> brought into it. The attributes
of the human mind, such as determination, 1 iliition, encr^
are all capable of improvement and also of deterioration. It is essential,

therefore, for us to endeavor by all means in our power to impn>
strength of character our determination. It is, of cou ss for
us to learn tho art of war if wo have not sufficient determination, when
\vc meet the enemy, to apply the principles we have studied. There is nj

reason, however, why every officer, noncommissioned officer and private
should not improve his determination of character by careful training
in peace. It cun only be done by facing tho difficulties, thoroughly under-

standing tho dangers, and asking ourselves repeatedly whether wo are

prepared to face the ordeal in war. Let us not think, in a vague sort

of a way, that in war we shall be all right and do as well as most people.
"We know that we are not gifted with tremendous personal courage, ami
we know that, whatever happens, we shall not run away. But that is not

enough. Wo must train ourselves to understand that in the hour of trial

we can harden our hearts, that wo can assume tho initiative, and retain

it by constant advance and constant attack; unless wo can fill our hearts

with the determination to win, wo can not hope to do our full duty on
the field of battle and acquit ourselves with credit.

925. The Human Element. No system of training and instruction

that does not take into account human nature, can be thoroughly
tive. The human element probably enters into war more than it does
into any other pursuit. The old idea of turning a human being into a

machine, by means of discipline, and making him dread his captain more
than the enemy, died long ago, especially with the American people. In
modern war success depends to a great extent upon tho initiative, the indi-

vidual action of the soldier and this action is greatly influenced by the

soldier's state of mind at the moment, by the power that can be ex

over his mind by his comrades and those leading him. The company
commander should, therefore, study the characteristics of the human mind
withjie object of ascertaining how he can influence tho men under his

command, so that in battle those human attributes which are fa-

to success, may be strengthened and those which are favorable to

may be weakened. Of the former, courage, determination, initiative

respect, cheerfulness, comradeship, emulation and esprit de corps, at

the principal ones; of the latter, fear, surprise, disrosp.vt, and <1"

are the leading ones. By means of good, sound discipline, we can

improve and foster the qualities mentioned that arc favorable to BI

and we can eliminate to a considerable extent, if not entirely, the

are detrimental to success.

926. Fear. The emotion of fear acts more powerfully upon the

feelings of the individual soldier than any other emotion, and it is als

probably* the most infectious. Fear in a mild form is present Ex

human being. Nature wisely put it there, aiid society could n<.-

well get along without it. For example, wo stop and look up and down
a crowded street before starting to cross, for fear of being run o

going out in the cold wo put on our overcoats, for fear of ca(<
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In f:ict, wo hardly do anything in life without taking a precaution of
kind. Tl Ics of reasonable fear, which, within

a |'fi t'cctly legitimate attribute of a soldier in common with

other human brings. For example, we teach the men to take advantage of

:.<-king. and \\e dig trenches when on the defense, in both
Var of being shot by the enemy. It is the unreasoning typo

: that plays havoc in war, and the most deadly and common form
of it is a vague

1

, indefinite, nameless dread of the enemy. If the average
man was to analyze his feelings in war and was to ask hirnself if he were

actually afraid of being killed, he would probably find that he was not.

Idier is prepared to take his chance, with a comfortable

g inside him, that, although no doubt a number of people will be
killed and wounded, he will escape. If, then, a man Is not unreasonably
afraid of being killed or wounded, is it not possible by proper training
and instruction to overcome this vague fear of the enemy? Experience

that it is. If a soldier is suffering from this vague fear of the

enemy, it will at least be a consolation to him to know that a great
other soldiers, including those belonging to the enemy, are suffer-

ing in a similar manner, and that they are simply experiencing one of
the ordinary characteristics of the human mind. If the soldier in battle

will only realize that the enemy is just as much afraid of him as he is

of the enemy, reason is likely to assert itself and to a great extent over-

come the unpleasant feelings inside him. General Grant, in his Memoirs,
relates a story to the effect that in one of his early campaigns he was
seized with an unreasonable fear of his enemy, and was very much
worried as to what the enemy was doing, when, all at once, it dawned

upon him that his enemy was probably worrying equally as much about
what he, Grant, was doing, and was probably as afraid as he was, if

not even more so, and the realization of this promptly dispelled all of

his, Grant's, fear. Confidence in one's ability to fight well will also do
much to neutralize fear, and if a soldier knows that he can shoot better,
march better, and attack better, than his opponent, the confidence of
success that he will, as a result, feel will do much to dispel physical fear,

md and careful training and instruction make your men efficient

and this efficiency will give them confidence in themselves, confidence in

their rifles, .confidence in their bayonets, confidence in their comrades and
confidence in their officers.

The physical methods of overcoming fear in battle are simply to

direct the men's minds to other thoughts by giving them something for
their bodies and limbs to do. It is a well-known saying that a man in

frequently regains his lost courage by repeatedly firing off his

hich simply means that his thoughts are diverted by physical move-
This is no doubt one of the reasons why the attack is so much

in war than the defense, because in the attack the men
ierally moving forward and having their minds diverted by physical

>m this \: -1 of the enemy.-
927. Courage. Courage, like all other human characteristics, is very

and a bruve leader who has no fear of the enemy will always
it of his men than 'me who is not so well equipped in .that

respect. However, it is a well-known fact that a man may bo uravo
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his fellows in ono culling or occupation, and - nervoi
in another. FIT example, a 111:111 may ]...

:0 WOllld I

'i'f. Courage of this kind is induced eh ;

man knows tin- . 1 Jn.\v t<>

n through similar and he 1 :

with a whole skin. This typo of coui

training during peace, and it c:iu be
MI 1 ruining the soldier that lio ki lie \\ill know
in any \.hich may arise, and how ;

surprised by the nn , which invariably

understand others besides Iiimself are being troubled by un;
: it is his duty as a man and a soldier to <

928. Surprise. Surprise may bo said to bo the mother of a
which is the worst form of fear. In such a case unreasoning
times turns into temporary insanity. Panic is mo.-:

the other hand, a panic can often bo averted or Ma;. ed by tin

ad ion of ouo or moro indhidnals, who can thus impose their will on
the mass and bring the people to a reasonable f mind. Teach
every man in the company that when surprised the only hope of suc-

cess is to obey at once and implicitly the orders of his immediate
commander.

Surprises in war are not limited to tho ordinary accept an
the term, such as a sudden attack from an une.xpccted din-

soldier who goes into battle, for instance, and heais the wl.i

bullet, or sees a shell burst in front of him, is surprised if he !

been taught in peace that these things have to bo fared, and 1i

one bullet that hurts anyone thousands have to bo fired. Similarly,
man sees a comrade knocked over; the horrors of war are immediately
brought to him, and his courage begins to ebb he has been surprise^
because he has not realized in peace that men are bound to be killc

in war. The whole atmosphere of tho battle-field is a surprise to il

average soldier with no previous experience the enemy is evcrywher
behind every bush, and lurking in every bit of cover, the air is full

bullets, and any advance towards tho formidable-looking position hel

by the enemy is suicidal. However, if the soldier is properly trainr

and instructed in peace, ho will not be grenily surprised at h'

surroundings; he will know that the enemy is not everywhere, and th:i

ono bullet sounds much more dangerous than it really is. A bullet soum
quite close when it is fifty yards away, and there is a popular
that a man's weight in lead is fired for every man that is killed in v.

929. Respect. It is a mistake to imagine that all that is re-quire
from a soldier is respect to his officers and 'noncommissioned officer

Self-respect is fully as important. A soldier is a human being; if

possesses self-respect ho will respect all that is good in his comrade
find they will respect all that is good in him. A man who ;

himself knows how to respect other people. These are the men th.-i

form^ the backbone of the company, and are tho best material on whic
to w'ork in order to raise the general standard of courage in battle

From a purely military point of view, it is absolutely necessary for
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officer, noncommissioned officer, or private to possess some marked military
-qunlifirations in order to gain respect from others.

This engenders confidence in others. Self-respect in tho
individual ean \>f encouraged, not by fulsome praise, but by a quiet ap";

>d military qualities displayed by him, and by making
use of those qualities whenever an opportunity occurs. For example, if

a soldier is s^en to do a good piece of scouting or patrolling, the first

opportunity should l>e taken to give him a similar task, if possible in

a more responsible position or on a more important occasion. Knowledge
is a powerful factor in creating respect, and is probably second only to

nation of character. It is essential, therefore, that all officers and
missioned officers should have a thorough knowledge of their duties

that they should be "on to their jobs."
930. Cheerfulness. Cheerfulness is a valuable military asset in war,

and like all other characteristics of the human being, is very infectious,
a times of depression, such as during a long siege, or after the

of an attack, it does more than anything else to restore the fighting

power of the men.
831. Contentment. Contentment amongst troops in war is dependent

main factors: good leading, good food," and sufficient shelter

Of these, good leading is by far the most important, because

proved time and again that badly fed and badly quartered
. who have suffered great hardships, will still be content and will

the most gallant and vigorous manner, provided they are well led.

<>od leading emanates in the first instance from the highest
a great deal depends upon the campany officers and

A good leader as a rule is careful of tho
ts of his men; he obtains the best food and best shelter available,

wear out the men by unnecessary movements or unnecessary
Cither in the field or in camp, and consequently when he does
hem to do anything they know at once that it is necessary and
it cheerfully.
Comradeship. Comradeship is a very valuable military charac-
"\Vhat a world of meaning there is in the words, "Me and

\ soldier may have many acquaintances and a numl>er
. but he has but one "bunkie. " In times of great danger

'

.0 are "bunkies" will not shirk so easily as two independent
The best in one man comes out to the surface and dominates
! military points in the other. They can help each other in countless

. war, and if one is unfortunately killed or wounded, the other

!y do his best to get even with the enemy at the earliest

ortunity. This spirit may not be very Christianlike, but it

human and practical, and helps to win battles, and to win battles

s the only reason why soldiers go to war.

AIIT OF INSTRUCTION ON THE GROUND
933. Advantages. Whenever practicable, training and instruction

hould, in whole or in part, be imparted on tho ground, as this gives the

wtruction a practical aspect that is most valuable, and enables the soldier
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Mid apply principle's that ho would not o
. Ir.l^c that a 111:111 can nut apply lias in> \aluc.

934. Different Methods. Just met ion on the ground n.

cording to one of these throe methods:
1st Method. J*y means of a talk or ]

the nit'ii for the reception and retention <il' tin- subjeci to l>e explained
"iind. Ill other woids, first explain tin- prim-

subject ami thcu put 8' "clincher" on t! ation tli
1

.

liy taking the men to some suitable ground, assumin ; .-ertai-

nnd then by i|iii/.zing different men sec how they would apply tl.

just explained in the talk or lecture. For example. :

selection of fire-positions take the men to some suitable near-by pi;

explain to them that the company is attuCkin^ toward that house and is

being lireil upon from that direction. Then continue:

Captain: Remember what I told you about the sc
'

fire-positions during the advance. "\Ve want to use our rifles with

so we must be able to see the position of the enemy. On the

hand, we want to avoid being hit ourselves, it' possible; so.

get as much cover as possible. Now, Smith. d<> you think

we are at present standing is a good place for a fire -position!
Smith: No, sir.

Captain: Why not?
Smith: We can see the enemy from here, but he can so-

than we can see him, and can hit us easier than we can hit him.

Captain: Jones, can you choose a better place, either to the front
or rear of where we are now standing?

Jones: I would choose a position along that row of bushes, about

fifty yards to the front.

Captain: WhyI

Jones: Because, etc., etc.

Twenty minutes' instruction in this manner, after a lecture, will

firmly fix in the brains of the men the principles explained in tho lecture.

It is a good plan to repeat the salient points of the lecture in the

questions, as was done in the first question asked above, or to do so in

some other way.
If a man can not give an answer, or choose a suitable place,

explain tlie requirements again and help him to use his common s<

id Method. By practicing the men on the ground in the subject
about which the talk or lecture was delivered.

Sd Method. This may be called the ocular demonstration nv

which consists in having a part of the company go through the e

or drill, while the rest of the company observes what is being done. Thu;

method is illustrated by the following example:
935. Attack. "The company commander has just delivered a talk to

the company on the second stage of tho attack, and has marched tho

company to a piece of ground suitable for practicing this particular opera-
tion, and which the company commander has himself visited beforehand.

(The ground should always be visited beforehand by the compan;
mander, who should be thoroughly familiar with it. If possible, ground
suitable, for practicing the operation in question should always be sel<
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The operation should begin about 1200 yards from the enemy's position.
After pointing out the enemy's position to the company, the particular

part of his lino it is intended to assault and the direction the company is

to advance, the company commander would then proceed something like

\Vo are part of a battalion taking part in a battle, and there

are companies to our right and left, with a support and reserve in our rear.

i advancing over ground that is exposed to hostile

artillery fire (or 7iot exposed to hostile artillery fire, according to the

actual country). We have just come under the enemy's infantry fire also,

iiseqiuMitly we must change our method of advancing. Our imme-
diate object is to get forward, without expending more ammunition than

lutely necessary, to a position close enough to the enemy to enable

us to use our rifles with such deadly effect that we will be able to gain
a superiority of fire. Now, is this place sufficiently close for the purpose?
No, it is not it's entirely too far away. Is that next ridge just in front

of us close enough? No, it is not; it is at least 1,000 yards from the

enemy's position. As a rule, we must get from eight to six hundred yards
from" the enemy's position before 'the real struggle for superiority of fire

begins.
The following are the main points to which, attention must be paid

during this part of the advance:
1. We must halt in good fire position from which we can see and

fire at the enemy, and from which we can not be seen very clearly.
2. We must advance very rapidly over any open ground that is exposed

to the enemy's artillery or rifle fire.

3. We must find halting places, if possible under cover, or under the
best cover available, so as to avoid making our forward rushes so long
that the men will get worn out, and begin to straggle long before they
get close enough to the enemy to use their rifles with deadly effect.

4. Whenever possible, company scouts should be sent on ahead to

l select fire-positions.
Of course, the above points will have been explained already in

the lecture, but this short summary is given in order to focus the minds
D the men upon the action that must be taken by the privates, and squad
leaders and the platoon commanders.

We now take one platoon and the remainder of the company looks
The platoon commander is reminded that he is under artillery and

nfantry fire, and is then directed to advance, in proper formation, to the
irst fire-position available.

We will suppose there is a gentle slope up to the next ridge or
modulation of the ground, and that there are no obstructions to the view

rxcept those afforded by the ground itself. The platoon now advances,
he captain remaining with the rest of the company, pointing out mis-

as well as good points, and asking the men questions, such as:

Captain: Corporal Smith, should the whole platoon have gone
rard together, or would it have been better to advance by squadsf

Corporal Smith: I think it should have advanced by squads.
Captain: No, it was all right to advance as they did. At this

ice the enemy's infantry fire would not be very deadly, the platoon
well extended as skirmishers, it would take considerably longer to go
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l'>r\vanl to the next position by siicccssive squads and wo want to advance
at this stage as rapidly us

j...
r--.il. !< : fo:, ilic longer

would the ini-n In- exposed 1" tin-, and consequent Iy tin- uld be
the number of casualties.

Captain: Sergeant .Tones, \vliv did the platoon ad i run
when moving down the slope, and begin to wall.

foot of the slope?
Sergeant Jones: Because the slope ! ami it v

sary to get over it as quickly as possible. Tln-y i

n\g the foot of the slo[ . they stim-k de-ad ^roui
Covered from the enemy's fire by the ridgo in f

Captain: Corporal Adams, shouldn't the platoon ha
it reached cover, so as to give, the men a rest?

Corporal Adams: No, sir; the men had not ruii

walking gave1 them sufficient rest. It would have been an unm
loss of time to halt.

Captain: Harris, why did that. man run on ahead as soon as tte

platoon halted '

Pvt. Harris: So he could croep up the crest of the ridi:

lio down in exactly the spot that is the best fire-position tli:

he can just see to fire over the crest and where tho enemy can 7ir>t s^e him.

Captain: Yes, that's right. All the men in the platoon mij.-'

stop at the best fire-position and in the hurry and exciter

moment the platoon commander might also fail to do so, In.'

goes forward and lies down, the whole platoon knows that they must
not go beyond him. Individual men who, owing to slight nndnlru

ground, may not be able to fire when they halt in line with this man,
can creep up until they can see. Others who, for the same reason as

regards the ground, find that if they get up on a line with the man they
will be unduly exposed, will halt before that time.

Captain: Sergeant Roberts, is it necessary for another platoon* tt

provide covering fire during the advance of the platoon T

Sergeant Roberts: No sir. At this range the enemy's infantry
fire would not bo very effective, and it is important to husband our

ammunition for the later stages of the attack.

Having asked any other questions suggested by tho situali-

the ground, the captain will then take the rest of the company forward

over the ground covered by the platoon, halting at the place where the

platoon changed its pace from a rush to a walk, so that tho men can s

themselves that cover from fire has been reached. He will then movej
the rest of tho company forward and tell them to halt and lie d

what each man considers to be the best fire-position, not necessarily adoj

ing the same position as that chosen by the leading platoon. The plat
commanders will then go along their platoons and point out any mist

The leading platoon will now join the company and another plat
will be deployed in the fire position, the platoon commander being direct

to advance to the next fire-position.

As we are now about 1,000 yards from the enemy's position
cmestion will again arise as to whether covering^fire is necessary.
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If tho enemy's rifle fire were heavy and accurate it might be
should ln> avuiilr,! if possible, on account of the expenditure

i ion.

will suppose that the ground falls gently towards the enemy
isrtl tn view for about 300 yards, and half this distance

; is a low bank running parallel to the front of the attack and
il clump of three or four trees on the bank directly in front

t>on. Four hundred yards away is the bottom of the valley
i \\iih bushes and shrubs. On the far side the ground rises with.

undulations and low foot lulls to the high ground occupied by the

y
There appears to be no marked fire-position which will afford any"

except the bank 150 yards away. The second platoon advances
in the same manner as did the first and the captain with the commanders
of the remaining platoons will continue to ask questions and point out;

l^as been done right or wrong by the leading platoon. The first

a which will arise is whether the platoon can reach the fire position
i by the bank in one rush, and secondly, whether the bank is a
ire-position. A former question will again crop up as to whether the

v.-hole platoon should go forward at once or whether tho advance should
be made by squads.

A hundred and fiftv yards is a long way to advance without a
:'.<! if a halt is made on such exposed ground- fire must be opened.
ly three advances, each of about fifty yards, would be made, covering

fire being provided by the other platoons, which will be occupying the fire-

:t which the leading platoon has just left. This covering fire would
not endun-rr the leading platoon as it would be delivered from just behind

"st and the leading platoon would be over the crest and out of
and therefore out of fire from the platoon in rear.

The selection of a fire-position during this advance -would depend
unon very minute folds of the ground, or very low bushes, grass, ete^

might give a certain amount of cover from, view, and therefore
it difficult for the enemy to aim or range accurately. "We will

suppose that the leading platoon has halted to fire about fifty yards in

the remaining platoons, in turn, should then be taken forward,
examining tho ground very carefully as they go, and each platoon com-
mander asked to halt his platoon in what ho considers to be the best place.

The possibility of using a scout to select a fire-position would bo
considered, and a fire-position, selected by one platoon would be compared
with that selected by another.

Tho third platoon would then lead during the advance to the

re-position, and so on with the fourth, platoon, if necessary, until

the bnr.k was reached. The bank will afford a good deal of material for
discussion. Is it a good fire-position or is it not, should it be occupied
as such or should it be avoided altogether?

If we ask an artillery officer his opinion about tho matter, ho
11 us that by means of the clump of trees tho defenders* artillery

to range with absolute accuracy on that bank. The direction

(tank is parallel to their front, and therefore they can fire at any
part of it for some distance right and left of the clump without materially
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altering thoir "range, and if any infnntry occupy (ho bank they can bring
a very doa.lly tiro to boar against thorn.

Thoro appears t.i l.o no iloulit, from an artillery }ioint of
that our platoon .should avoid occupying it and get out of its noigjmr!:
as rapidly :is possible.

re is another drawback as regards the bank: it is som<

yards from tho enemy 's position an<l may 1 \|.e<-:e 1 to bo undo; an
effective ritlo tiro. Jt is jio donlit a g"<il mark for tin

to the crux of tlio whole niattrr: his artillory am!

might not do us much damage so long as \vo remain boliiml th bank,
.but they might make it very unpleasant for us directly \\v

tliis cover and advance further.

Before finally deciding what to do we must consider hum:
which is entirely in favor of halting bohind the bank, and if all\v.-d to

Domain there long, will be opposed to leaving it. Wo cannot hajM- to

gain superiority of fire over the enemy at a range n:

long halt at the bank is out of the question. But it appears to bo an

extraordinary thing, when we are searching every whore for cover, th:r

should be doubtful about occupying such good cover whon we lind it.

If we decide not to occupy it, the logical conclusion is that, f

preparing a position for defense, we should construct a -...,,! in,

for the attack some 850 yards away, which is the hist tiling \\

think of doing.
There is no doubt about it, that with badly trained troops

a fire-position would be liable to become a snare, and that if ti

occupied it, there would be great difficulty in got ting them forward Rgnin,
and probably the attack would be brought to a standstill at a critical time.

The answer appears to be found in the simple solution of

training. We must teach our men that when they get into su

lions they must use the cover afforded, but for no "longer than any other

fire-position, and that they must get into the habit in peace of looking

upon such localities with suspicion, and with the knowledge that ti.

not suitable for lengthy occupation in war, if the battle is to be won.
We now. come to a still more difficult question of training, namely,

how far can tho company get forward from the bank without bo ing

compelled to stop in order to gain superiority of fire over the dofonset
Iti war we want to get as close as possible; the moral effect on tho defense

is greater, our fire is more effective, and we are likely to gain our object
more rapidly. In peace there is no fire to stop us, and we movo forward
to ridiculous positions which we could not possibly reach in war without

first gaining superiority of fire. The result of this is that we try to do the

same thing when first we go to war, and we are stopped, probably much
further back than we should have been if we had studied the question in

peace.
Even on the most open ground we must get to within 600 yards

of tho enemy, and if the ground affords any cover in front, the exposed

space must be rushed and the more forward position gained. Having
pointed out this difficulty to the company during the previous lecture,

and reminded them of if on the ground, we can now extend tho wholo

company and move forward from the bank, using covering fire and letting
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each platoon commander decide how far ho can got to tho front after a
ishcs, the company acting as a whole.

The captain can thru ^n down the lino and discuss with each
tin 1

posit imi it has reached. Whilst he is doing tliis, the remai.n-
itoons can bo trained in tin 1 direction and control, which should be

. ly watched and criticized by the platoon commander!. One platoon,
tn the nature of tho {/round in front of it, can get forward further

than other . and this should be brought home to each platoon,
to avoid tho possibility of playing the game of follow your leader,

and one platoon halting merely because another lias halted.

If there is still time available, and tho ground is suitable, tho

:iy can be moved to a flank to choose a similar lire-position where
iiind is more favorable to an advance, and where the company

y.ithin 200 yards of the enemy, or even less, before it would

-olutely necessary to stop in order to gain superiority of fire.

If there is still time available, and the ground is suitable, tho

whole operation can be carried out in the opposite direction or in some
direction, and the platoons can thus be trained to appreciate that

ich are good in one place are bad in another.

936. Defense. Demonstrations in defense can be carried out in a
v manner, the captain explaining to the company the general lino

n up, the portion allotted to the company, and the
ion of the enemy's attack.

The inn ot; the artillery and infantry will have
1 out in the previous lecture: how some part of the enemy's advance

\.ill be dealt with by artillery alone, some part by both artillery, and
:.nd some part by infantry alone.

This can now be pointed, out to the men on the ground. Having
tance provided by the artillery, the next point to

upon is the exact position of the fire trench. The be

'lot a certain portion of the front occupied by the com-
n and to let the platoon commanders take cha

platoon commander' can direct one of hi>

: for the trench, and that squad can lie down there. The
i then select a position in turn. If two squads select

an lie down together. The platoon commander wi
1 '

f: !1 in his platoon, and make them lie down in the most retired position
will ask the squad leader why the squad chose that locality in

nee to any othor, why they did not go ten yards further forward

yards further back; and he will explain to the whole platoon the

advantages and disadvantages of selecting this locality. He will then
..hole platoon forward to the next position chosen by another

and deal with that locality. Finally, ho will select the position
ho thinks the best, giving his reasons why he has decided upon it, and

he whole platoon on it. When all the platoons have decided upon
their line of defense, the captain will move the whole company in turn
from the ground occupied by one platoon to that occupied by another, asking
tho platoon commander in each case to explain why tho position was chosea
in preference to any other.
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Tin will uive his derision as regards each platoon, ami ho will

finally anan-e tor tin' position to l : by tin) wliol -

'at. I- ii, for some good reason, may
would in-t \te safe to occupy, ov. iiiLC I') tin- lire < ,,n i|i ;

>

flank. Another platoon may have a place which was
as regards the^ield of fire in a direction \\hiuli \vu.s already :

led by anotht r platoon, but which had a bad licl.l of
which no other platoon could firo upon. Tho cumpany c

::ll tins.- matters, and in the end one or more
Iw plat-til in the best position as regards their own particular front, but
in the best as regards the whole rum pan y.

Having decided upon tho oxuct site of tho trenches and tl

distribution of fire, the next matter to consider is the amour-
ing that is necessary, and the position and nature of any
may In- required. Kadi platoon commander having !,

r.o, can point out to his platoon what clearance is n.

tlien ask each squad, as before, to choose tho position for the oL
The company commander can then take tho whole cntrpaiiy to tin

tion occupied by each platoon, and tell tho platoon commander to explain
what ground they propose to clear, where they proposo to place their

obstacle, tho material available for its construction, and in even
the n-ason why the decision has been arrived at. If digging is per:
the trenches will now bo constructed, and care will be taken that they
are actually finished. It is far better to work overtime than to construct
trenches which -would be of little use in war and could not be pi
defended. It is tho exception rather than tho rule to see trenches p:

finished, fit for occupation, and capable of resisting a heavy attack. If
the trenches cannot bo dug the company can bo taken to another ;

the same position, where the ground in front is totally different, and tho

exercise can be repeated, the platoon and company commanders pointing
out why a fire trench which was well sited in tho first case would be

badly sited if a similar position was selected in the second case.

937. Outpost. We can now turn to the method of training the com-

pany in outpost duty, making use of tho same system of demonstration.

Having pointed out to tho company the locality where the main body
is bivouacked, tho fighting position which the main body will occupy in

case a heavy attack is made against the outposts, and the general 1

the outposts, the company commander will indicate on the ground tho

extent of front which is to be guarded by his company, stating ^\:

imaginary companies continue the position on one or both flanks, lie

will point out tho possible avenues of approach from tho direction of
the enemy to that portion of tho position to be occupied by tho co;;

and state from which direction the enemy is most likely to n<

and why.
The first point to decide is the number of outguards and their

exact position. In war this would always be dono by tli

commander, but if it is desired to givo tho junior officers of tin

pany some instruction in this important detail, they should be w
before the company, arrives on the ground to reconnoitor tho

]

and make their decisions. The exact siting of the trenches for the out-
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guards, tho construction of obstacles, and the clearance of the foreground
upon und the positions selected for each outturn!
:ite site selected, the next question to decide is the

nd position of the sentries.

The platoon commander would then take each scheme in tarn,
vilii tho v. h de phitoon oa< k position selected for the sentry, and

finally what it would be best to do, giving, as usual, his reasons.
11 uvin^ derided uj ositions of tho sentries, and their line

of retreat, so as not to mask the fire of the outguard, tho next matter to

ler would be the number of patrols that are required, and the particular
'f ground that must be examined by them periodically. The neces-

obstacles, etc., would then be constructed.

Finally, the whole company should be assembled, marched to the
;i chosen for each outguard and the reasons for selecting the posi-

tion explained by the company commander. The company should then
be told off aS an outpost company, and divided into outguards, supports,
if any, and the necessary sentries over arms, patrols, etc., and marched
to their respective posts.

If there is still time available each platoon commander can recon-

noiter the ground for suitable positions for his outguards by night, take
the outguards there, explain why the change of position is desirable, and
direct the outguard commanders with their outguards to select positions
for the sentries, following the same procedure as by day.

Although it is quite correct to select positions for night outposts
during daylight, when possible, they should never be definitely occupied
by the company before dark, when the forward movement could not
lo observed by tho enemy. To practice night outposts by day is bad

instruction, outguards and sentries are placed in positions which appear
ridiculous to the ordinary mind, and the men get confused ideas on the

subject. When it is desired to practice day and night outposts as ax
advanced exercise it is advisable to commence work in the afternoon,
establish the day outposts, reconnoiter for the night outposts, make the

change after dark and construct the necessary trenches, obstacles, etc.,

after dark.

It is, however, extremely important that the patrols should get
to know their way about the country in front during the daylight, when
possible, so that they will have some practice in recognizing land marks

ight
It frequently occurs, when training the company in outpost duties,

that periods elapse during which the outguards are doing nothing. These
mities should be taken to instruct the men in their duties when
! to patrol to the front, the same system of demonstration being

employed. For instance, the officer or noncommissioned officer command-
ing a piquet can select three men, point out certain ground in front
T-hich the sentries cannot see and which must be examined by a patrol,
rnd ]ir- icood to instruct tho whole picket in the best manner of carrying
c:it this work.- We will suppose that the patrol is working by day and
thnt tho ground to be- visited is behind a small hill some 600 yards in
fiont of tho sentny. The commander of tho picket will then explain
to the men that the first object of the patrol is to reach tho ground to
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med without being seen by any hostile- pntrolg which ma .

moving :iluiiit in front. ! 'ing further it is

the patrol to deride upon tin- best lino of advance. T ;

advance will l>e discussed and the patrol asked to deride v\hich tl

t. Three other men can then
so on until all the mm of the picket have expressed their vi.

commander of the picket will then state which lie the best
and give his reasons.

The next matter to decide is the method of advance to bo a>"!

by the patrol. Arc the three men to march past the sentry in

and walk straight over the hill in front? If they do this then
a hostile patrol hiding just behind the crest, watching t'

of our patrol, and directly the latter reach the hill they will b.

by the rifles of the hostile patrol at a few yards' lan-u and will bo

captured or shot.

If the patrol is not to advance in one body how is it ft> actf Them
lenty of time available, so that there are no objections to delib.

methods. The patrol should advance from cover to cover with one '

always going forward protected by the rifles of the remaining two nu-n
who have halted in a good position to fire on any enemy that can fire on
the leading man. The leading man having reached the cover in front will

signal back all clear, and the two men in the rear will join him. They
will then make their next advance in a similar manner.

By looking at the hill the patrol can make a good guess at tho

locality which a hostile patrol would select Jf it was on the hill. It

would be a place where it could get a good view towards our outpost
line, and where the patrol could not be seen itself from the outpost line.

If the hill was quite'bare with nothing but grass on it and flat round

top, the -best place for the enemy's patrol would be exactly on the top
just behind the crest. In such a position he could not be seen by any
sentry to the right or left of our picket. For example, if the hostile

patrol chose a place on the side of the bare slope of the hill and looked

over the crest line it would not be seen by our sentry, but it might be
seen by another one on the flank.

The object of our patrol would be to approach the hill, not direct

from the outguard, but either from the left or right of the hill and thus
come on the flank of the enemy 's patrol if he was there.

The whole picket can then be taken out to the front and follow
the movements of the patrol from cover to cover until the hill is reached.

The next step will be to ascertain if there is any one on the

top of the hill. If the hill is perfectly bare with a somewhat convex

slope, it would be best for the three men to extend to about twenty
yards interval and move forward together, prepared to drop on the

first sign of the enemy, so that they can creep up and open fire on
him without exposing themselves. Three men with magazine rifles extended
in this manner, opposed to a hostile patrol collected in one party,
should be able to deal with the latter without much difficulty. Their
fire would be converging, and coming from different directions would
confuse the hostile patrol, especially if the advance was made from a
flank. The men of the patrol when creeping up the hill should avoid
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t

;g themselves in tlio direction of the ground behind the hill, if

i? they uant to examine that Around later on, and if seen

by the enemy they might full into an ambuscade. If it is impossible
from the ground beyond, it would be best for the

patrol to retire as though they were going buck to the outposts, and then
: .iinul the flank of the hill and advance to the ground beyond from

an unexpected direct ion. All this would be considered by the officer or

noncommissioned officer commanding the picket, together with many other

poii
Sufficient has been said to explain how this system of demon-

stration can bo worked in connection with any class of operation in

i 1. It is certainly slow, and takes a long time, but no one is ever

idle and every one is constantly learning something fresh, for the simple
reason that, although one may know every detail of the subject, the

ground constantly differs and requires to be dealt with in a common-
sense and skilful manner. The men are interested throughout, and one

morning spent on this kind of work is worth several days of practice
in the ordinary manner.

It should be remembered that this system of demonstration is

only required to teach the men their work; when they have once learned
it and thoroughly understand the necessary details they must be practiced
in it, the company or platoon commander indicating what has been well

what has been badly done, and what requires improvement. (See
"Outposts," Par. 1051.)

OTHER EXAMPLES OF THE OCULAR DEMONSTRATION METHOD
938. The following illustrations will suggest other examples of the

employment of the ocular demonstration method of instruction:
The advantages and disadvantages of close and extended order.

Send a lieutenant or a noncommissioned officer with two or three squads
of the older soldiers some distance to the front of the company, and have
them advance toward the company, first in close order and then in
extended order.

By ocular demonstration show the men who are watching the

approach of the company how easy it would be even for the poorest shots
to land bullets in the thick of a closed body, but how much of a less dis-

tinct target the extended order offers and how many spaces there are in

the skirmish line for the bullets to pass through; also, how much more
easily cover can be employed and the rifle used in the extended order.
Let them see also how much more difficult it is for the officers and non-
commissioned officers to maintain control over the movements of troops

nded order, and the consequent necessity and duty of every soldier,
when in extended order, doing all he can, by attention and exertion, to

der and help his officers and noncommissioned officers to gain success.

939. The Use of Cover. Send a lieutenant or noncommissioned officer

with a couple of squads of old soldiers a few hundred yards to the
front and have them advance on the company as if attacking, first

without taking advantage of cover and then taking advantage of all

available cover, the part of the company that is supposed to be attacked

lying down and aiming and snapping at the approaching soldiers. Then
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,

B the operation send tho defenders out nml hnvo them advance
on the former nttarkers. Explain tliat tl-.o rripiisites of good
Ability to see tho enemy; concealment of your own body; ability
the rifle readily. Then have a miml>er of men take cover and H
an enemy in position, represented by a few old soldiers. Point out tho

defects and the good points in each case.

940. Practice in Commanding Mixed Squads. In order to practice,
noncommissioned officers in commanding mixed firing squads, and \:\

order to drill the privates in banding themselves together and ol

the orders of anyone who may assume command, it is good train i;

two or more companies to practice reenforcing each other by one com-

pany assuming a given fire-position and the other sending up reenfonc-
ments by squads, the men being instructed to take positions anywhere
on the firing lino where they may find an opening. However, explain
to the men that whenever possible units should take their positions on
the firing line as a whole, but that in practice it is very often impossi-
ble to do this, and that the drill is being given so as to practice the non-

commissioned officers in commanding mixed units on the firing line and
also to give the privates practice in banding themselves into groups and

obeying the command of any noncommissioned officer who may be over

them.
941. Operating Against Other Troops. There is no better way of

arousing interest, enthusiasm, and. pride in training troops than by
creating a feeling of friendly rivalry and competition amongst th<

and the best way to do this is to have one part of the company opemto
against the other in all such practical work as scouting, patrolling,

attacking, etc. Whenever practicable, blank ammunition should be used.

One of the sides should wear a white handkerchief around tho hat or

some other distinguishing mark. The troops that are sent out must be

given full and explicit instructions as to just exactly what they are to do,
so that the principles it is intended to illustrate may be properly brought
out.
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CHAPTER II

GENERAL COMMON SENSE PRINCIPLES OF AP-

PLIED MINOR TACTICS 1

To begin with, you want to bear in mind that there is nothing
"t, complicated or mysterious about applied minor tactics it it

imply the application of plain, every-day, common horse sense
the whole thing consists in familiarizing yourself with certain general
principles based on common sense and then applying them with common

"Whatever you do, don't make the mistake of following blindly
uat you have read in books.

943. One of the ablest officers in the Army lias recently given this

definition of the Art of War:
One-fifth is learned from books;
One-fifth is common sense;
Three-fifths is knowing men and how to lead them.
The man who would be successful in business must understand

men and apply certain general business principles with common sense;
m who would be a successful hunter must understand game and

apply certain general hunting principles with common sense, and evem
the man who would be a successful fisherman must understand fish%and

apply certain general fishing principles with common sense. And so

se the man who would lead other men successfully in battle
understand men and apply certain general tactical principles

with common sense.

Of course, the only reason for the existence of an army is the po
silulity of war some day, and everything the soldier does his drills, pa-
rades, target practice, guard duty, schools of instruction, etc. has in

view only one end: The preparation of the soldier for the field of
battle.

844. "While the responsibilities of officers and noncommissioned offi-

cers in time of peace are important, in time of battle they are mueH
more so: for then their mistakes are paid for in human blood.

What would you think of a pilot who was not capable of piloting
a boat trying to pilot a boat loaded with passengers; or, of an engineer
who was not capable of running a locomotive trying to ran a passenger
train f You would, of course, think him a criminal but do you think
he would be more criminal than the noncommissioned officer who is

[>able of leading a squad in battle but who tries to do so, thereby
sacrificing the lives of those under him?

1 IB the preparation of the first part of this chapter, extracts of words and of

ideas were made from a paper on Applied Minor Tactics read before the St. I.ouU
.Convention of the National Guard of the United States in 1910, by Major J. F.

licrnson, General Staff, U. S. Army.
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'ail. til.
I':;),, utance. 11..

every oilii-i-r and ];. in^C that

ibly can during liin.-s nt p, ace in tjualify himself fur ':

asibilities liming time-
If wo lire going tn ii.i\e a ^n-..i army \\ e must 1,

HiiMils; to have L,'""'! iv^ime!. 1 s we must have good battalions:

good battalions we must have -join I cum panics -hut to have ;:.,od com-

panies wo must have of:.' ipany ollicrrs ami imi'i-on^

A- stated i <' tiling in the li

'

of tin- sulilii-r 1. ads to the
field of battle. Ami so it is thai in tin- sub ; in-

struction leads to tin- battle. First we have map problems; then
rain Mavises; next the war game; after that maneuvers, ami finally
the l>atile.

945. Map Problems and Terrain Exercises. In the case of map
'lems you arejfiven tac-tical j.roMi mi to -nlve on a map; in the case of
terrain exercises you are given problems to solve on the ground.

: ! "Terrain," means earth, ground.) These are the simplest forms
of tactical problems, as you have only one phase of the action, your
information is always reliable and your imaginary soldiers always do

just exactly what you want them to do.

946. War Game. Next comes the war gaino, which consists of pn.b-
lems solved on maps, but you have an oppoi cut who commands tho

enemy the phases follow one another rapidly and the conditions change
your information is not so complete and reliable. However, your

being slips of cardboard or beads, they will, as in the case of your
imaginary soldiers in the map problems and terrain exercises, go whero

you wish them to and do what you tell them to do they can't misunder-
stand your instructions and go wrong they dou 't straggle and get <

less as real soldiers sometimes do.

Map problems, terrain exercises and war games are but aids to

maneuvers their practice makes the maneuvers better; for you thus

learn the principles of tactics and in the simplest and quickest v

947. Maneuvers. In the case of the maneuver the problem is tho

same as i the war game, except that you are dealing with real, live

men whom you can not control perfectly, and there is, therefore, much
greater chance for mistakes.

948. The battle. A battle is only a manquver to which is added great
physical danger and excitement.

General rules and principles that must be applied in map problems,

terrain exercises, the war game and maneuvers

949. Everything that is done must conform in principle to what
ehould be done in battle otherwise your work is wasted your time is

thrown away.
In solving map problems and in the war game, always form in

your mind a picture of the ground where the action is supposed to bo

taking place imagine that you see the enemy, the various hills, streams,

roads, etc., that he is firing at you, etc. and don't do anything that you
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would not bo able to do if you were really on the ground and really
in a tight.

Whether it be a corporal in command of a squad or a general in

command of an army, in the solution of a tactical problem, whether it

be a map problem, a terrain exercise, a war game, maneuver or battle,
he will have jn go through the same operation:

1st. Kstimate the situation;
L'il. IVcide what he will do;
.'M. Qi1 '-essary orders to carry out his decision.

At first tin'-" three steps of the operation may appear difficult

and laborious, but after a little practice the mind, which always works
with rapidity in accustomed channels, performs them with astonishing
quickness.

The child beginning the study of arithmetic, for example, is very
tdow in determining the sum of 7 and 8, but later the answer is an-

noune, at sight. The same is true in tactical problems the

y be slow at first, but with a little practice it becomes quick
and easy.

950. Estimating the Situation. This is simply "sizing" up the situa-

tion," finding out what you're, "up against," and is always th-

It is most important, and in doing it the firs

is to determine your MISSION what you ;o, what yon are to

accomplish the most important consideration in any military situation.

-;d<T i:e.\t your own forces and that of the enemy that is,

his probable strength and how it coir

: the enemy's probable MISSION 1 and what he will

probably do to accomplish it.

sider the geography of the country so far as it affects tho

problMn- the valleys to cross, defiles to pass through, shortest road to

: the different courses open to you with the ad-
of each.

You ftuu we, in every case know what you're up against
before you can decide intelligently what you're going to do.

In making your plan always bear in mind not only your own
MISSION, but ; ral mission of the command of which you
form a part, and this is what nine men out of ten forget to do.

You are now ready to come to a decision, which is*nothing more
or less than a dear, concise determination of what you're going to do
and how you're going to do it.

951. The Decision. It is important that you should come to a clear

and correct decision that you .do so promptly and then execute it vig-
orously.

The new Japanese Field Service Regulations tell us that there
are two things above all that should be avoided inaction and hesita-

tion. "To act resolutely even in an erroneous manner is better than
main inactive and irresolute" that is to say do something.

1 The word "mission" is used sf great deal in this text. By your "mission" is

meant your bus-ness, what you have been told to do, what you arc trying to accomplish.
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Frederick the Groat, expressed the same idea in fewer words: " Don't
haggle.

' '

Having nettled on a plnn, push it through don 't vacillate,
waver. Make your plan simple. No otli.-r I.

rated plans look well on pajK?r, but in war they sol. lom work out.

require several !>... pie to do the right thii . and this
under conditions of excitement, danger U' . ami, a.--.

suit, they generally ftiil.

952. The Order. Having completed your estimate of tin-

and formed your plan, you are now ready to g:
to carry it out.

You mast first, give your subordinates sufficient information of
the situation and your plan, so that they may clearly ui

mission.
The better everyone understands the whole situation the V

lie can play his par: .-cted things are always hap; war
a subordinate can act intelligently only if he knows :. stands
what his superior wants to do.

Always make your instructions definite and positive vague in-

structions are sometimes worse than none.
Your order, your instructions, must be clear, concise and definite

everyone should know just exactly what he is to do.
A Pew General Principles

953. The man who hunts deer, moose, tigers and lions, is hunt'ii

game, but the soldier operating in the enemy's territory is hunting big-
ger game he's hunting for human beings bnt you want to rem
that the other fellow is out hunting for you, too; he's out ''gunning"
for you. So, don't fail to be on the alert, on the lookout, all the time,
if you do he'll "get the drop" on you. Remember what Frederick the
Great said: "It is pardonable to be defeated, but never to be taken by
surprise."

Do not separate your force too much; if you do, you weaken
yourself yon take the ehane of being "defeated in detail" that is,

of one part being defeated after another. Remember the old saying:
"In union there is strength." Undue extension of your line (a mistake,
by the way, very often made) is lonly a form of separation and is

equally as bad.
While too much importance can not be attached to the proper

nse of cover, you must not forget that sometimes there are other con-

siderations that outweigh the advantages of cover. Good sense alone
can determine. A certain direction of attack, for instance, may afford

excellent cover but it Tfl'ay be so situated as to mean ruin if dc:

as where it puts an impassable obstacle directly in your rear. AM:
forget that you should always think in advance of what you would
do in case of defeat.

"What is it, after all, that gives victory, whether it be armies or-

only squads engaged! It's just simply inflicting on the enemy a loss

which he will not stand before he can do the same to you. Xo\v, what
is this loss that he will not stand? What is the loss that will cause
him to brcuM Well, it varies; it is subject to many conditions dif-
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953 (contd.)

3, like different timbers, have ("afferent l.rea!

it may IK- in any particni \\uiild

t on tin- battlefield as we do on the target
vu> ran not approximate it.

There are many causes tending to drag down our score on the

battlefield, one <u -t potent being the effect of tin- enemy's
It is eited as a

;
;,-a.r and great excitement

pupil of the eye to dilate and impair accuracy in vision and
hence of shooting. It is well established that the effectiveness of the

of> one side reduced proportionately to the effectiveness of that of
the o 1

Bear in mind then these two points we must get the enemy'*
';ing point bei'ore he gets ours, and the more effective we make our

fire the less effective will be his.

Expressed in another way to win you must gain and keep a
fire superiority.

This generally means more rifles in action, yet a fire badly con-
trolled and directed, though great in volume, may be less effective than
a smaller volume better handled.

The firing line barring a few exceptional cases, then, should be
as heavy as practicable consistent with the men's free use of their

This has been found to be about one man to the yard. In this

way you get volume of fire and the companies do not cover so nrneh

ground that their commanders lose their power to direct and control.

If it becomes necessary to hold a line too long for the force

available, it is then better to keep the men close together and leave gaps
in the line. The men are so much better controlled, the fire better

directed, the volume the same, and the gaps are closed by the cross fire

of parties adjacent.
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CHAPTER III

GENERAL PLAN OF INSTRUCTION IN MAP PROB-
LEMS FOR NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND

PRIVATES INSTRUCTION IN DELIVER-
ING MESSAGES

(The large wall map to be used for this instruction can be obtained
from the George Banta Publishing Co., Menasha, Wis., at a cost

of $1.50.)
95i. The noncommissioned officers and tin- privates of 11m si|u:i

lion, platoon or company are seated in front of the instructor, who,
with pointer in hand, is standing near the map on the wall.

The instructor assumes certain situations and designates various

noncommissioned officers to take charge of squads for the purj

accomplishing certain missions; he places them in different siti,

and then asks them what they would do. He, or the nonconnni- !

officer designated to perform certain missions, designates corta!-

vates to carry messages, watch for signals, take the place oi' w
noncommissioned officers, etc. For example, the instructor says: "The
battalion is marching to "Watertown (see Elementary Map in pocket at
back of book) along this road (indicating road); our company I'onns

the advance guard; we are now at this point (indicating point), for

poral Smith, take your squad and reconnoiter the woods on the right
to see if you can find any trace of the. enemy there, and rejoin tho

company as soon as you can. Corporal Jones, be on the lookout for

any signals that Corporal Smith may make."
Corporal Smith then gives the command, "1. Forward, 2.

March," and such other commands as may be necessary.
Instructor: Now, when you reach this point (indicating point),

what do you seef

(Corporal Smith holds his rifle horizontally above his head.)

Corporal Jones: Captain, Corporal Smith signals that he sees a

small body of the enemy.
Corporal Smith: Lie down. Range, 700. 1. Beady; 2. AIM; 3.

Squad; 4. FIRE. 1. Forward; Double time; 2. MARCH, etc.

The noncommissioned officers and the privates who are thus

designated to do certain things must use their imagination as much as

possible. They must look at the map and imagine that they are right
on the ground, in th'e hostile territory; they must imagine that they see

the streams, hills, woods, roads, etc., represented on the map, and they
must not do anything that they .could not do if in the hostile terri-

tory, with the assumed conditions actually existing.
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.-ral idea of this system of instruction is to make -the
:inl the privates tliink. to make them use com-

and initiative in Dandling men in various situations, in

_; out of difficulties. I'.y thus putting men on their mettle in the
their comrades :unl making them bring into play their com-

mon son.se and their if resourcefulness, it is comparatively easy
:o hold the attention <>f a whole squad, . section, platoon or company,
Air those who are not actually taking part in the solution of e particu-
lar problem are curious to see how those who are taking part will

>ns and do different things how they Will
1

]
'.-in out."
953. Everything that is said, everything that is done, should, as far

:ble, bo said and done just as it would be said and done in
!il. The commands should be actually given, the messages actually

delivered, the reports actually made, the orders and instructions actually
given, the signals actually made, etc., just the same as they would be if

the operations were real. Of course, sometimes it is not practicable
t.t do this, and again at other times it would be advisable not to do so.

. in the solution of a problem there were a great many
unities to give commands to fire, to make signals, to deliver mes-

. and if these tilings were actually done every time, it would
> tiresome but is would also delay the real work and in-

ion. Common sense must be used. Just bear this in mind: In the
solution of map problems the noncommissioned officers and the privates

be given proper and sufficient instruction in giving commands,
mal.ing signals, sending and delivering messages, making reports, etc.,

Ike instructor using his common sense in deciding what is proper and
nt instruction. In carrying out this feature of the instruction

it would be done thus, for instance:
Instead of a platoon leader saying, "I would give the order for

the platoon (two, three or four squads) to fire on them," he would
say, for instance, "I would then give the command, 'AT LINE OF
HEN. RANGE, 600. FIRE AT WILL,' and would continue the firing
as long as y." Should the instructor then say, for instance,
"Very well; the enemy's fire has slackened; what will you do now?"

latoon leader would answer, for instance, "I would signal: 1.

Ty squads from the right; 2. RUSH."
Instead of saying, for instance, "I would advance my squad to

the top of this hill at double time," the squad leader should say, "I
the command: '1. Forward, double time; 2. MARCH,' and

up"ii reaching the top of this hill, I would command, '
1. Squad; 2.

L.T," cant inning the men -to take advantage of cover."
ad of saying, "I would signal back that we see the enemy

in force," the squad leader should take a rifle and make the signal, and
an has been designated to watch for signals, the man would say
aptain (or other person for whom he was watching for signals):

"Captain, Corporal Smith has signaled that he sees the enemy in force."
Instead of saying, "I would send a message back that there are

about twenty mounted men just in rear of the Jones' house; they are dis-

mounted and their horses are being held by horseholders," say, "Smith,
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go -hack and toll the captain (or other person) there re a'.wint twenty
mounted men just in rear of the Jones' house. They are
tlu'ir horses are being hold by borsehoMers. " l'i , itu would
then say to the captain (or other person), "Captain, <

,>r]n>r:t! Hums
aeods word there aro about twenty men just in the roar <if tin- .Lines'

house. They are dismounted and their horses are being held by
holders."

857. For problems exemplifying* this system of instruction, see Par.
1017.

Tln> instruction may be varied a little by testing the squad lenders
in their knowledge of map reading by asking, from time t<> time during
the solution of the problem, such questions as these:

CaptaiH: Corporal Smith, you are standing on Lone Hill (See Ele-

mentary Map), facing north. Tell me what you seef

Corporal: The hill slopes off steeply in front of me, about eiphty
feot down to the bottom land. A spur of the hill runs oft* on my
three-fourths of a mile to the north. Another runs off on my lo:

same distance to the west. Between these two spurs, down in front of

me, is an almost level valley, extending about a mile to my right front,
where a hill cuts off my view. To my left front it is level as far as I
can see. A quarter of a mile in front of me is a big pond, down in the

valley, and I can trace the course of a stream that drains the poml off

to the northwest, by the trees along its bank. Just beyond th stream
a railroad runs northwest along a fill and crosses the stream a mile and
a half to the northwest, where I can see the roofs of a group of 1,

A wagon road runs north across the valley, crossing the western s|

this hill 600 yards from Lone Hill. It is bordered by trees as far as the
creek. Another road parallels the railroad, the two roads crossing near
a large orchard a mile straight to my front.

Captain: Can you see the Chester Pike where the railroad crosses

itf

Corporal: No, sir.

Captain: "\Vhyf
Corporal: Because the hill "62^' about 800 yards from Lone

Hill, is so high that it cuts off my view in that direction of everything
closer to the spur "62" than the point in the Salem-Doling road, where
the private lane runs off east to the Gray house.

Captain: Sergeant Jones, in which direction does the stream run

that you see just south of the Twin Hillsf

Sergeant: It runs south through Tork, because I can see that

tne northern end starts near the head of a valley and goes down into

the open plain. Also it is indicated by a very narrow line near the

Twin Hills which becomes gradually wider or heavier the further

it goes. Furthermore, the fact that three short branch streams are shown,

joining together and forming one, must naturally mean that the direction

of flow is towards the one formed by the three.

Captain: Sergeant Harris, does the road from the Mason farm to

the Welsh farm run up or down hill?

Sergeant: It does both, str. It is almost level for the fir-'

west of the Mason farm; then, as it crosses the contour markd 20
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and a second roar^ed 40, it run* rip lull, ri.-ii .* to forty feet above the

n, as it again <-i

. 4<" and n second marked 29, it goes down hill to tho
.!. That portion of the road between the points where it

raeses the two contours marked fO, is the . >art of the road. It

least B this hill in n " saddle." for both north and sooth of this summit
OB the road are contours marked 60 and even higher.

Captain: Corporal \Vallaoo, you are ia Salem with a patrol with
orders t<> go to Oxford. There is no one to tell yo anything about this

section of the country _nnd you have sever been there before. You
have this map and a compass. "What wosld yon dot

Corporal: I would see from my map and by looking aroand me
that Salem is sitHnted at the crossing of two main roads. From the map
I would seo that one leads to Boling and the other was the one to take
for Orford. Also, I would see that the one to Boling started <lue north
out of Salem ar.d the other, the one I must follow, started dm- \v.

of iSalem. Taking out my compass, I would see in what direction tho
north end of the needle pointed; the road running off in that direction
would be the one to Boling, so I would start off west on the other.

Captain: Suppose you had no compass?
Corporal: I would look and see on which side of the base of tho

trees the moss grew. That side would be north. Or, in this case, I
would probably not use a compass even if I had it; for, from the map, I
know that the road I wish to start off on crosses a railroad track within

sight of the crossroads and on the opposite side of the crossroads from
urch shown on the map; also, that the .Boling road is level as far

as I could see on the ground, while the Chester Pike crosses the spur of

Sandy Ridge, about a half mile out of the village.
Captain: Go ahead, corporal, and explain how you would follow

the proper route to Oxford.
Corporal: I would proceed west on the Chester Pike, knowing I

would cross a good sized stream, on a stone bridge, about a mile and a
half out of Salem; then I would pass a crossroad and find a swamp on

my right, between the road and the stream. About a mile and a half
from the crossroad I just mentioned, I would cross a railroad track and
then I would know that at the fork of the roads one-quarter of a mile
further on I must take the left fork. This road would take me straight
into Oxford, about a mile and three-quarters beyond the fork.

Captain: -Sergeant Washington, do the contours about a half
mile north of the Maxey farm, on the Salem-Boling road, represent a
hill or a depression?

Serreant: They represent a hill, because the inner contour has
a higher number 42, than the outer, marked 20. They represent sort of a

Miutton shaped hill about 42 feet higher than the surrounding
low ground. .-

Variety and interest may be added tpo the instruction by assum-

ing that the squad leader has been killed or wounded and then designate
some private to command the squad; or that a man has been wounded
in a certain part of the body and have a soldier actually apply his first



93S

:iid ; r tliat a nol.ii. r lias fainted or born bitten liy a

an.l ha\e a man actually rMilrr liini lirst aid.

958. The privates in: <-n prarlical inst rin-t ion in delivering

by gi \ini; llieni messages in one room and having tln-m delher
them to someone else in another room/ It is a good [dan to write out

number of messages in advance on slips of paper or on <-ard>. placin
them in unsealed envelopes. An ollicer or a n< -'toned ollicer in

one room roads one of the messages to a soldier, then seals it in an

envelope and gives it to the soldier to hand to the pervm in another
room to whom he is to deliver the mes-agc. The latter cheeks the,

accuracy of the message by means of the writ fen message. Of
this form of instruction should not be given during the solution ol

problems by the men. (For model n ee p:ir. 980.)
The same slips or cards may be used any number of times with

different soldiers. A soldier should never start on his way to deliver a

message unless he understands thoroughly the message ho is to deliver.
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CHAPTER IV

THE SERVICE OF INFORMATION

(Based on the Field Service Regulations.)

PATROLLING
959. Patrols nro sin:ill bodies of infantry or cavalry, from two men

i company or troop, sent out Irom a command at any time to gain
mi of the I'liemy ami of the country, to drive off small hostile

prevent them from obsorving'the command or for other stated
icii as to blow up a bridge, destroy a railroad track, coimmini-

1

keep in touch with friendly troops, etc. Patrols are named
nling to their objects, reconi^oitcring, visiting, connecting, exploring,

flanking patroN, etc. These names are of no importance, however,
ie tlio patrol's orders in each case determine its duties.

960. The si/.o of a patrol depends upon the mission it is to accomplish;
if it is to gain information only, it should be as small as possible, allowing
two men for each probable message to be sent (this permits you to send

and still have a working patrol remaining); if it is to fight, it

should be strong enough to defeat the probable enemy against it. For
:i uce, a patrol of two men might be ordered to examine some high

ground a few hundred yards off the road. On the other hand, during the
recent war in Manchuria a Japanese patrol of 50 mounted men, to

accomplish its mission marched 1,160 miles in the enemy's country and
out for 02 days.

961. Patrol Leaders, (a) Patrol leaders^ usually noncommissioned
officers, are selected for their endurance, keen eyesight, ability to think

quickly and good military judgment. They should be able to read a

map, make a sketch and send messages that are easily understood. Very
important patrols are sometimes lead by officers. The leader should

a, map, watch, field glass, compass, message blank and pencils,

(b) The ability to lead a patrol correctly without a number of

detailed orders or instructions, is one of the highest and most valuable

qualifications of a noncommissioned officer. Since a commander order-

ing out a patrol can only give general instructions as to what he desires,
use he cannot possibly forsee just what situations may arise, the

patrol leader will be forced to use his own judgment to decide on the

proper course to pursue when something of importance suddenly occurs._
He is in sole command on the spot and must make his decisions entirely
on his own judgment and make them instantly. He has to bear in mind
first of all his mission what his commander wants him to do.

Possibly something may b*cur that should cause the patrol
leader to undertake an entirely new mission and he must view the new
situation from the standpoint of a higher commander.
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(c) More battles :in> lost through link of in forma', ion about tl

enemy than from any ot her <-aus>', and it is the patruls I. d l,y :

.ned ofliccrs who must gather almost :i!l of this information.
liattalion or squadron stand* a very good chaiire fur c!

n.ent if tin- liattalion commander knov.'s all about tin- si/e. poM'i.n and
n o\ fincnts of the regiment and the regimental commander
little about the battalion; a*d this will all depend OK L< My
tin- patrols of the two forces are led l>y the nonconr

962. 1'atrola are nsualiy sent out from the ad \a-uce purty -!' an
advance guard, the rear party of a rear guard, the outguarda of an
out post, and -the flunk (extreme right or left) sections, coini>anies ..r

troops of a force in a fight, but they may b sent out from, any part
of a command.

Tlie commander usually states how strong a. patrol
9G3. Orders or Instructions (a) Tho orders or instructions for a

patrol must state clearly whenever possible:
1. "Where the enemy is or is supposed to be.

2. "Where friendly patrols or detachments are apt to he seen or
encountered uud what the plans are for the body from which the patrol
is sent out.

3. What object the patrol is sent out to accomplish; what informa-
tion is desired; what features are of special importance; the general
direction to be followed and now long to stay out in ease tbe euemy is

not met.
4. Where reports are to be sent.

(b) It often happeas that, in. the hurry and excitement of a sudden
encounter or other situation, there is no time or opportunity to give
patrol leader anything but the briefest instructions,, such
three men, corporal, and locate their (the enemy's) right flank."
such a case the patrol leader through his knowledge of the jjn

principles of patrolling, combined with the exercise of his comm
, must determine for himself just what his commander wish

him to do.

964. Inspection of a Patrol Before Departure. "Whenever there
time and conditions permit, which most frequently is not the case,

patrol leader carefully inspects his men to see that they are in

physical condition; that they have the proper equipment, amnnmiti
and ration; that their canteens are full', their horses (if mounted)
in. good condition, not of a conspicuous color and not given to neighi
and that there is nothing about the equipment to rattle or glipf<

patrol leader should also see that the men have nothing wi'th them ("ma;

orders, letters, newspapers, ete.) that, if captured, would ^ive th.

valuable information. This is a more important inspection than t

regarding the condition of the equipment.
Whenever possible th men, for a patiol should be- selected

their trustworthiness, experience amd knack of finding their w:

strange country.
965. Preparing a Patrol for the Start. The., patrol leader havi

received his orders and having asked Mii^stiuus about .-

does not fully understand, make* his estimate of the situation (^



966

950. > selects the numrter of iron hn r.reds, if tliis has been loft

to hiii>. ihe.'it and carefully explains to 1 IKMII the orders he has
i intends to curry out these orders, making sure the

-'and the mission of the patrol, -nine, pro'
1he mule they are Ailing to follow where every one -,vill

;>atrol sin' 'I'd.

the town of
York ptain A, .

.

Captain A: Corporal, hostile infantry is repovti'il to be at

:;g elsf has liPen heard of Hi.- -Mpany
You will take these tliv ml rerminoiter

; this road (indicates the Valley Pike) for

signs of n i -e In tins direction.
t until dusk.

en semt out that road (points east along tho

county road).

messages here. Do yon untlrrst.

Corporal B: Yes. sir: 1 am to (here he practically repeats
Captain A 's orders, : I men listening). Is Corporal C to cover that
kill (points toward Twin Hi:

Captain A: No; you must cover tkat ground. Move out at

nee, corporal, (Corporal B quickly glances at the men and sees that

they have their proper equipment.)
Corporal B (to his men): You heard the captain's orders. Wo

trill make for that hill (points to Twin Hills). Jones, I want you to

yards in advance of me; "Williams, follow me -at 100 yards; Smith,
you'll stay with me. Jones, you 11 leave this road after crossing the
creek jtnd march on that champ of trees. I -want both you and Williams
to be on the alert and watch me every minute for signals, in case we
become scattered, make for tbat hill (points to Twin Hills),

Private Jones: Corporal, stall I keep 150 yards jfrom you or will

yon keep the correct distance?

Corporal B: Yo keep the correct distance from me. Forward,
Jones.

Of course, the patrol leader snakes all these preparations if he
has time; but, as we have said before, there will be a great many occa-
ons wben be is required to start out so promptly that he will not have

any time for the inspection described and he will have to make an
estimate of the situation and give his detailed orders to the members
f his patrol as they start off.

966. Co-ordination Before Departure. Every member of a patrol
should notice for himself the direction taken and all landmarks that

art passed, and every man should keep his eyes and ears open all the

time, fiefore leaving an outpost position or other place to which it is

to return, the patrol commander should "co-ordinate" himself he

should see wbere he is with respect to certain mountains, high build-

ings and other prominent objects, and after the patrol has left, he should

frequently -turn his head around and sec what the starting point looks
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Tliis will lie)]) him to find his way buck without

967-968

like fnmi where he is.

difliculty.

TIIK PRINCIPLES OF PATROLLING
967. Paragraphs Of!7 to 101," describe the methods of leading a patrol

-

tin- points a patrol loader should fully undiMsland. In other words, they
State the principles of patrolling. When you first study this chapter,
bimply read over these principles without trying to memo; them.
Whenever one of the principles is applied in the solution of .-my ,.f the

problems on patrolling given in this hook you will generally find the

iiiunher of the paragraph which states that principle enclose. 1 in

Turn hack and study the paragraph referred to unt

thoroughly understand its meaning and you feel sure that you
how to apply that principle whenever _the occasion might arise in

patrolling. Try to impress its common sense meaning (never the mere
. !.-) on your

mind, so that

w li e n a si I na-

tion

quiring t!.

of action indi-

cated in t h e

principle, \"()I'

W I L I.

FAIL Ti> l.'KC-

'T.

5 Mer

O

t*

Figure
I

O- PATROL LEADER

MEN

WIDTH Of ROADS

EXAGGERATED.

9G8. Forma-
tion of Patrol

(a) Fi_

an. pics of varit

:onnii

aniples for th

purp(
a general idea

the arrangemei
of the n

practice coinmr

sense inn

tate to the ji:it

leader the b<

formation i

each case.
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(b) In very small patrols tho loader is usually in advam-i; where
Iv lead the patrol, though nut always (Sec K, Figure 1.) The

M men depends upnii the character of the country and tho

In L, Figure 1, it might be anywhere from Lin in

from the leading man to the last, the distance beini: in le\el nr

mntry. Some such formation as (J, Figure 1, could be used in

through high brush, woods, or over very open country.

(c) st be so arranged that each man will be within
: some member of the patrol and the escape of at

man, in fas.- of surprise, is certain.

..embered that the jmtrol may Lave to march a long
i' In- tore it is expected that the enemy will be encountered, or it

! that requires i to hurry to some distant point
h very dangerous country. In such cases the patrol will probably

Mow the road in order to make the necessary speed, and it

will not 1" for flankers to keep up this rate marching off the

The formation in such cases would be something like those shown
1! and O.

Marching off the road is always slow work, so when rapidity
atial, some safe formation for .road travel is necessary, as in F,

L and O.

If, from the road the country for, say one-half mile on each side,
can 1)0 seen, there is absolutely no use in sending out flankers a few
hundred yards from the 'road. Use common sense.

969. Rate of March, (a) Patrols should advance quickly and quietly;
be vigilant and make all practicable use of cover. If rapid marching is

-

iry to accomplish the mission, then little attention can be paid to

cover.

(b) Returning patrols, near their own lines, march at a walk, unless

1 by the enemy. A patrol should not, if possible, return over its

.ug route, as the enemy may have observed it and be watching
for its return.

970. Halts, A patrol should be halted once every hour for about
ten minutes, to allow the men to rest and relieve themselves. Whenever
a halt is made one or two members of the patrol must advance a short

and keep a sharp lookout to the front and flanks.
971. Action Upon Meeting Hostile Patrol. If a patrol should see a

hostile patrol, it is generally best to hide and let it go by, and afterwards
look out for and capture any messenger that may be sent back from it

with for the main body. And when sent back yourself with
a message, be careful that the enemy does not play this trick on you
always ! .]. ymir <"irs and eyes open.

972. Scattered Patrols. A scattered patrol reassembles at some point
previously selected; if checked in one direction, it takes another; if cut

off, it returns by a detour or forces its way through. As a last resort it

scatters, so that at least one man may return with information.

Occasionally it is advisable for the leader to conceal his patrol
and continue the reconnaissance with one or two men; in case of cavalry
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073-974-975-976-977-978

K'I.T and am ached should be well mounted. If no point
of assembly \v agw^l upon, it i a , rule

reassemble, if possible, at the last resting place,
973. Return by Different Boute. A patrol should always make it

rule to return bj a different route, as this mar a

t n red by some of tlie enemy who saw it going out and are lying in wait
for it.

974. Guard Against Being Chit off. "When ont patrolling always
guard against being cut off. Always asstimc that any place that affords

good cover is hold by the enemy until yoa kuow that it is not, :i

careful not to advance bey<m-F it without first reonnoiterig it; fur, if

you do, you may find yourself cut off when you try to return.

975. Night Work. Patrols far from their commands or in contact
with the enemy, ot'tru ivmaiu out over nighf. In such cases they seek a
plai-e of concealment unknown to tl:< -nts, prnc-rc.lin^ thereto
after nightfall or under cover. Opportunities for wat'-ring, feeding and
K<t must not be neglected, for there is no assurance that further
t unities will present themselves. AVUen necessary the leader provides
for subsistence by demand or purchase.

976. Civilians: In questioning civilians care mast be taken not to

riselose information that may be of value to the enemy. Strangers must
not be allowed to go ahead of the patrol, as they might give
notice of its approach. Patrol leaders are authorized to seizi

and mail matter, and to arrest individuals, reporting the fa<

as possible.

977. Patrol Pighting, (a) A patrol sent out for information neve

fights unless it can only get its information by fighting or is force

to fight in order to escape. This principle is the one most frequent I

violated by patrol leaders, particularly in peace maneuvt .

their mission the thing their commander sent them out to do ai

begin fighting, thus doing harm and accomplishing no important result

(b) A patrol sent out to drive off hostile detachments ha
to accomplish its rmssic,,. Sometimes n pntrol has orders both to

information and to drive back hostile patrols. In this ease it

proper to avoid a fight at one moment and to seek a fight at anothe
The patrol leader must always think of his mission whea deciding
1i;e proper course to follow, and then use common orMe.

978. Signals. The following should b elearty nderstood by
bers of a patrol:

Enemy in sight in small numbers: Hold the rifle above the

horizontally.
Enemy in force: .Same as preceding, raising and lowering

line several times.

Take cover: A downward motion of the hand.
Other signals may be agreed upon before starting, but they

be simple and familiar to the men; complicated signals must be a\

Signals mast be used cautiously, so as not to convey information -to tl

enemy.



979

The patrol lender should see that nil his men thoroughly under-

tninl that whenever they art' away from the center of the patrol they
ook to ti> man for signals nt least once every minute. It

BhonM never be iif.vN>:i:'y fur the patrol leader to call to a man iu order
; attention. All movements of men at a distance should lie

; _;nals and the men should constantly be on the lookout
for : <-.i]s.

979. Messages, (a) The most skilful patrol leading is useless unless

the loader fully understands when to send a message and how to wrile it.

(b) A menage, whether -written or verbal, should be short and clear,

ling a telegram. If it is a long account it will take too much
time to write, be easily misunderstood, and if verbal, the messenger will

usually forget parts of it and confuse the remainder.

(c) Always state when and where things are seen or reported. If

is required, do not use up valuable moments writing down the

day of the month, etc. These data are essential as a matter of future
; for formal telegrams and should be put in patrol messages only

when time is abundant, but never slight the essential points of informa-
tion that will give valuable help to your chief. Always try to put your-
self in his plat-o not seeing what you see and read your message and

sk yourself, "What will he want to knowf
(d) The exact location of the enemy should be stated; whether

deployed, marching or in camp, his strength, arm of the service (cavalry,

infantry or artillery), and any other detail that you think would be
valuable information for your chief. In giving your location do not
refer to houses, streets, etc., that your chief in the rear has no knowledge
of. Give your direction and distance from some point he knows of or, if

you have a map like his, you can give your map location.

(e) Be sure your message is accurate. This does not mean that

something told you should not be reported, but it should be reported,
not as a fact, but as it is a statement by somebody else. It is well to

add any information about your informant, such as his apparent
. the probability of his having correct information, etc. this

may help your chief.

(f) A message should always end with a short statement of what
you are going to do next. For example: "Will remain in observation,"
"Will continue north," "Will work around to their rear," etc. Time
permitting, the bearer of a verbal message should always be required
to repent it 1 iffore leaving.

(g) The following is a reproduction of a message blank used in field

Bervire. The instructions on the envelope are also given. A patrol
leader will usually be furnished with a pad of these blanks:
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980 (contd.)

Verbal. "About one hundred hostile infantrynion two inilos

north of our camp rit two o'clock. marching south. Will observe them."
. Verbal. "

Long columii of trnop.s m:irching west in Sandy Creek
YaK '

report details hi

Verbal. "Just lived on by cavalry patrol near Baker's Pond,
ill work to their rear."

Written. Patrol .from Support X
Lone JTill,

26 Mch. 11, 8-15 A. .M., No. 1.

0.,
Xo. 2.

>>op of cavalry halted at x-roads, one mile S. of our

g else in sight. "Will remain- liere in observation.

James,
Corporal.

G. Written (very hurriedly). Lone ITill, 8-30, No. 2.

o. -.

Column of about 300 hostile cavalry trotting north towards hostile

[troop of cavalry now halted at x-roads one mile south of our outguards.
"Will remain here.

James,
Cpl.

7. Written. Patrol from 5th Inf.,
S. E. corner Boling "Woods,
3 Apl. 11, 2-10 P. M., No. 2.

Adjutant,
5th Inf., near Baker Honse.

Extreme right of hostile line ends at R. E. cut N. E. of BAKER'S
POXD. Entrenchments run S. from cut along crest of ridge. Line

appears to be strongly held. Can see no troops in rear of line. Will
reconnoiter their rear.

Smith,
Sergeant.

8. Written (from cavalry patrol far to front).
Patrol from Tr. B, 7th Cav.,

Boling,
14 June, 12, 10 A. M., No. 3.

To C. O.,
Tr. B, 7th Cav.,

S. on Chester Pike.
No traces of enemy up to this point. Telegraph operator here

reports wires running north from Boling were cut somewhere at 8-30
A. M. Inhabitants appear friendly. Will proceed north.

Jones,
Sergeant.

9. Written (from cavalry patrol far to front).
, Patrol from Tr. B, 7th Cav.,

Oxford,
8 July, 12, 10-15 A. M., No. 2,
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981

To C. O.,
1st Sq. 7th Cav.,

Valley I'iko, S. of York.
n j'omid in ma ! hero, marked "8." CAV, -III

COUPS." Inhabitants say no enemy si-i-n here. They appear
and unreliable. No telegraph operator or n-eords remain hero.

macadam. "Water and haystacks plentiful. AVill move rapidly
on towards CIIKSTKK.

!.c

Patrol from Support N-

On Uy.'"i mi. N. of County K'.-.-id,

2 Aug. 12, 0-1 ". 1-. M., No. 1.

C. O.,

Support No. 2,
Near Maxey House.

R. R. crosses creek here -on 80-foot steel trestle. Hostile d

r.-.ent .is posted at N. end. Strength unknown. Creek 5 ft. dn-p by
CO ft. wide, with steep banks, 5 ft. high. Flows through moado.
Scattered trees along banks. R. R. approaches each end of trestle on
10-foot fill. R. R. switch to N. E. 700 yds. S. of bridge. (See sketch on

back.) I will cross creek to N. of bridge.
Brown,

^
Corporal.

981. A message should be sent as soon as the enemy is first seen

or reported. Of course, "if the enemy is actually known to be in t

vicinity and his patrols have been seen, etc., you must by all mea
avoid wasting your men by sending them back with information ab
small hostile patrols or other things you know your chief is aln

aware of and did not specifically tell you to hunt for.

If you have properly determined in your own mind what
mission is then you will have no trouble in deciding when to send m
sages. For example, suppose your orders are "To reconnoiter along t

ridge and determine if the enemy is present in strength," and you sig
a patrol of eight men. You would waste no time or men semi ing

any message about the patrol, for your mission is to find out if stro

bodies of the enemy are about. But suppose that while working und
the above orders you located a hostile battalion of infantry-Mi la:

body of troops. In this case you would -surely send a detailed mess
as your mission is to determine if the enemy was present in strength.

Again, suppose that while moving towards the ridge indica

by your chief in his orders, you saw his force suddenly and heavi
fired on from a new and apparently unexpected quarter, not a
distance from you, but not on the ridge referred to. You know
believe none of your patrols are out in that neighborhood. In this c:

you should realize instantly, without any order, that your mission h

changed and you should hasten to discover the size and position ot' th

new enemy and send the information back to your chief, first notifyi
him of your intended change of direction.
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982-983

<T forgot your mission in the excitement of leading your
little

;2. Absence of the Enemy. It is frequently just as important to

send '.ir chief that the enemy is not in a certain locality
8 it is u> report hi- :.'-'ual whereabouts. You must determine from your

sample, if you were ordered "To
patrol lieyond that woods and see if any hostile columns are moving in

mi reaching the far side of the woods you had a

I nf the country for some distance beyond, it (would be very
-age back telling your chief that you con!

-d the woods and there was no enemy in sight.
11 would be of the greatest importance to him. He
to move troops immediately from that vicinity to

You would then continue your reconnaissance
further to the front. .

Suggestions for Gaining Information About the Enemy
983. Enemy on the March. (a) The patrol should observe the

inarch of the column from a concealed position that hostile pat!
flankers are not apt to search (avoid conspicuous places). Always try to

discover if one hostile detachment is followed by another if wh.
be seen appears to be an advance guard of a larger body not yet in

view. The distance between the detachments, their relative size, etc.,

is always important.
(b) Estimating Strength of Column. The strength of a column

e estimated from the length of time it takes to pass a selected

point. As infantry in column of squads occupies half a yard per man,
cavalry one yard per horse and artillery in single file twenty yards per
gun or caisson (ammunition wagon), a selected point would be passed
in one minute by 175 infantry; 110 cavalry (at a walk); 200 cavalry
at a trot and 5 guns or caissons. If marching in columns of twos, take
one-half of the above figures.

(c) Dust. The direction of march, strength and composition
(infantry, cavalry or artillery) of a column can be closely estimated
from the length and -character of the cloud of dust that it makes. Dust
from infantry hangs low; from cavalry it is higher, disperses more
quickly, and, if the cavalry moves rapidly, the upper part of the cloud
is thinner; from artillery and wagons, it is of unequal height and dis-

connected. The effect of the wind blowing the dust must be considered.

(d) Trail of Column. Evenly trodden ground indicates infantry;
shoes mean cavalry and deep and wide wheel tracks

indicate artillery. If the trail is fresh, the column passed recently: it'

. the troops felt secure and were marching in column of route;
ted an action and were prepared to deploy. A

;ng army makes a broad trail across fields, especially at the start.

Always rt-iin-i'il-L-r that the smallest or most insignificant things,
such as th" iivTuJ.er of a regiment or a discarded canteen or collar orna-

ment, may :_': v,> the mo-t valuable information to a higher commander,
arkings on a discarded canteen or knapsack mi:jht

prove to a general commanding an army that a certain hostile division,



984-985-986

or other force was in front of him when he thought it had not
been sent into the fid. I. Tin- markings on the canteen would
little or no meaning to the patrol leader, but if he real; ity ho
would take care to report the fa<" Iry patrols working far

of the foot troops should be most careful to observe and report on such
details.

(e) Reflection of Weapons. If brilliant, the troops are inarching
toward you, otherwise they are probably marching away from you.

Enemy in Position, (a) If an outpost line, the patrol :

line of sentinels, their positions, the location and strength of ti

guards and, as far as possible, all troops in rear. The location of tho
- of thf line, whether in a strong or weak position, is of the

importance. Places where tho line may be most easily penetrated should
.-; re lied for and the strength and routes of the hostile patrols

\ ed.

As outposts arc usually changed at dawn this is the best time to
reconnoiter their positions.

(b) A hostile line of battle is usually hard to approach, but i

. where the f t and whether or not other troops
rear of these flanks, should l>e most carefully determined.

Iiii'ormation as to the flanks of aiiy for >f the

country on each Hank, etc.. is always of the greatest imp.
nihs are the weakest portions of a line. . In attacking a-

effort is almost always made to brin- the heaviest fire or !>'

on one of his flanks. Naturally all information about t! vulner-

able part of an enemy is of great import a

984. Prisoners. When a patrol is ordered to secure pri

should be questioned as soon as captured, while still ex ! their

replies can in a way be \v : fied. Their answers should 1 down
(unknown to them) ard sent back with them as a check on what they

-ay on second thought.
Prisoners should always be questioned as to the following p

"\Vhat regiment, brigade, di\ ., they belong to; how Ion;.,' they
li:.ve been in position, on the march, etc.; how much sickness in their

organization; whether their rations are satisfactory? who commam:
. etc. Always try to make tho prisoners think the questions are

asked out of mere curiosity.
985. Camp Noises. The rumble of vehicles, .cracking of whips,

ing of horses, braying of mules and barking of dog* often indicate tho

arrival or departure of troops. If the noise remains in the

and new fires are lighted, it is probable that reinforcements have a

If the noise grows more -indistinct, the troops are probably withdrawing
If, added to this, the fires appear to be dying out, and the en.

to redouble the vigilance of the outposts, the indications of ret re;

strong.
986. Abandoned Camps, (a) Indications are found in the remains of

fires. They will show, by their degree of freshness, whether ir.m-h

or little tirrie elapsed since the enemy left the place, and the quantity of

.i uders will give an indication of the length of time he occupied it. They
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987-983

will al^o furnish a means of estimating his force approximately, ten men
: allowed to each lire.

(b) Other valuable indications in regard to the length of time the
11 was oi'L-upieil and the time when it was abandoned may be found

in thi> of care or haste in the construction of huts or shelters,
and in the freshness of straw, grain, dung or the entrails of slaughtered
animals. Abandoned clothing. equipments or harness will give a clue to

regiments composing a retreating force. Dead horses

about, broken weapons, discarded knapsacks, abandoned and
:i wagons, etc., are indications of the fatigue and demorali-

of tlic command. Bloody bandages lying about, and many fresh
evidences that the enemy is heavily burdened with wounded

987. Flames or Smoke. Tf at night the flames of an enemy's camp
;-ear and reappear, something is moving between the observer

and the liivs. Il' smoke as well as flame is visible, the fires are very
Tf the fires aw very numerous and lighted successively, and if

soon after being lighted they go out it is probable the enemy is preparing
a retreat and trying to deceive us. If the fires burn brightly and

clearly at a late hour, the enemy has probafely gone, and has left a
detachment to keep the fires burning. If, at an unusual time, much
smoke is seen ascending from an enemy's camp, it is probable that he is

engaged in cooking preparatory to moving off.

If lines of smoke are seen rising-at several points along a railway
line in the enemy's rear, it may be surmised that the railroad is being

yed by burning the crossties, and that a retreat is planned.
988. Limits of vision, (a) On a clear day a man with good vision

-ee:

At a distance of 9 to 12 miles, church spires and towers;
At a distance of 5 to 7 miles, windmills;
At a distance of 2 1

/-; miles, chimneys of light color;
At a distance of 2,000 yards, trunks of large trees;
At a distance of 1,000 yards, single posts;
At 500 yards the panes of glass may be distinguished in. a

window.

(b) Troops are visible at 2,000 yards, at which distance a mounted
man looks like a mere speck; at 1,200 yards infantry can be distinguished

i 1,000 yards a line of men looks like a broad belt; at 600

[yards the files of a squad can be counted, and at 400 yards the move-
ments of the arms and legs can be plainly seen.

(c) The larger, brighter or better lighted an object is, the nearer it

eenia. An object seems nearer when it has a dark background than
when it has a light one, and closer to the observer when the air is clear

than when it is raining, snowing, foggy or the atmosphere is filled with
moke. An object looks farther off when the observer is facing the sun
than when he has his back to it. A smooth expanse of snow, grain fields

or water makes distances seem shorter than they really are.
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939-990-991-092-993-094-095-996

Suggestions for the Reconnaissance of Various Positions and Localities

989. Cross roads should In- rei'onnoitered iu each direction for a dis-

tance depending on how rapidly the patrol must continue on, how far

from the main road the first turn or high point is, etc. The main body
of the patrol usually remains halted iiour the crossroads, while Hankers
do the reconnoitering.

990. Heights. In reconnoitering a height, if the patrol is large enough
to admit of detaching them, one or two men climb the slope on either

flank, keeping in sight of the patrol, if possible, la any case, one man
moves cautiously up the hill, followed by the others in the file at such

distance that each keeps his predecessor in view.

991. Defiles. On approaching a defile, if time permits, the heights on
cither side are reconnoitered by flankers before the patrol enters. If the

heights are inaccessible or time is urgent, the patrol passes through, in

single file at double time. The same method is adopted in reconnoitring
a railroad cut or sunken road.

992. Bridges and Fords. At a bridge or ford, the front of the patrol
is contracted so as to bring all the men to the passage. The lea. i ing

patrolers cross first and reconnoiter the far side to prevent the possibility
of the enemy surprising ^he main body of the patrol as it is crossing
the bridge. The patrol then crosses rapidly, and takes up a proper
formation. A bridge is first examined to see that it is safe and has
i:ot been tampered with by the enemy.

993. Woods. The patrol enters a wood in skirmishing order, the
intervals being as great as may be consistent with mutual obser
and support on the part of the members of the patrol. On arriving at the
farther edge of the wood, the patrol remains concealed and carefully
looks about before passing out to open ground. When there is such a

growth of underbrush as to make this method impracticable, and it is

necessary to enter a wood by a road, the road is reconnoitered as in

case of defile, though not usually at double time.

994. Enclosures. In reconnoitering an enclosure, such as a garden,
park or cemetery, the leading patrolers first examine the exterior, to

make sure that the enemy is not concealed behind one of the fa.

the enclosure. They then proceed to examine the interior. (Jn-at <-aro

is -taken in reconnoitering and entering an enclosure to avoid being
caught in a confined or restricted space by the enemy.

995. Positions. In approaching a position, but one man adv.

(one is less liable to be detected than two or more), and he crawls

cautiously toward the crest of the hill or edge of the wood or opening
of the defile, while the others remain concealed in the rear until he

signals them to advance.

996. Houses. When a house is approached by a patrol, it is first

reconnoitered from a distance, and if nothing suspicious is seen, it is

then approached by one or two men, the rest of the party remaining
concealed in observation. If the patrol is large enough to admit of it,-

four men approach the house, so as to examine the front and back
entrances at the same time. Only one man enters the door, the others

remaining outside to give the alarm, should a party of the tuemy be
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led in the house. The j./.trol does not remain in the vicinity of

than 7iccessary, as information relative to it* mini-

ml movements might he givin to the enemy, if a hostile party
sliouM '.tly viMt tin' place. ! urmhmises are searched for news-

: the inhabitants questioned. If necessary to go up to a
or hill, where an enemy is likely to be concealed, run

i couple of hundred yards, having your rifle ready for instant
'

1 make for some point that will afford you cover when you get
i;p. In the case of a building, for instance, you would make for
the corners. Such a i: aneuver would probably be disconcerting

to anyone who might be lying in wait for you, and would be quite likely
M them to show themselves sooner than they intended, and thus
in a chance to turn around and get away. If they fired on you

\vhile you were approaching at a run, they would not be very likely to

hit you.
997. Villages, (a) In approaching a small village one or two men

nt in to reconnoiter and one around each flank, but the main body
does not enter until the scouts have reported. In small patrols of three
to six men so much dispersion is not safe and only one section of the

can be reconnoitered at a time.

(b) If the presence of the enemy is not apparent, the patrol enters

the village. A suitable formation would be in single file at proper dis-

tance, each man being on the opposite side of the street from his prede-
. thus presenting a more difficult target for hostile fire and enabling

:;en to watch all windows.

(c) If the patrol is strong enough, it seizes the postoffice, telegraph
:'.nd railroad stations, and secures all important papers, such as files

'of telegrams sent and received, instructions to postmasters, orders of
town mayor, etc., that may be there. If the patrol is part of the advance

p;iard, it seizes the mayor and postmaster of the place and turns them
< the commander of the vanguard with the papers seized.

(d) While searching a village sentinels are placed at points of depar-
ture to prevent any of the inhabitants from leaving. Tall buildings and

s are ascended and an extensive view of the surrounding country
obtained.

(e) At night a village is more cautiously approached by a small

party than by day. The patrol glides through back alleys, across gardens,
etc., rather than along the main street. If there are no signs of the

. it makes inquiry. If no light is seen, and it seems imprudeat
to rouse any of the people, the patrol watches and captures one of the

inhabitants, and gets from him su<jli information as he may possess.

(f) The best time for the patrol to approach a village is at early
, when it is light enough to see, but before the inhabitants are up.

It is dangerous in the extreme for a small patrol to enter a village
it is certain that it is not occupied by the enemy, for the men

could be shot down by fire from the windows, cellarways, etc., or

entrapped and captured. As a rule large towns and cities are not
entered by small patrols, but are watched from the outside, as a small

force can not effectively reconnoiter and protect itself in such a place.
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998-999-1000-1001-1002-1003 1.I04-1005-1C06-1007-1008-1009-1010

Facts Which Shoulf Be Obtained by Patrols Regarding
.tain Objects

998. Roads.
,
Their direction, thoir nature (maoadai: luroy,

jlank, diit, i-tc.), their > -it' repair, their ^rnde, the nature of

pnints \vlioro they . main v>

:

'

B), tin- places at whi'-h they
pass tliroujjli d< tfl <>r rivers, anl where they, it

railroads, their breadth (whether suitable i'or column <>

platoons, etc.).

999. Railroads. Their direction, gauge, the number of 1

::ml junctions, thoir grade, flu- length ami height of the

embankments aud tunnels,.

1000. Bridges. Thoir position, their width and lo:

slriii-tion (trestle, girder, etc-.), material (wood, brick,
the roads aud approaches on each bank.

1001. Rivers and Other Streams. Their direction, width nnd
lln- rapidity of the currcut, liability to suddi-n ii~cs and tin- liigh'-

I>6ints reached by the. water, as inii-ated liy drift v Turds,
the nature of the banks^ kiud.s, ])ositiou and number of islands at suitable

points of passage, heights in the vicinity and their coniman
banks.

1002. Woods. Their situation, extent and shape; whether el<

containing underbrush; the number and extent of "c!-
; whether cut up by ravines or containing uiarslv \:tnro

of roads passing through them.

1003. Canals. Their direction, width ana depth; condition of tow-

paths; locks and means of protecting or destroying them.

1004. Telegraphs. Whether they follow railroads or conn:

stations, number of wires.

1005. Villages. Their situation (on a height, in a valley or on a

plain); nature of the surrounding country; construction of thfl houses,
nature (straight or crooked) and width of streets; means of dof.

1006. Defiles. Their direction; whether straight or crooked: wlii'thrr

heights on either side are accessible or inaccessible; nature of ground at

each extremity; width (frontage of column that can pass through).
1007. Ponds and Marshes, ^feans of crossing; defensive use that

might lie made of them as obstacles against enemy; whether the n

grounds are practicable for any or all arms.

1008. Springs and Rivulets. Nature of approaches; whether water ia

drinkable and abundant.

1009. Valleys. Extent and nature; towns, villages, hamlets, streams,
roads and paths therein; obstacles offered by or in the valley, to the

movement of troops.
1010. Heights. Whether slopes are easy or steep; whether

defensive positions are offered; whether plateau is wide or narrow;
whether passages are easy or difficult; whether the ground is broken or

smooth, wooded or clear.
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1011-1012-1013-1014-1015-1016

Suggestions for Patrols Employed in Executing Demolition

(Destruction or blocking of bridges, railroads, etc.)

1011. Patrols never execute any demolition unless specifically ordered
to do so. Demolition may be of two different characters: Temporary
demolition, such as cutting telegraph wires in but a few places or merely
In: ruing the flooring of bridges, removing a few rails from a track, etc.,

rinanent demolition, such as cutting down an entire telegraph line,

tely destroying bridges, blowing iu tunnels, etc. Only temporary
demolition will be dealt with in this book.
1012. Telegraph. Line. To temporarily disable telegraph lines, connect

up different wires close to the glass insulators, wrap a wire around all

the wires and bury its ends in the ground (this grounds or short circuits

the wire), or cut all the wires in one or two places.
1013. Railroads. To temporarily disable railroads remove the fish

(the plates that join the rails together at the ends) at each end
liort section of track, preferably upon an embankment, then have
:iy men as available raise the track on one side until the ties

fctand on end and turn the section of track so that it will fall down the

embankment; or, cut out rails by a charge of dynamite or gun cotton

against the web and covered up with mud or damp clay. Eight to
tweht : i-xplosive is sufficient. Or blow in the sides of deep
cuts or blow down embankments. Bridges, culverts, tunnels, etc., are

royed except on a written order of the commander-in-chief.
1014. Wagon Road, (a) Bridges can be rendered temporarily use-

nving the flooring, or, in the case of steel bridges, by burning
the flooring (if obtainable, pour tar or kerosene on flooring), particularly

to remove it.

Short culverts may sometimes be blown in.

A hastily constructed barricade across a bridge or in a cut of

('., may be sufficient in some cases where only the tempo-
: of hostile cavalry or artillery is desired.

(b) The road bed may be blocked by digging trenches not less than

thirty ft ? wide and six feet deep,. but as this would take a great deal of
atrols would rarely be charged with such work.

1015. Report on Return of Patrol. On returning the patrol loaders
should make a short verbal or written report, almost always the former,

briefly recounting the movements of the patrol, the information obtained
of the enemy, a description of the country passed over and of friendly
troops encountered. Of course, this is not practicable when the situation

is changing rapidly and a returning patrol is immediately engaged in
; ng duty.

1016. Model Reports of Patrol Leaders

1. Verbal.

Patrol Leader (Corporal B): Sir, Corporal B reports back with
his patrol.

Captain A: 1 received two messages from you, corporal. What
else did you discover T
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Corporal B: That was a regiment of infantr;.
talion thrown out :; guard. Tin- main )><>dy of two l>at:

went intu bivouac at ti Ms runl tli" advaix-o guard
outpost )im> almg { .l-s south

Captain A: > t of your nm\

Corporal B: We followed this main roi

where wf a>md;-d a nmunlrd jiatrol moving north on t>

r. M., ami then reconnoitered y from a rid:

"We followed the ridge south for half a mile to a point wlicr-

alley ami the main road a'

miles south of here. There \ve halted, and at :2:2<rwhat se>

the point and advanre party (about forty nu-n) of an ii Ivam-o

guard appeared, inarching north up this road, 1! ' the cro;-

1 then sent you message No. 1 by Private Brown.
In fifteen minutes three companies had appeared (50'

rear of the advance party, and I could see a heavy, low column i

about one-half mile further to the rear. Message No. 2 v
by Privates Baker and Johnson, and to avoid several hostile patrols, I

drew off further to the northwest.
The advance guard then halted and established an outpost lino

along the south of the creek, two miles from here. The cloud of dust

proved to be two more battalions and a wagon train. Tin-so tw
talions went into bivouac on opposite sides of this road at the

and sent out strong patrols east and west on the crossroad. Fi

went forward to the outpost battalion and the reserve built cook t

As Private Rush, here, was the only man I had left, we st:

back, sketching the valley, ridge and positions of the main body and

outpost. Here is the sketch, sir. The fields are all cut crops or im

We sighted two foot patrols from the outpost, moving north
about a mile from here, one following the road and one further east.

T did not see any of our patrols.
That is all, sir.

2. Written.

Eeport of Sergeant Wm. James' Patrol of Five Men

Support No. 1,

Outpost of 6th Inf., Near Dixon,
22 Aug. 12. 2-30 to 5 P. M.

The patrol followed the timber along the creek for one miln S.

from our outguards nd leaving the creek bottom moved J
/ mile S. K.

to the wooded hill ("about 800 ft. high), visible from our lines.

From this hill top the valley to the east (about one mile v

could be fairly well observed. No signs of the enemy were seen and

message, No. 1, was sent back by Private J\\

A wagon road runs N. and S. through the valley, 1

four or five farms with numerous orchards and t-li-arrd fu-lds. Bot"

slopes of the valley are heavily \voodcd.

The patrol then moved S. AV., until it struck the macadam pike
which runs N. and S., through our lines. Proceeding S. 400 yds. on this
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'iill a farmer, on foot, was met. Said he lived one mile

ing for some loose horses: that four hostile cavalry -

:ist, stopped at his farm at noon, drank some milk, took
>r their horses, inquired the way to Dixon ami rodi- ofi' in that

,ii within lit'teen minutes. Ho said they were the first hostile*

they told nothing about themselves, and tla

horses looked in good condition. Farmer appeared friendly and
lion

The patrol then returned to our lines following the pike about
two miles. Koad is in good condition, low hedges and barbed wire

-. stone culverts and no bridges in the two miles. Bordering country
1 gently rolling farming country and all crops are in. A

;i is attached to this report. Koue of our patrols was seen.

Respectfully submitted,
Win. James,

Sergeant, Co. A, 6th Infy.

1017. Problem in Patrol Leading and Patrolling

In studying or solving tactical problems on a map you must
remember that unless you carefully work out your own solution to the

problem before looking at the given solution, you will practically make
no progi'

It is best, if your time permits, to write out your solutions, and
you read over the given solutions, compare the solution of each

point with what you thought of that same point when you were solving
Idem, and consider why you did just what you did. Without this

comparison much of the lasting benefit of the work is lost.

In some of these problems both the problem and solutions are

presented in dialogue form so as to give company officers examples of
the best method of conducting the indoor instruction of their men in
minor tactics. I* also gives an example of how to conduct a tactical

walk out in the country, simply looking at the ground itself, instead
of a map hanging on the wall. The enlarged Elementary Map referred
to in Par. 454, is supposed to be used in this instruction as well as in
the war gacies.

1018. Problem No. 1. (Infantry)

The Elementary Map (scale 12 inches to the mile) being hung on
the wall, about two sergeants and two squads of the company are

in a semicircle facing it, and the captain is standing beside the

map with a pointer (a barrack cleaning rod makes an excellent pointer).
Captain: We will suppose that our company has just reached the
of York. The enemy is reported to be in the vicinity of Doling

and Oxford (he points out on the map all places as they are mentioned).
We are in the enemy's country.

Corporal James, I call you up at 3 p. M. and give you these orders:

ing has been seen of the enemy yet. Our nearest troops are
miles south of here. Take four men from your squad and
oiter along this road (County Koad) into the valley on the
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other siili- of that ridge over there (points to t ,.nd

"ut-Tv), ;md MM> if you can discover anvthin;: about
!. here by '< t.YIoi-k. I :IMI Bending a pain. I OUT

Vo\v, (
'tn-].oral, state ju.st wl,

Corporal James: I would g |ii.-i.l, fall in I

Barlow, Sharp and Brown; set- i had full eanti-r.is; ili.-r

arms were all right; that 1

1h. ' ot lame or sic!; and I would have
them leave their blanket n>' ai'ks and entrenching tool* with
tho company. (Par. W-\.)

\ would then give thoso orders (Par. 003); "We a ! out
on patrol duly. Nothing has u of the >

troops are three miles south of here. We ar.

: this road into the valley on tho other side of that

FCC if wo fan discover anything about 11"'

going \ip the Valley Pike. Beports are to be sent here. I

altered we will meet at the woods on the hill over there (indi-
cates the clump of trees just west of Mills' farm).

"I will go ahead. Amos, follow about, fifty yards b

Barow, you ami Sharp keep about 100 yards behind Amos, :

will follow you at half that distance. All keep on the opposite side
of the road from the man ahead of you." (Par. 968.)

Captain: All right, Corporal, now describe what route you will

follow.

Corporal James: The patrol will keep to the County Road until

the crest of the ridge near the stone wall is reached, when what I see
in the valley beyond will decide my route for me.

Captain: How about the woods west of the stone wallsf

Corporal James: If I did not see anyone from our patrol on the

Valley Pike reconnoitering there, I would give Barlow these orders

just after we have examined tHe cemetery, whJen the patrol would have

temporarily closed up somewhat: "Barlow, take
Sh^arp

and examine
that little woods over there. Join us at the top of this hill." I would
then wave to Brown to close up and would proceed to the hill top.

Captain: Barlow what do you do?
Private Barlow: I would say, "Sharp, out straight across foi

that woods. I will follow you." I would follow about 100 yards be

hind him. When he reached the edge of the woods I would signal him
to halt by holding up my left hand. After I had closed up to about

fifty yards I would say to him,
' ' Go into the woods and keep me in

sight." T would walk along the edge of the woods where I could

see Sharp and the corporal's patrol on the road at the same time.

Captain: That is all right, Barlow. Corporal, you should have
instructed Amos or Brown to keep close watch on Barlow for signals.

Corporal James: I intended to watch him myself.
Captain: No, you would have enough to do keeping on the alei

for what was ahead of you. Now describe *how you lead the patrol to

the top of the hill, by the stone wall.

Corporal James: When I reached the crest I would hold up my
hand for the patrol to halt and would cautiously advance and look

ahead into the valley. If I saw nothing suspicious I would wave to
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the men to close up ami ;ios, go to that high ground about 250
over there ^indicates the end of the n< 'ny the 6

,r just north <it' t!" i of the stone wall), and look around

untry.
"

1 would keep Brown behind the crt-st, watching Bar-
low's movements.

Captain: Now, <"'oriioral, Amos reaches the point you in.li

and Barlow and Sharp join you. Wi;;,t do 3'ou do?
Corporal James: Can I see the Steel Bridge over Sandy Creek?
Captain: No, it is three-fourths of . mile away and the

along the road by Siiiith's hide it. You can see the cut in the road east.

of tlie bridge and the Smith house, but the CM are hidden by
the t! 'ig the roads. You see nothing suspicious. It is a
dear, sunny afternoon. The roads are dusty aiii the trees in full

The valley is principally made up of fields of cut hay, corn
stubble and meadow land.

Corporal James: Does Private Amos give me any information?
Captain: No, he makes you no signals. "You see him sitting be-

hind a bush looking northwest, down the valley.
Corporal James: I would say, "Barlow, head straight across

to where that line of trees meets the road (indicates the point where
the lane from Mills' farm joins, the Chester Pike). Sharp, keep about

fifty yards to my right rear." I would follow Barlow at 150 yards and
when I had reached the bottom land I would wave to Amos to fol-

low us.

Captain: How about Brown?
Corporal James: I had already given him his orders to follow

as rear guard and he should do so without my telling him.

Captain: Amos, what do you do when you see the corporal wave
to you?

Private Amos: I would go down the hill and join him.

Captain: No, you could do better than that. You are too far

from the corporal for him to signal you to do much of anythii,-

stay there or join him. You should join him, but you should not go
straight down to him. You should head so as to strike 'the Mills' Lano

100 yards east of the house and then gox down the lane, first

looking along the stone wall. Jn this way yon save time in recoimoiter-

ing the ground near the Mills' farm ami protect 'the patrol against
-urpiise.l l,y a;i enemy hidden by the line of trees, or the wall
the lane. Yon arc not disobeying youi orders but just using

MSC in following them out and thinking about what the eor-

J is trying to do.

Now, Corporal, why didn't you go to the Smith house and find out

if the people there had seen anything of the enemy?
Corporal James: You said we were in the enemy's country, sir,

SO I thought it best to avoid the inhabitants until I found 1 could not

get information in any other way. I intended first to see if 1 could

MV around here,* and if not, to stop at houses on my re-

turn. In thi- way I would n" Lr"iie before the people could send an"
information to the ."iiemv ab<.:i* ivy patrol.
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Captain: Barlow roaches thr Chester Pike whore tin- Mills'
it. You are about 1~>0 yards in his re:.r. Sharp

to vonr right rear, Amos 100 yards to your left rear ami
behind you. Just as Barlow starts to climb over the bailn-.i

int" tin- Chester Pike you see him drop down' mi the ground. He Hgnals,
'Kiieniy in si^'lit." Tell mo quickly what would you

Corporal James: I would wave my hand for all to lip down,
and I would hasten forward, stooping over as I ran, until 1 was about

twenty yards from him, when I would crawl forward to the i

by him. Just before I reached him I would ask him what ho saw.
Captain: He replies, "There are some hostile foot soldi-T-

ing up this road."
Corporal James: I would crawl forward and look.

Captain: You see three or four men, about 500 yards north of

you, coming up the Chester Pike. They are scattered out.

Corporal James: I would say, "Crawl into the lano, keep behind
the stone wall, watch those fellows, and work your way to that farm

1 '

(indicates the Mills' farm). I would start towards the Mills' farm

myself, under cover of the trees along the lane and would wave to

the other men to move rapidly west, towards the hills.
'

Captain: Why didn't you try to hide near where you were and
allow the hostile men to pass?

Corporal James: There does not seem to be any place to bide
near there that a patrol would not probably examine.

Captain: What is your plan now?
Corporal James: I want .to get my patrol up to that small

woods near the Mills' farm, but I hardly expect to be able to get them

up to that point without their being seen. In any event, 1 want them
well back from the road where they can lie down and not be seen

the enemy when he passes.
Captain: You succeed in collecting your patrol in the v.

without their being seen, and you see four foot soldiers in the road
the entrance to the land. One man starts up the lane, the others re-.

maining on the road.

Corporal James: I say, "Brown, go through these woods and

Lurry straight across to York. You should be able to see the village
from the other side of the woods. Report to the captain that a hostile

patrol of four foot men is working soutn up the valley, two miles

east of York. We will go further north. Repeat what I have tolc"

you." (Par. 979.) ,

Captain: Why didn't you send this message before?

Corporal James: Because we were moving in the same dii

that the messenger would have had to go, and, by waiting a very fei

minutes, I was able to tell whether it was a mere patrol or the point ol

nn advance guard.
Captain: Do you think it correct to send a messenger bacl

with news about a small patrol?
Corporal James: Ordinarily it would be wrong, but as nolhii

has been seen of the enemy until now, this first news is important
because it proves to the Captain that the enemy really is in this neigl
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. whii'h K > me is a very important thing for him to

Hiin-d 1110 to do. (I'm-. .

Captain: \Vhat arc you ;;i>in^ to do now, Corporal?
Corporal James: A\".- have traveled about two miles and stopped

lently. so it must be about -1 o'clock. It is one and one-third miles
back to York, where I should arrive about 5 o'clock. It would take
me t'.ven-y ir. e minutes to go from here to York, so I have about

thirty-five minutes left before 5 o'clock. This will permit me to go
forward another mile and still be able to reach York on time. It is

thirds of a mile to the Mason farm, and if the hostile patrol appears
to be goin^ on, I will start for that point. Did anyone at the Mills'
farm see us?

Captain: No, but tell me first why you do not go along this high
ground that overlooks the valley f

Corporal James: Because our patrol that started out the Valley
Pike is probably near Twin Jlills and I want to cover other country.
The orchard at Mason's would obstruct my view from the hills.

Captain: The hostile patrol goes on south. Describe briefly

your next movements.
Corporal James: I lead my patrol over to Mason's and, con-

cealing two of the men so that both roads and the house can be watched,
I take one man and reconnoiter around the farm yard and go up to

the house to question the inhabitants. (Par. 996.)
Captain: You find one woman there who says some other sol-

diers, on foot, passed there a few minutes ago, marching south. She
gives you no other information about the enemy or country.

Corporal James: I would send Amos over to see how deep afld

wide Sandy Creek is (Par. 1001.) When he returned I would take the

patrol over to Twin Kills, follow the ridge south to the stone wall on
the County Road, watching the valley for signs of the hostile patrol,
and follow the" road back to York; then make my report to the Cap-
tain, telling him where I had gone, all I had seen, including a descrip-
tion of the country. If I had not been hurried, I would have made
a sketch of the valley. I can make a rough one after I get in.

(Par. 1015.)
Captain: Suppose on your way back you saw hostile troops ap-

pearing on the County Road, marching west over Sandy Ridge. Would
you st:;y out longer or would you consider that you should reach Ox-'
ford by 5 o'clock?

Corporal James: I would send a message back at once, and remain
out long enough to find out the strength and probable intention of the
new enemy.

Captain (to one platoon of his troop of cavalry) : We will sup-
that this troop has just (9 A. M.) arrived in Boling (Elementary

) on a clear', dry, summer day. The enemy is supposed to be near
Salem and we have seen several of his patrols thig morning on our
march south to Boling. Sergeant Allen, I call you up and give you these
instructions: "Take Corporal Burt's squad (eight men) and recon-
noiter south by this road (indicates the Boling-Morey house road) to
Salem I will take the troop straight south to Salem and you will
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join it :r 10:1.". It is four and one half mill- tart
at on. <

' '

Y. 'i
.-.]).)

Sergeant Allen: T wmld like to 1-now j;;si

s my patrol to do. (Par. U65.)

Captain: We will suppose that tliis is one of Hie ninny orp-

in actual < -a:i:pai;,'n where things must. be done quickly. \Vli.

is no time I'nr del ;ii led orders. You kimvr tli:it th<

mari-hing south towards Salem where tin- enemy is sue
kno\v v. era) of hi-, patrols. 1 ha\e told

;

(ho troop is yoini; to do, and from all this \oii shouM
what your niissimi is in tliis ca^r. \Ve \sill, tin-rerun-, consider '

there is no time to give you more detailed imlers, ainl ymi have 1-.

citle fur y.mrself. Of Course, if you had failed to hear just what I

said, then, in spito of tjie necessity for haste, I would r

struct ions to you. (Par. 9C3.)

Sergeant Allen: I would ride over to forpor.il Burt'p -

ami -nt of the column to the road leading to tin-

am! say, ''The troop is going on straight south 1

half miles away. This squad will reconnoiter south to Salem by
road, joining the troop there about 10:15. In case we
nuiko for Salem. Corporal, take Brown and form the point. I will (<>1-

low with the squad about 300 yards in rear. Regulate your gait on me
after you get your distance. Move out now at a trot." (Par. 90.'i.)

After Corporal Burt nad gotten 150 yards out I would say,
'

tr, move out as connecting file." I would then cny, "Down*, yon will

follow about 150 yards behind us as rear guard." When i arte

gone 1~0 yards down the road I would order, "1. Forward; 2. trot:

3. March," and ride off at the head of the four remaining men (in
column of twos.) (Par. 968.)

Captain: Sergeant, tell me briefly what is your estimate of
the situation that is, what sort of a proposition you have before you
and how you have decided to handle it.

Sergeant Allen: As the enemy is supposed to be near Salem
and we have already seen his patrols, I expect to encounter more patrols
and may meet a strong body of the enemy, on my way to S.alem. As
I have no map, I cannot tell anything about the road, except that it

is about four and one-half miles by the direct road the troop will

follow, therefore my route will be somewhat longer. I have been gi
an hour and fifteen minutes in which to make the trip, so, i- I move at
a trot along the safer portions of the road, I will have time to proceed
very slowly and cautiously along the% dangerous portions. My pat ml
will be stretched out about 500 yards on the road, which should make
it difficult for the .enemy to surprise us and yet should permit my con-

trolling the movements of the men. (Par. 9C8.)

I consider that my mission is to start out on this road and find

my way around to Salem in about an hour and, particularly, to get Word
across to the Captain on the other road of anything of importance about
the enamy that I may learn.
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Captain: Very well. "When you reach the cut in the road across
of Hill 38, your point has almost reached the Morey

ho von make any change in your patrol?
Sergeant Allen: I order,

"
1. Walk, 2. MARCH," and watch

if the connecting file observes the change in gait and comes to

a walk.

Captaiu: Suppose he does not come to a walk?
Sergeant Allen: I would say, "Smith, gallop ahead and tell

walk and to keep more on the alert."

Captain: Corporal Burt, you reach the road fork at Morey 's.

: do you dot
Corporal Burt: I say, "Brown, wait here until Carter is close

see which way you go and then trot up to me." I would
on down the road.

Captain: Wouldn't you make any inspection of the Morey house?
Corporal Burt: Not unless I saw something suspicious from

the road. 1 would expect the main body of the patrol to do that.

Captain: Don't you make any change on accouunt of the woods

Corporal Burt: No, sir. It has very heavy underbrush and
. aliKitde time trying to search through it. A large force

of I lie enemy would hardly hide in such a place.
Captain: Sergeant Allen, you reach the road fork. What do

do?

Sergeant Allen: I would have two men go into the Morey
i they found there. I would order one of the

men to trot up (north) that road 200 yards and wait until I
to him to return. With the other man I would await the re-

sult o: "ii of the Morey house. Corporal Burt should
i without orders to the cut in the road across Long Ridge,

loavin_ between us. (Pars. 987 to 996.)
Captain: You find no one at the Morey house.

Sergeant Allen: I -would signal the n.an to the north to come in.

I would then order two men to "find a yute in the fence and trot up on
that hill (indicating Long Ridge), and look around the country and

join me down this road." (Par. 968.) I would then start south at a

halting at the cut to await the result of the inspection on the

country from the hill.

Captain: Foster, you and Lacey are the two men sent up on

Long Kidye. When you reach the hilltop you see four hostile cavalry-
i! en trotting north on the Valley Pike, across the railroad track.

Private Foster: I signal like this (enemy in sight), and wait to

i hey go on north. (Par. 978.) Do I see anything else behind or
of them?
Captain: You see no other signs of the enemy on any road.

hing looks quiet. The hostile cavalrymen pass the Baker house
ntintif north.

Private Foster: T would then take Lacey, trot down the ridge
Men, keeping below the crest and report, "Sergeant,

we saw four hostile mounted men trotting north on the road about
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TS of a milo over there (pointing). nnd - on north,
:.i ipointiii;; to the HrownC in si^'lit." I would tlicn toll him what tho country

to the south looked like, if he wanted to know.
Captain: Servant Allen, what do you do now!
Sergeant Allen: I would continue toward tho Brown house at

a trot. I would : end no message to yni as you already knnv.

hostile patrols about and th is inform,-it ion would bo of little

or 110 importance to you. (Par. 981.)
Captain: You arrive at Brown's house.

Sergeant Allen: I would send two men in t.

and I would continue- on at a walk. I would not send
road towards Oxford as Foster has already seen 1

Captain: You should have sent a man several him
the Farm Lane. (Par. 989.) If he moved at a trot it would cm

I;,

taken a very short time. Continue to describe your mo>
Sergeant Allen: I would halt at tho railroad track until I

my two men coining on from the Brown house. I would then direct

the other two men who were with me to o through the first oj

in the fence to the west and ride south along that ridge
Hill Twin Hills' ridge) until I signaled them to rejoin. I won
them to look out for our troop over to the east. If there were a

many fences I would not send them out until we were oj

southern edge of that woods ahead of us. There I 'would send them
to the high ground to look over the country, and return at once.

Captain: There are a great many fences west of the roa<'

practically none east *of the road to Sandy Creek. Just as you arrive

opposite the southern edge of those woods and are giving orde
the two men to ride up the hill, you hear firing in the direction o;

Knob. In the road at the foot of the south slope of Bald Knob, where
the trail to the quarry starts off, you can see quite a clump of horses.

You see nothing to the west of your position or towards Mason's. "What
do you do?

Sergeant Allen: I signal "RALLY" to Carter and Downs. If

there is a gate nearby I lead my men through it. If not, I have them
cut or break an opening in the fence and ride towards the railroad fill

at a fast trot, having one man gallop ahead as point.
"When we reach the fill, tho point having first looked beyond it,

I order, "DISMOUNT. Lacey, hold the horses. 1. As skirmishers along
that fill, 2. MARCH." When Corporal Bnrt, Brown, farter and Downs
come up Lacey takes their horses and they join the line of skirmishers.

Captain, what do I see from the fill?

Captain: There appear to be about twenty or thirty horses
in the group. The firing seems to come from the cut iu the road just
north of the horses and from the clump of trees by tho Quarry.
can also hear firing from a point further north on the road, aj>j>:.

your troop replying to* the fire from P.ald Knoli. You '. ng in

the road south of the horses as far as Hill 4'2, 'which obst:

Tiw. What action do you take?
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Sergeant AUem I order,
' T OF THOSE Hoi.

RAX- <'Lir i

Captain: What is your object in doing as you have donef
Sergeant Allen: I know Hi * attain intended to go to Salem with

the troop. From the fact that he is replying to the hostile fire I judge
to push south. I was ordered to reconnoiter along this

road, but iii u a situation has arisen where the troop is being prevented
in doiii^ what was desired and I am in what appears to bo

favorable position from which to give assistance o the troop
able them to push ahead. 1 am practically in rear of the enemy

and within effective range of their lead horses. I therefore think my
u has at least temporarily changed and I should try and cause

>venty or thirty hostile troopers to draw off (Par. 1011). Be-
1 think it is my business to find out what the strength of this

is and whether or not he has reinforcements coming up from
Salem, and send this information to the captain. From my position I
can still watch the Chester Pike.

Captain: After you have emptied your clips you see the enemy
running down out of the cut and from among the trees mount their

horses and gallop south. What do you do?
Sergeant Allen: I would send Foster across the creek above the

trestle (south of trestle), to ride across to that road (pointing towards
the cut on Bald Hill) and tell the captain, who is near there, that
about thirty men were on the hill and they have galloped south, and
that I am continuing towards Salem. I would have Foster repeat the

message that I gave him. I would then trot back, to the Chester Pike
and south to Mason's, taking up our old formation.

Captain: You see nothing unusual at Mason's and continue
south until you reach the cross roads by the Smith farm. Corporal
I'urt and Private Brown are near the stone bridge south of Smith's;
Private Carter is half way between you and Corporal Burt; and Private

- is 100 yards north of Smith's. You have three men with you.
V. hat do you dof

Sergeant Allen: What time is it nowf
Captain: It is now 9:45 A. K.
Sergeant Allen: I would say, "Lacey, take Jackson and gal-

lop as far as that cut in the road (points east) and see if you can
locate the enemy or our troop in the valley beyond. I will wave my
hat over my head when I want you to return." I would then say to

Private Moore, "Gallop down to Corporal Burt and tell him to fall back
in this direction 100 yards, and then you return here bringing the other

two men with you." I would then await the result of Private Lacey 's

reconnaissance, sending Carter to the turn in the road 200 yards west
of the cross roads.

Captain: Lacey, what do you do?
Private Lacey: I order Jackson, "Follow 75 yards behind me

and watch for signals from Sergeant Allen," and I then gallop across

the steel bridge and half way up the hill. I then move cautiously up to

the cut and, if the fences permit, I ride up on the Side of'the cut, dis-
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mounting just I

until ! into tin- valley l.i-suml.

Captain: Y..u si-o no
>nr n\vn troi>ii en i ! y the CJihlis farm with
in tlu> rn;i.l on Hill IL'.

Private Lacey: I look towards Porgeant Allen to see if

:ilinj. I 111:1 1- Is.

Captain: \Vl:at do you 'do, Sergonntf
Sergeant Allen: 1 !

to 1'ri us to join . rrivos

I signal ".\SSKMBU;" i,> Corporal I'-nrt and
al Hurt iin.l tell him to follow me

Carter ami tell him to trot west. Wo will follow. '>

After he pot started T would order. "Follow mo. 1. Trot; 2. MARCI.'."
Captain: When Private Carter r.-a<-hes fho rrest of the

atiout one-half mile west of Smith's he signals,
"
Knemy

"

numbers,*' and he remains in the road with Martin '

in roar. (Par. 978.)
Sergeant Allen: I order, "1. Walk; 2. MARCH. 1. Squad; 2.

HALT," and gallop up to Private Tarter, dismount jm
ing the crest, give my horse up to Privrc Martin, and run forv.

Captain: Carter points out what appears to be a troop >

standing in the road leading north out of York, just on tl

town. You see about four mounted men 200 yards out of York o

road, halted, and about the same number on the Valley Pike near
it crosses the first stream north of York. What do yon dot

Sergeant Allen: I wait about three minutes to see if the

going to move.
Captain: They remain halted, the men at York appear to be dis-

mounted.
Sergeant Allen: I write the following messa^o:

Hill % mile N. E. of York,
10 A. M.

Captain X:
A hostile troop of cavalry is standing in road at YORK (west

of SALEM) with squads halted on N. and N. E. roads from YORK.
Nothing else seen. Will remain in observation for the present.

Allen.

Sgt. (Pars. 979 and 981.)

T would give the message to Martin, who had previously brought

my horse up close in rear of the crest, and would say to him, "Tako this

message to the captain, straight across to the road the troop is on, and
turn south towards Salem if you do not see them at first. Take '

with you. Tell him what you have seen. He knows where the troop is."

I would have Carter hold my horse, and watch the remainder of the

patrol for rignals, while I observed the enemy.
Captain: At the end of five minutes the hostile troop trots north

on the Valley Pike, the patrol ^n your road rides across to the Valley
Pik and follows the troop.
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Sergeant Allen: I would wait until the troops had tlftned the
north of York ami would tln-n face my patrol a > tlie

ith and continue to Salem, sending
le ii]>

on Sandy lii.; ,' tin- patrol in si^'ht.

Captain: \\"e ha- out tin- problem far ni)r.:;!i. It fur-

xample of the varying situations a patrol !c:: l^r

lit or common -ist 1-.' used in deridi'

follow. You must ahv: ..f w'.iat you:
o do and then act in the way you think will best help him

..mplish his object. If you- have carefully decided just what mis-
n to accomplish, you cannot easily go wrong.

>iii!fj a mounted patrol you must remember that if the men be-
arated in strange country, or even in country they are

familiar with, they are most apt to lose all contact with each.

other or become lost themselves.

Problem No. 2. (Infantry)

Captain (to one platoon of his company) : "We will suppose it is

half an hour before dawn. One platoon of the company is de-
: as skirmishers, facing north, in the cut where the County Road

It is the extreme right of a line of battle extend-

long the line of the County Road. The fight was not com-
;'latoon is resting in a wheat field between the railroad

and the foot of the slope of Sandy Ridge, 200 yards south of the

Sergeant Allen, I call you up and give you these in-

>ns: "The enemy's line is off in that direction (pointing north-
\- meii and .work north along the railroad until it is

then locate the hostile line and keep me informed
I will be in this vicinity. You have a compass,

at once." Describe briefly the formation of your patrol while

:oving in the dark.

Sergeant Allen: One man will lead. A second man will follow
about fiftei '.ii rear of him. I will follow the second man at the

>vith three more men, and the last man will be about
:i rear of me. All will have bayonets fixed, loaded and
One short, low whistle will mean, Halt, two short

, Torward, and the word "Sandy" will be the
which we can identify each other.

Captain: Very well. We will suppose that you reach the steel

just at dawn and have met no opposition and
. On either side of S>ndy Creek are fields

ut six feet tall. In the present dim light you can
-! Off.

Sergeant Allen: The patrol being halted I would walk fo-

. "Brown, take Carter and form
ailroad. We will follow

." I would then rejoin the main body of the
, order the rran in rear to follow about 7~> yards in rear of

I'd its distance I would move forward with
iran to move along the creek bank (west

L;
abreast of us until T signaled to him to conie in.
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Captain: .Tnst as you reach the northern end of the railroad fill

your point halts and you detect some movement in the road to th<

Of you. It is rapidly growing lighter.

Sergeant Allen: I would move tho main body by the, Irft

into the forn, signaling to tho man following tho creek to rr.ji.i:

for the rear guard to move off the track also. I would x;

to do the same, even before he saw what we had done. I would then
close up on the point until I could see it and, halting all tho patrol, 1

would order Foster to take Lacey and work over towards the road to

see what is there and to report back to mo immediately.
Captain: In a few minutes Foster returns and reports,

enemy is moving south in the road and in tho field beyond, m line <>l'

quads or sections. A hostile patrol is moving southeast across the
field behind us. "\Ve were not seen."

(Note: This situation could well have been led up to by requir-

ing Private Foster to explain how he conducted his reconnaissance and

having him formulate his report on the situation as given.)
Sergeant Allen: I would then work my patrol closer to tin 1

road, keeping Foster out on that flank, and prepare to follow south in

rear of the hostile movement.
Captain: The information you have gained is so important

that you should have sent a man back to me with a verbal message,
particularly as you are in a very dangerous position, and may not be
able to send a message later. While you have not definitely located
the left of the enemy's line, you have apparently discovered what
appears to be a movement of troops forward to form the left of the

attacking line. Your action in turning south to follow the troops just

reported, is proper, as you now know you are partly in rear of tho

hostile movement and must go south to locate the hostile flank that your
mission requires you to report on.

You men must picture in your minds the appearance of the

country the sergeant is operating through. His patrol is now in a field

of high standing corn. Unless you are looking down between tho

regular rows of corn you can only see a few yards ahead of you. Tho
road has a wire fence and is bordered by a fairly heavy growth of

high weeds and bushes. The ground is dry and dusty. Sergeant, how
do you conduct your movement southt

Sergeant Allen: As my patrol is now in a very dangerous
neighborhood and very liable to be caught between two hostile lines,

with a deep creek between our present position and our platoon, I think

it best to move cautiously southeast iintil I reach the creek bank (I
cannot see it from where I now am), and then follow tho creek south.

I think I am very apt to find the enemy's left resting on this creek.

Besides, if I do not soon locate the enemy, I can hold the main body
of my patrol close to the creek and send scouts in towards the road to

searqh for the enemy.' It will also be much easier to send information

back to the platoon from the creek bank, as a messenger can ford it

and head southeast until he strikes the railroad and then follow that

straight back to our starting point. It would thus be very di (limit

for him to get lost.
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Captain: You move southeast and strike the creek hank just
south of ; 1. 1 trestle. You now hear artillery 3re off to the

:,d ritle lire t<> tin- southwest which gradually increases in volume.
You see u high cloud of dust hanging over the road on the hill west of

:,ii south of this road on the north slope of the northern-
noil of t lie Twin Hills, you can occasionally see the flash of a

gun, artillery being discharged. There seems to be no rifle firing

ly in your fi

Sergeant Allen: I hurriedly write the following message:
At Ry. trestle 1 mi. Is. of Platoon,

5:15 A. K.

Captain X:
Can -see arty, firing from positipn on N. slope of knoll on high

ridge to W. of me, and *4 mi. S. of E. and. W. road. Hostile line is S.

. Have not located it. Will move S.

Allen.

Sgt. (Par. 474.)
I hand this to Private Smith and say to him. "Carry this quickly

to the captain. Follow the railroad back until you cross a wagon road.
Our platoon should be to the west of the track just beyond the road."
I also read the message to Smith and point out the hostile artillery.
I have considered that I sent a message before telling about the
hostile advance.

I then' continue south, moving slowly and with great caution.

I instruct the remaining four men that in case we are surprised to

try. to cross the creek and follow the railroad back to the platoon.
Captain: Y'our information about the hostile artillery position

was important and should have been sent in, provided you think your
description of the hostile position was sufficiently clear to be under-
stood by an observer within your own lines.

There is some question as to the advisability of your remaining
on the west bank of the creek. Still you would not be able to tell

from where you were what direction the creek took, so you probably
would. remain on the west bank for the present.

You continue south for about 150 yards and your leading man
halts, comes back to you, and reports that the corn ahead is broken
and trampled, showing it has been passed over by foot troops. About
the same time you hear rifle fire to your immediate front. It sounds

very close.

Sergeant Allen: I say, "Cross this creek at once," and when
we reach the other bank and the patrol forms again, we move slowly
south, all the men keeping away from the creek bank, except myself,
and I march opposite the two men constituting the main body.

Captain: About this time you detect a movement in the corn
across the creek in rear of the place you have just left. You think
it is a body of troops moving south. The firing in front seems to be
delivered from a point about two or three hundred yards south of you
and you can hear heavy firing from off in the direction of your coni-

w bullets passing overhead. There are scattered trees along
the creek and some bushes close to the edge.
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Sergeant Allen: I would conceal myself close to the bank, the

piirol l.i-in- K-ick. out .' sight t'ruin tin- opposite bank, and await

developments.

Captain: Sergeant, yoxir patrol is in a dangerous position.

The enemy will very likely have a patrol or detachment in rear ami

.n.l his Hank. This patrol would probably cross the railroad tn

: ml take yon in rear. You should have given the last men in your

jatrol particular instructions to watch the railroad to the north. It

would have been' better if you had sent one man ovor to the railroad,

which is only a short distance away, and had him look xip and down the

track and also make a 'hurried survey of the country from an

position on the fill.

I also think it would be better not to await developments where

you now are, but to push south and make sure of the position of the left

of the enemy's firing line, later you can devote more time to the

movements in rear of the first line. You are taking too many chances in

remaining where you are. I do not mean that you should leave merely
because yovi might have some of your men lulled or captured, but

because if this did occur you would probably not be able to accomplish

your mission. Later you may have to run a big chance of sacrificing
several of your men, in order to get the desired information, which would
be entirely justifiable. Tell me how your men are arranged and what

your next movement would be.

Sergeant Allen: I have four, men left, I am close to tho

stream's bank, under cover; two men arc about 25 yards further away
from the stream; Private Brown is up stream as far off as he can get
and still see the other two men, and Private Foster is down stream the

same distance. Both Brown and Foster are well back from the stream.

The two men in the middle,- the main body of the patro], make their

movements conTorm to mine, and Brown and Foster regulate their

movements on the main body. I will move south until I can locate tho

enemy's advance line.

Captain: "When- you are about opposite the Mason house, B- ? n

conies back to you, having signaled halt, and reports he can see the

enemy's firing line about 100 yards ahead on the other side of tho

stream, and that a small detachment is crossing the stream just boy
where he was. What do you do?

Sergeant Allen: I creep forward with Brown to verif

report. The remainder of the patrol remains in place.

Captain: You find everything as Brown reported. You see that
the firing line extends along, the southern edge of the cornfield, facing
an uncultivated field covered with grass and frequent patches oi

two or three feet high. You cannot determine how strong the line is,

but a heavy fire is being delivered. You cannot see the detachment that
crossed the creek south of you because of the standing corn.
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Allen: T rr.-iwl back to the main body, leaving Hrown,

the following message:

5/8 mi. N. of Platoon.

5:32 A. M.

in X :

loft, rests on crock "\ mile to your front, along S. edge
of cornnVld. Cr.-ci. is ."> ft. (loop by 60 ft. wide. Hostile patrols have

d the crock. "Will watch their rear.

Allen.

Sgt.

I give this to Private .Tames and f=ny, "Go over to the railroad

(pointing), then turn to your 'right and follow the track until you cross

Our platoon is just beyond that, on this side of the

track. Give this message to the captain. Hurry."
Captain: Ton should have either read the message to James or

had him read it. You should also have cautioned him to watch out

for that hostile detachment. It might be better to send another man
off with a duplicate of the message, as there is quite a chance that

James may not get through and the message is all-important. James,
you get back to th> road here (pointing) and find yourself in

the right of your battle line, but cannot locate me or the company
right away.

Private James: I would show the note to the first
officer

I sa\V

in any event, and in this case, I would turn it over to the oflicer who
appeared to be in command of the battalion or regiment on the right
of the line, telling him what company the patrol belonged to, when we
went out, etc.

Captain: What do you do, sergeant T

Sergeant Allen: I start to move north a short distance in order

to find out what reinforcements are in rear of the hostile line.

Captain: After you have moved about 75 yards you are suddenly
fired into from across the creek, and at the same time from the direction

of the railroad trestle. Your men break and run east through the corn

and you follow, but lose sight of them. When you cross the railroad fill

you are fired on from the direction of the bridge. Yon finally stop
behind the railroad fill on the quarry switch, where two of your men
join you.

Sergeant Allen: I would start south to rejoin the company and

report.

Captain: That would be a mistake. It would require a long
time for a second patrol to make its way out over unknown ground,
filled with hostile patrols, to a point where they could observe anything
in rear of the hostile flank. You are now fairly familiar with the

ground, you also know about where the hostile patrols are and you
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men reinuinin.

i rarby. you should M to maKe an effort to detenu: :

1

li nl' tin- truoj'S in rear nt' the hostile Hank near yon, or a'

r."iiain out where you could keep a <>:ir\< l.'.ikoi:! t,,r any attfiii|.tril

turning niovi-niciit by tlu> oiu'iny. Should anylliin^ iirportaut l>r (>!

xou can send l>a-U a inesaago and two i i ivi.i ;i ii; ft the

u-\ ido|iiin-iits I urniii^. Tin- informal in you mi^l:
MM! tin- additional information you mitfht carry back, would JMIS-

sildy >nal>lc your own forco to avoid u scri'

di-d victory.
Your work would Ix- very hazardous, but it is necessary, and

Avhilo possibly resulting in loss of one or two of your men, it mi^ht
prevent the loss of hundreds in your main force.
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CHAPTER V

THE SERVICE OF SECURITY

(Based on the Field Service Regulations.)

General Principles

1020. The Service of Security embraces all those measures taken by a

military force to protect iis.-ll' against, surprise, annoyance or obser\ a-

y the enemy.. On the march, that portion of a command thrown
out to provide this security is called an advance, flank or rear guard,

ling on whether it is in front, to the flank or in rear of the main
ami; in camp or bivouac, it is called the outpost.

The principal duties of these bodies being much the same, their

nnations are also very similar. There is (1) the cavalry
ig the front; next (2) a group (4 men to a platoon) or line of

groups in <>!i<ervation; then (3) the support, or line of supports, whose
duty is to furnish the men for the observation groups and check 'an

enemy's attempt to advance until reinforcements can arrive; still farther
in rear is (4) the reserve.

In small commands of an infantry regiment or less there usually
will not be any cavalry to cover the front, and the reserve is generally
omitted. Even the support may be omitted and the observation group
or line of groups be charged with checking the enemy, in addition to

its regular duties of observation. But whatever the technical designation
of these subdivisions, the rearmost one is always in fact a reserve.
For example, if the command is so small that the subdivision formally
designated as the reserve is omitted, the rear element (squad or platoon
or company, etc.) is used as a reserve. AS this text deals principally
with small commands and only those larger than a regiment usually
have the subdivision termed the reserve, this distinction between the
element in the Field Service Regulations called the reserve and the actual

reserve, must be thoroughly understood.
The arrangements or formations of all detachments thrown out

from the main force to provide security against the enemy, are very
flexible, varying with every military situation and every different

kind of country. The commander of such a detachment must, there-

fore, avoid blindly arranging his men according to some fixed plan and
at certain fixed distances. Acquire a general understanding of the prin-

ciples of Hie MM vice of security and then with these principles as a
foundation use common sense in disposing troops for this duty.

ADVANCE GUARD
1021. Definition and Duties. An advance guard is a detachment of a

marching column thrown out in advance to protect the main column
from being surprised and to prevent its inarch from being delayed or
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interrupted. (Tho latter duty is generally forgotten and many inhal-
ing, short halts result, which wear out or greatly fatigue the main
1'i.tiv. the strength of which the advance guard is supposed to con

In detail the duties of the advance guard :n.-:

1. To guard against surprise and furnish information l>y reronnoi-

tenng to the front and flanks.

-. To push back small parties of th'o enemy and prevent their

observing, firing upon or delaying 1 ho main body.
3. To check the enemy's advance in force long enough to permit

the main body to prepare for action.

4. "When the enemy is m<jt on the defenses, seize a good position
and locate his lines, care being taken not to bring on a gem nil engage-
ment unless the advance guard commander is authorized to do so.

5. To remove obstacles, repair the road, and favor in every way
Me the steady march of the column.

1022. Strength: Tho strength of the advance guard varies from one-

r.inth to one-third of the total command. The larger the force the

in proportion is the advance guard, for a larger command takes

relatively longer to prepare for action than a small one. For example,
a company of 100 men would ordinarily have an advance guard of

from one to two squads, as the company could deploy as shirr

in a few seconds. On the other hand, a division of 20,000 men would

ordinarily have an advance guard of about 4,500 men, all tdd.
would require several hours for a division to deploy and the ad

guard must be strong enough to make a stubborn light.

1023. Composition. The advance guard is principally composed of

infantry, preceded if possible, by cavalry well to the front. AVhen there

is only infantry, much more patrolling is required of the front troops
than when cavalry (called "Advance cavalry") is out in a<l

This book does not deal with large advance guards containing artillery
and engineers. Machine guns, however, will be frequently use 1 n

advance guards to hold bridges, defiles, etc.

1024. Distance From Main Body. The distance at which the advance

guard precedes the main body or the main body follows the advance

guard depends on the military situation and the ground. It should

always be great enough to allow the main body time to deploy before it

can be seriously engaged. For instance the advance guard of a com-

pany, say 1 squad, should be 350 to 500 yards in advance of the company.
The distance from the leading man back to the principal group of the

squad should generally be at least 150 yards. This, added to the dis-

tance back to the main body or company, makes a distance of from 500

to 650 yards from the leading man to the head of the main body.

Examples:
Advance Guard. Distance (yds.).

2 nien 100 to 300

4 men 200 to 400
1 squad 300 to 450
4 men 300 to 450
1 to 2 squads 350 to 500

Command.
Patrol of 1 squad
Section of 3 squads
Inf. platoon of 50 men
Cav. platoon of 20 men
Inf. company of 108 men
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. troop of 8G men platoon 450 to 600
Mini to 1 company 500 to 700
.Iron 1 ti-'x.j' 600 to 800

-o are not furnished as fix oil numluTs and distances, but are
re tin- Minion .Kiicrcte idea.

1025'. Connecting Files. It *l:>iiM bo remrml.rrcd that between the
:id the main body, ;nid bi-twe.-n the several groups
Ivam-e guard is subdivided, connecting tiles an; placed

;rnish a menus of Communicating, generally by signals,

ups) of the column. There should be a con-
file for at 1

d of a platoon is 300 yards in front of the main !(odv. In

ordinary ro 1

. a connecting file would be
the two elements 150 yards from each one.

to use two men together instead of one,
MO iran free t.( watch !W signals from tlie front

w!i. iier watches the nu'.in body. However, in very small com-
:nls like a company, this is not practicable, as the extra nian could

t be spared.
'

FORMATION OF ADVANCE GUARDS.
- 1026. Subdivisions. The advance guard of a large force like a brl.

or division is subdivided into a number of groups or elements, gradually
from front to rear. The' reason for this is that, as has

already boon explained, a larger group or force requires longer to deploy
than a smaller one, therefore the small subdivisions

here they can quickly deploy and hold the enemv
-ily in check while the larger elements in rear are deploying. The

ivisions decreases as the strength of the advance

guard d. find the advance guard of a company con
of one or two squads, which naturally cannot be subdivided into more

n two gr> i the advance guard of a squad composed of two
men, which admits of no subdivision.

Distance to next ele-

ment in rear.

Advance Cavalry 1 to 5 miles
f Advance party. . . ( Point 150 to 300 yds.

Support \ (furnishes patrols) / Advance party proper 300 to 600 yds.

(
Support proper 400 to 800 yds.

Reserve (usually omitted in small commands) 500 yds. to 1 mile

The distances vary principally with the size of the command
slightly with the character of the country.

The advance cavalry is that part of the advance guard going in

;:t of u!l the foot troops. It is generally one to five miles in advance

t'antry of the advance guard, reconnoitering at least far enough
ilanks to guard the column against surprise by artillery

rda.

1027. Support, (a) The support constitutes the principal element or

group of all advance guards. It follows the advance cavalry, when there
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fa tln ruha;..-.- miard when there is i.<

i a lurije command i> Mil>di\ided \\itliin itself in iiuu-li tin

manner as the advance guard ;is a whole is subdivided. It v:i

strength from one -fourtli to one-half of the ad \am-e guard.
1028. (b) Advance Party. As tin- MI pp. out it sends f>

nn advance party sever;;! hundred yards, the distaucn varying with the
nature of tin' country and size of tho 'command. For example, tho
advance party of a support of one company of 108 men, would ordinarily

posed of one section of three squads, and would march about 800

yards in advance of the company in open country, and about 200 yards
in wooded country.

The advance party sends out the patrols to tho front and flanks to

guard the main body of the support from surprise by ellV-tive rille fire.

Patrols are only sent out to tho Hanks to exajnine points that cannot
be observed from the road.' As a rule they will have to rvjoi:

portion of the column in rear of the advance party. As the advance party
becomes depleted in strength in this manner, fresh men are sent forward
from the main body of the support to replace those who have fallen

behind wfiile patrolling. Whtn there is advance cavalry, much less

patrolling is required of the infantry.
(c) The point is a patrol sent forward -by the advance party 150 to

300 yards. When the advance party is large enough the point should

ordinarily consist of a complete squad, commanded by an officer or

experienced nohcommissioned officer. It is merely a patrol iu front of the
column and takes the formation described for patrols.

(d) The commander of the support ordinarily marches with tho
advance party. He should have a map and control of the guide, if any
is present. He sees that the proper road is followed; that guides are left

in towns and at crossroads; that bridges, roads, etc., are repaired

promptly so as not to delay the march of the column and that information
of the enemy is promptly sent back to the advance guard commander;
he verifies the correctness of this information, if possible.
1029. (a) A thorough understanding of the arrangement of the sup-

port and the duties of the leaders of its subdivisions pojnt, flank patrols,
advance party and main body (of the support) is of the greatest impor-
tance to a noncommissioned officer. For example, the ignorance of one
noncommissioned officer leading the advance party of a column of

troops six miles long can cause the entire column to be delayed. If he
halts because a few shots are fired at his men, and conducts a careful

reconnaissance before attacking (instead of pushing right in on tho

enemy, forcing him to fall back quickly, if a weak detachment : or, to

disclose his strength, if strong), tho entire column, six miles long, is

halted, the march interrupted, valuable time lost, and what is more

important, the men irritated and tired out.

(b) The leader of the point must understand that as the principal

duty of an advance guard is to secure the safe and uninterrupted, march
of the main body, he is the first man to discharge this duty. If, for

example, his squad receives a volley of shots from some point to the

front, he cannot take the time and precautions the commander of a

large body would take to reconnoiter the enemy's position, determine
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something nl.-Mit his strength, etc., before risking an attack. If he did he
wouM rnipted march of the main body. Ifo

loy instantly and pro-ss the enemy hard until the hostile opposi-
tion >! or tin- advance party comes up and its commander takes

charge. The pi i ;;

'

will lose men in this way, but it is necessary, for
:it patrol could delay the march time after time.

(c) The same problem must be met in much the same manner by the
leader of tin- advance party. In this case there is more time to think, as
the point, being in advance, will have hegun the fight-before the advance

party arrives; but the leader of the advance party must use his men
freely and quickly to force the enemy to "show his hand," thus pre-

venting small harassing or combat detachments from delaying the march.
(d) As the subdivisions of the advance guard become larger their

leaders act with increasing caution, for as soon as it develops that the

enemy in front is really present in some strength, then a halt becomes
obligatory and a careful reconnaissance necessary.

(e) The leader of every subdivision must always start a reconnais-
sance the instant the enemy develops. He may, as in the case of the

point, only send one man around to^discover the enemy's strength; or,
if the leader of the main body of the support, he may send an entire

squad. In almost every case the instant he has given his orders for

deploying and firing at or rushing the enemy, he sends out his man or
men to work around to a position permitting a view of the hostile force.

Kvery noncommissioned officer should impress this on his memory so

that he will not forget it in ihe excitement of a sudden engagement.
(f) No attempt should be made to subdivide the advance guard of a

small force into all the elements previously described. For example, the
advance guard of a squad is simply a point of one or two men; the
advance guard of a company is usually no more than a squad acting as a

point, the squad actually having several men from 100 to 150 yards in

advance, who really constitute a point for the squad; the advance guard
of a battalion would usually consist of a company or less distributed as

(BATTALIONACT/MGAS ADWWC Gt/AffD. A

SUPPORT

/Supportproper 2. Advance part/
(3 Cos.) (/ Co.)

/.Advance 2. Point

parfyproper
(3 Squads)

too
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:n advance- party proper ami a point. The advance guard f a regiment
would have n !. t'..r example, a liattalion wen- i.

advance i;uard of a regiment, there would In- only a support, which would
hi* distributed about :th follows: A support proper of about three com-

- and an advance party (point included) of al>out one company.
1030. Keserve. An advance guard large enough to have a i.

u.f.ill be distributed as follows:

ADVANCE GUARD
-_ A" '

-

/ Reserve* 2. Su/3/iorf
(
/. Support ?. Advance,

proper party

Fig.

Y ^ HH. X -O
/.Advance. 2. Point

1

partyproper

The distance Z would be greater than Y and Y would be greater
than X. For example, a regiment acting as the advance guard of a bri-

gade would, under ordinary conditions, be distributed about as follows:

ADVANCE GUAftD
A

/ Reserve
(2 battalions)



1031-1032-1033

The advance guard of a cavalry command adopts formations
i above, except that the distances are increased

tin- rai'iility with which the command can close up or <;

. patrols is usually enough for a squadron,
it from GOO to 1,000 yards.

1031. Reconnaissance. In reconnaissance the patrols are, as a rule,

(froir ix men).
The flanking patrols, whether of the advance cavalry or of the

rty. an- ^-ciit or.r t<> examine the country wherever the enemy
be concealed. If the nature of the ground permits, th-

across country or aloii roads and trails parallel to the march of
'uinn. For cavalry patrols this is often possible; but with infantry

patrols and even with those that are mounted, reconnaissance is best done

;>atrols to high places along the line of march to overlook
the country and examine the danger points. These patrols sigual the re-

sults of their observations and, unless they have other instructions, join
the columns by the nearest routes, other patrols being sent out as the

a proceeds ai . nature of the country requires.

rs, suspicious characters and bearers of flags of truce (the
latter blindfolded"), are t:>. !.oa to the advance guard commander.
1032. Advance Guard Order. On receipt of the order for a march des-

ignating the troops for the advance guard, the commander of the latter
- his estimate of the situation; that is, he looks at the map or makes

inquiries to determine what sort of a country he must march through and
the nature of the roads; he considers what the chances are of encounter-

ing the enemy, etc., and then how he should best arrange his advance

guard to meet these conditions, and what time the different elements of
his advance guard must start in order to take their proper place in the
column. He then issues his order at the proper time the evening before
if possible and he deems it best, or the morning of the march.

The order for a large advance guard would ordinarily be written;
for a small command it would almost invariably be verbal, except that
the commander or leader of each element should always make written
notes,of the principal points, such as the road to be followed, time tp

start, distances, etc.

ADVANCE GUARD PROBLEMS
Problem 'No. 1. (Infantry)

1033. Captain (to one platoon of his company) : We will assume that
our battalion camped last night at Oxford (Elementary Map) in the

enemy's country. It is now sunrise, 5:30 A. M.; camp has been broken
and we are ready to march. The officers have returned from reporting
to the major for orders and I fall in the company and give the follow-

ing orders:
"A regiment of the enemy's cavalry is thought to be marching

towards Salem from the south. Our battalion will march at once towards
Salem to guard the railroad trestle over Sandy Creek, following this road

(pointing southeast along the road out of Oxford) and the Chester Pike
which is one and three-quarters miles from here.
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1033 (contd.)

iiis company will form the advance guard.
lit Adams, you will t:iko Torpor:;! linker's sf|iia<:

form the point, followed by tin- remainder of tin- com pa-, ;it 400

yards. Patrols and connecting files will bo furnished 1-y the f.nnpany.
"The company wagon will join the wagons of the battalion.
"I will be with the compa
' ' Move out at once. ' '

The weather is fine and the roads are g9od and free from dust.

It is August and nearly all the crops are harvested, and weeds
form a considerable growth along the fences bordering the road.

Sergeant, give your orders.

Sergeant Adams: 1st squad, 1. Eight, 2. FACE, 1. Forward, 2.

MARCH. Corporal Baker, take Carter (Baker's rear rank man) and go
ahead of the squad about 200 yards. Move out rapidly until you get

your distance and then keep us in sight.
I would then have the two leading men of the rest of the

follow on opposite sides of the road, as close to the fence as j"

for good walking. This would put the squad in two columns of files of

three men each, leaving the main roadway clear and making the squad
as inconspicuous as possible, without interfering with ease of marching
or separating the men. [Par. 1028 (c).] What sort of crops are in the

fields on either side of the road I

Captain: The field on the right (south) is meadow land; that on
the left, as far as the railroad, is cut hay; beyond the railroad there is

more meadow land.

Sergeant Adams: I would have told Corporal Baker to wait at
the cross roads by the Baker house for orders and

Captain: If you were actually on the ground you probably could

not see the cross roads from Oxford. In solving map problems like these

do not take advantage of seeing on the map all the country that you
are supposed to go over, and then give orders about doing things at

places concerning which you would not probably have any knowledge
if actually on the ground without the map.

Besides, in this particular case, it was a mistake to have your
point wait at the cross roads. If there was any danger of their taking
the wrong iy>ad it would be a different matter, but here your mission re-

quires you to push ahead. (Par. 1029.) The major is trying to get south

of the trestle towards Salem before the cavalry can arrive and destroy it.

Sergeant Adams: I would march steadily along the road, ordering
the last man to keep a lookout to the rear for signals from the connect-

ing file (Par. 511a), and I would direct one of the leading men to

watch for signals from Corporal Baker.

Captain: You should have given the direction about watching
for signals earlier, as this is very important. You also should have
ordered two men to follow along the timber by the creek to your south

until you signaled for them to come iu. The trees along the creek would
obstruct your view over the country beyond the creek.

Sergeant Adams: But I thought, Captain, that the patrolling
was to be done by the company.
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Captain: Yes, the patrolling ia to be done by the company, but

the creek is only a quarter of a mile, about 400 yards, from the road you
lowing and the men sent there are merely flankers, not a patrol.

You li nit-i! under your command and you are responsible for

mud within s. -\eral hundred yards on either side of your route of

inanli. I .on.; lii.lgo is almost too far for you to send your men, because
.vouKl fall far behind in climbing and descending its slopes, but
!d not be a great mistake if you sent two men there. As Long

d view of the valley through which the Ci

:ns, a patrol should go up on it and remain there until the battalion
! this would be more than the leading squad could be expected

to attend to. The creek is almost too far from the road in places, but
as it is open meadov,- land you can keep the men within easy touch of you

'hem by signal at any moment you desire. In this work you
e how much depends on good judgment and a proper understand-

ing of one's mission.
.iral l'a!;er, explain how you would move out witn Carter.

Corporal Baker: We would alternate the walk and double time
until we had gotten about 200 yards ahead of the squad. I would then

say, "I . :ilk along this side of the road (indicates side), keeping
on* the lookout for signals from the squad. I will go about fifty yards
ahead of you." I would keep to the opposite side of the road from
Carter, trying to march steadily at the regular marching gait, and

keeping a keen watch on everything in front and to -the flanks.

Captain: Very good. When you arrive at the cross roads you see

a man standing in the yard of the Baker house.

Corporal Baker: I would not stop, but would continue on by the
cross roads, as I have no time to question the man and the Sergeant will

want to do that. I would call to him and ask him if he had seen any of
the enemy about and how far it was to the Chester Pike. If anything
looked suspicious around the house or barnyard, I would investigate.

Captain: Sergeant, you arrive at the cross roads, and see the

Corpora] and Carter going on ahead of you.
Sergeant Adams: I would have already signaled to the two men

following the creek to come in and would send a man to meet them with
the following order: "Tell Davis to move along the railroad fill with
Evans, keeping abreast of us. Then you return to me." I would then

say, "Fiske, look in that house and around the barn and orchard and
then rejoin me down this road (pointing east)." I would have the civi-

lian join me and walk down the road with me while I questioned him.

Captain: Do you think you have made careful arrangements for

searching the house, etc., by leaving only one man to do the work!
Sergeant Adams: I have not sufficient men nor time enough to

do much more. T simply want to make sure things are reasonably safe
and f thought that a couple of men from the main body of the advance
guard Would do any careful searching, questioning, etc., that might be

y. I" must not delay the march.
Captain: That is right. You learn nothing from the civilian and

s not arouse any suspicion on your part. You continue along the

road. The fields to the north of the road .are in wheat stubble; tho
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ground t the south, between your road and the railroad, is rough, rocky
grass land with frequent clumps of bushes. Davis uml Kv.-ms, your rijjht
Hankers on the railroad fill, are just approaching th<- cut; Visk,> lias

rejoined; Corporal Baker and his men arc about -tin yards from th
road forks at Brown's, and you and your four men are 200 yards in their

rear, at the turn of the road. At this moment a half dozen shots arc fired
down the road in your direction from behind the wall along t

the orchard on the Brown farm. This firing continues and ymir two
leading men are lying down at the roadside returning the fire. Tell me
quickly just what you are going to dot

Sergeant Adams: I order my four men to deploy as skirmishers
in that field (pointing to the rough ground south of the road); I go under
the fence with the men and lead them forward at a fast run, unl.

fire is very heavy.
Captain (interrupting the Sergeant): Davis, you had just reached

the cut on the railroad when this happened. What do you dof
Private Davis: I take Evans forward with me at a run through

tho cut. What do I see along the Chester Pike or Sandy Creek?
Captain: You see no sign of the enemy any place, except the

firing over the wall.

Private Davis: I run down the south side of the fill and along
towards tho road with Evans to open fire on the enemy from tlieir Hank,
and also to see what is in the orchard. I will probably cross the road
so that I can see behind the stone wall.

Captain: That's fine and shows how you should go ahead at such
a time without any orders. There is usually no time or opportunity at

such a moment for sending instructions and you must iise commoi.
and do something. Generally it would have been belter to have tried

to signal or send word back that there was nothing in siy;ht alon^ the

road or in the valley, but in this particular case you could probably do
more good by going quickly around in rear as you did, to discover what
was there and assist in quickly dislodging whatever it was. If there

had been no nose of the ridge to hide you as you came up and a con-

venient railroad fill to hurry along behUid as you made for the road,

your solution might have been quite different.

Sergeant, continue with your movements.
Sergeant Adams: I would attempt to rush the wall. If the fire

were too heavy, I would open fire (at will) with all my men, and, it' I

seemed to get a little heavier fire than the enemy's, I would start half

of mymen forward on a rush while the others fired. I would try to rush

in on the enemy with as little delay as possible, until it developed that.

he had more than a small detachment there. I assumed it was a delay-

ing patrol in front of me, and as my mission requires me to secure the

uninterrupted march of the main body, I must not permit any small de-

tachment to delay me. If, however, it proves to be a larger force, for

instance, the head of an advance guard, I will lose some men by plung-

ing in, but as I understand it, that is the duty of the point. Then a^ain,
if it be the head of a hostile advance guard, I will want to rush them out

of their favorable position under cover of the stone wall, buildings and

orchard, before any more of their force can come up. This would give
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. vorable position to our force; by noting too cautiously we would
; '.liable iiuiiiii'iits in which the enemy's reJ ; nt'"rcements (next

-iiard) wore coining up, with this desirable posi-

ikly ln'lii .ill part of the enemy.
Captain: That is nil correct. What messages would you have

Sergeant Adams: Up to the present time I would not have sent
I could not have sent any. I could not afford to take the time to
man back, nor could I spare the man. Besides, all I could say

ed on, and you should be able to see ami hear that
fiotn where the compan

Captain: About the time you reached the position of Corporal
Baker the lirnu: ';<! when you reach the wall you see live mounted
men galloping northeast up Farm Lane. The Brown farm appears to be

Sergeant Adams: I would turn to one of the men and say,
' ' Run

back to the Captain and tell him we were fired on from this orchard by
:ited patrol of five men who are galloping off up a lane to the

northeast. I am going south." When he had repeated the message I
would start south down the Chester Pike, directing Corporal Baker to

follow this road south and to tell Davis to follow the high .ridge west
of the ing through the clump of woods just ahead. I would
send one man as a left flanker to follow the west bank of Sandy Creek.
This would leave me with two men, one watching for signals from the

:ind along Sandy Crock, the other from Davis and from the rear.

I would expect to see a patrol from the company moving across towards

Boling W:>ods. Had I not been mixed up in a fight as I approached the
Brown farm I would have sent two men as left flankers across country
to the cut on the Chester Pike on the western edge of .the Boling Woods.

Captain: Very good. That is sufficient for this problem. All of

you should have caught the idea of the principal duties of the point and
flankers of an advance guard. You must watch the country to prevent
being surprised and you must at the same time manage to push ahead
with the least possible delay. The point cannot be very cautious so far
as concerns its own safety, for this would mean frequent halts which
would delay the troops in rear, but it must be cautious about reconnoiter-

ing all parts of the ground near the road which might conceal large
bodies of the enemy.

The leader of the point must be careful in using his men or he will

get tl.< ittered that they will become entirely separated and he
will lose all control of them. As soon as the necessity for flankers on

le of the line of march no longer exists, signal for them to rejoin
and do net send them out again so long as, you can see from the road
all the country you should cover.

1034. Problem No. 2. (Infantry)

Captain (to one platoon of his company): Let ns assume that
this platoon is the advance party of an advance guard, marching through
Salem along the Chester Pike [Par. 1028 (b)]. One squad is 350 yards in

front, acting as the point. The enemy is thought to be very near, but
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1034 (coiitil.)

only two mounted patrols ]..: *. duriir^ tln> day. Tho cora-
n.ami is niarehiiig 1'or ( hester. Tin- day is hut. thr

dusty, ami the cr>p> ar.- al.uut to be harvested.

Sergeant Adams, explain how you would conduct the march of tlio

advance J>a; -.ning with your arrival at the cross roads in

Sergeant Adams: The platoon would be marching in column of

squads and I would be at the head. Two pairs of connecting tiles would
keep nir in touch with the point. (Par. 1025.) I would no-,,

order: "Corporal Smith, take two men from your squad and pat re.

along this road (pointing up the Tracy-Maxey road) for a mile and then

rejoin the column on this road (Chester Pike), to the west of y>.
would then say to Private Barker, "Take Carter and cut across in that
railroad fill and go along the top of that (Sandy) rid^e, rejoining tho
column -beyond the ridge. Corporal Smith with a patrol is going up this

road. Keep a lookout for him." "When we reached the point where tho
road crosses the south nose of Sandy Ridge and I saw the valley in front
of me with the long high ridge west of Sandy Creek, running parallel
to the Chester Pike and about 800 yards west of it, I would give this

order: "Corporal Davis, take the three remaining men in Corporal Smith's

squad, cross the ,creek there (pointing in tho direction of the Hartun
farm) go by that orchard, and move north along that high ridge, keep-
ing the cofumn in sight. Make an effort to keep abreast of the advance

guard, which will continue along this road."
I gave Corporal Davis the remaining men out of Corporal Smith's

squad because I did not want to break Tip another squad and as this is,

in my opinion, a very important patrol, I wanted a noncommb
officer in. charge of it. Unless something else occurs this will be all the

patrols I intend sending out until we pass the steel railroad trestle over

Handy Creek.

Captain: 'Your point about not breaking up a squad whei
could avoid it by using the men remaining in an already broken squad,
is a very important one. Take this particular case. You first sent out
two pairs of connecting files between the advance party and your point
four men. This leaves a corporal and three men in that squad. If we
assume that no patrols were out when we passed through Salem, this

corporal and two of his men could have been sent up the Tracy-Maxey
road, leaving one man to bo temporarily attached to some squad. From
the last mentioned squad you would pick your two men for the Sandy
Ridge patrol and also the corporal and three men for the Barton farm,

etc., patrol. This would leave three men in this squad and you would
have under your immediate command two complete squads and three
men. As the patrols return, organize new squads immediately and con-

stantly endeavor to have e^ery man attached to a squad. This is one
of your most important duties, as it prevents disorder when some serious

situation suddenly arises. Also it is one of the duties of the detachment
commander that is generally overlooked until too late.

The direction you sent your three patrols was good and their

orders clear, covering th*e essential points, but as you have in a very short

space of time, detached nine men, almost a third of your advance party,
don't you think you should have economized more on men?
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Sergeant Adams: The Singly Ridge i:itrol is as small as you can
1 thought ti two patrols were going to be

far from the column that they should be large enough to

ami still remain nut. I suppose it would bo
oral l>avis, but I think Corporal

vith him.
: ii you, for you arc entering a valley

1 tin- Ti y road i> a very d

ur main Imdy. Hut you must always bear
d that i: io UM- oi;e ir.ore man than is needed to ac-

in vii-\v. Tin 1 more you send away front your ad-
d and weaker your command, becomes, and

ii. \\hich constitutes one of the gravest, and at the same
-t l'rci|uei!t tai-tii-al errors.

To continue the problem, we will suppose you have reached the
or Sandy Creek; the point is at the cross-roads by the
Hi can see the two men moving along Sandy Ridge; and
patrol is just entering the orchard by the Barton farm.

Firing suddenly commences well to the front and you hear your point
reply to it.

Sergeant Adams: I halt to await information from the point.
Captain: That is absolutely wrong. You command the advance

of an advance guard; your mission requires you to secure the un-

interrupted march of the main body; and at the first contact you halt,

interrupting the march (Par. 1021). The sooner you reach the
r are your chances for driving off the enemy if he is not

rung, or the quicker you find out his strength and give your corn-

rear the much desired information.

Sergeant Adams: Then I push ahead with the advance party,
ij
back the following message
Captain (interrupting): It is not time to send a message. You

know too little and in a few minutes you will be up with the point
you can hear what has happened and see the situation for your-

self. Then you can send back a valuable message. When but a few
Eoments delay will probably permit you to seaure much more detailed

information, it is generally best to wait for that short time and thus

using two messengers. When you reach the cross roads you find

six men of the point deployed behind the fence, under cover of the trees
the County Road, just west of the Chester Pike, firing at the stone

long the Mills' farm lane. The enemy appears to be deployed be-
hind this stone wall, from the Chester Pike west for a distance of fifty

and his fire is much heavier than that of your point. You think
. ritles there. You cannot see down the Chester Pike

1 the enemy's position. Your patrol on Sandy Ridge is midway
n the 68 and 66 knolls, moving north. The ground in your front,
f the road, is a potato field; that east of the road as far as the

swamp, is rough grass land.

Sergeant Adams: I give order, "Corporal Gibbs, deploy your
B'|iiad to the right of the Pike and push forward between the Pike and
the swamp. Corporal Hall (commands the point), continue a heavy fire.
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ire -ix more men for your squad." I u'ive him the four
files and two of the throe men in the advance party whoso squad
patrol duty. "Corporal Jackson, get your squad under cover li.-te.

I.acey, run back to the major and tell him the |><>int has I.ecu stoj.;

what appears to be twenty of the enemy deployed behind a

across the valley 500 yards in our front. I am attaching with ad-
vance party.

Captain: Corporal Davis (commands patrol near Barton ?',

you can hear the firing and see that the advance is stopped,
do you dof

Corporal Davis: I would head straight across for the chr
woods on the. ridge just above the Mills' farm, moving as rap:

possible.
Captain: That is all right. Sergeant, Corporal Hall's squad

up a heavy fire; Corporal Gibb 's squad deploys to the right of tin

rushes forward about 75 yards, but is forced to lie down by the eiu-my's
fire, and opens fire. Corporal Gibbs, what would your comma
firing bef

Corporal Gibbs: AT THE BOTTOM OF THAT WALL. J'-AT-

TLE SIGHT. CL11' I-' I !,'!:.

Captain: Why at the bottom of the wallf

Corporal Gibbs: The men are winded and excited and will prob-

ably fire high, so I gave them the bottom of the wall as nn ob

Captain: The enemy's fire seems as heavy as yours. Ser

what do you dof

Sergeant Adams: I give this order. "Corporal Jackson, .

your squad as skirmishers on the left of Corporal Hall's squad an

fire." What effect does this additional fire have on the enemy f

Captain: His bullets seem to go higher and wider. S'

to be getting fire superiority over him.

Sergeant Adams: If I do not see any signs of the enemy
reenforced, dust in the road behind his position, etc., I take immediate
command of the squads of Corporals Hall and Jackson, and lea :

forward on a rush across the potato field.

Captain: Corporal Gibbs, what do you do when you see the other

two squads rush?

Corporal Gibbs: I order, FIEE AT WILL, and urge the

to shoot rapidly in order to cover the advance.

Captain: Sergeant Adams' squads are forced to halt after ad-

vancing about 150 yards.
Corporal Gibbs: I keep up a hot fire until they can resume their

firing, when I lead my squad forward in a rush.

Captain: What do you do, Sergeant?
Sergeant Adams: I would have the Corporals keep up & !

fire. By this time I should think the support would be up to the cross

roads.

Captain: It is, but have you given up your attack?

Sergeant Adams: If it looks as if I could drive the en on

on my 7iext rush, I do so, but otherwise I remain where T am. as 1 have

BO reserve under my control and the action has gotten too serious for me
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l:ing more wlion my chief i< i>i .-u-tioally on the ground to make
D. lie should have lira: lug about what is on the

aiy, from the patrol on Sandy Kidge.
Captain: \\ t \- Mention si-ems correct to me. Wliy did you send

<ral (Jilihs' siju-ul up between the jiike and the swamp?
Sergeant Adams: It looked as if he would strike the enemy from

re appeared to be better cover that way, afforded by
: a in the mail, which must have some weeds, etc., along it, and the

swamp would prevent him from getting too far separated from the re-

der of tl.' party.
Captain: The Sergeant's orders for the attack were very good.

id leaders some authority and attached his extra men to
1. lie did not attempt to assume direct control of individual men,

but managed the three squads and made the squad leaders manage the
iual men. This is the secret of successful troop leading. His

re short, plain and given in proper sequence.

1035. Problem No. 3 (Infantry)

(See Fort Leavenworth map in pocket at back of book.)
Situation.

A Blue battalion, in hostile country, is in camp for the night,
5-6, at Sprong (ja')- At 9:00 p. M., August 5th, Lieutenant A,

;;iit gives a copy of the following order to Sergeant B:
1st Battalion, 1st Infantry,

Sprong, Kansas,
5 Aug., '09.

Orders No. 5.

1. The enemy's infantry is six miles east of FORT LEAVEN-
TII. His cavalry patrols were seen at F (qg') today.

Our regiment will reach FRENCHMAN'S (OR') at noon tomorrow.
2. The battalion will march tomorrow to seize the ROCK ISLAND
>GE (q) at FORT LEAVENWORTH.

3. (a) The advance guard, consisting of 1st platoon Co. A and
d orderlies B, C, and D, under Sergeant B, will precede the main

body rds.

(b) The head of the main body will march at 6:30 A. if., from
10 via the 17 (jc') 15 Qg") 15 (1m') FORT LEAVENWORTH (om')
road.

The baggage will follow close behind the main body under escort

rporal I> and one squad, Co. B.

0. Send reports to head of main body.
C,

Major, Comdg.
'.rs to the company commanders, to Sergeant B and Corporal I").

A. Required, 1. (live Sergeant B's estimate of the situation. (The
estimate of the military situation includes the following points:

1. l!is nrdi-rs or mission and how much discretion he is allowed.

2. The ground as it influences his duty.
3. Tin- position, strength and probable intentions of the enemy.
4. Sergeant B's decision.)
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Answer. 1. Tlio si/.o of the alvunci> guard, its route and {}.

t is to move in front i-f tin- main body arc prescribed }

. nt B is free to <liviili> up the advance as he sees fit, to n

various parts so as to best keep open the \vay of the main body, main-
tain tin- distance of 400 yards in front of it, and protect it from nurpris>
by the enemy.

2. The ground may bo such as to make easy or to hinder recu-

sance, such as hills or woods; to impede or hasten the march, such ::s

roads, streams, defiles; to offer good or poor defensive positions; i.

good or poor opportunities for an attack. Sergeant I", sees from hi

that the ground is rolling and open as far as Kern (ji') with

positions for reconnaissance and for defense or attack. There is a l>ri<l^
ri

over Salt Creek (ig') which has steep banks and will be a coiiH-i

obstacle if the bridge has been destroyed. From Ihis creek ;> Kern tl",

advance would be under effective fire from Hancock Hill (ki'), so th::t

these heights must be seized before the main body reaches 15 l,\^'}.

<>nd Kern the heavy woods make reconnaissance difhVult and
must be treated somewhat like a defile by the point. (Par. Ml.)

3. There is little to fear from the main body of the enemy which is

]io miles farther from the Rock Island bridge than we are, hut wo
know the enemy has cavalry. The size of the cavalry force is not

'

and may be sufficient to cause us considerable delay, especially in the

woods. The enemy's evident intention is^ to keep us fi

bridge.
4. Having considered all these points. Servant B comes to tl

lowing decision: * * *
(Before reading the decision as contained in

the following paragraph, make one of your own.)
Answer: To have only an advance party with which to ;

forward a point of 5 men 200 yards to the front and send out flanl

needed (Par. 483); to send the three mounted orderlies well to the

of the point to gain early information of the enemy, .especially on Han-
cock Hill (ji') and the ridge to the north of 11 (j.i').

Required, 2. Sergeant B's order. (Par. 963.)
Answer. Given verbally to the platoon and mounted order!!'

9:30 P. M.
"The enemy's cavalry patrols were seen at F (qh') today; no

hostile infantry is on this side of the Missouri river. The battalion will

move tomorrow to Fort Leavenworth, leaving 19 (ja') at f> :.",() \. M.

"This platoon and orderlies B, C, and D will form tl .

guard, and will start from the hedge 400 yards east of 19 at 6:30 A.

via the 17 (jc') 15 (jg') 5 (1m') road.

"The point, Corporal Smith and 4 men of his squad, will pi.

the remainder of the advance guard at 200 yards.
"I will be with the advance party. Privates X and Y will :

connecting files with the main body."
The flankers will be sent <n<t from time to time by Sergeant B as

.try.

Required, 3. The flankers sent out by Sergeant B b<

(ja') and 15 (jg').
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Answer. A patrol of 3 men is sent to Hill 900 southeast of 19

;,e') and Taylor (lc') houses to Hill 840 east of
to j"iu at 15 (jg').

advance party as it passes Hill

(ic
f

) to tl. :his hill to reconnoiter to the front ami 7i<>r

i? roatl and join after the advance party has
id of tlie advance par:

'U on "Hill $7." northeast of J. E. Da
. r to the northeast and east.

Reasons. The pnind sent out on the south moves out far enough
to get a p I'ri-.'u the liills which an enemy could observe or fire

into the column. Ti ^ssity of sending out flankers north of
. : firs^, because from the road itself a good view is obtained.

splendid points for observing all the ground to

(Don't send flankers out unless they are necessary.)
Required, 4. When the advance party reaches J. E. Daniels' house

a civilian leaves the house and starts toward 15. What action

Sergeant "B ta

Required, 5. When the advance party reaches Salt Creek bridge
(jg*) the point signals "enemy in sight," and Private H reports that he
saw about 6 or 8 mounted men ride up to the edge of the woods at Kern,
halt a moment, and disappear. What action does Sergeant B takef

Answer. He at once sends a message back by Private H stating
the facts. He then orders the advance party to move forward, hastens

up to the point and directs it to continue the march, seeking cover of
3 and ravines and hill top.

Required, 6. When the point reaches Schroeder (jh') it receives
fire from the orchard at Kern. What action is taken T

Answer. The men in the point are moved rapidly down the hill

ai.d pain shelter in the ravines leading toward Kern. Two squads are

r:;pidly placed in line along the ridge west of Schroeder and under cover
of their fire the remainder of the advance party run down the hill at 10

distance to join the point. A squad of this force is then hurried
forward to the Kern house. Here the squad is stopped by fire and Ser-

B deploys two more squads which advance byrushes and drive out
the enemy, found to be 10 cavalrymen. The squads left at Schroeder now
join at double time and the advance party moves forward, without having

d the march of the main body.

1036. Problem No. 4 (Infantry)
Situation:

A Blue force of one regiment of infantry has outposts facing
south on the line Pope Hill (sm') National cemetery (pk') E (qh'). A
Ueil force is reported to have reached Soldiers' Home (3 miles south of

iworth) from the south at 7:00 o'clock this morning. Corporal A
is directed by Sergeant B, in command of the left support at Raobit
Point (tn'), to take out a patrol toward the waterworks and south along
the Esplanade (xo') to the Terminal bridge.

Required, 1. Give Sergeant B's orders to Corpora. .\.



1036 (contd.)

Answer. "Tin- -nemy. stn-njjth unknown, was fit Soldiers' Homo
at 7:00 o'clock this morning. Another patrol will advance along Grant
avenue (tin').

"Our outposts will remain hero for llio tiny.
Select from the first section :i patrol and rcconnoitcr this road

(Farraguf avenue) as tar as tin- waterworks (vn'), th-

to the Terminal hrid^r. and report on the ground in our front. Y

you reach the Terminal bridge return if no rm-my is .--

1 ' St-nd reports lii-re."

Required, 2. How many men does Corporal A select, and
(Par. 456.)

Answer. Five men arc taken because the patrol is to recom
not to fight, and on account of the distance to go and lack of information
of the enemy, 2 or 3 messages may haVe to be sent.

Eequired, 3. YVhat equipment should Corporal A have?
457.)

Required, 4. State the points to be noted by Corporal A in s.

ing his -patrol and what inspection does he make! (Par. '.MM.)

Answer. He selects Privates C, D, E, F and G, on account of
their bravery, attention to duty and discretion. He din-els them to carry
one meal in their haversacks, full canteen and fifty rounds of ammuni-
tion. He then inspects them as to their physical condition, sei-s that

they have proper equipment and that nothing to rattle or glisten is

carried.

Required, 5. What does Corporal A next do? (Par. OG5.)
Answer. He gives them their instructions as follows: "Tho

enemy, strength unknown, was at Soldiers' Home (about three mile*

south of Leavenworth) at 7 o'clock this morning. There will i

friendly patrol along that road (pointing to Grant avenue). "\\

reconnoiter along this road and down toward that bridge (pointing). Be
very careful not to be seen, take advantage of all cover, and keep in

touch with C and myself on this road at the point of the patrol. In case
we get separated meet at the waterworks (vn')."

He then explains the signals to be used, and moves the patrol in

close order out along the road until it passes the sentinel at the bridge
XV (un'), to whom he gives the direction to be taken by the patrol.

Required, 6. Upon leaving XV, what formation would the patrol

take, and reasons for same. (Par. 968.)
Answer. Corporal A and Private C form the point on the

leading southwest of the waterworks; Private D moves on the left ovt-r-

looking the railroad; Private E moves promptly up Corral creek (urn') to

the top of Grant Hill (um') to observe the country toward the south-

west; Private F moves about 50 yards in rear of the point, followed at

50 yards by Private G.

Corporal A forms his patrol as stated because of the necessity of

getting a view from the hill on each side. Only one man is sent out on
each side because they can be plainly seen by the patrol on the road, and
no eonnecting file is necessary. The distances taken along the road assure

at least one man's escape, and Corporal A is in front to get a good view
and to signal the flankers.

j *
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1037. Problem No. 5 (Infantry)
Situation:

The head of the patrol is now at the bridge, XVI (un') northwest
of the waterworks.

1'rivate E has reached the top of Grant Hill and signals the

enemy in sight; the patrol halts and Corporal A moves out to meet
Private E who is coming down toward the patrol. He says he saw three
mounted men ride up to Grant and Metropolitan avenues (wm') from
the south and after looking north a moment move west.

Required, 1. Corporal A's action. (Pars. 979 and 981.)
Answer. Corporal A at once writes the following message and

Bends it back by Private E:

"No. 1. Patrol, Company B,
Farragut Avenue,

Northwest of Waterworks,
To Commander Blue Left Support, 10 May, '09, 8:30 A. M.

Rabbit Point.
Three mounted Reds, seen by Private E, just now reconnoitered at

Grant and Metropolitan avenues; they are moving west on Metropolitan
avenue; the patrol will continue toward the Terminal bridge.

A,
Corporal."

Reasons. The message is sent because this is the first time the

enwny has been seen, and they have not been reported north of Soldiers'
Home before. The message should state who saw the enemy, and the man
seeing them should always carry the message telling of the facts. The
patrol would not allow this small hostile patrol to stop its advance, but
would proceed on its route cautiously to avoid being seen, and to see if

the Red cavalrymen are followed by others of the enemy.
Required, 2. Give the method of reconnoitering the buildings at

the waterworks and coal mine. (Par. 996.)
Answer. Private D carefully examines the east side of the

enclosures and buildings, while Private C examines the west side. The
remainder of the patrol halts concealed in the cut west of the north

enclosure, until C and D signal no enemy in sight, whereupon the patrol
forward along the road (XV 3rd St.), C and D advancing rapidly
>n the buildings to the town where they join he patrol.
Required, 3. Give the route followed by E from Grant Hill to

nworth.
Answer. He moves down the east slope of Grant Hill to the ravine

just east of the old R. R. bed (urn'), being careful to keep concealed
from the direction of Leavenworth. He moves up the ravine, keeping a

sharp lookout to the front, and moving rapidly until abreast, if he has
fallen behind. He takes the branch ravine lying just west of Circus
Hill (vm'), and moves up to its end. Here he halts and makes careful

'ion of Metropolitan avenue and the street south into the city.

Being sure the coast is clear, he darts across the narrow ridge south of
Circus Hill to the ravine to the east and then joins the patrol. He
reports to Corporal A any indication of the enemy he may have seen.
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Problem No. 6 (Infantry)1038.

Situation:
A Blue force holds Fort Leavenworth (om') in hostile country.

Outposts occupy the line Salt Creek Hill (gh') 13 (ij') Slirridau'8

Drivt-, (inl') against the Reds advancing from tin- north

At 4:30 P. M., June 2.1th, Sergeant A is given the following onions

by Captain B, commanding the support:
"The enemy will probably reach Kickapoo late today. Our out-

posts extend as far north as Salt Creek ITill. There were six of our nirn

prisoners at 45 (dc') this afternoon at 1 o'clock, being held by If! homo
guards at Kickapoo. Take ... men from the company and m<

Kickapoo, recapture the prisoners and gain all the information you can
of the enemy north of there."

Required, 1. How many men does Captain B name, and whyf
(Par. 960.)

Answer. Thirty men are assigned.
Reason. This is twice as many as the enemy holding the prisoners,

and to secure secrecy no larger force than is absolutely necessary should

be taken. This force will allow men to surround the enemy while the
remainder rush them.

Required, 2. Give the orde* of Sergeant A to his patrol. (See
6th requirement, Problem 4.)

Required, 3. "What route will the patrol take!

Answer, 11 (jj') 33 (ij') Salt Creek Hill (gh') and along the

edge of the woods east of the M. P. R. R. (fg') as far as the bi^ge
opposite Kickapoo Hill thence up Kickapoo Hill toward 45 (dc').

Reasons. Since the patrol's orders do not require any reconnais-

sance before reaching Kickapoo the shortest and most practical route
is chosen. The route as far as Salt Creek Hill lies behind our out pi. si

line and is thus protected. The main roads are avoided becaus.

will be carefully watched by the enemy. The edge of the woods <

the M. P. Ry. (beginning about ff') gives good cover and by moving to

the bridge the patrol can probably sneak close in on the enemy and

capture them by surprise.

1039. Problem No. 7 (Infantry)
Situation:

The patrol reaches the top of Kickapoo Hill (cd'). Sergeant A
and Private C move cautiously to the top and see the six prisoners in the

ciMiicfory (cd') just west of Kickapoo Hill, and a Red sentinel at each
corner. Just west of the cemetery are about 10 more Reds. No
are visible.

Required, 1. What decision does Sergeant A make and
does he dot

Answer. He decides to capture the enemy by surprise, lie li

Private C to watch and, moving cautiously back to his patrol, nia :

following dispositions: Corporal D with 10 men to move up to Private C
and cover the enemy, remaining concealed. He takes the remainder

patrol with fixed bayonets around the northeast slope of Kickapoo Hill

in the woods and moves up the ravine toward 29. When his dftacliint-nt
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hin about 100 yards of tlie enemy, they charge bayonet and
:rty at the same time rusli in from the

!'he enemy arc demoralized by the surprise and

1, 2. AYliat :u'tiu!i dors Sergeant A now t:,

Answer. my t<> In- he;.: apart while he and his

;>ar:ite!v. He i;i-u questions
furnishing them the guns taken from the Red-;,

and the captured Keds back to our line under Corporal D,
-:ige giving the information secured from his ques-

Bequired, 3. AY hat does he then dof
Answer. Places his main body in concealment at the Cemetery

- a patrol under Corporal II via 35 H 13 and one under
al F via L'!' -7 '23 west to learn further of the enemy in execution

uid part of his orders.

The patrol under Corporal H sends back the following message:
1. Patrol Company A, 1st Infantry,

21 June, '09; 5:30 P. M.
Tiian-ler Expeditionary Patrol at 45:

A column of infantry is moving east about 1 mile west of
Schweizer (aa') ;

about 800 yards in front of this body is another small
with 8 to 10 men 300 yards still farther east. It took the main
_ min., 45 sec. to pass a point on the road. I remain in observation.

H,
Corporal."

Required, 3. The size of the command reported by Corporal H
its formation. (Par. 983.)

Answer. One battalion infantry (512 men), preceded by 1 section
at advam-e guard. The advance guard having only advance party and

minutes x 175 = 481 men in the main body, leaving about
a for the advance men for the advance guard.

1040. Problem No. 8 (Infantry)
General Situation:

A Blue force of one regiment of infantry has outposts facing
south on the line Pope Hill (sm'), National Cemetery (qk') E (qi')- A

Coving north reached Soldiers' Home at 7 o'clock this morning.
Special Situation:

Corporal B is chosen by Sergeant A, commander of the right sup-
* the National Cemetery, to take a patrol south . 20th street

Metropolitan avenue (wh'), to report on the ground along the
to reconnoiter the enemy. A friendly patrol moves along
I>rivo Ci) Atchison Hill (rg

7

) Southwest Hill (ue')> and
one on !' (rk').

Eequired, 1. Sergeant A's orders, verbatim (that is, word for

word).
2. Give the various details attended to by Corporal B

before he moves out with his patrol.
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3. What is tho formation of the patrol wln-n its point
is at E (qh')f

4. "When the patrol reaches 14 (ug'), how are the

intersecting roads reoonnoiti'i ,

6. Pour mounted men are seen riding west at a walk
at 64 (wh'). What action does Corporal A '

6. Describe the ground passed over by the patrol.

1041. Problem No. 9 (Infantry)

Situation:

The enemy is moving east toward Frenchman (oc') and ia

expected to reach there early tomorrow. A company at 72 (u.j') forms
the left support of an outpost in hostile country, on the line 70 (v.j')

National Cemetery (qj'). At 4 P. M. Sergeant A is
' .'dered to t

patrol of 12 men and go to Frenchman and destroy the bridge there, and
remain in observation in that vicinity all night.

Required, 1. His orders to the patrol.
2. The route the patrol will follow, and its formation

crossing the Atchison Hill Government Hill

ridge.
3. Give the conduct of the patrol from Atchison 7 Till

(rg
7

) Government Hill (tf) to its position at the

bridge at Frenchman.
General Situation:

A Blue squadron is camped for the night at Waterworks (vn'),
Fort Leavenworth, and has outposts on the line XIV (un') Grant Hill

(urn') Prison Hill (wk'). A Bed force is reported to be advancing from
the north on Kickapoo (cb').

1042. Problem No. 10 (Cavalry)

Special Situation:
Lieutenant A, commanding the left support on Prison TTill.

P. M., directs Sergeant Jones to take a patrol of 5 men from his plujoon
and move via Atchison Cross (ug') to the vicinity of Kickapoo and secure
information of any enemy that may be in that locality. Another patrol
is to go via Fort Leavenworth (ol').

Eequired, 1. The order given by Lieutenant A, ver! ;

(Pars. 963 and 965.)
Answer. "Sergeant Jones, the enemy is north of Kickapoo, me

ing on that place. This squadron will remain here tonight; Sergeant
will take a patrol through Fort Leavenworth.

"Select a patrol of 5 men from your platoon and move out
Frenchman's (oc') toward Kickapoo.

"Sficure any information you can of the enemy in that !<

"
Keport on the condition of the l> ridden between here and 47 (fd'
"You may have to stay out over night.
"Send messages 1

Sergeant Jones selects five good men, <lin -'s tin m to tal

cooked ration each and canteen full of water. He inspects tli
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o horse of conspicuous color or that neighs
i cn. Kxplain.s the orders to his men, etc., as was done in the

ry patrol.

Required, 2. "What route does the patrol take, and why?
Answer. Metropolitan :iv.'nm> (w) 70 (vj') 72 (vj') 14 (ug

7

)

Frenchman (oc') 17 (jc') 17 (ec').
Reasons. The enemy is distant and Kickapoo, the objective of

the patrol, is seen from tlie map, which Sergeant Jones has, to be over an
walk ami tmt. It is not at all probable that the enemy

will be mot until the patrol reaches the vicinity of Kickapoo and Sergeant
take tin- shortest and best road though it is a main hi^h-

1 nt Sheridan's Drive (j) of the F (qg
7

) 15 (jg') lane.

always well for a patrol to avoid main highways when the
is near, especially in hostile country, but here the time saved

i kau justifies the use of the direct route.

1043. Problem No. 11 (Cavalry)
'roblem 1.

Required, 1. The formation and conduct of the patrol as far as
Frenc

Answer. Sergeant Jones determines to move at a walk and trot

(5 miles per hour) in order to reach the vicinity of Kickapoo and take
>n of observation before night. Sergeant Jones and Private

id, 2 men about 100 yards to the rear, the remaining 2

men about 7~> yards in the rear of these. They move out at a trot along
the road until Atchisuii Cross is reached. The two cross roads are

litered without halting the patrol, inasmuch as from the cross roads
a good view is had north and south.

From Atchison Cross to 16 (sf) the patrol moves at a walk,
being up a slope from 4 to 6 degrees. Usually such a place would be
rushed through, but the distance of the enemy makes this unneci-

No scouting is done off the road through the woods, because of the dis-

tance of the enemy. On reaching the top of the hill the patrol is halted
while Sergeant Jones moves up to the high ground south of the road at
the crest, and in concealment searches with his glasses the road as far aa

Frenchman's, especially the village beyond G (qf). Seeing no signs
.of the enemy he moves the patrol down the hill at a walk until the cut

:;iid there takes a fast trot, so as to avoid being long in a
n where they could be seen from the direction of Kickapoo. The

ean.e formation and gait are maintained as far as Gauss' (pd'), where a
walk is taken to rest the horses and to ^ain opportunity to see if any

are holding the bridge at Frenchman's.
Situation:

Just as the patrol comes to a walk Sergeant Jones sees what
appears to be a dismounted patrol moving south over the ridge about

.trds north of Frenchman's. He can see three men.

Required, 2. Action taken -by Sergeant Jones.

Answer. The patrol is moved into the orchard just off the road,
while Sergeant Jones moves quickly to the top of the hill and, con-

cealed by the trees, examines the road north to see if the 3 men are
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followed by others forming a part of a larger patrol or of a column. He
finds the three men are not followed.

Required, 3. What does he do next!
Answer. Ho determines to capture the patrol by surpn*.-. He

has the horses led over south of the orchard hill so as not to be \isible

to the enemy. He then distributes his men along the north edge, of

on-hard, himself nearest the bridge, '2 men 17, yards back along the road
toward G (qf')> then 2 men 75 yards farther along toward <;. As the
third man comes opposite him, Sergeant Jones cries "Halt," which is

the signal for the other parties to similarly hold up their men.
Reasons. Sergeant Jones might either capture the hostile patrol

or let it pass, and then proceed on his road. Since they are
1

the. :.

enemy seen and there is such a good chance to capture them, and as

they may furnish definite information of the enemy's main force, he
decides as stated. There ia an objection in capturing them that lie will

have to send one or two men to take them to camp. The patrol is placed
as described above so as to have the two men opposite each >f the

enemy, except for Sergeant Jones, who is alone. By thus covering i

man of the hostile patrol by two of our men, they will at once Bee the

folly of an effort to escape and no shot need be fired. One man is

holding the horses.

1044. Problem No. 12 (Cavalry)
Same situation as Problem 10.

Eequired:
1. What action does Sergeant Jones take before leaving the vicinity

of Frenchman's?
2. Give the formation and conduct of the patrol after leavii:^
3. Give the report submitted by Sergeant Jones under his instruc-

tions in regard to bridges. (Par. 1000.)
At 6:30 P. M. (it is dark at 7:30) the patrol reaches 17 (jc').

4. Give the route followed from here and the disposition of the

patrol made for the night.

1045. Problem No. 13 (Cavalry)
Situation:

The Missouri river is the boundary between hostile countn
A Blue separate brigade (3 regiments infantry, 1 squadron cavalry,

1 battery field artillery) is moving from Winchester (l! miles

Leavenworth) to seize the Hock Island bridge (q) across the Mis.-ouri

river at Fort Leavenworth. The cavalry squadron is camped a:

mont, 8 miles west of Leavenworth, for night Juno 4-5. At ."

Sergeant Jones is directed to take a patrol of six men and move via the
Rock Island bridge into Missouri and gain information of tht

reported to be now just east of the river.

Eequired, 1. Give the formation of the patrol when it

conies on the map.
Eequired, 2. Give the conduct of the patrol from Mottin's (oa'>

to G (qf).
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m met a farmer coming from Fort
.M<1 about 12(ii> hostile cavalr ast of

nri about L' r. M., moving towards the Terminal lirid^f (z).

Required, 3. Action oi ' Jones. (Docs In- lm!-l the man?
a message? Does he change his plans or direction of

iif)

oi reaches the top of tl ;i 's Drive Govern-

Required, 4. What action does Sergeant Jones take before pro-

FLANK GUARDS
1046- The flanks of a column are ordinarily protected ]>y the advance

which s> i: N out patrols to carefully examine the country on both
.c line of march. In some cases, however, the direction of

r. nrcli of the column is such that there is a great danger of the enemy's
striking it in flank and some special provision is i to furnish

nal security on the threatened flank. This is done by having a

.nient, called a flank guard, march off the exposed flank. The flank

guard usually follows a road, parallel to the one on which the column is

irarohing and at least 1,000 yards (effective rifle range) beyond it. If

hostile artillery is feared this distance is much greater.
The flank guard regulates its march so as to continue abreast of

ivance guard of the main column. It takes a formation similar

to an advance guard, docs most of its patrolling to the front and on the
1 flank, and keeps in constant touch with the main column by

is of mounted or dismounted messengers.
In case the enemy is encountered the flank guard drives him off

if practicable or takes np a defensive position, protecting the march
of the main column, and preventing the enemy from disturbing the
latter 's march.

REAR GUARD
1047. Definition and Duties. A rear guard is a detachment of a

marching column following in rear to protect the main column from
being surprised and to prevent the march from being delayed or

interrupted. .

"When the main colurrfh is marching toward the enemy the rear

fpiard is very small and its duties relatively unimportant. It is princi-

jally occupied in gathering up stragglers.
"When the main column is marching away from the enemy

tting) the rear guard is all important. It covers the retreat of the
main body, preventing the enemy from harassing or delaying its march.
1048. Strength. The strength of a rear guard is slightly greater than

that of an advance guard, as it cannot expect, like the latter, to be
reinforced in case it is attacked, as the main column is marching away
from it and avoiding a fight.
1049. Form of Order. The rear guard commander, on the receipt of th

retreat order, issues a rear guard order, according to the form given in

Id Service Regulations.
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The distam i- <>f a rear yu.-i

iinilar to those of :m . guard. Tin-

spumling to tlio advance cavalry, tin- point, ami tin 1 :nl\ :im-e :

advance guard are termed the rear caval: <.int and

ctively. The support and !

A rear guard formed duri '. ho with-
drawal or retreat of the main i lirst be compel!.
up a defensive position behind which the main body forms up :md moves
off. It may be forced to withdraw from this position by BUC<->

mish lines, gradually forming up in column on the road as it <

from fighting contact with the enemy.
The rate of march of the rear guard depends upon that of tlio

main body. The main body may be much disorgani/t

sitating long halts and a slow marching rate.

1050. Action of the Bear Guard* The withdrawal of d. -iVati-d troops
is delayed, if possible, until night. If it bec6mes n to begin a
retreat while an engagement is in progress, the rear guard i

and takes up a defensive position generally behind the lighting iii

latter then falls back and assembles under cover of the rear guard.
The rear cavalry gives away before tl. only

when absolutely necessary, maintains communication with and
information to the rear guard commander, and pays special attention to

the weak points in the retreat, namely, the flanks. It makes use of every
kind of action of which it is capable, according to the situation, and
unless greatly outnumbered by hostile cavalry, it causes considerable*

delay to the enemy.
When the enemy is conducting an energetic pursuit the rear guard

effects its withdrawal by taking up a succession of defensive positions

(that is, where the nature of the ground enables the rear guard to defend
itself well) and compelling the enemy to attack or turn them. (It should

be understood that these successive defensive positions must, in the
case of a large force, be from two to four miles apart and in the case of a
small force at least one-half mile apart not a few hundred yards as is

frequently attempted in peace maneuver's.)
When the enemy's dispositions for attack are nearly completed,

the rear guard begins to fall back, the cavalry on the flanks being usually
the last to leave. The commander designates a part of the rear guard
to cover the withdrawal of the remainder ? the latter then falls ba<

new position in rear, and in turn covers the withdrawal of the troops in

front. These operations compel the enemy continually to deploy or

make turning movements, and constantly retard his advance.
The pursuit may be further delayed by obstacles placed in the

enemy's path; bridges are burned or blown up; boats re-moved or

destroyed; fords and roads obstructed; tracks torn up; telegraph lines cut,

and houses, villages, woods and fields fired. Demolitions and obstructions

are prepared by engineers, assisted, if necessary, by other troops detailed

from the reserve, and are completed by the mounted engineers of tl

party at the last moment.
The instructions of the supreme commander govern in the demoli-

tion of important structures.
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OUTPOSTS

(See "Outpost," Par. 887)

1051. Definition and Duties. Outposts are detachments thrown out to

the front and flanks of a force that is in camp or bivouac, to protect the
main body from being surprised and to insure its undisturbed rest. la
fact, an outpost is merely a stationary advance guard. Its duties, in

general, are to observe and resist to observe the enemy, and to resist

him in case of attack. Specifically its duties are:

(a) To observe toward the front and flanks by means of stationary
sentinels and patrols, in order to locate the enemy's whereabouts and
learn promptly of his movements, thus making it impossible for him
to surprise us.

(b) To prevent the main body from being observed or disturbed.

(c) In case of attack, to check the enemy long enough to enable
the main body to prepare for action and make the necessary dispositions.
1052. Size. The size of the outpost will depend upon many circum-

stances, such as the size of the whole coriimand, the nearness of the

enemy, the nature of the ground, etc. A suitable strength for an outpost
may vary from a very small fraction to one-third of the whole force.

However, in practice it seldom exceeds one-sixth of the whole force as
a rule, if it be greater, the efficiency of the troops will be impaired. For
a single company in bivouac a few sentinels and patrols will suffice; for
a large command, a more elaborate outpost system must be provided. The
most economical form of outpost is furnished by keeping close contact with
the enemy by means of outpost patrols, in conjunction with resisting
detachments on the avenues of approach.

Troops at a halt are supposed to be resting, night or day, and
the fewer on outpost the more troops will there be resting, and thus
husl mnding their strength for approaching marches and encounters with
the enemy. Outpost duty is about the most exhausting and fatiguing
work a soldier performs. It is, therefore, evident that not a man or

more tliau is absolutely necessary should be employed, and that
the commander should use careful judgment in determining the strength
of the outpost, and the chiefs of the various outpost subdivisions should
be equally careful in disposing their men so as to permit the greatest

'e num her to rest and sleep undisturbed, but at the same time
alu / the safety of the main body as the chief duty.
1053. Composition. The composition of the outpost will, as a rule,

depend upon the size and composition of the command, but a mixed out-

posed principally of infantry, which is charged with the duty
nl observation, especially at night, and with resisting the enemy,

in case of attack, long enough for the main body to prepare for action.

The cavalry is charged with the duty of reconnaissance, and is

very useful in open country during the day.

Artillery is useful to outposts when its fire can sweep defiles or

lar.L'c open spaces and when it commands positions that might be occupied
by hostile artillery.

Machine guns are useful to command approaches and check sudden,
advances of the enemy.
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Engineers are attached to an outpost to assist in constructing
entrenchments, clearing' the field of lire, opening communication laterally
ami to the rear. The outpost should be composed of complete organiza-
tions. For example, if the outpost is to consist of ono company, do n..r

have some of the platoons from one company and the others from another,
and if it is to consist of one battalion, do not have some of the companies
from one battalion and others from another, etc.

FORMATION OF.OUTPOSTS
1054. Subdivisions. As in the case of an advance guard, the

outpost of a largo force is divided into elements or parts, that gradu-
ally increase in size from front to rear. These, in order from the main
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line of supports, the lino of outgunrds, and the
.1-0 cavalry, and thoir formation, as shown by the drawing on the

n page, may be likened to an open hand, with the fingers apart
and exti'iuled, the wrist representing thr main body, the knuckles the line

of supports, the first joints the line of outguards, the second joints the
line of sentinels and the linger tips the advance cavalry.

In case of attack each part is charged with holding the enemy in

check until the larger element, next in rear, haa time to deploy and

prepare for action.

1055. Distances Between the Subdivisions The distances separating
the main body, the line of supports, the line of outguards, the line of

sentries and the advance cavalry, will depend upon circumstances. There
can be DO uniformity in the distance between supports and reserves, nor
between outguards and supports, even in the same outpost. The avenues
of approach and the important features of the ground will largely
control the exact positions of the different parts of the outposts. The
basic principle upon which the distances are based, is: The distance
between ant/ two parts of the outpost must "be great enough to give the
one in rear time to deploy and prepare for action in case of attack, and the
distance of the whole outpost from the main body m-ust, in the, case of small

commands, be sufficiently great to hold the enemy "beyond effective rifle range
until the main body can deploy, and, in case of large commands, it must be

sufficiently great to hold the enemy beyond effective artillery range until the
main body can deploy.

It js, therefore, evident that the distances will be materially
t only by the size of the main body, but also by the nature

of the cover afforded by the ground. ^
The following is given merely as a very general guide, subject

to many changes:
Distance to next
element in rear.

Advance cavalry 2 to 6 miles

Supports fSenlinels (furnished by outguard) 20 to 40 yds.

-ally } Oufguards (furnished by support) 200 to ."500 yds.
two or

[ Support proper furnishes majority of patrols. 400 to 800 yds.
more)

e (usually omitted in small commands) !'_ to 2 miles
1056. Advance Cavalry. The advance cavalry is that part of the out-

post sent out in front of all foot troops. It generally operates two to six

r.d the outpost infantry, reconnoitering far to the front and
in order to guard the camp against surprise by artillery fire and

to give early information of the enemy's movements.
After dusk the bulk of the cavalry usually withdraws to a camp

in rear of the outpost reserve., where it can rest securely after the day's
hard work and the horses can be fresh for the next day. Several mounted
patrols are usually left for the night at junctions or forks on the princi-

pal roads to'the front, from one to four miles beyond the infantry line of

\ation.
1057. Supports. The supports constitute a line of supporting and resist-

ing detachments, varying in size from a half a company to a battalion. la
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outposts consisting of a battalion (>r more tho su]i]>orts usually comprise
about en. > -half of the infantry. Supports arc numbered numerical:

secutively from right to left and are pla 1 at the more important points
on the outpost line, on or near the line on which rcsistan.

made in. case of attack.

Aa a rule, roads exercise the greatest influence on the lo<

of supports, and a support will generally be placed on or near a mail.
Each support has assigned to it a definite, clearly-defined section

of front that it is to cover, and the support should be located as centrally
as possible thereto.

1058. Outguards. The outguards constitute the line of small detach-
ments farthest to the front and nearest to the enemy, and their duty is

to maintain uninterrupted observation of the ground in front and on the

flanks; to report promptly hostile movements and other information

relating to the enemy; to prevent unauthorized persons from crossing the
line of observation; to drive off small parties of the enemy, and to make
temporary resistance to larger bodies. For convenience outguards are
classified as pickets, sentry squads, and cossack posts. They are num-
bered consecutively from right to left in each support.
1059. A picket is a group consisting of two or more squads, ordinarily

not exceeding half a company, posted in the line of outguards to cover a

given sector. It furnishes patrols and one or more sentinels, double

sentinels, sentry, squads, or cossack posts for observation.
Pickets are placed at the more important points in the line of

outguards, such as road forks. The strength of each depends upon the
number of small groups required to observe properly its sector.

1060. A sentry squad is a squad posted in observation at an indicated

point. It posts a double sentinel in observation, the remaining men rest-

ing near by and furnishing the reliefs of sentinels. In some cases it may
be required to furnish a patrol.
1061. A cossack post consists of four men. It is an observation group

similar to a sentry squad, but employs a single sentinel.

At night, it will sometimes be advisable to place some of the out-

guards or their sentinels in a position different from that which they
occupy in the daytime. In such case the ground should be carefully
studied before dark and the change made at dusk. However, a ch:i

the position of the outguard will be exceptional.
1062. Sentinels are generally used singly in daytime, but at

double sentinels will be required in most cases. Sentinels fnrnis'

cossack posts or sentry squads are kept near their group. Those furnished

by pickets may be as far as 100 yards away.
Every sentinel should be able to communicate readily with the

body to which he belongs.
Sentinel posts are numbered consecutively from right to left in

each outguard. Sentry squads and cossack posts furnished by pickets
are counted as sentinel posts.

If practicable, troops on outpost duty are concealed and all

movements made so as to avoid observation by the enemy; sentinels arc

posted so as to have a clear view to the front and, if practicable (though
it is rarely possible), so as to be able, by day, to see the sentinels of the
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adjoining mitguard's. Double sentinrls are posted near enough t

oininiinicate easily in ordinary voice.

-Hilly on iluty two liours out of six. For .

sentinel and I'm- every patrol there slnuild be at least thr.

iiird the strength of the outguards gives the g!
. that should be op duty as sentinels and patrols at one

time.

iful selection of the posts of sentinels increases their field of
ition. High points, under cover, are advantageous by night as

well as l>y day; they increjise the range of vision and afford ^

facilities fur seeing lights and hearing noises. Observers with good
placed on high buildings, ou church steeples or in

high t

(Ilittering objects on uniform or equipment should be concealed.
It is sel dnni necessary to fix bayonets, except at night, in dense fog, or in

country.
fs, visiting patrols, and inspecting officers, approach sentinels

from the rear, remaining under cover if possible.
1063. Beserve. The reserve forms a general support for the line of

It is, therefore, centrally located near the junction of roads

coming from the direction of the enemy, and in concealment if practicable.
Of the troops detailed for outpost duty, about one-half of the

infantry, gem rally all of the artillery, and the cavalry not otherwise

employed, are assigned to the reserve. If the outpost consists of less

than two companies the reserve may be omitted altogether.
The arms are stacked and the equipments (except cartridge belts)

may be removed. Roads communicating with the supports are opened.
When necessary, the outpost order states what is to be done in

ease of attack, designates places of assembly and provides for interior

guards. Interior guards are posted in the camp of the reserve or main
body to maintain order, and furnish additional security. Additional
instructions may be given for messing, feeding, watering, etc. In the

vicinity of the enemy or at night a portion of the infantry may be

required to remain under arms, the cavalry to hold their horses (cinches

loosened), and the artillery to remain in harness, or take up a combat
position.

In case of alarm, the reserve prepares for action without delay,
and word is sent to the main body. In combat, the reserve reinforces the

line of resistance, and if unable to check the enemy until the arrival

of the main body, delays him as much as possible.
The distance of the reserve from the line of resistance varies, but

is generally about half a mile; in outposts of four companies or less this

distance may be as small as 400 yards.
1064. Patrols. Instead of using outguards along the entire front of

observation, part of this front may be covered by patrols only. These
should be used to cover such sections of the front as can be crossed by
the enemy only with difficulty and over which he is not likely to attempt
a crossing after dark.

In daylight much of the local patrolling may be dispensed with
if the country can be seen from the posts of the sentinels. However,
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patrols shm;M frequently 1
: well to the front unless the

in that direr- eptionally opVn.
l-i- used Id keep Tip connection between

of the on!

are mutually visible. .After dark U>

throughout the out ;>

with wire roininuiiii-atiou.

The following patrols are usually sent out f r.

of the supports:
(a) I'atrols of from three men to a squad are sent along the

arid trails in the direition of the enemy, for a disl:

depending on how close the enemy is supposed to he. -.-.

or in.- any advance cavalry out, :n;d lio\v long
in jiosition. The extreme right and left supports send

out on the roads to the Hanks. These patrols gem-rally .

on sly as soon as one returns from the front, or pos^My
it returns, another goes out in the same general direction to eoTOT the
same country. Frequently a patrol is sent out along a road to tlir front
for two or three miles with orders to remain out until some stated time
for example, 4 P. M., dusk or dawn. It sends in important information,
?;nd remains out near the extremity of its route, keeping a close watch
on the surrounding country.

An effort should always be made to secure and maintain contact
with the enemy, if within a reasonable distance, in order that his move-
iiM'iits or lack of movement may be constantly watched and rep.r;
The usual tendency is towards a failure to send these patrols far enough
to the front and for the patrol leader to overestimate the distance he has
traveled. A mile through strange country with the ever-present possi-

bility of encountering the enemy seems three miles -to the novice.
At night the patrols generally confine their movements to the

roads, usually remaining quietly on the alert near the most advanced
point of their route to the front.

The majority of such patrols are sent out to secure information
of the enemy reconnoitering patrols and they avoid fighting and hostile

patrols, endeavoring to get in touch with the enemy's main force. Other

patrols are sometimes sent out to prevent hostile detachments from

approaching the outposts; they endeavor to locate the hostile patrols,
drive them back, preventing them from gaining any vantage point from
which they can observe the outpost line. These are called eomhat patrols
and have an entirely different mission from reconnoitering patrols.

(b) Patrols of from two men to a squad, usually two men, ar

from the support around the line of its outguards, connecting with the

outguards of the adjacent supports, if practicable. These are ''visiting

patrols," and they serve to keep the ontguards of a support in touch
with it and with each other; to keep the commander of a snpport in touch
M'ith his outguards and the adjacent supports; and to reconnoiter the

ground between the ontguards. Since a hostile force of any size is practi-

cally forced to keep to the roads, there are rarely ever any supports and
very few outguards posted off the roads, the intervals being covered by
patrols, as jnst described.
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When going out a patrol will always inform the nearest sentinel

of the direction it will take and 'us probable route and hour of return.

1065. Detail for Patrols. Since for evory patrol of four men, twelve
mre required (3 reliefs of 4 men each), the importance of sending out

:,ough men and not one more than is actually needed, can readily
i.st as one visiting patrol completes its round, another

should usually !.. .-,. nt out, possibly going the rounds by a slightly dif-

route or in the reverse direction. Tho same generally applies to

the reconnoiteryig ai:d combat patrols, though frequently they are sent
out for the entire day, afternoon or night, and no 2d and 3d relief is

required. Three reliefs are required for the sentinel or sentinels at the

post of the supports, so care should be taken to establish bat one post, if

it can do nil that is required. It should not be considered that every ; IP -\

in the support should bo on duty or on a relief for an outguard, a pat;-.
'

or sentinel post. There should be as many men as possible in the niiiiii

body of a support (this term is used to distinguish this body from the

support proper, which includes the outguards and their sentinels) who
only have DO duty other than being instantly available in case of attack.

1066. riags of Truce. Upon the approach of a flag of truce, the sentry
will at once notify the commander of the outguard, who will in turn send
word to the commander of the outpost and ask for instructions. One or
more men will advance to the front and halt the party at such distance

as to prt-vent any of them from overlooking the outposts. As soon as

halted, the party will be ordered to face in the opposite direction. If
is given to pass the party through the outpost line, they will

be blindfolded and led under escort to the commander of the outpost, ^N'o

conversation, except by permission of the outpost commander, is to be
.1 on any subject, under any pretext, with the persons bearing the

1037. Entrenchments and Obstacles. The positions held by the sub-
st should generally be strengthened by the construc-

; renchments and obstacles, but conditions may render this

unecessary.
1068. Concealment. Troops on outpost must keep concealed as much

with the proper performance of their duties; especially
.'oid the sky line.

1069. Detached Posts, In addition to ordinary outguards, the outpost
.rider may detail from the reserve one or more detached posts to

areas not in general line assigned to the supports.
In like' manner the commander of the whole force may order

t from the main body to cover important roads
1 i:i the outpost line.

1 posts may be sent out to hold points which are of

importance to the outpost cavalry, such as a ford or a junction of road;
or to occt'py positi" illy favorable for observation, but too far
to the froi.t to be included in the line of observation; or to protect flanks
of tin; outpost position. Such posts are generally established by the out-

r, but a support commander might find it necessary to

tically detached from the rest of his command. They
usually vary in streugth from a squad to a platoon. The cumber and
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4th of detached posts are reduced to the absolute n

situation.

1070. Examining Posts. An examining post is a small dctachmen
under the command of an ollieer or a noncommissioned ttione

at some convenient point to examine strangers and to r , of

flags of truce brought in by the outguards or patrols.

Though the employment of examining ..! in fi.dd

operations, there are many occasions when their use is important; for

example: When the outgunrds do not speak the language of the country
or of the enemy; when preparations are being made for a n

strict scrutiny at the outguards is ordered; at sieges, wheth' r in attack
or defense. When such posts are used, stranger- approaching the line of
observation are passed along the line to an examining p.

No one except the commander is allowed t<> speak to persons
brought to an examining post. Prisoners and deserters arc at ouco
sent under guard to the rear.

1071. Cavalry Outpost. Independent cavalry covering a command Of
on special missions, and occasionally the advance cavalry of a mi

command, bivouac when night overtakes them, and in such ca- -s furnish
their own outposts. The outposts are established, in the main, in accord-
ance with the foregoing principles, care being taken to confine outpost
work to the lowest limits consistent with safety. No precaution, ho , .-ver,

should be omitted, as the cavalry is generally in close proximity to tho

enemy, and' o.ften in territory where the inhabitants are ho-

The line of resistance is occupied by the supports, the latter

sending out the necessary outguards and patrols. Each out guard fur-

nishes its own vedettes (mounted sentinels), or sentinels. Due to tho

mobility of cavalry, the distances are generally greater than in an out-

post for a mixed command. An'outguard of four troopers is convenient
for the day time, but should be doubled at night, and at important points
made even stronger. The sentinels are generally dismounted, their horses

being left with those of the outguards.
Mounted cavalry at night can offer little resistance; the supports

and outguards are therefore generally dismounted, the horses being under
cover in rear, and the positions are strengthened by intrenchmenta and
obstacles. By holding villages, bridges, defiles, etc., with dismounted
rifle fire, cavalry can greatly delay a superior force.

There should always be easy communication along the line of

resistance to enable the cavalry to concentrate at a threatened point.
A support of one squadron covers with its outposts a sectio

rarely longer than two miles.

As such a line is of necessity weak, the principal reliance is place.

on distant patrolling. If threatened by infantry, timely information

enables the threatened point to be reinforced, or the cavalry to withdraw
to a place of safety. If there is danger from hostile cavalry, Ihe roads
in front are blocked at suitable points, such as bridges, fords, defiles, etc.,

liy a succession of obstacles and are defended by a few dismonntid men.
"When compelled to fall back these men mount and ride rapidly to the next
obstacle in rear and there take up a new position. As the march of
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cavalry at night is, as a rule, confined to roads, such tactics seriously
advance.

T n accordance with the situation and the orders they have
:>Iort commanders arrange for feeding, watering, cooking,

.; and patrolling. During the night the horses of the outguards
remain saddled ai:d bridled. During the day time cinches may l>o

. :u- third of the horses at a time. Feeding and watering are

done by reliefs. Horses being fed are removed a short distance from the
Otlli

Independent cavalry generally remains in outpost position for the

night only, its advance being resumed on the following day; if stopped
by the enemy, it is drawn off to the flanks upon the approach of its

own infantry.

ESTABLISHING THE OUTPOST
1072. The outpost is posted as quickly as possible, so that the troops
can the sooner obtain rest. Until the leading outpost troops are able to

assume their duties, temporary protection, known as the march outpost,
is furnished by the nearest available troops.

Upon receipt of the halt order from the commander of the main

column, the outpost commander issues the outpost order with the least

practicable delay.
The halt order, besides giving the necessary information, and as-

signing camp sites to the parts of the command, details the troops to

constitute the outpost, assigns a commander therefor, designates tl.e.

general line to be occupied, and, when practicable, points out the posi-
tion to be held in case of attack.

The outpost order gives such available information of the situa-

tion as is necessary to the complete and proper guidance of subordinates;
:ites the troops to constitute the supports; assigns their location and

the sector each is to cover; provides for the necessary detached posts;
indicates any special reconnaissance that is to be made; orders the loca-

tion and disposition of the reserve; disposes of the train if the same is

ordered to join the outpost; and informs subordinates where information
will be sent. In large commands it may often be necessary to give the
order from the map, but usually the outpost commander will have to make
some preliminary reconnaissance, unless he has an accurate and detailed

map.
Generally it is preferable for the outpost commander to give

verbal orders to his support commanders from some locality which
looks the terrain. The time and locality should be so selected that the

support commanders may join their commands and conduct them to their

'js without causing unnecessary delay to their troops. The reserve

should, if possible, receive his orders at the same time as

the support commanders. Subordinates to whom he gives orders separate-
ild be informed of the location of other parts of the outpost.

1073. After issuing the initial orders, the outpost commander in

changes or additions, and sends his

irt of his dispositions.
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TJie rc

out such Jvt:!

r \s liidi at

aintained with the main l><>dy, tin- >!ii>pon

nearby detached postu.
The suppoits march to their posts, using tin- neccssai .

den in advance of the ma
mander's order should fully explain the situat;.

. or to

sand. if it he s.i.iall. It should detail th for fho
.it out guards and, when necessary, define the sector

It should provide 1! . <y sentinels at the 't, tho
la to be sent therefrom, and should arrange for th,

In posting bis command tho support commander must seek to
enver his sector (the froiit that 'he is to look after) in such maiuier that
the enemy can not reach, in dangerous numbers and unol>
tion of the support or pass by it within the sector intrusted to the

support. On the other hand, he must economize nien on observation and
patrol duty, for these duties are unusually fatiguing, lie must prac-
tice the greatest economy of men consistent with the re'iui:

practical security.
As soon as the posting of the support is completed, its conn:

carefully inspects the dispositions and corrects defects, if any, and re-

ports the disposition of his support, including the patrolling ordered, to

the outpost commander. This report is preferably made by means of a
sketch.

By day the outpost will stack arms and the articles of equipment,
except the cartridge belt and canteen, will be placed by the am
night the men will invariably sleep with their arms and equipment near
them.

In addition to the sentinel posted over the support, a part of the

support, say one-third or one-fourth, should always be awake at night.
Each outguard is marched by its commander to its

station, and especially in the case of a picket, is covered by the necessary
patrolling to prevent surprise.

Having reached the position, the commander explains the situa-

tion to his men and establishes reliefs for each sentinel, and, if possible,
for each patrol to be furnished. Besides these sentinels and patrols, a

picket must have a sentinel at its post.
The commander then posts the sentinels and points out to them

the principal features, such as towns, roads, and streams, and gives their

names. He gives the direction and location of the enemy, if known,
and of adjoining parts of the outpost.

He gives to patrols the same information and the necessary orders
as to their routes and the frequency with which the same shall be cov-
ered. Each patrol should go over its route once before dark.

Each picket should maintain connection by patrols with the

out^uards on its right and left.

1074. Intercommunication. It is most important that cominnni
should be maintained at all times between all parts of the outpost, and
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between the outpost and the main body. This may be done by patrols,
mess* ie or signal.

The commander of the outpost is responsible that proper com-
munication lie maintained with the main body, and the support com-
manders keep up communication with the outguards, with the adjoining
supports and with the reserve. The commander of a detached post will

maintain communication with the nearest outguard.
1075. Changes for the Night. In civilized warfare, it ia seldom neces-

sary to draw the outpost closer to the main body at night in order to

diminish the front; nor is it necessary to strengthen the line of observa-

tion, as the enemy's advance in force must be confined to the roads.

The latter are therefore strongly occupied, the intervening ground being
diligently patrolled.

In very open country or in war with savage or semi-civilized

people familiar with the terrain, special precautions are necessary.
1076. Relieving the Outpost. Ordinarily outposts are not kept on duty

longer than twenty-four hours. In temporary camps or bivouac they are

generally relieved every morning. After a day's advance the outpost
for the night is usually relieved the following morning when the sup-

port of the new advance guard passes the line of resistance. In retreat

the outpost for the night usually forms the rear guard for the following
day, and is relieved when it passes the line of observation of the new
outpost.

Outguards that have become familiar with the country during
the day time should remain on duty that night. Sentinels are relieved once
in two hours, or oftener, depending on the weather. The work of patrols
is regulated by the support commander.

manders of the various fractions of an outpost turn over their

instructions and special orders, written and verbal, to their successors,

together with the latest information of the enemy, and a description of
the important features of the country. When practicable the first patrols
sent out by the new outposts are accompanied by members of the old out-

post who are familiar with the terrain. When relieved the old outguards
return to their supports, the supports to the reserve and the latter to the
main body; or, if more convenient, the supports and reserves return to the
main body independently, each by the shortest route.

When relieved by an advance guard, the outpost troops ordinarily
join their units as the column passes.

Kvening and shortly before dawn are hours of special danger.
The enemy may attack late in the. day in order to establish himself on

captured ground by intrenching during the night; or he may send forward

troops under cover of darkness in order to make a strong attack at early
dawn. Special precaution is therefore taken at those hours by holding
the outpost in readiness, and by sending patrols in advance of the line

of observation. If a new outpost is to be established in the morning
it should arrive at the outpost position at daybreak, thus doubling the

outpost strength at that hour.
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OUTPOST PROBLEMS
Problem No. 1 (Infantry)

1077. Lieutenant (to two squads of his company): Two battalions o
our regiment have camped by Baker's Pond (Elemental-y Map) for tho

night. It is now 3 P. M. on a rainy day in August. Tin- runny is

thought to be about five miles to the south of us. Our platoon is tin- loft

support of the outpost and is stationed at the road fork on tl

Pike, by the Mason house. The Twin Hills-Lone Hill ridge is taken care
of by other troops. Corporal Baker, where do you think I should place
outguardsf

Corporal Baker: One at the junction of the Mills farm lane and
the Chester Pike, and one at the steel railroad trestle over Sandy Creek.

Lieutenant: Those positions are both too far from the support,
almost a half mile, but they cover the two main avenues of approach
and there is no good place for a position nearer the support. A position
farther north of the Mills farm lane would have its view obstructed by
the wall and trees along the lane and the wall would be a bad thing to

leave unoccupied such a short distance to your front. So in this c:

in spite of the excessive distances from the support, I think the two posi-
tions are well chosen. Each should be an outguard of a squad, for in the

day time, in addition to furnishing a sentinel to observe to the front,

they should have some power of resistance, particularly at the trestle.

At night they should each have one double sentinel post. This requires
three reliefs of two men each, which, with the corporal, only ]ea\.-s one
extra man, who can be used as a messenger.

Corporal Baker, I order you to take your squad ami post it as

Outguard No. 1, at the junction of this (Chester) pike and that farm lane

(Mills farm) in front. Corporal Davis' squad will be Outguard No. 2, at

the railroad trestle over there (pointing). Friendly troops will be on the

ridge to the east of your position. Your meals will be cooked here and
to you.

Explain how you post your squad.
Corporal Baker: I order Smith to double time 150 yards to the

front and act as point for the squad. I then march the squad down to its

position, keeping Smith about 200 yards in front until I have arranged
everything. I then post Brown under cover of the trees along the la no

where he can look down the road as far as possible and I tell him,
"Brown, you are to take post here, keeping a sharp lookout to tho front
and flanks. The enemy is thought to be about five miles south (pointing)
of us. This is the Chester Pike. That creek over there is Sand;.
Salem is about a mile and three-quarters down this pike in that (8. E.)
direction. York is a mile and a half in that (S. W.) direction. Our

troops are on that ridge (Twin Hills) and a squad is at the trestle over
there. It is Outguard No. 2. You are in Outguard No. 1. You know
where we left our platoon. It is our support. Signal Smith to come in."
I then have the squad pitch their shelter tents along the northern side of
the wall, where they will be hidden to view from the front by the

trees along the lane and the wall. I want the men to get shelter from
the rain as soon as possible. I then instruct the men of the squad, in the
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same manner (lint T <lil Brown; T notice the time, find detail Davis as
:is third relief' for Brown's post.

I thon direct two men to take all the canteens and go over to that
farm (MilM and fill them, first questioning the people about the enemy
and a! . <>und here. 1 also direct these two men

or hay for bedding in tho shelter tents, and instruct them
urn with as little dcla Mde.

I wait until they return and order two other men to go down to
the cross r the people there, look the ground over and re-

turn here. 1 caution them not to give any information about our force
or tho outguard. I would see that the sentinel's position was the best

Me and that the men had as comfortable quarters as possible, with-
out bring unduly exposed to view and without interfering with their

movements in ease of attack. They would keep their rifles at their sides

at all times and not remove their equipments. After dark I put two
men on post at the same time. To do this I arrange three reliefs of two

ach. They are posted in pairs for two hours at a time.
If no patrol from the support appeared within a half hour after I

first took position I would send a messenger back to you to see if every-
thing was all right and tell you what I had .done.

Lieutenant: I think the two men sent to the crossroads should
have been started out before sending anyone to the Mills house as this

was a more important point. The Field Service Regulations state that

outguards do not patrol to the front, but what you did was entirely cor-

rect. You wore securing yourself in your position and should be familiar
with your immediate surroundings. You should have told the crossroads

patroi to determine how much of an obstacle Sandy Creek was. I sup-

pose you assumed the swamp was impassable.
The sentinel in" this case is, I suppose, across the lane from the

outguard about ten or fifteen yards in advance. After dark the double
sentinel post should be posted on the pike about thirty yards in advance
of the outguard.

Very frequently it would not be wise to put up your shelter tents
on outguard. But here, considering the rain and the protection the
trees and wall furnish, it was wise to do so.

The noncommissioned officer in charge of an outguard should be

very precise in giving his orders and in making his arrangements, details,
etc. The discipline must be strict; that is, the men must be kept under
absolute control, so that in case of sudden attack there will be no chance
of confusion and the outguard commander will have his men absolutely in

hand and not permit any independent action on their part. This is

often not the case, owing to the familiar relations that usually exist in

our army between a corporal and the members of his squad.
We will not have time to go into the arrangements for Outguard

No. 2 other than to say that the conditions there are somewhat different

from those Corporal Baker has had to deal with. The outguard should
be posted on the west bank of Sandy Creek and the sentinel at the south-

eastern end of the trestle. A skirmish trench should be dug down the

western slope of the fill west of the creek, and extended across the track

by throwing tip a parapet about two and one-half feet high, slightly bent
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1 ack to\varls the northeast so as to furnish rover from fire, from :

bank of the crook, north ot' the treble. Tin- shelter tents roiil.i

::.s
' lean tos

"
against tlio western slope of the fill, am! lii.i.:. n by

and branches of trees.

Ote: The ilrl:iih of coiniii:u

vli.-it should lie clone with a passing *
;c., can

:ofitably worked out in great detail.)

1078. Problem No. 2

Lieutenant (to six squads): AVe will take the sai ion as
we had in Problem 1, with s<|u:i<l oui^u.-uus as before.

Sergeant Adams, you have roiiiiii:inl ni' tin 1

j.latooi
out the two outgirmls. Kxpiain your arrangements 1'or the siij<i'nrt.

Sergeant Adams: I have the men 1'all out by K- i rest

on the side of the road while I look the ground over. I th>

Uarnes, "Yon will have immediate charge of the guard, <

patrols, etc., here at the support. Detail three men from Corporal i

squad as first, second and third relief for the sentinel over the support.
Post your sentinel at the road fork and give him the necessary in si ruc-

tions as to the outguards, the adjacent support which is on this road

(pointing west) on top of that ridge, etc. I will give you further
instructions later." I then fall in the remainder of the support (one
sergeant, one cook, four corporals and twenty-seven privates, three squads
being intact and one man on duty as sentinel) and have shelter tents

pitched under cover of the orchard and Mason house. While this is

being completed I select a line for a trench, about thirty-five yard
long, behind the fence on the east and west road and extending e

of the Chester Pike about fifteen yards, slightly bent back towards
northeast. No trench in the road. I then say to Sergeant Foss, "Take
<; raves' squad and construct a shelter trench along this line (indicating),

having the parapet concealed. Cut the fences so as to furnish
access. ' '

I then say to Corporal Evans, "Take three men from your sq
and, as a reconnoitering patrol, cross the trestle there (pointing),
follow that road (pointing to the Boling-Salem road) into Salem, recon

roitering that village. Then take up a position on that ridge (pointing to

Sandy Kidge) and remain out until dusk. Send me a message from

Sandy Ridge with a sketch and description of the country."
I assume that Corporal Evans is familiar with the information

about the enemy, the location of our outguards, etc. .

Selecting five men from Corporal Geary's squad and the rem

ing man of Corporal Evans' squad (three having been detailed
sentinel duty, and three sent out on patrol duty with Corporal Kvans)
turn them over to Sergeant Barnes, saying, "Here are six men to furnish
three reliefs for a visiting patrol of two men. Have this patrol visit

Outguard No. 2 and cross the trestle, going south down the east bank of
the creek; thence recross the creek at the road bridge, visiting Outguard
No. 1

;
thence across to the adjacent outguard of the support on our left,

which is somewhere on that ridge (pointing to the Twin Hills-Lone Hill

Kidge); and thence to the starting point. Have them locate that snp-
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a their first trip. You can reverse the route and make such minor
s from time to time as you think host. Report to me after they

'<>mplete<l the first round. Make arrangements for sending supper
to the out guards. Take two men from Corporal Jackson's squad to carry
it (nit. Be earful that the cook fire is not visible. I am going out to

I and then No. 2. You will have charge until I

return."
The men have stacked arms in front of the tents and have

removed all equipment but their belts.

I would now visit the outguards, taking a man with me, and see

if they are properly located. I would instruct the outguard commanders
as to what to do in case of attack, in case strangers approach, point out

their line of retreat in case of necessity, etc. I would make a sketch
of the I'osition and ?end it, with a description of my dispositions, to the
commander of the outpost.

Lieutenant: Your arrangements and dispositions appear satisfac-

tory. You should have been more prompt in sending Corporal Evans out
with his patrol. AVhy didn't you send a patrol towards York, or south

along the Chester Pikef
Sergeant Adams: I considered that the support on my right

would cover that ridge (Twin Hills-Lone Hill), and that the route I laid

out fur < orporal Evans would cover the Chester Pike and the country
east of Sandy Creek at the same time, thus avoiding the necessity for

two pat r.

Lieutenant: That seems reasonable, but you should have given
some specific orders about reporting on the width, depth, etc., of Sandy

which might prove a very valuable or dangerous obstacle. You
can readily see how quickly a command becomes broken up and depleted

ugth, and how important it is to make only such detachments as

are necessary. It looks as if your outguards might have been made
smaller considering the size of your platoon (6 squads), but I think the

squad outpost is so much better than one not composed of a complete unit,
that it is correct in : With Corporal Evans' patrol of three men,
the visiting patrol requiring six men, the sentinel post requiring three

nut Barnes, and the two outguards, you have thirty men actu-

.iiled for duty, out of fifty-one. Of course, the men
constituting the outguards. the man detailed for the visiting patrol and

suppo: . imately two hours on duty and four hours
off duty, so they ;_

ret some rest. Furthermore, you should have a three-

man patrol wati-hMig the crossroads at Salem during the night, Corporal
patrol having returned. This patrol should be relieved once dur-

night, at a previously stated hour, which means six more men
t a complete night's rest.

Sergeant Adams: Isn't Salem rather far to the front to send a
d at night?

Lieutenant: Yes, it is, but unless you touch the crossroads there
>uld h:r. e two patrols out, one near Maxey's farm and

I 'ike. As it is you are leaving the road from York
s in i'nmt ut No. 1 uncovered, but you should

find that this is covered by a patrol from the adjacent support. The cross-
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roads in front of Outguard No. 1 is tho natural place for n

night patrol, lint it is so close to tin- outguard that th-- l.euelu derivi

from a patrol there would lie loo small to justify tin- ell'urt.

!<: Further details of the duties of this snjijnirt <-aii 1

into. The messages should be written, and patrols carried throngi
tour of duty with t he resulting situations to he dealt with; ti

tested as to their knowledge of their duties, etc. Also note can-fully tho
i: .inner in which the support commander uses his noncommissioned olli-

r carrying out his intentions, and thus avoids the ino>t ol..;.

&\>]f and inefficient practice of dealing directly with the priv.

Problem No. 3 (Infantry)

1079. (See Fort Leavenworth map in pocket at back of book.)
Situation:

A Blue force, Companies A and B, 1st Infantry, under 'apt

in hostile country, is covering th'e Rock Island Hiidge and <

tho night, April 20-21, on the south slope of Povin ridge (rm'). Th"

enemy is moving northward from Kansas City (."<) miles south

worth). At 3:30 P. M. Captain A receives a message from Co

Beverly (2 miles east of Rock Island Bridge, (qo'), stating that

three companies of hostile infantry are reported five miles south of

Lea\ onworth at 2:30 P. M. No enemy is west of Leavenworth. Captain
A decides to place one platoon on outpost.

Required, 1. Captain A's order.

Answer. Verbally: "Two or three Red companies were fivo

miles south of Leavenworth at 2:30 P. M. today. No enemy is \

Lea\ enworth. "We will camp here. 1st Platoon, 'A' company, under
nit A, will form the outpost, relieving the advance guard (2d

Platoon Co. A). The line, Pope Hill (sm') Rabbit Point (tn') will bo
held. Detached posts will be placed on Hill 880, west of Merrill Hill (rl'),

and on Engineer Hill (ql') IQ case of attack the outpost line will be

held.

"The baggage will be at the main camp.
"Messages will reach me on Devin Ridge (rm')."
Issued verbally to officers and Sergeant A.

Required, 2. Give verbatim (word for word) the order issut

by Sergeant A.
Answer. "Two companies of the enemy were five miles

Le-;venworth at 2:30 P. M. today. Our camp is to be here. This plate

will be the outpost on the line, Rabbit Point (im') Pope Hill (sm').
"The right support, 1st section, less 1 squad, under Sei

will take position north of Pope Hill and cover the following fi<>nt:

ravine (XIX Merritt Hill) west of Grant avenue to the ravine al><

midway between Grant Avenue and Rabbit Point (tn').

"The left support, 2d section, less 1 squad under Sergoa'
take position on north slope of Rabbit Point and will cover the

ing front: The ravine midway between Grant Avenue and Halil.:

to Missouri River.

"Corporal D, you will take the eight men of yur squad and for

a detaehed post on Engineer Hill (qk').
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"Corporal K, take your squad and form a detached post on Hill

880 west of Merritt Hill (rl').

"If attacked hold your front. Each support and detached post
will entrench.

^es to me at right support."
Tin- nut pii-: moves out, each support and detached post separately,

without throwing nit revering patrols, because the advance guard is

now holding th< There is no reserve.

Required, 3. What does Sergeant A do now!
Required, 4. "What does Sergeant B do as soon as he reaches

Pope Hill?
;e: Inuring the remainder of the afternoon one man up in a

tree on (.Irant Avenue will he the only observing post necessary for this

:. At night, an outgunrd would be placed on Grant Avenue with
continuous patrols along the front, because the open ground furnishes

l-priiaeh to the enemy. A post of four men might also be placed
on the bridge over Corral Creek (urn').

Required, 5. The location of supports and the main bod^ of de-

tached post on Engineer Hill.

Required, 6. AVhat patrolling would be done from the left sup-

port .'
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CHAPTER VI

THE COMPANY ON OUTPOST

(Establishing the Outpost)

1080. "\Ye will now :il'l>ly some of the general principles of Oi;

:ir. 1031) to a company taking up its position on the line uf out-

Let us suppose that our battalion has been detail .

duty.
In order to understand more fully the duties and functions <

company commander, we will first consider what the major doM, To

begin with, he and the battalion will have been detailed for outpost duty
i.ct'uri' tin- march was completed, ami he will have been to!'

other things, what is known of the enemy and also what is known of

other bodies of our own troops, where the main body will halt, the ^r

position to be occupied by the outpost, and what the commander ii

doing in case of attack.
The major verbally designates, say, two compani

s Tve, and the other two companies, including our own, ;N tin- support,
lie places the senior officer of the reserve companies in command of tl

\o and tells him where he is to go, and he indicates the geners
line the outpost is to occupy and assigns the amount of front each of tl

other companies is to cover. The limits of the sector so : shoul

In- marked by some distinctive features, such as trees, building, woods

streams, etc., as it is important that each company should know the

exact limits of its frontage. He tells the company commanders what
he knows of the enemy and of our own troops so far as they affect tho

outposts, he indicates the line of resistance and how much resistance

is to be afforded in case of attack, states whether intrenchments and
obstacles are to be constructed, gives instructions about lighting fires and

cooking, and states where he can be found.

Upon receiving his orders from the major, the company com-

mander, with a proper, covering detachment, moves to the locality allott

him and as he arrives upon the ground he is to occupy, lie sends out

as temporary security, patrols or skirmishers, or both, a short >'.

in front of the general position the outguards will occupy, hold"

rest of the company back under cover. If prafticaide, the c

commander should precede the company and make a rapid examination
the ground. He then sends out observation groups, varying in si

four men to a platoon, generally a squad, to watch the country in tl

ion of the enemy. These groups constitute the out,

just sufficient in number to cover the front of the supports, and to con-

where necessary with the outguards of. adjoining supports.
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The company commander next selects a defensive position on the
,! line of resistance, from which not only can he command the.

. but where I.. o give assistance to the adjoining snp-
he then gives instriictioi's in regard to the intrenchrneni

.-.t'ter which he makes a more careful reconnaissance of the
u'ned him; corrects the position of the outguards, if neces-

^ty; .L instructions as to their duties in case of attack or when
Btningers* approach their posts; tells them the number (if any) of their

ho number of the outguard and support and the numbers of
and supports; points out lines of retreat in case

.led to fall back to the support, cautioning the men not
->k the fire of the support; he tells them the names of all villages,

. in view, and the places to which the wagon roads and the
railroads load; selei ts, if necessary, places for additional posts to be
i.-Mipied at night and during fog; sees that suitable connections are

Mid the adjoining outguards, and between his support
and the adjoining supports; and questions subordinate commanders to

of the situation and knowledge of their duties, and on
leturning to the support he sends a report with a sketch to the outpost

\ving the dispositions made.
er the line of observation has been established, the support

1 the men are permitted to remove their equipments,
cartridge belts. One or more sentinels are posted over these

guard the property and watch for signals from the
rds. Fires are concealed as much as possible and the messing is

liefs. Mounted messengers ordinarily do not unsaddle; they
!fps directed.

ijor has deceived reports from both company com-
"manders. he will himself visit the ontguards and supports and make

- he may deem necessary, immediately after which he
the commander of the troops a written report, accompanied

. ombined sketch showing the positions of the different parts of

r

the outpost. The major might begin his inspection of the line of out-
Is before receiving the reports of the company command.

In training and instructing the company in outpost work, it is

out a few patrols and scouts an hour or two in ad-
with definite instructions as to what the}' are to do, and have them

(inst the company as hostile scouts and patrols. If the rest

;

of the company know that patrols and scouts are operating in their front,
find will try to work their way through the outpost line, they will natural-

ly take a keener interest in their work. Exercises of this kind create
f rivalry between the scouts and patrols, who, on the one

hand, arc trying to work their way through the line of outposts, and
;itrols. who. on the other hand, are trying to prevent

them from so doing. It makes the work much more hnman.
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CHAPTER VII

THE COMPANY IN SCOUTING AND PATROLLING

1081. The general principles of patrollin ;.lained in V.-r

MI we need not repeat them here.

Many of the principles of scouting are, in reality, nothin

the fundamentals of patrolling, ami the main function of -. l mti:i_'.

rcconnoitcrinf), is also the function of a certain class of patrols. So, \\

see that scouting ami patrolling niv inseparably conm-. ' "d. mid th"

importance of training the members of the company in the principles
of scouting is, therefore, evident.

1082. Requisites of a good Scout. A man, to make a good
should possess the following qualifications:

Have good eyesight and hearing;
I'.e active, intelligent and resourceful;
Be confident and plucky;
He healthy and strong;
Be able to swim, signal, read a map, make a rough sketch, and,

of course, read and write.

1083. Eyesight and Hearing. To be able to use the eye and

quickly and accurately is one of the first principles of successful scout

ing. Quickness and accuracy of sight and hearing ;rre to a great
a matter of training and practice. The- savage, zor instance, alnn

invariably has quick eyesight and good hearing, simply from eontinu

practice.
Get into the habit Oi seeing, O/J.ST/TI/K/, things your eyesight mi

never be resting, but must be continually glancing around, in every din

tion, and seeing different objects. As you walk along through the count:

get into the habit of noticing hoof-prints, wheel-ruts, etc., and observii

the trees, houses, streams, animals, men, etc., that you pass.
Practice looking at distant- objects and discovering obj.

distance. On seeing distant signs, do nor .jump ai a c.mchision as to what

they are, but watch and study them carefully first.

Get into the habit of listening for sounds and of distingn'-

by what different sounds are made.
1084. Finding your Way in a strange Country. The principal

of finding one's way in a strange country are by man reading, asking t!

way, the points of the compass and landmarks.

Mop Reading. This, of course, presupposes the possession
map. The subject of map reading is explained in Pars, is.l'.t to 1S77.

v .tfikiiift t)tr Wa\i. In civilized countries one has no trouble

finding his way by asking, provided, of course, he speaks the laiigiiaj.

The hi-st book on scouting that the antlmr In - ta

"Aids to Scouting," which was con-iilti-d in the ;>
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ll in a foieign courtly, learn as soon as you can the equivalent of such
"What is the way to ?" "Where is t"

What is the name of this
j.

,1 a lew other phrases of a simi

lar nature. Remember, hewcxer. thai the natives may sometimes de-

you in their ans\\

the Com/it:.-..^. A compass is, of course, the best, quickest
nplest wav of determining the directions, except in localities where

there is much iron in which case it becomes very unreliable.

determining the points of the compass by means of the
ur and the face of a watch, see Par. 1096.

j** The points of the compass can also be ascer-

T^J^^ twined by facing the sun in the morning and spreading

-.-t^ & out
.
vour arms straight from the body. Before you is

iSTSSy [
: behind you, west; to your right, south; to your

left, north.

The points of the compass can be determined

by noting the limbs and bark of trees. The bark on the
north side of trees is thicker and rougher than that on
the south side, and moss is most generally found near
the roots on the north side. The limbs and branche-!
are generally longer on the south side of the trees, while

ies on the north are usually knotty, twisted and drooped.
"f pine trees dip or trend to the north.

1085. Lost. In connection with finding your way through strange
v. it may bo said, should you find you have lost your way, do not
"iir head. Keep cool try not to let your brains get into your
My this we mean don't run around and make things worse, and

play yourself out. First of aU, sit down and think; cool off. Then climb
. or hill, and endeavor to locate some familiar object you pas-ed,

your steps. If it gets dark and you are not in hostile
: y, build a good big fire. The chances are you have been i

'nrades and if they see the fire, they will conclude you are
..nd will send out for you. Also, if not in hostile territory, dis-

-ignals may be given by firing your rifle, but don't waste all your
unition.

If you find a stream, follow it; it will generally lead somewhere
where civilization e

The tendency of people who are lost is to travel in a circle xise-

r this important rule: AhvayK notice */", "ii of
<: ti-inii. cltanycs of direction you, mal;Q

1086. Landmarks. L: i:lmar!..s or prominent features of any kind are-

ce in finciiiLj one's way in a strange country. In starting
"ice the hills, .conspicuous trees, high buildings, towers,

1

exam;.!.-. ; i n^ nut ( ,n a reconnai . -n see
-'i a mountain, it will act as a guide without your

r the sun. Tf you should start from
e as a guide or landmark when you

*
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When you pass a conspicm- like n broken
|

; ram
ij>ed riu-k, etc., try to remember it, si> that should y.:.

that \\.-iy. you ran .In -.
l.y fi.ili.wing the chain nf lamlni:. , .

<i

ing such landmarks always see \\hat they look like from the oth-M

for, that will lit- the side from \vhirh you will tirst see them up.
return trip.

The secret of -uri . . Inxt i.v to )//, can fullti Ihe on
tlinction in irliicli you start, am! a/'t/r that to no'- .

(Jet in the habit of lining this in time of peace it will then i.ecome
second nature for you to do it in time of war.

It may sometimes be uec< i.erially in difficul;

such as when travelling through a forest, ami over broken imnintai

ravines, for you to make your own landmarks for finding

i>y "blaxing" (cutting pieces of bark from the trees), In-

small brandies off bushes, piling up stones, making a lin

road or path you did not follow, etc.

1087. Concealment and Dodging. Both in scouting and patro!
must bo remembered not only that it is important you should

matini!, but it is also fully as important that the enemy should noi

you have the information hence, the necessity of hiding your-elr'. And
remember, too, if you keep yourself hidden, not only will you probably
be able to see twice as much of what the enemy is doing, but
also save you from being captured, wounded or killed.

Should you find the enemy has seen you, it is often advisable to

pretend that you have not seen him, or that you have other men with

you by signalling to imaginary comrades.
As far as possible, keep under cover by travelling along h>

banks, low ground, etc. If moving over open country, make \oi;

as quickly as possible from one clump of trees or bushes to another; or,
from rocks, hollows or such other cover as niay exist, to other cover.

As soon as you reach new cover, loo"k around and examine your sur-

roundings carefully.
Do not have about you anything that glistens, and at night be

careful not to wear anything that jingles or rattles. And remember that

at night a lighted match can be seen as far as 900 yards and a lighted

cigarette nearly 300 yards. In looking through a bush or over the top
of a hill, break off a leafy branch and hold it in front of your face.

In selecting a tree, tower or top of a house or other look-out

place from which to observe the enemy from concealment, always plan
beforehand how you would make your escape, if discovered and pursued.
A place with more than one avenue of escape should be selected, so that

if cut off in one direction you can escape from the other. For example,
should the enemy reach the foot of a tower in which you are, you would
be completely cut off, while if ho reached a house on whose roof yoi

happened to be, you would have several avenues of escape.

Although trees make excellent look-out places, they must, for

the same reasons as towers, be used with caution. In this connection it

may be remarked unless one sees foot marks leading to a t r.

apt not to look up in trees for the enemy hence, be careful not to leave
foot marks. "When in u tree, either stand close against the trunk, or lie
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along n la:- :liat your body will look like a part of the trunk

Mil;; :i liill as a look-out place, do not make the common
on the skyline. Reach the top of the hill

gradually bv crouching down and crawling, and raise your
i by inches. In leaving, lower your head gradually

. as any quick or sudden movement on the

sky-line is likelj to attrart attention. And, remember, just because you
; he enemy (hat is no sign that he is not about. At

mam-UN i-i- and in exercises soldiers continually make the mistake of
the skyline.

At night confine yourself as much as possible to low ground, ditch-
. This will kee|> you down in the dark and will enable you, in turn,

:i;_
r a!ii-r the higher ground any enemy that may approach

At night especially, but also during the day, the enemy will

along roads and paths, as it is easier to travel along roads
::inl paths than- across country and they also serve as good guides in find-

ir way. As a rule, it is best to use the road until it brings you
he enemy and then leave it and travel across country. You will

iter to avoid the outposts and patrols that will surely be
ing the roads.

J'ractice in time of peace the art of concealing yourself and ob-

serving passers-by. Conceal yourself near some frequented road and
imagine the people traveling over it are enemies whose numbers you

to count and whose conversation you wish to overhear. Select a
they are not likely to look for you, and which has one or

avenues of escape; choose a position with a background that
matches your clothes in color; keep quiet, skin your eyes; stretch your

.

out should always have wire cutters when operat-
;n a country where there are wire fences.

1088. Tracking. By
"
tracking" we mean following up footmarks. The

vi me as tln^ huinMimn tracks his game so should we learn how to track

my. One of the first things to learn in tracking is the pace at
tvhich the man or horse was travelling when the track was made.

A horse walking makes pairs of footmarks, each hind foot be-
to the impression of the forefoot. At a trot the tracks are

rimilar, but the pairs of footmarks are farther apart and deeper, the

!y being more deeply indented than at the walk. At a canter
footmarks and then a pair. At a gallop the foot-

! e and deeply indented. As a rule, the hind feet are
than the forefeet.

In case of a man walking, the whole flat of the foot comes
equally on the ground, the footmarks usually about 30 inches apart. If

e more deeply indented in the ground, and the foot-

considerably farther apart than when walking. Note the
11 footmarks made by soldier's shoes and civilian's shoes,

and those made by men and those made by women and child'
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Study tho difference between the tracks 1> i carria^.

escort wagon, an automobile, a bicycle, etc., and the direction ill which

they were going.
In addition to being able to determine the pace of

is most important that you should be aide to tell how old they are. How-
ever, ability to do this with any degree of accuracy, reqniies a \-

amount of practice. A yreat deal depends on the kind and H,

of the ground and the weather. For example, if on a dry. windy day
you follow a certain track over varying ground, yon will find that on

light sandy soil, for instance, it will look old in a very short time, be-

cause any damp earth that may have been kicked up from under the

surface will dry very quickly to the same color as the resl of the snr

face, and the edge of the footmark will soon be rounded off by the br>

blowing over the dry dust. The same track in damp ground will look

much fresher, and in damp clay, in tho shade of trees, a track which

may be a day old will look quite fresh.

The following are clnvs to the age of tracks: Spots of rain having
fallen on them since they were made, if, of course, you know when the

rain fell; the crossing of other tracks over the original ones; the

freshness or coldness of the droppings of horses and other animals (due
allowance being made for the effect of the sun, rain, etc.), and, in the

of grass that has been trodden down, the extent to which it has since

dried or withered.

Having learned to distinguish the pace and ago of tracks, the

next think to do is to learn how to follow them over all kinds of ground.
This is a most difficult accomplishment and one that requires a \

amount 6f practice to attain even fair proficiency.
In tracking where it is difficult to see the track, such as on hard

ground, or in the gr.-ivs, note the direction of the last foot-print that

you can see, then look on ahead of you a few yards, say, -Jo or .!". in

the same direction, and, in grass, you will probably see the blades bent

or trodden, and, on ground, you will probably see stones displaced or

scratched or some other small sign which otherwise would not bo
noticed. These indistinct signs, seen one behind the other, give a

track that can be followed with comparative ease.

If you should lose the track, try to find it again by placing your
handkerchief, hat, or other object on the last footmark you noticed, and
then work around it in a wide circle, with a radius of, say. .'In, .">(). or !<>0

yards, choosing the most favorable ground, soft ground, if jHissilde. If

with a. patrol, only one or two men should try to find the onward track;

for, if everyone starts in to find it, the chances are the track will be

obliterated with their footmarks. In trying to find the continuation

of a track this way. always place yourself in the enemy's position, look

around the country, imagine what you would have done, and
more out in that direction and look for his tracks in soft ground.

PRACTICE

In order to learn the appearance of tracks, get a suitable

of soft ground, and across this have a man walk and then run, and have
a horse walk, trot, canter and gallop. The next day make similar tracks
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ho first ones and then notice the difference between the two.

<in ordinary ground, grass, sand, etc., and practi."
licni up. Finally, praeiire tracking men sent out for the pur-

The \vcrk will probably be very difficult, even disheartening at

will gradually immune, if you persevere.
,: things, gi-t into the habit of seeing any tracks that

n the ground. When out walking, \vlien going through exer-

r manein ers, and at other times, always notice what tracks arc

.ml liel'on- you, and study them.

following exercises in scouting and jKitrolling atToi.;

M.d training:
The Mouse and Cat Contest. 1. A section of country three m

- square, with well-defined limits. N selected. The boundaries
known to all eom> : d anyone going outside of then

-qualified.
. \vo ].;;tro!s of eight men each are sent out as "mice." They

portions they may wish within the boundaries named, ami
to watch for hostile patrols.

Half an hour later two other squads, wearing white band* around
<>r having other distinguishing marks, are sent out as "cats"

it possible, and report upon the position of the "mice."
4. An hour is lixc d when the exercise shall end, and if within the

:ime the "cats" have not discovered the "mice," the "mice" win.

5. The "tuts" will write reports of any "mice" patrols they may

Unles

1. An umpire (officer or -noncommissioned officer) goes with
J and his decisions as to c.apture and other matters are the

of the company commander. The umpires must take every possible
1 themselves so as not to reveal the position of the

- with which they are..
ii umpire will carry a watch, all watches being set with that

upaiiy commander before the exercise commences.
2. Any "cat" patrol coming within 50 yards of a "mouse" patrol,

ing the "mice." is considered captured.
3. When the. time is up, the umpires will bring in the patrols and

the company commander.
1090. Flag-Stealing Contest. 1. A section of country of suitable size,

with well defined limits, is selected, the boundaries being made known
ante.

'J. The contestants are divided into two forces of about 20 men each,
:-nd each side will establish three <'ossack posts along a general line desig-
nated by the company commander, the two positions being selected facing

'ln-r and being a suitable di^tan.'e. apart . The men not forming
isack pi'-ts will be used as reconnoitering patrols.

About three quarters of a mile in rear of the center of each line

;r flags will be planted, in line, about HO yards apart.
4. The scouts and patiols of each force will try to locate the oi't-

posts of the ot * and then to work their wav around or betwein
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tilt-in, steal tin- Hags and bring them l.;i -\ ;.> th.-ir

endeavor to prevent the enemy I'mm doing the same.
One scout or patrol will n--' than one flag

time, and will have to leturn to their siile .safely with the ilag
'

can come back ami capture another.
ft. Scouts may work singly or in pairs. Any sco

within SO yards of a stronger hostile party, or Cossack post, will bi

siderrd as cai>tnre(l, if seen l>y the enemy, and if carrying a <: ;

at the time, the flag will not count as having bei-n cajitnre.l.
if a scout or patrol can pass within 80 yards of the enemy wit hum
discovered, it may do so.

7. An umpire (officer or noncommissioned officer) will be with
Cossack post, each patrol, and at the position of the flags.

8. The hour when the exercise ends will be designated in a>h

and at that hour the umpires will bring in the Cossack posts and patrols.
The same requirements regarding watches' obtains as in the Mouse and Cat

Contest.
9. At the conclusion of the contest the commander of each side will

hand in to the company commander all sketches and !>y his

men.
10. Points will be awarded as follows:

Each flag captured. >.

For each sketch and hostile report of tho position of .

post, 3.

For each report of movements of a hostile patrol. ~2.

The side getting tho greatest number of points will win.

11. Umpires may penalize the contestants for a violation of the

rules.

The same contest may be carriecl out at night, substituting li

Japanese lanterns for the flags.
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CHAPTER VIII

NIGHT OPERATIONS

1091. Importance. Because of the long range and great accuracy of

ii fire-arms, there has been in recent years a marked increase in

:ii-tice of night operations, such operations being of common oc-

currence not only for massing troops under cover of ^darkness in favor-

able positions for further action, but also for actually assaulting
ons.

Il.'ad carefully pars. 464, 496, 498, 523, 524, 580-590.

TRAINING OF THE COMPANY
1092. Night movements are amongst the most difficult operations of

war, and, therefore require the most careful, painstaking and thorough
:;g and instruction of troops in all matters pertaining thereto. The

of night fighting shows that in most cases defeat is due to dis-

ation through panic. It is said that in daylight the moral is to

1 as three is to one. That being the case, it is hard to say
what the ratio is at night, when a general atmosphere of mystery, uncer-

tainty ami fear of surprise envelops the operations, and, of necessity
the nerves of the men. The vital importance, therefore, of ac-

ing troops as much as we can in peace to the conditions that will

in night fighting, cannot be overestimated. The following out-

subjects in which individual and collective instruction

lining should be given:

INDIVIDUAL TRAINING

1093. General. The first thing to be done is to accustom the soldier

aa and to teach him to overcome the nervousness which is '

natural to the average man in darkness.
best way to do this is to begin by training him in the

tise of his powers of vision and hearing under conditions of darkness,
ge to him. The company should be divided into squads

for this instruction.

1094. Vision. Take several men to ground with which they are familiar,

ihem notice the different appearance which objects present at
when viewed in Different degrees of light and shade; the com-

Isiliility of men under different conditions of dress, back-

ground, etc.; the ease with which bright objects are seen; the difference
ii thf visibility of men standing on a skyline and those stand-

ope. Post the men in pairs at intervals along a line which the
will endeavor to cross without being seen. The instructors

-s from both sides, so as to compel observation in both direc-

Ihive a man (later, -several) walk away from the rest of the
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men a ml when lie is aim . ipo^r from vic\V, iiail liim, a:

(lie distance. Send a man (It -inh outside tin- field ol

:idv!ince (Hi tlic rest of the HUMI. Hal! iiiin when In- enters the field

vision and estimate tin- distance. Send a number of nu'ii outside tii

limit of vision and then let tliem advance mi i!. tho men,
r a nil seeing how near they can approach unobserved.

1095. Hearing. Place a number of men a few yards apart and mukc
them guess wliat a lioise is Caused l>y, and its approximate position. The
rat flu of a meat can, tho movement of a patrol, the working ,.!' the holt

of a rifle, the throwing down of accoutrements, low talking.
I it- utili/.ed. Take special pains to impress upon the men the penetrat-
ing power of the human voice, and the necessity of preserving
lute silence in night operations. Have blank cartridges lired and teach
tho m IMI to judge their direction and ap[roximate distance .

1096. Finding Bearings. Mm..
men how to determine the poin
the compi.ss from the North Star.

The Big Dipper constellation '

like this:

D'PP" / ].;.,. i

*

The North Star is on the prolongation of a line joining t'i-

"pointing" stars, and at above live times the distance between the *w
stars. -At another time have those same men individually locate the Norf,
Star. Using this star as a guide, practice the men moving ia !

directions, by such commands as, "Smith, move southeast."
move northwest," etc.

To test a man's ability to keep a given direction when m
in the darkness, choose a spot from which no prominent landmarks an

visible, advance toward it accompanied by a man, from a distaii

less than 200 paces. While advancing the soldier must lake his bear

ings. On arriving at the spot chosen the instructor will turn th.

soldier around rapidly two or three times and then have him continue t<

advance in the same direction as before. No prominent landmarks shoul-

be visible from the starting point.
1097. Moving in the Dark. Form four or five^ men in line with about

one pace interval, the instructor being on one of the llanks. I'lac.

clearly visible mark, such as a lantern, for the instructor to march on.

Impress upon the men the importance of lifting their t'tu't up high and

bringing them to the ground quietly and firmly, and of keeping in touch

with the guide and conforming to his movements without sound or sii:

The pace should be slow and frequent halts should be made, to te>i

the promptness of the men in halting and advancing together. \
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.vanoos. each man will in turn take his place on tlio flank and act.

The light on which the men are marching slnmlil he hidden
tew at intervals, ii; order to trst the ability of the men to main

tain the original direction. Later on. tlie nunibcr of men in a line may
sed considerably. The rougher the ground, the darker the

and tlie longer the line, the slower must the pace he and the mur-
nt tlie halls. A ft or passing an ohstacle men i nst inctiyely lino up

parallel to it. ami consequently if the obstacle does not Tie .at right
to the lino of advance, the direction will be lost; so, be sure to

: against this.

1098. Night Fencing. Practice the men in charging in the dark against
a white cloth or the dummy figure of a man. In the beginning have the

in a fixed place, hut later have the soldier charge seeking the
. and not knowing just exactly where it is beforehand.

Night Entrenching. It is frequently necessary in time of war
to dig trenches at night in front of the enemy, and while this work

in the moonlight, it is very difficult in the dark. Bear in mind
the following points:

1. The tendency is to make the trench too narrow; hence, guard
st this.

arefnl not to throw the earth too far or too near.
-rrike your neighbor's tools in working.

4. Do not use tin pick unless necessary, because it makes consider-
able i

Do not scrape the tools together in order to get off the dirt; use
or the toe of the shoe.

6. Make as little noise as possible in digging and handling your

7. If discovered by the enemy's searchlights, do not become excited
i : simply lie down.

.-d by the enemy, do not get rattled and throw your tools

put them in some fixed place where they can be found again.
1100. Equipment. At first the men should be taken out without arms,

but later on they should be trained to work in full equipment. Teach
man what parts of his equipment are likely to make a noise

ial circumstances, such as lying down, rising, crossing ob-

-iruct him how to guard against it. Bayonets should
iixed. but in order to avoid accidents the scabbard should bo

'n them.

aiming of the uaining continually impress upon the
,at it is ah-oli;ii-j;. -iiminal to fire without orders during a night

:.nd that the bayonet is the only weapon he with
to himself and safety to his eomra'";.

Night Firing. As a rule men fire too high in the dark. They
fore, be cautioned not to raise the rifle above the horizontal,

: of the body to the rear. When the firing is

turn on the safety-lock. Experience during the
he Japa!< l.neoling position is the

d, to be con-

.ing the ->!, Her to hole"
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lie parallel to the ground \vliilo firing in tin- dark: Ha-
soldier, kneeling, close his e\es ami bring his ri :

aim, barrel parallel to the ground. \\'ith tin- rille in this po.-i:

him open .n.t examine it. Then have this dune by squad. l.\

command. When they hecome j.roficient in this mn\ eiiu-nt, have them
ami while the eyes are closed, put \i\< a target and ha\u

them practice hori/.ontal firing, opening their eyi :imc after

pulling the trigger and then examining the position of the pi>

COLLECTIVE TRAINING

At first practice squads, then the platoons and later the com-

pany in simple movements, such as squads right aifd left, right and left

oblique, etc.. gradually leading up to more complicated om-s in close

and extended order, such as right and left front into line, advancing in

platoon and squad columns, charging the enemy, etc. As tar

the movements should be executed by simple prearrange
the unit commanders.- The signals, which mu^t not be visible to the

enemy, may be made with a white handkerchief or a white 1'ag, if the

night be not too dark; with an electric flashlight, a dark lantern or

lumiuous disk. The light of the flashlight or lantern must I

so it cannot be seen by the enemy. The following signals are suggested:
To advance: Eaise vertically the lantern or other object with

which the signal is made.
To halt: Lower and raise the object several times.

To lie down : Bring the object down near the ground.
To form squad columns: Move the object several times to tl

right and left.

To form platoon columns: Describe several circles.

As skirmishers: Move the object front to rear 'several times.

1102. Night Marches. In acting as an advance guard to a column, the

company would send out a point a few yards ahead, which would
followed by the rest of the company. Three or four scouts should
sent out a hundred yards or so ahead of the point. They shou
vance at a quick pace, keeping in the shadow on the side of the

being ^constantly on the alert, using their ears even more than

ryes. They will halt to listen at cross-roads and suspicious phic.
move on again when they hear the company approaching.
enemy be discovered, one of the scouts will return to warn the advanco

guard the others will conceal themselves and watch. I'mler

cumstances must the scouts ever fire, unless it be for the purpose
warning the company and there is no other way of doing so. The d

on the opposite page is suggested as a good formatior t'..r a c<

acting as advance guard at night. A company inarching alon.

move in the same formation "as when acting as advance guard.
that it would protect its rear with a few scon

nature of the country and proximity and activity of

determine the best formation to be us d, hut whatever tl

may be. always remember to cover well your front, rear
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JOfc 100 p^t.-iif^W.-^

^MAiMaoar
^^ ^.-.<... -fc^l 6. ft M

Fig. 2

will vary with the light and nature of the

country. Don't forget that protection in ran- i.v nry important.
The men must be warned against firing, smoking, talking, stri li-

nking noise, etc. They should also be informed of the
'iirertion of the enemy, etc.

In night marches the rests should not exceed five minutes; other-

wise, many men will fall asleep.

OUTPOSTS
Careful training in outpost duty at night is very harassing, but,

in view of its importance, should not be neglected. This instruction

should be given with the greatest thoroughness, strictness and attention

tail.

1103. Sentries Challenging. In challenging sentries must be careful

to tfvoid any nois^ that would disclose their position. In fact, chal-
> should be reduced to a minimum by arranging a >

by which the officers of the day, patrols, etc., can be recognized.

!s, any one of which may be decided upon, which
first by the sentry and then answered by the approaching

: Clap the hands together twice; strike the ground
butt of the rifle; strike the butt of the rifle twice with

\vhNtle softly twice. The replying signal would be the

try's signal, except that in case of the use of the butt

er would reply by striking twice on his revolver
.it ing the signal once, if it is not answered, the

will challi'iigi- with the vi.ii-e. but no louder than N
;

. In

i only one man will advance to be recognized after the

!. The sentry must always allow persons to

r before challenging.
Sentries Firing. Anyone who has been through a campaign

atries are, and how quick they are about

During th'* beginning of the Philippine Campaign the author
of several cases where sentries fired on fire-flies several hundred
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yards a \\ay. Never fire unl. absolutely necessary to give ail

alarm, or unlfss you can clearly distinguish the enemy and arc fairly
certain of hitting him. Ju tlu> French Army in Algeria, th-T.

rule that any sentry \\lio fires at night must produce a cnrp>e, or be
able to show by blood marks that he hit the j.ei- lired at. It'

do neither, ho is ]>unishc<l for ghing a fal-e alarm.

1105. Marking of Route from Outguards to Supports. The rout.

the support to the ontguar.ls, ami from pickets to their sentries, should,
if necessary. be clearly markeil with scraps of ]>aj.er, L,

r ieen stick- with the

bark peeled olT, or in any other suitable way.
1106. Readiness for Action. The supports should always be ready for

action. The men must sleep with their ritles beside them and ii.

places that they will be able to fall in promptly in e;t-e of att.-iek.

men have a way of sleeping with their blankets over their heads. This

should not be allowed the ears must always be uncovered. The com-

mander, or the second in command, with several ineii, shouM remain
awake. When the commander lies down he should do so near the

sentry, which is always posted over the support.

CKNKKAL
1107. Connections. It is of the greatest importance that proper con-

nection be maintained between the different part* of a command ei

in night operations. It is astonishing with what facility in;

astray anil how difficult it is for them to find their way back where.

they belong.
1108. Preparation. It matters not what the nature of the night

tion may be, the most careful preparation is necessary. Su>

depends upon the care and thoroughness with which the plans are made.
All -possible eventualities should be thought of and provided for

as far as practicable. The iir-t thing to do is to get as much informa-
tion as possible about the ground to be covered and the position of the

enemy, and care must be taken to see that tho information is accurate.

Reconnaissance must be made bv night as well as by day; for, ground,
looks very different at night from what it does during the day.
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CHAPTER IX

FIELD ENGINEERING
om the Engineer Field Manual, together with

: ed in ( 'hapter >; i

Bridges

1111. Dimensions and guard rail. A roadway . ft. wide in the clear
provided to pass infantry in fours, cavalry t v. -i, ami

ji.ilitary wagons in one direction: a width of (i ft. will suflice for infantry
.us. cj.valry in Dingle file, and field guns passed over by

Tlir '/( nf road\v:iy of an ordinary highway bridgo shoul 1

than 12 ft. for single trad., or 20 ft. for double t:

The rim i- It'ixl r< om in ordinary military bridges should not be
ft. for -

. . i:d er.valry; for highway bridges not less

\ it.

h'an.ps at the i i:ds of a bridge, if intended for artillery, should

sleeper than 1 on 7. For animals, slopes steeper than 1 on 10 are
1

. enieiit.

If the bridges are high, hand rails should be provided. A single

;ay biillice, or it may have brush placed upon it to form a screen.

A guard rail should be provided along- each side of the roadway.
;,e ends ut tin- flooring planks. In hasty bridges it may be secured

by a lashing or lashings through the planking to the stringer underneath,
otherwise it may In- fastened witli spikes or bolts.

1112. Spar bridges. This name is applied to bridges built of round
timbers lashed together. Intermediate points of support are provided
by inclined frames acting as struts to transmit weight from the middle of

idge to tin 1 banks. The single-lock and double-lock bridges with
two and three spans of l.j ft., respectively, are the ones of most utility.

The lir-t step in constructing a spar bridge is to measure the gap
to be bridged and select the position of the footings on either bank.
1'etermine the dislame from each footing to the middle point of the

joadway if a sin-lr-lock. or the two corresponding points of a double-lock

bridge. .Next determine and mark on each spur except the diagonals
the place* where other spurs cross it. The marking may be done with

chalk, or with an ax. If possible a convenient notation should be

adopted. As. for example, in marking witli chalk, a ring around the

of the crossing spar will come, and a diagonal cross

:.i- part which will be hidden by the crossing spar.
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fnr.

Tranrr>

A sin.

mine the length oi' .spars is the

following: Take two small lines

somewhat longer than the width
of the gap, double eai-h and lash

the bights together. Stretch them

tightly across > t hat the

lashing Comes at the mi. idle as at

A, Fig. 8. Release one end of each
and stretch it to the footii

the same side as indicated by tin-

dotted lines. Mark each line at
the footing C or C', and at t Im-

position chosen for the abutment

sill, B or B'. Cut the lashing and
take each piece of rope to it-

side. The distances Alt and .I/."

are the lengths between the

transoms, and with 2 ft. added

give the length' of road !

required. The distances AC and
AC' are the lengths of struts from butt to top of transom, and wi:

added, give the total length of spars required.
For a d

lock 1

^o piece of rope of a

length ei|iial t >

the length of tho
middle b a J
places the la-

If the ban!.-

not parallel, a mea-
surement should
be taken on
side of the bridge.

If desir.

section of !!;

I may bo laid down
on the ground in

full six.o and tin-

lengths of spars
determined by laying them in place. This method, though gi

standard by all authorities, requires more time and more handling of
material than the other and gives no better results.

The construction of a frame is shown in Fig. 1, and the s

of marking in Fig. 2. The arrangement of frames to form a single-lock

bridge is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, and a double-lock bridge in Fig. ii.

1113. Construction of single-lock bridges, Figs. 3, 4, and 5. Suitable
for spans of 30 ft. or less. The two frames lock together at the center
of the span"; their slope must not be more than 4 on 7. Jhe bridge can
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Militciry Bridges

Fig. 6

Tgatt.t.n i>U4irt

Fig. 7

Fig. 9

Plate I
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be erected by ttto 1.1 t l.i co noneon.
half mi each side of tlic gap. llea\\ spar- re|i;ne mole

The tooting- :it .1 and /' im.-: U linn, l.oi i x.ontal if po?-

_;lil angles to tin- BXie of t lie bridge. In :i ina-onry pier ti

i.t out. In linn Mill a simple trench will Kiiflice. In yit-l<lii._

plank or sill IIMIM !< l:ii<| in 4he trend:. TI.e fr:inn's are made oi -

'

h :is tn give :i slight namhi-r to tin- hrid;M'. uhieh mav In- im-re-:

low I'm probable settlement of tin- footings. The inside dimen-
(f one frame is made slightly greater than i he outside dinn :

the otlii-r. MI tliat imc Irainc may fall inside of the otlu-r when hauled into

position. Km- a ! ft. roadway the standards of the narrow liiis'nl.

-l.oiild he ! ft. (I in. npiirt at tile transom and If ft. li ins. at the le.!_

in the clear, and the oilier (outside) frame 1 ft. (! ins. wider tlinm^t.'
A name is consti ucted on each hank. The standard-

ho ground in j.rolonjral i<.n of 1 lie hrid^e. luitts toward the hank. Th-
:.! lasheil on tilxn't and the transoms In mulh the standard

lhi positions marked. The diagonal hraces are lashed to the stand:.:

two luitts and one tip ahove the latter, and to each other. I

!.i:icr> ar' lashed the frame must he square hy checking the measure
of the diagonals.
If necessary, pickets for the foot and guy ropes are drivm.

forme: about 2 paces from the hank and -1 paces on each *ide of the a

of the bridge; the latter about 20 paces from the bank and HI paces on
c:.ch side of the axis. The foot ropes, CC, Fij;. .". are secured by timber
hitches to the butts of the standards and the hack and fore guvs. I>D and
/'/.'. to the tips the

f'ore^ guys are passed !u-vo>s to the opposite bank.
The guys of the min-on- frame should he. //'*/,/, the guys and standard*, of

the wide frame.
The frames are put into position one after" the other, or niinul

taneously if there are enough men. A man is told off to each foot rope
and one to each back guy to slack off as required, two lurn< being taken
with each of these ropes around their respective pickets. The other men
laise the frame and launch it forward, assisted by the men at the fun-

guys, until the frame is balanced on the edge of the bank. The frame
is then tilted until the butts rest on the footing, by slacking off the fooi

lopes and hauling on the fore guys. Fig. .". After the head of the frame
has been hauled over beyond the. perpendicular, it is lowered nearly into

it>- final position by slacking^ off the back ^uys. "When the two frames
:,re in this position opposite each other, 1 lie narrow frame is further

lowered until its standards rest upon the transom of the other. The
wiiler (outer) frame is then lowered until the two lock into each

the standards of each resting upon the transom of the other.

The center or fork transom. Figs. .'! and 4. is then parsed from
nhore and placed in the fork between the two frames. This forms the

central support to receive a floor system of two hays, built a< already
described.

The estimated time for construction of such a bridge N about one

hour if the material is available and in position on both sides <

stream. The construction of the roadway requires about twenty minute--:

forming footings in' masonry about one hour.
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1114. Construction of double-lock bridge, Fig. fi. Suitable for spans not

.MIL; l"> 1't., :in<l consi >t 1 11-4 of two incline'! frames which lock into a

ting liori/oiit:il frani" of two or more distance pieces, with

iividing the gap to be bridged into three e<|iial bays of about,

The force required is two or fliroe noiicoiiiiiiissoneil officers and
~'.i men; the time for construction, except roadway, about two and

oiio-half hours; extra time to be allowed for dillicult footings.
The width of gap is measured, the position of footings deter-

mined, and the length of standards from butt to transom determined and
marked as before.

The inclined frames in this case are built of equal widths,
launched as before, and held by guys just above their final position. Two

re laum-hed out from each bank to the main transom. The
e pieces, Fig. G, are put into position inside the standards, using

tackle if nece^sarv, and the road transoms are placed and lashed to the
distance pieces at the places marked. Both frames, are now lowered until

they jam.
1115. Roadway of spar bridge. For infantry in fours crowded the

tiaiisoms should have a diam. of not less than 9 ins. for a span of lo ft.

2 ft. 3 ins. c. to c., and 6 ins. diam. at the tip will suilice.

If the sticks vary in size, the larger ones should be notched down on the
11 so a$ to bring the tops in the same plane. The stringers should

be long enough to overlap the transoms, and should be lashed tpgether
! tip. The floor is held down by side rails over the outside stringers

and lashed to them. If lumber can not be obtained, a floor may be made
ill spars, the interstices filled with brush, and the whole covered

with loam or clay; Figs. 7 and 9.

Corduroy Roads

1116. Corduroying is done by laying logs crosswise of the road and
touching each other. The result will be better if the logs are nearly of

ie si/.e. The butts and tips should alternate. If the logs are large

may be filled with smaller poles. The bottom tier of logs
should be evenly bedded and should have a firm bearing at the ends
and not ride on the middle. The filling poles, if used, should be cut
and trimmed to lie close, packing them about the ends if necessary. If

il is only moderately soft the logs need be no longer than the
width of the road. In soft marsh it may be necessary to make them

The logs may be utili/ed as the wearing surface. In fact this is

. the ra-e. They make a rough surface, uncomfortable for pas-
rs and hard on wagons and loads, but the resistance to traction

is much less than would be expected, and the roughness and slightly

yielding surface make excellent footing for animals. Surface corduroy
-liable and can last but a short time. In marshes, where the loys

can be placid below tin' ground-water level, they are preserved from
. and if any suitable material can be found, to put a thin embank-

ment nvi-r them, a good permanent road may be made.

Any tonsil, fibrous material may be used to temporarily harden
:oad. Hay or straw, tall weeds, corn and cane stales have



1117

to good d\antage. Such ). should In- l:ii.l with the
<it' the road, an.. with a thin

: in s:uil, when it is
;

v trench aero .:nl, lill it with the m.v i then dig
another trench just in front of and in c.,nt:i.-t with the- lir-t run I

the sutid from it back onto the material in the first trench,

Brush work
1117. A fascine is a cylindrical bundle of brush, closely hound. The

usual length is IS ft. ami the diam. ! ins. when compressed. Leant hs of
9 and 6 ft., which are sometimes used, are most conveniently obtained

by sawing a standard fascine into 2 or 3 pieces. The weight of a fascine
ni partially seasoned material will average 140 Ibs.

Fascines are made in a cradle which consists of in

A trestle is made of two sticks about 6 Ms ft. long and 3 ins. in diam.,
driven into the ground^and lashed at the intersection as shown in Fig. in.

In making a cradle, plant the end trestles 1C ft. apart and parallel.
Stretch a line from one to the other over the intersection, pi..

others 4 ft. apart and lash them so that each intersection comes fairly to

the line.

To build a fascine, straight pieces of brush, 1 or 2 ins. at the

butt, are laid on, the butts projecting at the end 1 ft. beyond the

trestle. Leaves should be stripped and unruly branches cut off, or par-

tially cut through, so that they will lie close. The larger
brush should be laid on the outside, butts alternating in dir.

smaller stuff in the center. The general object is to so dispose the brush
as to make the fascine of uniform size, strength, and stiffness from end
to end.

"When the cradle is nearly filled, the faseiiie is com]
choked by the fascine choker, Fig. 11, which consists of 2 bars 4 ft. Inns.',

joined at 18 ins. from the ends by a chain 4 ft. long. The. ch:<in is

marked at 14 ins. each way from the middle by inserting a ring or

: link. To use, two men standing on opp<>-
ohain under the brush, place the short ends of the handles on top and

pass the bars, short end first, across to each other. They then bear-

on the long ends until the marks on the chain come together.
may be improvised from sticks and rope or wire.

Binding will be done with a double turn of wire or t;i

It should be done in 12 places, 18 ins. apart, the end binders .'! ii;

side the end trestles. To bind a fascine will require (>('> ft. of wire.

Improvised binders may -be made from rods of live brush.

hickory or hazel is the best. I'hu-e the butt under the foot and t\\

rod to partially separate the fibers and make it flexible. A rod -

is called a withe. To use a withe, make a half turn and t\

the smaller end, Fig. 12; pass the withe around the brush and the l:ir<_'e

end through the eye. Iraw taut and double the large end b:>

2 half-hitches over its own standing part. Fig. 13.

When tlr.
1 fascine is choked and bound, saw the ends off ! ,

9 ins. outside th<- end hinders. After a cradle is made, 4 men can make
1 fascine per hour, with wire binding. Withes require 1 man more.
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A fascine revetment is in.-ulo W I'larlng the fascines as shown
:i absolutely necessary in loo-

. luit they greatly strengthen tin- revet inent in an

cut must always be crowned with sods or ba.

1118. In all brush weaving the followipg terms have been adopted an-l

iiient to i

Banding. ^ a single rod in and <mt between
]>!

Slewing. Wmving two or more rods together in the sanu v.

Plate II

Pairing. Carrying two rods together, crossing each o-ther in
ii picket.

Wattling. A general term applied to the woven part of brush
ton.

1118. A hurdle is a basket work made of brushwood. If maili- in pieces,
. i ins. by G ft., though the width may be varied 80

that it will cover the ilesiri-d height of slope.

by describing on the ground an arc of a circle

ft, radius and on the arc driving 10 pickets, 8 ins. apart, covoring
ft. out to out, Fig. 15. Brush is then woven in and out and well com-
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'.. .The concave sUle of a luirillp should \>o placed next the earth.
it wraps less than if made tlat.

In weaving the hurdle, begin randin^ at the middle space at tlu>

beaching tin- end, twist the rod as described for a witi

lit one point only, bend it around the end picket and work hack. Start

:i second rod before the first one is quite oul, slewing t lie I \\ for B

distance. Hammer the wattling down snug on the pickets with a block
of wood and continue until t lie top is reached. It improves the hurdle
to finish the edges with two selected rods paired-, Fig. Hi. A pairing may
l.e introduced in the middle, if desired, to give the hurdle
endurance if it is to be used as a pavement or floor. If the hurdle is

not to be used at once, or if it is to be transported, it must lie sewed.
The sewing is done -with wire, twine, or withes at each end and in

the middle, with stitches about <i ins. long, as shown in Fig. li'.. About
40 ft. of wire is required to sew one hurdle. No. 14 is about the right,

size, and a coil of 100 Ibs. will sew 40 hurdles. Three men should make
a hurdle in 2 hours, 2 wattling and the third preparing the rods.

1120. Continuous hurdle. If conditions permit the revetment to be

built in place, the hurdle is made continuous for considerable lengths. The

pickets may be larger; they are driven farther apart, 1:2 or Is in

the brush may be heavier. The construction is more rapid. The pickets
are driven with a little more slant than is intended and must be an

to the parapet. A line of poles with wire attached at intervals of - <T

.'< pickets will answer. The wires should be made fast to -the pickets
after the wattling is done. They will interfere with the weaving if

fastened sooner. Two men should make 4 yds. of continuous hurdle of

ordinary height in one hour.

1121. Brush revetment. Pickets may be set as above described and

{he brush laid inside of them without weaving, being held in place by
bringing the earth up with it. In this <-ase the anchors must !> 1;

before the brush laying begins. The wires are not much in the way in

this operation.
1122. Gabion making. A gabion is a cylindrical basket witi

ends, made of brush woven on pickets or stakes as described for hurdles.

The usual size is 2 ft. outside diam. and 2 ft. 9 ins. height of wattling.
On account of the sharp curvature somewhat better brush is required
for gabions than will do for hurdles.

The gabion form, Fig. 17, is of wood, 21 ins. diam., with equidi-
stant notches around the circumference, equal in number to the number of

pickets to be used, usually 8 to 1*4. less if the brush is large and stiff,

more if it is sirall and pliable. The notches should be of such depth that

the pickets will project to 1 in. outside the circle. The pickets should

be ]'i to 1% ins. diam., 3 ft. 6 ins. long and sharpened, half ;

small and half at the large end.
To make a gabion, the form is placed on the Around, level or

nearly o. and the pickets are driven vertically in the note-lies, large and

small ends down, alternately. The form is then raised a d held

by placing a lashing around outside the pickets, tightened, with a

stick, Fig. IS. The wattling is randed or slewed from the i'ofm up. The
form is then dropped down, the gabion inverted and the "wattlim.
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Fig. 20

Plate III
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pleted. If the brush is small, uniform, and plialde, pairing will

better wattling fhan randing. If not for immediate use, the .

must In- sewed as described 1'or hur.lles, the same (inantity of

required.

The gabion, when wattled and sewed, is completed by cult is

the tops of the pickets 1 in. from the web, the bottom 3 ins., the latter

sharpened after cutting, and driving a carrying picket through the

middle of its length and a little on side of the axis. 8ec that the middle

of this picket ia smooth. Three men should make a gabion in a.'

Gabions may be made without the forms, but the work is >'

and not so good. The circle is struck on the ground and the pickets
driven at the proper points. The weaving is done from the ground up
and the entire time of one man is required to keep th>. pickets in proper

position.

If brush is scarce, gabions may be made with 6 ins. of wattling
at i-ach end, the middle left open. In filling, the open part may In-

lined with straw, grass, brush cuttings, or grain sacks, to keep the earth

from running out.

1123. Gabion revetment. The use of gabions in revetments is illus-

trated in Fig. 20. If more than two tiers are used, tin

should be anchored back. Gabion revetments should be crowned with

sods or bags.

The advantages of the gabion revetment are v t. It

can be put in place without extra labor and faster and wi

than any other. It is self-supporting and gives cover from YP

partial cover from fire quicker than any other form.

Several forms of gabions of other material than brush ha\.

used. Sheet iron and iron and paper hoops are some of them. T

splinters badly, is heavy, and has not given satisfaction. If any
materials are supplied the method of using them will, in view of tin

foregoing explanation, be obvious.

1124. Timber or pole revetment. Poles too large for use in any other

v;tv may be cut to length and stood on end to form a revetment,

lower ends should be in a small trench and have a waling piece in

of them. There must also be a waling piece or cap at or near thi

anchored back. Fig. 21 shows this form.

1125. Miscellaneous revetments. Any receptacles for earth wlm-h wil

make a stable, compact pile, as boxes, baskets, oil or other cans, ma;
be used for 91 revetment. Barrels may be used for gabions. Canva

stretched behind pickets is well thought of in a foreign service. If tl.<

soil will make adobe, or sun-dried bricks, an excellent revetment may In

made of them, but it will not stand wet weather.
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Knots

1126. Square or reef knot, Pip. 22, commonly used for

joining two ropes of the same size. The standing aud
running parts of each rope must pass through the loop of
the other in the same direction, i. e., from above down-
ward or vice versa; otherwise a granny, is made, which
is a useless knot that will not hold. The reef knot can
be upset by taking one end of the rope and its standing
part and pulling them in opposite directions. With dry
rope a roof knot is as strong as the rope; with wet rope
it slips before the rope breaks, while a double sheet bend

:aid to hold.

Fig.

Square or Reef

1127. Two half hitches, Fig. 23, especially useful for

the end of a rope round its own
!ig part. 'I'lic i-nd may he lashed down or seized

\vith a ; >un yarn; this adds
.nts slipping.

Tlii liould never be used for hoisting a

Fig. 23

Two half hitches

Fig. 24

Clc-c hitch

1128. Clove hitch, Fig. 24, gen

erally used for fastening a rope at

right angles to a spar or at the

commencement of a lashing. If

the end of the spar is free, the

hitch is made by first forming
two loops, as in Fig. -(J, placing
the right-hand loop over the other

one and slipping the double loop

(Fig. 27) over the end of the spar.
If this can not be done, pass the

end of the "rope round the spar,
living it up to the right of the

.standing part, cross over the
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. iMiko nnoHn i i

the spar, .'in. I In ing ii!

between tin' spar, the l:t-i

:nni tin 1

Minuting par;.
\Vlu-n used for securing gn
sheer leg-, etc.. tin- knot, should
lie made \vitli a long end. whi< lj is

funned into two hull' In

round tin- stanilli,^ part
seemed to it with spun

1129. Timber
hitch, Fig. i>,
used for haul-

ing and lifting
spars. !t Can

easily be loosed
when the strain
is taken off, but
will not slip
under a pull.
"When used for hauling
of the spar. Fig. L'l.

Fig. 28

Timber hitch

spars, a halt'

Fig. 29

Timber hitch and half hitch

hitch i ndde<i

1130. Bowline, Fig. 3d, forms a -loop that win not slip.

loop with the standing part of "the -rope underneath,
the end from below through rtre ioUp, orer the part

round the standing part of the rn"pt>, and then down
through the loop <: The length o? .biglft defends upon
the purpose for which the knot is required.

1131. Bowline on a

bight, Fig. 31. The first

part is made like the

i.liorp. with the double

pHit -*f a rope: then the

i'ight (i is pulled through
sufficiently to allow it to

be "IVitt past il and i-oine

up in the jxtsition shown.
It makes a more comfort-
able sling for :-. man than
n single

Fig. 31

Bowline en c Bight
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1132. Sheep shank. Fig. 32, used for shortening a rope or

to ]>a-s ly ;i weak spot; a half hitch is taken with the stand-

irts a ru uml the bights.

3.'

-/ shank

1133. Short splice. To make a short s{>Jicc, Figs. .1.1, 34, 3o, unlay the
- of each rope for a convenient length. Bring the rope ends

. that each strand of one rope lies between the two consecutive

stiamls of the other rope. Draw the strands of the first rope along the

second and grasp with one hand. Then work a free strand of the second

rope over the nearest strand of the first rope and under the second strand,

:;g in a direction opposite to the twist of the rope. The same
ion applied to all the strands will give the result shown by Fig. 34.

The splicing may be continued in the same manner to any extent (Fig. 35)
and tip is of the strands may be cut off when desired. The splice

may lie neatly tapered by cutting out a few fibers from each strand each
time it is passed through the

1

rope. Rolling under a board or the foot

make the splice compact.
1134. Long splice (Figs, r.i;. 37). Unlay the strands of each rope for

enient length and bring together as for a short splice. Unlay to any
1 length a strand, </, of one rope, laying in its place the nearest.

I, a, of the other rope. Kepeat the operation in the op]x)site direc-

tion with two other strands, c and /. Fig. 37 shows strands c and /
1 by tying together. Strands It and e are shown secured by unlay-

ing halt' ut' ea'-h for a suitable length and laying half of the other in

if the nnlayed portions, the 'loose ends being passed through the
This splice is used when the rope is to run through ;i block. The

diameter of the rope is not enlarged at the splice. The ends of the
strands >hould not be trimmed off close until the splice has been tho-

.ed by work.
1135. Eye splic* fFi^. 38, 39, 40, 41). Unlay a convenient length of

OIK- louse strand. <i, under one strand of the rope, as shown in

.in eye of the proper si/e. I 'ass ;i second loose strand, ft,

under the -rrand of the rope next to the strand which secures <;. Fig. .">:.

he third strand, ', under the strand next to that which secures 6,
:iil taut and continue and complete as for a short splice.
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Fig. 33 Short Splice
F 'S> 34 Short SPlkc

Fig. 35 Short Splice

Fig. 36 LonR Splice

Fig. 37 Long Splice

Fig. 38 Fig. 39 Fig. 40
Fig 4t

Plate IV
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Lashings
1136. To lash a transom to an upright spar, Fig. 42, transom in front of

re hitch is made round tlu> upright :i few inches below
Tln> lashing is brought under the transom, up in front uf

ntaily In-hind the upright, down iu front of the transom, and back
,111.1 t'u upright at tin- level of the bottom of the transom and :r

The following turns are kept outside the previous ones
and inside on the other, not riding over the turns already

''our turn- or h.ore are required. A couple of f rapping turns are

iars, around the lashing, and the lashing is

litl.er round one of the spars or any part of the lashing
\vlii rh the rope i-an be passed. The final (-love hitch should n

f
be made around the spar on the side toward which the stress is to come,

y jam and l>e diilieult to remove. The lashing must be well beaten
ke or pick handle to tighten it up. This is called a square

ing.

1137. Lashing for a pair of shears, Fig. 43. The two spars for tho
re laid alongside of each other with their butts on the ground,

low where the lashing is to be resting on a skid. A e

made round one spar and the lashing taken loosely eight or
ut the two spars above it without riding. A couple of frappii:
then taken between the spars and the lashing is finished off

hitch above the turns on one of the spars. The butts ol'

then opened out and a sling passed over the fork, to which
k is hooked or lashed, and fore and back guys are made fast with

- to the bottom and top spars, respectively, just above the

fork, Fig. 44.

1138. To lash three spars together as for a gin or tripod. Mark on
ir the distance from the butt to the center of the lashing. Lay

t\\. pars parallel to each other with an interval a little greater
in the diameter. Rest their tips on a skid and lay the third spar

them with its butt in the opposite direction so that the marks on
three spars will be in line. Make a clove hitch on one of the outer

low the lashing and take eight or nine loose turns around the

three, as showi in Fig. 45. Take a couple of frapping turns between each
- in succession and finish with a clove hitch on the central

ve the lashing. Pass a sling over the lashing and the tripod is

y for raising.

1139. Holdfasts. To prepare a fastening in the ground for the attach-
- or purchases, stout pickets are driven into the ground one

nd the other, in the line of pull. The head of each picket except the
i by a lashing to the foot of the picket next behind. Fig. 46.

tightened by rack sticks, the points of which are

.round to hold them in position. The distance between
.es should be several times the height of the stake above the

,nd.

juiring more labor but having much greater
ngth is called a "deadman," and consists of a log laid in a transverse
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Fig. 49

Plate VI
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tri'iioh \vitli :ui inclined trench intcrst'i tin middle point. Tin

il jia>M-d down tin- iiicliiii'il tri'iii-li. .-r:il niiiii<l tit

the log, and is fastened to it by halt' hiti-lu-s and martin stdp|.ii

1 1' tin- .-atilc '^ to lead liori/.oiitaily or imTinrd d..

nhould {>ass OMT a Ici^ al th<- oulli-t of tin- inrlincd tn-m-h. !

the cubic is to lead upward, this lo is not necessary, \-u:

must be buried dev
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1140-1141-1142-1143-1144:

CHAPTER X

FIELD FORTIFICATIONS

1140. Object. The object of field fortifications is twofold.
1. iitiiiLT power of troops by enabling the soldier

effect.

Mier against the ( '"0.

.. How these objects are accomplished.
lire accompli

1. .s of shelters tii: loubts, splinterproofs,
ie soldier from the enemy's fire.

,s of obstacles wire entanglements, abatis, pits, etc.,
ivuuce of the enemy.

1112. Classification. Field fortifications are usually divided into three
. hasty intrenchments, deliberate intrenchments and siege works.
Nomenclature of the Trentfh. The following illustration shows

the names ui ' -
parts of the trench.

-><..l^-^^Tren eh ^_

Fig. 1

1143. Hasty intrenchments include trenches dug by troops upon the
:icld to increase their fighting power. They are usually con-
'1 in the presence of the enemy and in haste and embrace three
viz: the lying trench, the kneeling trench, and the standing

trench. ',
<

.

5
\(+ I'D)

Fig. 2

1144. Lying trench. (Fig. 2.) This trench gives cover to a man lying
down. \\ lien intrenching under fire the rifle trench can be constructed by
a man lying down. He can mask himself from yjew in about 10 to 12
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1145-1146

minutes and ran complete tin- IrtMich in -id method
is to (Hi; U treuch !

v mil into it and dig
1'2 inches wide alongside of it ami down to 1 lie feet, then roll into tin 1

i cut and extend the first one hack. Conditions may re-mi'.

FIR. 2a

Intrcnthiiiij under fire

to work in pairs, one firing while the other uses his i : tool.

Duties a iv exchanged from time to time until the trench is <

The" height of the panijx-t should 110'

affords limited protection against rifle fire aud less a^ain^t shrapnel.
1145. Kneeling trench. (Fig. 3.) Time permitting the 1

may be enlarged and deepened until the kuceliug trrm h ha-

structed. The width
of the bottom should
b e -

ferably ;; feel

the relii

from bottom of
trench to top
parapet) is 3 ft

the proper height for firing over in a kneeling position.
1146. Standing trench (Fig. 4) has a bottom width of 3 i

vO 2/ )
aud a relief of 4 Mi

feet which is tho

proper firing heijjit
for men i

stature. As this
trench does not gi \ o

complete cover t o

men st a ml ing in it a

passage way should bo



1147-H48

imple Sending i rench, Parapet Suppressed.
V

Fig. 6

Simple Standing Trench, Rocky Ground

+ /'"' >^
, T -*-*&*&

-1-6

Fig. 7

Narrow Firing Trench with Parados

'

Fig. 8

constructed in rear of it not lessjhan G feet 1 interior crest. This

). Figures G-7-S sltow simple e

1147. Deliberate intrenchmeuts comprise trenches and works con-
i in line of battle and are usually intended to enable

' a much larger one. It fiequeutly happens thai

into deliberate intn - and froi

rhs.

1148. Fire trenches, the trenciies which shelter the firing line

can be
i

i

rain, enemy, time, tools, soil, etc., hut

u'ood field of lire, and
;

rably with some head or

over head cover.
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"',!'* '

{

' '
-

Fig. 12

The sin,: D oi' iir<> trench is deep an-'.

ncealed parapet (Fig. 9). When time will pern
should lie planned with a view to developing it into a more complete
form (Figs. 10 and 11). In all trenches as soon as i

way 2 feet wide at the bottom should be provided, in rear of the

firing step, for the men carrying supplies, ammunition, etc., and :

removal of the wounded.
When the excavated earth is easily r

parapet may be the >

'

il ai>d ot '.

ing the conditions of profile (Fig. lli). The enemy's inf.-:

artillery will generally have great difficulty
shows a squad trench. Fig. 14 shows a fire trench provided with pru-

s h i-

T h i s
'

Eu r o

Tn
t li e Euro-

pean War the aim in con-

structing fire trenches n-

to be to minimize and
localize artillery effect as
far as possible. The mp
excavation along the front
is a continuous, very .

communication, not in it-

self prepared for activr

fense. The actual firing is

done from banquettes or

firing steps just to the

Proleciion ogomst'Shropnel

-:>>

[3S8J
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1148

' *^ss thq^ 6 Trench

Commun.co'iO" Trench

T'on Trenches in rear pf Firing Trenches

Ploo .

Y Sod Reveled
'-^i u 'i.

" *i y *^N>*T* in mp

is-elLJ.;;

Sect-on mm.

Recessed ond Troversed Finng Trench

Fig. 16
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Trench Shelter

Sodded

Fig. 17

1149-1150

/runt i.f the
from

... -s dti?

ns far as 5 or

In IV.-I in front
of the liisiin e\
i-a vat ion and

!. e 1 by

I" :in.| 1C.

biiow the

of this
strnction. riir.

;iv:irh \viili ].;ir:!.des and shelter.

119. Traverses. I'ir" tren divided into sections ..i l>'iys by
of traverses v. or cntil.-nlc lire 1 and limit, thc> effect

. v.-liifh burst insilo of the trench. Tho
!oi;M lu> v.-ii! ccii the full width ofMlio t'-ciu-h

of 1 lie tr from :'. to

\y i'ounii in the traverse*
on the 1'uru;

'

'Store Rec, 'cter, JJond-Crc^adc's. Rr*crrc Ammunition, Machine GUHS,
S, lllankets, etc. (.From l-'ictd Entrenchments Solauo.)

1150. Trench recesses; soi-tie steps. 1 mitcd thnt in smne of the
! the Kuro]'<':in War the berni

The ol)jc:'t beiti,' to hrin^ the
. all thus fjiving lii, lapnel lire.

: l"d to the irenrk '

M|<r ill tllf

'in of rec \. ]n onler t'

tin*; from i lie trench to charge, sortie

some trendies as shown iu (Fig.
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1151. Parados. Instead of mst fro< :

: 11 War. i

.

Ail inte: '"" i.ring I'm

in du;_<

. fad cover

It is obtained by note '

-5

Fig. 19

top of i

the bottoms of the n<>

if fire.

The ( i;t of p:

;

Head rover
It I;. tin 1 visibility

At close range the 1>

steady the PI:>

fire : do more harm
ranges. This

any ]i ,-Iit tnrough tlie loopho! for the light to li

when IIP fires, knowing thorp is u man's head behind 1 lie ]'

d nmst be provided or a removable screen ar

..ill be no difference in the appearance of the loo;' .her a
n-an : through it or ; cover is ad\ when

i>f the foreground are such that the enemy can not get
close up.
1153. Notches and loopholes.

'

-,i all rcsp
that the lat^.-r have a roof or :

i he 1'urjncr have not. Tl

al.-M) called floor or solo, is a part of 1he original superior slop.-. '!'!;

sometimes called c!lce".-S, are \ : rii< :il or

local conditions. There is jihvays a. narrow jiart, called <he throat,

is just large enough to take the rifle and permit sigh' :>i tho

throat the sides diverge at an angle, called tin; splay, whi-

the field of fire necessary.
Th3 position of the throat may vary. If on Un-

less conspicuous but more ea.sily obstructed by injury to ti

and more dillicult to use, since in changing aim laterally the man must
move around a pivot in the plane in I i' the i:::iierial of

which the loophole is c.<,:i :: met .'d proven' .< hard surfaces, tin- throat.

should be outsidi-, not wit hstandii.g the disadvaiitnges of th:

or else tho sides must be stepped as in Fig. 2l!. I

bo bst to adopt a conn in and put the throat in the mid-
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1154

die. Fit;. '2'2. Figs. 23 to 26 sho.v details and dimensions of a loophole of
sand

rviceaide form of loophole consists ,,f ;i
j,;,

i amidal 1.

plank with n steel plate spiked NCI-OSS tin- small en I and i

fire. i of sin- i

' action,
known as tin- hopper loophole. Tin- plate should he :x in. thirl-:,

I steel; or '

_ in., if ordinary metal. l'ig. L'-S
- iiows i

used by the .lapaiu-se iii M ancli'.iria am;
The construction of a notch requires only ;

some available rigid material to fofm the sides; b\

ntitch becomes a loophole. \V!.ere the fire involves a v. il ami
small verrieal an^ie, looplioles nay take the form of
form Avill result 1'roin laying lnys or fascines le'i^thv.

snpporte.l at iiiti-rval-s by -oils or other material, Fig. 31, or -

30.

115-i. Overhead cover. This usualh osists of a raise-1 i

some kiml envn-ed \vitli earlh. It is frequently combined witi:

^le structure, which pro
pport in<4 j.latform \\ill almost always be of vary

from brushwood or liylit poles to lu-avy timbers and j)lank. i'

illy with brush or poles, to place a layer of -

straw, or Ics over the platform before putting on the earth,
to prevent the latter from sifting tlivm^'li.

The thickness of overhead cover depends ui

it which protection is desired, and is sbmetimes limited b

il space, available, since it must afford headroom bem-at .

generally should not project above the nearest i

horizontal cover. For splinter proofs a layer of ear

on a support of brush or poles strong enough to hold it. up will

if the structure is horizontal. If the front is higher than th.-

thickness is necessary; if the rear is higher than the front, n

required. For bombproofs a minimum thickness of 6 ins. of timber ami
3 ft. of earth is necessary against field and siege guns, or 12 ins. timber

Typet of overhead cover.
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1155-1156

rlli against* tho howitzers aiul mortars of a heavy siege
- in i-.-ilil.

i cover to lie provided, allow

ty only, or 12 sq. ft. PIT man
of long duration. For long occupation 18

>tild 1)0 provided.
It ;

''If cover to rifle positions

-fully witiistaud tl art i II. -ry of to-day. Ti-

er is usually limited to vliat sullicient for protection
miu fire, and shrapnel.

1155. Cover trenches are constructed to

ido safe cover for the supports or rein-

forcements of the fire trenches or to provide
cooking and resting facilities for the garrison
of the neighboring Ihe trenches. The impor-
tant point in cover trenches is safety. They
vary in design from the simple rectangular

lies to elaborately constructed tren

ha\ing overhead cover, kitchens, shelters,

latrines, dre

stations, etc.

Cover trenches
must not be mis-
taken for a sec-

ondary position,

they are cover
37 Fig. 38, for the firing lino,

supports and re-

6 required in the fire trenches. The cover trench
!i. of at least 6 feet to protect men standing. Greater

; when necessary. Fig. 36 is a section of an open
;.

:>7 of a c! . This section may lie used

j.
.''S shown a cover trench close to a

, fire tr. r of overhead cover for trenches is shown in the
>. The distance of the cover trenches varies

The experience of the Kuropan war places the
in rear of the fire trenches. These trem-hes

L'/3 of tli' lin<> and supports.
The are furnished yet i;:ore elaborate shelter, with

:en to lie I rest and when practicable,
rovided.

1156. Dugout:. -
; ,1s lias d along

the troops in

.t below tho grouiiil and a:

foot of the stairs a tunnel or co:

.

"f these rooms have boon .'

thesi- un.li-ijrroiiiid sin

<i r -i-i! liavi- i .vit h all or

y facilities for ni:
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UB7-11M

BUefc !:il. r.lv IT In:.

I'jM-li other in r . iieiv ii|icratione h:

a si-

ll 57. Communicating trenches. Tli

r the purpose (tf providing f:ife conmmni
and I'm- trenches. They may l>o :i

of fire treii'hes to provide a

otbfr. C<MMnmicting. trenches rear of thr
trriu'hos ii:i<1 jiroviile sa ;

ually laid out /.ag or curved lin.-

t enfilade fire from B^

Parapet
Shelters

Filing
Line

Shelters

Supports

Fig. 39

Typical Pcstagt Trench from Supports to Firing-.

(From Field Entrenchments Solaiio.)

earth is placed on both sides of the tr. Tord prolertion, tin-

ally from 6 to 7 feet. (Fig. ]5) shows ;>. tyjiica'
trench.
1158. Lookouts. To enaWe the garrison of a tict,. h to

t of comfort and rest, a lookout slmuM !>

Benti- !ic<i therein.

simplest form ^-oul(J oor.^ht cf two pami
and splayed so as to give tlio rr<p,



1150-1166

tfr forms may be onus! rii<-t<>d, with one sid< resting on the
; nprighT* with o -over, ft slit on nl!

ion.

la are usually posted at listening points located

in or the line of These will *ed nnder

Supporting Points. In some eases small supporting poin'
M-hiiicl the genera! line of trenches for the"

'<n the trench- aid in

.rk. These ])ointa are strongly entrenche
I are garrisoned by from 20 to 40

men or by larger forces if the situation demand it. In some
vd to the foree in the supporting point.

1160. Example of trench system. Having disi-- "riches and
hat in detail, let n> .rr.liination of the whole show-

(Fig. 40) is a good example.

LINE TIKING
O- Off>? and telephone central

A -Art i/ltry obstrvotion po*r L - fatnrte

J- JhflTer for J-6 men
-She Ifer for 3O men
- L istenmg POST

nnat* poraf*' <**? tit.

f-firJT aid
J-tation

M~ Machine

Contour Interval about J ftfT

Fig. 40

at the front we have the line of wire entanglements or

listening posts X, for guarding them. Connecting
lire t rei aches.

i-s an- shown by the L. i
ic liuo riiuning about 60

. Note the many traverses hi.own by the
Points ni:ir':i'd ^[ with arn. to the

BO lo.-atrd :i> to s\\eep the front of the ]"

'iimd shelters for frmn '.\

S' are slielters for 30 men. IB rear of the firing

irying from 100 to 200 feet is the line of cover

[397]



1161

. Thin ]ine is <

! !i:it t In- la! li

static-

.

-

umber in support. 'I

>iiquette BO
. '1 Tor firing.
On : lields of '

of fire trend. es. JJ'his permii
6 lie is drivrii out

we find a i i >' the slope, one

military crest, and the third oil tlio n i,ill.

In many instances the first line tr<

four or five lines of trenches running in a general lateral dii

ted by deep narrow communicating trendies,

^r and last of these trenches i

hundred \'nls. Sign boards are necessary at short

tin- soldiers from getting lost. The effect of li:r lativo

firing trendies is to make it < ditiirult for , ivain-c

from, or c\en to hold one of thei.i, even when I

would be swept by fire from the supporting trenches in n

flanking lire from the adjacent, trenches.

1161. Location. There are two things to be cou
trendies: (1) The tactical situation, :. the nature of tl

The first consideration requires that the trenches be so Io.

give the best field of fire. Locating near the base of hil!

the advantage of horizontal fire, but, as a rule, it is difficult to s

trenclies so located and to retreat therefrom in case of ne<-e--ity. While

location near the crest of hills on the "military crest" doc

possess the advantage of horizontal fire, it is easier to support tr

so located and to retreat therefrom. Depending upon
; lines when it will be better to intrench near the base ot hills

and there are other times when it will be better to intrench on the "mili-

tary crest," which is always in front of the natural crest. T!

struction of trenches along the "military crest" .does not iri

"dead space" that is, any space to the front that can not be
the fire of the men in the trenches.

Whether we should construct our trenches on high or l.\v ground
is a matter that should always be carefully considered under tl..

ticular conditions that happen to exist at that particular time, and the

matter may be summarized as follows:

The advantages of the high ground are:

1. We can generally see better what is going on to our front am
flanks; and the men have a feeling of security that they do not enjoy
on low ground.

2. We can usually reenforco the firing line better and the dead and

wounded can be removed more easily.

3. The line of retreat is better.
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1161 (contd.)

The disadvantage* are:

1. Tho plunging iire of a high position is not as effective as a sweep-
.'U OMC.

sy to conceal our position.
The :iu .>f low ground, are:

1. The Ion", sweeping fire tint we get, especially when the ground
in front is fairly ilat and the view over 1 lie greater part of it is unin-

' live kind of fire.

rule it is easier to conceal trenches on low ground, especially
lire.

on low ground, our artillery will be able to
I'ositions mi the hill behind us without interfering with tho

defense.

The disadvantages are:-

1. As a rule it will be more difficult to recnforce the firing line and
and wounded from the trenches.

On a low position there will usually be an increase of dead space
ir front.

The average soldier acting on the defensive dreads that the enemy
.irn his :'

; this feeling is much more pronounced on low
I than on high ground. Should the enemy succeed in getting a foot-

ing^ on our flan r trenches on top of the hill, it would be bad
enough, but it would certainly be far worse if he-got a footing on top

the flank and rear, with our company on low ground
in front. AVe, therefore, see there are things to be said for and :<

'.w ground, and the most that can be said without ex-

amining a particular piece of ground is: Our natural inclination is

ect high ground, but. as a rule, this choice will reduce our fire

rnd if thi-. 1 approach to our fire trenches and very little

Around in front of it, with an extensive field of fire, there is no
tter. However, if these conditions do not

. the moral advantage of the higher ground
specially in a close country.

;he European war emphasizes the fact thn-

,1 of rifle trenches is today, just as imieh as ever, a matter o'

on the part of the respo-

ing of trendies so that they are not under artillery ob-
: tance, but, it has yet to be proven that

ore important than an extensive field of fire. There
ation and fire from the artil-

slopes, giving only a limited
Id of fire permitted the enemy to a]-:

ii'-h and roMu'd then; of t
:

:ii. The a site in front, and
' conditions u-hi<-h govern tho

s of our own and tho enemy's fire. In general, th.

i the military cv

tous, it is inadvisable.



1162-1163-1104-1165-1166

"With regard to i' lioul

dillicull :il,l

ilc.

and isteat with tl,

'

and important gaps in the line should bo :

1162. Concealment of trenches. Owing to th*
lion that the a.'i-oplan.-
and effect of modern artillc

:ild

be. to alter tlm natural surface of the ground
a target of the smallest possible dime- tlio

! afford t< t he
new :i be sodded it aids greatly in concealing th: In

some cases troops have -one to the extent of painti
the ground and have placed it over trenches, guns, etc. Str:

the bottom of tv>;<'hes mako them less conspicuous to u

\Vhen trendies are dug on a fairly s must be
;ek of the trench, which, being higher than the p..

stand out as a scar on the hillside. Grass or bru ised t

."li of the trench.
1163. Dummy trenches. May be constructed which attract the <

attention and draw his fire, or at least a part of it. :;! TO wliic

this method may be used may include the coi; of dumin
'les and guns, and even hats iray ]

1164. Length of treuch. The usual minimum allowance of tronch spac
is one yard per man, although in some tests, two feet was found s;;

for men to fire satisfactorily. Ordinarily one squad will n-Tnpy th

between two traverses which experience has shown
15 feet apart.
1165. Preparation of the foreground. One of the first princi;

improving the foreground is that an enemy attacking the trenchc

be continually 10 fire especially in fi

This requires a clearing of the foreground and a filling in of
or leveling of cover. Dead space may be swept by fire of tr.

d for that purpose. T' ires of the gr-
t the field of fire, restrict the view

/
or favor ti

should be removed as far as possible. On the other han.1.

favor the concealment of the trenches or incp
uld better be left standing. ly wln-n it is

fire through or over th'

1166. Eevetmeuts. By a revetment we mean a-fai-ing pi.'-

the front or bar!; \va!l c

"\Vhen trench-s are to lie Ofcupie.l f..r any ;

must be revetted. There are many forms of revetments. Sod revc:
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1167-1168-1169-1170-1171-1172

,\ them, I ith planks, boards or

id'.CS il>
'

i it.

s should bo dug so as to drnin in f:,

be c-onstnK-tM to drain

ur it with an incline

. n the tri

Water Bnpply. At ! ;:n per day
invariably liable to b--

fore, it should be sterilized by boiling or by treating

Latrines. Xuin- rO!is la' riv.es must be constructed in the trenches.

These ist off from the communicating trenches,
form of receptacle should be used and all deposits covered with.

3 are removed from time to time and e 1

rinal cans must also be provided and
similar manner.

. Illumination of the Foreground. Battlefield illumination is a'

reeewi' may be expected, and also as a prot<
'es. Portable searchlights have become an ac-

. In addition to these, trenches must be supplied
v.ith ri'fk'ctor Jighis, star bombs, rockets and flares, arranged s-

1

iulo action i: stantanoously when the enemy appr
i be entirely illuminated, leavh

vr. If the light is too close to the defend-
:ind ixn'ou'.e a good target. Some flares will

to the front as grenades, ii:

mortars, or
] be set

off by trip wires close to the ground. The best light devised is oi:v

il to the front from a small mortar and ;

1 from an open parachute above the enemy. Bonfires >

no cthor jrcans is at hand. AVi. rm o

it should withstand bad weather conditio:.

Telephones. Wh have br- i to trench warfare
vd an el:.'

! as soon as possible. ':

1 in :i slx-itL-r in rear of the cover
s and lines are run to ail trenches, lookout stations and lu

1172. Siege works. Comprise <"

i especially those u

!e troops to advance under continuous cover.
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1173-1174-1175-1176

CHAPTER XI

OBSTACLES

1173. Object. The n.aiu objects in placing obstacles in f i .

trenches art', to pnuect t hem from surprise, :nnl to stop 1'

advance or to delay him \vliilt> under t lie i: lire.

1174. Necessity for obstacles. Jt is evident that the
j

is to reduce the number of men . . ,f tin.)

first line trench"*. This is due to the effect i veness of ri

. the destructive effect of shell and shrapnel, the int'i.

daylight attack on intrenched positions, ami the s.

men. The aim seems to l>e th.e placil and the:.

or trench guards, who, when necessity demand 'in th<

near by splinter-proofs, dugouts, etc., before the

through the obsin.-les. i n found from

pean war that as long as shells are directed a:

of attack is feared lint, when the shells are .

obstacles the trendies are manned and prepnr."
ault.

1175. Location. Obstacles must be so located that they will

to the defenders' fire, and should be sh' :n tho

enemy's artillery fire. They should be difficult to

should afford no cover for the enemy, and should not obstr

attacks. \n o!.s':: de should be more than luii yards I'mm In.

trench. C'are must be taken, not to place them so

that, hand grenades fan be thrown into the trench from be\i.i,d tin;

obstacle. may be ]i1:i.-e,I in cue. t\vo nr ll I

, ie they should be concealed so that tin

of the tren-'h.

1176. Kinds of Obstacles. The foil- kinds
of obslar!'

Abatis consisting f trees lying parallel to each other

branches pointing in the general direction of approach
All leaves ami small twigs should be removed and tl,

branches pointed.
.\!-atis on open ground is inos;

about 15 feet, long. The branches an- staked or tied down and th'

anchored by ("Vering them with earth. I'a'-bed wi-

the branch. are pla

over the trunks of the on-- in f i

pla< e t \"

a natural dejiression or a did-h, for -'lit and \

I to artillery, an abatis imist be

or else by raising a glacis in front of
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1177-1178-1179-1180-1181

'

niches

slashing.

1177. A palisade is n. man-tight fence of posts. Round polos 4 to 6
;.t the large i-n.l :m> boat. If the sticks run 5 to 8

split. If defended from the
from fire and tlio openings should be r

Him through. If defended from the flank, tlicy i!i:iy ]n:

i.. The top should bc-poind
run along the top and stapled to each post is a valu-

made up in panels of 6 or 8 feet length, con-
nected by a w:< ce, preferably of plank, otherwise of spli'
If the . two wales should be used, both underground. If the

. one \vill do.

Palisades should lie planted to incline slightly to the front. As
!d be disturbed in Jigging as possible, and one side of tho

:ld be kept in the desired plane of the palisade. If stones
had to fit between the posts jjnd the top of the trench, the

~s of the structure and save time in ramming, or a
small log may be laid in the trench along the outside of the posts.
3 and 4 show the construction and placing of palisades.
1178. A fraise is a palisade horizontal, or nearly so, projecting from

;rp or counterscarp. A modern and better form consists of sup-
at 3 or 4 feet interval, connected by barbed wire, forming a

horizontal wi > .5.
1179. Cheveaux de frise are obstacles of the form shown in Fig. 6.

ly made in sections of manageable length chained to-

ds. They are most useful in closing roads or other narrow
;i be quickly opened for friendly troops. The lances

>6 of iron instead of wood and rectangular instead of round: the
axial y be solid or composite. Figs. 8 and 9 show methods

cheveaux de frise with dimension stuff.

1180. A formidable obstacle against cavalry consists of railroad ties

1 at intervals of 10 feet with the tops 4% teet 'above the ground,
and connected by a line of rails spiked securely to each, Fig. 7. Tho
rail ends should be connected by fish plates and bolted, with the ends
of the bolts riveted down on the ends.

. 10 and 11 show forms of heavy obstacles employed in

Manchuria by the Russians and Japanese, respectively. The former is

les, made in rear and carried out at night. The
latter appears to have been planted in place.
1181. A wire entanglement is composed of stakes driven in the ground

and ' iy wire, barbed is the best, passing horizontally or

.ally, nr both. The stakes are roughly in rectangular or quincunx
but slight irregularities, both of position and height should be

introti

In the high entanglement the stakes average 4 feet from tho

ground, and the wiring is horizontal and diagonal, Fig. 12.
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1181 (cont.l.)

Fir. 10



Stage I

, .:( th&iting method of linking posts head to foot and foot to
. plain or barbed, then festooned ivith bari>cd wire. Bind triret -chcre they

tcross. Use broken bottles, crows feet, planks with spikes or fishhooks in conjunction
with this entanglement, (From Knowledge of War Lake.)

The low wire entanglement h;is stakes averaging 18 inches above
: the wire is liorizuiital only. This form is especially

I in high grass. In both kinds the wires should bo
wound . sscd loosely from o:

ii two or IMOI i hey should be lieJ to; r.

. r when don". The most
form results from the use of barbed wire for the horizontal

Btrau ooth wire fur th- rest.
;

c most gener;. ;1 of all because of tho

tion, the difBcolty of removal, the Co.;

-e, nn<! its independence of local material
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! 183-1184

1182. Time and materials. One man can ma I

'( high cntan- r hour. Tin- low form i.-.p!

of win- per M|. \d. ami t lie h , Th>'

to 1 he Hi. A
i. art ed \

!

>t will be about - '

.

<-li.

1183. Wire fence. An ordinary !>;i

!i> if well swept by lire. It b--c.

!>otli sides to obstruct i\i<-

cut. The fence is much n

provided with an apron on one or bo
about :idicatod in Figs. \'.'< and ! I. '.his i

ih Africa for coiim-eling lines bet-.\.

in tlii- -. of fence may be 300 to 600 yds. \

a \\.inii fein-e. with the blockhouse at the rei'-nt rant an^l. -.

for rifles, ^iviny them Iho proper aim to enfilade I

;ii tin.- blockhouses for use at night,
Such a fence may bo

v.'.'tys to give :m aut-- 1

i .-illy or electrically. Tin

mostly depend oil one or more s

are smooth, and are tightly
It's on the posts which hoi.!

to slip when cut and di

j;ht at the blockhouse, \vhieh in fulliiiL'

n cap or jmlls the '' a riflo.

1184. Military pits or trous de lotr

tions i;i 1 ho shape of an inverted com' or pyramid,
with a pointed stake in the bottom. They should not be so deep as to
afford cover to the skirmisher. Two and one-half fe-

suitable depth. Fig. 15 shows a plan and section

Pig.
Fig. 14

Fig. 15 Fig. 16

;:re usually dug in 3 or u rows and the earth :

front to form a glacis. The rear row is dug fi::,t and t!

1, and so on, so that no earth is

An I'.velk'il arrange.1

. the pits in a

ag alternate, squares ::;id p'

form a wire entangleii-i n! . 1'i .-. '. ' Q make ;" jiits t

relief.
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1185-1186-1187-1188

1185. Miscellaneous barricades. Anything rigid in forth and movable
: I'jom vie\v and fire and to obstruct the advance

ks of goods, furniture, books, etc.,
d. 'Mi.' principles above stated for olher obstacles should

tei of the materials will permit. Tho
h devices are usually called barricades

and. . i:ig the streets of towns and cities.

1136. Inundations. Backing up the water of a stream so that it

area forms a good obstacle even though of ford-

!ty of fording may be increased by ir-

i ditches dng before the water comes up or by driving
its. Ford quently been obstructed

:y harrows laid on the bottom with the teeth np.
"tiditions neocs'sary to a succe--ul inunda-

! character of the work required to construct
this defense of exceptional use. It may be attempted

with advarta-v when the drainage of a considerable tlr;t area passes
throng '.ing, us a natural g ulvert, or a bridge.

.. or tighter ones with gravel or earth

may form of the obstruction to the flow of water. The usual

lightening cracks or spaces between cribs is by throwing in

earth > of straw, hay, grass, earth, or sacks of clay.

aough to allow considerable leakage, the operation
will ii' . ith field resources.

When th; 1 local conditions permit water to be run into the ditch
of a parapet it Mi^uld always be done.
1187. Obstacles in front of outguards should be low so they cannot

'

simple and effective obstacle can be made by
:!e strand of wire to the top of stout stakes about a foot

placing another wire a little higher and parallel to, and
about one yard in rear of, the first. The wires must be drawn tight,
and securely i' ; .ml the stakes fairly close together, so that if

- cut between any two stakes the remainder will not be cut
loose. Any one approaching the enemy will trip over the first wire, and
before he < er himself he will be brought down by the second.
In the of wire, suiall^sapplings may be used instead. Of course,

OlgtCTlON Of ENEMY. tllCV HTC not 33 good 33
^

, wire, but it does not take
I'-i Kic>H much to trip up a man in

the .

Lessons from the European
War

"What follows is

~*. based on reports from the
** 17

battle fronts in Europe.
1188. Wire entanglements. The war in Europe has proven that the

important and effective obstacle yet
d. Owing to the intensity of the opposing fire and in many cases
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Lisa

tc, t i.

'

ill.

For
I about ]'i of au inch . -ts for alta< hing tiro

The lower IS in<

Anotfec
:'iul roll them up. ',

who firmly
..liers rush out, unrolling the sections as they go ami

quickly drive the stakes. Loose ends of wire enal-l.

bound together a* [>l:n

ther form of wire entanglement is shown 18).

Triangular pyramids 3 feet 6 inches high an- made, of
;

ids arc usually arranged in pairs with tin- win
'or if the obstacle ! er, a wir
are carried ont ami placed so as to I ::<! arc

.1 down as soon as possible.

SubstiTuTc for Posts.

. 18

The wire nsed for entanglements is fonad more nt to

handle when wound ou a stalie A yard in length, in a sort of figure right

winding. Special barbed wire of heavier material and ba
close together has been found much more Effective than the conn
barbed wire.

In some localities electrified wire has been used. In Hiu-h

the obstacle is charged in sections, so that, if one section is grouudi"!
it will not affect the others.

1189. Wire chevaux de frise. Two forms of this obstacle ha

peared. Both are portable. They consist of two or ih..i, v.mnli'u crosses

fastened at their centers to a long pole ami connected vith ern-h other

by harbed wire. This obstacle retains its effectiveness when rolleo

19 and 20) give an idea of their construction. The form shown
in (Fig. H)) js often made small enough for individuals to carry. These

are prepared in the trenches and used for throwing into one's own en-

tanglements to make them more complex or may be carried when u

an assault and thrown into the enemy's trenches to prevent movements
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1190-11D1-1192-1193

'.V;ro Chevaux de

19

Wire Chevouv. de Frise.

Fig. 20
"

from or.o part of tho 1 rench to another. The long stick projects out of
lie.

1190. Guarding obstacles. It has been found necessary to keep a con-

los after they have -been placed.
1191. Listening posts. One of the best methods is to post one or

> in or beyond the line of obstacles. These listening

posts are r . ith over hend cover, fully protecied from fire from

p holes for observation and fire. They
ranches by ir.t.-ans of a covered communica-

tion or even tunnels in some cases and are provided with some form of

communication with the firing trenches by telephone, bell or
- trench or tunnel is provided with a

'.vhirh may bo closed to prevent an enemy from securing
< the lookout is surprised. Pits with trap doors

:.re ai > prevent an enemy from creeping up the tunnel to the
fire trench.

-e lookouts can give early warning of the approhch of an
r the purpose of assault or cutting through the ob-'

.ing operations of the enemy
^ the blows of picks under ground.

1192. Automatic alarms. V tie alarms have been used to

on tlif obstacles. ary I'rnm the
! when the enemy attempts to cut.

it, to intricate elect riciil alarms.

1193. Searchlight:;. '.lights h.-ive l.c^ft provided so ihat^thdj
o flooded by a brilliant light
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11C4-1195

CHAPTER XII

TRENCH AND MINE WARFARE
1194. Asphyxiating gases. Tho asphyxiating ga-- :iy be
divided into three general classes, vi/.:

,'iascs, the most common of. \vhich are ca

nitrog
Poisonous gases, under which head, como ca:

cyanogen.
Gases which affect the throat and bronchial tubes, such as chlorine

and bromine. The latter class is most comnio; ,

The methods usually employed for liberal!';;,' tin-

have a plant some distance in rear of the trendi.

stored under pressure ami carrb-d to 1 lie trendies throi;

it can be liberated towards the, enemy's ti.

favorable wind to carry it along; or, the gas may be <-:n

or other containers and liberated at the desired points.
or bombs are also employed which, upon burs' in;/, liberate !!

some cases scatter acids or caustic soda.

a chemical which when liberated atVects the eyes, cau<ii: : in.

The Germans employ several kinds of shell containing ibises ol'

densities, one of he-ivy gas fired as a curtain to tl

forcement of the trendies and another of Jig': -h the
trendies and destroy the firing line. -\s a general rule t he-

employed when the lire trenches of the op;

though the shell containers may be used at long ra

gases being heavier than air lie close to the ground and flu

do'wn into the trenches.

1195. Protection against gases. Tho :

is a mask of some kind. The
that conforms to the head, is fitted with gla trough, a

an arrangement of tubes and va'.ves which rei,,iiiv

through lii.s nose and exhale through his mouth.
'I'll. !ia\e an absorbent composed of hyposiilphi

sodium or of 72 per cent of the nitrous thiosulphate
bicarbonate of soda. This absorbent placed so that air must b

through it, neutrali/.es (he acids in the Miers are provided with

these masks, sometimes with two of them, .

d every three months.

Trench sprays may b.' used to spray iieut rali?.ing liquid in the

trenches to -kill th-

The o lions for 1' aient of

blowing toward the. enemy's trendies and warm weatl

ditivns are rain, cold, and adverse \\inds.
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1196-1197-11C3

Tn aorne l<x >n of the

. f nil

i'-li, when ignited, produced an u "1 the,

slid fire. :' hand or motor driven pun B light
. columns of liquid fir. into th-

! should fail to remain lighted it may be
ies or throwing fire hulls into the trenches.

jiloxvd when opposing trenches are close

:c>r.

;,re ditches may }>c dug in front of the trenches
rial which is then soaked with oil. ll'-avy

! to igni- -oiis to tli . and will

with li; 1

it a long time. To make sure of prompt ignition
M in the ditches. When tv.rned on the gns readily ignites

Milting fire pr Wire or barbed wire looped
in the di :ed down makes this a formidable obstacle.
1197. Grenades and bombs are container- ed to be thrown by

or from specially constructed mortars,
I'i'd from :ieii;il eraft. They burst by time or ' <i fuses and

'n a variety of forms and are most useful in close

Their effect is local but they are very demoralizing

1198. Hand grenades are designed to be thrown by the hand and vary
ruction. In general, however, they consist of a container

filled with bullets or pieces of iron or other metal in the center of which
of high explosive which scatters the bullets or fragments with

The three methods of discharging a hand grenade are:

fuse which is lighted by hand. About 5 to 9 seconds is

the time from ignition iintil the grenade bursts. This does not give the
'ek up the bomb and throw it out of the trench.

By friction primer and fuse. In this form of hand grenade a

strap on th" wrist with a short line attached with a hook on the end of
.hen the hook is engaged in the ring of the grenade, to jerk

the primer when the grenade is thrown. This automatically ignites the

fuse which Imrsis the grenade in from 4 to 5 seconds.

By precussion. In this form of grenade the charge is fired when
kes the ground or object at which it is thrown. In this

form of grenade a safety pin holds the plunger from the cap. When
the grenade is to be thrown the sa'fety pin is withdrawn.

As a general rule fuse burns at the rate of 1 inch in 1 and %
i eh lot of fuse should be tested.

1 and 2 show two forms of improvised grenades. Common
ed fruits and vegetables are shipped in commercially,

good containers. The usual weight of a hand grenade 13 about 1^
pom
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P"ieci*s of Iron

Hair Brush Bomb

Safe.ty.Fuse/ /Section dd
Wire Binding



1199-1200-1201-1202

1199. Other methods of throwing grenades. Many ^P. na'l'-s have
;i-.i t'niai I he ordinary rille. This ^ivjia-li' lias a nxl which

u-1 i.t' the rit!.'. A special eharga of powder
::\ whi'-h tin 1 Imllet has Ij'-en withdrawn.

,^, catapults, and other devises have boon fre-

1200. Aerial mines. (Fig. 3.) This form of grenade is very
>i mortar.

1201. Winged torpedo. i This projectile is fitted with threo
iil greatly increase th--

< it to be fired from a coi;i

urtar. The torpedo weighs about 40 pounds and the

Fig. 3

Aerial Mine

n:ortar 200 pouuds. The mortar, being light, can be carried from one
to another by two r

: 1 ii:iue and wingod torpedo may bo used effectively to

'wn the cn:ny's defenses, destroying his sand bags and tr<

: r> entanglem'entfl and other obstacles. The v
r
range (500 yards) and being more accur.

1202. Bombs from air-craft are some form of high explosive bomb
t on striking. Another type of bomb us<-d l>y aeroplanes

,er filltMi The bin r^e is

;illy cuts the fuse so that the bomb
ivill burst at a .-iltitude. The steel darts are scattered in

I iTave sullicient velocity to pass through a man or horse.
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1203

1C03. Protection against, hand grenades. (Fig. 5.) Tor pro;

against hand grenades and bombs a screen ut' wi;-.- nerin^
in front of the trenches and arranged at such :i *loj>o thi <>f tlie

grcna-! ;
over the screen will clear the trench -while :

ing 1!,' : will roll away from the trench. Tlr

tory for communications, machine gun ., but,
is of doubt fill value in live trenches as it does not

]

offensive by the defenders.
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1204-1205

1204. Tanks. The so-called

"tanks," first used by tlio

British armies in the battto- of
the Somme in September, 1916,
are in reality armored cater-

pillar tractors carrying machine
guns and capable of traversing
rough ground, smashing down
trees and entanglements, and

passing "across the ground be-

M the opposing trenches over
the shell holes made by the op-

posing artillery.
The machinery, guns and

crew are contained in a7i armon-d

body and the two tractor belts

extend to full length on either

side, being so arranged that the
tank can climb a steep slope.
From the meager data obtainable
it would appear that the tanks

carry from 4 to 6 machine guns
in armored projections built out
from the sides. These are

provided with revolving shields

permitting two guns to fire in

any direction at one time.
The principle of the

tractor is similar to that of those
Manufactured in the I'nited States and used commercially in reclamation
work. The addition of the armored body and guns makes the "military
tank."

-o "tanks" have proven of great value in village fighting,
by smashing <lown barricades and driving machine guns from their posi-
tions in cellars and houses. They have also been used with some success

acles.

The power of these new engines may be judged from their

ability to smash down 'trees six inches in diameter and by means of
* to uproot trees as large as 15 inches in diameter.

Theso "tanks" are proof against rifle and machine gun fire,

but are unable to withstand even light artillery.
1205. Helmets. Steel helmets made their appearance in the European
war in 1 [)}~>

}
as a protection to the soldier's head against rifle, machine

gun and shrapnel fire. So successful were they that they are being
c'd ti) all troops on the battlefield. Already several millions have

Where heretofore head wounds accounted for over 20 per
:alties in trench warfare, the percentage has been reduced

ring of helmets to about- one half per cent. While the helmet
does not afford complete protection against rifle and shrapnel fire, it has

Fig. 5

Bomb Screen
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1206-1207-1208-1209-1210-1211

been only in

\V(i,inl ;
.

1206. Masks.

by tin- (ii'nnaiis. This :

.-, liieh ilflK't-t bull'

anil :i n :!rd in tho lower right sid

I lie :ij,'ainst tin- cheek ill fit

1207. Periscopes.
. i'ur observing tho enemy while keeping

;.!( ari-ange.'nrnt of t\vo n.i: r

-; the image of the object to the lower mirror w I. TII re-

i to tiie eye of 1! . I'.V raising till' top .

the parapet the soldier caii watch the fore^
Mime tiiiu! remaining completely

A more elaborate porisrope for the control of a>

a collapsible tube which may be extended and :o a hei

75 i'

1208. Snlperscope. This is a combination of th

by nicans of which a soldier can aim and fire his piece a; t witl
out exposing himself above tlu>

|

1209. Aids to firing. Kiflcs laid in notched b'

jiarajict may be sighted and ]>n-p:u-i'd for ni^lit firin

just outside of the loop-hole on which the barrel of tin- ri!K> ca

when in the proper firing position to co 1
.

soldier to fire effectively at night when it is too dark to

1210. Mining. Military jninirj.; consists of >li^

and chambers underground and |>1:;-ii:^ iherciu cl

and firing such char^-.-s. ^liniiyv: is s!o\v ar.d r< ::i its :i]'i

and therefore this method of attack is 11-

of the enemy's line, a salient, a building, or otlier poim. liel.l ii

great force. The aim in mine warfare is to make a sudden bn
the enemy's trench, destroy tho Hanking supports which could be use

to stop this breach and then to take the trench by assault and or^ani?
it for defense before the enemy's forces, disorganized from tin oxpl
can recover.

Sometimes mines are placed iii front of the trenches and ex]

electrically when the enemy reaches them in attempting an assault.

1211. Countermining. The enemy, when mining operations ure

pected, runs out tunnels to meet the opposing mine. Sometimes li-

galleries are driven underground and men posted to detect the sound of

mining operations. Once the direction of the opposing tunnel

oovcred a charge of explosive is laid across its approach and fired at

moment when it will cause the most damage.
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1212-1213-1214-1215-1216-1217-1218

CHAPTER XIII

MARCHES
m Infantry Drill Kegulai inns and Field Service Regulations)

1212. Marching principal occupation of troops in campaign. Marching
principal occupation of troops in campaign and is one of
:i\iest loss. This loss, however, may be materially reduced

; raining ami by carrying out strictly the rules regulating the
conduct of ma; >.-rally the ruled of inarch discipline.
1213. Physical training; hardening new troops. By systematic and

ssive plr icises and actual marching, Infantry can be
accustomed to the fatigue of bearing arms and equipment.

With new or untrained troops, th process of hardening the men
to this work must be gradual. It should begin with ten-minute periods

>rous setting-up exercises three times a day to loosen and develop
s. One march should be made each day with full equipment,

ing with a distance of 2 or 3 miles and increasing the distance

daily as the troops become hardened, until a full day's march under
full equipment- may be made without exhaustion.
1214. Long march not to be made with untrained troops. A long

inaivh should not be made with untrained troops. If a long distance
be covered in a few days, the first march should be short, the length

beni'_r im- re.-! -eil each succeeding day.
1215. A successful march. A successful march, whether in peace or

one that places the troops at their destination at the proper time
and in the best possible physical condition. Therefore, every possible

effort, by exercising care and judgment, and by enforcing march dis-

cipline, must be made by all officers and noncommissioned officers to

have the troops reach their destination in good physical condition,

"ready for business."

Preparation

1216. The commander. The commander must give such instructions as

will insure that the necessary preparations are made, that the men and
animals are in fit condition and that the men are properly equipped;
that provision has been made for rations and ammunition; that the

wagons are properly loaded; that the necessary arrangements have been
made for caring for the sick, etc.

1217. Organization commanders. Every organization commander is

-iblc that such of the above requirements as apply to his organi-
u are complied with.

1218. Filling canteens. It is an invariable rule that all canteens must
be filled before the march begins.
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Starting
1219. Time tO Start. "When practicable, man-lies begin in the mo

ing, ample time being allowed t'nr the mm to breakfast, animals
, agons or animals to bo packed.

The time for reveille, if different from the usual hour, should
MI luuinced the evening before.

The exact hour for the start depends, of course, upon citvum-

Mamvs. However, as a rule, foot troops tin IM.I st.-. I day-

light: mounted troops, -when pract it-aide, about an hour as'N-r broad

daylight.
In order to avoid inte- :.illy in the tn>p:<-s, an.!

in the ease of long man-lies, to axoid reaching d-stiiia' dark,
ilicr start than usual must lie made.

is men and animals rest well in the oarly morning hour-

should not, therefore, have, this rest interrupted unless there i.--

real necessity for it.

Starting at night or at an hour that will c ; of the

march to be made at night, should, if possible, be avoided, because of the
dilh'cultics and disadvantages of night man-hii-g.

Conduct of the march
1220. The rate of march,. The rate of -march varies -with the length

of mareh, kind of troops, equipment carried, M/C of command, Co

of troops, state of the weather, condition of roads, an

stances. However, whatever the rate may be it should be uniform, t"

is most important, as there is nothing that will irritate ami tire a co:

maud more than a varying, un-uniform rate of mareh.
The rate of march is regulated by the commander of the leadi

company or some one designated by hirn, who should give the mat

special attention, the rate being cliccl'cd from time to time by a wat
On a march of several days' duration the position of c

is ordinarily changed daily, so that each in turn leads.

With trained troops, in commands of a regiment or less, marching
over average roads, the rate should be from 2% to 3 miles per hour.

With larger commands carrying full equipment, the rate will be from
2 to 2% miles per ho\ir.

Assuming that the length of step of the average man is 30 inches,
the following rate-of-march table is deduced:

Steps per minute



1221-1222-1223

[Note. By remembering that 35 (1/5) steps per minute ^i vos

1 mile per hour, the number of steps per minute necessary to give :i r:i1(i

and ?, miles per hour, is quickly and easily obtained by
multiplying 35 (1/5) by these numbers.]

In hot, sultry weather, with the men carrying the full pack, the
li \\ould naturally be considerably less than on a cool day,

with ; he command not carrying the pack. It is most important that thes-i

ami (
'

i cms affecting the rate of march-be constantly borne
1 by the olliri -r in command of the column, who should indicate

<o the commander <>t' the leading company the number of steps "to be
taken per minute. In indicating the number of steps to be taken per
minute, it should he considered whether the men at the head of the

loadinLr company are the average, above the average, or below the

. in height. A short man, for example, would probably have to

.i minute to keep up with a tall man walking at the rate

steps per minute.
1221. Marching capacity. The average marching capacity of Infantry

lit 15 miles a day, but in extensive operatious, involving lar^o
-, the average is about 32 miles a day. Small commami.s

Mired Infantry inarching on good roads in cool weather can
about 20 miles a day.
Halts. A halt of 15 minutes should be made after the first half or

three of an hour of marching to enable the men to attend to
i Is of nature and adjust their clothing. Judgment must be
H selecting the place for this halt; it should not be made in a

village or other place where its object would be defeated.

After the first halt a halt of 10 minutes is made in each hour,
that js, the troops march 50 minutes and then halt 10. Of course, the

^th of halts should be varied according tt> the weather,
t' the roads and the equipment carried by the men. In the

the best results are often obtained by marching 45 minutes and

"When the day's march will run well into the afternoon, a halt of
about one hour should be made at noon and the men allowed to eat.

Hares for long halts should be selected with care; woods, water
and shade are desirable features. Arms are stacked and equipments
remo

Halts should not be made in or near towns or villages unless to
er or supplies, and when so made, the men remaiu in column,

- In-ill 1^ sent for whatever is necessary.
In hot weather, especially, in the tropics, it may be advisable in

se of long marches to halt for three or four hours during tho
f of the day and finish the march in the late afternoon or

early . As a general proposition, however, it is inadvisable to

arri\r at a >tran^e place after nightfall or even late in the afternoon.
1223. Crossing bridges and fords. When a cause of delay, for ex-

! bridge, is encountered, the troops in rear are notified
of the minimum length of the delay; they then conduct themselves as
at regular halts.



1224-1225-1226

In :is,-(Mi(ling or descending slopes, crossing streams or

obstacles, or passing through defiles re.piirii!'.j a reduction of

jirecaution is taken to previ nt interruption of (he man-h
(n',.|..s in rear. Jf t lie distances are not sullieient to ]>rc

. ,

units art' allowed to overlap; it necessary, streams aro crossed at

more places at the same time; in passing through short defiles t
1

is accelerated and the exit cleared at once.
If a company unit is delayed while crossing au obstacle,

slackens the pace or halts until all of that unit has passed; i

mes its place in the column, increasing the pace, if necessa
Before attempting to cross with bodies of troops, can-iul examina-

tion is made of fords, boggy places, bridges of doubtful charact<

etc., as the case may be.

Troops must never cross a bridge in cadence, that is, the
must not be in step.

In fording a deep stream with a swift current, the im :

as broad a front as possible, marching abreast and holding hands. They
should not look at the water, but at the opposite shore. If the i

wide enough, mounted troops may cross at the same time on the upstream
side, thus breaking the force of the current.

Fords that are at all difficult delay long columns unless the

troops cross at several places at once.

1224. Straggling and elongation of column. The marching efi

of an organization is judged by the amount of straggling and i-loi

of tho column and the condition of the men at the end of the march.
An officer of each company marches in its rear to prevent undue

elongation and straggling. If there be only one officer with a company,
tho lirst sergeant performs this duty.

No man should leave the ranks without permission. It

for a man to fall out on account of sickness, he should be given a permit
to do so by the company commander or the officer at the roar of tho

company. This permit is presented to the surgeon, who will admit him
to the ambulance, have him wait for the trains, or follow and rejoin his

company the first halt.

It is the duty of all officers and all noncommissioned officers to

prevent straggling and elongation of the column.

MISCELLANEOUS
1225.- Forced, marches. A forced march may be said to bo a march of
more than average length.

Forced marches seriously impair the fighting power of even tho
best troops, and should be undertaken only in cases of i

Such marches are general!}' made by increasing the number of
ma idling hours. For largo columns of Infantry marching long di.v

increase of pace is seldom of value.

1226. Night marches. AYhile night marches aro som<

very hot weather in order to avoid the heat of the day, they a;

made for the purpose of surprising the enemy, escaping observation by
aeroplanes, or for securing a favorable position from whioh to attack

the enemy at dawn.
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Moonlight and good roads are favorable for night marches.

Precaution musf bo taken that the proper road is followed and
that contact I'.-iWLTii iini' .taine.I. ini'ii being stationed, if neces-

sary, to mark ch.-n ,_'es of direction. If necessary, guides are secured and
charged with t!>.-' 'iuty uf following the right road. When, due to un-

favorable conditions, units cannot be kept well closed, men will be placed
i ks ami crossings of roads, especially on very dark nights.

"When in hostile territory, silence is maintained; articles of equip-
- cured to prevent rattling, and smoking and talking are, not

permitted. Also, under certain conditions villages and farmhouses are

ied on account of warning given by dogs.

.lit marches impair the efficiency of a command and are never
;;r.i!ert:i!.en without good reason.

1227. Compliments. As a rule, troops on the inarch pay no compliments;
i.-.uividuals salute when they address, or are addressed by, a superior

1228. Protection on tbe march. Protection on the march is furnished

: detachments known as advance guards, rear guards and flank

ds.

1229. Fitting of shoes and care of feet. In view of the fact that the

rreater part of the Infantry soldier's occupation in the field consists

of marching, too much stress cannot be laid upon the importance of his

ial attention to the fitting of his shoes and the care of his

An Infantryman with sore feet is like a lame duck trying to keep
rp with the rest of the flock.

Keep your feet clean. Dirty feet invite blisters. An excellent

preventative against sore feet is to wash them every night in hot (pre-

ferably salt) water and then dry them thoroughly. If this is not

practicable, t I'M mop them every evening with a wet towel and invigorate
-kin with a good rubbing.

Keep the nails cut close.

liubbing the feet with hard soap, grease, or oil of any kind, and

put* ing ordinary talcum powder in the shoes before starting on a march,
good to prevent sore feet.

Blisters should be pricked and the water let out, but the skin

r be removi d. Adhesive plaster on top of the blister will pre.-

from being pulled off.

In case of sore or blistered feet, considerable relief can bo

y rubbing them with tallow from a lighted candle and a little

: alcohol in some other form, and putting the socks on at once.

A little alum in warm water is excellent for tender feet.

old sol. lie-- 1-a-i learned from long experience in marching,
out before putting them on thus putting the
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smooth si.lc noxt to liis ski: -ihli scams or lumps i

The thickness of the sock pn.trcts I In

T8.

:tuld a s<>' ! t on a /.

with a pair of IK <

'i s<>ldi<>r should linvo on liuinl at nil I :r of

rorviceablc shoes well lirc.l en in.

enilier that it is inticli hotter to ]>re'.

the procaut ions outlined above, than it is to have ti.

they have become sore.
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CHAPTER XIV

CAMPS
1230. Principles governing selection of camp sites. The following

principles govern in the selection of camp sites:

(a) The water supply should be sufficient, pure, and accessible.

(b) The ground should accommodate the command with as little

crowili 1

'ssible, be easily drained, and have no stagnant water
within 800 yards,

(c) There should be good roads to the camp and good interior

communication.

(d) Camp sites should be so selected that troops of one unit need
not pass through the camp grounds of another to reach their own camp.

(e) "Wood, grass, forage, and supplies must be at hand or obtainable.

(f) In campaign, tactical considerations come first in the selection

of camp sites, capability of defense being especially considered, and, as

a result, troops may have to camp many nights on objectionable ground.
(g) However, sanitary considerations must always be given all the

weight possible consistent with the tactical requirements. Through
ilt of their own, troops occupying an unsanitary site may suffer

than in the battles of a long campaign.
1231. Desirable camp sites. The following conditions are desirable for

camp sites:

(a) Porous soil, covered with stouj; turf and underlaid by a- sandy
soil.

(b) High banks of rivers," provided no marshes are near.

(c) In cold weather, a southern exposure, with woods to the north
ak the cold winu!-.

(d) In warm weather, an exposure toward the prevailing winds,
-'to moderately shaded by trees.

1232. Undesirable camp sites. The following conditions are undesir-
for camp sites:

(a) Olay soil, or where the ground water approaches the surface,
sites being damp and uuhealthful.

(b) Alluvial, marshy ground, and ground near the base of hills, or

thick woods or dense vegetation are also damp.
(c) Ravines rind d'pi-.-*-ii>ns are likely to be unduly warm and to

tit or undesirable currents.

(d) Proximity to marshes1 or stagnant water is. usually dam;.
)squitos, which transmit malaria, dengue fever and yellow fr\rr.

(e) Old camp sites are dangerous, as they are often permeated by
f disease which persist for considerable periods.

(f) Dry beds of streams are subject to sudden freshetw.
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(g) In tho tropics trnops should not camp nearer than ."'"'

7-am e luits or vi!
[

; : -ion.

. Form and dimensions of camps. The form and din

depend ui>oii tin- ion HIM! the nniouir

ll.i\vi\vr, in general, tin* form find d

nt:il or Kit iiilion camp should conform as nearly ; .;ble to

tin 1 diagram on the opposite page, and camps of all

as possible, conform to tho principles, regarding
lying tho diagram given on the opposite page, whi<

form, dimensions, nnd interior arrangements of ;i fsrtnp for :i raiment
of Infantry at uar strength. In certain cases, partic.nlarly in one night
halts in the presence of the enemy, campa must of ne<

while in other eases, where a more extended halt is eontrmplat'-
where tactical reasons will permit, better camp
secured, and a more comfortable arrangement m: .i<- !

>y the
of camp areas.

1234. Making camp. The command should be preceded by Hi

maTiding officer or a staff officer, who selects the camp site, and

by planting stakes, the lines of tents, the positions of the sinks, guard
tent, kitchens, picket line, etc.

After the companies are marched to their proper positions and
arms are stacked, the details for guard and to bring wood, water, dig

sinks, pitch tents, handle rations, etc., should be made before ranks are
broken.

Immediately upon reaching camp and b'efore the men are allowed
to go around, patrolling sentinels should be established to prevent men
from polluting the camp site or adjoining ground before the sinks are

constructed.
Sentinels should be posted, over the water supply without delay.
As soon as the tents have been pitched and the sinks dug. the

camp should be inspected and all unnecessary sentinels relie\

The tents should be pitched and the sinks dug simultaneously.
Should the troops reach camp before the wagons, the com]'

may be divided into squads and set to work clearing the ground, gather-

ing fire wood, collecting leaves, grass, etc., for beds, etc.

The moment a command reaches camp its officers and men usually
want to go here and there under all sorts of pretexts. No one should b>.

allowed to leave camp until all necessary instructions have been giver
T'nlisted men should not be permitted to leave <-amp v.ithout

permission of their company commanders.
Sick call should bo held as soon as practicable after the tenta

have been patched.

MISCELLANEOUS
1235. Eetreat. In camp retreat formatfbn should always be inider

arms, an officer being present with each company ami inspecting the arm:-

1236. Parade ground. In front of every camp of permanent nature,
there should be a parade ground for drills and ceremonies.
1237. Camping on fordable stream. In camping for the night on a

fordable stream that is to be crossed, cross before going into
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unless there is some l.-ict ical n-asun fur not doing so; fur :i sudden rise,

or The appearance' of the enemy, might prevent tl,. . I lie next

morning.
1238. Windstorms. \\hene\er windstorms ai 'in pe;.

should be secured and aildit ional guy ropes attached to tl

Tents may he preveiiteil fn.in blowing down by being mad'-

at tho corners to posts firmly driven into the ground, or by |

ropes uver the ridgo poles and fastening them to pegs firmly ret into

the ground.
1239. Making tent poles and pegs fast in loose soil. It the soil !

or sandy, .si ones or other hard material should bo placed mid-

tent poles to prevent their working into the soil, thus !

slack and unsteady, \\lien the soil is so loose that tin II n.it

hold at all, fasten the guy ropes to brush, wood or rocks buried in the

ground.
1240. Trees sometimes dangerous. While trees add very much to tho

comfort of a camp, care should he exercised not to pitch
trees whose branches or trunks might fall.
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CHAPTER XV

CAMP SANITATION

1241. Definition. By "Camp Sanitation" is meant the adoption of
.1 ke<*i> the camp in a healthy condition. These measures

The disposal, so as to render tlioin harmless and prevent pollu-

tion, of all wastes, refuse and excreta from men and animals iu suit-

yovided therefor;
(b) '<! in handling, preparing and serving food;
(c) Ti shelter for the men;
(d) The maintenance ot' jroper drainage;
(e) The supply of water for bathing and washing, and the main-

tenance i4! a pure supply for drinking.
1242. Camp expedients. "Camp expedients" is the name given the
mechanical means used to put into effect some of the measures, named
above, connected with camp sanitation, and usually consist of latrines,
hitrhen sinks, uriaal tubs, rock or earth incinerators, and drainage
ditches.

1243. Latrines. The latrines must be dug immediately upon reaching
camp their construction must not be delayed until the camps h-ivo

l.eeu pitched and other duties performed. The exac*, location of the
latrines j-h<>i:V, ' 'tuned by the commanding officer, or by soir.e

him. i he following considerations being obs<

1. aid be so located as not to contaminate the water supply,
nld not be placed where they can be flooded by rain

i higher ground, nor should they be so placed that they can

pollute the camp by overflow in case of heavy rains.

;ild be as far from the tents as is compatible with con-

venience if too near, they will be a source of annoyance; if too far, some
UK! particularly if affected with diarrhoea

reaching the latrine. Under ordinary circumstances, a
distance of about 5i y.-irds is considered sufficient.

t'or the men are always located on the opposite side of

i:p from the kitchens, generally one for each company unit and one
:"i>r the oiiicers of a battalion or squadron. They are so placed that the

: overflow can not pollute the water stipply or camp grounds.
AYhen the camp is for one night only, straddle trenches suffice.

In camp of longer duration, and when it is not possible to provide latrine

boxes, as for permanent camps, deeper trenches should be dug. These

may be used as straddle trenches or a seat improvised. \Vhcn open
trenches are used tin nt must be kept covered at all times with a

"f earth. In more permanent camps the trenches should be 2 feet

:d 15 feet long, and suitably screened. Seats with
lids are provided and covered to the ground to keej> flies from reach-
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ing tho deposits; urinal troughs discharging into trenches are provide. 1.

K:u-h day tin- latrine boxes arc thoroughly cleaned, 0:11 ,ide
li;,

ami inside by applying, when necessary, a coat of oil or w . TiK'

pit is burned nut daily with approximately 1 gallon oil ami l~> \

iMraw. When lillt-il to within 2 feet of the surface, Mich latriii'

discarded, tilled with earth, and their position marked. All latrin

kitchen ]iits are filled in before tho march is resumed. In pen*
ramps and cantonments, urine tubs may be pla"<>d in the company
at night and emptied ufter reveille.

All latrines must be filled before marching. The foil-,

illustration shows a very simple and excellent latrine seat which
and kept in the "company permanently for uso in camps <

inarch:

JC-AT

Urinal troughs, made of muslin and coated with oil or paint,
should discharge into the trenches.

1244. Urinal tubs. When obtainable, urinal tubs or cans should be

placed in the company streets at night, their location being indicated

by lighted lanterns, the tubs or cans being removed at reveille.

1245. Kitchens. Camp kettles can be hung on a

support consisting of a green pole lying in the crotches
of two upright posts of the same character. A narrow
trench for the fire, about 1 foot deep, dug under tho

pole, not only protects the fire from the wind but E

fuel.

A still greater economy of fuel can be eft'

by digging a similar trench in the direction of the
wind and slightly narrower than the diameter
of the kettles. Tho kettles are then placed
on the trench and the space between the
kettles filled in with stones, '-lay, etc., leaving
the flue running beneath the kettles. The
draft can be improved by building a chimney
of stones, clay, etc., at the leeward end of the

flne.
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Four such trenches radiating from a
common central chiming will ^ivo one fluo

for use whatever may be the direction of the

wind.
A slight slope of the flue, from tho

chimney down, provides for drainage and
improves the draft.

The lak of portnMo ovens can l>c met by ovens constructed of
and covered with earth to better retain the heat. If no stone is

;.\ailabli\ an empty barrel, with one head out, is laid on its side, covered
with wet day to a depth of 6 or more inches and then with a layer of dry
earth equally thick. A flue is constructed with the clay above the closed

< ,id of the barrel, which is then burned out with a hot fire. This le-

t-lay cove; in;; for the oven.

ecess can be similarly constructed with boards or even brush-

wood, supported on a horizontal pole resting on upright posts, covered
and burnt out as in the case of the barrel.

"When clay banks are available, an oven may be excavated there-

in and used at once.

To bake in such ovens, first heat them and then close flues and

Pood must be protected from flies, dust, and sun. Facilities must
be provided for cleaning and scalding the mess equipment of the men.
Kitchens and the ground around them must be kept scrupulously clean.

Solid refuse should be promptly burned, either in the kitchen
fire or in an improvised crematory.

In temporary camps, if the soil 13 porous, liquid refuse from the
kitchens may be strained through gunny sacking into seepage pits dug
rear the kitchen. Flies must not have access to these pits. Boards or

covered with brush or grass and a layer of earth may be us,"!

for this purpose. The strainers should also be protected from flies. Pits
cf this kind, dug in clayey soil, will not operate successfully. All pits
should be filled with earth before marching.

;i precautionary measure against setting the camp on fire, all

dry crra^s, underbrush, etc., in the immediate vicinity of the kitchen
be cut down.
In case of a fire in camp, underbrush, spades, shovels, blankets,

etc., are used to beat it out.

Gunny sacks dipped in water are the best fire fighters.

Burning away dried grass and underbrush around exterior of

camp is a great protection against fire from outside.

1246. Kitchen pits. Pits of convenient size should be constructed for
niM refuse from the kitchens. Solid refuse should be burned

iio kitchen fire or at some designated place, depending upon
cainp is of a temporary or permanent nature. T'nless the

temporary nature, the pits should be covered with
al in order to exclude the flies.

All .1.1 be title. i in with earth before breaking camp.
1247. Incinerators. The incineration pit shown in the following dia-
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{.'nun, atT.irds :in rxoclloiil, simpl' Ron i.-:il way ing ol

I'jtiiip waste ar. :t)rr included :

1 1

Fig. 5

Description:
The pit is about 4% feet long, 1% feet wide and 2 feet deep at

one end and 2V1> at the other. It is partially filled with stones, i In-

larger ones on the bottom and the smaller on the top. At one "end of

the pit the stones extend a little above the surface, and slope gradually
toward the other end until the fire pit is reached ten inches below tlu>

surface of the trench. Over the fire pit, about five indies above tho

ground, is placed a crab or a piece of boiler iron, on which is boiled

all the water for washing dishes, etc. The fire pit is only about one-

half of the stone surface, as the radiated heat keeps the rest qf the
stones hot, causing all dish and slop water to evaporate quickly.

Any tin cans that may be thrown into the fire pit are removed
after a short exposure to the heat apd placed in a trench especial! \

dug for the purpose.
The company incinerator shown below was used with great

success by some of our troops at Texas City, Texas. The rocks should

not be too large. The men should be instructed to drop all liquid n>,
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!os of the incinerator and throw all soJid matter on the fire the

liquids will th. . ;.nrated :nul the solids inirned. t'litil Ilie men
!mw to !!-' the incinerator properly, a noneonuniMioried ufficer

should be detailed to sm - use.

PLAN SHOWING LOGS PLACED

A

SURFACE

iSECTlON THRU C-0

Fig. 6

1248. Drainage. When camp is established for an indefinite period,

drainage should be attended to at once. Each tent should have a shallow
; around it and thi> <-<im]>:i]!v and other streets ditched on both

nil the trendies and ditdies connecting with a ditch that carries

nter from the <'ai::]i. All surface drainage from higher ground
d lie inJiTi-ejited and turned aside.

1249. Avoiding old camp sites. The occupation of old camp sites is

those are often permeated by elements of disease which
.ilde periods.

1250. Changing camp sites, ('amp sites must be changed promptly
when there is evidence of soil pollution or when epidemic disease
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'.hn-atons. Also, a change of enmp site is oft on .'

angi' of surroundings and ', M area* t!,

and cut up.
1251. Bunks. Place a number of small polos about

'

>ier, till' Upper I'll'. oil a ITOSS pido n

iii d'aiitoter and the lower ends resting on tlio groin. d; or, tli<' j'ol'

~od entiivly off tin' ground by In ing plai-ed on
; kod stakes at the corners; on the polos pl:u-<

1252. Wood. Tlie lirowmid -diould ho colle'-tc.l. cut :md pi!.-

Jutohon. Dry wood is usually found under logs or n

If wagons are not heavily loaded it is :ood plan
in bring a few sticks of dry wood- from ^he preceding camp,
up ^rCx>'l wood en route.

1253. Water. Precautionary measures should always bo
'it the contamination of the water, and a guard from t!

troops reaching camp should at once be placed over the ^\ater supply.
If the water is obtained from a stream, places should bo d

nated as follows for gotting water:

(1) For drinking and cooking;
() For watering animals;
(3) For bathing and for washing clothing.

The first designated place should be farthest up 11 : the

others, in the order named, downstream.
Where two bodies of troops are to eamp on the san

one must not pollute the water to be used by the other. This can lie.

arranged by the commanders agreeing upon a point where both ennunnn.'.s

will obtain their drinking water, upon a second point where animals
\vill be watered, etc.

If the stream be small, the water supply may be increased 1 y

building a dam.
Small springs may be dug out and each Jined with a gabion, or a

barrel or box with both ends removed, or with stones, the space between
the lining and the earth being filled with puddled clay. A. rim of clay
should be built to keep out surface drainage. The same method may
be used near swamps, streams, or lakes to increase or clarify the \\ati-r

supply.
"Water that is not known to be pure should be boiled 20 min

it should then be cooled .and aerated by being poured repeatedly from
one clean container to another, or it may be purified by appartus
supplied for the purpose.

Arrangements should be made for men to draw water from tlu

authorized receptacles by means of a spigot or other similar arrange
ment. The dipping of water from the receptacles, or the use of
common drinking cup, should be prohibited.

In the field it is sometimes necessary to storili/c or fi!

The easiest and surest way of stcrili/.ing water is' by boiling. B

water should be aerated by being poured from \>no receptacle
or by being filtered through charcoal or clean gravel. 1'nloss boiled

!>< tliiis a -rated it is very unpalatable and it is with difficulty that troops
can be made to drink it.
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"Filtration merely clarifies it docs not purify. The following aro

simple meiho'is of tiltration:

-ouroe of supply so that the water may
vgh the soil before being

-

omul, the. water entering therein

through a \v. :rnvol or charcoal.

in another l>ox or barrel of larger size,

filling tlio ii clean sand, <>ss or charcoal, and
ho bottom of the outer barrel and near the top of

filter trnis constructed is partly submerged in the wafer
to be filtered.

4. 1'ore a small hole in the bottom of a barrel or other suitable

whii-li is partly filled with layers of sand, gravel, and. if

available, char-'>:i j and moss. The wafer is poured in at the top and is

colle ergcs from the aperture below.
amount of water used by troops is usually computed at the

rate of live gallons for each man and ten gallons for each animal per

. Rules of sanitation. The following rules of sanitation are to

be obser
Men should not lie on damp ground. In temporary camps and

in bivouac they raise their beds if suitable material, such as straw,
or boughs can be obtained, or use their ponchos or slickers. In

cold v. id when fuel is plentiful the ground may be warmed by
fires, the men making th< ir beds after raking away the ashes.

"When troops are to remain in camp for some time all underbrush
is cleared away and the camp made as comfortable as possible. "Water-

ing troughsj shelter in cold weather, and shade in hot, are provided
for the animals, if practicable.

The camp is policed daily after breakfast and all refuse matter
burii

Tent walls are raised and the bedding and clothing aired daily,
r permitting.
Tents must be kept clean and in order.

The company street and the ground around the tents must be

kept clfan.

Food, slop water, rags, pappr, empty tin can?, and other trash

and refuse must not be thrown on the ground, but should be put in the
m or other receptacle provided for the purpose or thrown into the

r.

i must be protected from flies, dust and sun.

.r no circumstances must the company street or any other
' p grounds be defiled by urinating or deficatiug thereon.

.:inal tub and the latrine must jnvariably be used.

.When an open trench is used as a (Sink, each individual must
r his excrement with dirt.

If the sink is inclosed by a box with stool-covers, the covers must
'hroiiLjh using them so as to

out tl: ,-r it is found in practice that men will not do this
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therefore it is a good plan to construct the covers so that they
close automatically when a man rises from the seat.

Kitchen garbage must be burned in a pit or incinerator, or put
into covered cans and hauled a\v.i\. The covers muat be A<y>/

UK. the cans

ct all times, so as to keep out the ilies.

Horses are not to be ridden through camp except on the road
As soon as a tent is pitched it should be ditched.

When it rains the guy ropes must bo loosened to prevent tho
tent pegs from pulling out and the tent falling down.

The body and the clothes should be cleaned daily as thoroughly
as the means at hand will permit.

In the morning wash the face and neck and don't fail t

your tooth brush afterward.
In the continued absence of opportunity for bathing it is well

to take an air bath and a moist or dry rub before gruin^ into

ii iderclothes.

If the lack of opportunity to wash clothes continues for

length of time, soiled clothes and bedding mhst be frequently e:

to the sun and air. Sunshine is a good germ killer.

If there are mosquitoes in camp, mosquito bars must be used l.y

men when asleep, and headnets by men on guard and other duty,
if in a malarial country, about five grains of quinine should in- taken

daily,*- preferably just before supper. In localities where a pernicious
form of malaria prevails, daily doses of ten grains of guinine should 1

given.
In the tropics troops are require to camp at least 500 yards

away from all native huts or villages as a preventative measure aj

malaria. Men are also prohibited from visiting these places at night
for the same reason.

Clean your mess kit thoroughly after every meal, if practicable,

washing same with soap and boiling water.
The company cooks must keep everything in the kitchen

mess tent clean with hot water and soap. Boil the utensils and dish rags,
and be sure to throw all slops and garbage into the kitchen im-in.

Best and sleep are most important to preserve the health, so,

keep the body rested by plenty of sleep. Do not join idle parties going
to walk the streets of the nearest town at nights, nor sit up late playing
cards.

Observe in camp even with greater care than when in barracks
the rules of health and personal hygiene. (See pars. 1451-1 177.)

1255.' Your camp, your home. A soldier should always look upon liis

camp as his home, which it is for the time being. Your tent i

bedroom; the company street, your sitting-room; the latrine.

toilet; the mess tent, your dining-room; the camp kitchen, your kitchen;
the bathing facilities, your bathroom. And as you are careful alionf

keeping your bedroom and the other rooms of your home in a i-Uan and

orderly condition, so should you do your share to keep your tent and
the other parts of camp in a clean, sanitary condition.
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CHAPTER XVI

INDIVIDUAL COOKING

Importance of individual cooking. It often happens in campaign
that it is inijMi^iMi- to have the field ranges and cooking utensil-?

any tin- tnr :i such case each man must couk his own
it his mess kit. Also, it frequently happens that detachments

ay J'rum their companies must do individual cooking.
All food we oat should be properly cooked, if not, stomach or

Mil trouble will result. Hence, the importance of every soldier

g how to cook in his mess kit the main components of the ration.

Fire. K'em /mber that the best fire for cooking is a small, clear

et, a few brisk coals. Dig a hole in the ground with
't and make your fire in it with, dry wood, starting ii with

j s, dry leaves or dry grass.
If preferred the fire may be made between two small flat stones

cr bricks, care being taken to s place the stones that the draft will

pass between them. The mess pan can be placed on the stones, across

the fire, and the cup for boiling the coffee at the end away from the draft
where it will get the most heat.

This method will, as a rule, be necessary on rocky or stony
nd.

1258. Recipes. The following recjpes, which are based on the "War

Department publication, "Manual for Army Cooks," require the USO
of only the soldier's mess kit, knife, fork, spoon, cup, and mess pan:

Meats
1259. Bacon. Cut side of bacon in half lengthwise. Then cut slices

about five to the inch, three of which should generally be sufficient for

one man for one meal. Place in a mess pan with about one-half inch
of cold water. Let come to a boil and then pour the water off. Fry
over a brisk fire, turning the bacon once and quickly browning it. Re-

ihe bacon to lid of mess pan, leaving the greatfe for frying potatoes,
onions, rice flapjacks, etc., according to recipe.
1260 Fresh meat. To fry. To fry, a small amount of grease (1 to 2

:'uls) is necessary. Put grease in mess pan and let come to a smok-

ing temperature, then drop in the steak and, if about one-half inch

thick, let fry for about one miriute before turning depending upon
whether it is desired it shall be rare, medium, or well done. Then turn
and fry briskly as before. Salt and pepper to taste.

Applies to beef, veal, pork, mutton, venison, etc.

1261. Fresh meat. To "broil. Cut in slices about 1 inch thick, from
half as large as the hand to 'four times that size. Sharpen a stick or

branch of convenient length, say from 2 to 4 feet long, and weave
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1262-1263-1264-126/V1266-1267 ,

the point of tin 1 slick through the s: ;il timos so th:il it may
In- readily turned o\er a iVw l>risk coals or on tin' windward si.i

small fire. Allow to bro\\ n nicrly, turning frequently. Salt .

if. Meat with considerable fat is prei'wrred. though
be broiled in this manner.

1262. Fresh meat. To slew. Cut into chunks from om'-half inch t

1 inch cubes. Fill cu|> about one-third full of m
about 1 inch of water. Let boil or simmer about one hour or until

tender. Acid such fibrous vegetables as carrots, turnips, or cal

cut into small chunks, soon after tho meat is put o

potatoes, onions, or other tender vegetables when the meat is about

half done. Amount of vegetables to be added, about the same as

meat, depending upon supply and taste. Salt and pepper to taste.

Applies to all fresh meats and fowls. The proportion of

vegetables used yaries with their abundance and fixed quantities can
not be adhered to. Fresh fish can be handled as above, except that

it is cooked much quicker, and potatoes, onions, and canned corn are tho

only vegetables generally used with it, thus making a chowder. A
slice of bacon would grcaily improve the flavor. May bo conveniently
cooked in mess pan or tin cup.

Fresh Vegetables

1263. Potatoes, fried. Take two medium-sized potatoes or one large
one (about one-half pound), peel and cut into slices about one-fourth

inch thick and scatter well in the mess pan in which tin-

remains after frying the bacon. Add sufficient water to half co\

potatoes, cover with the lid to keep the moisture in, and let come to a

boil from fifteen to twenty nuniites. Remove the cover and dry_as
desired. Salt and pepper to taste. During the cooking the bacon already
prepared may be kept on the cover, which is most conveniently placed
bottom side up over the cooking vegetables.
1264. Onions, fried. Same as potatoes.
1265. Potatoes, boiled: Peel two medium-sized potatoes or one lar^e

one (about one-half pound), and cut in coarse chunks of about th"

same size say IVj-inch cubes. Place in mess pan and three.-fourth >

fill with water. Cover with lid and let boil or simmer for fifteen or

twenty minutes. They are done when easily penetrated with a sharp
stick. . Pour off the water and let dry out for one or two minutes over

hot ashes or light coals.

1266. Potatoes, baked. Take two medium-sized potatoes or one

one cut in half (about one-half pound.) Lay in a bed of light coals,
cover with same and smother with ashes. Do not disturb for tinny or

forty minutes, when they should be done.

1257. Eice. Take two-thirds of a cup of water and bring to a boil.

Add 4 spoonfuls of rice and jbajl until soft, that is, until it can be

mashed by the fingers with out little resistance. This will re|uir'
about 15 minutes. Add 2 pinches of salt and, after stirring, pour olf

tho water and empty the rice out on the lid of the mess pan.
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1268-1269-1270-1271-1272-1273-1274-1275

1268. Canned Tomatoes. One 2-pound cau is generally sufficient for

nwk
. Pour iuto the mess pan one man's allowance of tomatoes,

'nut ;\vo large hardtacks broken into small pieces, and lot come
; pepper to taste, or add a pinch of salt and

irtli sjHXjnl'ul of M
Or, having fried ba^on, pour the tomatoes into the mess pan,

remaining. :ui<l add, if desired, two broken hardtacks. Set
:i brisk lin> :uid let come to a boil.

Or, heat the tomat rs just as they come from the can, adding two
pinches of salt and one-half spoonful of sugar if desired. .

ially in hot weal' i cold with hard bread they
are very palatable.

Hot Breads

1269. Flapjack. Take 6 spoonfuls of flour and one-third spoonful of
mix thoroughtly (or dry mix in a large pan i

at the rate of 25 pounds of flour and three half-pound cans of

2 powder for 100 men). Add sufficient cold water to make a batter
\ill drip freely from the spoon, adding a .pinch of salt. Pour

an, which should contain the grease from fried bacon, of

Tiful of butter or fat, and place over medium hot coals sufficient

t > bake so that in from five to seven minutes the flapjack may be turned
i ver by a quick toss of the pan. Fry from five to seven minutes longer

n, it is found to be done.
1270. Koecake. II <<;. ke is made exactly the same as a flapjack by

substituting corn meal for flour.

Drinks

1271. Coffee. Fill cup about two-thirds full of water and when it boils
::<M 1 heaping spoonful of coffee, and let boil 5 minutes. Stir grains
well when adding. Add 1 spoonful of sugar, if desired. Let simmer ten
minutes after boiling. Settle with a dash of cold water or let stand for

1272. Tea. Fill cup about two-thirds full of water and when it boils

spoonful of tea, and let boil 5 minntes. Add 1 spoonful of sugar, if

1. Let stand or "draw" 8 minutes. If allowed to stand longer,
ill get bitter, unless separated from the grounds.

1273. Cocoa. Fill cup about two-thirds full of water and when it boils
: Id 1 j'oonful of cocoa and let boil 5 minutes. Stir when adding
i.ntil f l'-j spoonful of sugar, if desired. Let cool. (If

available, milk should be used instead of water, and should be kept
'i.-it below the boiling point. A 1-pound can of evaporated milk

with .Tj quarts of water will make 1 gallon of milk of the proper
for making cocoa or chocolate.)

1274. Chocolate. Same as cocoa, using 1 cubic inch of chocolate.

Emergency Ifcation

1275. Emergency Rations. Detail- -1 instructions as to the manner of

ing the emergency ration are found o.n the label with each can.
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1275 (contil.)

Krmember that e\en a very limited amount of bacon or hard
or both, taken with tin- emergency nitiuu makes it far more pal;
and greatly extends the period during which it can l.e consumed with
relish. For this reason it would lie better to 1ms!.and t lie supply of

hard broad and bacon to use with the emer^'ency ration when it !

evident that th> latter must be consumed, rather than to retain tht>

emerm-upy ration to the last extremity to be UKOil cxi-lui \ el\ for ;t

longer period than two or three days.
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1276-1277-1278-1279-1280-1281-1282-128*

CHAPTER XVII

CARE AND PRESERVATION OF CLOTHING AND
EQUIPMENT

1276. General. A soldier's clothing ami e-mipmont .ire issued to him

by hi< MO\ ei tuiient for certain pin-|M. ,>;. ;n;d ho lias, tliorefore, no right
e in any v, ,% .-.-in-less or neglectful of them.

The importance that the (loverninent attaches to the proper
and preservation of the soldier's clothing and equipment, is shown by

! that the matter is made the subject of one of the Articles of

~lth, which prescril.es that any soldier who, through neglect,
his arms, clothing or aecoutermcnts shall suffer such

lient as a court-martial may direct.

1277. Clothing
i y article of clothing in your hands should receive as much

care and attention as yen give your person.
only will your clothes last longer if properly cared for, but

yon will look neater and better dressed, which will add much to your
military appearance.

~. Every soldier should have an A-l whisk broom and no article of

('.etliing should ever be worn without first being thoroughly brushed.
1278. Pressing. Occasional pressing helps to preserve and freshen

clothes, it puts new life into the cloth.

Blue clothing and woolen olive drab when worn regularly should
be pressed about once a week.

In a company where there is an iron for general use there is no
n why every soldier should not press his own clothes.

1279. Chevrons and stripes can be cleaned by moistening a clean
woolen rag with gasoline and rubbing the parts and then pressing with
a hot iron.

1280. Leggins. When soiled, leggins must be washed. If the leggins
.lowed 10 dry without being rung out, they will look better.

1281. Service hat and the caps require nothing but brushing.
Shirts, underwear, socks, etc., should be carefully folded and

j
nt away neatly.
1282. A special suit of clothing for inspections, parades, etc. Set aside

your best suit of clothes for inspections, parades and other ceremonies.
The uniform worn at these formations should not be worn around in the

barracks, every man lias sufficient ''second best" garments for barrack

1283. Putting away. Uniforms should be dried thoroughly, brushed
and properly folded before being put away. The number of folds should
be reduced to a minimum.
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1284-1285-1286.1287-1288-1289-1290-1291

Imnld ].(> carefully
and any missing bu:

- >uM U> .-,

'.ors and othe: >h rlnthr

from dust. They should bo wiped off occasionally with a cloth

out of soap suds.

128-1. Stains. Tailors usually remove stains with a rubber made 1 y
rolling tightly a pin-.' i.f u.ul.'it clnth of some kind, about 2 :

until the roll is about an inch in diameter.

Rings in removing stains may bo avoided by rubbing until

nearly dry.

1285. Grease spots. Ordinarily benzine is a good stain rcnu
P!' gr<-- !N use is nmri> or less dangerous. Jt should 1

iu an open room or out of doors and nevor near a fire or lights.

"Carbona,
" which can be purchased in almost any drug

is excellent for removing stains and it is perfectly s

Carbon tetrachloride (Merck's) is much cheaper than ''

and about equally as good. It retails at 43c a pint at nearly all dnig
stores.

Grease spots can also be removed by placing a piece of b.

paper, newspaper, blotting paper or other absorbent paper ov.

stain, and pressing with a hot iron.

1286. Bust or ink stains can be removed with a solution of o

Apply rapidly and rinse at once with plenty of i're^h water; this is

most important otherwise it will probably discolor the material.

1287. Sweat stains can not be removed. However, the color can Im-

partially restored and the material cleaned with a solution of ammonia
and water J liquid ammonia, $ water.

1288. The shine that is sometimes left from pressing is caused by
leaving the iron on too long or using an iron that is too hot.

This shine, if the cloth is not scorched, can be removed by
"sponging," i. e., by placing a piece of damp muslin cloth on the

material and then applying the iron only long enough to steam the sur-

face of the garment.
1289. Grease and oil stains on white trouser stripes can be reim.ved

with benzine, naptha or gasoline, applied with a stiff nail brush.

of rust and ink can be removed by means of oxalic acid (2 ounces of

oxalic acid to 1 pint of water dissolves quickest in warm water) ap-

plied with cloth or brush, then rinsed thoroughly with plain water and

sponge. After the stripes have dried, apply English pipe-clay, rubbing
with the cake itself; then rub in uniformly with woolen cloth rubber
rub vigorously then brush off surplus pipe-clay.

1290. Paint spots. Turpentine will take out paint spots.

1291. Gilt ornaments and gilt buttons should be polished as often as

necessary in order to keep them fresh and bright. t?se a button stick

in cleaning buttons, so as not to soil the cloth.
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1292-1293-1291-1295-1296-1297

Shoes

issued "by the Quartermaster General's Office, June 16,

ISM.)

1292. General care. Shoos ?hould at all times be kept polished. By
arc jnad< more pliable and wear lor

ithstand harder service than any other article worn,
and more shoes are ruined through neglect than by wear in

ice.

Proper care should be taken in selecting shoes to secure a

proper fit, and by giving shoes occasional attention much discomfort
and complaint will bo avoided.
1293. Selection. A shoo should always have ample length, as the foot

will always work forward fully a half a size in the shoe when walking,
nt allowance for this should be made. More feet are crippled

and (i y shoes that are too short than for any other reason.
A shoe should fit snug yet be comfortable over ball and instep, and when

orn should not lace *close together over the instep, leather
< stretches and loosens at instep and can be taken up by lacing.

The foot should always be held firmly, but not too tightly in proper
n. If shoes are too loose, they allow the foot to slip around,

fausing the foot to chafe; corns, bunions, and enlarged joints are the
result.

1294. Repairs. At the first sign of break, shoes should be repaired, if

>-p the heels in good condition. If the heel is allowed
to run down at the side, it is bad for the shoe and worse for the foot; it

:is the ankle and subjects the shoe to an uneven strain, which
it more liable to give out. Shoes, if kept in repair, will give

double the service and comfort.
1295. Shoe dressing. The leather must not. be permitted to become

hard and stiff. If it is impossible to procure a good shoe dressing,
1 neat's-

foot oil or tallow are the best substitutes; either will soften the leather
and preserve its pliability. Leather requires oil to preserve its plia-

bility, and if not supplied will become brittle, crack, and break easily
strain. Inferior dressings are always harmful, and no dressing

should be used which contains acid or varnish. Acid burns the leather
as it would the skin, and polish containing varnish forms a false skin
which soon jn-els off, spoiling the appearance of the shoe and causing the
leather to crack. Paste polish containing turpentine should also be

't-d.

1296. Perspiration. Shoe becoming damp from perspiration should be
dried by evaporation. It ia dangerous to dry leather by arti-

fical L -\i\ ration contains acid which is harmful to leather, and
1 be dried out as frequently as possible.

1297. Wet shoes. Wet or damp shoes should be dried with great care.

er is subjected to heat, a chemical change takes places, al-

:
in appearance may be noted at the time. Leather when

oil for softening all kinds of leather that the author
He by The Viscol Co., K.-I-.I Cambridge, Mass., and can be obtained

from the post exchange.
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1298-1299-1300-1301-1302

burnt becomes dry and parched and will soon crack through like paste-
board when strained. This applies to leather both in soles and ,.

\Vlieu dried the leather should always be treated with dr.

its pliability. Many shoes are burned while on the feet without the

knowledge of the wearer by being placed while \\et on the rail of a
stove or near a steam pipe. Care should be taken while
worn never to place the foot where there is danger of their liein^r burned.

(Note. To dry wet shoes, the last thing at night take a

hand fuls of dry clean pebbles, heat them in- meat can, kettle or campiirc
until very hot; place them in the shoes, they will dry them out tho-

roughly in a few hours, shake once in awhile. Oats or corn ma
be used, but they are not available always and pebbles usual!

Now is an excellent time to grease or oil the shoes. Author.)
1298. Keep shoes clean. An occasional application of soap and water

will remove the accumulation of old dressings and allow i'resh <h

to accomplish its purpose.
1299. Directions for polishing. Russet leather should be treated with

great care. Neither acid, lemon juice, nor txfnana peel should be n

cleaning purposes. Only the best liquid dressing should be used and shoes
should not be rubbed while wet.
1300. Liquid dressing. Care should be taken in using liquid dr.

Apply only a light coat and allow this to dry into the leather before rub-

bing with a cloth. Too much dressing is wasteful.

EQUIPMENT
(Instructions issued by the Ordnance Department in Pamphlet No

1965, July It, 1915.)

Cloth Equipment
1301. General. All cloth equipment should be brushed frequently with

a stiff bristle brush. A dry scrub brush may bo used.

It should be washed only under the direction and supervision of
an officer.

During ordinary garrison duty it should rarely be necessary ^o
wash the equipment.

"When' the equipment becomes soiled a light local washing will

frequently be sufficient, but when dirty it should unhesitating

given a good thorough washing, otherwise it may be expected that it

will become unsanitary and rot.

During field service it is to be expected that the equipment will

become soiled much more rapidly. Always on return to garrison from
field service and as opportunity offers in the field, equipment should bo
thui ( dighly washed.
1302. Instructions for washing cloth equipment.

(a) Preparation of soap solution. Dissolve in nine cups of hot water
one cake of H. & II. soap or a substitute which is issued by the Ordnance

Department.
One cup of this solution is sufficient to clean the entire cloth

and web equipment of one man. One cake per squad is a liberal

allowance.
[ 1



1303-1304-1305-1308-1307-1308

The IT. \- IF. snap issii.-d l>y the Ordnance Depart meiit i*

th talnirs liable In fade. It' I'm- :iiiy reason this

obtainable, a 'iry snap Ivory or equal) may be used,
' ase should the yello-.v soap issued by il l(

>

(Quartermaster

it thoroughly to remove all dust

(c) Jf< ; tho belt, haversack, etc., on a clean hoard or
-olution with a scrub brush. When a good lather

appears, .wash off -with clear water.
<e i>!' a had grease spot the direct application of soap to

(he brush will ordinarily be sufficient to remove it.

(d) Drying. Always dry washed equipment in the shade. The sun
v.ill bleach th<- fabric.

<)a return from a march in the rain, -dry the equipment in the
:ic:ilile.

1303. Shelter tent. The shelter tent is cleaned and cared for as pre-
>r the cloth equipment.

"\Vhen practicable always dry your shelter tent before folding
ing it. (Author)

Mess Outfit

1304. Knife. The knife blade is niade of tempered steel, and when
I
n;t away for a long period should be covered with a light coating of

oil to prevent rust.

Keep your knife clean by washing in soap and water after every
meal.

Do not use the blade as a pry.
If the point is broken, grind the blade down to a new point.

1305. Fork. Keep your fork clean by washing with hot water and soap
after every meal.

Never use the prongs of your fork for prying open tops of cans,
extracting corks, etc.

Don't permit your knife, fork or spoon to remain in vinegar or
other foodstuffs for a long period, as" verdigris will form. This corrodes
the metal and is poisonous.
1306. Spoon. Keep your spoon clean by washing with soap and water

after every meal.
1307. Meat can. Do not carry meat of any kind or other greasy sub-

stance in the meat can for a long period, as it will corrode the aluminum.
If the rivets securing the hinge to the meat can become loose,

a few blows with a hammer or hand ax on the outside ends of the rivets,
the heads of the rivets being backed up on a piece of metal, will tighten
them.

If the hinge pin becomes loose, a nail can be used to replace it,

the nail being cut with a service wire cutter and the ends of the nail

headed over slightly with a few blows of a hammer.
1308. Bacon can. The interior of the bacon can should always be kept

and free from hardened grease or dirt by frequent washings with
soap and water.
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1S09-1310-1S11-1312-1313-1314-1315

If the cover becomes loose on the body of the can, the upper half
of the body may bo bout out until t lie c..ver is again tight.

11' tli.- i-ovi-r is too tight, a slight amount of Hat ! enini: with a
hainiiior on the edge of the cover, resting on a wooden block, will nsuallv

i the cover Millicu-nt ly.

1309. Condiment can. When not in tine, always r

Many cans have been ruined l>y neglecting to do this.

See that tin- threaded ends ilo m>t bee-rime nisty.
The can should be disassembled at all inspections, so that tho

inspecting ollicer may sec that no rust is present.
1310. Cup. The cup is made of aluminum and excessive heat da'

aluminum.
In using the cup for cooking never allow the contents to evap..

rate entirely, in other words, never hold an empty cup over a lire.

Keep your cup ckan with hot water and soap, preferably II >.V I!

Map,
1311. Canteen. Although as a rule, only soap and water should be used

in cleaning aluminum, a little sand can be used to advantage in clean

ing the canteen.
Particular attention must be taken to see that canteens arc

properly cleaned after they have been filled with coffee, milk or any
other fluid containing organic matter.

Being made of aluminum the canteen is easily dented, and care
must be taken to prevent this.

'When not actually in use the canteen should habitually be

emptied and the cup left off to dry.

Intrenching Tools

1312. Pick mattock. If the blade of the mattock is deformed, it

should be. straightened in a vise.

In the field, cracked handles of pick mattocks, shovels, and hand
axes should be wrapped with ct>rd.

1313. Shovel. Do not use the side edges of the shovel blade as a mat-

tock, for this will deform the blade.
If the blade becomes bent, straighten it with a hammer on a

block of -wood.

Keep your intrenching tool free from rust, being especially
careful that no rust gets into the sockets.

Leather Equipment
1314. General. Because of the value of leather equipment and its rapid

deterioration if neglected, the proper care of leather is most important.
1315. Materials. Two agents are necessary to the proper cleaning

of leather, a cleaning agent and an oiling agent.
The cleaning agent issued by the Ordnance Department is, <

: the oiling agents arc neat's-foot oil and harness soap.
1

1
Propert's Harness Soap is excellent. However, since the Kurorwan \V.

issue has been discontinued by the Ordnance Department. "\ i.iinabie

fn.m the post exchange, is the best oil for softening all kinds of leather that the

author knows of.



1316-1317-1318

The soap cleans the surface of the leather, and removes from
rt':ii-c pores of the leather, dirt, sweat, ami other foreign nmttrr,

so that the oil can more readily penetrate the pores and saturate the

king the leather p!i;il>le and elastic.

1316. Cleaning. Daily, or as o! -i-d, leather equipment should
']' with a cloth slightly dampened in water, merely to remove
r other foreign substa

This daily oare will do much to maintain the- appearance of the

equipment, but it is, however, insufficient of itself to properly preserve
it.

her should never be cleaned by immersing in water or hold-

ing under a hydrant.
: ntervals of from one to four weeks, depending upon the cir-

cntial that the equipment be thoroughly cleaned in
with the following instructions:

(a) Separate a'l parts, unbuckle straps, remove all buckles, loops, etc.,
ible.

(b) Wipe off all surface dust and mud with a damp (not wet) sponge,
rinsing out the sponge, a lather is made by moistening the

sponge in clear water, squeezing it out until nearly dry, and rubbing
rously upon castile soap. When a thick, creamy lather is obt

thororr. ;i each piece of the equipment without neglecting any
Each strap should be drawn its entire length through the

lathered sponge so as to actually remove the salt, swe'at, and dirt from
-ce.

Alter again rinsing the sponge make a thick lather as' do-

th the saddle soap. Go over each separate piece, thor-

oughly working the lather well into every part of the equipment, remem-
bering that its action is that of a dressing.

(d) After the leather has been allowed to become partially dry, it

should be rubbed vigorously with a soft cloth to give it the neat,
.at is desired.

1317. Oiling. If the foregoing instructions have been carefully fol

the appearance should now be perfect, and if the leather is soft
: ml pliable nothing further is required. It will be found, however, that
it will be ! from time to time to apply a little oil. It is not

to different conditions of climate and service, to

;>e definitely the frequency of oiling. It has been found that
the first few months of use a set of new equipment should be

two applications of oil per month. Thereafter it is

entirely a matter of judgment, as indicated by the appearance and plia-

bility of the leather. Frequent,* light applications are of more value
t heavy applications.

1318. New equipment. Uefore using, perfectly new equipment should
in all n a light application of neat's-foot oil; soap is un-

iry because the leather is clean. The application of oil is im-

leather equipment frequently remains a considerable
:i an arsenal or depot and in spite of periodical inspections and

dubbing it is probably too dry for severe servict.
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1319-1320

1319. How to apply oil. The quantity of oil to bo used ean not be de-

finitely prescribed. If nut enough oil in UM-d, 1 In' leather will bo stiff

ami brink1

; if too iiuu-h is used, it will soil tin- rlothing ai.d .-.-cumulate

dirt. Tho leather should, therefore, be saturated with sulh'eii nt oil to

be soft and pliable without excess sutlicieut to cause it to exude.
In applying the oil the following general insti hould

govern :

(:i) The oil should be applied to the flY*h side of the equipment
practicable \vheu tlie ha', her is clean ami still damp al'trr washing

Cabout half dry), because it penetrates more uniformly when applied from
the flesh side, and when the leather is damp. If the leather is dry it will

absorb the oil like blotting paper, preventing proper distribution.

(b) The oil should be applied with an oiled rag or cottr;

long, light, quick strokes light strokes, so that the pressure applied may
not 'squeeze out an excess of oil; quick strokes, so that the leather may
not absorb an xindue amount of oil. The endeavor should be to obtain

a li.L,
r ht, even distribution.

(c) After applying the oil the leather equipment should be allowed
to stand for 24 hours, if practicable, in a warm dry place. It should then
IK- rubbed with a dry cloth to remove any unabsorbed oil.

1320. Points to Be Remembered

Therefore, from what has been said, the following points must
be remembered:

(a) Keep leather clean.

(b) Keep leather pliable by frequent applications of oil.

(c) Use only materials furnished by the Ordnance Department. Shoe

polishes, etc., are almost invariably injurious.

(d) Dry all leather wet from whatever cause, in ///< .'.//<// ; m-\er in

the sun- or close to a steam radiator, furnace, or boiler.

(e) Leather should habitually be stored in a cool, dry place, c

artificial heat.
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1321-1322-1323-1324-1325

CHAPTER XVIII

CARE AND DESCRIPTION OF THE RIFLE

Care

1021. Importance. The care of his rifle should be the soldier's first

r. it
1

h<> \\nuM have it take care of him in'time of danger, he
nt! it sit all ti

It is a i/aurally recognized fact that more rifles become inaccurate
and i hie by the lack of care than by firing.

*

The instructions for taking care of the rifle are few and simple.
them well and apply them constantly it only requires a little care

and patience. You will bo well repaid for it. It may some day save

"

1322. Care of bore requires work. The bore of the rifle is manufactured
with ire in order that a high degree of accuracy may ho

.nd it should, therefore, be properly cared for.

The proper care of the bore requires conscientious, careful work,
Li.t it pays w-ll in reduced labor of cleaning and in prolonged accuracy

the rifle, and better results in target practice.
1323. How to clean the bore. With the cleaning rod the bore must

always be cleaned from the breech never from the muzzle. Cleaning
from the muzzle is liable to wear and otherwise injure the mouth of the

barrel, which is easily injured and thus the piece rendered inaccurate.

First, remove the bolt from the rifle, place the muzzle on the

floor, a board, or piece of canvas, and do not remove it therefrom while
the cleaning rod is in the bore. Never place the muzzle on the bare

ground, lest dirt should get into it. (Note. Of course, if a rack is

provided for cleaning rifles, it should be used instead of placing the
muzzle on the floor.)

To clean the bore use patches of rag, preferably canton flannel,

cutting them into squares of such size that they may easily run through
irrel.

1324. What care of the bore consists of. Briefly stated, the care of the
bore consists of removing the fouling resulting from firing to obtain a

chemically cleau surface, and then coating this surface with a film of oil

to prevent ruv
1325. Kinds of fouling. The fouling which results from firing is of

two kinds the powder foidiny, from the burning of the powder; and the

metal fouling, from the nickel scraped off the bullet as it passes through
'jre.

The powder fouling is highly corrosive, that is, it causes rust and

'al, and it must, therefore, be removed as soon as possible.
'I fouling itself will not cause rust, but it may cover

the powder fouling and thus prevent the cleaning material from getting
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lit tin- puwiifi- l'nii!i!!g. w!iich, :v

When meial I'nuling ari-umn:

1326. *How to remove powder fouling. I'owdt-r fouling
remover! l>y MTiibliing tin 1 bore with

[nance J>< . l>nt thi.s solution* h:i< 1:0 i-ll.

fouling.
It It ..iv to r.'imi\e all metal fouling

:i- that all pjxv.ler fouling has boon removed ami tL
: "Iv oiled.

Ordinarily, after firing a barrel in gi...

fouling is SO slight as to be hardly percept ible, ami is easily :

However, due to the accumulation of metal fouling. ]

(little hollows in the metal) or the presence of dust, or .

(substances that cause the metal to wear away by rubbing), the fmiliiig

may occur iu clearly visible Hakes or patches and be much more dillictilt

to remove.
1327. How to remove metal fouling. After scrubbing out th>

the soda solution, plug it from the breech with a cork at the front end of

the chamber or where the rifling begins.

Slip one of the 2-iiich sections of rubber Lose over the muzzle
down to the sight and fill with the standard Ordnance 1

solution to at least one-half inch above the muzzle of the barrel.

Let it stand for 30 minutes, then pour out the solution, remove
the hose and breech plug, and swab out thoroughly with soda solution to

neutralize and remove all trace of ammonia and powder fouling.

"Wipe the barrel clean, dry, and oil.

%Vith few exceptions, one application is sufficient, but if all

fouling is not removed, repeat the operation.
IIoppo's Nitre Solvent No. 9 will accomplish the same result

even better and quicker and with much less labor.

1328. How to proceed in cleaning the bore.

To clean the bore after firing, proceed as follows:
Swab out the bore with soda solution to remove powder fouling.

A convenient way to do this is to insert the muzzle of the rifle into the

can containing the solution and with the cleaning-rod inserted from the

breech, pump the barrel full a few times.

Remove and dry with a couple of patches of cloth. Examine to

see whether any patches of metal fouling are in evidence, and if so,

then remove same as explained above. If no metal fouling is in evidence,
then swab out with the swabbing solution. The amount of swabbing
required with the swabbing solution can be determined only by experi-
ence assisted by the color of the patches of cloth'. Ordinarily a couple
of minutes' work is sufficient. Dry thoroughly, and oil with .'l-in-Ono.

As a measure of safety a patch should always be run through the

bore on the next day and -the bore examined to insure that cleaning has

been properly done. The bore should then be oiled again with 3-in-One.

1329. Necessity for preventing formation of -pits. It is a fact

nized by all that a highly polished steel 'surface rusts much less
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one TYliiHi is Toughened; also that a barrel which is pitted fouls

,;>i.lly tlia.i one which is smooth. Kvery effort, therefore,
should nt the formation of pits, which are merely en-

Mtl which not only all'i-ct the accuracy of the piece but

.ailing.
If swabbing solution or standard metal fouling solution is not

.able, tin- barrel should be scrubbed as already described, with the
solution, dried, and oiled with a light oil. At the end of ,24 hours

in be cleaned, when it will usually be fonnd to have

1'sually a second cleaning is sufficient, but to insure safety
be again examined at the end of a few days, before final oiling.

"iirse, the swabbing solution should always be used, if avail-

. for it must be remembered that each "puff" when the bore
"sweats" is an incipient rust pit.

What has just been said contemplates the use of the solutions
furnished by the Ordnance Department. However, the same result will

ained with less labor by using Hoppe's Nitro Powder Solvent No.
. ieh is sold by all post and camp exchanges, and which the Author,

as the result of experience, highly recommends.
1330. How to oil a barrel. The "proper method of oiling a barrel is

as follows:

Wipe the cleaning rod dry; select a clean patch of cloth and
smear it well with sperm or warmed cosmic oil, being sure that the cosmic

-naked into the patch well; scrub the bore with patch, finally drawing
the patch smoothly from the muzzle to the breech, allowing the cleaning
rod to turn with the rifling. The bore will be found now to be smooth

right so that any subsequent rust or "sweating" can be easily
ion. (By "sweating" is meant, rust having formed

; the coating of metal fouling where powder fouling was present,
the surface is puffed up.)
1331. Care of the chamber. The chamber of the rifle is often

<-ted because it is not readily inspected. Care should be taken to

see that it is cleaned as thoroughly as the bore. A roughened chamber
s greatlv the rapidity of fire, and not infrequently causes shells to

stick.

1332. The bolt. To clean the bolt, remove; clean all parts thoroughly
an oily rag; dry, and before assembling lightly oil the firing-pin,
nl oi the sleeve, the striker, the well of the 1aolt, and all cams.

1333. The sights. Both the front and rear sights should be cared for
.11 would care for the works of your watch. If the sights are

injured, the rifle will not shoot as aimed.
The front sight cover issued by the Ordnance Department protects

the front sight.
1334. The magazine. The magazine should be kept clean and covered

it of oil.

1335. The stock. The stock should receive a light coat of raw linseed
Bl once a month, or after any wetting from rain, dew, etc. The oil

||hould be thoroughly rubbed in with the hand.
1336. Care of the mechanism. When the rifle has been wet or exposed
unfavorable climatic conditions, the bolt should be withdrawn and all
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working parts carefully wiped with a dry cloth, anl tln-n gone ovor will
au oily rag.

Tin' same thing should lie done after firing.
All working parts should habitually hi- luilttly oili-,1 \silh .-,

bodied oil, such as ";?-in-One. "
1337. The care of all metal parts. All metal p.irts of th.

ie kept clean and free from rust.

1338. Cams and bearings. All cams and bcarin-

stantly oiled.

1339. How to apply oiL Do not pour or squirt oil on th- rifle.

Put a few drops on a piece of clean cloth, preferably
rub with the cloth, thereby avoiding the use of an unm-i-essary am.

Cains and bearings can be oiled this way. However, il

is used instead because of greater ease in reaching th'-m. oil tlio;

H(j)itli/. To soak with oil accomplishes no more than to cover with a light

coating it merely results in excessive, undesirable smearing anil .-i

of oil.

1340. Remember
1. It is easier to prevent than to remove rust.

2. To remove rust, apply oil with a rag, and let it stand for a

so as to soften the rust; then wipe- with a dry rag.
3. Emery paper or a burnisher must never be used in

rust, for it also removes the bluing.
However, an ordinary rubber eraser will be found vi-

able* for removing rust.

4. To prevent rust and dirt in the bore, run a rag throng!
once each day.

5. Never, under any circumstances, put away a rille thai

fired or exposed to bad weather, without first cleaning it.

6. Never lay your rifle flat on the grouiul. Not oOy is then- :.

of dirt or other foreign matter getting into the bore, but a

run over it, or some one may step on the sight. Always n

against something. On the target range it is well for dier

have a short wood or metal fork, on which to rest his rifle.

7. In coming to the order from any position, always b:

rifle to the ground gcnth/.

1341. Army Regulations Eegardiug the Rifle

Are enlisted men allowed to tal'c their arms apart?

No; not unh -s they have the permission of a cor

officer, and even then only under proper supervision a::d in the mani-er

prescribed in the descriptive pamphlet issued by the Ordnan
ment. (A. R. 292.)

(Except when repairs are needed, the following named
should never be dismounted by the soldier, and whei:ev<

apart th-v should be removed only by the company m. <!.:

else familiar with the handling of tools and deli<at>- mechanism:
cut dff, safety lock, sleeve lock, front sight, front sight m<

stud, lower band, upper band, and stacking swivel screws.)
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(Unions the screw driver is handled carefully and with some
skill t. -urc to be injured either at the head or thread. Tho
soldier may dismount the bolt and maga/.ine mechanism for the purpose

-.nini: th"m, hut he is not |"'rniitted td do any further dismounting
without the authority of a commissioned ofiieer.)

Is ti. <t of blued and broivncd parts permitted?
No. and reUuing, rebrowning, putting any portion of an arm

in fire, removing :; receiver from a barrel, mutilating any part by fire or

otherwise, and attempting to beaulify or change the finish, are prohibited.
However, the prohibition of attempts to beautify or change the finish

of arms is not construed as forbidding the application of raw linseed oil

to the wood parts of arms. This oil is considered necessary for the pres-
ervation of the wood, and it may be used for such polishing as can bo

given when rubbing in one or more coats when necessary. The use of raw
1 oil only is allowed for redressing and the application for such

purpose of any kind of wax or varnish, including heelball, is stiictly

prohibited. (Army Regulations 292.)
7* the use of tampions

1 in small arms permitted?
No, it is prohibited by regulations. (Army Regulations 292.)

"Id pieces be unloaded before being taken to quarters or tents?
-. unless it is otherwise ordered. They should also be unloaded

as soon as the men using them, are relieved from duty. (Army Regula-
tions L

"Id a loaded or unloaded rifle or revolver ever be pointed at

anyone in play?
No. under no circumstances whatsoever. A soldier should never

point a rifle or revolver at a person unless he intends to shoot him.

Description

1342. Nomenclature of the rifle. The illustrations on this page and
those on the two following- pages give the nomenclature of the rifles,

with which every soldier should be familiar.

1 Wooden stoppers or plugs that are put into the muzzles of rifles and other arms
to keep out dirt and water.
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1342 (cont.l.)

Fig. 1

The bolt (Fig. 2) consists of the handle, A; sleeve, B; safety lock.

C; Cockvng piece, D; safety lug, E; extractor, F; extractor >!lar, Q;
locking lugs, H; extractor tongue groove, I; and #as escape ho
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SIGHTING NOTCH
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1343. Bear-sight leaf; drift slide; wind gauge. The ill

opposite p.-,. . tin 1

(Irif
tlu' in';i</ titiiiiii' (F, L.). !

'

important that the soldier l>r tli.

ly familiar with the use of these parts. 1'nr otherwise it lible for him
to sight correctly and ust> his ritle properly.

The leaf is gradi. '-u 100 to 2850 yards. Tin- lines that

extend the whole way across the two branches nf the leaf, ma-

divisions; those that extend about half way across, mark 50 yard divi-

sions, and the shorter lines mark 25-yard divisions.

The even numbers- (4, 6, 8, etc.) on the left branch of th.

indicate 400, 600, 800, etc., yards.
The odd numbered hundreds of yards (300, 500, 700, etc.) are on

the right branch of the leaf.

The numbers rest on top of the lines to which they refer.

"So, if you want to fire at a target 800 yards away, set the

sight at 8; 1,000 yards, at 10; 1,200 yards, at 12, etc.

"With the l!y leaf up, ranges from 100 to 2350 yards ran 1>e ol,-.

through the peep hole, K; from 100 to 2450 through the lower jxrp notc.'t,

J; and from 1400 to 2750 yards through the upper peep notch, <!.

There is a horizontal line on the drift slide, across the

K. If the peep hole sight is used the sight is set by this hori/.unt;.l line,

which is set opposite the proper graduation (line across branch of

If the peep notch, J, is used, the sight is set by the short horizontal

line that is, on a line with the top of the notch.

If the peep notch, G, is used, the sight is set by the top of the slide,

C, which is set on the proper graduation.
Garb must be taken not to use one of the peep notclirx when the

sight has been set for the peep hole, or not to do the reverse, without first

changing the sight.
Tho sighting notch, A, used when the range is 2850 yards, is

hardly ever used, because the rifle is very, very seldom, if ever, lined

range.

By battle sight we mean the position of the rear sight with th-;>

leaf down, and it corresponds to a sight setting of 530 yards. The notch,

JI, that is used when the leaf is down is called the bit/ (<)!. The
battle sight is the only one used in rapid fire. In unexpected, dose en-

counters the side that first opens a rapid and accurate fire has a gn
vantage over the other.
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Fig. 4
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1344-1345-1316

RIFLE TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION

(Based on Small-Anns Firing Manual)
1344. Object of system of inrtmction. The object -of the system of

.::<,' :iml instruction employed in our Army is two-fold:
1. To make of INDIVIDUALS, shots who in battle win make

lilts instead of misses.

2. To make of ORGANIZATIONS, pliable, manageable
MACHINES, capable of delivering in battle a volume of
EFFECTIVE fire.

1345. To make of INDIVIDUALS shots who in battle will make hits

instead of misses. This is accomplished by INDIVIDUAL training and
instruction whereby the skill of the soldier as a rifleman is so developed
as to be up to the capabilities of his rifle, which is probably the best and
most accurate rifle in the world, that is to say

Effort is made to so develop the shooting skftt of the soldier

that he will be able to malce Jiis rifle do the things that it is

capable of doing.
To accomplish this end the soldier is. put through a course of

individual ir:-; ruction that divides itself into three main phases or stages,
viz:

1. Preliminary drills. By means of preliminary drills in tho

form of sighting drills ; position and aiming drills
;
and

deflection and correction elevation drills, he is taught the

theoretical) fundamental principles of shooting.
'2. Gallery practice. Having been taught the theoretical, fun-

damental principles of shooting by means of the preliminary
drills mentioned in the proceeding paragraph, the soldier

is then shown how to apply them in a simple, elementary
way by being put through a course of gallery practice
with the .22 Cal. Gallery Practice Rifle, using reduced

charges. This practice may be called the transitory
i; or period of individual instruction, during which.

The soldier passes from his acquisition of the theoretical,
. fundamental principles of shooting to their application

to actual firing, on the target range, with the regulation
Army rifle.

". Jfanfic practice. Having gone through the course in gallery
]>r;i'-tice, the soldier then fires on the target range, apply-
ing and putting into pracf !<<, \vith the regulation .Army
riflf, the theoretical principles of shooting taught him
during the preliminary drills, and in the application and

practice of which he was also instructed during the gallery

1346. Other Instruction. "While the above phases embody the principal
subjects in which a soldier is trained and instructed in developing his
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skill in shooting. In- is also instructed in other matters Unit a.

to round out ami complete his skill in marksmanship, t<>r example, Ih.

fan- nl' tin- rilli-, estimating distances tin- clVeet of li-iit, wind, am
temperature, etc.

1347. To make of ORGANIZATIONS pliable, manageable MACHINES,
capable of delivering in bailie a volume of EFFECTIVE fire. This i>

accomplished by collective training and instruction, in which a mimbei
of soldiers (for example, a squad, platoon, or company), under comman.
of a leader, fire, under assumed tactical situations, at targets whir!

simulate the appearance of an enemy under conditions approaching
found in war. This kind of training and instruction is called, "<'oml>at

practice.
' '

In combat practice the individual is trained in firing as part of
tactical unit, that is to say, in cooperation, with others, and tl

manders of the tactical units are taught how to direct and control t' i

fire of their units,
1
obtaining the maximum efficiency of fire by coordina-

tion of the skill and efforts of all tho individuals of the unit.

PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION
1348. The following outline of the program of instruction gi

of bird's-eye view of the system:

1. INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
r(a) Theory of sighting. (The trajr.

The line of sight; Sighting or aiming.]

) Kinds of sights. (Open; Peep; Battle.]

(c) Kinds of sight. (That is, amount of

ut sight taken.) (Normal; Fine; Full.)

'(a) Sighting drills. (Importance and pur-

pose; Point of aim; Triangle of sighting.)

(Verifying the triangle; causes of en

(b) Position and aiming drills. (Object

[8]; Position exercise; Aiming
Trigger squeeze exercise; Rapid-lire exer-

cise; Kneeling, sitting down, and prone.)

(c) Deflection and elevation correctior

drills.

3. Gallery practice. (Object and importance.)
4. Range practice. (Instruction practice; Range
5. Other Instruction. (Use of sling; Designation of win. Is:

of rifle; Estimating distances [with the eye, l>y trial shots, and I

volleys]; Wind; Temperature; Light; Mirage; Care of rifle, etc.)

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
Sights and Sighting
Tin in'i/ a!' >s'i'//.

1349. The trajectory. As the bullet passes through the air it makt
a curved lino something like this:

1. Sights and Sighting

2. Preliminary drills.

1 Tbc subjects of fire control and fire direction are covered in pars. J8S-J9I

1434-1436.
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Fig. 1

This curved lii;-.- is railed the trajectory.
The resistance of the air ami the force of gravity (the force that

pulls all bodies toward the earth) are the two things that make tho

path il' the luilli't a curved lim-, just the same as they make the path of

the baseball thrown by the player a curved line.

The resistance of the air- holds the bullet back and the force

of gravity pulls it down, so that the two acting together make the bullet's

path curved.
The longer the ran^e the more will the path of the bullet (the

trajectory) be curved, as shown by the following drawing:

Fig. 2

1350. Sighting or aiming. Now, on the rifle there are two "sights,"
the front siyht and the rear sight, -which enable the rifleman to regulate
tho path of the bullet, as the ball player regulates the path of the ball.

If t'he ball player wants distance, the throws the ball. high (raises
the path, the trajectory), using his eye and guesswork, and likewise if the

ii wants to shoot at a distant target, he, too, shoots the bullet high
(that is, he raises the muzzle of his rifle), but he doesn't have to depend
upon guesswork. It is all worked out for him by experts and aH he need
do is to set the rear sight for the proper range, that is, for the distance

tho object is from him.

Aiming or sighting a rifle consists in bringing into lino three

objects: The target, A, tho front sight, B, and the rear sight, C.

LIME
SIGHT

Fig. 3

The rifle is so made and the sights placed
on it in such a way that when the piece is held in

such a position that the target, the front sight and
the rear sight are in line, and the trigger is pulled

(squeezed) the bullet will strike the target.
You raise the muzzle of the piece by rais-

ing the rear sight, that is, raising the rear sight
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has tin- t-lTtvt of raising the inuzzlo, for the higher you raise the rear
hi^'lit the higher inii.st vim raise tin- Mui7.7.le in or.lrr tu *< 1 lit' front

Fight ami yi-t it in line with tin- nl.jert aimed ;it and the rear Bight.
This is shown in the following illustrations:

D-f-l .r
Fio. 4

Fio. 4a

The rear eight, C, the front sight, B, and the bull's eye, A, arc all

on a line with the eye, D, the rear sight being set for 200 yards.

Suppose we wanted to shoot at 2000 instead of 200 yards. We
would raise the slide up to 20 (2000 yards) on the sijrht leaf.

In -order to see the bull's eye through the notch sight at 2000, we
must raise the eye to the position, D. We now have the rear sight, the

bull's eye and the eye in line, but -we must bring the front sight in lino

with them, which is done by raising the muzzle of the piece, giving the
result .ho\vn in Fig. 4a.

1351. Line of sight. With the open sight the line of sight is determined

by a point on the middle line of the notch of the rear sight and the top
of the front sight.

With the peep sight, the line of sight is determined by the center

of the peep and the top of the front sight.

1352. Kinds of sights

(See Fig. 3, par. 1343, giving rear sight leaf in detail.)

The different kinds of sights are as follows:

(a) Open sight. By open sight is meant the use of any one of the
r notches.

To use the open sight:
1. Look through the sighting notch at the target.

(Fig. 5'.)

2. Bring the top of the front

sight on a line with the top and in

Fig. 5 the center of the sight notch, the top

of the front sight being jiut wndcr
the bull's eye. p. 5

Because of its wide field of view and its readi-

ness in getting a quick aim with it, the open sight ia the one that is

generally used in the hater stages of battle, or when fire is to start

immediately.
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(10 Peep sight. By peep sight is meant the use of

the 2" IU t'10 drift slide.

To use the peep sight:
1. Look through the peep hole at the target. (Kg. 7.)

Fig. 7

o top of the front sight to the center of
the top of the front sight being just under

the lull's eye. (Fig. 8)

Fig. 8

Correct

Be sure to get the top of front sight, as in Fig. 8,
and not the butt's eye, as in Fig. 9, in center of the peep
hole.

Advantage of the peep sight. The advantage of
the peep sight over the open sight is dne to the fact that
it is easier to center the top of the\ front sight in the peep
hole and thus get the same amount of front sight each
time.

Fig. 9

Incorrect

, _^^ ___ ~ ^ ..

/ ^ r^\ f \ ample you /^ A
a \ f I know at once, I .

)
V I \ I \ I -without measnr- V /^-S N--X V X ing, that the V__/

Fig. 11Fig. 10
,

cles, Fig. 10,
are not centered, and that the one in the circle in Fig. 11, is.

>-r a little practice, in looking through the peep hole the eye
almost automatically centers the top of the front si^ht.

Disadvantage of the peep sight. The disadvantage of the prop
sight is that its limited field of view and lack of readiness in getting
a quick aim \\ith it limit its use to those stages of the combat when com-

ivc "li'lil.cratioii will be possible.

(c) Battle sight. By battle sight \ve mean the position of the rear
vith the le.if down. There is a sighting notch on the top of the

r:ith-r on top of the leaf slide which works up ami down the leaf.

The battle sight is the only sight used in rapid fre. In unex-
o encounters the side that first opens a rapid and in

lire h:is a great advantage over the other. A<4ain, a soldier on patrol

'ly has no time to set his sight, if suddenly attacked at close ran^e.
The battle sight, may, therefore be called the emergency eight, the
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Jnindif, quirk siyht. The soldirr .should,

thoroughly familiar with llie use of this

right

Fig. 12

Battle sight

The sif/htiii'i nntch in the >li.i

the rear sight leaf down, is i' ; 'ight.

as is the sighting in the drift slid.' -.vl.en tin-

rear sight leaf is raised and set at ol'.ti \ards.

That is to say, battle siylit is

equivalent to a sight setting of '>'

Therefore, in shooting with battle sight at

objects nearer than 530 yards you must aim
lower.

1353. Kinds of Sight

(Amount of front sight taken)

(a^ Normal sight. The amount of front sight taken in Figs. 6 and $,
is called the normal sight and is the one that the soldier should :

use, either with the open notch or peep sight, as it is the only sight which
assures the taking of the same amount of front si^lit every time. In
other words it assures a greater degree .of uniformitj in sighting, which
is one of the most important factors in shooting. By uniformity in .sighting
is meant taking tho same amount of sight each time.

If you take less than .the amount of front sight used in the normal

sight, it will, of course, have the effect of lou;<rint/ the nm/./le .

piece, and consequently you will hit a point lower than if you had u.-

normal sight.
On the other hand, if you take more than the amount of front

sight used in the normal sight, it will, of course, have the effect of raising
the muzzle and consequently you will hit a point night r than if you had
used tho normal sight.

(b) Fine sight. Although occasionally a man v, ill

bo found who can get good results by using tho fine

sight, the average man cannot, and this form of sight-

ing is, therefore, to be avoided.
Fig. 13

Fine sight

(c) Full sight. The so-called full sifjht must bo
avoided under all circumstances. It is merely mentioned
and shown here to point out a fault that must be care-

fully avoided.

The objections to its use are the same as in the

case of the fine sight, that is, lack of uniformity in the

amount of sight taken.
1354. What the rifleman looks at when -he fires. The <; -e tan be

focused accurately upon objects at only one distance at a time; all
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other 6 will le iii'<re or loss blurred and f\\7.7.y looking,
.ing upon lln-ir distance from the object upon which our eye IB

The rifleman who attains proficiency focuses Ins eye on the target
.'it and then the oilier to sic thai

. then hack at the target, and at the instant of

Preliminary Drills

1355. Sighting, Position and Aiming Drills. The importance of the

position and aiming drills cannot be overestimated.
If they are carefully practiced, before firing a single shot at a :.

you will have learned how to aim your piece correctly, hold your riflo

steadily, squeeze the trigger properly, assume that position best adapted
particular conformation of your body, and you will also have acquired

the quickness and manual skill required for handling the piece in rapid
fire.

The si -lit ing, position and aiming drills teach the fundamental

principles of shooting, which are the foundation upon which marksmanship
is built.

Do not confine yourself to going through these drills only during
drill hours, li'.i go through them frequently"^ other times. The extent to

/)!<// it will improve your shooting will more than repay you for your
trouble.

1356. Sighting Drills

Object. The objects of the sighting drill are:

1. To show how to bring the rear sight, the front sight and the

target into the same Hue, that is, to show how to eight properly.
2. To 'discover and point out errors in sighting, in other words,

to discover the errors you make in sighting and show the reasons for

same, so that you may be able to correct them properly.
3. To teach uniformity in sighting, that is, to teach you how to

take the same amount of sight each time, to see every time the same
amount of front sight when you look through the rear sight.

Sighting rest for rifle. A good
sighting rest for a rifle may be made by
removing the top from an empty pistol
ammunition box, or a similar -box, and
then cutting notches in the ends of the

box to fit the rifle closely. (Fig. 15.)

15
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1S56 (cont.l.)

Fig. 16

Place the rifle in

these notches with tho

trigger guard close to and
outside one end.

At a convenient distance above the ground fasten a blank sheet

of paper-on a wall or on a plank nailed to a stake driven into the ground.
Three legs are f:::::< : > >i i the n-st (or it may be B the

ground without r.ny le-js), which is placed 20 or 30 feet from the bhiuk
sheet of paper.

Fig. 17

Make sure that the pi !fl neither to the right nor
and without touching the rifle or rest, si^ht the rifle near the eenter of
the blank shecl of

]i:'.;i-r. (l-'ig. 17.)
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1357-1358

Changes in the line of sight are made
by changing the elevation and windage.

A soldier acting as marker is provided
with .1 pencil and a small rod bearing at one
end a small piece of white cardboard, with a

black bull's-eye pierced in the renter with n
hole just I r;-e enough to :nln:it the point of a
lead

-

Fig. 18

The soldier sighting directs the marker to move the disk to the

right, left, higher, or lower, until the line of aim is established when he

commands, "-Mark," or "Hold."
At the command "ilark,

"
being careful not to move the disk,

the marker- through the hole in the center the position of the
disk and then withdraws it.

At the command "Hold," the marker holds the disk carefully
in pi:ir-e without marking, until the position is verified by the instructor,
and the disk is not withdrawn until so directed.

1357. Point of Aim. Always be sure to aim at

a point just below the black bull's-eye, that is,

aim so that there will be a fine Ijne of light
between the" bottom of the bull's-eye and. t'

of the front sight (Fig. 19). This is important
to insure uniformity in sighting, that is^ in

order to make sure that you aim at the

place on the target each time. If the top of the

Fig. 19 front sight touches the bottom of the bull's-eye
it is impossible to say just how much of the front

;ht is seen, and how far up into the bull's-eye you are.

1358. First Sighting Exercise

tin- sighting rest for the rifle (Fig. 17) require each man
to direct i he marker to n.ove the disk until the rifle is directed on 1 ho

LidlVeye with the normal s" command, "Mold." If aiming
ronerily :ght, the front sight and the bull's-eye will ]

shown in Fig. I'.i, al
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1359

The instructor then verifies Ibis line of sight. 1

will be pointed out to Ilie soldier uud aiiotber trial made. I:

tillable to sight correctly, be will be many
moie "trials as may be m'c.'o-ary.

Sometimes :i man does nut

place (lie eye in I lie line of sight; In 1 will

or along one side ol the notch of thr n-;ir sight :nid

believe that he is Himing through tho not

he sees it at the s:nne time that lie

sight. Again sonic men in sighting will lo.

the front sight and Tiot at. the object.
li peat the above exercise, using the peep

eight. If aiming correctly, the rear .sight, tin

sight and the bull 's-eye will look as shown in

Fig. 20 Fig. 20.

1359. Second Sighting Exercise

The triangle of sighting.' Using the sighting rest for the r!

before (Fig. 17), direct the marker to move the disk until the ritle is

directed ou the bull's eye with the normal sight and command ''.Mark,"

whereupon the marker, being careful not to move the disk, i

through the hole in its center, the position of tho disk, and withdr

Then, being careful not to move the rifle or sights repeat the ope
until three marks have been made.

Join the three points by straight lines. The shafx* and s

the triangle will indicate the nature of the variations made in sighting.

Fig. 21

For example, if you have taken the same
aim each time, you will get a very small tri-

nngle something like this: A which Moulted
from taking each time this aim, for instance:

A

Fig. 22

c

Fig. 24

A triangle like Fig. 22 results

from not taking the same . amount, of

front sight each time, as shown in

Fig. 23.

A triangle like Pig.
24 shows that the front sight
was not in the middle of the

notch each time, as shown
in Fig. 25.

Fig. 23
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1360-1361

x nangle liko I'

, x its from a combination of

/
/ \ the two errors mentioned above,

\ that is. not taking the samu
/ amount of front sight each

time and not having the front

si^ht in the middle of the notch
each time, as shown in Fig. -7.

If any one of the
sides of the triangle is

longer than o/ie-half inch, S~\
the exercise is repeated,
each si^ht being Verified

by the instructor, who will

call the soldier's attention to his errors, if any.
The smaller the triangle, the better

the sighting.
1360. Verifying the triangle. If the sides

of the triangle are so small that they indicate

regularity in sighting, mark the center of

Othe triangle and then place the center of tho
. j bull's-eye on this mark. .The instructor then

^*-S examines the position of the bull's-eye with

Fig. 27 reference to the line of sight. If the bull's-

eye is properly placed with reference to tho
line of sight, the soldier aims correctly and with uniformity.

If the bull 's-eye is not properly placed with reference to the
line of sight, the soldier aims in a regular manner but with a constant
error.

1361. Causes of errors. If the bull's-eye is directly above its proper
position, the soldier has aimed high, that is, he has taken too little

front sight.
If the bull's-eye is directly below its proper position, the soldier

.lined low, that is, he has taken too much front sight.
If the bull's-eye is directly to the right or left of its proper

position, the soldier has not sighted through the center of the rear notch
and over the top of the front sight. If to the riglit, the soldier Las

either sighted along the left of the rear sight notch or the right side of

the front sight, or has committed both of these errors.

If the bull's-eye is to the left of its proper place, the soldier has

probably sighted along the right of the rear sight notch, or to the left of

the front sight, or has committed both of these errors.

If the bull's eye is diagonally above and to the right, the soldier

has probably combined the errors which placed it too high and too far

to the right.

Any other diagonal position would be produced by a similar

combination of vertical and horizontal errors.'

r the above instruction has been given to one man, the line

of sight will be slightly changed by moving the sighting rest or by
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1363

changing tlio elevation and windnge, and the exorcises similarly r<

with other men.
it the exercise, using the ptep sight.

1362, Third Sighting Exercise

This exorcist.' shows the effect of canting the
;

It is most important that in aiming the sights I..

and the piece not l>e rented, that is, that tin- l.arrel be not tilted over
to tlu- right or left.

It' tin- pie.-e is canted to the right, the sights nre

right and consequently the bullet will strike to t lie ri^ht ard !!
point fiiined at, even though the rifle be otherwise correctly ain.i ! ami
the sights correctly get.

Similarly if the piece is canted to the left the sights are lov.

to the left, and- consequently the bullet will strike to the left and 1>

This effect of canting the piece may be shown a follows:
the sighting rest with the rifle firmly held in the notches, the bolt

removed.
Paste a black paster near the center of the bottom line of the

target. Sight the rifle on this mark, using about 200<i yards' ele

Then, being careful not to move the rifle, look through the bore and
direct the marker to move the disk until the bull's-eye is in the

of the field of view and command, "Mark."
Next, turn the rest (with the rifle) over 90 to the right, r>n its

side, and with the same elevation, sight on the same paster aa above.

Then, being careful not to move the rifle, look through the bore and again
direct the marker to move the disk until the bull's-eye is in the 'center

of the field of view and command, "Mark."
Not considering the fall of the bullet, the first mark represents

the point struck with the sight vertical, the second mark represents the

point struck, low and to the right, using the same elevation and the same

point of aim, when the piece is canted 90 to the right.
Different degrees of canting the piece can be represented by

drawing an arc of a circle through the two marks with the paster as a
center. The second mark will be at a point on this arc corresponding to

the degree of canting the piece.
It is important to know that this effect of canting increase" T. itli

the distance from the target.

1363. Fourth Sighting Exercise

This exercise is to show the advantage of blackened sights.

In strong sunlight, make a triangle of sighting, using a riflo

having sights worn bright. Then, being careful not to move the rifle,

blacken the sights and make another triangle.
Use dotted lines for the triangle with bright sights and full

lines for the triangle made with blackened sights.

The position and size of the two triangles will plainly show the

advantage of using blackened sights.
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1364-1365-1366

1SG4. Fifth Sighting Exercise

This exoroisp is to illustrate the importance of knowing the
cfftvts of varying degrees of light.

In strong sunlight make a triangle of sighting. Then, being care-

ful not to move the pi' -another triangle, the target and the
man sighting having first boon shaded.

The relative positions of the triangles will show the Importance
of knowing the effects of varying degrees of light.

1365. Position and Aiming Drills

Object. The object of the position and aiming drills are:

1. To so educate the muscles of the arm and body that "the piece,
during the act of aiming, shall be held without restraint, and during the

operation of firing shall not be deflected fcom the target by any con-
vulsive or improper movement of the trigger finger or of the body, arms,
or hands.

-. They also establish between the hand and eye such prompt and
intimate connection as will insure that the finger shall act upon the

'-, giving the final pressure at the exact moment when the top of the
front sight is seen to be directed upon the mark.

3. If at the moment the piece is discharged, it is properly supported
and correctly aimed, the mark will surely be hit.

Since any fairly intelligent man can be taught to aim correctly
and to hold the sights aligned upon the mark with a fair amount of

steadiness, it follows that bad shooting must necessarily arise from causes
other than bad aiming. The chief of these causes is known to be the
deflection given to the rifle when it is discharged, due to the fact that
the soldier, at the moment of firing, instead of SQUEEZING the trigger,
jerks it. This convulsive action is largely due to lack of familiarity with
the methods of firing and to a constrained position of the muscles of the

body, arm. and hands, which constrained position it is the object of the

position and aiming drills to correct.

1366. General. In order to correct any tendency to cant the piece, the
rear sight is raised in all the exercises.

Place a black paster at which to aim on the wall opposite each
man.

The squad being formed in single rank, with an interval of one
yard between 11 istnictor directs the men to take the position of

"Ready," except that the position of the feet is such as to insure the

greatest firmness and steadiness of the body.
The instructor then cautions, "Position and aiming drill." *

The exercise which is being taught should be repeated fre-

quently and ii-.ade. continuous. The instructor prefaces the preparatory
command by. Continue the motion," or "At will," and gives the
command '' Halt" at the. conclusion of the exercise, when the soldier re-

turns to the position of "
IJeady.

" Or the soldier may be made to repeat
the first and second motions by the command "One," "Two,** the exer-

uHuding with the i-minnai-d ''Halt."
Care must be taken by the instructor not to make the position

and aiming drills tedious. Thirty minutes daily should be spent in this



1867

Fig. 28

the body or eyes, raise the rifle

smartly to the front of the right
shoulder to the full extent of the
left arm, elbow inclined downward,
the barrel nearly horizontal, muzzle

slightly depressed, heel of the butt
on a line with the top of the shoul-

der. (Fig. 28.)

(Two.) Bring the piece
smartly against the hollow of the

shoulder, without permitting the
shoulder to give way, and press the
rifle against it, mainly with the right
hand, only slightly with the left, the

forefinger of the right hand resting
lightly against the trigger, the rifle

inclined ncil her to the right nor left.

(Three.) Resume the posi-
tion of ready. (Fig. 30.)

Eemarks. The instructor
should especially notice the position
of each soldier in this exercise,
endeavoring to give to each man an

practice iliirinjL,' t lie
;

of preliminary in-.i fiction.

After ^all"ry p:

taken up, In.

ten minutes il.-iiiy

HifliciiMit for !

the

K-tor may readily d<

and correct er- |ii:n!
.

for these drills shouT:

consist of more than
men.

The i n s t r u r

should avoid lioUiii-

H(|iiad in lire

while making i iuiis

or corrections.

1367. Position Exercise

The instructor com-
mands: 1. Position, 2. EXER-
CISE. At Hie command,

1

Fig. 29
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13C8-1369

and natural position. He should
see that the men avoid drawing in tho

stomach, raising the breast, or In-till-

ing the sin all of the back. The butt
of the piece must be pressed firmly,
but not too tightly, into the hollow of
the shoulder and not against the mus-
cles of the upper arm. If held too

tightly, (he pulsations of the body will
be communicated to the piece; if too

loosely, the recoil will bruise the shoul-
der. If only the heel or toe touches
the hollow of the shoulder, the recoil

may throw the muzzle down or up,
affecting the position of the hit.

"While both arms are used to press the

piece to the shoulder, the left arm
should be used to direct the piece and
the right forefinger must be left free
to squeeze the trigger.

1368. Aiming Exercise

The instructor will first direct
the sights to be adjusted for the

lowest elevation and subsequently for the different longer ranges.
The instructor commands: 1. Aiming. 2. EXERCISE. At the last

command execute the first and second
motion of the position exercise.

(Two.) Bend the head a little

to the right, the cheek resting against
the left eye closed, the

right eye looking through the notch
of the rear sight at a point slightly
below the mark. (Fig. 31.)

i.ree.) Draw a moderately
long breath, let a portion of it escape,
then, with the lungs in a state of rest,

slowly raise the rifle with the left

hand, being careful not to incline the
in t-ithi-r side, until the line of

sight
' on the mark; hold ti.e

ly t'ireeted on the mark for
a moment: (hen, without command
and just before the power to hold the
rifle steadily is lost, drop the rifle to

osition of "Kcady" and resume
the !

1369. Remarks. Some riflemen pre- ',

fer to extend the loft arm. Such a

position gives greater control over the
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1369 (contd.)

rille when firing in :i strong wind or at moving ol

advantages when a rapid as well as ace u rale <iili\>

Whatever the jK>sition, whether standing, kneeling, sitting, or prune,
the piece should rest on the palm m ihe left hand, never on '

of the fingers, and should be firmly grasped by all the fingers and the
thumb.

The eye may be brought to the lino of sight either by
the head or by raising the shoulder; it is beat to combine somewhat

methods; the shoulder to be well raised by ra ;

elbow and holding it well to the front and at ri^l:t .ingles to the l4>dy.
If the shoulder is not raised, it will be necessary for the soldier

to lower the head to the front in order to bring the eye into the line

of sight. Lowering the head too far to the front brings it near the

right hand, which grasps the stock. When thepiece is discharged, this

hand is carried by tho recoil to the rear and, when the head is in this

position, may strike against the nose or mouth. This often 1

in practice, and as a result of this blow often repeated man;
become gun-shy, or flinch, or close their eyes at the moment of tiring.
Much bad shooting, ascribed to other causes, is really due to this

fault. Raising the right elbow at right angles to the body el<

the right shoulder, and lifts the piece so that it is no longer necessary
to incline the head materially to the front in order to look along tho

sights.
As the length of the soldier's neck determines greatly the exact

method of taking the proper position, the instructor will be careful
to see that the position is taken without restraint.

As changes in the elevation of the rear sight will necessitate

a corresponding change in the position of the soldier's head when aiming,
the exercise should not be held with the sight adjusted for the longer
ranges until the men have boon practiced with the sights as the lattrr

would generally be employed for offhand firing.
The soldier must be cautioned that while raising the line of

sight to the mark he mustfix his eyes on the mark and not on the

front sight; the latter can then be readily brought into the line joining
the rear-sight notch and mark. If this plan be not followed, when
firing is held on the range at long distances the mark will generally

appear blurred and indistinct. The front sight will always be plainly

seen, even though the eye is not directed particularly upon it.

The rifle must be raised slowly, without jerk, and its motion

stopped gradually. In retaining it directed at the mark, care must be
taken not to continue the aim after steadiness is lost; this period will

probably be found to be short at first, but will quickly lengthen with

practice. No effort should be made to prolong it beyond the time ths

breathing can be easily restrained. Each soldier will determine for

himself the proper time for discontinuing the aim.
The men must be cautioned not to hold the breath too loi

as a trembling of the body will result in mat
Some riflemen prefer, in aiming, to keep both eyes open but,

unless the habit is fixed, the soldier should be instructed to close the

left eye.
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1370-1371-1372

1370. Trigger-Squeeze Exercise

The instructor commands: 1. Trigger squeeze. 2. EXERCISE. At
the command Exercise, the soldier executes the first motion of the aiming

(Two.) The second motion of the aiming exercise. f

(Three.) Draw a moderately long breath, let a portion of it

escape, hold tin- breath and slowly raise the rifle with the left -hand until

the line of sight is on the mark, being careful not to incline the sights to

either side. Contract the trigger finger gradually, slowly and steadily

increasing the pressure on the trigger, while the aim is being perfected;
continue the gradual increase of pressure so that when the aim has become
exact the additional pressure required to release the point of the sear can
be given almost insensibly and without causing any deflection of the rifle.

Continue the aim a moment after the release of the firing pin, observe if

any change has been made in the direction of the line of sight, and then
resume the position of "Ready," cocking the piece by raising and lower-

ing the bolt handle.
Remarks. Poor shooting is often the result of lack of proper

coordination of holding the breath, the maximum steadiness of aim, and
the squeeze of the trigger. By frequent practice in this exercise, each
man may come to know the exact instant his firing pin will be released.

lie must be taught to hold the breath, bring the sights to bear upon the

mark, and squeeze the trigger all at the same time.
1371. The Trigger Squeeze. The trigger should be squeezed, not pulled,

the hand being closed upon itself as a sponge is squeezed, the forefinger

sharing in this move-
ment. The forefinger
should be placed as far
around the trigger as

to press it with the sec-

ond joint. By prac-
tice the soldier becomes
familiar with the trig-

ger squeeze of his rifle,

and knowing this, he
is able to judge at any
time, within limits,
what additional
sure is required for its

discharge. By con-
stant repetition of this

exercise he should be able finally to squeese the trigger to a certain

point beyond which the slightest movement will release the sear. Having
o trigger to this point, the aim is corrected and, when true, the

additional pressure is applied and the discharge follows.

1372. Eapid-Fire Exercise

Object. The object of this exercise is to teach the soldier to aim
!y in all the positions ho will be

me in range pr.-i--
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1373-1374-1375-1376

Tin- instructor commands: 1. Rapid-fire exercise. 2. COMMENCE
FIRING. At the first command the ! motions of the 1 1

'1. At l!n- secoi a nd, t lie

pci form.- tin? lliinl motion of tin- 1 1 igger si|iiec.
.

: without disturbing the nim or the position of the pi.
.rue time without undue deliberation. lie then, wil

the ril'.c from (lie shoulder, holding the piece in position with t
1

l:;ind, grasps tlie h:indle of the bolt with the right h.-ind, rapidly drawn
back the holt, closus t ho chamber, aims, and again sqiin '.igger.
This movement is repeated .until the trigger has been M|II< w(\ five times,
v.-iu-n. without command, the piece is brought bad, to the Motion of

Beady."
When the soldier has acquired some facility in 11, e, ho

will be required to repeat the movement ten times, and finally, by using
dummy cartridges,. he may, by degrees, gain the necessary (jiil

dexterity for the execution of the rapid fire required in range firing.
1373. Methods. The methods of taking position, of aiming, ami of

squeezing the trigger, taught in the preceding exeivi Id be
tarried out in the rapid-fire exercise, with due attention to all details

taught therein; the details being carried out as prescribed exi-ept that

greater promptness is necessary. In order that any tendency on the

part of the recruit to slight the movements of aiming and of i

squeeze shall be avoided, the rapid-fire exercise will not be taught until

the recruit is thoroughly drilled and familiar with the preceding
cises. The recruit will be instructed that with practice in this class

of lire the trigger can be squeezed promptly without deranging t'he piece.
1374. Repetition. If the recruit seems to execute the exercise hurriedly

or carelessly, the instructor will require him to repeat it at a slower rate.

1375. Manipulation of the Breech Mechanism. To hold the piece to

the position of the left hand should not be changed, but the left forearm
with the proper facility, are learned only after much practice. Some
riflemen, especially men who shoot from the left shoulder, find it easier,

in rapid firing, to drop the piece to the position of load after each shot.

While at first trial this method may seem easier, it is believed that, with

practice, the advantage of the former method will be apparent.

1376. Position and Aiming Drill, Kneeling

These exercises will be repeated in the kneeling position by
causing the squad to kneel by the commands prescribed in the Drill

Regulations. The exercises will be executed as prescribed for standing,

except that at the command "Two" in the position exercise, the- soldier

will rest the left elbow on the left knee, the point of the elbow in front

of the kneecap. The pasters for the kneeling exercise should be at 2^
feet from the floor or ground.

Remarks. Frequent rests will be given during practice in these
exercises kneeling, as the position, if long continued, becomes constrained
and fatigues the isoldier unnecessarily.

In raising the rifle to- the mark in the second and third exercises,
the position of the left hand should not be changed, but the left forearm
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1377-1378-1379

should bo brought toward the body and at the same time the body bent

slightly to tho rear.

\Vhen ain.ing kneeling there is, from the nature of the position,
iK'y tu press i lu> butt of the rillr against the upjier arm instead

inst the hnllew nf the shoulder; this will necessitate inclining the
ieral.lv to tho riglit. to got the line of sight, and by bringing

the rifle so 1'ar ID the rear \\iil, if the thumb is placed across the stock,
cause it to give by tin- recoil a blow upon the nose or mouth.

These difficulties may be avoided by advancing the right elbow-

well to the front, at the same time raising it so that the arm is about

parallel with the ground. The hollow of the shoulder will then be tho
natural place for the rifle butt, and the right thumb will be brought too
far from the face to strike it in the recoil.

Some riflemen prefer, by bending the ankle, to rest the instep
flat on the ground, the weight of the body coming more on the upper
part of the heel; this obviates any tendency of the right knee to slip;
or, by resting the right side of the foot on the ground, toe pointing to tho

to bring the weight of the body on the left side of the foot. These

positions are authorized.
1377. Choice of Position. In. firing kneeling, the steadiness obtained

depends greatly upon the position adopted. The peculiarities of confor-
mation of the individual soldier exert when firing kneeling a greater
influence than when firing either standing, sitting, or prone; the in-

structor should, therefore,, carefully endeavor, noticing the build of
each soldier, to place him in the position for which he is best adapted
and which will exert the least tension or strain upon the muscles and
nerves. It should be remembered, however, that without the rest of tho
left elbow on the knee this position possesses no advantage of steadiness
over the standing position.
1378. Kneeling Position; When Taken. The kneeling position can be

taken more quickly than either the sitting or the prone position. It is,

a naturally assumed when a soldier, who is standing
or advancing, has to make a quick shot at a moving or disappearing
object and desires more steadiness than can be obtained standing.

1379. Position and Aiming Drill, Sitting Down
In many cases the 711011, while able to kneel and hold the piece

an obtain in a sitting position much better results.

All should, therefore,' be instructed in aiming sitting down as well as

kneeling.
To practice the soldier in the preceding exercises in a sitting

position, the squad being formed in a single rank, with an interval of one

pace between files, the rifle should first bo brought to "Order arms";
the instructor then commands: Sit down.

At this command make a half face to the right and, assisted by
the left hand on the ground, sit down, facing slightly to the right, the
left leg directed toward the front, right leg inclined toward the right,
both heels, but not necessarily the bottoms of the feet, on the ground,
the right knee slightly higher than the left; body erect and carried

naturally from the hips; at tho same time drop the muzzle of the piece
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1380-1381

to the front, and to the position of tho first motion of load, right hrind

upon tin- thigh, just in front of the body, the left hand Blight
but not re-tin^ upon, tho left leg.

The exercise will be executed ns heretofore
that at the command "Two" (position exercise) tho soldier will
the lofr dhow on tho loft knee, tin- point of tli<- elbow in fro'

kneecap, and tho right elbow against tho loft or inside of the right i

at the same time inclining the body from tho hips slightly fonv:,
For the aiming and trigger-squeeze exercises th.

as aiming points, will be 2% feet from the floor or the ground.
To afford the men rest or on the completion of the k>

Bitting down exercises tho instructor will command IHsr, when
rise, face to the front, and resume the "Order arms."

Remarks. If the preceding position is carefully pra---
steadiness is quickly attained. "The right leg should not be carried
BO far to the right as not to afford a good support or brace for the

right elbow.
This position may be modified, but, in general, not without

impairing the steadiness of the man, by crossing the legs at tho ankle,
the outside of each foot resting upon the ground, body more erect, and
the knees slightly more raised than in the previous position.

1380. Position and Aiming Drill, Prone

From the nature of the position it is not practicable to execute
these exercises according to the method followed when standing or

kneeling. Instruction will, however, always be given with reference to
the position, to the manner of assuming it, and to aiming and squeezing
the trigger.

For this purpose the squad being formed as specified above, in

the position and aiming drill, sitting down (the black plasters therein
mentioned being -about 12 inches from the ground), the squad will be

brought to "Order arms."
Then (the squad either standing or kneeling"), th instructor

commands: Lie down, which will be executed as prescribed in the Drill

Begulations; the legs may be spread apart and the toes turned out if

found to give a steadier position.
After the squad has taken the position as prescribed above, the

legs should be inclined well to the left, and either crossed or separated
as the soldier prefers or as his particular conformation appears to

render most desirable, and the body at the same time inclined slightly
to the right.

With care and practice the soldier may acquire an easy pc
tion which he is able to assume with great facility.
1381. Being a,t "Ready," the instructor then commands: 1. Trigg

squeeze. 2. EXERCISE.*
At the latter command carry the left elbow to tho front ni

slightly to the right, the left hand under the barrel at the balam
'it of the body mainly supported by the left elbow, the right rostir

lightly on the floor or ground.
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(Two.) Slide the rifle with the right hand through the left
Land to the front until the left hand is a little in front of the trigger
guard; at the same time raise the rifle with both hands and press it

ho hollow of the shoulder.

ico.) Direct the rifle upon the mark and carry out the
further dotails of aiming and squeezing the trigger as prescribed in the

trigger-sip
Then resume the position, lying down.
As soon as the men have acquired with accuracy the details of

the position, they will be practiced, without the numbers, in aiming
and squeezing the trigger at will; after which the rapid-fire exercise
in the prone position will be practiced, the necessary skill and dexterity
being acquired by degrees.

To afford the men rest, or on completion of the exercjpe, the
instructor will command: Sise, which is executed as prescribed in the
Drill Regulations.
1382. Remarks. The preceding position for firing lying down possesses

in a greater degree than any other position the merit of adaptability to

the configuration of the ground; it enables the soldier to deliver fire over
low parapets or improvised shelters, thus making the best use of cover.
The importance of training the soldier in firing from the other positions
should not, However, be lost sight of, since from the prone position it

will frequently be impossible to see the objective.
Back positions are not authorized.
In the prone position, when aiming, the left elbow should be

well under the barrel, the other elbow somewhat to the right, but not
BO far as to induce any tendency to slip on the floor or ground.

The greater changes in elevation required in first directing the
rifle on the object should be given by altering the position of the left

hand under the barrel, the slighter changes only by advancing or with-

drawing the shoulder.

As the body does not yieM to the recoil, as when firing standing
or kneeling, the force of recoil, if the rifle is not properly held, may
severly bruise the soldier. It is one of the objects of this exercise to so
teach him that this will be prevented by assuming a correct position. Care
must be exercised that the butt is not brought against the collar bone.

By moving the shoulder slightly to the front or rear, and by moving the

right elbow from the body or toward it, each soldier may determine the

position in which the shoulder gives to the butt of the rifle the easiest rest.

This will probably be the one in which the force of the recoil will be least

felt.

The soldier should persist in this exercise until he obtains a

position in which he feels no constraint, which will not subject him to
- from recoil, and from which the mark appears plainly through

the sights. Having secured such a position, he must not change it when
firing, as a variation in the points of support of the rifle, the distance
of the eye from the rear sight, or the tension of the hold has a decided

I'ially at the longer ranges, upon the location of the point
struck.
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Important. The soldi.-- should he en.'our.-iged t.. ^o tin

t'ivi|Mi>Mtly at other than drill hours, care I

!i tlu- aiming and triu

dofniito object for a mark.

1S83. Deflection and Elevation Correction Drills

(Sight-Setting Drills)

Sight Correction. You may find when firing at a target that tin-

first shot has missed the luill's-eye or figure. Now, one of two things

may bo done in order to cause the second shot to hi! tin- hull's-

figure: (1) The point of aim

may be changed, or c2) the,

sights may be moved and tin-

same point as before aim.

In order to <lo accu-

rate shooting it is aeci

to have a well-defined mark at

which to aim; consequently,
except for very sli

tiona, the method of moving
the sights, involving el

in elevation and wind."

the one to be used.

Exercises. In order to

give the soldier pnu-tii-e in

ma lung corrections in eleva-

tion and deflection (win
that is, in sight-setting,

proceed as follows:

Take an "A" target
and rule it off with red ver-

tical lines tt> represent range
and black or blue horizontal

lines to represent windage
deviations, as in Fig. 33. Tel!

the men to set their sights

(either peep or open) for 200 yards, no windage. Examine the sights

(assisted by the lieutenants, noncommissioned officers and expert rifle-

men).
Then say, for example, "You have fired a shot at 200 yards

with your sights set as you now have them. The shot was marked
here (pointing to T, '

Fig. 33). Change your sights so as to move
the next shot into the bull's-eye, considering that you take the same
hold as you did the last time."

(Note. In this case the sight should be lowered 7.1 yards and
2 points of left windage should be taken.)

Repeat with different positions for "P" until the men all

understand the method and the reasons. Do same for 300 yards, 500
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1383 (contd.)

yards, and 600 yards. See

Figs. 34, 35. and 36.

lain that in firing
no change in sights should
be made until the man is sure
that his hold was good, and
then change without hesi-

tancy.
The correct use of

sights and their proper adjust
ment can thus be taught with-
out firing a shot. This exer-

cise will save much time and
work on the ran-je.

Elevation. As previ-

ously explained, raising the
rear sight increases the range
of the bullet and lowering it

decreases the range.
The amount of change

which a given amount of ele-

vation will cause in the point
struck varies Mtith the rauge
and with the rifle and with

p- 34
the ammunition used.

For example, generally
and approximately, in order, at a range of 500 yards, to change tho

point struck 1 foot, the rear sight must be changed 48 yards, while to

change the point struck 1 foot at 1000 yards it must be changed

ards.
f
That is to say,

>u fired a shot at 300

s and then with the
. hold and other

conditions as before, you
ir r-ar sight 48
next shot woulS

strike the target 1 foot

Fiff. 35

H/-9]
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you lnir, n il the !<:: r ^i^lit
48 yanls. the bullet \v.iil.l

(hen strike the targ.
foot /,'/".< the

If firing at lOOo
jn

raisin?/ tho re.-ir right 1-

yards would ci I bul-

let to strike tin- lar-

foot Jiiffhfr and /* ri';t/7

the rear sight 111 v.-irds

would cause it to strike 1

foot lower.

/"<?

/i/WAoy.

Fig. 36

The following table gives the approximate changes in Ihc rear

sight to ir.oyo t!ic point struck 1 foot at ranges from 100 to 1000 y.-ir.ls:

Range



1385-1386

One point of windage moves the. point struck 4 inches for each 100

yards of r-

That is 100 yards. 1 point of windage moves the point
: ut 200 v;uds, 8 inches (2x4); at 300 yards, 12 inches

4), etc.

ntly, if at 100 yards the wind were carrying your bulle's

S inches to' tlti' v',1,., you would take two points of windage to get the

bull's-eye, and il' 1 In- wind v.ere currying your bullets 20 inches to the
5 points of windage, irrespective of the rate at which

the wind was blowing.
in, if ajt 200 yards the wind were carrying your bullets 8

to the side, you would take 1 point of windage, and if ii

carrying your bullets 20 indies to the side, you would take 2V-> points,
at which the wind was 'blowing.

In using the wind gauge remember windage is always taken in

the direction from which the wind is coming (into the wind) and the bullet

in the same direction that the rear sight moves, tluit is, if the wind
Inij fTV in the right, you talce right windage and the "bullet will strike

to the ri<iht. Likewise if you move the rear sight to the left (take left
!C), the bullet will strike to the left.

GALLERY PRACTICE
1385. Object and importance. After the soldier has been thoroughly

instructed in sighting, and in the position, aiming, deflection, and eleva-
tion correction drills, he is exercised in firing at short ranges (50 and
75 feet) with the gallery practice rifle (.22 caliber).

Notwithstanding the value of the position and aiming drills, it

is impossible to keep up the soldier's interest if these exercises are

unduly prolonged. By gallery practice, however, the interest is easily
n:aintaiiu'<l and further progress, especially in teaching the trigger

squeeze, "is made. Many of the external influences, which on the ran go
affect the firing, being absent, the soldier is not puzzled by results for

which, at this stage of his education^ he could not account were he
advanced to firing with full charges. Furthermore, as there is no recoil

to induce nervousness or flinching, the soldier soon finds that he can
make good scores, and this success is the surest stimulus to interest.

only to the beginner is gallery practice of value; to the

pood shot it is a means of keeping, to a certain extent, in practice, and
practice in shooting, as much as in anything else, is essential. Since it

can be carried on througout the year, gallery practice is of much value
in fixing in the men the habit of aimed fire, than which nothing in his

training is of more importance.

RANGE PRACTICE
1386. Having completed the gallery practice course, the soldier is then

advai;< ;own-distaiu-c firing on the target range where he uses
the service rifl- Tvice ammunition.

This ki: practice is divided into certain regular
courses and special courses.
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1387-1388-1389

Tin- regular courses and Special Course A are for troops of the

llegiilar Army.
There is :ils.i :i special course for tho Organi/.ed Militia ami

Volunti-crs and one for Volunteer '-ei-nuts.

All tlie various courses are doscril.ed in detail in tie- Nmall-Ar

Firing Manual ami anyone ha\ing occasion to use any ol' them should
familiarize himself thoroughly therewith.

OTHER INSTRUCTION
1387. Use Of sling. After tho soldior lias boon drilled in tho proper

standing, kneeling, sitting, and prom- positions in the foregoing exercises,
the use of the sling will he taught. Adjustments and their adv:r
will bo taught with tho idea of non interference with quickness and free-

dom of action. The trigger-squeeze exercises will then bo continued in

tho different positions, using the sling.
1388. Description and adjustment. The sling is made up of four parts:

the long strap, A, forming the arm loop; the stort strap, B; and '

s, C and D. At one end of each of the straps there is a metal claw,
used for adjusting the straps. At the other end of the short straps there

Fig. 37

is a metal loop through which the longor strap is passed, thus com.
tho two straps.

To adjust the sling for firing, the claw of '

strap is

.;nd reengaged in the proper holes of the short strar.

adjustment as may be necessary being also made in the long stra

op).
1389. ll'hat the sling docs. It does two things: (1). It ^

:md (2) helps to take up the rocoil, that is, to red, iek.'

i<sc. There are' a number' of different m using tho

sling. Kxporimont with different ones until you find and decide upon tho

metl. ited to you.
The sling should be used in all firing, combat practi.

as at target practice.
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Al .

'

. flint il will he ti^ht.
Ilaxe thf .-inn lo< tli.-ui is necessary to reach the

middle di tin- small of . \\hen on the arm, have, the lower
arm loop well up near flu- arm jiit. with the keeper well

to hold the loop :

tin- proper adjustments of the sling for the diiVerent firing
;:n--, sitting, kneeling, and jirone, and mark the

the inside of the arm loop, "St" (standing), "Si"
K" ( kneeling), and " I'" (prone).

It is son it Mies ad \isalde to sew a piece of rope to your shirt

re to keep the >!i:ig from slipping down.

Fig. 38

1390. To put on the sling. 1. Put your left haml in the loop, twisting
the sling to the left, A, Fi^. .^, and holding the rifle with the right hand
as shown in the figure. Twisting the sling to the left causes a flat surface
ihstead of the cutting edge of the sling to rest against the wrist.
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1390 (i-until.)

Fig. 40
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1300 (contil.)

in on through the loop, (Fig. 39), bringing the loop
well yp near tin- pit. of the aim, grasping the piece with the loft Land,

11 the sling ami piece, (Fig. 40), the ha ml
forward toward the upper sling swivel, A. Notice

>l liie hand i.- : .'ainst the Hat of the sling.
4. Come to the position of aim, Fig. 41. Pressure is applied i

: l.y pressing I'-n \vanl the left hand, and

holding the rifle to the shoulder -with (lie right
hand. L'omember that whatever pressure you
apply must bo the same for each shot.

Notice (Figs. 41 and 42) how

forward the left hand is,

and how the flat of the

sling is resting against the

wrist and back of hand.
See how the short strap, C,

(Fig. 41), of. the sling is

correctly loose.

Fig. 41

Right side view

The thumb should be held

along -tho stock as shown (A) in

Pig. 42

Left side view
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1391-1392

1391. Designation of winds. "\Yind.-

1 i. 'doc , depend:
'

v. Inch they coii.e.

ihe tiiif i l>e in the midd'.

dock and the target to l.e at 1 '_' o'clo. 11 I n your right,
(
.i o'clock on your left, t! o'clock in you:

.\ w :

i;d Mowing from your ri^ht to vour left ;

. cue Mo ,
. ailed a (i o '.-lock win.i .

your front, ;

wind.

>. T he
k
,

-f bo> the

Ordnance Depart-
ment ha\e winV^ charts that ha -. e l.eTn

carefully wori.e.l out

and all ; on ha

do is t i

* the force of the wind
.. in miles per hour,

direction from which
it comes (wheti
9 o'clock wind, a -

. o'clock wind, etc.).

^ ^ Then look at the

Windage chart and
see just how much

*K. wil .1 must
^J.. ^V take.

U. The simplest
Pig . 43 and best rule for the

beginner is for him
to make his estimate and then ask an experienced shot what win.

hccking this up with what he found on the windage chari. In this

way he soon learns to estimate for hi n, self.

Practice estimating the wii.d. As!; a man who has been n

5's and 4's what windage Tie used and check up with your own estimate.

You can find out the direction of the wind by watching smoke,
or the limbs of trees.

Throw up some small straws and watch which way th.

blown, or wet your finger and hold it up. The wind cools the side it

strikes.

A 12 o'clock wind slows up the bullet and a 6 o'clock wind

helps it along, so, in the first case you would need more elevation and

in the second less elevation.

1392. The zero of a rifle. The twist of the. bullet given by the rifling

of the barrel causes the bullet to move to right, which movement, called

"the drift," is compensated .by having the slot in the rear sight for I ho
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1393

drift pliu,-. slope to the
"

r,
in some rifles the compensation

IS not eii"

'ling of tlie \\iixl ^;in^o necessary to overcome the
MMilur r:n -zero" of that riflo

-
i r wind shonl'l l>e calculated from

vo )f of a rifle is found by shooting it on a perfectly

;ng distance. Ability to estimate distances correctly is

r 's education.
tire 0,1 tli.' battlefield w'H usually !

officers, the battlefield is iv

noes in scouting, patrolling, ami out-
'

is frequently placed in posit ii,

he shall determine for himself the range to be used in

fire may be effect;

.'rent methods of estimating the range (for example,
jje-finding instruments, etc.), but th.'? only ones

. r need know are those of estimating distance
trial shots.

To t .!:si;im-e l.y the eye with accuracy, it is necessary to

be famili:;r wr -pearance, as to length, of a unit of n.>

. impared mentally with the distance which is to 1"

. The most convenient unit of length is 100 yards. To impress
upon t the extent of a stretch of 100 yards two posts 100 yards

apart, \vith short stakes between to mark each 25 yards, should be

plac< -\ near the barracks, or on the drill grovrnd, and the soldier

required to pace off the marked distance several times, counting hi ;

Ho will thus learn how many of his steps make 100 yards and
will become t':' mi liar with the appearance of the'whole distance and of

its fractional parts.
Next a distance of more than 100 yards will be shown him and he

will bo required to compare this distance with the 100-yard unit and to

estimate it. Having made his estimate, he will be required to verify its

accuracy by pacing tin 1 distance.

A few minutes each day should be spent in this practice, the

soldier often being required to make his estimate by raising his rear-

gight leaf and showing it to the instructor. After the first drills the

soldier should be required to pace the distance only when the estimate
is unusually inaccurate.

The soldier should be taught that, in judging the distance from
the enemy, his estimate may be corrected by a careful observation of

the clearness with which details of dress, the movements of limbs or of

the files in a line may be seen. In order to derive the benefit of this

method, the soldier will be required to observe closely all the details

noted above in single men or squads of men posted at varying distances,
which will be measured and announced.

Although the standing and kneeling silhouettes used in field

practice afford good objects upon which to estimate distances, the in-

structor should make frequent use of living figures and natural objects, as
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1394-1396-1396

this is tlio class of targets from which the soldier will be compelled to

estimate his range in active st-r.

1394. Methods of estimating long distances by the eye. The following
methods are fouiid useful:

(a) 'The soldier may decide that the object cannot bo u...r,- than a
certain distance away nor loss than :i certain distance; liis estimates
must be kept within the closest possible limits ami tin- mean t' i

taken as the range.

(6) The soldier selects a point which he considers the middle point
of the whole distance, estimates this half distance and doubles it, or
he similarly divides the distance into a certain number of lengths which
are familiar - to him.

(<) The soldier estimates the distance along a parallel line, as a
road on one side, having on it well-defined objects.

(d) The soldier takes the mean of several estimates made by different

us. This method is not applicable to instruction.

1395. Determination of distance by trial shots or volleys. If the

ground is so dry or dusty that the fall of the bullets is vi>i;.le in the

naked eye or through a field glass, distance may bje
determined by using

a number of trial shots or voile;
In the case of individual trial shots, the soldier sets his sight

at the estimated range, watching to see where the bullet strikes, or

some other man, with or without field glasses, may watch to see where
it strikes. If the bullet strikes beyond the target, the estimated sight

setting is decreased; if it falls short, the sight setting is increased.

In case of volleys, the sights are set at the estimated ram:
a volley is fired. It' it appears to strike a little short of the mark, an
increase in elevation of 300 yards is used for the next volley. When
we have the target inclosed between two volleys, we take the D"
the estimated ranges for the correct range.

For example,' it tiio lirst

estimated range were 1000 and the second 1100, the correct range would
be 1050.

1396. Appearance of objects: How modified by varying conditions of

light; difference of level, etc. During instruction the men should bo

taught the effect of varying conditions of light and terrain upojj the

apparent distance of an object.

Objects seem nearer

(a) Wlten the object is in a bright light.

(6) "When the color of the object contrasts' sharply with the color of

the background.
(c) When looking over water, snow, or a uniform surface like a

wheat field.

(il) When looking from a height downward.

(e) In the clear atmosphere of high altitudes.

Objects seem more distant

(a) "When looking over a depression in the ground.

(6) When there is a poor light or a fog.

(c) When only a small part of the

(d) When looking from low ground upward toward higher ground.
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1397-1398-1399-1400-1401-1402-1403

1397. Effect of heat and cold. Hc.-r . .mses shots to strike high, and
.

I't'oir, it' you shot on a warm day ami made 5's, ai:

: temperature and other conditi< air scorebouk, you \vniil'i

i.n looking at your is that you should raise your i-l<-

a a cold

1398. Effect ot moisture. - causes shots to strike hL
hem to strike low. Therefore, on damp days take lowei-

elevations than on dry ,

1399. Effect of light. Light affects the aiming without the beginner
knowing it. It does not.

r,
affect the travel of the bullet.

A dark i to aim farther below the bull 's-

:>n if the target were bright. Therefore, use higher elevations ^\itli

dark :. darker, higher elevations should be \is:el.

If you alicai/s aim carefully and correctly the light will have
little effect on your aiming, that is,*if your eyesight is good.

If you are shooting in a dull light and a bright sun conies out,

say on your right, there is a tendency to move the front sight to the op-

(left) side of the rear sight notch, since the near (right) <

i and obscured somewhat. Therefore 1
j to ! - windage into the sun

(right in this case) should be taken to overcome this.

In using battle sight, hold higher for a bright light.
"\Vt> ul>o raise our sights if a strong sun comes out. Therefore,

we have this rule: Move your rear sight into the sun, just as you do for
a wind, and raise your elevation.

1400. Mirage gives a wavering appearance to the target. It is heated
air that is moving. It is sometimes called "heat waves."

With the wind between 2 and 14 miles an hour on clear, hot

days the waves can be seen moving across the target.
"When there is no wind or a light six o'clock wind, the waves

go straight up, or "boil." Never -fire when the mirage is "boiling, wait for

it to move from one side to the other and then take windage to correct for
it
1401. Summary of temperature, light and moisture effects:

Raise elevation for
r>ull target
Shooting in the sun
Hot gun
Dirtv gun
Cold' day
Bright or shining sight

12 o'clock wind

Lower elevation for

Bright target
Target in sun
Cold 'gun
Clean gun
Hot day
Moist day
Full sights
6 o'clock wind

.1402. Firing with bayonet fixed. In firing with bayonet fixed usually
lit on the target will be struck, corresponding to a reduction

rds in the range.
1403. Care of rifle. Since the accuracy of a soldier's rifle has a most

important bearing on his shooting^ and since the proper cure of a rifle

9 its accuracy, the care of the riile is an important subject in which
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1404-1405-1406-1407-1408

alii In- thoroughly inst rucd'd. The subject is fully
.1 in tin- preceding chapter. (

<

'h:i|'t er -\ V, Part 1).

COLLECTIVE INSTRUCTION

(Combat practice)

1404. General scheme. While individual instruction is most imp
it is not everything. Tin- maximum HlV'-t of fin' ii. battle
when :i coiumancl, as a whole., is a pliable, manageable, til i-tive

ment in tin 1 hands of a commander who can use it intelli.

efficiently. Therefore, the (wo obje.t* to l>e ulitaineil ;

1. To make the command a pliable, manageable, effective ii

ment in the hands of its commai
2. To train and instruct the commander so that ho will lun.w how

to use this instrument in an inteljigent and eflicii-nt main
1405. To make the fire unit a pliable, manageable, efficient instru-

ment. In order that a unit may !>e a pliable, manageable, eliicient in-

tjtrument in the hands of its commander, he must be aide to control t!. o

T'.nit absolutely, that is to say, not only must the 'individuals con

the unit be so trained that they will respond at once, even in tin 1 din
:::>d eon fusion of battle, to the will of the commander,
his orders, but they must also bo so instructed and disci i

an, as individual parts of the unit, perform their fund
This is accomplished by fire discipline.
1406. Fire discipline. By fire discijilinc is meant a habit of

a control of the nifle, and a display of intelligence, all the result of

training, which will enable the soldier in action to m.-;

of misses. It embraces talcing advantage of the ground; care in s

the sight n!.d delivery of fire, including proper fire distribution; en

>e orders of the leaders and careful observation of the
of fire when the target is favorable, and .

t>f fire when the enemy disappears; economy of ammunition.
1407. To train and instruct the commander to use the unit with intel-

ligence and efficiency. In order to handle the unit with intell

.'V, utilizing to the greatest extent possible the p' .11 the

under his command, not only must the commander be able t->

control the unit, having it respond at once to his every command, but he
must also know tactics,' and be thoroughly familiar^with tin

principles of infantry fire.

1408. Conibat exercises. A combat oxen-ise < :he appl
of tactical principles to certain assumed battle situation, in th<

ii'h are employed the appropriate formations and mo\
order drill, and in which, as a rule, ball

are used in firing at the t;ir^ets.

T'.y means of combat exercises, the unit command,
and ii in applying tactical principles, in controlling and di

Lin- h're of their units and the men are trained and in

discipline. ,
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1409-1410-1411

.ipplieablo to combat exerci-

iu Hi.' i! Regulations, under the headings of "Fire" and

1409. Technical principles of firing. The technical principles of firing
.-vuall-Aniis Firing Manual, a summary of

l'lii\\- tin. of, The Effect of Fire, The
. : (of Fire.

The Effect of Fire

1410. Ballistic qualities of the rifle. The accuracy of a rifle, the fl.it-

y, and its disabling power, that is, the power it

':y, are called *its lullistic qualit, .

of the U. S. Springfield rifle,, caliber .30, model of

1903, ; :iigh, probably superior to that of auy other military

The M;:tn,-*s of trajectory is dependent upon the muzzle velocity,

and, to si . upon the form of the bullet. Our bullet is pointed
and the nnix./.lr velocity is 2700 feet per second, which is a very high
muzzle velocity.

rifles of different type may be equally accurate, but the

accuracy of the one having the flatter trajectory will, naturally, be less

affected by slight errors in sight setting.

hi, another advantage of the rifle with the flatter tra-

jectory is that it holds more ground under its fire. For example, take
rvice rifle: At a range of 500 yards, the bullet, at the highest

point in its trajectory or line of flight, is 2 feet above the line of sight.
It is, therefore, apparent that if the bottom of an object 2 feet or

greater, is aimed at, it would be struck if it were anywhere under 500

yards. ?\o\v. take a rifle with a very curved trajectory, say one whose

bullet, at the highest point of the trajectory corresponding to a range of

500 yards, is 10 feet above the line of sight. There will be a large
extent of ground between the target and the rifle that is not danger

for a target 2 feet above the line of sight. Hence, we see that

the rifle with the flatter trajectory is better.

The continuous danger space afforded by the flat trajectory of
our service rifle enables us to adopt a universal sight for all ranges
up to 500 yards, that is, the battle sight, which is the rear sight ready
for use when the sight leaf is laid down.

1411. Cone of fire or cone of dispersion. If a body of soldiers fire at

.me target the bullets will not, of course, follow the same path,
bat will be scattered. This is due to differences in sights, parts of the

iiiitiun, and to a greater extent, to the individual errors of

the soldiers in aiming and firing.

The trajectories or paths of the bullets considered together from
a horn-shaped figure or cone, called the Cone of fire or cone or dispersion.

(See Fig. 44.)
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Fig. 44

1412. Shot group and center of impact. If the cone of fire be inter-

ccpk'd l>y a target (for example, A O, Fig. 44) at right angles to the
axis of the cone, the shot holes will make a pattern or group cal

shot group, the holes being the thickest approximately in the center of the

group, called tho center of impact. From this point in all directions the
of tho grouping decreases progressively, at first gradually, then

more rapidly, out to tho limits of the group.
Naturally, the size of the cone of fire and of tho shot group vary

with the skill of those firing, good shots making a small cone and small

group, and poor shots a large cone and large group.
1413. Beaten zone. The intersection of the cone of dispersion with

tho surface of the ground is called the "beaten zone.

If tho surface of the ground is horizontal, the form of the "beaten

cone is that of an ellipse wjth its longer axis in the direction of the lino

of fire, as shown in Fig. 45.

^ Point

Fig. 45

In view of tho fact that at the long ranges the angle of fall of

the bullets ia much greater than at short ranges, it follows that at short
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1414-1415-1416-1417-1418-1419

- the elliptical figure (beaten zone) is much more elongated than
at IDII^ ranges. In other words, the longer t'no range,- the shorter is the

depth of I hf beaten /.out'. This is shown in Fig. -\~>.

1411. Uncertainty and ineffectiveness of long-range fire. It !

from what the rangi- i,. .- length of the
.ouiid is held und'.T

fire. Tliat b'.'inu' i\ error is made in sight setting due, for

example, tu an of the rai 'ionate ]o>s of

hie to misphiccn-riit of tlie center of impact will be greater as
the beaten eoi greater.

Furthermore, i!ie ditiiculty of exact range determi
h (lie distance, {lie two influences combining to make long-

n and usually ineffective.

1415. Zone of effective fire. That portion of the ground -wl,i

lie he^t 7"i per cent of tbe shots in the beaten zone, is called the
zone of effective fife.

Effectiveness of Fire

1416. Factors involved. The effectiveness of fire depends upon these
three factors:

(1) The percentage of hits made;
(2^ The number of targets hit;

(3) The time of execution.
That is to" say, the effectiveness of fire is determined by the

number of enemies disabled or targets hit in a given time.
1417. Percentage of hits. By the percentage of hits is meant the pro-

portion of all the bullets fired that hit the targets. For example, if

allets are fired and 750 hit the targets, then the percentage of hits

The percentage of hits depends upon the dispersion, and this is

influenced by the precision of the arm, the range, the visibility of the
. the atmospheric conditions, the training and instruction of the
. and upon their physical and moral state at the time. In addition,

the percentage of hits also depends upon the character of the ground as

favoring ricochet hits, upon the correct estimation of the range and the

designation of the target.
1418. Number of targets hit. The number of targets hit, that is, the

distribution of fire, may be affected by varying degrees of visibility,
n instinctively choose the more conspicuous marks as aiming

points. Under any circumstances, a poor distribution of the hits made
\vi!I be due to an absence of proper instructions from the leaders; or, in

words, to poor control, or else to a want of understanding or lack
fe on the part of the men.

1419. Time of execution. The time of execution is important in that
fire superiority is dependent less upon obtaining high

of hits than upon making an absolutely large number of hits
in a unit of time. There is [y a limit to the rapidity of fire

which, if excelled, will result in some loss of accuracy. With targets of
a fair degree of visibility, the following may be taken as standard
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r troops who 1

.

200
yards]

> ards L 3 n n. ii. lit e.

Hid yards j

500 yards ]

rdi
j-

7.~> shots jier minute.
700 yards J

800 yaids]
!>UO yards [

5 shots per mi;;

1,000 yards J

Greater ranges, 3 shots per n inute.

The rates -iveii sliould not exclude higher vales of fire in the
f large and conspicuous targets. On tin- other hand, when

tives, or marks used as aiming points, are very ii

of correct aiming imposes rates of fire somewhat lower than t!

given even for well-inst rue ted i

AVith imperfectly trained men \\lio have not full* acquired the

habit of using aimed fire only, and who ;:re lacking in the i

lerity required for executing the standard ra' . --imum
rate can not well exceed six sle- inute v. itho;.-

r of lapsing into unaimed fire.
"

Faiigue and exhaustion, the results of marches or pro.'.

firing, have a detrimental influence and tend to lower the ra

effective fire.

Influerce cf Ground

1420. Defilade. If we will consider a bullet just grazing the top of
:.u impenetrable obstacle (like "A," Fig. 46), the space I'rum the top

Fig. 46

of such obstacle to where the bullet strikes the ground (spare I'. K,

Fig. 46) will be protected from fire. Such space is called, "defiladed space."
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1421-1422

! on the height of tho obstacle, the einvatnro
of ili I the Around in rear of tho obst aides.

!'. and !>, :; -..Idler standing would be fninpl-
l> :n.il I-], lie \v<n:M lie only partially protected. To

a l.i-t ween D ::iul K the soldier would have to

ion. depending on how far away from

BCtive delilade fn.ni 1 lie enemy's fire.

ant screening from view but Dot neees-

:ng and falling 'ground. The in:', the ground upon the
D by studying Fig. 44.

s, as shown by B O and A O, the depth of the
the effect of lire) decreases. On the other

(up to a certain point), the depth of the beaten

ipn-ntly the effect of fire) lucre.

Depth of beaten zone affects only targets having depth. It

! ercd that depth of beaten zone can affect only targets

; get in the form of a line, a line of skirmishers, for ex-

. -the depth of the beaten zone has no effect one way or the other.

f, however, is backed up by supports and reserves, the

depth of i

'

zone may have a decided effect on them, depending
distance in rear of the line forming the target and the slope

e ground in rear of such target.

Fig. 47

In this connection, attention is invited to Fig. 47, which shows
how in tlu> i- use of a fire delivered from a height at a target on a
horizontal plane beneath, the beaten zone is shortened and consequently
the fire effect decreased.

Fig. 48

An example of increasing the depth of beaten zone is seen in

Fig. 48, which shows a fire delivered from low ground at a target on
the edge of a plateau or crest of a ridge from which the ground slopes
to the rear.
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1423. Qrazing fire. Shots whieh pass over a crest with an angle of
fall conforming, or nearly coniorming, to the slope <>f tlie ground beyond
the edge of the crest ( as shown in l-'i^. 1

^
, air ''ailed <irn:'n\j shtx and

lire so delivered is railed grazing fire.

1424. Diminution or increase in fire effect due to rising and falling,

ground. In connection with the diminution or increase in fire cfTect due
to rising and falling ground, attention is invited to the follow!

1. If the ground slopes upward to the rear frotn a firing line, tho

supports may be placed closer without increasing the danger from fire

aimed at the firing line.

2. When the ground slopes down and to the rear from the firing
line forming the target, the supports must be posted at a gre.-,

tance in rear, unless the slope is so much greater than the angle of fall

of the hostile bullets that a defiladed space is created in- which no
bullets strike, in which case the supports may bo brought up close to the
crest.

3. On ground rising with respect to the line of sight, column

targets (i. e., having depth) will suffer greater losses than lineal tar;:

4. On ground falling with respect to the line of sight, tl,

slope of hills or the level grounds of plateaus, line targets will sufTer

the greater 1<>

1425. Bicochet shots. "When a bullet strikes any surfae
fleeted it is called a ricochet shot.

Not only do bullets that ricochet usually tumble after striking,
but they are also mutilated, so that wounds inflicted by ricochet hits

usually severe.

The most favorable ground for ricochets is a smooth, hard, hori-

zontal surface, the aim being low, the chance of ricochets in sand is very
slight.
1426. Occupation of ground. The question of the occupation of ground

I're.-eMts these 1 \vo aspects:
1. "What firing positions may bo chosen which will tend to incr.

the losses of t-!i<

2. TV hat positions may be chosen and formations adopted to mini-

mize our own losses?

The selection of a defensive position presents this question: Khali
it lc near the crest or well down the slope?

A position well down the slope

intages:
1. The depth of the beaten zone for fire delivered from the position
.'n-asi-d and the upper poitiou of the cone of fire -will include the

supports and reserves advancing to tfeenforce the 'hostile firing line. Tl

is to say, tin' fire will be '

fire.

-. It eliminates dead spaces that 'might otherwise exist at
bottom of the slope.

3. The hostile fire being directed against a point well down ll

slope, the high ground in rear will inrerpos" ;,s a defilade and in:

the upper portion of the cone of fire which might otherv.

dn the supports and reserves behind the crqst.
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1427-1428

JiisuJvantagcst

1. It makes withdrawal difficult in case it becomes necessary to full

back.
2. It is difficult to reenforce the firing line.

A position near the crest

Advantages:
1. It favors observation of the enemy.
2. It makes withdrawal easy in case it becomes necessary to fall

back.
3. It is onsy to reenforce the firing line by the supports advancing

from behind the Crest.

Disadvantages:

1. The depth of the beaten zone is decreased and consequently
ne of fire will probably not include the supports and reserves

advancing to reenforce the hostile firing fire. In other words, the fire

will be a plunging fire.

2. It is likely to result in dead spaces at the bottom of the slope.
3. It affords a good target for the hostile artillery.

"Whether or not a position near the crest or a position down the

slope should be chosen, depends, in each case, upon circumstances.
For instance in a rear guard action, where a determined si ami

is not contemplated, a position near the crest would be occupied. On
the other hand, if a determined stand were contemplated, the terrain

good opportunity for the delivery of an effective grazing fire, and
we had reason to believe that we were going to be subjected to heavy
artillery fire, a position at the foot of the slope would be selected.

. it may be said that, in general, a defensive position
should be near the bottom of the slope.
1127. Gentle reverse slopes. From the point of view of avoiding losses,

all gentl reverse slopes are dangerous and are to be avoided when
,'lf.

When necessary to traverse or to occupy such ground, precautions
must be taken to protect the reservesor other bodies of troops by placing

n the flanks; by disposing them in formations with a narrow front;
them to lie down; by the construction of suitable shelter, and

-eless movements.

Adjustment of Fire

1428. Fire at stationary targets. The correct adjustment of fire is

>y causing the center of impact to fall on the center of the
'his is tlie proMi>m ron.-taatly presented in combat firing.

The two important elements entering into this prol>l"m are, (1)
the commander and (2) the troops. V.'hrn a body of troops has aimed

!y at th iiulii':it< !, with the elevation ordered and has
. it lias dune all that can 1 : of it. In

: for, if the roinmandiT, by giving the wrong sight-s
for e:. us failed to cause the center of impact to fall on the
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1429-1430-1431-1-132

center, of tlu> target, tlio result may be in, tiling. II.-n.-e the vital '.

f knowing and announcing t lie ruijcri i:.

It is lu.oun ti'.-ii go.,d -li.it- mai>e a ama] .1 poor shots a
large group, a \erage shots making a group ', /.e.

It is frequently stated tliat, tim,| ,-,[ of g ( ,,,

SO effective in collective firing as poorer -ht-. IIo\v is th;

\planation is simple. The shot group of

and it' misplaced by an error hi ra i tion few hits result wl:

shot group of poorer shots, l> not so mudi by the
same error, in range estimation, will rover the- ground, and pn.i'aMy iiit

more figures. This, of course, is only true when a considerab!
becu made in estimating !>'< rar^e.

As battle targets are mostly lino targets, a displacement to the

right or left does not amount to much, but an error in depth (i

as stated before, is serious. Thus we, see that the corn.

of ilic rancjc is very important.
1429. Determination of range. The range may be determined, with

only a small error, by a range Under. There are several other n

for instance, by trial shots, the dust thrown up by the bull-

whether the range is too short or too great, by sound, by the ,-ippi

of objects, etc., but except in deliberately prepared defensiv

estimating by eye will be the most practicable method of esiimati 1

range. For all practical purposes a very satisfactory result will 1 e

obtained by taking the average estimates of several trained men.
In observing the effect of the fire the ground may be w<

covered with turf, sod or brush in which no signs of striking shots can
be seen. By careful use of good field glasses some indication of the place
where the shots are going, may be obtained. The actions of the

may often indicate whether the fire is effective or not.

1430. Combined sights. All other means failing, combined aii/lits may
be resorted to. By this is meant firing part of the troops with
set at one range and part with a range greater or less by 100 y;n
more. This increases the beaten zone and will generally assure a certain

amount of fire effect. This method is seldom used under 500 yards.
1431. Auxiliary aiming points. It frequently happens that the target

is so well concealed that it is invisible. In this case some well defined

object in front or behind it must be used as an aiming tarfji t, and the

range given so that the beaten zone will include the actual target at

its center.

1432. Fire at moving targets. In firing at a moving enemy, a

zone must be established immediately in front, his forward movement into

this zone completing the adjustment of fire. Due to the chance 01

estimating the range, a sight-setting must be taken well under tl

mated range (usually about 200 yards against advancing infantry).
When the fire becomes effective, as may be judged by the

and movements of the enemy, the rate of fire should be quickened in

order to increase the effect of the fire.

Frequent changes of sight not only cause a loss of time, but

they also multiply chances of error in sight-setting. Changes in sight-
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advancing int':;ntry should not be less than 200 y;uds
:it a tinii 1

. \vluMi the enemy Is.-: through the /

_rht sliould be low. yards and the operation
1 until the bat'l.- \vhen the rear-sight leaf

Mown down and no other sight inaiii{ulation is made.

'ish Jiuos advancing by rushes, thr> sight-setting
should < d during a rush, but it should be done at the halts,

so that ,>r vulnerability of .the targets presented during the rush
..dvantage of.

retreating infantry, use the estimated range, and when
Appears to have passed beyond the zone of effective fire, add

UO yards to the sight-setting.

nst attacking cavalry, due to the rapidity of the advance,
--.i.-'Ily l>e tiiin' for sight manipulation other than throwing

down the rear-sight K-at', so that the battle should be resorted to at all

raiiL

Tn firing at a target moving across the line of fire it is desirable,
unit of the confusion caused thereby, to hit the head of the column.

r'ore, to hold to the front a distance sufficient to allow
for the time of flight and the rate of march. This will be accomplished
by the oh-ervaiu-e of the following rough rules:

]. Against infantry, hold against the head of the marching column;
'nst cavalry at a trot, hold to the front 1 yard for every 100

yards of range; and at a gallop, 2 yards for every 100 yards of range.
1433. Night firing. In night firing it is almost impossible to adjust

the fire by ordinary means.

In night attacks the purpose of the offensive is to gain rapidly
and quietly a position where the issue may be decided in a hand to hand
encounter, or a position from which the superiority of fire may be gained

light. For the offensive, therefore, fire action is a subordinate
consideration.

On the defensive, when a night attack is apprehended, prepara-*
-hould be made to sweep with fire the ground immediately in front

over which the assailant must advance.

Special arrangements may sometimes be made for resting rifles

on the parapet, so that the ground in front will be suitably covered. A
solid support i- ry for maintaining the proper direction of tho

pieces during firing. For this purpose notched boards or> timbers are

The arrangements should be such that the operations of
! firing may be performed without removing the rifles from

the support.

vhlight illumination may reveal the position and mover
iy sufficiently well to permit the use of the sights. In night
of small parties fire may be well directed when a bright,

fined light, such as a camp fire, is presented as an aiming point. In
-e a slight illumination of the front sight is required.
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Fire Direction and Control

1434. General. A .'mum eff<

command, directing ami cunt rolling li

Tho lire tit' a. company may be
lin-mair can shift his >

:.er with certainty, being able to 1 control
i<d ai'ctiracy, so should tin- .

tire lit' his company i'rc.; ;,-t tn another, having i'

under direction ami control. In oilier w the pliabh .

<ponds to the will of 1'

trained ainl inst met ed that it will respond, to the will

company commander on thefiring line, in the midst of the
-ion of battle. No one except a man who has been in battle can

reali/e how great, are the* noise and confusion, and how necessai

important are cooperation, teamwork, discipline, and commnni-
in order for a company commander to control and direct the lire of the

company there must be absolute cooperation, team .nmni-
cation between all parts of the company betw in and the

platoon leaders, the platoon leaders and the squad leaders, and tin-

leaden and the members of their squads. Each and every man must
know and do his part and endeavor all he can to Keep in touch with
and help the others. Now, the foundation of teamwork and .

is communication communication between the company commander and
the men on the n'rng line the means by which, the medium through which
he will make known his will to the men on the firing line.

before, because of the noise and confusion on the firing line this is no

easy matter. The ideal way would be for the company commander to

control the company by communicating direct with every man on the

firing line, as graphically shown on the following page:

UNfc

"nits'
CAPTAIM

Fig. 49

However, in the noise and confusion of battle it would be utterly

impossible for all the men to hear the captain's voice. r'\perienc shows
that from L'it to '>'> rifles are as many as one leader can control. Tho

captain, must, therefore, control the company through the, pi

manders that is to say, he actually directs the fire and the p'.

manders, assisted by the squad leaders, (n-tudlti/ control it.

words, the captain communicates with the men on the firing 1:

makes his will known to them, through his platoon cum::

graphically shown in this diagram:
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However, in order for our system of communication to be BUC-

il,
cadi and every man, as stated above, must know and do his

part and endeavor all he can to help the others. If this is done, then
the different parts and elements of the company will dove-tail and fit

into one another, resulting in a complete, homogeneous whole, iii the
form of an efficient, pliable, manageable instrument in the hands of the

:iy commander. And this is the ob.ject, the result, sought by
1 instruction in field firing, and which will be obtained if the

11, the platoon leaders, the squad leaders, the file closers, the musi-
and the privates, will perform the following duties and functions:

1435. The Captain. (Fire direction.)
The captain directs the fire of the company or of designated

platoons. He designates the target, and, when practicable, allots a

part of the target to each platoon. Before beginning the fire action he
determines the range, announces the sight setting, and indicates the class

of fire to be employed and the time to open fire. Thereafter, he observes
the fire effect, corrects material errors in sight setting, prevents
exhaustion of the ammunition supply, and causes the distribution of such
extra ammunition as may be received from the rear. (I. D. E. 249.)

Having indicated clearly what he desires the platoon leaders to

do, the captain avoids interfering, except to correct serious errors or
omissions. (I. D. R. 240.)
1435. The Platoon Leaders. (Fire direction.)

In combat the platoon is the f.re unit. (J. D. R. 250.)
Each platoon leader puts into execution the commands or direc-

tions of the captain, having first taken such precautions to insure cor-

set ting and clear description of the target or aiming point
as the situation permits or requires; thereafter, he gives such additional

:iids or directions as are necessary to exact compliance with the
u's-will. He corrects the sight setting when necessary. He desig-

nates an aiming point when the target cannot-be seen with the naked eye.
In general, platoon leaders observe the target and the effect of

their fire and are on the alert for the captain's commands or signals;
and regulate the rate of fire. (L D. R. 252.)

1437. The Guides watch the firing line and check every breach of fire

line.

1428. The' Squad Leaders transmit commands and signals when neces-

sary, observe the conduct of their squads and abate excitement, assist in

enforcing fire discipline and participate in the firing.
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jiiad loader should place himself just :i li

dt I In his squad and liy occasionally glancing 1

ve how the in. >ii nf their squads are doing -\vhetl.

firing at tho proper object i\ <. it the sights arc apparently |

justed, if they an- firing to rapidly.
leader should look to\\aid his platoon lca.!.-r. an.! I I.> his

light and loft to ohscrvo liis 11:1-11, and then load and fire again.'
1439. The Musicians assist the captain !>y nl.-orving th

got, and tho tiro effect, by tran-inittiii;; commands or :nid liy

watching for signals. (I. I >. J,'. :

1440. The Privates will take advantage of cov.

sotting tho sights and delivering fire; he on the constant lookout for

orders from thoir loaders; always aim deliberately, obs<

carefully, increasing the lire when the target is fav.n.

firing whoa the enemy disappears; not neglect a ; it is

indistinct; not waste ammunition, but be c<-nnomi<-al with it: if tiring
without a leader to retain their presence of mind and direct :

fire upon the proper target.
1441. Distribution of Fire. The distribution of fire o\er the

target is of the greatest importance; for, a section of the tar^
covered by fire represents a number of the enemy permitted to tiro

coolly and effectively. So, remember that all parts of the tar^

equally important, and care must be taken that the men do not i:

its less visible parts.
The captain allots a part of the target to each platoon, or

platoon leader takes as his target that part which cor:

position in the company. Every man is BO instructed that he will liro

on that part of the target which is directly opposite him.

If the target cannot be seen with the naked ey, platoon leaders

select an object in front of or behind it, designate tliis as the aiming
point, and direct a sight-setting which will carry the fire into the

The men aim at the good aiming point or line, but witli such an in>

or decreased sight-setting, as the case may be, that the bullets will fall

on the target instead of on tho aiming point.
Distribution of fire is assured by dividing the whole target as-

signed the company into definite parts or sectors, and allotting those

parts or sectors to the various platoon*. And, of course, tho whole of

the target must be kept under fire while the company is advancing.
This may be accomplished by one of two methods:
1-142. Overlapping Method. In this method each se^or (target") is

covered by more than one fire unit. For example, in a comp:r

platoons the entire company sector would be divided in two par

right part being covered by the first and second platoons and t!

part by the third and fourth platoons. When the first platoon ceases

fire to advance, the second platoon would replace the lost ri

ing faster. With three platoons the company sector would be d

into two parts, bn being assigned to each flank platoon and the

company sector to the center platoon. When the first platoon ad*

the center platoon would cover its target, 'both the center and third
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1443-1444-1445

platoons increasing Ihrir rate of fire. With two platoons, each would
cover tin 1 whole company set-tor.

1443. Switch Method. The company is divided into a number of parts,
one less than the Tiuniher of platoons in the company. One platoon is

designated as the ".switch," and swings into fire automatically into that
from which the fire of its assigned unit is withdrawn. For ex-

ample, with four platoons, and platoon rushes to start from the right,
the company sc<-r.>r is divided into three parts assigned to the first,

second and third platoons, the fourth being the "switch." \Vhen number
s fire to advance, No. 4 fires at No. 1 's target; when No. 2 ceases

:<i fire. No. 4 fires at No. 2's target, then at No. 3's target, and finally
No. 4 advaii'

1444. Individual instruction in fire distribution. Every man should
! >.> thoroughly drilled, instructed and trained always to fire at that part of

inrtn't ir/iidi corresponds to the position he occupies in his

. That is to say, if on the right of his platoon; he fires at the right
faces it) of the hostile target; if in the right center of his platoon,

> at the right center (as he faces it) of the target, and so on. This
is represented by the following diagram, the points A', B', C', etc., repre-
senting the parts of the hostile target at which the men occupying the

positions A, B, C, etc., in their platoon, would fire:

(Target assigned to platoon)

A 1 B 1 C' D f

p
\ V \

\ ,
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~* to bo d i- fond oil, and that individual soldiers should b" .

~:and :unl transmit to other soldiers such descriptions. Within
,nad, tarur

< t designation implies ability mi the part ol

to undeistaiid and traiisiiiit In Nation
1 from his platoon leader, and also ability on li art to

ati- a target intelligently; within tin- platoon, tai

implies ahilify on the |iart of the platoon leader to understand the

company Commander's designation of the target and to transmit that

ation to his platoon in such manner as to insure an equal d ;

tion of its liro within the sector ! to it; witliin the company,
target designation implies ability on the part of the i-ommandor
to designate the targets into which the company divided in

Fuch manner that the platoon leaders will have im t'-o:il,li> ;n

standing him. It also implies ability on tho ]>art of the com pan;,
mander to change the objectives or sectors of his platoons, ami his ability
to cover the whole target of tho company during a forward n

a part of the company, by the so-called "switch" or the "overla;

method, or by any other method which is practicable and accomplishes
the desired end. Targets should be designated in a concise,

j
ron

mistakable manner, but, as we all know, it is not always an <

to describe the location of an object, especially if the ob.i>

conspicuous or readily recognized. This is due\to two re..

the unit commander is likely to indulg'c in vague talk ii

curate description, and, second, even if correct terms are us. ioro

than likely that all members of the firing line will not be aide

the idea, because the commander, will be using e> which,
although understood by himself (in some cases perhaps due to Ihe

that he is looking at the objective), they will not be clear to the i

The secret of prompt, accurate and concise designation of a tat

in the use of simple words and terms with which both the unit com-
mander and the men on the firing line 'are thoroughly familiar.

Of course, if the target be distinct and clearly defined, it

easily.be designated by name, as for example, "That battery on the
hill just in front of us," "Cavalry to our right front,"

Generally the designation of a target, if not conspicuous nor

readily recognized, will include:

1. A statement of what the target is, or its appearance (shape, color,

size, etc.)

2. AVhere the target is with reference to some easily reco-

reference point.
3. How wide the company sector is.

The following systems of target designation are used at the

School of Musketry. Each has its limit at ions, defects and advai
under various conditions of ground, etc. A wise selection of one or a

combination of two or more, is a material factor in efficiei

1416. Horizontal Clock Face System. (Csed with visible, distinct tar-

gets.)

* In attack Jhe target is called "objective"; in the defense, "sector."
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SYSTKM

1. Announce direction.

2. Annoimi'f ran^c.

objective.

1447

EXAMPLE

"At one o'clock.'^

"Itaiifje 1000."
"A troop of cavalry dismounted."

TARCET Ar 1 OO.OCK

HORIZONTAL Ctccx

Fig. 52

PROCEDURE :

* "* t
1 . All loolc along the line pointing toward one o 'clock of a horizontal
aco whose center is at the firing point, and whose 12 o'clock mark

is directly jorpenclicular to the front of the firing line.

-. All look at a point about 1000 yards away on the one o'clock line,
and

3. At 1000 yards on the one o'clock line find the objective.
1447. Vertical Clock Face System. (Used with small or indistinct

.

SYSTEM EXAMPLE

1. Announce tlio gnu-nil direction "To our right front" (or "At two
of the ri , '>int. o'clock").

2. Designate as a reference point "A stone house with two chim-
nt object in the neys.

"
''d.

Announce the position of the "At three o'clock."

target with respect ^o the reference
it.
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1447a

-VERTICAL CLOCK FACt <

Fig. S3

4. Announce the r;n .

Announce the ulijective.

Pitoci:i>ri; :

'

Hango 1000.

ji:itrol el'

1. All men look to their right front (or along the tw.
8. The ii'tVrence point (stone house) is found in the ii >!irec-

tion.

3. A clock face (vertical) is imagined centered on

point, and the men look along the line leading from the c!

through three o'clock
?
and

4. 1000 yards froTn the firing point.
5. Find the hostile patrol.

1447^. Finger System. (Used with indistinct or invisible targets and
to define sectors.)

(By one "Finger" we mean the amount of frontage that one finc-cr, held

vertically, will cover, the arm being extended horizontally to its full length. In
the average case this amount of frontage covered

js
about 1/20 of the

instance, at a range of 1000 yards, one "Finger" will cover fifty yards of the sector.
The same result will be obtained by using the rear-sight leaf in the position of a

RA.NC.I lOOOJ^OS; .
J ""_ ~~_T

50 T05"
~

;>

FlNGfR 5V5TEM
Fig. 54

SYSTEM EXAMPLE
1. Announce direction to refer- "To our right front, at

*
1000

ence point as in the vertical clock yards."
face system.
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rcnco pol; s'.no house

1447a (conl.l.)

with two dnni-

(1
" Four o'clock, three fingers."

point

"Rango 1000."
f>. Announce ob live. "A .skirmish line alongside of tho

fence, length about two fingers,

riiiht at the davk

S

Fig. SS

PROCK;
.

Tho roferonc-o point is found as explained, and the vertical o'clock

line upon which the target will be found. The soldiers who do not see the
a to its full extent palm of the hand upward,

la-Id vertically with one side of the hand "against" the reference

point. The target will be found on the four o'clock line, and touching the

third : iOOO yards distance^ its right flank at the bush and its left

flank ilir-r to the right.
The f'ti.'lowing case will illustrate more concretely the use of the

''Fii.. Tin:
There is a red house about ::

i mile to our front, and to the rig"ht

of this house and*a hundred yards or so to its rear, there is a line of
.it can be seen with the aid of field glasses, but the trenches
i tn liM-ate with the unaided eye. There is no prominent

landmark in the direction of this line of trenches, or on either flank,

except the red house mentioned. The company commander locates the
flanks of the line of trenches through his field glasses; he then extends

M forward hori/ontally its full length, palm up, raises the fingers
of his hand and. sighting on the line of trenches, finds that the trench

is a li nu'th of four "finger widths," and that the flank of the
line i I house is three "finger widths" from it. Tie de-

cides to divide the line into two sections of two "fingers" each, and as-
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1447b-1448

; to each of his two platoons. Ho then rails his i

loaders (and range lindeis, i<

five, five to tin- right of that rod house. ., t\vo

: 1'latoon. t\v< The two platoon Im.
estimate the rair.ro :>n<l give the coiii|.;ii, ;.

.|i-r thei'

'idontly. Thr-> coiM}>:uiy commander also .

rage, then annoiM range, say 1300 y
which >ii loaders return to their ]>!;

: i"-; met ions: "The target is n li

and about l.'Ido yards awav; the center of the ;

Jit of that red l:ons->. at about 10 o'clock. V

9 on the right of the center and the Nocond "Platoon wi!

after the two finger* on the left of the center." (The leader

1 Platoon gives similar Instructions.)
K\ery man in Hie platoon figures out tho platoon obj.

endeavors to fix it with respect to some features of tin-

he will be able to pick it up promptly after his jilntoon Bta

vance. After fixiiig well in his mind the platoon ol.jective. lie figures
out what part of it belongs to his squad, and then selects 1'

of the squad objective corresponding to lus position in the squad. If

during tho advance, his particular portion of the target should '

hidden from view, he will fire on the nearest portion of the tren-h line,

returning to his own part as soon as. it becomes visible.

1447b. Communication. After the company has been eommi
fire fight, verbal commands cannot be heard, and it is weK
impossilde oven to secure attention to signals. It is, then

important that we should train and practice the company as much a

silile during time of peace in the rapid and accurate transmission of

orders and signals ajong the firing line.

Matter upon which a commander would need to commu;
with his subordinates, in addition to tactical orders, would generally
be confined to:

(a) Changes of elevation and deflection.

(b) Changes in the apportionment of the target among the sub-
divisions.

(c) Changes within the limits of the sector, or objective.

(d) Changes in the rate of fire.

(e}. And rarely change of target from one within to one wi

th? limits of the objective or sector.

1448. Procedure. The following is given merely as a concrete example
of the procedure that might be followed in certain ring exercises it

will not, of course, apply to all cases; it is merely given as a concrete

illustration of what might actually be done tinder certain conditions.

Company Commander. On receiving his instructions from the

officer in charge of the exercise, the company commander returns to his

company, keeping track of the changing aspect of his target as 1,

so. Arriving at the center of his company, he is met 1-y

leaders, and range finders, who have assembled in his absence. 'Die

company commander says:
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1449

"The target is a line of skirmishers, visible in part. It may '"

soon between us and that long line of griM-n hushes which begins one
linger to the right of that red water tower at 11 o'clock and it extends

beyond the bushes both to the right and to the left."

(At this point the range finders begin their estimation and the
i pauses until the senior range finder, or oilier d<-i^n:d( <1 IHT-

MIII automatically announces the average estimate of the range, saying
for exam),; ,? 1100.")

The captain then resumes, saying:
"The sector assigned to this company is three fingers long and

is from that group one finger to the right of the water tower, to

a point fiinr fingers to the right of the tower. Each platoon will cover

;<any sector. Range ten-fifty and eleven-fifty. Fire at
will at my signal. Posts."

Platoon Leaders. The platoon leaders then hasten to the center
of their platoons and "put into execution the commands and directions

of the captain, having first taken such precautions to insure a correct

sight-setting and clear description of the aiming point as the situation

permits or requires" (Par. 251 L D. R.), by saying:
I'.irij, i : The target is a line of skirmishers about 1100 yards to

our front, only parts of which are visible.

Ecference point: That long line of bushes about 1300 yards to

our left front. The company sector is three fingers long and lies between
i that reference point, extending one-half finger beyond each end

Of til'

Aiming point: The bottom of the line of bushes.
c: 1050 and 1! ">0.

^oon as the range is announced each front rank man sets his

sight at 1050 and each rear rank man at 1150. Squad leaders assure them-
that sights are set and that the men of their squads uiulerstan 1

; point and sector and then raise their hand us a signal that
all a: Similarly, the platoon leaders raise their hands to

hat all of the squads are ready, and when the captain sees that
all of his plat oons aro ready, he signals to begin firing. At the captain's

h platoon loader commands: "Fire at Will."

Firing then begins at a rate of about 3 shots per minute (Par.
14, I. D. $.).
1449. Points To Be Borne in Mind. Bear in mind the following points

in the solution of field firing problems:
1. Combine sights should, as a rule, be used where the estimated

range is 1000 yards or more, the two ranges being 50 yards on each sido

of the estimated range, the even numbers firing at one range, the odd
numbers at the other.

'\Vhen aiming points are chosen they should be clearly dos< ;

,
bunches of lines of grass, fenee posts, etc., should not be

tiling points when clear and more definite aiming points are
available. The choice of the best of several possible aiming points is

of great importance.
3. Ha-, i -tern of simple signals whereby you may know wh-u

all your men are ready to begin firing. Otherwise, you may begin the
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1 Hi" ,,,ntd.)

firing before some of your men have their sights set au<l 1.

understand th.- t aim.

leader raise his right hand when his s<|iiad is ready, :tinl ea< li platoon
leader his ri';ht h:unl \\ hen liis platoon is ready.

4. rialoiiii leaders must always In- sure to designate a defin,

point. l.ViiirinliiT that in thi an indistiiift tar;;i-t. th(

coinniiiiuli'r liocriln's 1 1n- 'I' A lit i KT to the |>latoon lcalcrs, an.l they in turn

annonncf !!< AIMIN(! I'OI.NT. Having seen and located tin- tar-.

platoon leader nuist examine the terrain at, in trout ..!' and lieiir

target, and choose the aiming point for his men. lie must then

mine the proper si^lit-settin- for that particular aimin- point. He
then announces both aiming point and rai,

Instead of dcsc-riliin^ a sector as, for example, extending so n

yards (or so many
' '

fnifjors ") north from the reference point, it is

better to describe it as extending from tho reference point northward
for a definite distance, as "To that tall red hou-e."

The last method is the best, because it leaves no room for
{_'

ing on the part of subordinates. So, remember it is al\v when
possible, to define the limits of sectors physically, as,

example, from "That house to that windmill,''
6. When acting as part of the battalion, always be sin

someone (usually one of the musicians) to watch for signals from tho

battalion commander, and don 't fail to repeat back all signals.

B
TAKGtT

\ 1

\ I / /

\
i I

! I

\
\ I I I

.'A' '
.' .'

'
.' .'.'

'

PLATOON LCADER5

'"
CAPTAJN
Fig. 56
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1450

7. Tn advancing by. rushes, always allow sufficient time between
to nvovor the loss in fire caused by the cessation of fire. In

other words, tin- next rear unit should not start forward until the one
that has just advanced has resumed an effective fire.

8, Kemensber that in all field firing problems the distribution of

hits has big weight. Consequently, it should be definitely understood
iiaiul, that, in the absence of any target designation by the com-

pany commander, each platoon leader will look after the sector corre-

sponding to his front, and that each man will fire at the part of the

sector corresponding to his front. Should the targets in a given sector

disappear, then the platoon leader covering that sector will at once
switch his fire to the adjoining sector until the reappearance of tho

targets in his own sector. For example, let us suppose the company-
sector, A-B (the company teing on the defense and not advancing) is

divided into four parts A-B, B-C, C-D and D-E. Platoon No. 1 would look
after everything that appeared in D-J2; No. 2, after everything that

appeared in C-Df*No. 3, everything that appeared in B-C; and No. 4,

after everything that appeared in A-B.
Should the target suddenly disappear from D-E, then No. 1 would

switch his fire over to C-D, and keep it there until the target reappeared
in D-E, and if the targets disappeared from C-D, before reappearing in

; ien both No. 1, and No. 2, would switch their fire cones to A-C.
1450. Exercises. The following exercises for the elementary training

of individuals and squads were used with success by the troops mobil-
ized on the Texas border:

\

TARGETS
1. The target will be represented by individual soldiers.

2. AYith reference to their visibility, the battlefield will present
three classes of targets:

(a) Those which are visible throughout.
(b) Those which are visible in part.

*
(c) Those which are invisible, but whose location, might be

described.

Targets will be arranged to simulate one of the classes enumer-
Instruction will begin with simple exercises in which the target

.ted is plainly visible, and represents only the objective of the
unit undergoing instruction. It should progress to the more difficult

:: which the, target is invisible and the line of figures is

to include the objective of units on the right or left.

limits of indistinct targets may be shown to unit com-
manders by the use of company flags. These flags, however, will bo
withdrawn from sight before a description of the targefTor estimate
of tin- attempted, and before anyone but the commander of tho
unit ;

_r instruction sees their location.
At the conclusion of each exercise in which flags are used to

the limits of the target or its subdivisions, they should !

r that any existing errors may be readily pointed out.

.line proficiency in target designation, the instructor will

provide, a sufficient number of rifles, placed on sand bags or other suitable
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1450 (contd.)

and require those charged with fire direction ami com,
them at the limits of their objective. An i import ion by the in- 1

will at once detect errors. Similarly, in t!<

tin 1 members of the firing unit part it ipate, the percentage of ril!'

at the correct target may lie determined.
6. In these . in. mi thud i,f rnninninirat ion wi'

that could not bd usi'd tindiT the conditions assumed in the probli

KM NO. 1 BANGING
Object: To train the individual to sot his sight qr.

accurately for the announced range and windage; and 1

ers to the giving of windage data.

Situation: The company is formed in single rai; !

A\ith rear sight sot: at /fro and the slide screw normally tight.
Action: The rang;- and windage are annuiinced. si^lits Hi'

accurately in accordance therewith am! as rapidly as^n.i h man
looming to port arms immediately upon completinj; the ojn-ration.

Time: Time is taken from the last word of the. romm
Standard: Sights should be correctly set within 15 seconds.
Note: Of the two elements, time and accuracy, ac-ura<-y is the

more important.
Tar. 411, I. D. B., implies complete use of the roar sight, tl.

utilization of the wind gauge, and sight setting to flic least reading of tin;

rear sight leaf, i. e., 25 yards. Sight setting therefore in II

should include, more often than not, "^fractional ranges" and -u

data.

EXERCISE NO. 2 RANGING
Object: To familiarize officers and noncommissioned oflico

the use of an auxiliary aiming point.
Situation: Two men. with the company flags are stationed 10

mark the enemy's invisible position. This position should be suitably
located with reference to a practicable aiming point.

Action: The markers are signalled to display their flags. Am
Officer or noncommissioned officer is called up and the enemy's position is

pointed out. The flags are then withdrawn and the officer or noncom-
missioned officer selects an auxiliary aiming point and gives his com-
mands for firing at that point.

EXERCISE NO. 3 TARGET DESIGNATION
Object: To train the individual soldier to locate a target,

a description solely. To do so quickly and accurately and fire thereon

with effect, and to train officers and noncommissioned officers in concise,

accurate and clear description of targets.
Situation: The men are so placed as not to be able to -

target. The instructor places himself so as to see the objective.
Action: The instructor, to one man at a time, desi-rihes t '

jcctive, and directs him to fire one simulated round. The man im-

mediately moves so as to see the target, locates it, estimates tin-

and fires one simulated shot.
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1450 (contd.)

Standard: For ranges within battle sight, time 20 seconds; be-
inis. Not more than 15% error in the esti-

mation of the range. Objective correctly located.
NOT. -nade so that the description of the target

:d by only the 111:111 about to fire. After firing the man will not

mingle with those waiting to lire.

EXERCISE XO. 4 TARGET DESIGNATION
Object: To train the squad leader in promptly bringing the

squad to bear effectively upon the target presented. To train
iividuals of a squad to fire effectively from orders of the squad

; and automatically to obtain effective dispersion.
Situation: The squad is deployed, the squad leader being in the

firing line. Position prone. A sighting rest is provided for each rifle.

Aft ion: Upon the appearance of the target the squad leader
the necessary orders for delivering an effective fire. The men

under these orders sight their rifles and then rise. The instructor then
ion and sighting of each rifle.

Time: Time is taken from the appearance of the target until

the last man has risen.

Target: A squad of men to outline a partially concealed enemy
s from cover, advances a short distance and lies down.
Standard: 90% of the rifles should be sighted in conformity

with the orders of the squad leader and should evenly cover the %-hole
r' the objective. The squad leader's estimate of the range should

e in error ov.

Note: The squad leader should not, in general, be allowed to

divide the target into sectors but to obtain distribution by training the
men to fire at that portion of the objective directly related to the posi-

iipy occupy in their own line. The exercise should be roj

with the squad leader in' rear of the squad and not firing. As to this,
'

<) be noted that Musketry School experiments prove that in small

groups the directed fire of say seven (7) rifles is more effective than the

partially undirected fire of eight rifles obtained when the group leader
is himself firing.

KXERCISE NO. 5 COMMUNICATION
Object: To teach prompt and accurate transmission of firing

data without cessation of fire, and also to teach automatic readjustment
of fire distribution.

Situation: A squad deployed in the prone position and with

sighting rests, is firing at a designated target.
Action: A squad with sights set at zero is deployed and brought

up at the double time into the intervals of the firing line and halted.

The firing data is transmitted to them without cessation of fire. At
the command Rise, given 20 seconds after the command Halt, the

first squad rises and retires a short distance to the rear. At the same

time, the supports cease fire and adjust their rifles in the rests so as
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1450 (eontd.)

to IIP aimed :it tin- target :is they understand it. They then T,

their rilles are examined liy tin- instructor for range and direction.

Standard: S0% of the rifles should bo sighted according to the
transmitted d:i!;i an. I aimed according to the princip r6

tributioii.

Target: One target equal to a sqund front, which is increased to

two squads prior to the arrival of the supports in the tiling line.

Note: This exercise should he repented with the supporting
squad rei'-nforcing on a flank. To determine whether the original s'|ii:id

is able to keep its assigned sector during an advance, thi- should
be repeated, the supports being thrown in after a series of
advances by the original squad. Care should be : to pn-vcnt the

transmission of firing data in a manner under whi< conditions
would be impracticable. (Sec Exercise No. 6.)

EXERCISE NO. 6 COMMUNK'ATKXV
Object: To train the squad leader in receiving and tr:

instructions by visual signals alone.

Situation: A squad with its leader in the firing line is

in the prone position firing at will.

Action: The instructor, without sound or other cautionary
meand) signals (visually) to the squad leader at various intervals to,

First: Change elevation.

swing the fire to the right or left.

suspend the firing.

etc., etc.

The sqund leader, upon receiving a signal, causes his squad to
execute it without verbal command, or exposing himself.

Time: Xo specified time limit.

Standard: The squad leader should fire with his squad, but
after each shot should look towards his platoon leader for any
then observe the fire and conduct of his men, then, after glancing
at his platoon leader, fire again. This the squad leader should do with-

out exposing himself. By lying about a head's length ahead of li

he can see his squad front. In transmitting orders he can accomplish
it by nudging the men on his right and left and signaling to them with
his hand.

Note: This exercise is essential to prepare men for the deaf.-n-

ing noise of a heavy action when speech or sound signals are largely
futile.

EXEBCISE NO. 7 FIRE DISCIPLINE

Object: To train men to carry out strictly the fire orders given
them, and to refrain from starting, repeating or accepting any change
therefrom without direct orders from a superior.
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1450 (cont.l.)

Situation: A s<iu:i(l deployed in the prune position.
mi: \Vhilo the squad is firing at an indistinct but specified

. another and dearly visible target appears in the vicinity <>i
r

'i:t nut in the same sector. Upon the appearance of this

cond tai instructor sees that the men continue firing at tlio

:. -signed :M-^i't. The corporal should check any breach of fire discipline.
: Variations of this exercise should be jjiven to test tho

fire discipline of the men in other phases, such as rate of fire (Par. 147,
J. D. R.), etc.
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PART V

CARE OF HEALTH AND KINDRED SUBJECTS
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1451-1452-1453

CHAPTER I

CARE OF THE HEALTH
1451. Importance of good health. Good health is just as necessary to

an army :is rifles find ammunition. Not only does every sick man take
;ifle from the firing line, but in addition he becomes a care and
n tin 1 hands of the army. Indeed, it is fully as important

for a soldier to take care of his health as it is for him to take care of
his rifle and ammunition. The importance of doing everything possible

>k after one's health is shown by the fact that in every war so far,
more men have died from disease than were killed in battle or died

from wounds. In our Civil War, for instance, for every man on the Union
:!lcd in battle or died from wounds, two died Srom disease.

In t! b American War the proportion was 1 to 5'(>.

To do all that he can to keep in good health is a duty that the
soldier owes his country.
1452. Germs. Diseases are caused by little, tiny live animals or plants

called (terms. They are so small that you require a magnifying glass to
i.em.

The following illustrations show the typhoid and malarial germs
as seen through a T. nullifying glass:

Typhoid germs Malarial germs

fifed ifoo times Magnified 1*00 times

Fig. 1

The Diflerent Ways of Catching Disease

1453. Five ways of catching disease. There are only five ways to

fl. By breathing in the live germs.
L*. By swallowing the live germs.
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3. By touching the live germs.
4. Bv having tln> live germs stuck into the skin bv i:.

Lit,-.

5. By inheritance from parents.

Diseases Caught by Breathing in the Germs

1454. The more common diseases. The following arc some of tlip morn
common diseases caught by breathing in tin* germs: (.'olds, dipht heria,
tonsilitis, grippe, scarlet fever, pneumonia, and consumpt i-ji.

The germs that cause t liese di>eases grow well in tin- ! :

moist lining of tlie nose, throat, windpipe and lungs, and tliey are roughed
or snec/ed out or blown out and float in tiny bubbles in the air or fall to

dry into dust which is blown about with the wind, and MI are breatiied

in, or they may be transferred directly by kissing invalids an
children.
1455. How to avoid breathing in sickness. Do not visi-

house where the children are sick.

Do not let other people cough or
o\er your

v
food or in your face.

Do "not allow others to spit on the floor of

your squndroom or tent.

Do not do these things yourself.
Blow your nose into a handke:

can be boiled or into a piece of paper that can be

burned.
Put your hand before your face wh*

cough or sneeze.

Rinse out the nose with hot.
water at night and especially if you have been inhaling d

Brush the teeth after each meal and before going to bed.
Do not pick the nose with the finger nails; it makes son

in which germs grow.
On dusty hikes tie a handkerchief across the no-,e and mouth
Never sweep the floor with a dry broom. Use a damp mop a in'

so pick the germs up and carry them out instead of driving them up ii

the air as dust.

Diseases Caught by Swallowing the Germs

1456. The more common diseases. The following are some of the mor
common disease s caught by swallowing the germs: Typhoid fever

dysentery, cholera, and ptomaine poisoning.
1457. Water as a distributer of disease. Impure water is one of the

most common distributers of disease that there is. Therefore,
from sources unknown or soiled by sewage, should be avoided as deadh
and should not be used, (/(//r.v.s- boiled, for drinking, brushing tli'

or rinsing mess kits.

You can not always tell polluted water by its appearance,
or taste. Unless from a sewer or drain, it ii'ay look clear and sparkling,
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1458-1459-1460-1461

with no smell and have a pleasant taste, so, water that is not known to

be pure should not be drunk.
1458. Vegetables as a distributer of disease. Tn some localities the

inhabitants use the streams for all purposes; drinking, washing clothes,
bathing, washing vegetables and table utensils and as a sewer. When
Kitchen gardens are irrigated with. sin-h water the germs are to be
found on the cabbages, beets, etc.

1459. Food, fruit, cigarettes, and drinking cups as distributers of
disease. Cerms may be smeared on the hands and thus transferred to

aiti.-les of food, fruit, cigarettes, or drinking cups, especially in public
. so that he who buys at the public stands may have disease

1 to him with his purchase.
1460. The

fly as a dis-

ease carrier.

The ordinary
fly is one of
the worst and
filthiest trans-
mitters of dis-

ease in exis-

tence.

Flies
carry germs
from privies,

latrines, spi-

toons, and
fltfa^ sick rooms to

Fip. 3

''K><1 on your table, by means of their
ed feet, in their spit or in their

1461. The dog as a distributer of dis-
ease. Dogs are often distributers of disease.

They use their tongues for toilet paper
and afterwards lick their coat or the.

la of their friends. Petting dogs or

^ them lick your hand is dangerous.

Item The Latrine

Fig. 4

\icf dogriie!

<An<l "nice doggie" may be
giving him some disease)
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Fig. 5

Boiling water to kill

germs

(What germs will he
leave on the

1462-1463

1462. How to avoid swallowing disease. Do
lint drink water tliiit is m.t known

! have no one to ask ami an- tr

is safer to <irink tea or coIVi , |I.-.-:IM-- tin-;

liren made from builed to drink bot-

tled mineral waters. In tlir Held l>oil

drinking water. Boiled germs art- dead ai:

not grow. They are, therefore, harmless.

Beware of water
from wells, farm pumps,
ponds, cisterns, water cool-

ers and barrels, especially in railroad cars, stations,
and ferry boats.

Do not drink lemonade, soft drinks or milk
from peddlers.

Beware of the public drinking cup.

Always wash your hands before ^oing to

meals and before putting things into your mouth,

especially after going to the toilet or handling
animals.

Do not adopt strange dogs and do not pet
dogs.

Before eating fruit or raw vegetables, wash and peel thorn

picked from the tree by yourself.
Do not eat food that is spoiled, smells or tastes badly or

'

blown or maggoty or full of bugs.
Do not eat food which is not sufficiently cooked. All sn

dried or salt meats or fish, such as ham, bacon, sausage, drie .

bloaters, salt mackerel or codfish, must be well cook.

contain "Measles" or other worm eggs. Cooking kills tin-

Do not eat food exposed on public siands tc

dust, flies, dirty hands, dirty water, dirt

dirty glasses and buckets.
Do not allow flies to breed in dirt or other

filth around the house, nor allow them to walk o

your food. This is possible by burniiiL,', burying r>r

otherwise removing the dirt or filth, and by
fly traps, "swatters" and f!y paper.

Do not wet lead pencil-; with your s;

Do not wet your fingers with spit w!
deal cards or turn over pages of books or

Keep the teeth brushed and the moutL
clean. Have decayed teeth repaired at one*.

Decayed teeth drop out and they cause abs<

which may destroy the jaw bone or cause brain fever. Old sna^-
the stomach the germs of rotting, which cause dyspepsia.

Diseases Caught by Touching the Germs
1463. The more common diseases. The following are some of t!

"omnion diseases caught by touching the germ>: Ringworm, mauj
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1461-1465-1466

boils, carbuncles, lockja^T, small pox, chancroid,
!')

1464. Eingworm, mange, and barber's itch. These diseases are carried

from person to person by finger nails and hands :md from dirty water to

I :itho in it or have their underwear washed in it.

1465. Lockjaw. The germs of lockjaw are found in manure and in

soil fertilized with it; hence, a bullet which passes through such soil

wounding carries these germs into the wound. Any wound soiled

vith such dirt will be infected. Also, wounds made by toy pistols and
fire-crackers often contain lockjaw germs.
1466. Chancroid, syphilis, and gonorrhoea (clap). These are diseases

uerms are usually caught from prostitutes and whores, or from
husl'unds who have caught the germs from prostitutes and whores. They

lird "Venereal diseases," after Venus, the Koman goddess of

lustful love, but they are very often caught in other ways than in sexual

intercourse, and by innocent persons.
The chancroid plant causes a very nasty sore, the chancroid,

which often destroys much flesh and causes buboes. The germ can be
carried on the fingers to any part of the body. When the chancroid ia

healed and the bubo becomes a scar the disease is cured.

The syphilis germ will grow fiist where it is rubbed in, causing
a hard ulcer, called a chancre, and after that it travels through the

entire body. No place is sacred to its destructive power and it lives

ns long as the patient does. It is the cause of much insanity, palsy,

apoplexy, deafness, blindness and early death. In mothers it causes

riages and in children it causes stillbirths, freaks, deformities,
feel i If minds and idiots; also, deaf and dumb, palsied, stunted, sickly and
criminal conditions.

A syphilitic person is always dangerous although apparently
well. He often has a sore mouth and his spit is as dangerous as that of a
mad dog. The bite of such a man will develop a chancre and any pipe,

cup. or tooth pick which he uses, or his kiss, will give syphilis. A
syphilitic tattooer who wets his needles and his India ink with spit
will put a chancre into the skin with the picture.

The instruments of cheap advertising dentists and of quack
doctors or ignorant nurses can carry these germs from one person to

another. So can the razors and caustic stick of barbers who are careless.

The clap plant likes to grow in the linings of the openings of

the body where it is dark and warm and moist where it causes a catarrhal

discharge called clap, which is easily smeared on hands, towels, hand-
kerchiefs or by actual contact.

It grows well in the eyelids, causing great damage and often
blindness. Many babies get the clap plaut into the eyes during birth,
from the mother, and unless treated within a few minutes after birth,

and go blind, a terrible calamity to the child and the

family. If you have clap the germs can b carried on your hands to

your eyes.
The chip plant also grows well in the cavities of the joints,

causing rheumatism and crippling; it grows in the heart, causing vavnlar

disease, which is incurable, and also in the generative organs of
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1467

men and women, causing self-made eunuchs and childless wives. It is

tin' cause of most of the seven- :iliilniiiiii:il diseases of women requiring
the use of the knife to cut out the diseased part.

The venereal diseases cause mure misery than any others and
most of the doctors would have to go into other professions t earn their

living if these diseases did not exist.

When a young man is "sowing his wild oats" he is really
planting in his own body the syphilis and clap plants, ami the hat-

will be greater than any other crop, lie will reap it in days ol :

ridden misery, ami possible sudden death. He will reap it in bitter hours

by the bedside through the illness and death of his wife or in her 1

years of ill health. He will reap it in little white coffins, idiot 1-a'i.

blind, deaf and dumb, sickly and stunted children. And it will cost
him lost wages and hospital and doctor fees.

Yes, the wild oats crop is a bumper crop. King Solomon
wise when he warned his son against the harlot, "for her end is bitter.

"

The best way to avoid venereal diseases is to keep away from
lewd women, and live a clean moral life. It is said by medical author-

ities that sexual intercourse is not necessary to preserve health and

manly vigor, and that the natural sexual impulse can be kept under
control by avoiding associations, conversations, and thoughts of a le\vd

character. However, persons who will not exercise sell control in this

matter can greatly lessen the risks of indulgence by the prompt use,

immediately upon return to camp or garrison, of the prophylaxis pre-
scribed by War Department orders and which all soldiers are required
to take after exposing themselves to the danger of veneral infection.

Men who immediately after intercourse urinate and wash the pri

parts thoroughly with soap and water will lessen the chances of infection.

Drunkenness greatly increases the risk of infection.
Should one be so unfortunate as to contract venereal disea^

should see a first-class, reputable physician AT ONCK, the .sooner the

better. It is a fatal mistake to try to conceal venereal disease by not

seeing a doctor, he who docs so is taking a most dangerous chance of

ruining himself physically for Jife.

1467. How to avoid diseases caught by touching the germs. K
your skin clean with soap and water.

Do not bathe or wash your clothes in dirty water, have them
boiled when laundered.

Do not go barefoot, even in barracks.

Do not use towels or toilet articles of other people, especially
in public wash-rooms unless they furnish a fresh towel for you. Do not

sleep in houses left empty by the enemy unless ordered to do SO.

Do not sleep in native shacks in the tropics.
Do not rub the eyes with dirty hands. When dirt gets in have

a doctor get it out.

If you have clap, do- not rub your eyes with your hands, and
wash your hands well with soap and water after taking treatment or

passing water.
Do not handle dogs or cats, especially strange or .sickly
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1468-1469

Do not clean the ears with sticks or straws, have n

it for
::nvo o lion p. advertising dentists fix your teeth.

lix then. ,1111 ;it least once every six months, or

Mian dentist.

:,a\e pictures tatooed on your skin.
]><> mil -her men's pi;
I'll not handle or touch wounds with anything but a first aid

age.
<>f chipped drinking glasses in cafes, restaurants and

other The slightest cut frum such a yiass whose clipped part
n in contact with the mouth of a syphilitic person will gi\

k good companions like your mother and sister. Keep away
-ycorn. lie always wants to turn yon over to a harlot.

Whores and prostitutes are all diseased and will give you germs
that will li\e to give diseases to yon. your wife and your children, forty

- from now. Keep away from them.

Diseases Caught from Biting Insects

1468. The more common diseases. The following are some of the more
ti'inmon i

!

;iiight from the bites of certain insects: Malaria,
v-lh and dengue fever.

The germs of malaria, yellow fever and dengue fever live in the

blood, and are sueked up into the blood by mosquitos when they bite.

Malaria germs, however, will develop only in the mosquito called,
.

Yellow fever germs will develop only in the mosquito called,
'.i/tVi.

Dengue fever germs will develop in the mosquito called Cuh JT and
in Anopheles.

After a period of development in these mosquitos the germs will

find their way to th< -j it glands, and are injected into the person whom
.osquito bites. (Note. Male mosquitoes cannot, bite.)

Alxolutdy tJtc only way Unit malaria, yellow and dengue fevers can

'j lie caught is from mosquitoes.

\1469.
How to avoid malaria, yellow and dengue * VV_

fevers. To avoid these diseases, which are carried _,.

by inu--c|iiitoes, we screen all houses with fine
*"

and use mosquito nets on the beds.
Cider

F'S- 8
. under certain conditions we take daily mosquito

es of quinine in malarious region-. (She is

,
We kill the mosquitoes.

""(She To do this we must know their habits.
MB
on her
bead)
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1469 (cont.l.)

Mosquitoes all lay eggs in water. Thcno hatch out as i/

larvae, \\liicli him- to coiii.- tn tlio top frequently to luraUii .

twelve days or lon-i-r thry turn into tumblers or pupas, which ii

The eggs

Fig. 10

The larvae The pupa The mosquito !

tin pupa tkin

longer come to the top when their backs split open and the mosquito comes
out and flies away.

The malaria mosquito is domestic like the chicken and livos around
in houses hiding in the grass, bushes or dark corners and cornea out to

bite at night. When a settlement is abandoned the malaria mosquito

Fig. 11

Catching malaria

moves away also. She rarely flies far from home and is not found much

beyond 500 yards from a house. She lays her eggs in running clc;ir water

preferably, but she will accept water in hollow trees, between the leaves

of lilies or air plants or in vases of flowers, or in cisterns and water butts.
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1469 (contd.)

The ii(llf>w fever mosquito is doi-

like llic house <-it. She hangs around the

house and rarely tlics as t'ar as the next house

even, preferring to travel <HI a visitor's coat.

J^hi' will bite iii the day time and will lay her

eggs in any little collection of water in the

house, the eaves trough, the water barrel, old

tin cans or bottles, pitchers, vases or the re-

frigerator drip.
The dengue mosquito is a marsh and

town mosquito. She flies far and well and
will breed in any sort of water, even brackish.

To kill mosquitoes
Catch them in the house; empty all

water from tin cans, old barrels, etc; cover
with wire all cisterns and water barrels; fill

in sill puddles and drain off marshes; put oil

on all pools and streams to choke the wrig-
glers ; cut down grass and bushes around
houses.

us<iu!to bites for him)
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1470-1471-1472

CHAPTER II

PERSONAL HYGIENE
1470. The knowledge of taking can- of tin- body is called /'

Hygiene, the JM im-ipal rules of which are ;is f.>l:

1. KKKI' TIIK SKIN CLEAN.
2. KKKI' TIIK J50DY J'IfOl'KI.'I.Y I'K< >'! K Tl !!> AGAINST TIH!

WEATHER.
3. KEEP THE 'BODY PBOPERLY FKD.
4. KKKI' TIIK BODY SV IMMJKI) WITH l-'KKSIf All,'.

H. KKKP THE BODY \\V.\.\. K\Ki;< 'ISKH WITIIul'T KXHM's
TION.

6. KEEP THE BODY BESTED 1IY SITI'H'IKNT 8

7. KKKI' TIIK BODY FREE OF \YASTEs.
Sanitation is the practice of the laws of Hygiene.

1471. RULE 1. Keep the skin clean; A ilirty hotly invi

Small troubles such as chafing, sore feet, saddle boils, son- oyr.s. r.-lon-.,

\vliitlo\vs, 'jir:i<-lie, toothache, carlmncles, fleas, lice ami rinjjwuni
all caused by lack of cleanliness, and they ]>ut men <m .s'n-k report.

Owing to excessive perspiration a daily hath with soap is

desirable in summer and in the tropics, the year around. At 1

weekly bath should always be taken when possible. AY hen not ]"

to bathe, take a jjood rub daily with a dry towel.

Ki'i-p your feet clean with soap and wat-r and put on dry
before sleeping at night. Soiled socks should !>' washed and huny; up
to dry over night.

Keep your finger nails trimmed short with or knife.

Never bite them off. Keep them cleaned and keep your hands w.

especially at meal times.

I'nderwear must be washed in clean water, hot when p..

and when soiled change as soon as possible.
Do not bathe or wasli your clot lies in dirty water. Bathii.

water containing much alkali (hard water) or fine sand or inn

make the skin smart or chafe easily and cause sore e\

The hair of the head should be kept well-trimmed.

1472. RULE 2. Keep the body properly protected from the weather.

C'lothing of the soldier is worn as a protection. Too much causes sweating
and exhaustion on the march and too little causes chills and frost bite.

Be careful to rebutton the clothing in winter time after attending
to Nature's calls. Cold fingers may make you careless, but the cold is

merciless and may cause a bad frost bite.

The first feeling of frost bite is numbness and the fi

a marbje whiteness. Frost attacks first the nose, eav-. cheeks. :

and tocg.
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1473-1474-1475

Sun glare and snow blindness may be prevented by colored

goggles or a handkerchief tied across the face with :i small slit for the

: by greasing tlie face and eyelids and rublrtng in charcoal around
tin- i

1473. RULE 3. Keep the body properly fed. Your company mess is

suflirirnt for your needs and is wholesome, provided it is well chewed.
food take a longer time to digest than small particles

1 so they tire the stomach and also cause constipation, gas and

indigestion with headache.
Do not eat food left behind in strange houses or by the enemy,

nor food that smells or looks badly.
If haversack rations are issued to you, do not eat them all at

the first meal, but make a division for each meal. Stuffing will make
you sick on a hike and later, hunger will drive you to eat things you
would not touch at other times.

J'M lore starting on the day's hike drink all the water you can
and fill your canteen with water only.

Be sure your canteen does not leak.

After starting, do not drink anything until the end of the hike.

Do not eat ice or snow to quench thirst. It will make you more

thirsty. Do not drink large quantities of cold spring water when heated,
it will give you a very bad bellyache.

Do not drink whiskey or beer, especially in the field. It will

weaken you and favor heat exhaustion, sunstroke, frost bite and other
serious troubles.

Alcuhol muddles the mind and clouds thoughts, and so causes a

feeling of carelessness and silliness that may ruin some military plan, or

give the whole thing away to the enemy and with it the lives of yourself
and your comrades.

The soldier who drinks alcohol will be among the first to fall

out exhausted.
If you vjse tobacco, do not chew or smoke while marching.

Tobacco is only a dope and increases the work of the heart.

A cup of hot coffee is a good stimulant.
1474. RULE 4. Keep the body supplied with fresh air. The brain,
kidneys and other internal organs require oxygen (a part of the air)

continually, and if deprived of it for five minutes, the body will die.

it is easy to see that we must continually get plenty of
fresh air into the lungs to supply the blood which carries the oxygen
throughout the body. Except in winter time when steam-heated barracks
are filled with sleeping men. it is not, as a rule, difficult to get all the
t're.-h air we need. The air in a dormitory should smell sweet and clean,
even though warm. Fresh air should be continually admitted in a way
that will not throw a draft on any of the sleepers.

It is much better to sleep in a cold room with fresh air than in
a hot stuffy one.

h air not only prevents consumption, but it will cure mild
<>f consumption without other medic!

1475. RULE 5. Keep tho body well exercised without exhaustion.

absolutely necessary to good health. Lack of exercise of
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1476-1477

any set of muscles will cause them to grow flabby and weal..

sports are the best form of exercise, bee

muscles, and are in th^opcn clear air.

i:\liaustion, on the other hand, not only weakens (lie musclaa
of the body, but it also lessens the vital forces und

;
resist

1476. RULE 6. Keep the body rested by sufficient sleep. Give th.

body enough sleep. Kight hours of uninterrupted sleep are enough
for the average man, and you should always have that much in

twenty four hours. Remember your comrades need it also; so, it' you
come in after taps, do not make a racket ft.th slamming doors, heavy
tramping, talking or whistling. And in camp be careful not :

over tent ropes or step on other sleepers. Do not drink coffee at night,
it will keep you awake and rob your body of needed rest.

AVhon on the march take advantage of every halt to rest your
body. As soon as the command is given to fall on' If jn>>sil>l ,

a dry place on the side of the road to sit or lie on. If carrying tin'

pack, loosen it and rest back on it, in a sitting or lying pnsiti<
the march has been a long one,' lie flat on your hack and rai

in the air. This is a quick way to remove tlie heavy . .-.ling

of the feet and legs and to rest the heart, because the blood n;

of the legs into the body.
1477. RULE 7. Keep the body free of wastes. Get Into the habit of

emptying the bowels at a certain hour each day. Immediate!-
breakfast is a good time. This is a habit that can In- cultivated just
like any other habit. Cultivate it. It will do much to keep you in

good health.

Always empty the bowels and bladder, especially the bowels,
whenever you have the least desire to do so. Do not allow a little

personal inconvenience or laziness to prevent you from doing this. The
wastes from the bowels and bladder, especially the bowels, are

]

that should always be expelled from the body just as soon as
]><

is <i!.l

The free drinking of water flushes the bladder and helps t

loosen the bowels. A glass of hot water soon after reveille will not

only help to loosen the bowels, but it will also benefit the stomach rui-1

flush out the bladder. Some people drink a big glass of water,
hot or cold, every morning before breakfast.

Proper physical exercise and eating ripe or cooked fruits

also do much to keep the bowels open.
Pressing and rubbing downward with th left hand on the low

left side of the belly will do mi'ch to induce a movement of the bowel
Most constipation comei from swallowing food in large chunks,

drinking large quantities of cold liquids with the meals and eating

heavy articles of diet, such as, beans, fried pork, hot bread.

Do not get into the habit of using laxatives to keep the 1"

open. Their continued use is injurious. Use the natural means sug-

gested above.
The constant moderate use of alcohol injures the kidney -

when they become too weak to work and throw off the waste, a deadly
disease, called "

Bright 's Disease," results.
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1178-1479-1480-1481

CHAPTER III

FIRST AID TO THE SICK AND INJURED
1478. Object of teaching first aid. The object of teaching first aid,

'y assistance of the injured or sick, is not only to enable one person
to help another, but also in some measure to help himself, until a surgeon
or other thoroughly trained person can be seen.

It is a mistake to think you must know many things to be helpful,

-ary to know a few simple things, but yon must imder$tan<l

tlicm clearly a, nl be able to do them well.

1479. Asphyxiation (suffocation) by Gas. Asphyxiation by gas is

10 as in the case of drowning, omitting, of course, tho

..tting tb<> water out of the body.

of snake [Cither requires immediate and heroic treatment.

Lose no 1

1. Prevent the poison from traveling toward the heart and brain by
putting on at once a tourniquet between the wound and the heart.

Suck the wound and be sure to spit out the poison and rinse the

r.:outh afterward. It is safe, if you have no cuts or sores on the lips or in

nth.

Enlarge the wound with a knife (in the direction of the bone, not

to make it bleed more freely, and again suck the wound.
4. Apply to the wound any strong acid or caustic, such as carbolic.

acid, lime, wood ashes or tincture of iodine, or burn it with a hot iron.

g
' aph wire will do.

5. Wash out the wound with hot water and pack with equal parts
of baking soda and salt, and apply a bandage.

6. Then, in the case of a snake bite, loosen the tourniquet littl.- by

little, taking about half an hour so as to permit any poison that may
remain in the wound to be gradually absorbed by the blood. In the case of

a dog bite, the tourniquet is loosened at once.

After the tourniquet has been removed, the patient most rest

quietly for several hours. If he feel faint, he may have a stimulant,

alcohol, coffee or tea, but do not give ike stimulant before the poison
has been rcmorrd from the wound, because stimulants increase the heart

beats and thereby hurry the poison into the blood.

If the dog is not mnd (rabid), the wound does not need treatment

different from any other kind of a wound.
When bitten by a snake, kill it. if possible, and have it shown to

a doctor for examination.

1481. Bleeding. The following comparison between the blood nml the

water in a city will enable you to understand easily the question of bleeding:
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1481 .-.Mit.l.)

Tlowever, on.' ..-iniiot hold the thunil, forever on the l,loo<l tube,
make :in artificial thunil), called a lonrtiiinirt, which is a pebble

,r other hard object wrapped in some soft material (to prevent injury

The pebble

protect the flesh

The bandage tied

over the pebble

The bandage twisted
tightly by means of a
windlass (stick) which is

held by another bandayc

Tliis shows pressure applied by tourniquet (also
called Spanish windlass} instead of the hand and

by direct pressure of the First Aid ljacl:ft

Fig. 3

to flesh), which is \<i< -M-d down on the blood tube and held in place by
:i strip of any material which can be tied so as to keep up the pressure.

A tourniquet, therefore, is like the valve in a water maiu.
Jjove diat,n am-; >how how a tourniquet is applied.
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1482-1483

\Vhcn T,O one is around to assist you,
ft i infs it will be possible to plug the

wound in your own body with
the first aid packet or with

your thumb or hand kerchief.

\Ylien tin- Idreding is

slight, or is from the scalp or

palm of the hand, or sole of

the foot, direct pressure upon
the -wound itself with the pad
of the first aid package will

often be sufficient to stop the
leak.

Nature when left alono

stops the leaks with her o\\n

* xX
Fig. 4

Bandage to stop
bleeding j arm

Fig. 5

Bandage to stop bleeding in

foot

solder, called blood-clot, which forms in the cut ends of blood tubes and
corks them or seals them up until a scar forms a permanent seal.

1482. The dangers from a tourniquet a

1. Gangrene, that is, the death of a limb
caused by the lack of blood, which 1m

off by the tourniquet. I'.y watching the toes and

.^^^^^_^ finger tips and loosening the tourniquet if ther

^5 ^M mS+^^r are becoming blue-black and remain v!

Vy ^V^llBJr pinched, gangrene may be
]^^*%^K the wound should be plugged before lo<

the tourniquet.
2. Injury to nerves from pressure which

may cause palsy (par-

alysis). However, that

at elbow will generally pass off inAnn
Fig. 6

blown off

NOTICE:
1. Bandage on stump.
2. Tourniquet below to

check bleeding. _ frnn f,, ro
3. Ann held upright to

*

lessen bleeding.

a f$w days.
1483. Broien Bones
(Fractures). A broken

known by pain in a
4. Strap supports arm particular place that

and^also
acts as a toumi- hurtf, Qn nl()V( .lnont or

when touched. Also, by
a deformity or a movable lump, caused by the

broken end of the bone.
A broken bone should bo handled with

the greatest possible ca*e. Careless handling may
cause tlio broken ends to pierce the flesh and
stick out through the skin. This is called a

compound fracture, and is serious, because it

add-; fuel to the fire by making a doorway for

to enter, which may cause death or the

loss of the Hmb. Furthermore, cureless handling
may n:a!:e the bcnn-s grow together in a bad

post ion, causing a deformity.

Fig. 7

Compound, fracturt



1484

Prfak of UPPER arm bone.
J'ulling Ike broken bones out
*>f flesk and into place

Treatment for break of
tipper arm bone

1. Padding of grass.
2. Splints pat on

FRONT and I'.ACK.
3. Splints extend be-

yond elbow joint.
4. Ann is

by a sling.

Fig. 8

Treatment for break of both
bones of lover ami

1. Plenty of grass padding
to protect the flesh.

2. The splints are putKRONT and BACK and
bound snugly. The hand is

supported included.
3. The whole dressing ja

held up by a sling.

The best way to treat a broken leg
or arm bone is as follows: (Fig. 8.)

Pull until the ends come together.
You can tell this by the relief the patient
feels and by the limb assuming its proper

length, that is, the same length as the other

side.

1484. To keep the ends of the bones in

place, fasten to the limb two boards or any
other substance that will not bend. Such
boards or other substance are called splints.

They act as artificial bones. All splints should

be well padded with some soft material like

raw cotton waste, grass (be sure the grass
contains no biting insects), leaves, hay or

excelsior, to prevent pressure of the soft flesh

on the ends of the bones.

When the thigh bone is broken, put a

splint from the arm to the ankle and use the

other leg as a splint. Fasten them by band-

ages, belts, gun sling, etc., passed around the

:, waist, hips, knees and an!;le.

When an arm is put in a splint, hang
the hand and forearm in a sling. It will give
much relief.

When the jaw is broken, the upper
jaw makes a good splint.

"When the collar-bone is broken this

makes a good treatment: Fig. 10.
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Points to note:

Plenty of grass between
the legs.

Plenty of grass between
injured leg and splint.

Splint extends from arm
pit to foot
The other leg is used for

a splint.

I'lcnly of trapping t*

keep leg quiet.



Broken collar bone

The left collar bone is broken.
Therefore, pull BOTH shoulders
backward away from the h:v;i--t

bone (same action as for broken
arm hone) and bold in pu ition

ivith bandage or strap--.

Broken lollar bone (left side)

\Vhcn the shoulder* are pulled
'iack then the hand i-> bonii

to the chest high up. Tins
\
ir-

vents it from flopping ami *o

twisting the broken ends of t

i-ollar bone.

Fig. 10

A broken rib is treated by putting a wide si rap or ki;

around the chest and drawing it tight while all the air is breathed out.

This keeps the rib quiet and the niau will

breathe with his belly iustead of his ch>

A broken skull usually makes a man uncon-
%

ciuus aud may cause death. It is recognized by :i

wound or swelling of the scalp aud a dent in the

skull. A doctor should be called at once. Always
examine an unconscious mail for injury to the head.

1485. Burns. If clothing sticks to th burn, do
not try to remove it, but cut around it. I

blisters at both ends with a perfectly clean needle,
and remo\e the water by gentle pressure, l>

careful not to break the skin.

A good application for a burn is carbolic

Fig. 11

Treatment for broken
ribs, left side

The patient breathes acid dissolved in water fa leaspoouful in a pint of

Sett" and "Jt that
wilt <> r ), <' tincture of iodine dissolved in water (OB6

'

moment
buckled

the -trap is teaspoonfiil in a pint of water, to which is added
tightly. This as much salt as will cover a dime), or olive oil,

['ndToV thrribs
1^ vaseline or butter

tearing the flesh or the Lacking the remedies named above, Oral-

lungs. Notice the roll narv bnl.inr/ soda or flour mav In- .lusted on the

cf^hirt
which acts as a

;inh roken skin, or a cloth dampened with salt water
that has been boiled, to which may be added the

amount of whiskey or brandy as there is
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1486-1487-1488-1489

Another application for burns recommended by some, is the

scraping of :i nw potato, renewed when it feels hot.

Different burns should be treated as follows:

Sunburn, treat with olive oil, vaseline or butter, or with a

glycerine or witehha/.ol, applying with :i dampened cloth. %

Quicklime or lye, trout with vinegar.
Carbolic acid, treat with alcohol.

Other acids, treat with baking powder or lime water.
1486. Burning clothes, particularly those of women and children, has
been the unnecessary cause of many horrible deaths, either from ignor-
ance of the proper means of extinguishing the flames, or from lack of

presence of mind to apply them. A person whose clothing is blazing
should (1) immediately be made to lie down be thrown if necessary.
The tendency of tlames is upward, and when the patient is lying down,
they have not only less to feed upon, but the danger of their reaching
the face, with the possibility of choking and of ultimate deformity is

greatly diminished. (2) The person should then be quickly wrapped up
in a coat, shawl, rug, blanket or any similar article, preferably woolen,
and never cotton, and the fire completely smothered by pressing and

patting upon the burning points from the outside of the envelope.
The flames having been controlled in this way, when the wrap

is removed, great care should be taken to have the slightest sign of a
blaze immediately and completely stifled. This is best done by pinching
it but water may be used. Any burns and any prostration by shock
should be treated in the manner prescribed for them.
1487. Bruises. The bq^rtreatment for a bruise is heat.

A hot brick or aoottle of hot water wrapped in cloth, towels

wrung out of hot water, or even an electric light bulb, will give much
relief.

However, always remember this: Never put the hot object on
the bare skin always wrap the source of heat in a thick cloth to hold
the heat in and at the same time protect the skin. If not practicable
to do this wrap the source of heat, then spread a towel over the skin
before applying the hot object.

If you use an electric bulb, watch it closely, as it will char and
My set things on fire.

The above treatment is also excellent for lumbago, stiff neck,
-tiff muscles.

A tub bath as hot as you can stand it is fine for refreshing
tired, stiff muscles. It is also good for lumbago.
1488. Chiggers. Apply kerosene oil. Bacon is also excellent, and so

is butter or lard with salt.

1489. Choking. Foreign body in the throat. The common practice
of slapping the hack often helps the act of coughing to dislodge foreign
bodies in the windpipe.

If this does not succeed, have the patient lie over a chair with
Ins head down low or hold him as in the first step to revive a drowning
person and have him cough. When in either of these positions have
some one slap him on the back so as to induce coughing.
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1490-1491-1492

Th above failing, give him a large amount of warm writ or with

a little salt, mustard or baking soda in it, and then havo him pnt his

linger in his throat so as to induce vomiting which will oftm bring up
the obstruction.

In children, and even in adults, the <.f the

la- facilitatrd by lifting a patient up by the het !

buck in this position.
If none of the m> <>ve described are* suceewfu'

a physician, taking care to send him information as to the ehara<-

the accident, so that he may bring with him. the instruments neou>

removing the obstmction.
1490. Cuts. Small cuts should bo treated with tincture of iodine or

waaaed with alcohol (bay rum or listerine will do) and bandage up.

wounds may be similarly cleaned and then <]< !!n-sive
j

1491. Diarrhoea. Apply warm bandages to the belly. Some woodsmen
recommend the following: Fire brown a little Hour to which two

teaspoonfuls of vinegar and one tcaspoonful of salt arc added; mix and
drink. They claim this is a cure nine cases out of ten. A fa'

of warm vinegar and teaspoonful of salt will cure most so

Also, Lot ginger ale or hot water containing a teaspoonful of

hazel is good. Repeat any of the above drinks about every hour.

Take a purgative, which will usually expel the offending cause,

generally too much undigested food.

1492. Dislocations. The place where two boaat come together is

a joint.
When two bones forming a joint are knocked apart, it is tailed

a dislocation, and the bones are said to be out of joint.

The first sign of a dislocation is tho accident.

The second sign is immediate interference with tho motion of the

joint and awkwardness in using the limb.

The third sign is deformity of the joint, it looks queer when

compared with the same joint on the other side.

If you are unsuccessful after trying several times to replace a

dislocation, get a doctor.

If no doctor is available, make the man sick l>y having him drink

some warm salt water and then put his finger in his throat.

When he vomits the muscles and ligaments (tissue ^ the

joints) will relax and you may be able to get the bone back in pi

After replacing the bones put the joint at rest with a laryo

compress and bandage.
When uncertain as to whether you hare to deal with & broken bone

or a dislocated joint, give treatment for a broken bone, because rest and

quiet for the injured part are good in either case.

The following diagrams show the usual methods of replacing
dislocations :



1493

To put th arm bon# back into the shoulder sock ft

1ST MOVE
Kett your weight at

elbow, pulling downward,
vntil the muscles at the
shoulder are tired and
will stretch.

2ND MOVE

Swing the elbow across,
close to the chest, and
place the hand on other
shoulder.

3RD MOVE

Keep the elbow close
to the chest and bring
the hand forward as if
held out for a penny.

This should twist the
bone into the socket.

Relocating the jar?

li

Relocating thumb

When tlm thumb bone is dis-

located it must be PUSHED
into place not pulled.

Relocating finger

When the jaw bone is out of

place, the man cannot shut his

month.
Put both thumbs ^protected by

a handkerchief) on the lower
teeth and with the forefingers at
the angles of the lower jaw pnsli
down in the back of the jaw.

Pull the finger bone back into

place.

Fig. 12

1493. Drowning. Rescuing. Approach the drowning n an from behind,
si-izing him by the coat collar, or a woman by the back hair, and tow at
arms length to boat or shore. Do not let him cling ti round your neck or
arms to endanger you. Dm-k him until unconscious if necessary to

:i ihiiL'ri-ous hold upon you; but do not strike to stun him.
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1493 (oontd.)

\ drowning person Joes not come t< the top throe ti-

giving up.
/.' rimi./. \Ylien :i peis.m is apparently ilrn\viu><l lie is m

and not breathing berimse his lun^s arc full of water ami liis skin is

blue and cold because no air is getting into liis |,;,,,,,| to redden it and
warm it; n iin-inbi r the heart does not Stop until some time after the

breathing stops. If \ve mn get air into the blood and start l.reatliin^

again ht-fore the lieait stops we can save the patient's life. If we i-ami"!

et the lin-ath started in time the heart stops and the patient ll

dead*
Our problem then is this:

1. To {jet the water out of the lungs.
-. To get the air into the hinys and start the man breathing before

the heart stops.

Emptying the lungs is precisely similar to emptying a bottle.

The lungs are the bottle, the wind-pipe is the neck of the 1

and the cork of the bottle may be the tongue turned back in the throat

or mud and loaves from bottom of the pool and bloody froth in the

nostrils. ^Ve therefore
, ( Pull out the cork.

Remove mud, mucus, etc., and pull the tongue forward.

2.

l-ig. U
Pulling out the cork

Turn the bottle neck down to pour out the contents.
Place the patient's head lower than his chest so the water

will run out.



1493 (contd.)

Then lay the patient mi a blanket, if possible, and on liis stomach, arm.;

:.'d I'nnii liis lindy beyond his head, face turned to one side so that

the mouth and IIOM- do not touch the ground. This position causes the
to tall frw:ird of its own weight and so prevents jr from falling

into tlio air ]< Turning t lie head 1o one side preven
uming into contact with mini or water during the operation.

I and straddle the patient's hips, facing his head.

Fig. 15

Roll lip or rip off the clothing so as to get at the bare back.

Locate the lowest rib, and with your thumbs extending in about

the same direction as your fingers, place your spread hands so that your
little linger curls over the lowest rib. Be sure to flct the hands well <"/,;>/

//I 7 Ihc luck bone, the nearer the ends of the ribs the hands arc placed
without sliding off, the better it is.

Then with your arms licld fitraif/lit. press down SLOWLY AND
STKADILV on the libs, bringing the weight of your body straight from

shoulders. Do not bend your elbows and xlmrc in from the niilr.

Release the pressure suddenly, removing the hands from the body
entirely, and thus allowing the chest to fill with air.

Wait a couple of seconds, so as to give the air time to get into

the blood. This is most important.
llepeat the pressure and continue doing so, slowly and steadily,

,'j; down at the rate of ordinary breathing. That is to say, pressure
and release of pressure (one complete

1

respiration) should occupy about
onds. Guide yourself by your own deep, regular breathing, or

by counting.
K.cp up for at least one hour the effort to revive the patient;

:n:d much longer if there is any sign of revival by way of speaking,
-hing, coughing, sneezing or gurgling sounds.

I'.. i;ot stop working at the first signs of life, but keep it up
until the patient is breathing well and is conscious. If you stop too

soon he may stop breathing and
: re\ived after two hours of steady work, but

':tl:in about thirty minutes.
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1494-1495-1496

If you are a heavy man, be careful not to bring too much force
on the ribs, us you might break one of them.

lu the case of \vun:rn or thin pei>oiis place a roll of clothing
u mlor them at tin- waist line before beginning .in-.

If you luij)|i(>ii to In'' of light build ami the patient is a large,

on, you will be ublo to apply the
]

: :ti-r by raising

your knees from thf- ground, ami supporting yourself entirely on your
Mil the heels ol' your hands, properly placed on the floating i

the patient.
Do not attempt to give liquids of any kind to the patient whilo

, nconscions, for he cannot swallow them. They will merely run into

mi-pipe and choke him, and furthermore, it will take up valuable

time.

However, after the patient has regained consciousness you
give him hot coffee or hot whiskey, punch or aromatic spirits of ammonia

easpoonful in water).
Then wrap up the patient warmly in hot blankets with hot v

bottles, and take him to the nearest hospital or put him to l>ed ta
for a doctor. Why? Because the dirty water in the lungs has damaged
the lining and the patient is in danger of lung fever and needs cui

nursing.
Aromatic spirits of ammonia may be poured on a handkerchief

and held continuously within about three inches of the fai-e and nose.

If other ammonia preparations are used, they should be diluted or held

farther away. Try it on your own nose first.

The above method of artifical respiration is also applicable in

cases of electric shock, suffocation by gas and smoke.
1494. Earache. Put a teaspoonful of salt into a quart of water and
add 6 teaspoonfuls of tea. Boil it. As soon as it is cool enough to

stand the finger, drip some into the nostrils until it falls into the throat.

Clear out the nose and throat by sniffing, do not blow the nose. and then

gargle with the rest of the remedy as hot as can be taken, holding each
mouthful well back in the throat. This will often open up the tubes

running from the ears to the throat, and relieve the pressure against the

ear drum. In addition, a little hot oil may be dropped into tl

Repeat the treatment in one-half an hour if not successful first time.

1495. Ear, foreign body in. Lay the head over, with the affect

up, and pour in some warm oil or soap suds. This will float the thing

up, unless it be a vegetable such as a grain of corn or a bean. Turning
the affected ear down and then jumping, jerking the head, or pounding it

gently, may dislodge it.

A little peroxide of hydrogen poured into the ear will often

dislodge the substance, especially if it be wax.
In case of an insect, a bright light held near the ear will often

cause it to leave the ear to go to the light.

1496. Electric Shock. Failure of respiration following an e!

shock by lightning or live wire is treated the same as in tl

drowning, omitting, of course, the operation of removing the water out

of the lungs.
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Fig. 16

1497-1498

Do not try to pull a man away from a live wire until you have

put on rubl- > nvi ishoes or gotten a wooden stick with which to got the
wire away I'rmn him. Otherwise you will yourself got a shock.
1497, Eye, foreign body in. Close the eye for a few moments and)

allow the tears to fill the eye; upon opening it, the body may be washed
out by them.

Never rub the eye.
The foreign body can often be removed by

keeping the eye open with one hand and splashing
water into it with the other, or by dipping the eye
into clean water while holding the eyelid open with
the hand.

If the body lies'under the lower lid, make
the patient look up, and at the same time press
down upon the lid; the inner
surface of the lid will be ex-

posed, and the foreign body
may be brushed off with the
roruer of a handkerchief.

If the body lies under
lid, (1) grasp the lashes of the upper lid and pull it

down over the lower, which should at the same time,
with the other hand, be pushed up under the upper.
Upon repeating this two or three times, the foreign
body will often be -brushed out on the lower lid.

(2) If this fails, the upper lid should be turned up;
make the patient shut his eye and look down; then
with a pencil or some similar article press gently
upon the lid at about the middle, and grasping the
lashes with the other hand, turn the lid up over the pencil, when its inner
surface will be seen, and the foreign body may readily be brushed off.

If the body is firmly stuck in the surface of the eye, a careful

attempt may be made to lift it out with the point of a needle. If not at
once successful, do not try again, as you may injure the sight.

Lime, plaster or whitewash in the eye should be washed out with
a very weak mixture of vinegar and water. Acids in the eye may be
washed with baking soda in water. Olive oil will also afford relief.

After the removal of a foreign body from the eye, a sensation as
if of its presence often remains. People not infrequently complain of a

foreign body when it has already been removed by natural means. Some-
times the body has excited a little irritation, which feels like a

foreign body. If this sensation remains over night, the eye needs atten-

tion, and a surgeon should be consulted; for, it should have passed away,
if no irritating body is present.

After the removal of an irritating foreign body from the eye,
salt water should be poured into it, then butter, lard or olive oil may be
used for a salve.

1498. Fainting. Fainting is caused by the blood leaving the head.

Therefore, we must get the blood back into the head, which is done by
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1490-1500-1501-1502-1503-1504

placing the patient on his bach, with the head lower than the
ar\. make, liy digging, a slight depression in tin- ground

for the head, neck and upper part of shoulder*. Alsu. the he.id a

. lower than tin- rest of t lit- body by putting a couple of folded

blanket!?, or a lY\v folded coats or any other suitable article iin-i

body; also, by raising tlic fed by hand or ot IUM wise. 'I'lie clothing
be loosi i.ed liy unlivit toning and tin 1

patient t'anneil. (live liini as much
i'lesh aii BB possible. BO, do not let people cro\vd around him. .Mop the
face and forehead with a hand kerchief soaked in cold wa
1499. Fish hool:. It' a fish hook -els caught in

through and when the end slicks out. break. off the hook and pull
the other way. ]'ut tinctiire of iodine on the wound and bain:

1500. Fits. The man falls over suddenly unconscious in a coir.,

which continui's until lu 1 is blue in the face, when he gradn.
oown ami regains consciousness. He is liable to injure hims.-h '

fall and by biting his tongue. 1'ut: a stick or cork between hi

let him lie quietly undisturbed. Don't try to hold him down or ma'
sit up. lie will come to no harm on the floor and you cai

Ammonia on a handkerchief held under the nose to smell will

\iving consciousness. Tut him in the hospital at once.
1501. Fracture. See, "Broken Bones."
1502. Freezing. If a man is overcome by the cold, d"

into a warm room, or heated tent. Put him into a cool n 0111 without

draughts and get a doctor at once. Meanwhile loosen his dotltii

rub arms and legs towards the heart with cold water and a to.

ge, using pressure.
"When he revives give him hot drinks and wrap him up A\

J'.ot blankets and put him in the hospital.
When free/ing to death a man feels overcome with Bleep!

fitupor. Take a switch or stick and beat him unmercifully, b'en

that falling to sleep means death.
1503. Frost-bite. The best way to get frost-bilten is to have on damp

clothing, such as wet shoes and socks or mittens. The first feeling of
frost bite is numbness, and the first sign is marble whiteness.

TrcatiiK nt. Rub the fro/en part briskly with snow or ice rokl

water, if the frost-bite has just occurred. If it has been fro/en more than
fifteen minutes, rub vrrii (untlii with snow,cold water or coal oil (kero
If you rub hard, it will break the frozen flesh.

Returning pinkness is a sign of thawing; if the parts turn a
dark color, see a surgeon at once, for it means gangrene i death of tbo

flesh).
"When thawed out apply plenty of oil. tallow or vaseline.

If gangrene has set in and no doctor is available, then tre.v

burn.

By all means keep away from heat. To toast frost-bitten

lingers or tors before a fire is liable to result in chilblains.

1504. Headache. Among troops headache is usually due to int>

indigestion, combined with a congestion of the stomach. Take a table-

:<il ot Wor.'i -t> r^hire sauce or ") <lrops ( ,f tobacco sauce in a tumbler
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1505-1506-1507-1508-1509-1510-1511-1512

of hot water :is a drink and juit. a small piece of soap up into tin- bowel
i IIM> a mo\ ement.

1505. Heat exhaustion. The man falls out in a faint while marching,
or on fatigue or parade. He looks pale, his body is clammy and cold,

I sighing and heart fluttering. II' lint f.v the matter? His
is weak from poisons in the blood, usually alcohol, but often to<>

inuch carbonic gas and tO4 little oxygen. This occurs when men are
suit -muscled: so, young soldiers, recruits and fat soldiers and especially

who drink a! ie drugs or smoke or chew tobacco while

hiking, are the first to have it.

tine nt. Loosen the man's clothing, remove his pack, lay him
on his back in the shade, with head and shoulders lower than his hips
and raise his feet in the air. This will make the blood flow to the heart
and brain. If he has fainted, slap the bare chest with the hand or a wet.

towel and briskly rub the arms towards the heart. If he does not revive,

apply hot bottles, or bricks to the chest and abdomen, and ammonia to
- a smelling salt. Do not give stimulants until he is conscious.

He should ride in the ambulance, or go to the hospital.
1506. Lightning. A man struck by lightning is treated the same

.vi'ing, omitting, of course, the operation of getting the
r out of the hi'

1507. Nose, foreign body in. If it cannot be sneezed out, lean the
:ud pour a little oil into the nostril. Then snift and blow the

Iternately. If this is not successful, take a lead pencil and try
(n push il:e "'..jeer straight back into the throat. .This must be done
\ cry gently.
1508. Poison. "When poison has been swallowed, cause the patient to

take a large quantity of hike-warm water and make him vomit by putting
his finger in his throat. Repeat this and then have him swallow the white

1 eggs or some milk into which raw floor or corn-starch has been
stirr.

It' y.iu know he took bichloride of mercury, you may increase
the amount of eggs and give one-half glass of weak lime water.

00 know he took carbolic acid, give him alcohol (pure alcohol
or in the form of gin or whiskey) and plenty of it in order to neutralize
the a'-id.

Get a doctor as soon as possible, and save the vomit and poison
i, for him to see.

1509. Scalds. Apply at once common baking soda or olive oil and cover
with a bandage. To sprinkle with flour is also good.
1510. Scratches of cats and other animals. Apply tincture of iodine or

with soap and water.
1511. Shock. In case of collapse following an accident, treat the :u-ri-

dent: then treat as for fainting. Apply hot plates, stones or bottles of
hot \\ajer, or an electric light wrapped in towels over the stomach.

"Wrap up warmly. Keep the patient quiet, in the dark, and send for a
'

"T.

1512. Snow or sun blindness. Smear tin- nose and face about the
witli charcoal, and wear a cloth over the face with small holes for the
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1518-1514-1515-1516-1517-1518-1519-1520

1513. Sore throat. Gargling with hot strong tea or Lot water and salt
: \ 0.

, Listerine diluted in water and used :is a gargle is also g<
Peroxide- of hydrogen is a good gargle.

1514. Spider bite. Apply a cloth dampen. -d with alcohol or weak
a in in on in and water.

1515. Suffocation by gas. See "Asphyxiation by gas."
1516. Sprains. The regular medical treatment is to plunge a sprained

ankle, wrist or finger, into water as hot as ran lie ltr>

and to raise the heat gradually thereafter to the limit of endurance.
(Continue for half an hour, then put the joint in a hot wet haii''

from time to time, and support the limb in an elevated position, the

leg on a chair or stool; the arm carried in a sling. In a day or t\v.

gently moving and kneading the joint, and nib with liniment, oil or
vaseline.

As a soothing application for sprains, bruises, etc., the virtues of
witch hazel are well known.
1517. Stings. Stings of bees, jelly fish and other stinging anim:

treated with a very weak solution of ammonia in water applied as a
lotion. Or apply a very weak solution of carbolic acid in water, a

solution of baking powder, a slice of crushed raw onion, a moist quid of

tobacco, witch hazel, listerine, or a paste of clay.
Before applying any of these remedies, extract the sting, if

left in the wound. Also, work out as much of the poison as possible by
-aging and sucking the wound.

1518. Sun-burn. Treat with witch hazel or listerine or vim-gar well

diluted with water.
1519. Sunstroke. In sunstroke the man has a blazing red face, dry,"

burning hot skin; agitated heart; snoring breathing; a high fever, and is

unconscious and delirious. What is the matter? The part of the brain
which regulates the heat of the body is overcome by the, heat and loses

control, the man is entirely too hot all the way through.
Treatment. First of all remove the pack and shoes and loosen the

clothing. Then souse the man, clothing and all, with water. Lay him in

the shade and fan him, keeping him covered and wet. This will ex>ol

him off without chilling too much. If possible, rub the chest and legs,
but not the belly, with ice.

-

1520. Wounds. AYounds may be made in every degree of size, from
the jab of a splinter to the loss of a part of the body from shrapnel.

No matter what form of the wound or the cause, we know tbo

following fact to be of the utmost importance: A wound without germs
in it will heal rapidly without pain, redness, heat, or pus and the

j

will have no fever. lie will cat his regular meals and act as though
well.

Such wounds we see made by surgeons when operating. On the

other hand, wounds infected with germs arb painful, hot, angry, red,

and swollen and form large quantities of pus or matter.

Pus is a mixture of germs, blood and the flesh that they have

destroyed. This pus prevents wounds from healing ar.d often burrows
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1521

\in, forn.' \vhich cause fever and chills, and the

..g delirium and death.

Our one aim in treating wounds is to keep out germs, and we

ccomplrsh this )>y means ol' ti .d packet.

1521. The first aid packet consists of two

gauze compresses sewed to two cotton band-

ages. They are sealed in wax paper. There

*ty* A Kt are also two saftey pins wrapped in wax
paper. These articles are placed in an air-

tight metal case which protects them from
contamination.

Now, the one important fact about
this first aid packet is that the bandage com-

presses and safety

pins have l.ecn ster- ^^L^

Fig. 18

First Aid Packet

After the removal
packet from tin can,

.x paper and hold
.ue as shown.

1. Left hand holds
i per.

J. Right hand holds
bandage.

of
open

the

they contain no

living germs of any
kind. It is, there-

fore, perfectly safe

to put on a wound,
provided the pad
touches*- the wound
before it touches

anything else and

provided that the

wound has not "been

handled. There-
fore, do not wash

lean wound.
CAUTION. Have the wound ready

before you open the packet. Do not touch thb

gauze pad with ANYTHING. Do not breathe
on it, and be especially careful not to cough
or sneeze over it. These things put germs on
it which will grow in the wound.

By observing these instructions you
may save a man 's life. By not observing them,
you may cause his death, or cause him much
pain and suffering.

The life of a wounded man is often
in the hands of the first one who attends him.

It is said that since the adoption of.

the first aid packet by armies, it has done more
than everything else to save the lives of those
wounded in battle by preventing the infection
of wounds.

In an emergency a pad from any kind
of cloth may be boiled for ten minutes to kill the germs, the water drained

Fig. 19

First Aid Packet

Shake out packet with right
hand so that the pad (or

compress) does not touch

anything until placed on the
wound.
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1521 (contd.)

off to allow it to cool, and then placed on tho wound. Or, <ho pad may
be held over a clear fire until it is fixirly scorched

;
thru lot it cool. A

little charring of tho surface will do no harm. Any kind of bandage may
then be used to hold it in place.

When u bullet strikes a man first, tho wound is clean cut and

germ free and it will heal rapidly. If, however, it strikes something first,

jnul bounces off (riccocheta) and then strikes a man, it will bo knocked
into an irregular shape and, therefore, cause a ragged wound with 7iiuch

bruising. What is more important, such a bullet will carry germs iuto

the wound from the object struck, and almost surely some shreds of clothing.
When a wound is infected it is extremely difficult to kill tho

germs (disinfect). Such a wound, before applying the first aid <];

should be painted with a tincture of iodine, or alcohol or be well washed
with boiled salt water.
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1522. The illustrations below show improvised litters.

Litter made of one-half shelter tent, three shelter tent pins and one tent
or other pole

Litter made of two poles, two coats and one belt. Tlie coats are buttoned
and the sleercs turned inside out, the poles being run through

the sleeves. The belt is used as a head rest

The coat litter in use

Fig. 20
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MILITARY COURTESY AND KINDRED
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15X

CHAPTER I

MILITARY DEPORTMENT AND APPEARANCE-
PERSONAL CLEANLINESS FORMS OF

SPEECH DELIVERY OF
MESSAGES, ETC.

1523. Military Deportment and Appearance. The enlisted man is no
longer a civilian but a soldier. He is, however, still a citizen of the United
States and by becoming a soldier also he is in no way relieved of the

responsibilities of a citizen; he has merely assumed in addition thereto the

responsibilities of a soldier. For instance, if he should visit an adjoining
town and become drunk and disorderly while in uniform, not only could
he be arrested and tried by the civil authorities, but he could also be tried

by the snmmary court at his post for conduct to the prejudice of good
order and military discipline. Indeed, his uniform is in no way whatsoever
a license for him to do anything contrary to law and be protected by the

government.
Being a soldier, he must conduct himself as such at all times, that

he may be looked upon not only by his superior officers as a soldier, but
also by the public as a man in every way worthy of the uniform of the
American soldier.

"Whether on or off duty, he should always look neat and clean,
ever remembering that in bearing and in conversation he should be every
inch a soldier shoes must be clean and polished at all times; no chewing,
spitting, gazing about, or raising of hands in ranks he should know his

drill, his orders and his duties he should always be ready and willing
to learn all he can about his profession he should never debase himself
with drink.

A soldier's uniform is more than a mere suit of clothes that is

worn to hide nakedness and protect the body. The uniform of an army
respectability, its honor, its traditions, and its achievn-

.just as the flag of a nation symbolizes its honor, dignity and history.

Aiwa;. -:iid remember, too, that the soldier who brings
iiiform is in the same elasa as the priest who brings

dishonor upon his robes.

,M\( u to every man to wear the uniform of his Country's
army, ii i r and :i privilege to do so, and no individual has a

right 1o abuse this honor and privilege by bringing the uniform into dis-

. misbehavior.
uoiilu be remembered that the soldiers of a command can make

the uniform carry distinction and respect, or they can make it a thing to bo
derided.

The soldier should take pride in his uniform.
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1523 (contd.)

A soldier should T>e soldierly in dress, soldierly in carriage,

soldierly in courtesies.

A civilian owes it to himself to be neat in dress. A soldier owes
it to more than himself he owes it to his comrades, to his company he
owes it to his country, for just so far as a soldier is slack so far

his company suffer; his shabbiness reflects first upon himself, tin n upon
his company and finally upon the entire Army.

It is a fact known to students of human nature that just in pro-

portion as a man is neatly and trimly dressed is he apt to conduct him-
self with like decency. The worst vagabonds in our communities are the

tramps, with their dirty bodies and dirty clothes; the most brutal <[

in all history were those of the ragged, motley moba of Paris in the days
of the French Revolution; the first act of the mutineer has ever been to

debase and deride his uniform.
The man who misbehaves himself in uniform in public creates a

bad impression of the whole command, as a result of which his comr:.

must suffer. Remember that a man in the uniform of a soldier is con-

spicuous, much more so than a civilian, and consequently any mis-
conduct on his part is more noticeable than if done in civilian clothes.

The man who deliberately besmirches the uniform of his Country's army
by appearing in public drunk or by other misconduct, not only fouls his

own nest, but he also dishonors the uniform worn by his self-respecting
comrades.

It is a well known fact that laxity in dress and negligence in

military courtesy run hand in hand with laxity and negligence in almost

everything else, and that is why we can always look for certain infallible

symptoms in the individual dress, carriage and courtesies of soldiers.

Should a soldier give care and attention to his dress f

Yes; not only should a soldier be always neatly dressed, but he
should also be properly dressed that is, he should be dressed as re-

quired by regulations. A soldier should always be neat and trim, precise
in dress and carriage and punctilious in salute. Under no circumstances
should the blouse or overcoat be worn unbuttoned, or the cap back or
on the side of the head. His hair should be kept properly trimmed, his

face clean shaven or beard trimmed and his shoes polished, his trousers

pressed, the garrison belt accurately fitted to the waist so that it does
not sag, his leggins cleaned, his brass letters, numbers and crossed rifles

polished, and his white gloves immaculate.
Should a man ever be allowed to leave the post on pass if not

properly dressed.

No; never. The Army Regulations require that chiefs of

squads shall see that such members of their squads as have.,passes leave__
the post in proper dress.

Should a soldier ever stand or walk with his hands in his pockets?
No; never. There is nothing more unmilitary than to see a

soldier standing or walking with his hands in his pockets.
The real soldier always stands erect. He never slouches.

7* it permissible, while in uniform, to wear picture buttons, chains,

charms, etc., exposed to view?

No; it is not.
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, 1524-1525

"May the campaign hat or any other parts of the uniform be worn
With civilian dress?

No; this 3 prohibited l>y the Uniform Regulations, which espe-

cially states that when the rivilian dress is worn it will not be accom-

panied by any mark or part of the uniform.

Nay a mixed uniform be worn for example, a cotton olive drab
coat end woolen olive drab breeches?

No; under no circumstances.
Wlien the company commander or any other officer sends for a

Boldier to report to him- in the company office or any other place, the
soldier must report in proper uniform.
1524. Obedience. What is Obedience? It is compliance with every-

thing that is required by authority it is the mainspring, the very soul

and essence of all military duty. It is said a famous general once re-

marked every soldier should know three things "First, obedience; second,
obedience; third, obedience."

Cheerful, earnest and loyal obedience must be paid by all sub-

ordinates to the orders of their superiors.

A soldier should obey first and if aggrieved complain afterward.
All duty should be performed cheerfully and willingly. Soldiers

are sometimes required to perform duties that are not pleasant for

instance, doing guard duty on a cold, rainy night, when tired and sleepy;

digging ditches or cleaning up dirt and filth that have accumulated around
the barracks, kitchens, quarters, etc., scrubbing floors, polishing stoves,

cleaning knives, forks, pots, etc. However, by doing everything required
of him in a cheerful manner, a soldier will soon earn the respect of
his comrades and the commendation of his officers.

1525. Eespect and Obedience to Noncommissioned Officers. In the
and directions that they give, company noncommissioned officers

represent the company commander, and they must be obeyed and respected
at all times and under all circumstances.

Orders and regulations require that men respect and obey their

noncommissioned officers, and discipline makes it imperative that they do
BO.

It is not for a private to question in any way the fairness, justice,

propriety or wisdom of an order received from a noncommissioned officer.

'When ordered by a noncommissioned officer to do a thing, whatever it

may be. do it promptly and thoroughly, and then if you feel that you
:>een injured in any way, report the matter to your company
nder, who will see that you receive justice. If the noncommissioned

officer made a mistake, exceeded his authority, or treated you unfairly,
he will be punished by the company commander. The company comman-
der, and not the privates of the company, is to judge the conduct of his

noncommissioned officers, who are directly responsible to him for every
act of theirs.

If every subordinate were to question the fairness, justice, pro-
priety or wisdom of orders received from noncommissioned officers or
other superiors, there would be no discipline, and the Army would SOOE

degenerate into a mob.
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Remember, a soldier is supposed to obey first, and, if aggi-
complain after-

r, too, that tho authority of noncommissiono
fieers is not "iitinnl to tin- drill ground, tho barracks and the post or

camp. \Vlicth.T you arc on pass, in a theatre, in a > 00 a train,
on the street or anywhere else, it' you receive an order 1'nun a ji

missioned otlii-i ! you are to obey it just the same as if it wero x\\
at drill or in l>a rra<

1526. forms of Speech. In speaking to an officer it is not
j
P.

a soldier to say, "You, etc.," but the third person should alwa

as, for example, "Docs the captain want his horse this morning}
1 ' do

not say, "Do you want your horse this morning!?' "Tho limit -nant i-

wanted on the 'phone," not "You are wanted on the 'phone.
"

In beginning a conversation with an officer, a soldier si, on!

the third person in referring to himself instead of the pronouns "I" and
"me." However, after the conversation has commenced, it is perfectly
proper, -and usual, for the soldier to use the pronouns "I" and '

but an officer is always addressed in the third person and never as "you."
In speaking to an officer, an enlisted man should refer to another

enlisted man by proper title, as, "Sergeant Richards," "Corporal Fmith,"
"Private Wilson."

Privates and others should -always address noncommissioned of-

ficers by their titles. For example, "Sergeant Smith/' "Corporal Jones,"
etc., and not "Smith," "Jones," etc.

"NY hen asked his name, a soldier should answer, for instance,
"Private Jones, Sir."

"\Yhen given an 'order or instructions of any kind by an officer, or

noncommissioned officer, a soldier should always say, "Yes, *tr," thus

letting the officer or noncommissioned officer know that tho soldier under-

stands the order or instructions. Don't say, "Very well, sir," or "All

right, sir"; say, "Yes, sir," it's the direct, military way of answering.
Short direct answers should be made in the form of, "No, sir,"

"Yes, sir," "I don't Tcnow, sir," "I will try, sir," etc.

Do not use slanp in speaking to an officer.

Never interrupt an officer while he is speaking. Always wait
until he is through talking before you begin to speaU.

After a soldier has finished a thing that he was ordered to do,
he should always report to the officer who gave him the order. For

example, "The captain's message to Lieutenant Smith has been de-

livered. ' '

If ordered to report to an officer for any purpose, do not go away
without first ascertaining if the officer is through with you, as it often

happens he has something else he would like to have you do. After

having finished the work given in the beginning, report, for instance,

"Sir, is the captain through with me?"
When an officer calls a soldier who is some distance away, tho

soldier should immediately salute, and say, "Yes, sir," and, if necessary, ap-

proach the officer with a quickened step. If the officer is waiting on
th soldier, the latter should take up the double time.
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1527-1528-1529-1530

Alu fcfl an officer when he leavee yon after a. conversation

or at any other time. Ant] always salute just as soon as the officer makes
the fu e. I>on 't wait until he has moved away several feet
before saluting.

Miscellaneous

1527. How to Enter an Office. Jn .entering an office a soldier should

give two or three knocks at the door (whether it be open or closed);
toM to come in, enter, taking off the hat (if unarmed), close the

door (if it was closed before you entered) and remain just inside the
.util asked what is wanted; then go within a short distance of the

ention, salute, and make known your request in as
few words as possible. On completion, salute, face toward the door,
and go out, being careful to close the door if it was closed when yon

<-d. li' it was not closed, leave it open.
1528. Complaints to the Captain. Complaints must never be made

directly to the captain unless the soldier has the captain's permission
to d so, or the first sergeant refuses to have the matter reported. If

dissatisfied with his food, clothing, duties, or treatment, the facts should
be reported to the first sergeant, with the request, if necessary, to see the

captain.
It is also customary for soldiers who wish to speak to the captain

about anything to see the first sergeant first, and when speaking to the

captain to inform him that they have the first sergeant's permission to

do so. Thus: "Private Smith has the first sergeant's permission to

speak to the captain," etc.

1529. How the Soldier is Paid. When your name is called, answer
"Ilere," step forward and halt directly in front of the paymaster, who
will be directly behind the table; salute him. When he spreads out your
pay on the table in front of you, count it quickly, take.it up with your
ungloved hand, execute a left or right face and leave the room and
building, unless you wish to deposit, in which case, you will remain
in the hall outside the payroom, until the company kas been paid, when
you enter the payroom. Men wishing to deposit money with the pay-

. will always notify the first sergeant before the company ia

iied to the pay table.

1530. Delivery of Messages. When an enlisted man receives a mes-
erbal or written, from an officer for delivery, he will, in case

he does not understand his instructions, ask the officer to repeat them,
saying, for instance, "Sir, Private Smith does not understand; will

.;]>tain please repeat?" When he has received his instructions,
and understands them, he will salute, and say: "Yes, sir," execute an
: bout face, and proceed immediately to the officer for whom the message
is intended. He will halt three or four paces directly in front of the

rind if the officer be junior to the officer sending the message, ho
will say. "Sir, Captain-Smith presents his compliments," etc., and then
deliver tin- . or "The commanding officer present* his compli-

ieiitenant Smith and. would like to see him at headquarters."
I salute immediately before he begins to address the officer and

will hold his hand at the position of salute while he says, "Sir, Captain
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Smith presents his compliments," or "The commanding officer p:

his compliments to Lieutenant Smith." If the officer sending th<

sage lie junior to the'one receiving it, the soldier will not present his

compliments, hut will say, for instance, "Sir, Lieutenant Smith d.

me to baud this letter to the captain," or "Sir, Lieutenant Smith
directed mo to say to the captain," etc. Aa soon as the message has
been delivered, the soldier will salute, execute an about face, and p
at once to the officer who sent the message, and will similarly report to

him, ' '

Sir, the lieutenant's message to Captain Smith has been deli\ .

and leave.

Before leaving an officer to whom you deliver a message always
ascertain whether there is an answer.

The compliments of a junior are never presented to a senior. For
instance, never say to a captain that a lieutenant presents bis compli-
ments to him.
1531. Appearance as Witness. The uniform is that prescribed. Pro-

ceed to the courtroom and remain outside. When you are notified that

you are wanted enter the room. Then take off your cap and right hand

glove, and raise your right hand above your bead, palm to the front, to

be sworn. After the judge-advocate reads the oath, say, "I do" or "So
help me God." Then sit down in the chair indicated by the i

advocate. Do not cross your legs, but sit upright. When n-

you know the accused? If, so, state who he is," answer, "I d"
John Jones, Co. 'B' 1st Infantry." Be sure you thoroughly under-
stand every question before you start to reply, answering them all

promptly, in a loud, distinct, deliberate voice, and confining your a

strictly to the questions asked and telling all you know.
AVhen the judge-advocate says, "That is all," arise, salute him.

execute an about face, and leave the room.
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CHAPTER II

MILITARY COURTESY
1532. Its importance. Some soldiers do not

see the necessity for saluting, standing at atten-

tion, and other forms of courtesy, because they
do not understand their significance their ob-

ject. It is a well-known fact that -military cour-

tesy is a very important part of the education
of the soldier, and there are good reasons for it.

General Orders No. 183, Division of the

Philippines, 1901, says: "In all armies the man-
ner in which military courtesies are observed and
rendered by officers and soldiers, is the index to

the manner in which other duties are per-
formed. ' '

The Army Kegulations tells us, "Courtesy
among military men is indispensable to discipline;

respect to superiors will not be confined to obedi-

ence on duty, but will be extended on all occa-

sions.
' '

THE NATURE OF SALUTES AND THEIE
ORIGIN

The Civilian Salute

1533. "When a gentleman raises his hat to a

lady he is but continuing a custom that had its

beginning in the days of knighthood, when every
knight wore his helmet as a protection against
foes. However, when coming among friends, es-

pecially ladies, the knight would remove his hel-

met as a mark of confidence and trust in his

frit-lids. In those days failure to remove the helmet in the presence,
of ladies signified distrust and want of confidence today it signifies

impoliteness and a want of good breeding.

The Military Salute

1534. From time immemorial subordinates have always uncovered
before superiors, and equals have always acknowledged each other's

ce by some courtesy this seems to be one of the natural, nobler
instincts of man. It was not so many years ago when a sentinel

saluted not only with his gun but by taking off his hat also. However,
when complicated headgear like the bearskin and the helmet came into

use, they could not be readily removed and the act of removing the
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1534 (contd.)

hrit was finally oon v nt ionali/.-d into i

incut of the hand to t lie visOT as if 1 lie hat were going '

i:\rry once in a while a man is found who has
idea that he ^mothers tl.. .MI spirit of fr \,,in, that h.

his Independence,/ by saluting his officers, of com
anarchist or a man with a small, shrivelled iij> mind B such
Ideas.

Manly deference to superiors, which in military life is inercl-

ognition of constituted authority, does not iinj.lv admission
iVriority any more than respect for law implies cowardice.

Tlic recruit should at once rid himself of the id. a that saluting
and other forms of military courtesy are un-American. The salute is

the soldier's claim from the very highest in the land to inst.

nitiou as a soldier. The raw recruit by his simple act of saluting,
mands like honor from the ranking general of the Army aye, from
even the President of the United States.

"While the personal element naturally enters into the salute to
a certain extent, when a soldier salutes an. officer he is really saluting
the office rather than the officer personally the salute is rendered as a
mark of respect to the rank, the position that the officer holds, to the

authority with which he is rested. A mati with the true soldierly in-

stinct never misses an opportunity to salute his officers.

As a matter of fact, military courtesy is just simply an applica-
tion of common, every-day courtesy and common sense. In common,

lay courtesy no man with the instincts of a gentleman ever thinks
about taking advantage of this thing and that thing in order to avoid

paying to his fellow-man the ordinary, conventional courtesies of life,

and if there is ever any do'.ibt about the matter, he takes no chances
but extends the conrtesv. And this is just exactly what the man who
has the instincts of a real soldier does in the case of military <M

The thought of "Should I salute or should I not salute" never enters

the mind of a soldier just because he happens to be in a wagon, in a

postoffice, etc.

In all armies of the world, all officers and soldiers are required
to salute each other whenever they meet or pass, the subordinate salut-

ing first. The salute on the part of the subordinate is not intended in

any way as an act of degradation or a mark of inferiority, but is

simply a military courtesy that is as binding on the officer as it is on
the private, and just as the enlisted man is required to salute the

so is the officer required to salute his superiors first. It is a bond

uniting all in a common profession, marking the fact that above
there is an authority that Kbth recognize and obey the Country! In-

deed, by custom and regulations, it is as obligatory for the rankirg

general of the Army to return the wilnte of the recruit, as it is for

the latter to give it.

Let it be remembered that the military salute is a form of L-

ing that belongs exclusively to .
the (Jovernment to the soldier, tho

sailor, the marine it is the mark and prerogative of the military man
and h should be proud of having the privilege of using that form of

salutation a form of salutation that marks him as a member of the
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1535-1536-1537-1538-15Sa-1540-1541

Profession of Arms the profession of Napoleon, Wellington, Grant, Lee,
:m, Jackson and scores of others of the greatest ami irn^t famous

irld has ever known. The military salute is ours, it is onrs

only. Moreover, it IM lon^s only to the soldier who is in good standing,
the prisoner under guard, for instance, not being allowed to salute. Ours
is a grand fraternity of men-at-arms, banded together for national de-

fense, for the maintenance of law and order we are bonnd together
by the love and respect we bear the flag we are pledged to loyalty,
to one God, one country our lives are dedicated to the defense of our

country's flag the officer and the private belong to a brotherhood whose
regalia is the uniform of the American soldier, and they are known to
one another and to all men, by an honored sign and symbol of knight-

tliat has come down to us from the ages THE MILITARY

WHOM TO SALUTE
1535. Army officers. All Army officers are saluted by their juniors and

by enlisted men.
1536. Navy, Marine Corps, Volunteer and National Guard officers.

Soldiers at all times and in all situations salute officers of the Navy,
Marine Corps, and National Guard the same as they salute officers of the

llegular Army.
1537. Reserve Corps officers. Although the subject is not at pre^nt
(March, 1917) covered by orders or regulations, it goes without saying
that soldiers would salute members of the Officers' Beserve Corps oi

active diitii the same as they salute their own officers.

1538. Foreign naval anil military officers. The Manual of Interior

Guard Duty requires sentinels to salute foreign naval and military of-

luit there are no instructions about other enlisted men saluting
them. However, as an act of international courtesy, they should be
saluted the same as our own oflicers.

WHEN AND HOW TO SALUTE
1539. General rule. Day or night, covered or uncovered, whether either

or both are in uniform or civilian clothes, salutes shall be exchanged
n oilicors and enlisted men not in a military formation, nor at

drill, work, games or mess, on every occasion of th^eir meeting, passing
r being addressed, the junior in rank or the enlisted man saluting

1540. Saluting when making and receiving reports. When making ^r
official reports, or on meeting out of doors, air officers will

salute.

'tary courtesy requires the junior to salute first, but when
troductory to a report made at a military ceremony or

to the representative of a common superior (as, for example, to

flicer of the day, etc.), the oilicer making the report,
vliati -ink, will salute first; the officer to whom the report is

will acknowledge by saluting that he has received and understood
the report. ,_
1541. Saluting distance. Saluting distance is thar within which rec-

ogniti" . In general, it does not exceed 30 paces.
As to the distance at which the salute should be made, tbs

following is what has been the practice in the Army:
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1542-1543-1544-1545-17346-1547-1548-1549-1550

In approaching or passing ( .;icli other within saluting dis-

individuals or bodies of troops exchange salutes when at a .

about 6 paces. If they do not approach each other that closely, tin- salutn

is exchanged at the point of nearest approach. For instance, it tho

officer and soldier are approaching each other on the same sideu:
Land is brought up to the headdress when about ;n.m the

If they are on opposite sides of the street,. the hand ia brought ii)> when
about ten paces in advance of the officer. If the oflicer and soldier are

not going in opposite directions and the officer does not approach within
six paces, the salute is rendered when the officer reaches the m-.-iiv-t point
to the soldier. If a soldier passes an officer from the rear, tin- hand is

raised as he reaches the officer; if an officer passes a soldier from the

rear, the soldier salutes just as the officer is about to pass him.
1542. Officer entering room occupied by soldiers. "When an oflicer enters

a room where there are several enlisted men, the word "attention" is

given by someone who perceives him, when all rise, uncover, and re-

main standing at attention until the officer leaves the room or directs

otherwise.
1543. At meals. Enlisted men at meals stop eating and remain seated

at attention when an officer enters the room.
1544. When seated. An enlisted man, if seated, rises on the appro-

an officer, faces toward him, stands at attention, and salutes. Standing
he faces an officer for the same purpose. If the parties remain in tliu

same place or on the same ground, such compliments need not be re-

peated.
1545. Soldier indoors. Indoors, an unarmed enlisted man uncovers
and stands at attention upon the approach of an officer. If armed with

rifle, he renders the rifle salute at the order or trail.

(Note. According to custom, the term "indoors" is interpreted
as meaning military offices barracks, quarters and similar places, it does
not mean such public places as stores, storehouses, riding halls, stables,

post exchange buildings, hotels, places of amusement, and railway and
steamboat stations. In such places an unarmed soldier renders the right
Land salute.)
1546. Officers approaching number of soldiers in open. "When an officer

approaches a number of enlisted men out of doors, the word '

should be given by someone who perceives him, when all stand at att'-n-

tjpn and all salute. It is customary for all to salute at or about the

same instant, taking the time from the soldier nearest the officer, and
who salutes when the officer is six paces from him.
1547. At work. Soldiers actually at work do not cease work jto salute

an officer unless addressed by him.
1548. Biding in wagon. A soldier riding in a wagon should salute

officers that he passes. He would salute without rising. Likev
.soldier driving a wagon should salute, unless both Lands are occupied.
1549. Passing officer on staircase. It is customary for a soldier who is

passed by an officer on a staircase to come to a halt and stand at atten-

tion. V
1550. Addressing or being addressed by an officer. Before addressing

an officer, or when addressed by an officer, an enlisted man makes the
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1551-1552-1553-1554-1555-1556-1557-1558-1559-1560-1561

ibed salute with the weapon with which ho is armed; or, if unarmed,
with the right hand. lie also makes the same salute after receiving a

reply.
1551. How salutes are rendered in uniform. In uniform, covered or

uncovered, but not in formation, officers and enlisted men salute military
is as follows: "With arms in hand, the salute prescribed for that

arm (sentinels on interior guard duty excepted); without arms, the right-
hand salute.

1552. Rifle salute. Enlisted men out of doors and armed with the rifle,

salute with the piece at the right shoulder; if indoors, the rifle salute

is rendered at the order or trail.

1553. Saber salute. An enlisted man armed with the saber renders the
saber salute, it' the saber is drawn; otherwise he salutes with the hand.
1554. Sentinels on post. A soldier salutes with the "present arms"

only when actually on post as a sentinel doing interior guard duty. At
all other times when armed with the rifle he salutes with the prescribed
ritle salute.

The general rules and principles of saluting apply to sentinels

on post doing interior guard duty, except, as just stated, they salute by
ing arms when armed with the rifle. However, they do not salute

if it interferes with the proper performance of their duties.

1555. How salutes are rendered in civilian dress. In civilian dress,
covered or uncovered, officers and enlisted men salute military persons
with the right-hand salute.

1556. Saluting in military manner. Officers and enlisted men will

render the prescribed salutes in a military manner.
1557. Several officers together. When several officers in company are

saluted, all entitled to the salute shall return it.

1558. Dismounting before addressing superior not mounted. Except
in the field under campaign or simulated campaign conditions, a mounted
oflieer or soldier dismounts before addressing a superior officer not

ted.

1559. Man addressed in formation. A man in formation shall not salute
when directly addressed, but shall come to attention if at rest or at ease.

1560. In public places and conveyances. In public conveyances, such
as railway trains and street cars, and in public places, such as theaters,
honors and personal salutes may be omitted when palpably inappropriate
or apt to disturb or annoy civilians present.

For instance, as a rule, it may be said that an enlisted man riding
reet car, or in the act of purchasing goods in a store, or eating in

a restaurant, would not salute unless addressed by an officer. However,
of a soldier occupying a seat in a crowded street or railway ear,

if he recognized a person standing to be an officer, it would be but an act
of r< r him to raise, salute and offer the officer his seat.

1561. Salutes by commanders of detachments or other commands.
rs of detachments or other commands will salute officers of grades

higher than the person commanding the unit, by first bringing the unit
to attention and then saluting as prescribed, that is, with arms in hand,

lute prescribed for that arm; without arms in hand, the right-hand
salute.
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1562-15G3.1564-1565-1586-1567-15G8-1669-1570-1571

1562. Officer passing in rear of troops. "When an oflu-er < ntillrd

salute in rear of a \niy "!' trim, :iro brought to

Hi trill lull when lie is opposite the post (if the rommailder.
1563. Bringing command to present arms or sabers before commander

salutes. If the command is in line at, a halt (not in the field) and
with the rille, or with sabers drawn, it shall bo brought : arms
or present sabers before its commander salutes in tlio following cases:

"When the National Anthom is played, or when to the color or to the

standard is sounded during ceremonies, or when a ]>erson is saluted who is

its iiiiuirdi.it e r higher commander or a general officer, or when the

national or regimental eolor is saluted.

1564. No compliments paid at drill, on march, etc. Salutes and honor*,
as a rule, are not paid by troops actually engaged in drill, on the i

or in the field under campaign or simulated campaign conditions. Troops
on the service of security pay no compliments whatever.
1565. No saluting at double time, trot or gallop. Salutes .are not ren-

dered when marching in double time or at the trot or gallop. The soldier

must first come to quick time or walk before saluting.
The question of gait applies to the person saluting and not to

the one saluted, BO, a soldier would salute an officer passing in double
time or at a trot or gallop.

MISCELLANEOUS
1566. Soldier walking with officer. A soldier accompanying an officer

walks on the officer's left and about one pace to his rear.

1567. Prisoners do not salute. Prisoners do not salute officers. They
merely stand at attention. In some commands it is customary for paroled

prisoners and others who are not under the immediate charge of sentinels,
to fold their arms when passing or addressing officers.

1568. Unmilitary salutes. It is very nnmilitary to salute with the
coat unbuttoned or with the hand in the pocket, or a cigarette, cigar or

pipe in the mouth.
1569. Headdress not raised in saluting. The headdress must not be

raised to ladies, but they must be given the military salute.

(War Dept. decision, August, 1913.)
1570. Caution. In saluting, the hand or weapon is held in the position

of salute until the salute has been acknowledged or until the. officer

has passed or has been passed.

USUAL MISTAKES IN SALUTING
1571. The following are the mistakes usually made by soldiers in ren-

dering salutes:

1. They do not begin the salute soon enough; often they do not
raise the hand to the headdress until they are only a pace or two from
the officer the salute should always begin when at least six paces from
the officer.

2. They do not turn the head and eyes toward the officer who is

saluted the head and eyes should always be turned toward the officer

aluted and kept turned as long as the hand is raised.
3. The hand is not kept to the headdress until the salute is acknowl-

edged by the officer the hand should always be kept raised until tho
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1572-1573-1574-1575

salute !, or it i the officer h;:

4. The salute is often rendered in an indifferent, lax manner the

sal ut i' should alw:iy- '., red with life, snap and vim; the soldier

should always n-ndi r a s-i!;itn as if he meant it.

KCT TO BE PAID TIIK NATIONAL ANTIIK}[, THE COLORS
AND STANDARDS

1572. The National Anthem. Whenever the National Anthem is played
place when

; longing to the military service are present,
leers and enlisted men not in formation shall stand at attention

I toward the music (except at retreat when they shall face
i the flag). If in uniform, covered or uncovered, or in civilian

red, they shall salute at the first note of the Anthem,
retaining the position of salute until the last note of the Anthem. If

not in uniform and covered, they shall uncover at the first note of the

Anthem, holding the headdress opposite the left shoulder and so remain
until its close, except that in inclement weather the headdress may be
held slightly r\\

The same rules apply when "To the Color" or "To the Stan-
dard" is sounded as when the National Anthem is played.
1573. National anthems of other nations. The same marks of respect

prescribed for observance during the playing of the National Anthem
of the United States shall be shown toward the national anthem of any
other country when played upon official occasions.

1574. At retreat. The flag will be lowered at the sounding of the last

note of the retreat, and while the flg is being lowered the band will

play the National Anthem, or, if there be no band present, the field

music will sound "To the Color." When "To the Color" is sounded by
the field music while the flag is being lowered the same respect will be
observed as when the National Anthem is played by the band, and in

either case officers and enlisted men out of ranks will face toward the
ind at attention, and render the prescribed salute.

1575. Colors and standards. Officers and enlisted men passing the un-
<-olor (or standard) will render honors as follows: If in uniform

they will salute as described in par. 1551; if in civilian dress and covered,
they will imrnver, holding the headdress opposite the left shoulder with
the right hand; if uncovered, they will salute with the right-hand salute.

By "Colors" and "Standards" is meant the national flags and
the regimental flajjs that are carried by regiments and separate battalions.

The national flag may be of either silk or bunting; the regimental flag is

always of silk. In the Army Regulations the word "Color" is used in

referring to regiments of Infantry, the Coast Artillery and battalions
of Philip]'! s while "Standard" is used in reference to regi-

liy and Field Artillery.
<cd colors and standards are meant colors and standards

when not in their water-proof cases.

Flag is meant the national emblem that waves from flag
staffs and other stationary poles. They are always of bunting.
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1576-1577-1578-1579-1580

GUARD DUTY

(To include Changes No. 1, February 24, 1915.)

(The numbers following the paragraphs are those of the Manual' of Interior
Guard Duty.)

1576. Importance. Guard duty is one of the soldier's most important
duties, ami in all armies of the world the manner in which it is performed
is an imlt'x to the discipline of the command and the manner in which
other duties are performed.

a the guard's vigilance and readiness for action depend not

only the enforcement of military law and orders, but also the safety
and protection of the post and the quelling of sudden disorder, perhaps
even mutiny.

The importance of guard duty is increased during times of war,
when the very safety of the army depends upon the vigilance of the

sentinels, who are required to watch that others may sleep and thus
refresh themselves from the labors of, the day.

' The sentinels are the

guardians of the repose, quiet and safety of the camp.
1577. Respect for Sentinels. Eespect for the person and office of a

sentinel is as strictly enjoined by military law as that required to be

paid to an officer. As it is expressed in the Manual of Guard Duty, "All
persons of whatever rank in the service are required to observe respect
toward sentinels." Invested as the private soldier frequently is, while
on his post, with a grave responsibility, it is proper that he should be

fully protected in the discharge of his duty. To permit anyone, of what-
ever rank, to molest or interfere with him while thus employed, without

becoming liable to severe penalty, would clearly establish a precedent
highly prejudicial to the interests of the service. (Davis' Military Law).

1578. Duty of sentinels. A sentinel, in respect to the duties with
which he is charged, represents the superior military authority of the
command to which he belongs, and whose orders he is required to enforce
on or in the vicinity of his post. As such he is entitled to the respect and
obedience of all persons who come within the scope of operation of the

orders, which he is required to carry into effect. Over military persons
the authority of the sentinel is absolute, and disobedience of his orders
on the part of such persons constitutes a most serious military offence
and is prejudicial in the highest degree to the interests of discipline.

(Davis' Military Law). Author.

INTRODUCTION
1579. Guaids may be dhided into four classes: Exterior guards, interior

guards, military police, and provost guards. (1)
1580. Exterior guards are used only in time of war. They belong

to the domain of tactics and are treated of in the Field Service Regula-
tions and in the drill regulations of the different arms of the service.
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1581-1582-1583-1584-1585-1586-1587

The purpose of exterior guards is to ]>revetit surprise, to

attack, and otlieiwise 1o p;o\i.ie fur >i body.
On tlie march they take the form of advamv ^u:u

and flank guards. At a halt they consist of outji'

1581. Interior guards are used in camp or garrison to order,

protect property, and to enforce police regulations. In time o'

such sentinels of an interior guard as may l>e necessary ;.

in or about a camp, and normally there is an exterior guard further out,

-;ing of outposts. In time of peace the interior gusird is the only
guard in a camp or garrison. (3)
1582. Military police differ somewhat from cither of these >'

(Sec Fi-cld Service Regulation*.) They are used in time of war to guard
prisoners, to arrest stragglers and deserters, and to maintain ord.

enforce police regulations in the rear of armies, along lines of communi-
cation, and in the vicinity of large canips. (4)
1583. Provost guards are used in the absence of military police

erally in conjunction with the civil authorities at or near lar^

encampments, to preserve order among soldiers beyond the interior

guard. (5)
INTERIOR GUABD

Classification

1584. The various elements of an interior guard classified according to

their particular purposes and the manner in which they perform their

duties are as follows:

(a) The main guard.
(b) Special guards: Stable guards, park guards, prisoner guards,

herd guards, train guards, boat guards, watchmen, etc. (6)

Details and Eosters

1585. At every military post, and in every regiment or separate com-
mand in the field, an interior guard will be detailed and duly mounted.

It will consist of such number of officers and enlist id men as the

commanding officer may deem necessary, and will bo comma i:

senior officer or noncommissioned officer therewith, under the

vision of the officer of the day or other officer detailed by the

ing officer. (7)
1586. The system of sentinels on fixed posts is of vahie in discipline
and training because of the direct individual responsibility wi.

imposed and required to be discharged in a definite and
In order, however, that guard duty may not be needlessly ii

interfere with tactical instruction, the number of men detailed for guard
will l>e the smallest possible.

( 'oinmanding officers are specific-ally eharged with this n>;

and, without entirely dispensing with the system of sentinels on fixed

will, as far as practicable in time of peace, replace such sentinels

with watchmen. (See Par. 1781.) (8)
1587. At posts where there are less than three companies the main

guard and special guards may all be furnished by one company or by
detail from each company.
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1588-1589-1590-1591-1592-1593-1594

"Where there are three or more companies, the main guard will, if

practicable, be furnished by a Ringle company, and, as far as practicable,
the same organix-ation will supply all details for that day for special

guard. . and fatigue duty. In this ease the officer of the day,
and the officers of the guard, if there are any, will, if practicable, be
from the company furnishing the guard. (9)
1588. There will be an officer of the day with each guard, unless in

inion of the commanding officer the guard is BO small that his ser-

vices are not needed. In this case an officer will be detailed to super-
vise the command and instruction of the guard for such period as the

commanding oflicer may direct. (16)
1589. The detail of officers of the guard will be limited to the neces-

sities of the service and efficient instruction; inexperienced officers may
be detailed as supernumerary officers of the guard for purposes of in-

struction. (18)
1590. The strength of guards and the number of consecutive days for
which an organization furnishes the guard will be so regulated as to in-

sure privates of the main guard an interval of not less than five days
between tours.

The Commanding Officer

1591. The commanding officer will exact a faithful, vigilant, and cor-

rect performance of guard duty in all of its details, giving his orders
to the officer of the day, or causing them to be communicated to him
with the least practicable delay. He will prescribe the. strength of the

guard, and the necessary regulations for guard, police, and fatigue
duty. (27)
1592. The commanding officer receives the reports of the officers of the

day -immediately after guard mounting, at his office, or at some other

place previously designated; carefully examines the guard report and
remarks tliereon (questioning the old officer of the day, if necessary, con-

cerning his tour of duty), relieves the old officer of the day and gives
the new officer of the day such instructions as may be necessary. (28)

The Officer of the Day
1593. The officer of the day is responsible for the proper performance

of duty by the guard with which he marches on and for the enforcement
of all police regulations. lie is charged with the execution of all orders
of the commanding officer relating to the safety and good order of the

: camp. His actual tour lupins when he receives the instructions

.inaiidin^ officer after guard mounting, and ceases when he

has been relieved by the commanding officer. In case of emergency dur-

ing the interval between guard mounting and reporting to the command-
ing officer, the senior officer of the day will give the necessary instruc-

tions for both guards. (29)
1591. In the absence of special instructions from the commanding

. the officer of the day will inspect the guard and sentinels during
the day and at night at such times aa he may deem necessary, lie will

vit them at least once between 12 o'clock midnight and daylight. (30)
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1595-1596-1597-1598-1599-1600-1601-1602-1603-1604

lie may prescribe patrols (Tar. 177S) and visits of inspection to

bo made by officers and noucomiuissioned officers of the guard \\i.

ho deems it necessary. (31)
1595. lie will see that the commander of the guard is furnished v.iMi

the parole and countersign lu'f.uv retreat in case they are
and will inform him of the presence in post or camp of any
titled to the compliment. (3li)

1596. In case of alarm of any kind he will at once take such s;

may be necessary to insure the .safety of life and public proper
to preserve order in the command, disposing his guard so ;

accomplish this result. (33)
1597. In the performance of his duties as officer of the day he is sub-

ject to the orders of the commanding officer only, except that i:

of an alarm of any kind, and at a time of great danger, the senior Jino

officer present is competent to give necessary orders to the officer of the,

day for the employment of the guard. (34)
1598. At the inspection and musters prescribed in Army JI< finldtinns,

the officer of the day will be present at the post of the yuan I,
'

commands to the guard will be given by the commander of the guar.'
Both officers of the day together verify the prisoners and i>

the guardhouse and premises. (36)
1599. In the absence of special instructions, the old officer of t i

will, at guard mounting, release all garrison prisoners who^
expire that day. If there are any prisoners with no record of ci

against them, the old officer of the day will report that fact to tin

manding officer who will give the necessary instructions. (37)
1600. The old officer of the day signs the report of the commander

of the guard. He also enters on it such remarks as may be nece
1601. The officers of the day then report to the commanding officer.

On presenting themselves, both salute with the ri-lit hand, re-

maining covered1

. The old officer of the day, standing on the right of

the new, then says: "Sir, I report as old officer of the day," ami present*
the guard report. As soon as the commanding officer notifies the old

officer of the day that he is relieved, the old officer of the day salutes the

commanding officer ard retires. The new officer of the day again n
and says: "Sir, I report as new officer of the day," and then receives kis

instructions. (39)
1602. The officer of the day will always keep the guard informed as to

where he may be found at all hours of the day and night. (40)

Commander of the Guard

1603. The commander of the guard is responsible for the instruction

and discipline of the
guarcj.

lie will see that all of its members are

correctly instructed in their orders and duties, and that they understand
and properly perform them. lie will visit each relief at least once whilu

it is on post, and at least one of these visits will be made between 12

o'clock midnight and daylight. (41)
1604. He receives and obeys the orders of the commanding oflicer and

the officer of the day, and reports to the latter without delay all orders

to the guard not received from the officer of the day; he transmits to
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1605-1606-1607-1608-1609-1610-1611-1612-1613

vcessor all material instructions and information relating to his

duti.

1605. He is n-spoiisible under the officer of the day for the general
of the post or camp as soon as the old guard marches away from

the guardhouse. In case of emergency while both guards are at tke

guardhouse, the senior commander of the two guards will be responsible
that the proper action is taken. (43)
1606. Ullicers of the guard will remain constantly with their guards,

while visiting patrols or necessarily engaged elsewhere in the
mance of their duties. The commanding officer will allow a

::alde time for meals. (44)
1607. A commander of a guard leaving his post for any purpose will

inform the next in command of his destination and probable time of
return. (45)
1608. Kxeept in emergencies, the commander of the guard may divide

the night with the next in command, but retains his responsibility; the
one on watch must be constantly on the alert. (46)
1609. When any alarm is raised in camp or garrison, the guard will

be formed immediately. (Par. 1793.) If the case be serious, the proper
call will be sounded, and the commander of the guard will cause the

commanding officer and the officer of the day to be at once notified. (47),
1610. If a sentinel calls: "The Guard," the commander of the guard will

at once send a patrol to the sentinel's post. If the danger be great, in

which case the sentinel will discharge his piece, the patrol will be as
Me. (48)

1611. When practicable, there should always be an officer or noncom-
r and two privates of the guard at the guardhouse, in

addition to the sentinels there on post. (49)
1612. n reveille and retreat, when the guard had been turned

out for any person entitled to the compliment (See Pars. 1782 and 1784),
of the guard, if an officer, will receive the report of the

:it, returning the salute of the later with the right hand. He
will then draw his saber, and place himself two paces in front of the
center of the guard. When the person for whom the guard has been
tunu-il out approaches, he faces his guard and commands: 1. Present, 2.

ARMS . the front and salutes. "When his salute is acknowledged
y, faces about, and commands: 1. Order, 2. ARMS;

and laces to the front.

It be an officer entitled to inspect the guard, aftor saluting
and before bringing his guard to an order, the officer of the guard

Sir, all present or accounted for"; or, "Sir, (so and so) is

absent"; or, if the roll call has been omitted: "Sir, the guard is formed,"
that at guard mounting the commanders of the guards present their

guards and salute without making any report.'
Between retreat" and reveille, the commander of the guard salutes

and reports, but does not bring the guard to a present. (50)
1613. To tlu.se .-ntitled to have the guard turned out but not entitled

to inspect it, no report will be made; nor will a report bo made to any
officer, unless lie halts in front of the guard. (51)
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1614-1615-1616-1617-1618-1619-1620-1621-1622

1614. When n guard Commanded nrd oftlr.

out a* a OHM
|.li
mem

:ight shoulder on (In- right of the right
IPresent, 2. ARMS. He ther, tin- riil- .,rt !-

also required, ho will, aftor saluting, nnd before bringing his

an order, report as prescribed for the officer of the guard. (Par. 1C. ;

(52)
1615. When a guard is in line, not mnl<-r inspection, ami coi.,:nande 1

by an officer, tin- commander of the guard salutes his regiment,

talion, and company commander, by bringing the guard to at:

saluting in j>e;

For all other officers, excepting those entitled to the compliment
from a guard (Paiv-1784), the commander of the gnard salutes in i

but does not bring tin- guard to attention.
"NVhen commanded by a noncommissioned officer the guard is

brought to attention in either case, and the noncommissioned officer

sahr
The commander of a gnard exchanges salutes with the command-

ers of all other bodies of troops; the guard is brought to attention dar-

ing the exchange.
"Present arms" is executed by a guard only when it has turned

out for inspection or as a compliment, and at the ceremonies of guard
mounting and relieving the old gnard. (53)
1616. In marching a guard or a detachment of a guard the principle

of paragraph 1615 apply. "Eyes right" is executed only in the cere-

monies of guard mounting and relieving the old gnard. (54)
1617. If .a person entitled to the compliment, or the regimental, bat-

talion, or company commander, passes in rear of a guard, neither the

compliment nor the salute is given, bnt the guard is brought to atten-
tion while such person is opposite the post of the commander.

After any person has received or declined the compliment, or

received the salute from the commander of the guard, official re-o-j

of his presence thereafter while he remains in the vicinity will be taken

by bringing the guard to attention. (55)
1618. The commander of the guard will inspect the guard at reveille

and retreat, and at such other times as may be necessary, to assure him-
self that the men are in proper condition to perform their duti<

that their arms and equipments are in proper condition. For ins;

by other officers, he prepares the guard in each ease as directed by the

inspecting officer. (56)
1619. The guard will not be paraded during ceremonies unless direct

by the commanding officer. (57)
1620. At all formations members of the gnard or reliefs will execute

inspection arms as prescribed in the drill regulations of their arm. (58)
1621. The commander of the guard will see that all sentinels are hal.it-

ually relieved every two hours, unless the weather or other cause, makes
it necessary that it be done at shorter or longer intervals, as directed by
the commanding officer. (59)
1622. He will question his noncommissioned officers and sentinel-

tive to the instructions they may have received from the old gnard: hr>
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1G23-1624-1G25-1626-162/-1628-1629-1630-1631-1632-1633-1634-1636

wMI sec that patrols ami via) lirectrd by
C>0)

1623. Ho wii. i the special orders for each post and member
of the guard, e . ittrn or printed, are posted in the guardhouse,
and, : in the sentry box or other sheltered placo to which

r of tin- LMianl has constant access. (Gl)
1624. lie will see that the proper calls are sounded at the hours ap-

pointed by. the commanding officer. (02)
1625. Should a member of the guard be taken sick, or be arrested, or

t-ave his guard, he will at once notify the officer of the day.
(63)
1626. He will, when the countersign is used (Pars. 1770 to 1776), com-
municate it to the noncommissioned officers of the guard and see that it

is duly communicated to the sentinels before the hour for challenging;
will not be given to sentinels posted at the guardhouse.

(64)
1627. He Trill have the details for hoisting the flag at reveille, and
lowering it at retreat, and for firing the reveille and retreat gun, made
in time for the proper performance of these duties. (See Pars. 1834, 1835,

1836, 1837). He will see that the flags are kept in the best con-
dition possible, and that they are never handled except in the proper
performance of duty. (65)
1628. He may permit members of the guard while at the guardhouse

to remove their headdress, overcoats, and gloves; if they leave the

guardhouse for any purpose whatever he will require that they be

properly equipped and armed according to the character of the service
in which ont,

r
a<red, or as directed by the commanding officer. (66)

1629. lie will enter in the guard report a report of his tour of duty,
and, on the completion of his tour, will present it to the officer of the

day. He will transmit with his report all passes turned in at the post
of the guard. (67)
1630. \Vhenever a prisoner is sent to the guardhouse or guard tent for

confinement, he will cause him to be searched, and will, without un-

necessary delay, report the case to the officer of the day. (68)
1631. Under war conditions, if anyone is to be passed out of camp at

night, he will be sent to the commander of the guard, who will have him
1 beyond the sentinels. (69)

1632. The commander of the guard will detain at the guardhouse all

suspicious characters or parties attempting to pass a sentinel's post
without authority, reporting his action to the officer of the day, to whom
persons so arrested will be sent, if necessary. (70)
1633. He will inspect the guard rooms and cells, and the irons of such

prisoners as may be ironed, at least once during his tour, and at such
: times as he may deem necessary. (71)

1634. He will cause the corporals of the old and new reliefs to verify
together, immediately before each relief goes on post, the number of

who should then properly be at the guardhouse. (72)
1635. He will see that the sentences of prisoners under his charge are

executed strictly in accordance with the action of the reviewing author-

ity. (73)
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1636-1637-1638-1639-1640-1641-1642-1643-1644-1645-1646-1647

1636. When no special prisoner guard has boon detailed (Par. 1798),
he will, as far as prafticaMe. assign UK guards <>\IT working parties of

prisoners sentinels from posts ^uanlod at night only. (74)
1637. The commander of the guard will inspect all meals Hont to the

guardhouse and see that the quantity and quality of food are in
accordance with regulations. (75)
1638. At guard mounting he will report to the old officer of the day

all cases of prisoners whose terms of sentence expire on thajt da
also all cases of prisoners concerning whom no statement of charges
has been received. (76)
1639. The commander of the guard is responsible for tlio security of

the prisoners under the charge of his guard; he becomes responsi
1

them after their number has been verified and they have been turned
over to the custody of his guard by the old guard or by the prisone
guard or overseers. (77)
1640. The prisoners will be verified and turned over to the new

without parading them, unless the commanding officer or the otti

the day shall direct otherwise. (78)
1641. To receive the prisoners at the guardhouse when they ha

paraded and after they have been verified by the officers of t

the commander of the new guard directs his sergeant to form his gnar<
with an interval, and commands: 1. Prisoners, 2. Eight. .'5. FACE, 4. For
Ward, 5. MARCH. The prisoners having arrived opposite the; interval ii

the new guard, he commands: -1. Prisoners, 2. HALT, 3. Left, 4. FACE, 5

Bight (or left), 6. DRESS, 7. FRONT.
The prisoners dress on the line of the new guard. (79)

Sergeant of the Guard

1642. The senior noncommissioned officer of the guard always acts as

sergeant of the guard, and if there be no officer of- the guard, will per
form the duties prescribed for the commander of the guard. (80)
1643.- The sergeant of the guard has general supervision over the othor
noncommissioned officers and the musicians and privates of the

ai;d must be thoroughly familiar with all of their orders and <luti<

1644. He is directly responsible for the property under eh.

guard, and will see that it is properly cared for. lie will make lists 01

articles taken out by working parties,. and see that all such artic

duly returned. If they are not, he will immediately report the fact to

the commander of The guard. (82)
1645. Immediately after guard mounting he will prepare duplicate

lists of the names of all noncommissioned officers, musicians, and privates
of the guard, showing the relief and post or duties of each. One lisl

will !(> handed as soon as possible to the commander of the guard; tho
other will be retained by the sergeant. (83)
1646. He will see that all reliefs are turned out at the proper time
and that the corporals thoroughly, understand, and are prompt anc
efficient in, the discharge of their duties. (84)
1647. During the temporary absence from the guardhouse of tl

gcant of the guard, the next in rank of the noncommissioned officers wil

perform his duties. (85)
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1648-1649-1650-1651-1652-1653-1654-1655-1656-1657-1658

1648. Should the corporal whose relief is on post be called away from
the guanllionse, the sergeant of the guard will designate a noncom-

mied ollicer to take the corporal's place until his return. (86)
1649. Tl. it of the guard is responsible at all times for the

proper police of the guardhouse or guard tent, including the ground
about them and the prison cells. (87)
1650. At "first sergeant's call" he will proceed to the adjutant's

and obtain the guard report book. (88)
1651. "When the national or regimental colors are taken from the

stacks of the color line, the color bearer and guard, or the sergeant of

the guard, unarmed, and two armed privates as a guard, will escort the
colors to the colonel's quarters, as prescribed for the color guard in the
drill regulations of the arm of the service to which the guard belongs.

(89)
1652. He will report to the commander of the guard any suspicious or

unusual occurrence that comes under his notice, will warn him of the

approach of any armed body, and will send to him all persons arrested

by the guard. (90)
1653. When the guard is turned out, its formation will be as follows:
The senior noncommissioned officer, if commander of the guard, is on
the right of the right guide; if not commander of the guard, he is in

the line of file closers, in rear of the right four of the guard; the next
in rank is right guide; the next left guide; the others in the line of
file closers, usually, each in rear of his relief; the field music, with its

left three paces to the right of the right guide. The reliefs form in

the same order as when the guard was first divided, except, that if the

guard consists of dismounted cavalry and infantry, the cavalry forms
on the left. (91)
1654. The sergeant forms the guard, calls the roll, and, if not in com-
mand of the guard, reports to the commander of the guard as prescribed
in drill regulations for a first sergeant forming a troop or company;
the guard is not divided into platoons or sections, and, except when the

wholq guard is formed prior to inarching off, fours are not counted. (92)
1655. The sergeant reports as follows: "Sir, all present or accounted

for," or "Sir, (so-aud-so) is absent"; or if the roll call has been omitted,
"Sir, the guard is formed." Only men absent without proper authority
are reported absent. He Jhen takes his place, without command. (93)
1656. At night, the roll may be called by reliefs and numbers instead of

names; thus, the first relief being on post: Second relief; No. 1; No. 2,

etc.; Third relief, Corporal; No. 1, etc. (94)
1657. Calling the roll will be dispensed with in forming the guard
when it is turned out as a compliment, on the approach of an armed
body, or in any sudden emergency; but in such cases the roll may be
called before dismissing the guard. If the guard be turned out for an
officer entitled to inspect it, the roll will, unless he directs otherwise,
always be called before a report is made. (95)
1658. The sergeant of the guard has direct charge of the prisoners,

except during such time as they may be under the charge of the prisoner
guard or overseers, and is responsible to. the commander of the guard
for their security. (96)
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1659-1660-1 CCl-1662-1 663-1664-1665-1666

1659. He \ ill .-any (he keys of 1 1n- gunrdroum and rolls, and will not
suffer them (.1 !ea\v his persuiiiil p-isst-shinn while ho is at the guardhouse,
except, as heninaiter provided. (Tar. I Ml.) Should hi;

'

^uard-
IIOUHC for sir.y purpose, he will turn the keys over to the. nonconimi.-
ollirer wh.i laKes his place. (Tar. 1647.) (07)
1660. lie will count the Uni\i^, fork, etc., given to th- ; with

their food, and SCO that none of these articles remain in :

He will see that no forbidden articles of any kiiid arc conv.

prisoners. (98)
1661. Prisoners when paraded with the guard, are placed in line in it

center. The sergeant, immediately before forming the guard, will turr

over his keys to the noncommissioned officer at tho guardhouse. Havii
formed the guard, he will divide it into two nearly equal parts. Indicat-

ing the point of division with his hand, he commands:
1. Eight (or left), 2. FACE, 3. Forward, 4. MABCH, 5. Guard,

6. HALT, 7. Left (or right), 8. FACE.
If the first command be right face, the right half of the j.

only will execute the movements; if left face, the left half on'

execute them. The command bait is given when sufficient ini"rval is

obtained to admit the prisoners. The doors of the guardroom and cel!s

are then opened by the noncommissioned officer having the keys. The

prisoners will file out under the supervision of the sergeant, the non
commissioned officer, and sentinel on duty at the guardhouse, and sucl

other sentinels as may be necessary; tljey will form in line in the in-

terval between the two parts of the guard. (99)
1662. To return the prisoners to the guardroom and cells, the sergeant

commands:
1. Prisoners, 2. Eight (or left), 3. FACE, 4. Column right, (or

left) 5. MAECH.
The prisoners, under the same supervision as before, return to

their proper rooms or cells. (100)
1663. To close the guard, the sergeant commands:

1. Left (or right), 2. FACE, 3. Forward, 4. MAECH, 5. Guard,
6. HALT, 7. Eight (or left), 8. FACE.

The left or right half only of the guard as indicated,
movement. (101)
1664. If there be but few prisoners, the sergeant may indicate the

point of division as above, nnd form tho necessary interval by th-

mands:
1. Eight (or left) step, 2. MAECH, 3. Guard, 4. HALT, and

the intervals by the comma
1. Left (or right) step, 2. MAECH, 3. Guard, 4. HALT. (102)

1665. If sentinels are numerous, reliefs may, at Mie iii

commanding officer, be posted in detachments, and sergeants, as well as

corporals, required to relieve and post them. (103)

Corporal of the Guard

1666. A corporal of tho guard receives and obeys orders from none but

noncommissioned officers of the guard senior to himself, the offi.-,

the guard, the officer of the day, and the commanding officer. (TO!)
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1667-1668-1669-1670-1671-1672-1673

1C67. It is the duty of the corporal of the guard 1o post and relieve
1 met the members of his relief in their orders and

duties. (
!

1668. Immediately after the division of the guard into reliefs tho

corporals will assign the members of their respective reliefs to posts by
'.-. :md a -<ddier so assigned to his post will not be changed to an-

other during the same tour of guard duty, unless by direction of the
commander of the guard or higher authority. Usually, experienced
soldiers are placed over the arms of the guard, and at remote and respon-
sible post*. (106)
1669. Kach corporal will then make a list of the members of his relief

including himself. This list will contain the number of the relief, the

name, the company, and the regiment of every member thereof, and the
uch is assigned. The list will be made in duplicate, one

copy to be given to the sergeant of the guard as soon as completed, tho
other to be retained by the corporal. (107)
1670. "NYhen directed by the commander of the guard, the corporal of
the first relief forms his relief, and then commands: CALL OFF.

Commencing on the right, the men call off alternately rear
and front rank, "one," "two," "three," "four," and so on; if in

single rank, thev call off from right to left. The corporal then commands:
1 . Eight, 2. FACE, :5. Forward, 4. MARCH.
The corporal marches on the left, and near the rear file, in order

to observe the march. The corporal of the old guard marches on tho

right of the leading file, and takes command when the last one of tho
ntinels is relieved, changing places with the corporal of the new

. (108)
IS71. When the relief arrives at six paces from a sentinel (See Par.

nil halts it and commands, according to the number of
the post: No. ( ).

Both sentinels execute port arms or saber; the new sentinel ap-
proaches the old, halting about ore pace from him. (See Par. 1733.)
(109)
1672. The corporals advance and place themselves, facing each other,

a little in advance of the new sentinel, the old corporal on his right,
. poral on liis left, both at a right shoulder, and observe that

the old sentinel transmits correctly his instructions.
The following diagram will illustrate the positions taken:

A
R Dn a a a a

a D a a
^ D

a
D

il the relief; A, the new corporal; B, the old; C, the new
sentinel; 1), the old. (110)
1673. Tin- instructions relative to the post having been communicated,

the new corporal commands, Post; both sentinels then resume the right
shoulder, face toward the new corporal and step back so as to allow the
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1674-1675-1676-1677-1678-1679-1680-1681-1682

relief to ]>:iss in front of them. The new corporal then command
Forward, 2. MARCH; the old sentinel takes his place in rear of the i

as it passes him, his piece in the same position as th.ise of the n
The new sentinel stands fast at a right shoulder until the relief has

passed nix paces beyond him, when lie walks his post. The corporals
take their places as the relief passes them. (Ill)
1674. Mounted sentinels are posted and relieved in accordance with

the same principles. (112)
1675. On the return of the old relief, the corporal of the new guard

falls out whon the relief halts; the corporal of the old guard forms his

relief on the left of the old guard, salutes, and reports to the commander
of his guard: "Sir, the relief is present"; or "Sir, (so and so) is absent,"
and takes his place in the guard. (113)
1676. To post a relief other than that which is posted when the ok

guard is relieved, its corporal commands:
1. (Such) relief, 2. FALL IN; and if arms are stacked, tl

taken at the proper commands.
The relief is formed facing to the front, with arms at an order;

-*he men place themselves according to the numbers of their respective

posts, viz., two, four, six, and so on, in the front rank, and one, thrc

five, and so on, in the rear rank. The corporal, standing about two paces
in front of the center of his relief, then commands: Call off.

The men call off as prescribed. The corporal then commands: 1.

Inspection, 2. ARMS, 3. Order, 4. ARMS; faces the commander of the

guard, executes the rifle salute, reports: "Sir, the relief is present," or

"Sir, (so and so) is absent"; he then takes his place on the right at

order arms. (114)
1677. When the commander of the guard directs the corporal: "Post

your relief," the corporal salutes and posts his relief as prescril><
108 to 111); the corporal of the relief on post does not go with the new
relief, except when necessary to show the way. (ll-

r
>)

1678. To dismiss the old relief, it is halted and faced to the front at

the guardhouse by the corporal of the new relief, who then falls on;: the

corporal of the old relief then steps in front of the relief and d

it by the^proper commands. (116)
1679. Should the pieces have been loaded before the relie:

the corporal will, before dismissing the relief, seo that no cartridges are

left in the chambers or magazines. The same rule applies to sent

over prisoners. (117)
1680. Each corporal will thoroughly acquaint himself with all tho

special orders of every sentinel on his relief, and see that each in

stands and correctly transmits such orders in detail to his 8u> '1 s
)

1681. There should be at least one noncommissioned oflicei constantly
on the alert at the guardhouse, usually the corporal whose relief is on

post. This noncommissioned officer takes post near the entrance of

the guardhouse, and does not fall in with the guard when it is formed.

He will have his rifle constantly with him. (11!))

1682. Whenever it becomes necessary for the corporal to leave 1

near the entrance of the guardhouse, he will notify the sergeant of the
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1683-1684-1685-168&J687-1688-1689-1690-1691-1692-1693-1694-1695

guard, who will at once take his place, or designate another noncom-
niUsioiied olh'cer to do so. (120)
1683. He will see that no person enters the guardhouse, or guard tent,

or crosses the posts of the sentinels there posted without proper author-

1 _' 1 )

1684. Should any sentinel call for the corporal of the guard, the corporal

will, in every ease, at once and quickly proceed to such sentinel. lie

will notify the sergeant of the guard before leaving the guardhouse. (122)
1685. He will at once report to the commander of the guard any viola-

tion of regulations or any unusual occurrence which is reported to him

by a sentinel, or which comes to his notice in any other way. (123)
1686. Should a sentinel call: "The Guard," the corporal will promptly

notify the commander of the guard. (124)
1687. Should a sentinel call: "Relief," the corporal will at once pro-

ceed to the post of such sentinel, taking with him the man next for duty
on that post. If the sentinel is relieved for a short time only, the cor-

poral will again post him as soon as the necessity for his relief ceases.

(125)
1688. "When the countersign is used, the corporal at the posting of the

relief during whose tour challenging is to begin gives the countersign
to the members of the relief, excepting those posted at the guardhouse.
(126)
1689. He will wake the corporal whose relief is next on post in time

for the latter to verify the prisoners, form his relief, and post it at the

proper hour. (127)
1690. Should the guard be turned out, each, corporal will call his own

relief, and cause its members to fall in promptly. (128)
1691. Tents or bunks in the same vicinity will be designated for the

so that all the members of each relief may, if necessary, be
found and turned out by the corporal in the least time and with the
least confusion. (12-)
1692. When challenged by a sentinel while posting his relief, the cor-

poral commands: 1. Belief, 2. HALT; to the sentinel ^s challenge he an-

swers "Belief," and at the order of the sentinel he advances alone to

give the countersign, or to be recognized. When the sentinel says, "Ad-
vance relief," the corporal commands: 1. Forward, 2. MABCH.

If to be relieved, the sentinel is then relieved as prescribed. (130)
1693. Between retreat and reveille, the corporal of the guard will chal-

lenge all suspicious looking persons or parties he may observe, first halt-

ing his patrol or relief, if either be with him. He will advance them in

MC manner that sentinels on post advance like parties (Pars. 1751 to
but if the route of a patrol is on a continuous chain of sentinels, ho

should not challenge persons coming near him unless he has reason to
believe that the}' have eluded the vigilance of sentinels. (131)
1694. Hetween retreat and reveille, whenever so ordered by an officer

entitled to inspect the guard, the corporal will call: "Turn out the
guard,'.' announcing the title of the officer, and then, if not otherwise
ordered he will salute and return to his post. (132)
1695. neral rule he will advance parties approaching the guard

at night in the same manner that sentinels on post advance like parties.
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169G-1697-1698-1699-T700 170! 170J-1703

Thus, the sentin. c < hallei

:-;il, ;is ]; ( I'ar. 1 .

vauciii:^ at "port arms," Kays: "Advance (so and so) with tho counter-

sign," or "to be recognized," if there ho no con-

countersign being <-oi : fen, or tin- party lieinur d:i'

tho corporal says: "Advance (so and so)"; r

challenge of the sentinel. (133)
1696. AVlirn officers of different rank approach the guard honf.

different directions at thf snmo time, flie .senior will be :

and will not } n ;;.!< to wait for hi i \'.'>\)

1697. Out of ranks and under arms, Dilutes with tli

salute. lie will salute all officers whether l.y day or nipht. (1

1698. The corporal will examine parties halted ami <l y sen-

tinels, and if he has reason to believe the parties have no authorii\

cross sentinel's posts, will conduct them to the commander
guard. (136)
1699. The corporal of the guard will arrest all suspicious

characters prowling about the post or camp, all persons of a

character disturbing tho peace, and all persons taken in tin-

committing crime against the Government on a military reservation 01

post. All persons arrested bj corporals of the guard, or by si-

will at once be conducted to the commander of the guard by the corpors
(137)

Musicians of the Guard

1700. The musicians of the guard will sound call as prescribed by the

commanding officer. (138)
1701. Should the guard be turned out for national or regimental color

or standards, uncased, the field music of the guard will.

guard present arms, sound, "To the color" or "To the standard"; or,
if for any person entitled thereto, the marchv flourishes, or ruffles, pre-
scribed in paragraphs 375, 376, and 377, A. R. (139)

Orderlies and Color Sentinels

1702. "When BO directed by tho commanding officer, tLe officer who
inspects the guard at guard mouutiug will select from tho members of

the new guard an orderly for the commanding officer and such
f other orderlies and color sentinels as may be required. (Ho)

For these positions the soldiers will be chosen who are most cor-

rect in the performance of duty and in. military bearing, neat

person and clothing, and whose arms and accoutrements are in the
best condition. Clothing, arms, and equipments must conform to

lations. If there is any doubt as to the relative qualifications of two
or more soldiers, the inspecting officer will cause them to fall out at the

guardhouse and to form in line in single rank. Ho will then, by '

them in drill regulations, select the most proficient. The commander
of the guard will be notified of the selection. (141)
1703. When directed by the commander of the guard to fall out and

report, an orderly will give his name, company, and regiment to the
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1704-1705-1706-1707-1708-1709-1710-1711-1712-1713-1714-1715

uuan!. a ml, leaving his rifle in tlir :'.MII rack in his cora-

-d at once to the officer to whom ho is assigned,
"Sir, Private-

, Company , reports as orderly."

1704. If the or.lorly selected be a cavalryman, he will leave his rifle

rack of his troop quarters, and report with his belt on, but
.rlfss specially otherwise ordered. (143)

1705. Orderlies, while on duty as such, are subject only to the orders
of the commanding officer and of the officers to whom they are ordered
to report. (J44)
1706. "When an

orderly is ordered to carry a message, he will be care-
ful to deliver it exactly as it was given to him. (145)
1707. His tour of duty ends when he is relieved by the orderly selected

from the guard relieving Ms own. (-146)
1708. Orderlies are members of the guard, and" their name, company,

and regiment are entered on the guard report and lists of the guard.
(147)
1709. If a color line is established, sufficient sentinels are placed on

the color line to guard the colors and stacks. (148)
1710. Color sentinels are posted only so long as the stacks are formed.
The commander of the guard will divide the time equally among them.
(149)
1711. "When stacks are broken, the color sentinels may be permitted

to return to their respective companies. They are required to report in

person to the commander of the guard at reveille and retreat. They will

fall in with the guard, under arms, at guard mounting. (150)
1712. Color sentinels are not placed on the regular reliefs, nor are

their posts numbered. In calling for the corporal of the guard, they
"Corporal of the guard. Color line." (151)

1713. Officers or enlisted men passing the uncased colors will render
the prescribed salute. If the colors are on the stacks, the salute will

-de on crossing the color line or on passing the colors. (152)
1714. A sentinel placed over the colors will not permit them to be

in the presence of an armed escort. Unless otherwise
1 by the commanding officer, he will allow no one to touch them

the color bearer.
Tic will not permit any soldier to take arms from the stacks,

or to touch them, except by order of an officer or noncommissioned officer

of the guard.
If any person passing the colors or crossing the color line fails

to salute the colors, the sentinel will caution him to do so, and if the
caution be not heeded he will call the corporal of the guard and report
the facts. (1"

Privates of the Guard

1715. Pri -IK .I to n-iii-fs by the commander of the guard,
and 1" Mially, by the corporal of their relief. They will not

change fro: t to another during the same tour of guard
duty unless by proper authority. (154)
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1716-1717-1718-1719-1720-1721-1722

Orders for Sentinels

1716. Orders for sentinels are of two classes: Concnil orders and
special orders. General orders apply to all sentinels. Special orders
relate to particular posts and duties. (155)
1717. Sentinels will be required to memorize the followiTig:

My general orders are:
1. To take charge of this post and all Government property in view.
2. To walk my post in a military manner, keeping always on the

alert and observing everything that takes place within sight or hear-

ing.
3. To report all violations of orders I am instructed to enforce.
4. To repeat all calls from posts more distant from the guardhouse

than my own.
.". To quit my post only when, properly relieved.

G. To receive, obey, and pass on to the sentinel who relieves me
all orders from the commanding officer, officer of the day, and officers and
noncommissioned officers of the guard only.

7. To talk to no one except in line of duty.
8. In case of fire or disorder to give the alarm.
9. To allow no one to commit a nuisance on or near my post.

10. In any case not covered by instructions to call the corporal of
the guard.

11. To salute all officers, and all colors and standards not cased.

12. To be especially watchful at night, and, during the time for

challenging, to challenge all persons on or near my post, and to allow no
one to pass without proper authority. (156)

Regulations Relating to the General Orders for Sentinels

1718. No. 1: To take charge of this post and all Government property
in view.

All persons, of whatever rank in the service, are required to

observe respect toward sentinels and members of the guard when such
are in the performance of their duties. (157)
1719. A sentinel will at once report to the corporal of the guard

unusual or suspicious occurrence noted. (158)
1720. He will arrest suspicious persons prowling about the post or

camp at any time, all parties to a disorder occurring op or near his

post, and all, except authorized persons, who attempt to enter the camp
at night, and will turn over to the corporal of the guard all persons
arrested. (159)
1721. The number, limits, and extent of his post will invariably con-

stitute part of the special orders of a sentinel on post. The limits of his

post should be so defined as to include every place to which he is re-

quired to go in the jierformance of his duties.

No. 2: To walk my post in a military manner, keeping always
on the alert and observing everything that takes place within sight or

hearing. (160)
1722. A sentinel is not required to halt and change the position of his

rifle on arriving at the end of his post, nor to execute to the rear, march,
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1723-1724-1725-1726-1727-1728-1729-1730-1731

precisely as prescribed in the drill regulations, but faces about while walk-

ing, in the man nc r most convenient to him, and at any part of his post
as may he best suited to the proper performance of his duties. He carries
his rifle on either shoulder, and in wet or severe weather, when not in a

sentry box, may carry it at a secure. (161)
1723. Sentinels when in sentry boxes stand at ease. Sentry boxes

will be used in wet weather only, or at other times when specially author-
ized by the commanding officer. (362)
1724. In very hot weather, sentinels may be authorized to stand at

ease on their posts, provided they can effectively discharge their duties
in this position, but they will take advantage of this privilege only on
the express authority of the officer of the day or the commander of
the guard. (163)
1725. A mounted sentinel may dismount occasionally and lead his horse

but will not relax his vigilance.
Xo. 3: To report all violations of orders I am instructed to en-

force. (164)
1726. A sentinel will ordinarily report a violation of orders when he

is inspected or relieved, but if the case be urgent he will call the corporal
of the guard, and also, if necessary, will arrest the offender.

No. 4: To repeat all calls from posts more distant from the guard-
house than my own. (165)
1727. To call the corporal, or the guard, for any purpose other than

relief, fire, or disorder (Pars. 1728 and 1734), a sentinel will call, "Cor-
poral of the guard, No. ( )," adding the number of his post. In no case
will any sentinel call, "Never mind the corporal"; nor will the corporal
heed such call if given.

No. 5: To quit my post only when properly relieved. (166)
1728. If relief becomes necessary, by reason of sickness or other cause,

a sentinel will call, "Corporal of the guard, No. ( ), Belief," giving
the number of his post. (167)
1729. Whenever a sentinel is to be relieved, he will halt, and with

arms at a right shoulder, will face toward the relief when it is thirty

paces from him. lie will come to a port arms with the new sentinel,
and in a low tone will transmit to him all the special orders relating
to the post, and any other information which will assist him to better

perform his duties.

No. C: To receive, obey, and pass on to the sentinel who relieves

me, all orders from the commanding officer, officer of the day, and officers

and noncommissioned officers of the guard only. (168)
1730. During this tour of duty a soldier is subject to the orders of

(the commanding officer, officer of the day, and officers and noncommis-
sioned officers of the guard only; but any officer is competent to in-

ite apparent violations of regulations by members of the guard.

1731. A sentinel will quit his piece on an explicit order from any
person from whom he lawfully receives orders while on post; under no
circumstances will he yield it to any other person. Unless necessity ther
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1732-1733-1734-1735-1736-1737-1738

fur exists, no person will require a sentinel to quit his piece, cv.n to

allow it to be inspected. (170)
1732. A sentinel will not divulge the countersign (Pars. 17C9 to 1777)

to anyone except the sentinel who relieves him, or to a person from
whom lie properly receives orders, on such person's verbal order

personally. .Privates of the guard will not use the counter
in the performance of their duties while posted as sentinels.

No. 7: To talk to no one except in line of duty. (171)
1733. When calling for any purpose, challenging, or holding com-

munication with any person, a dismounted sentinel, armed with a rill;

or saber, will take the position of "port" arms or saber. At
a dismounted sentinel, armed with a pistol, takes the position of raise

pistol in challenging or holding communication. A mounted sentinel

not ordinarily draw liis weapon in the daytime when
or holding conversation; but if drawn, he holds it at ::<!>

pistol, or port saber, according as he is armed with a rill,

saber. At night, in challenging and holding conversation, his weap-i
is drawn and held as just prescribed, depending on win

with u rifle,' pistol, or saber.
No. S: In case of fire or disorder to give the alarm. ( I

1734. ! 'iitinel will call, "Fire No. ( ),"
the number of his post; if possible, he will extinguish the lire

Li caso of disorder, he will call: "The Guard, No. ( )," adding t

number of his post. If the danger be great, he will, in either case, dis

charge his piece before calling.
No. 11: To salute all officers and all colors and standards no

cased. (173)
1735. When not engaged in the performance of a specific duty, th

proper execution of which would prevent it, a member of tho gu
will salute all officers who pass him. This rule applies at all hours of th

day or night, except in the case of mounted sentinels armed with

rifle or pistol, or dismounted sentinels armed with a pistol, after chal

lenging. (See Par. 1742.) (174)
1736. Sentinels will salute as follows: A dismounted sentinel arme>

with a rifle or saber, salutes by presenting arms; if otherwise arin

be salutes with the right hand.
A mounted sentinel, if armed with a saber and the saber b

drawn, salutes by presenting saber; otherwise he salutes in all case

with the right hand. (175)
1737. To salute, a dismounted sentinel, with piece at a right shon

or saber at a carry, halts and faces toward the person to be s

when the latter arrives within thirty paces.
The limit within which individuals and insignia of rank can

readily recognized is assumed to be about 30 paces, and, therefore, a

this distance cognizance is taken of the person or partv to be salu

(176)
1738. The salute is rendered at 6 paces; if the person to be salu

does not arrive within that distance, then when he is nearest. (177)
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1739-1740-1741-1742-1743-1744-1745-1746-1747-1748

1739. A sentinel in a sentry box, armed with a rifle, stands at attention

in the doorway mi the approach of a person or party entitled to salute,
latea \<y presenting arms according to the forgoing rules.

If armed with a saber, he stands at a carry and salutes as be-

fore. (178)
1740. A mounted sentinel on a regular post halts, faces, and salutes

in accordance with the foregoing rules. If doing patrol duty, he salutes,
but does not halt unless spoken to. (179)
1741. Seutinels salute, in accordance with the foregoing rules, all

persons and parties entitled to compliments from the guard (Pars. 1787,
and 1788): officers of the Army, Xavy, and Marine Corps; military
and naval officers of foreign powers; officers of volunteers, and militia

oflicers when in uniform. (180)
1742. A sentinel salutes as just prescribed when an officer comes on

his post; if the officer holds communication with the sentinel, the sen-

tinel again salutes when the officer leaves him.

During the hours when challenging is prescribed, the first salute
is given as soon as the officer has been duly recognized and advanced.
A mounted sentinel armed with a rifle or pistol, or a dismounted sen-

tinel armed with a pistol, does not salute after challenging.
He stands at advance rifle or raise pistol until the officer passes.

(181)
1743. In case of the approach of an armed party of the guard, the

sentinel will halt when it is about 30 paces from him, facing toward the

party with his piece at the right shoulder. If not himself relieved, he

will, as the party passes, place himself so that the party will pass in

front of him; he resumes walking his post when the party has reached
G paces beyond him. (182)

An officer is entitled to the compliments prescribed, whether in

uniform or not. (183) .

1744. A sentinel in communication with an officer will not interrupt
the conversation to salute. In the ease of seniors tb officer will salute,

whereupon the sentinel will salute. (184)
17-15. When the flag is being lowered at retreat, a sentinel on post

n- of the flag will face the flag, and, at the first note of the
"Star Spa ner" or to the color will come to a present arms.
At the Hounding of the last note lie wiM resume walking his p

To be especially watchful at ni^ht and during the time
for challenging, to challenge all persons en or near my post, and to
allow no one to pass without proper authority. (IS.")
1746. .'irs. it' a sentinel Bees any ;

r -"n or party
on or near he, will advance rapidly nlong his post toward

when within about 30 yards will challenge sharply,
"HALT. Who is there?" lie will place himself in the Uest p-

: the person or party. (186)
muted partv he challenged, the sentinel uiK

"HALT. DISMOUNT. Who is there?"
1748. The sentinel will permit only one of any party t>- h him

for the purpose of giving the countersign (Pars'. 1769*to 1777), or if no
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1749-1750-1751-1752-1753-1754-1755-1756-1757-1758

countersign bo used, of being duly recognized. "\Vhen this is done the
whole party is advanced, i. e., allowed to pass. (188)
1740. In ell cases the sentinel must satisfy himself beyond a reason-

:il>lc iloubt that the parties arc what they represent 1' to he
and have a right to pass. If he is not satisfied, he must cause them to

stand and call the corporal of the guard. So,, likewise, if lie h .-.

authority to pass persons with the countersign, or when the party has
not the countersign, or gives an incorrect one. (189)
1750. A sentinel will not permit any person to approach so e!

to prevent the proper use of his own weapon before recognizi
person or receiving the countersign. (190)
1751. "When two or more persons approach in one party, the sentinel

on receiving an answer that indicates that someone in the ;>irty lias

the countersign, --will say, "Advance o:\u with the countersign," and, if.

the countersign is given correctly, wm then say, "Advance (So and so),'*

repeating the answer to his ch-iIN-nye. Thus. :f the answer be, "Relief
(friends with the countersign, patrol, etc.),' il- sentinel will say, "Ad-
vance one with the countersign"; then, "Advaace relief (friends, patrol,

etc.)." (191)
1752. If a person having the countersign approach alone, he

vanced to give the countersign. Thus, if the answer be, "Friend with
the countersign (or officer of the day, or etc.)," the sentinel w
"Advance, friend (or officer <_f the day, or etc.), with the countersign";

'

then, "Advance, friend (o_ officer of the day, or etc.)." (102)
1/53. 1 two or more persons approach a sentinel's post from cli

directions at the same time, all such persons arc challenged in tu 1

required to halt and to remain halted until advanced.
The senior is first advanced, in accordance with the forej

rules. (193)
1754. If a party is already advanced and in communication

sentinel^ the latter will challenge any other party that may appr
if the partv challenged be senior to the one already on hi

sentinel will advance the new party at once. The senior may
him to advance any or all of the other parties; otherwise, the se

will not advance any of them until the senior leaves him. He
then advance the senior only of the remaining parties, and so on.

1755. The following order of rank will govern a sentinel in advai

different persons or parties approaching his post: Commanding <:'

officer of the day, officer of the guard, officers, patrols, reli.

missioned officers of the guard in order of rank, friends. (195)
1756. A sentinel will never allow himself to be surprised, n<>r

two parties to advance upon him at the same time. (196)
1757. If no countersign be used, the rules for challen^im,' are the

The rules for advancing parties are modified only as follow

of saying "Advance (so and so) with the countersign," the s

will say, "Advance (so and so) to be recognized." Upon recoj
he will say, "Advance (so and so)." (197)
1758. Answers to u sentinel's challenge intended to confuse or

him are prohibited, but the use of such an answer as "Friends wit

countersign," is not to be understood as misleading, but as the
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1759-1760-1761-1762-1763-1764-1765-1766-1767-1768

: made ly officers, |>:'.t mis. etc., when the purpose of their visit

.ide that their oflicial capacity should not be announced.

Special Orders For Sentinels at the Post of the Guard

1759. Sentinels posted at the guard will be required to memorize th0

following:
Between reveille and retreat to turn out the guard for all persons

designated by the commanding officer, for all colors or standards not

cased, and in time of war for all armed parties approaching my post,

except troops at drill and reliefs and detachments of the guard.
At night, after challenging any person or party, to advance no

one but call the corporal of the guard, repeating the answer to the chal-

lenge. (109)
1760. After receiving an answer to his challenge, the sentinel calls,

"Corporal of the guard (So and so)," repeating the answer to the chal-

He does not in such cases repeat the number of his post. (200)
1761. lie r. mains in the position assumed in challenging until the

corpora] has recognized or advanced the person or party challenged,
v.Uen he r. Iking his post, or, if the person or party be entitled

thereto, he salutes and. as soon as the salute has been acknowledged,
.-ilking his post. (201)

1762. The sentinel at the post of the guard will be notified by direction
of the commanding officer of the presence in camp or garrison of persons
entitled to the compliment (Par. 1784.) (202)
1763. The following examples illustrate the manner in which the sentinel

at the post of the guard will turn out the guard upon the approach of
parties entitled to the compliment (Pars. 1784, 17*7, run!

"Turn out the guard, Commanding Officer"; "Turn out the guard,
Governor of a Territory"; "Turn out the guard, national colors";
"Turn out the guard, armed party"; etc.

:n-h of the new guard at guard mounting the sen
"Turn out the guard, armed party." (L

1764. Should "i named by the sentinel not desire the guard
;ereupoii the sentinel will call "Never mind the

guard.
' '

1765. 'led "Turn out the guard," the sentinel will

ail "Never mind the guard," on the"- approach of an armed
part;..
1766. guard In' already formed he will not fail :

"Turn OUt the guard," as required in his special ordns. except, that
ard will not be turned on' for any person while his senior is at

-( of the guard.
1767. Tl, - at the post of the guard will wan; the nimander

i 1'ody and of t he presence, in the vicinity

disorderly persons.
1768. disorder in sight or In-.. 'iuel at tho

guardhouse will call the corporal of t!..- guard and report the facts to
him. (,L'03)
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1769-1770-1771-1772-1773-1774-1775-1776-1777

Countersigns and Paroles

1769. Seventy-seventh Article of War. Any person subject to n
law mnkes knov, n 1 in> parole m- CO

.ing to the rules ami discipline of war, or ffi

con nt I'l'sign different 1'roiu tliat which lio received, shall, if the
ciiniinitti il in time of war, suffer death or such other punishment as a
court-martial may direc.t. (Sec Tar. 17.V2.) (209)
1770. The countersign is a word given daily from tho prinripa
quarters of a command to aid guards and sentinels in identifying \

who may be authorized to pass at night.
It is givgn to such persons as may be authorized to pas

repass sentinels' posts during the night, and to officers, noncoi

officers, and sentinels of the guard. (210)
1771. The parole is a word used as a check on the countersign ii

to obtain more accurate identification of
, persons. It is impart nl only

to those who are entitled to inspect guards and to commanders of guards.
The parole or countersign, or both, are sent sealed in (In.- form

of an order to those entitled to them. (211)
1772. When the commander of the guard demands the parole, ho will

advance and receive it as the corporal receives the countersign. (See
Par. 1695.) (212)
1773. ,As the communications containing the parole and count
must at times be distributed by many orderlies, the parole intrusted

to many officers, and the countersign and "parole to many officers and

sentinels, and as both the countersign and parole must, for large com-

mands, be prepared several days in advance, there is always danger
of their being lost or becoming known to persons who would niaku im-

proper use of them; moreover, a sentinel is too apt to take it for

granted that any person who gives the right countersign is what ho

represents himself to be; hence for outpost duty there is greater security
in omitting the use of the countersign and parole, or in using them
with great caution. The chief reliance should be upon personal recogni-
tion or identification of all persons claiming authority to pass.

Persons whose sole means of identification is the countersign,
or concerning whose authority to pass there is a reasonable doubt, should

not be allowed to pass without the authority of the corporal

guard after proper investigation; the corporal will take to hi>

superior any person about whom he is not competent to decide, t

1774. The countersign is usually the name of a battle; tho. parol*

of a general or other distinguished person. (214)
1775. "When they can not be communicated daily, a. series of

for some days in advance may be sent to posts or detachments tl>

to use the same parole or countersign as the main body. (215)
1776. Tf the countersign be lost, or if a member of tho guard

witli it, the commander on the spot will substitute another for

report the case at once to headquarters. (21 (i)

1777. In addition to the countersign, use may be made of precon
signals, such as striking the rifle with the hand or striking the hamls

together a certain number of times, as agreed upon. Such signal
be used only by guards that occupy exposed po?T>*3.
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1773-1779-1780-1781-1782-1783-1784

lie fou n torsion is given, and must not bo
coii'iiM'i o anyone not entitled to know the countersign. Their use*

-.cut the surprise of a sentinel.

In the daytime signals such as raising a cap or a handkerchief
in a

]
1 manner may be used by sentinels to communicate with

the guard or with each other. (217)

Guard. Patrols

1778. A guard patrol consists of jane or more men detailed for the

performance of some special service connected with guard duty. (218)
1779. If the patrol be required to go beyond the chain of sentinels,

the officer or noncommissioned officer in charge will be furnished with
the countersign, and the outposts and sentinels warned. (219)
1780. If challenged by a sentinel, the patrol is halted by its commander,

ne noncommissioned officer accompanying it advances alone and
the countersign. (220) ^

Watchmen
1781. Enlisted men may be detailed as watchmen, or as overseers over

prisoners, and as such will receive their orders and perform their duties
as the commanding officer may direct. (221)

Compliments From Guards
1782. The compliment from a guard consists in the guard turning out
and presenting arms. (See Par. 1612.) No compliments will be paid
between retreat and reveille except as provided in paragraphs 361 and

r will any person other than tihose named in paragraph 224 receive
the compliment. (222)
1783. Though a guard does not turn out between retreat and reveille

latter of compliment, it may be turned out for inspection at any
time by a person entitled to inspect it. (223)
1784. Between reveille and retreat the following persons are entitled

to th" ciimpliment: The President, sovereign or chief magistrate of a
ntry, and members of a royal family; Vice-President; Presi-

nd President pro tdmporo of the Senate; American ami foreign
amba- embers of the Cabinet; Chief Jnfltice; speaker of the

nt' Representatives; committees of Congress officially visiting a

military post; governors within their respective States and Territories;
Secret:, tv of \Yar ollicially visiting a

11 general officers of the Army; general officers of foreign
naval, marine, volunteer, and militia officers in

ailed States ami holding
1 the rank of general officer;

or mini-- accredited to the

Marges d'affaires accredited to the 1'nited States; consuls

to the I'nite.i S mmanding officer of a

artillery >l'. ainmnd, post, fort or camp; officer of

('. M. 1. (i. 1... No. 1. Feb. L'4, ]15.)

1 The term "ffovernors general" shall he taken to mean administrative officers
. wkuin officers with tlwe title of governor arc acting.
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1785-1786-1787-1788-1789-1790-1791-1792-1793-1791

1785. The relative r:uik between officers of the Army and Navy
follows: General with admiral, lieutenant m-nnal with the vice admiral,
major general with rear admiral, brigadier general with comm
colonel with captain, lieutenant colonel with commander, major with
lieutenant commander, captain with lieutenant, first lieutenant with lieu-

tenant (junior grade), second lieutenant with ensign. (A. 1{. 12.)

1786. Sentinels will not be required to memori/e paragraph I'M. and

except in the cases of general officers of the Army, the commanding
officer, and the officer of the day, they will be advised in each case of
the presence in camp or garrison of persons entitled to the compliment.
(226)
1787. Guards will turn out and present arms when the n

regimental colors or standards, not cased, are carried past i

or an armed party. This rule also applies when the party carry!
colors is at drill. If the drill is conducted in the vicinity of the

house, the guard will be turned out when the colors firs-

thereafter. '(227)
1788. In case the remains of a deceased officer or soldier are c-

. the guard will turn out and present arms. (228)
1789. In time of war all guards will turn out under arms when

parties, except troops at drill and reliefs 'or detachments of the guard,
approach their post. (See Par. 1615.) (22!>)

1790. The commander of the guard will be notified of the pi
in camp or garrison of all persons entitled to the compliment, except

general officers of the Army, the commanding officer, and the officer of

the day. Members of the guard will salute all persons entitled, to tho

compliment and all officers in the military or naval service of foreign

powers, officers of the Army, Navy and Marine Corps, officers of volun-

teers, and officers of militia when in uniform. (230)

General Rules Concerning Guard Duty

1791. Eighty-sixth Article of War. Any sentinel who is found drunk or

sleeping upon his post, or who leaves it before he is regularly relieved,

shall, if the offense be committed in time of war, suffer death or such

other punishment as a court-martial may direct; and if the offense be
committed in time of peace, he shall Buffer any punishment,.except death,
that a court-martial may direct. (!':>-)

1792. All material instructions given to a member of the guard by an
officer having authority will be promptly communicated to the com-
mander of the guard by the officer giving them. (233)
1793. Should the guard be formed, soldiers will fall in ranks under arms.

At roll call, each man, as his name or number and relief are called, will

answer "Here/' and come to an order arms. (2.'!4)

1794. Whenever the guard or a relief is dismissed, each member not
at once required for duty will place his rifle in the arms racks, if they

'The grade of commodore ceased to exist as a grade on the active list of the
the act of Mar. 3,

pay and allowances

_ UlC (AWUVC 1131 Ul IIIC

Navy of tiie United States on Mar. 3, 1899. IJy section 7 of the act of Mar. 3,

1899, the nine junior rear admirals are authorized to receive the

of a brigader general of the Army.
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1795-1796-1797-1798-1799-1800-1801-1802

bo provided, and will not remove it therefrom unless he requires it in

tin- performance of some duty. (235)
1795. Without permission from the commander of the guard, mem-

bers of the main guard, except orderlies, will not leave the immediate
vicinity of the guard house. Permission to leave will not be granted
except in cashes of necessity. (236)
1796. Members of the main guard, except orderlies, will not remove

their accoutrements or clothing without permission from the commander
of the guard. (Par. 1628.) (237)

Guarding Prisoners

1797. The sentinel at the post of the guard has charge of the prisoners
except when they have been turned over to the prisoner guard or over-
seers. (Par. 1798 to 1802 and 300 to 304.)

(a) He will allow none to escape.

(b) He will allow none to cross his post leaving the guardhouse
except when passed by an officer or noncommissioned officer of the

guard.

(c) He will allow no one to communicate with prisoners without per-
mission from proper authority.

(d) He will promptly report to the corporal of the guard any sus-

picious noise made by the prisoners.

(e) He will be prepared to tell whenever asked how many prisoners
are in the guardhouse and how many are out at work or elsewhere.

Whenever prisoners are brought to his post returning from work
or elsewhere, he will halt them and call the corporal of the guard, notify-
ing him of the number of prisoners returning. Thus: "Corporal of the
guard, (so many) prisoners."

He will not allow prisoners to pass into the guardhouse until

the corporal of the guard has responded" to the call and ordered him to
do so. (299)
1798. Whenever practicable special guards will be detailed for the

particular duty of guarding working parties composed of such prisoners
as cannot be placed under overseers. (300)
1799. The prisoner guard and overseers will be commanded by the

police officer; if there be no police officer, then by the officer of the

day. (301)
1800. The provost sergeant is sergeant of the prisoner guard and

overseers, and as such receives orders from the commanding officer and
the commander of the prisoner guard Only. (302)
1801. Details for prisoner guard are marched to the guardhouse and
mounted by being inspected by the commander of the main guard, who
determines whether all of the men are in proper condition to perform
their duties and whether their arms and equipments are in proper con-

diton, and rejects any men found unfit. (303)
1802. When prisoners have been turned over to the prisoner guard or

>T8, such guards or overseers are responsible for them undt-r their

commander, and -all responsibility and control of the main guard ceasei
until they arc returned to the main guard. (Par. 1804.) (304)
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1803-1804-1805-1806-1807-1808-1809-1810-1811

1803. If a prisoner attempts to escape, the sentinel will call "Halt."
If he fails to halt when t lie sentinel

I his rail, I

there be no other possible moans of pn vent ing his escape, tlie ventinol
will fire upon him.
1804. On approaching the post of the sentinel at the guardhouse, a

sentinel of the prisoner guard or an /o uf pr
will halt them and call, "No. 1, (so many prisoners.)" H
allow them to cross the post of the sentinel until so

corporal of the guard. i .">'>(',)

1805. Members of the prisoner guard and o^ pris-
oners for work will receive specific and explicit instruct!' ;i',

r the

required work; they will be held strictly responsible that th.

under their charge properly and satisfactorily perform the
work. (307)

Stable Guards

1806. Under the head of stable guards will be included guards for

cavalry stables, artillery staples ;il i,l parks, mount

machine-gun organization btables and parks, and q;

ai:d parks. Where the words "troop" and "i
will be held to include all of

t^iese organizations. (308)
1807. AVheu troop stable guards are mounted I'

stables of the cavalry. When no stable guards are mom, 1

will be guarded by sentinel ]>osted from the main guard, under the control
of the officer of the day. ^

The instructions given for troop stable guard will be observed
as far as applicable by tho noncommissioned officers and sentinels of the
main guard when in charge of the stables. (309)

Troop Stable Guards

1808. Troops stable guards will not be used except in the Sold, or when
it is impracticable to guard the stables by sentinels from tho main guard.
(310)
1809. Troop stable guards will be under the immediate control of

their respective troop commanders; they will be posted in each cavalry
stable, or near the picket line, and will consist of not less than ono
noncommissioned officer and three privates.

Stable guards are for the protection of the horses, stables, forage,

equipments, and public property generally. They will in additii

force the special regulations in regard to stables, horses, and parks.
(311)
1810. Sentinels of stable guards will bo posted at the stables or at the

picket lines when the horses are kept outside. The troop stable guard
may be used as a herd guard during the day time or when grazing is

practicable. (312)
1811. The troop stable guard, when authorized by the po^t commander,

will be mounted under the sup'' rv ision of the troop commander. It will

be armed, at the discretion of the troop commander, wi:h either rifle

or pistol. (313)
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1812-1813-1814-1815-1816-1817-1818-1819-1820

1812. The tour continues for 24 hours, or \intil the guard is relieved

by a new guard. (314)
1813. The employment of stable guards for police and fatigue duties

at the staMes is forbidden; but this will not prohibit them from being
required to a-.sjst j ;1 feeding grain before reveille. (->!">)

The troop stable guard will attend stables with the rest of the

troop and groom their own 'horses, the sentinels being taken off post
for the purpose. (316)
1814. Neither the noncommissioned officer nor the members of the

stable guard will absent themselves from the immediate vicinity of the
stablos e.M-ept in case of urgent necessity, and then for no longer time
than is absolutely necessary. No member of the guard will leave for any
purpose without the authority of the noncommissioned officer of the

guard. (317)
1815. The noncommissioned officer and one member of the stable guard

will go for medals at the proper hour; upon their return the other mem-
bers of the guard will be directed to go by the noncommissioned officer.

(318)
1816. "\\ hen the horses are herded each troop will furnish its own herd

guard. (319)
1817. Smoking in the stables or their immediate vicinity is prohibited.
Xo fire or light, other than electric light or stable lanterns, will be

permitted in the stables. A special place will be designated for trim-

ming, filling, and lighting lanterns. (320)

Noncommissioned Officer of the Troop Stable Guard
1818. The noncommissioned officer receives his orders from his troop
commander, to whom he will report immediately after posting his first re-

lief, and when relieved will turn over all his orders to his successor. He
instructs his sentinels in their general and special duties; exorcises gen-
eral supervision over his entire guard; exacts order and cleanliness about
the guardroom; prevents the introduction of intoxicants into the guard-
house and stables; receives, by count, from his predecessor, the animals,

quipnients and all property (both private and public) pertaining
.amines, before relieving his predecessor, all locks, windows,

and doors, and should any be found insecure he will report the fact
to his troop commander when he reports for orders. Iff will personally

:d relieve each sentinel, taking care to verify the property r

sibilrty of tin- s. r'tine] who comes off post, and see t
1

it is aware of the properl -ibility that h- (321)
1819. That the noncommissioned ofiicer may bo more thoroughly in-

:-i's;ionsibility, all horses returning, except those from a

formation, will bo reported to him. lie will then notify the

i. in the absence of the stable so-

the horses are promptly cared for.
1 e will promptly report to the troop commander.

Should tin ilie private property of an o vill report such
abuse to .. (322)
1820. The noocommissioned officer wHl r occurrence

during his tour direct to his troop commander.
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1821-1822-1823-1824-1825-1826-1827-1828-1829-1830-1831-1832

1821. Horses and other proper! y for which tin- noncommissioned officer

is responsible will not l>e taken from the st aides without tin- ai.t horit .

the post or troop commander. (.".Uli

1822. The noncommissioned officer must answer the sentinel's c

promptly. (325)
1823. Iu case of fire, the noncommissioned officer will see that the re-

quirements of paragraph 1831 are promptly -carried out. (326)
1824. Whenever it becomes necessary for the noncommissioned oli

to leave his guard, he will designate a member of it to take charge and
assume his responsibility during his absence. (327)

Sentinels of the Troop Stable Guard

1825. The sentinel in the discharge of his duties will be governed by
the regulations for*sentinels of the main guard whenever they .-ire ap-

plicable such as courtesies to officers, walking post in a soldierly man-
ner, challenging, etc.; he will not turn out the guard except when ordered

by proper authority. (328)
'

1826. The sentinel will receive orders from the commanding o (lifer, the

troop commander, and the noncommissioned officers of the stable guaid
only, except when the commanding officer directs the officer of the day
to inspect the stable guard. (329)
1827. In the field and elsewhere when directed by the commas:

officer the sentinel when posted will verify the number of horses for

which he is responsible, and when relieved will give the number to his

successor. (330)
1828. The sentinel will not permit any horse or equipments to be tal

from the stables, except in the presence of the noncommissioned ofli'

(331)
1829. Should a horse get loose, the sentinel will catch him and tie him

up. If he 'be unable to catch the horse, the noncommissioned oilicer will

at once be notified. In case a horse be cast, or in any way entangled,
he will relieve him, if possible; if unable to relieve him, he will call the

noncommissioned officer. Sentinels are forbidden to punish or maltreat
a horse. (332)
183(X "When a horse is taken sick, the sentinel will notify the non-

commissioned officer, who in turn will call the farrier, and see that the

horse is properly attended to. (333)
1831. In case of fire the sentinel will give the alarm by stepping outside

the stable and firing his pistol or piece repeatedly, and calling out at the

same time, "Fire, stables, Troop ( )."
As soon as the guard is alarmed, he will take the necessary pre-

cautions in opening or closing the doors so as to prevent the spreading
of the fire and make it possible to remove the horses; he will drop
chains and bars, and, with the other members of the guard, proceed to L
out the horses and secure them at the picket line or such other

,

may have been previously designated. (334)
1832. Sentinels over horses, or in charge of prisoners, reeeive mi

from the stable sergeant, so far as the care of the horses and the labor of

prisoners are -concerned. (335)
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1833-1834-1835-1836-1837-1838-1839-1840-1841

1833. In field artillery aii<l machinp-gun organizations, the guard for
h.-is cli.-iiLjc nt the t;uiis caissons, etc1

.,
with their ammunition

>

horses, harness, and forage. (336)

The Flag
1834. The lowering of the flag will be regulated as to be completed

at the last note of "The Star Sprangled Banner" or "to the color." (338)
1835. Wlu-n practicable, a detail consisting of a noncommissioned officer

vo privates of the guard will raise or lower the flag. This detail

wears side arms or, if the special equipments do not include side arms,
then belts only.

The noncommissioned officer, carrying the flag, forms the .detail

in lin< Ms post in the center, and marches it to the staff. The
attached to the halyards and rapidly hoisted. The

halyards are then securely fastened to the cleat on the staff and the detail
the guardhouse. (344)

1836. \Yhen the flag is to be lowered, the halyards are loosened from
the staff and made perfectly free. At retreat the flag is lowered at the

;e of retreat. It is then neatly folded and the halyards made fast.

The detail is then reformed and marched to the guardhouse, where the

Hag is turned over to the commander of the guard.
The flag should never be allowed to touch the ground and should

- be hoisted or lowered from the leeward side of the staff, the

halyards being held by two persons. (345)

Eeveille and Retreat Gun
1837. Tho morning and evening gun will be fired by a detachment of

the gti ', when practicable, of a corporal and two privates.
.j ruing gun is fired at the first note of reveille, or, if marches be

lie reveille, it is fired at the beginning of the first march
The retreat gun is fired at the last note of retreat.

The corporal marches the detachment to and from the piece,
which ih ;iged out, and secured under his direction. (346)

Guard Mounting
1838. (uiard mounting will be formal or informal as the commanding

.11 be held as |nv<ri ;!..! in tin- .Irill ro^ni:.
' which the gtiar-l

1 is oni. |M. ,rd wholly of mounted
i mounting may l.o hold inoniiii-d. ('.'--\7 )

1839. \V'p. .ouiiti'd trni. iitfd are united for

guard mounting, all details form as proscribed for infantry. (348)

Formal Guard Mounting for Infantry
1840. Formal guard mounting will ordinarily be held only in \-

1841. -\ssembly, the : for the guard fall in on their

.raph ion. i. i>. K. The
I'rifies the detail, i a any man unfit



1842-1343

mi guard, turns the detail ov.-r to :ho senior noncommi
. and retin s. Tin 1 hand 1:i

:

that tin- left of its front r:ink .sliall be 1 1! juices In tin- right
front ruiik of the guard \vlicn the latter is 1'orni, .;.

1842. At adjutant's call, the. adjutant, di :. and tin

major on his loi't, marches to 1h. ground. Tlie a<ljutant lialts

and takes
|

"st so as to be 12 paces in front of and facing tl,<

.ird \vlicn formed; the sergeant-major continues on, m<>

ink, and takes post, facing to the loft, 12 paces to tin- It

the front rank of the band; the band plays in quick or doulde liim;
the details are marched to the parade ground by the senior noncom-
missioned oliicers; the detail that arrives first is marched to

that, upon halting, the breast of the front-rank man shall be !:

and opposito the left arm of the sergeant-major; the commander of the
detail halts his detail, places himself in front of and facing tl

major, at a distance equal to or a little greater than the front

detail, and commands: 1. Eight, 2. DRESS. The detail dresses up to the
line of the sergeant-major and its commander, the right front-rank man
placing his breast against the left arm of the sergeant-major; the non-

commissioned officers take post two paces in rear of the rear rank
detail. The detail aligned, the commander of the detail commands:
FEONT, salutes, and then reports: "The detail is correct;" or "So
many sergeants, corporals, or privates are absent;" the sergeant
returns the salute with the right hand after the report is mad
commander then passes by the right of the guard ami tai

the line of noncommissioned officers in rear of the right file or his detail.

Should there be more than one detail, it is formed in li I

on the left of the one preceding; the privates, noncommissioned <>

and commander of each detail dress on those of the preceding details in

the same rank or line; each detail commander closes the rear rank to

the right and fills blank files, as far as practicable, with the meu from
his front rank.

Should the guard from a company not include a noncommiBsione 1

officer, one will be detailed to perform the duties of commander
detail. In this case the commander of the detail, aft.-r reporting to tho

sergeant-major, passes around the right flank between the guard and the.

band and retires. (351)
1843. When the last detail has formed, the sergeant -major 1.

side step to the right, draws sword, verifies the detail, : t t\vo

paces to the right and two paces to the front of the guard, facing to tin-

left, causes the guard to count off, completes the left squad, it

as in the school of the company, and if there be more than three squads,
divides the guard into two platoons, again takes post as described

and commands: 1. Open ranks, 2. MAECH.
At the command march, the rear rank and file closers march back-

ward four steps, halt, and dress to the right. Tin s.-r^i-ant n.

the ranl.s and file closers and U"
'

ng post as d<

commands: FEONT, moves parallel \ the front rank until oj'pos

center, turns to the right, halts i- id way to the adjutant,. H.



1844

s: "Sir, the details are correct;" or, "Sir, (so many) sergeants,
. als, or privates are absent;" the adjutant returns the salute, directs

.t -major: Take your post, and then draws saber; the set

major 'lit, approaches to within two paces of, the center of the

rank, turns to the right, moves three -paces beyond the left of the

rank, turns to the left, halts on the line of the front rank, faces

about, and brings his sword to the order. When the sergeant-major has
he officer of the guard takes post, facing to the front, three

s in front of the center of the guard, and draws saber.
The adjutant then commands: 1. Officer (or officers) and non-

commissioned officers, 2. Front and Center, 3. MARCH.
At the command center, the officers carry saber. At the com-

mand march, the officer advances and halts three paces from the adjutant,
remaining at the carry; the noncommissioned officers pass by the flanks,

along the front, and form in order of rank from right to left, three

paces in rear of the officer, remaining at the right shoulder; if there is

no officer of the guard the noncommissioned officers halt on a line three

paces from the adjutant; the adjutant then assigns the officers and non-
commissioned officers according to rank, as follows: Commander of the

guard, leader of first platoon, leader of second platoon, right guide of
first platoon, left guide of second platoon, left guide of first platoon,
right guide of second platoon, and file closers, or, if the guard is not
divided into platoons: Commander of the guard, right guide, left guide,
and file closers.

The adjutant then commands: 1. Ofllcer (or officers) and noncom-
missioned officers, 2. POSTS, 3. MARCH.

At the command posts, all, except the officer commanding the

guard, face about. At the command march, they take the posts pre-
i in the school of the company with open ranks. The adjutant

: Inspect your guard, sir; at -which the officer commanding the

guard faces about, commands: Prepare for inspection, returns saber, and
inspects the guard.

During the inspection, the band plriys; the adjutant returns

saber, obsorvi-s the general condition of the guard, and falls out any
man who is unfit for guard duty or doefc not present a creditable ap-

titutes will report to the commander of the guard at
the guardhouse. (352)
1844. The adjutant, when so directed, selects orderlies and color senti-

nels, as prescribed in paragraphs 110 and 141, and notifies the commander
of the guard of his selection. (333)

If there be a junior officer of the guard ho takes post at the
same time us the senior, facing to the front, 3 paces in front of the
center of the first platoon; in going to the front aud center he follows

on on the left of the senior and ia assigned as leader of

the fi: n; he may be directed by the < r of the guard
to a.s ng the guard.

of the guard, the adjutant inspects .the

guard. A no:: i.inini.'vMoiu'd onVrr -'g the guard takes post on
the ri. M right guide, v, lieu the guurd is in line; and takes the
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post of the officer of the gu.inl, when in column or passing in r

(854)
1845. The inspection ended, the adjutant places himself about .V

in front of and facing the center of the guard, and <li j.tho
new officer of the day takes post in front of and facing the guard.
30 paces from the adjutant; the old officer of the day takes

|

to the right of and 1 space to the rear of the new officor of t li-

the officer of the guard takes post 3 paces in front of its center, .haws
saber with the adjutant and comes to the order; thereafter he takes the

same relative positions as a captain of a company.
The adjutant then commands: 1. Parade, 2. BEST, 3. SOUND OFF,

and comes to the order and parade rest.

The band, playing, passes in front of the officer of the guard to

the left of the line, and back to its post on the right, when it ceases

playing.
The adjutant then comes to attention, carries saber, and com-

mands: 1. Guard, 2. ATTENTION, 3. Close ranks, 4. MARCH.
The ranks are opened and closed as in paragraph 74">, I. D. R.
The adjutant then commands: 1. Present, 2. ARMS, faces toward

the new officer of the day, salutes, and then reports: Sir, the guard is

formed. The new officer of the day, after the adjutant has reported,
returns the salute with the hand and directs the adjutant: March the

guard in review, sir.

The adjutant carries saber, faces about, brings the -rnard to an

order, and commands: 1. At trail, platoons (or guard) right, 2. MARCH,
3. Guard, 4. HALT.

The platoons execute the movements; the band turns to the right
and places itself 12 paces in front of the first platoon.

The adjutant places himself 6 paces from the Hank and n:

of the commander of the guard; the sergeant major, ('. paces from the

left flank of the second platoon.
The adjutant then commands: 1. Pass in review, 2. FORWARD, 3.

MARCH.
The guard marches in quick time past the officer of t

!

cording to the principles of reView, and is brought to eyes right

proper time by the commander of the guard; the adju;
of the jriiard, leaders of platoons, ^ -ijor, and drum in:

The band, having passed the ollieer of the day, turns to 11:

out of the column, places itself opposite and facing hiie., : ml co;

to plav until the guard leaves the parade ground. The field n:u

itself from the baud when the latter turns out of the column, and, re-

maining in front of the guard, commences to play when the band <

Having passed 12 paces beyond the officer of the day. the adjutant
halts; .:nt -major halts abreast of the adjutant and 1 pace

hey tlun return saber, salute, and retire; the commander

guard then commands: 1. Platoons, right by squads, 2. MARCH, and
marches the guard to its post.

The officers of the day fa-'e toward each other and salute:

old officer of the day turns over the orders to the new officer of f! .
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1846-1847-1848-1849-1850

When tho bafld is sounding off, and while the guard- is marching
in roview, the otlicers of the day stand at parade rest with arms folded.

They take this position when the adjutant comes to parade rest, resume
the attention \vith him, a.i^iin take the parade rest at the first note of the

march in review, and resume attention as the head of the column ap-
iics.

The new officer of the day returns the salute of the commander of

the guard and the adjutant, making one salute with the hand. (355)
1846. If the guard be not divided into platoons, the adjutant com-

mands: 1. At trail, guard right, 2. MARCH, 3. Guard, 4. HALT, and it

passes in review as above; the commander of the guard is 3 paces in

front of its center; the adjutant places himself 6 paces from the left flank
and abreast of the commander of the guard; the sergeant covers the

adjutant on a line with the front rank. (356)

Informal Guard Mounting for Infantry
1847. Informal guard mounting will be held on the parade ground of tho

organization from which the guard is detailed. If it is detailed from
more than one organization, then at such place as the commanding officer

may direct. (357)
1848. At assembly, the detail for guard falls in on the company parade

ground. The first sergeant verifies the detail, inspects their dress and
general appearance, and replaces any man unfit to march on guard. He
then turns the detail over" to the commander of the guard and retires.

(358)
1849. At adjutant's call, the officer of the day takes his place 15 paces

in front of the center of the guard and commands: 1. Officer (or officers)

and noncommissioned officers, 2. Front and center, 3. MARCH; whereupon
ers and noncommissioned officers take their positions, are assigned

and seut to their posts as prescribed in formal guard mounting. (Par.

1843.)
The officer of the day will then inspect the guard with especial

reference for its fitness for the duty for which it is detailed, and will

select as prescribed in paragraphs 1702, the necessary orderlies
and color sentinels. The men found unfit for guard will be returned to

quarters and will be replaced by others found to be suitable, if available
in the company. If none are available in the company, the fact will be

reported to the adjutant immediately after guard mounting.
When the inspection shall have been completed, the officer of the

day resumes his position and directs the commander of the guard to

march the guard to its post. (359)

Believing the Old Guard
1850. As tho new guard approaches the guardhouse, the old guard is

formed in lino, with its field music .". paces to its ri^lit; and when tho
field music at tho head of the new guard arrives opposite its left, the

.nder of the new guard commands: 1. Eyes, 2. RIGHT; tho com-
r of the old tfuard commands: 1. Present, 2. ARMS; commanders of

both guards salute. The new guard marches in quick time past the old

guard.
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1851-1852-1853-1854-1855

"\Vhen the commander of the new guard is opposite the field music
of the old guard, lip commands: FRONT; the commander uf the old guard
commands: ]. Order, 2. ARMS, as soon as the new guard shall havo
cleared the old guard.

The field music having inarched 3 paces beyond the field music of
the old guard, changes direction to the right, and, followed by tin- guard,
changes direction to the left when on a line with the old" guard; the

changes of direction are without command. The comamnder of the

guard halts on the line of the front rank of the old guard, allows his

guard to march past him, and when its rear approaches forms it in lino

to the left, establishes the left guide 3 paces to the right of the
music of the old guard, and on a line with the front rank, and then
dresses his guard to the left; the field music of the uew guard is 3 paces
to the right of its front rank. (360)
1851. The new guard being dressed, the commander of cadi guard, in

. front of and facing its center, commands: 1. Present, 2. ARMS, resumes
his front, salutes, carries saber, faces Ms guard and commands: ]. Order.
2. ARMS.

Should a guard be commanded tfy a noncommissioned officer, he
stands on the right or left of the front rank, according as ho commands
the old or new guard, and executes the rifle salute. (361)
1852. After the new guard arrives at its post, and has saluted the old

guard, each guard is presented by its commander to its officer of the day;
if there be but one officer of the day present, or if one officer acts in
the capacity of old and new officer of the day, each guard is presented to

him by its commander. (362)
1853. If other persons entitled to a salute approach, each commander of

the guard will bring his own guard to attention if not already at attention.
The senior commander of the two guards will then command "1. Old
and new guards, 2. Present, 3. ARMS."

The junior will salute at the command "Present Arms" given by
the senior. After the salute has been acknowledged, the senior brings
both guards to the order. (363)
1854. After the salutes have been acknowledged by the officers of the

day, each guard is brought to an order by its commander; the- commander
of the new guard then directs the orderly or ordcrli

report, and causes bayonets to be fixed if so ordered by the commanding
officer; bayonets will not then be unfixed during the tour

marches while the guard is actually marching, or when specially dh

by the commanding officer.

The commander of the new guard then falls out member- of the

guard for detacher! posts, placing them under charge of the proper
jioncomirissM.iird ollicers, dividers the guard inV rhn-e reliefs, first, second,
and third, from right to left, and directs n list of the guard to lie mado
by reliefs. \Ylien the guard consists of troops of different arms Com-

bined, the men are assigned to reliefs so :is to insure a fair division of

duty, under rules prescribed by the commanding otlicer.

1855. The sentinels and detachments of the old guard are :

lieved by members of the new guard; the two giui so or
at rest while these changes are being made. The commander of the old
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1856-1857

transmits lo the commander of the new guard all his orders, instructions,
and information concerning the guard and its duties. The commander
of the new guard then takes possession of the guardhouse and verifies the
articles iu charge of the guard. (365)
1856. It' considerable time is required to bring in that portion of the

old guard still on post, the commanding officer may direct that as soon
s and property are turned over to tne new guard, the portion

of the old guard at the guardhouse may be marched off and 'dismissed.

. the remaining detachment or detachments of the old

guard will be inspected by the commander of the new guard when they
the guardhouse. He will direct the senior noncommissioned officer

4<> inirrh these detachments off and dismiss them in the prescribed
manner. (.166)
1857. In bad wt;:ither, at night, after long -narches, or when the guard

is very small, the field music may be dispensed with. (3G7)



PART VIII

MILITARY ORGANIZATION
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PART IX

^

MAP READING AND MILITARY SKETCH1NC
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1859-860-1861-1862

CHAPTER I

MAP READING
1859. Definition of map. A map is a representation on paper of a cer-

tain portion of the earth's surface.
A military map is one that shows the things which are of military

importance, such as roads, streams, bridges, houses, depressions, and
hills.

1860. Map reading. By map reading is meant the ability to get a clear
idea of the ground represented by the map, of being able to visualize

the ground so represented.
For some unknown reason, military map reading is generally con-

sidered a very difficult matter to master, and the beginner, starting
out with this idea, seemingly tries to find it difficult.

However, as a matter of fact, map reading is not difficult, if one

goes about learning it in the right way, that is, by first becoming
familiar with scales, contours/ conventional signs, and other things that

go to make up map making.
Practice is most important in acquiring ability in map reading.

Practice looking at maps and then visualizing the actual country repre-
sented on the map.
1861. Scales. In order that you may be able to tell the distance
between any two points on a map, the map must be drawn to s<

that is, it must be so drawn that a certain distance on the map, say, one

inch, represents a certain distance on the ground, say, one mile. On such
a map, then, two inches would represent two miles o the ground; three

inches, three miles, and so on. Therefore, we may say
The scale of a map is the ratio between actual distances on the

'ground and those "between the same points as represented on tin' map.
1862. Methods of representing scales. There are three ways in which

the scale of a map may be represented:
1st. By words and figures, as 3 inches=rl mile; 1 inch=200 feet.

2d. By Representative Fraction (abbreviated I.'. !'., \sliicli is a

fraction whose numerator represents units of distance on the map ami
ivho*e denominator, units of distance on t&o ground.

1 inch (on map)
For ,- ::. F.=

1 -^
-

(on grou ,,,|p
v]l "- h ls equivalent to R. F.=

0, since T milerri;:: 68. So the expression, "R. F. !/<:

:e]y means that 1 inch on tl>" map re pi csenfs <;:;,.".C(i i IK lies

(or 1 mile) on the ground. This fraction i.* usually writ I en with a mi:.

1, HS aliove, no definite unit of inches or miles liein^' specified in

cith'-r th" numerator or denominator. In tliis case the expression means
that one unit of distance on the map coiiaU as many of flie s.-nne. i

on the ground as are in the denominator. Thus, 1/63360 means that
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186

.i inch on the map=63,360 inches on the ground, 1 foot on the map-
ii the ground; 1 yard on the map=63,360 yards on th

ground.
3d. By Graphical Scale, thnt is, a drawn scale. A graphics

scale is :i line drawn on the map, divided into equal parts, each part bein
mark.-.] nor with its actual length, but with the distance which it repr<
seiits on the ground. Thus:

MM! f- -f H-tr H-
100 CO 100 300 400 600 600 yar

Fig. 1

For example, the distance from to 50 represents fifty yards o

Around; the distance from to, 100, one hundred yards on the groum
etc.

^-Jf the above scale were applied to the road running from A to i

in Fii,'. -, ii would show that the length of the- road is 67-3 yards.

A\\ JlL

o ioo Ceo 300 *K>o f

Fig. 2
,

1863. Construction of Scales. The following are the most usual prol
hat arise in connection with the construction of sc;

1. Having given the R. F. on a map, to find how many miles on th

ground are represented by one inch on the map. Let us suppose that th
11. P. is '/^

Solution

Now, as previously explained, \/aiM simplj means,that one inch o

;ap represents 21,120 inches on the ground. There are 63,300 inche
in one mile. 21,120 goes into 63,360 three times that is to. say, 21.12
is % of 63,360, and we, therefore, see from this that one inch on the ma
represents i of a mile on the ground, and consequently it would tak
three inches on the map to represent one whole mile on the ground. Sk
we have this general rule: To find out how many miles one inch on th
nap represents on the ground, divide the denominator of the E. F. b
63,360.

-'. lit -ing ^iven the R. F. to construct a graphical scale to read yard*
Let us assume that */,., is the R. F. given that is to gay, one inch 01

the map represents 21,120 inches on the ground, but. as there are 3
inches in one yard. 21,120 inches^:*1

"*/,, yds. 5X6. (>6 yds. that is, on
inch on the map represents 586.66 yds. on the ground. Now, suppose abou
a 6-inch scale is desired. Since one inch on the map = 586.66 yards o;

the ground, 6 inches (map) = 586.66 y 6 = 3,519. 6 yards (ground)
In order to get as nearly a 6-inch scale as possible to represent eve:

hundreds of yards, let us assume 3,500 yards to be the total number i
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1863 (contd.)

be represented by the scale. The question then resolves itself into this:

How many inches on the map are necessary to represent
the ground. Since, as we have seen, one inch (map) = 586.66

(ground), as many inches are necessary to show 3,500 yards as obO.OO
is contained in 3,500; or *300

/SMM = 5.96 inches.

r

Kig. 3

Now lay off with a scale of equal parts the distance A-I (Figure
3) = 5.96 inches (about 5 and 9V& tenths), and divided it into 7 equal
parts by the construction shown in figure, as follows: Draw a line A-H,
making any convenient angle with A-I, and lay off 7 equal convenient

lengths (A-B, B-C, C-D, etc.), so as to bring H about opposite to I.

Join H and I and draw the intermediate lines through B, C, etc., parallel
to H-I. These lines divide A-I into 7 equal parts, each 500 yards long.
The left part, called the Extension, is similarly divided into 5 equal parts,
each representing 100 yards.

3. To construct a scale for a map with no scale. In this case, mea-
sure the distance between any two definite points on the ground repre-

sented, by pacing or otherwise, and scale off the corresponding map dis-

tance. Then see how the distance thus measured corresponds with the

distance on the map between the two points. For example, let us sup-

pose that the distance on the ground between two given points is one mile

and that the distance between the corresponding points on the map is

% inch. AVe would, therefore, see that % inch on the map = one mile on

the ground/ Hence J
/4 inch would represent U of a mile, and 4-4, or ont

inch, would represent 4 X % ^-3 = H& m"es.
The R. F. is found as follows:

p P * ipeh linch _ _,

1% mile 63,360 X 1% inches
~ /M"'

From this a scale of yards is constructed as above (2).

4. To construct a graphical scale from a scale expressed in unfamiliar

units. There remains one more problem, which occurs when there is a

scale on the map in words and figures, but it is expressed in unfamiliar

units, such as the meter (= 39.37 inches), strides of a man or hor><

of travel of column, etc. If a noncommissioned officer should come into

possession of such a map, it would be impossible for him to have a

correct idea of the distances on the map. If Hie scale were in hn-hes in

miles or yards, he would estimate the distance between any two points on

the map to be so many inches and at once know the corresponding dis-

tance on the ground in miles or yards. But suppose the scale found on the
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map to bo one inch = 100 strides (ground), then estimates could not be

intelligently made by one unfamiliar with the length of the stride used.

However, suppose tin- stride -.\a> (10 inches long; we would then have this:

:() inches, 100 strides = 6,000 inches. But according to

lion, 1 inch on the map 100 strides on the ground; hence 1

:; the map = C,000 inches on the ground, and we have as our E. F.,
1 inch (map)

s~Cg7oulSd)=
V-o.- A graphed scale can now be constructed

as in (2).

1S34. Problems in Scales

The following problems should be solved to become familiar with
the construction of scales:

ProbflJm No. 1. The R. F. of a map is YJ800. Required: 1. The
distance in miles shown by one inch on the map; 2. To construct a

graph: >t yards: also one to read miles.

Problem No. 2. A map has a graphical scale\on which 1.5 inches
;. What is the R. F. of the mapf 2. How many

miles arc re] presented by 1 inch?
Problem No. 3. The Leavenworth map in back of this book has a

graphical si-ale and a measured distance of 1.25 inches reads 1,100 yards.
Required: 1. The R. F. of the map; 2. Number of miles shown by 1

inch on the map.
Problem No. 4. 1. Construct a scale to read yards for a map of

K. F. --
. '2. How many inches represent 1 mile?

1865. Scaling distances from, a map. There are four methods of seal

ing distances from maps:
]. Apply a piece of straight edged paper to the distance between

any two points. A and B, for instance, and mark the distance^ on -the

Now, apply the paper to the graphical scale, (Fig. 2, Pa7. 1862),
and read the number of yards on the main scale and add the number
indicated on the extension. For example: 600 -|- 75 = 675 yards.

-. I'.y taking the distance off with a pair of dividers and applying
the dividers thus set to the graphical scale, the distance is read.

use of an instrument called a map measurer, Fig. 4, set

the hand on the face to read zero, roll the small wheel
civer the distance; now roll the wheel in an opposite
direction along the graphical scale, noting the number
of yards passed over. Or, having rolled over the distance,
note the number of inches on the dial and multiply this

by the number of miles or other units per inch. A map
ror is valuable for use in solving map problems in

patrolling, advance guard, outpost, etc.

4. Apply a scale of inches to the line to be measured,
and multiply this distance by the number of miles per inch
shown by the map.
1866. Contours. Tn order to show on a map a correct

representation of ground, the depressions and elevations,
that is. the undulations, must be represented. This is

usually done by contours.
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1866 (contd.)

Conversationally speaking, a contour is 11ir> outline of a figure or

body, or the line or lines representing such an outline.

In connection with maps, the word contour is used in these two
senses:

1. It is a projection on a horizontal (level) plain- (that is, a map)
of the line in which a horizontal piano cuts the surface of the ground.
In other words, it is a lino on a map which shows (lie route one might
follow on the ground and walk on the absolute level. If, for example,
you went half way up the side of a hill and, starting there, walked

entirely around the hill, neither going up any higher nor down any
lower, and you drew a line of the route you had followed, this line would
be a contour line and its projection on a horizontal plane (map) would
be a contour.

By imagining the surface of the ground being cut by a number of
horizontal planes that are the same distance apart, and then projecting
(shooting) on a horizontal plane (map) the lines so cut, the elevations

and depressions on the ground are represented on the map.
It is important to remember that the imaginary horizontal planes

cutting the surface of the ground must be the same distance apart. The
distance between the planes is called the contour interval.

2. The word contour is also used in referring to contour line, that
is to say, it is used in referring to the line itself in which a horizontal plane
cuts the surface of the ground as well as in referring to the projection of
such line on a horizontal plane.

An excellent idea of what is meant by contours and contour-

lines can be gotten from Figs. 5 and 6. Let us suppose that formerly
the island represented in Figure 5 was entirely under water and that by a
sudden disturbance the water of the lake fell until the island stood

twenty feet above the water, and that later several other sudden falls

of the water, twenty feet each time, occurred, until now the island stands
100 feet out of the lake, and at each of the twenty feet elevations a dis-

tinct water line is left. These water lines are perfect contour-lines

measured from the surface of the lake as a reference (or datum) plane.

Figure 6 shows the countour-lines in Figure 5 projected, or shot down, on

& horizontal (level) surface. It will be observed that on the

slopes, such as F-H (Fig. 5), the contours (20, 40) are far apart.
on the steep slopes, as R-O, the contours (20, 40, 60, 80, 100) are

together. Hence, it is seen that contours far apart on a map indicate

gentle slopes, and contours close together, steep slopes. It is als.

that the shape of the contours gives an accurate idea of tho form of tho

island. The contours in Fig. 6 give an exact representation not only of

the general form of the island, tho two peaks, O and B, tho st i

the Saddle, M, the water shed from F to II, an.l sleep Muff at K, l>i:t

they also give the slopes of the ground at all points. From this wo seo

that the slopes are directly proportional to the nearness of tho cont'

that is, tho nearer the contours On a map are to one another,
is tho slope, and the farther the contours on a map are from one. another,
the gentler is the slope. A wide space between contouis. therefor'

resents level ground.
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Fig. 5

Fig. 6

The contours on maps are always numbered, the number of
each showing its height above some plane called a datum plane. Thus
in Fig. 6 the contours are numbered from to 100 using the surface of
the lake as the datum plane.

The numbering shows at once the height of any point on a
given contour and in addition shows the contour interval in this cast

et.

nerally oly every fifth contour is numbered.
The datum plane generally used in maps is mean sea level,

hence the clfvatimis indicated would be the heights above mean sea
level.

The contours of a cono (Fig. 7) are circles of different sizes,
one within another, and the same distance apart, because the slope of a
cone is at all points the same.
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1866 (contd.)

The contours of a lialf sphere (Fig. 8), are a series of circles, far

apart near the center (top), and near together at the outside (bottom),
showing that the slope of a hemisphere varies at all points, being nearly

Fig. 7 Fig. 8 Fig. 9

flat on top and increasing in steepness toward the bottom.
The contours of a concave (hollowed out) cone (Pig. 9) are close

together at the center (top) and far apart at the outside (bottom).
The following additional points about contours should be re-

membered:
(a) A Water Shed or Spur, along with rain water divides, flowing

away from it on both sides, is indicated by the higher contours bulging
out toward the lower ones (F-H, Fig. 6).

(b) A Water Course or Valley, along which rain falling on both sides
of it joins in one stream, ig indicated by the lower contours curving in

toward the higher ones (M-N, Fig. 6).

(c) The contours of different heights which unite and become a single

line, represent a vertical cliff (K, Fig. 6).

(d) Two contours which cross each other represent an overhang-
ing cliff.

(e) A closed contour without another contour in it, represents oil her

an elevation or a depression, depending on whether its reference number
is greater or smaller than that of the outer contour. A hilltop is shown
when the closed contour is higher than the contour next to ft; a depres-
sion is shown when the closed contour is lower than the one next to it.

If the student will first examine the drainage system, as shown by
the couises of the streams on the map, he can readily locate all the val-
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is the streams must flow through valleys. Knowing the valleys,
flic ridges or hills can easily be placed, even without reference to the

numbers on the contours.
For example: On the Elementary Map, Woods Creek flows north

and York Creek flows south. They rise very close to each other, and the

ground between the points at which they rise must be higher ground,
sloping north on one side and south on the other, as the streams flow

north and south, respectively (see the ridge running west from Twin
Hills).

The course of Sandy Creek indicates a long valley, extending al-

most the entire length of the map. Meadow Creek follows another valley,
and Deep Run another. When these streams happen to join other streams,
the valleys must open into each other.

1867. Map Distances (or horizontal equivalents). The horizontal dis-

tance between contours on a map (called map distance, or M. D.
;

or

horizontal equivalents or H. E.) is inversely proportional to the slope
of the ground represented that it to say, the greater the slope of the

ground, the less is the horizontal distance between the contours; the less

the slope of the ground represented, the greater is thfe horizontal distance

between the contours.

S/o/>e of I Degree

668 IN.

Fig. 10
(

SI6fce
(degrees)
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of 10 feet on a 1 degree slope. To reduce this horizontal ground distance
to horizontal map distance, we would, for example, proceed as follows:

Let us assume the R. F. to be 1/15840 that is to say, 15,840 inches
on the ground equals 1 inch on the map, consequently, 6880 inches on the

ground equals 6880/15840, equals .44 inch on the map. And in the case
of 2 degrees, 3 degrees, etc., we would have:

6880M ' D ' for 2 =
15840 X 2

= "22 iDCh
'

6880M- D ' for 3 = :

15840X3
= J5 inch

>
etC '

From the above, we have this rule:

To construct a scale of M. D. for a map, multiply 688 by the con-
tour interval (in feet) and the E. F. of the map, and divide the results by
1, 2, 3, 4, etc., and then lay off these distances as shown in Fig. 11, Par.
1867a.

FORMULA
688 X V. I. (feet) X R- F-

M. D. (inches) =,
Degrees (1, 2, 3, 4, etc.)

1867a. Scale of Map Distances (or, Scale of Slopes). On the Elementary
Map, below the scale of miles and scale of yards, is a scale similar to
the following one:

M.D.

Fig. 11

The left-hand division is marked % 8
J the next division (one-half

as long) 1; the next division (one-half the length of the 1 division)
2, and so on. The % division means that where adjacent contours on
the map are just that distance apart, the ground has a slope of % a de-

gree between these two contours, and slopes up toward the contour with
the higher reference number; a space between adjacent contours equal to

the 1 space shown on the scale means a 1 slope, and so on.

What is a slope of lf By a slope of I
8 we mean that the sur-

face of the ground makes an angle of 1 with the horizontal (a level sur-

face. See Fig. 10, Par. 1.867). The student should find out the slope
of some hill or street and thus get a concrete idea of what the different

degrees of slope mean. A road having a 5 slope is very steep.

By means of this scale of M. D. 's on the map, the map reader can
determine the slope of any portion of the ground represented, that is,

as steep as Mi or steeper. Ground having a slope of less than % is

practically level.

1868. Slopes. Slopes are usually given in one of three ways: 1st, in

degrees; 2d in percentages; 3d, in gradients (grades).
1st. A one degree slope means that the angle between the horizontal

and the given line is 1 degree (1). See Fig. 10, Par. 1867.
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2d. A slope is said to bo 1, 2, 3, etc., per cent, when 100 units hori-

zontally correspond to a rise of 1, 2, 3, etc., units vertically.

I Per Cent Slope

toof-t.
lift.

2 Per Cent Slope

/00ft,

Fig. 12

3d. A slope is said to be one on one (Vi), two on three, (%), etc., when
one unit horizontal corresponds to 1 vertical; three horizontal correspond
to two vertical, etc. The numerator usually refers to the vertical dis-

tance, and the denominator to the horizontal distance.

Fig. 13

Degrees of slope are usually used in military matters; percentages
are often used for roads, almost always of railroads; gradients are used of
steep slopes, and usually of dimensions of trenches.

1869. Effect of Slope ou Movements
60 do^rot's or ~/ inaccessible for infantry;
4") degrees or i/^ difficult for infantry;
HO degrees or ^ inaccessible for cavalry;
1 ~t degrees or y+ Inaccessible for artillery;
5 degrees or '/ accessible for wagons.
The normal system of scales prescribed for U. 8. Army field

sketches U as follows: For road sketches, 3 inches = 1 mile, vertical
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interval between contours (V. I.) =r 20 ft.; for position sketches, 6

inches = 1 mile, V. J. = 10 ft.; for fortification sketches, }~2 inches = 1

mile, V. I. = 5 ft. On this system any givm length of M. D. corrrspomls
to the same slope on each Of the scales. For instance, .!."> inch ln-twi-en

contours represents a 5 slope on the 3-inch, 6-inch and 1- inch maps of

the normal system. Figure 11, Par. 18C7a, gives the normal scale of M. I>. 's

for slopes up to 8 degrees. A scale of M. D. 's is usually printed on the

margin of maps, near the geographical scale.

f^j
1870. Meridians. If you look along the upper left hand

border of the Elementary Map (back of Manual), you will

see two arrows, as shown in Fig. 14, pointing towards the

top of the map.
They are pointing in the direction that is north <>n

the map. The arrow with a full barb points toward the north

pole (the True North Pole) of the earth, and is called the
True Meridian.

The arrow with but half a barb points toward what
. is known as the Magnetic Pole of the earth, and is called the

Magnetic Meridian.
The Magnetic Pole is a point up in the arctic regions,

near the geographical or True North Pole, which, on account
of its magnetic qualities, attracts one end of all compass
needles and causes them to point towards it, and as it is near
the True North Pole, this serves to indicate the direction

of north to a person using a compass.
Of course, the angle which the Magnetic needle makes

with the True Meridian (calle* the Magnetic .Declination)
varies at different points "on the earth. In some pla.

points east of the True Meridian and in others it points west
of it.

It is important to know this relation because maps
usually show the True Meridian and an
observer is generally supplied with a

magnetic compass. Fig. 15 shows the
usual type of Box Compass. It has 4
cardinal points, N, E, 8 and W marked,
as well as a circle graduated in degrees
from zero to 360, clockwise around the
circle. To read the magnetic angle
(called magnetic azimuth) of any point
from the observer's position the north

point of the compass circle is pointed
toward the object and the rin^li- in

dcated by the north end ,of the m-rdle

is read.

You now know from the meri-

dians, for example, in going from
York to Oxford (see Elementary Map)
that you travel north; from Boling

14

Fig. IS

to Salem you must travel south; going from Salem to York requires you to
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travel west; and from York to Salem you travel east. Suppose you are in

command of a patrol at York and are told to go to Salem by the most
direct line across country. You look at your map and see that Salem is

oxiii-tly east of York. Next you take out your field compass (Figure 15,
Par. 1870), raise the lid, hold the box level, allow the needle to settle and
RCO in what direction the north end of the needle points (it would point
toward Oxford). You then know the direction of north from York, and

you can turn your right and go due east towards Salem.

Having once discovered the direction of north on the ground,
you can go to any point shown on your map without other assistance. If

ymi stand at York, facing north and refer to your map, you need no

guide to tell you that Salem lies directly to your right; Oxford straight
in front of you; Boling in a direction about halfway between the direc-

tions of Salem and Oxford, and so on.

1871. Determination of positions of points on map. If the distance,
height and direction of a point on a map are known with respect to any
other point, then the position of the first point is fully determined.

The scale of the map enables us to determine the distance; the

contours, the height; and the time meridian, the direction.
Thus (see map in pocket at back of book), Pope Hill (sm') is 800

yards from Grant Hill (ump (using graphical scale), and it is 30 feet

higher than Grant Hill, since it is on contour 870 and Grant Hill is on
contour 840; Pope Hill is also due north of Grant Hill, that is, the north
and south line through Grant Hill passes through Pope Hill. Therefore,
the position of Pope Hill is fully determined with respect to Grant Hill.

Orientation

1872. In order that directions on the map and on the ground shall

correspond, it is necessary for the map to be oriented, that is, the truo
meridian of the map must lie in the same directio'n as the true meridian

through the observer's position on the ground, which is only another way
rig that the lines that run north and south on the map must run in

the same direction as the lines north and south on the ground. Every
MI or other feature on the map will then run in the same

>M as the road, stream or other feature itself on the ground, and
all the objects shown on the map can be quickly identified and picked
out on the ground.

Methods of Orienting a Map
T'.y magnetic needle: If the map has a magnetic meridian

marked on it as is on the Leavenworth map (in pocket at back of book),
place the sighting line, a-b, of the compass (Fig. 15) on the magnetic
meridian of the map and move the map around horizontally until tho
north end of the needle points toward the north of its circle, whereupon
the map is ori.-nted. If there is a true meridian on tho map, but not a
magnet n- meridian, one may be constructed as follows, if the magnetic

known:
(Figure KM: Place the true meridian of the map directly under

the magnetic needle of the compass and then move the compass box until
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1873 -
the needle reads an angle' equal to

the magnetic declination. A line in

extension of the sighting line a'-h'

will be the magnetic meridian. If

the magnetic declination of the ob-

server's position is not more than 4
or 5, the orientation will be given
closely enough for ordinary purposes
by taking the true and magnetic
meridians to be identical.

2d. If neither the magnetic nor
the true meridian is on the map, but
the observer's position on the ground
is known: Move the map horizon-

tally until the direction of some
definite point on the ground is the
game as its direction on the map;
the map is then oriented. For ex-

ample, suppose you are standing on
the ground at 8, q k' (Fort Leaven
worth Map), and can see the U. S.

penitentiary off to the south. Hold
the map in front of you and face
toward the U. S. penitentiary, moving
the map until the line joining 8 and
the U. S. penitentiary (on the map)
lies in the same direction as tlu lino

jwning those two points on the ground. The map is now oriented.

Having learned to orient a map and to locate his position on the

map, one should then practice moving over the ground and at the same
time keeping his map oriented and noting each ground feature on tho

map as it is passed. This practice is of the greatest value in learning- to

read a map accurately and to estimate distances, directions and slopes

corrpctly.

true

True Meridian

1873. The position of the true
meridian may be found as follows.

(Fig. 17): Point the hour hand of

a watch toward the sun; the line

joining the pivot and the point mid-

way between the hour hand and XII
on the dial, will point .toward the

south; that is to say, if the observer
stands so as to face the sun and tho
XII on the dial, he will be lookin;
south. To point the hour hand
exactly at the sun, stick n pin as at

(a) Fig. 17, and bring the hour hand

SOUTH

Fig. 17
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into the shadow. At night, a line drawn toward the north star from
the i.l.M-rver '- position is approximately a true meridian.

Northsur The line joining the "point-
? ers" of the Great Bear or Dipper,
/ prolonged about five times its length

p.-rsses nearly through the North

Star, which can be recognized by
s / its brilliancy.

/ 1874. Conventional Signs. In order

* / that the person using a map may
/ be able to tell what are roads,

houses, woods, etc., each of these
* f features are represented by particu-

'pp / lar signs, called conventional signs.
*

^'
In other words, conventional .signs

Fig. 18 are certain marks or symbols shown
on a map to designate physical fea-

tures of the terrain. (See diagram, Par. 1875 Plate I and II.) On the

Elementary Map the conventional signs are all labeled with the name of
what they represent. By examining this map the student can quickly
learn to distinguish the conventional signs of most of the ordinary fea-
tures shown on maps. These conventional signs are usually graphical
representations of the ground features they represent, and, therefore, can

usually be recognized without explanation.
For example, the roads on the Elementary Map can be easily dis-

tinguished. They are represented by parallel lines (
'

). The
student should be able to trace out the route of the Valley Pike, the
Chester Pike, the County Road, and the direct road from Salem to

Uoling.
Private or farm lanes, and unimproved roads are represented by

broken lines (= = =). Such a road or lane can be seen running from
the Barton farm to the Chester Pike. Another lane runs from the Mills
farm to the same Pike. The small crossmarks on the road lines indicate

barbed wire fences; the round circles indicate smooth wire; the small,
connected ovals (as shown around the cemetery) indicate stone walls,
and the zigzag lines (as shown one mile south of Boling) represent
wooden fences.

Near the center of the map, by the Chester Pike, is an orchard.

The small circles, regularly placed, give the idea of trees planted in

regular rows. Each circle does not indicate a tree, but the area covered

by the small circles does indicate accurately the area covered by the or-

chard on the ground.
Just southwest of Boling a large woods (Boling Woods) is shown.

Other clumps of woods, of varying extent, are indicated on the map.
The course of Sandy Creek can be readily traced, and the arrows

placed along it, indicate the direction in which it flows. Its steep banks
are indicated by successive dashes, termed hachurea. A few trees are

shown strung along its banks. Baker's Pond receives its water from
the little creek which rises in the small clump of timber just south of
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the pond, and the hachures along the northern end represent tin-

banks of a dam. Meadow Creek flows northeast from tin- dam ami then
northwest toward Oxford, joining Woods Creek just south of that town.
York Creek rises in the woods IVi miles north of York, and flows south

through York. It has a west branch which rises in the valleys south of

Twin Hills.

A railroad is shown running southeast from Oxford to Salem. The
hachures, unconnected at their outer extremities, indicate the fills or em-
bankments over which the track runs. Notice the fills or embankments
on which the railroad runs just northwest of Salem; near the crossing
of Sandy Creek; north of Baker's Pond; and where it approach
outskirts of Oxford. The hachures, connected along their outer ex-

tremities, represent the cut through which the railroad passes. There
is only one railroad cut shown on the Elementary Map about one-

quarter of a mile northeast of Baker's Pond where it cuts through the
northern extremity of the long range of hills, starting just east of York.
The wagon roads pass through numerous cuts west of Twin Hills, north-

ern end of Sandy Ridge, southeasten end of Long Hid^e, and so on.

The small T's along the railroad and some of the wagon roads, indi-

cate telegraph or telephone lines.

The conventional sign for a bridge is shown where the railroad

crosses Sandy Creek on a trestle. Other bridges are shown at the points
the wagon roads cross this creek. Houses or buildings are shown in

Oxford, Salem, York and Boling. They are also shown in the .

a number of farms represented Barton farm, Wells farm, Malm's,
Brown's, Baker's and others. The houses shown in solid black are sub-

stantial structures of brick or stone; the buildings indicated by re<-
-

lar outlines are "out buildings," barns, sheds, etc.

Plates I and II give the Conventional Signs used on military

maps and they should be thoroughly learned.
In hasty sketching, in order to save time, instead of using the

regulation Conventional Signs, very often simply the outline of tho

object, such as a wood, a vineyard, a lake, tc., is indicated, with the

name of the object written within the outline, thus:

Fig. 19

Such means are used very frequently in rapid sketching, on

account of tho time that they save.
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By reference to the map of Fort Leavenworth, the meaning of all

its symbols is at once evident from the names printed thereon; for

example, that of a city, woods, roads, streams, railroad, etc.; where no
Convention;!! Sign is used on any area, it is to be understood that any
growths thereon are not high enough to furnish any cover. As an
exercise, pick out from the map the following conventional signs: Unim-
proved road, cemetery, railroad track, hedge, wire fence, orchard,
streams, lake. The numbers on the various road crossings have no

equivalent on the ground, but are placed on the maps to facilitate descrip-
tion of routes, etc. Often the numbers at road crossings on other maps
denote the elevation of these points.

Visibility

1875. The problem of visibility is based on the relations of contours
and map distances previously discussed, and includes such matters as the
determination of whether a point can or can not be seen from another;
whether a certain line of march is concealed from the enemy; whether a

particular area is seen from a given point.
On' account of the necessary inaccuracy of all maps it is impossible

to determine exactly how much ground is visible from any given point
that is, if a correct reading of the map shows a certain point to be just

barely visible, then it would be unsafe to say positively that on the

ground this point could be seen or could not be seen. It is, however, of

great importance for one to be able to determine at a glance, within
about one contour interval, whether or not such and such a point is

visible; or whether a given road is generally visible to a certain scout,
etc. For this reason no effort is made to give an exact mathematical solu-

tion of problems in visibility further than would be useful in practical
work with a map in the solution of map problems in patrolling.

In the solution of visibility problems, it is necessary that one
should thoroughly understand the meaning of profiles and their con-
struction. A profile is the line supposed to be cut from the surface of

'

the earth by an imaginary vertical (up and down) plane. (See Fig. 21.)
The representation of this line to scale on a sheet of paper is also called
a profile. Figure 121 shows a profile on the line D-y (Figure 20) in which
the horizontal scale is the same as that of the map (Figure 20) and the

vertical scale is 1 inch = 40 feet. It is customary to draw a profile with a

vertical than horizontal scale in order to make the slopes on tho

profile appear to the eye as they exist on the ground. Consequently,
always note especially the vertical scale' in examining any profile: the

horizontal scale is usually that of the map from which the profile is

taken.
ofilr is constructed aa follows: (Fig. 21): Draw a line D' y'

equal in length to I) y on the map. Lay off on this line from D' distances

equal to tlie distances of the successive contours from D on the map. At
li of these contour points erect a perpendicular equal to the elevation

of this particular contour, as shown by the vertical scale (960, 910, 920,

etc.) on the left. Join successively these verticals by a smooth curve,
which is the required profile. Cross section paper with lines printed
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1876-1877

1/10 inch apart horizontally and vertically simplifies the work of construc-

tion, by avoiding the necessity of laying off each individual distance.
1876. Visibility Problem. To determine whether an observer with his

oye at D can see the bridge at XX (Figure 20). By examining the profile
it is seen that an observer, with his eye -at D, looking along the line
I) XX. can see the ground as far as (a) from (a) to (b), is hidden from
view by the ridge at (a); (b) to (c) is visible; (c) to (d) is hidden by
the ridge at (c). By thus drawing the profiles, the visibility of any
point from a given point may be determined. The work may be much
shortened by drawing the profile of only the observer's position (D) of
the point in question, and of the probable obstructing points (a) and (c).

vidcntly unnecessary to construct the profile from' D to x, because
the slope being concave shows that it does not form an obstruction.

The above method of determining visibility by means of a profile
is valuable practice for learning slopes of ground, and the forms of the

ground corresponding to different contour spacings.

Visibility of Areas

1877. To determine the area visible from a given point the same method
is used. First mark off as invisible all areas hidden by woods, buildings,
high hills, and then test the doubtful points along lines such as D XX,
Figure 20. "\Vitlupractice the noncommissioned officer can soon decide by
inspection all except the very close cases.

This method is a rapid approximation of the solution shown in the

profile. In general it will not be practicable to determine the visibility
of a point by this method closer than to say the line of sight pierces the

ground between two adjoining contours.
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1878-1879-1880

CHAPTER II

MILITARY SKETCHING
(While this chapter presents the principal features of military sketching in a

simple, clear manner, attention is invited to the fact that the only way that any one
who has never done any sketching can follow properly the statements made, is to
do so with the instruments and the sketching material mentioned at hand. In fact,
the only way to learn how to sketch is to sketch.)

1878. A military sketch is a rough map showing the features of the

ground that are of military value.

Military sketching is the art of making such a military sketch.

Military sketches are of three kinds:
Position sketches, Fig. 1;

Outpost sketches;
Eoad sketches.
All kinds of military sketches are intended to give a military

commander detailed information of the ground to be operated over, win -n

this is not given by the existing maps, or when there are no maps of tho
area.

The general methods of sketching are:

(1) The location of points by intersection.

(2) The location of points by resection.

1879. Location of points by intersection. To locate a point I

vi'tion proceed as follows: Set up, level and orient the sketching I

(Par. 1872), at A, Fig. 1. The board is said to be oriented when the n lie

is parallel to the sides of the compass trough of the drawing boanl,

Fig. 2. (At every station the needle must have this position, so that

every line on the sketch wifl be parallel- to the corresponding line or

direction on the ground.) Assume a point (A) on the paper, Fig. 1 V, in

such a position that the ground to be sketched will fall on the sheet. I..-:y

the- ruler on the board and point it to the desired point (C), all the while

keeping the edge of the ruler on the point (A), Fig. 1 Y. !>r;iw an
indefinite line along the edge. Now move to (B), Fig. 1 X. plotted on
the map in (b), Fig. 1 X, ami having set up, leveled and oriented as at

(A), Fig. 1 Y, sight toward (C) as before. The intersection (crossing)
of the two lines locates (C) on the sketch at (c), Fig. 1 X.

1880. Locating points by resection. A sketcher at an unknown point
may locate himself" from two visible known points by setting tip and

nting his sketching board, lie then places his alidade (ruler) so

it points at one of the known points, keeping the edge of the alidade

touching the corresponding point on the sketch. He then draws n ray

(line) from the point toward his eye. lie repeats the performance with

the other visible known point and its location on the map. The point
where the rays intersect is his location. This method is called

refection. However, local attractions for the compass greatly affect this

method.
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X

MAP

(Note: This diagram represents
the sketching board.)

Fig. 1

1881. The location of points by traversing. To locate a point by
travrrsir.ii is done as follows: With the board set up, leveled and oriented
at A. Pi-. I V, as above, draw a line in the direction of the desired

point H, Fijj. J A', and then move to B, counting strides, keeping record
of them with a ta! r. Fig. 3, if one is available*. Set up thf
board at B, Fig. 1 X. and m-icnt it by laying the ruler along the line

(a)-(b). l-'i^. 1 X. and moving the board until the ruler is directed
toward A. Ki^. 1 V. on the ground; or else orient by the needle as at A.
"With tin- scale of the sketcher's strides on the ruler, lay off the number
of strides found from A, Fig. 1 Y, to B, Fig. 1 X, and mark the point (b),
Fitf. 1 X. Other points, such as C, D, etc., would be located in th same
way.
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1882

1882. The determination of the heights of hills, shapes of the ground,
ate., by contours. To draw in contours on a sketch, the following
are necessary:

(a) From the known or assumed elevation of a local.'.! station a A.

Fig. 1 Y, (elevation 890), the elevations of all hill tops, sin-am junctures,
nn sources, etc., are determined.

(b) Having found the elevations of these critical points the contours
are put in by spacing them so as to show the slope of the ground along
each line such as (a)-(b), (a)-(c), etc., Fig. 1 Y, as these slopes actually
are on the ground.
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(Tally Register) Fig. 3 (Clinometer) Fig. 4

To find the elevation of any point, say C (shown on sketch as c),

proceed as follows:
Read the vertical angle with slope board, Fig. 2, or with a

clinometer, Fig. 4. Suppose this is found to be 2 degrees; lay the scale
of M. D.* (ruler, Fig. 2) along (a)-(c), Fig. 1 Y, and note the number of
divisions of 2 degrees (minus 2) between (a) and (c). Suppose there
are found to be 5 1

/! divisions; then, since each division is 10 feet, the
total height of A above C is 55' feet (5% X !0). C is therefore 835 ft.

elev. which is written at (c), Fig. 1 Y. Now looking at the ground along
nppose you find it to be a very decided concave (hollowed out) slope,

nearly flat at the bottom and steep at the top. There are to be placed
in this space (a)-(c), Fig. 1 Y, contours 890, 880, 870, 860 and 850, and
they would be spaced close at the top and far apart near (c), Fig. 1 Y, to

give a true idea of the slope.
The above is the entire principle of contouring in making sketches

and if thoroughly learned by careful repetition under different conditions,
will enable the student to soon be able to carry the contours with the
horizontal locations.

1883. In all maps that are to be contoured some plane, called the
datum plane, must be used to which all contours are referred. This piano
is usually mean sea level and the contours are numbered from this piano
upward, all heights being elevations above mean sea level.

In a particular locality that is to be sketched there is generally
pome point the elevation of which is known. These points may be bench

- of a survey, elevation of a railroad station above sea level, etc.

I'.v using such points as the reference point for contours the proper
elevations ahove sea level will be shown.

In case no point of known elevation is at hand the elevation of
some point will have to be assumed and the contours referred to it.

et of working scales reading in paces, strides, minutes, etc., at a scale of 3
and 6 inches to the mile, can be obtained at little cost from the Secretary, Army
Service Schools, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
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1884-1885-1886-1887

Skill in contouring comes only with practice but by the uso
of expedients a fairly accurate contoured map can be made. In c<m

touring an area the stream lines and ravines form a framework or

skeleton on which the contours are hung more or less like a cobweb.
These lines are accurately mapped and their slopes determined ami the

contours are then sketched in.

If the sketcher desires he may omit determining the slopes of

the stream lines and instead determine the elevations of a number of
critical points (points where the slope changes) in the area and then
draw in the contours remembering that contours bulge downward on

slopes and upward on streams lines and ravines.

If time permits both the slopes of the stream lines and the <

tion of the critical points may be determined and the resulting sketch
will gain in accuracy.

Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 show these methods of determining ami

sketching in contours.
1884. Form lines. It frequently happens that a sketch must be rna<lo

very hastily and time will not permit of contouring. In this case form
lines are used. These lines are exactly like contours except that the

elevations and forms of the hills and depressions which they r-;

are estimated and the sketcher draws the form lines in to indicate tho

varying forms of the ground as he sees it.

1885. Scales. Tho Army Regulations prescribe a uniform system of
scales and contour intervals for military maps, as follows:

Road sketches and extended positions; scale 3 inches to a mile,
vertical (or contour) interval, 20 feet.

Position or outpost sketches; scale 6 inches to a mile, vertical

(or contour) interval, 10 feet.

This uniform system is a great help in sketching as a given
map distance, Par. 1867a, represents the same degree of slope for both
the 3 inch to the mile or the 6 inch to the mile scale. The map distances

once learned can be applied to a map of either scale and this is of great
value in sketching.

Construction of Working Scales

1886. Working scale. A wording scale is a scale used in making a map.
It may be a scale for paces or strides or revolutions of a wheel.
1887. Length of pace. The length of a man 's pace at a natural walk

ia about 30 inches, varying somewhat in different men. Each man must
determine his own length of pace by walking several times over a known
distance. In doing this be sure to take a natural pace. "When you know
yonr length of pace you merely count your paces ia going over a distance

and a simple multiplication of paces by length of pace gives your distance
in inches.

In going up and down slopes one's pace varies. On level

ground careful pacing will give you distances correct to within 3% or

less.

The following tables give length of pace on slopes of 5 degrees
to 30 degrees, corresponding to a normal pace on a level of 30.4 inches:
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1887 (contd.)

067 A5o

850 CO'

885
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^880
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892 665
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Fig. 7
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1888

In counting paces count o.-u'h foot as it strikes. Tn counting
strides count only 1 foot as it strikes. A stride is two paces.

In practice it has been found that the scale of far inoro

satisfactory than a scale of paces.
1888. How to make a scale of paces. Having determined the length

of our pace, any one. of the following three methods may be used in

making a working scale:

1st method. The so-called "One thousand unit rule'" moth-Mi j.s

as follows:

Multiply the K. F. (representative fraction) by the number of

inches in the unit of measure multiplied by 1000; the result will !>.- the

length of line in inches necessary to show 1000 units.

For example, let us suppose that we desire a graphic, scale

showing 1000 yards, the scale of the map being 3 inches equal 1 mile:

Multiply 21126" (^- ^0 ky 36 (36 inches in 1 yard, tho unit of measure)

by 1000, that is,

1 36000

-gnao
x 36 x 1000 =

21120
= 1 '7046 inche8'

Therefore, a line or graphic scale 1.7 inches in length will repre-
sent 1000 yards.

If we desire a working scale of paces at 3 inches to the mile, and
we have determined that our pace is 31 inches long, we would have

1 31000

2U20 X 31 X 10 =
21120

== 1 '467 inches-

We can now lay off this distance and divide it into ten equal parts,
and each will give us a 100-pace division.

gnd method. Lay off 100 yards; ascertain how many of your
paces are necessary to cover this distance; multiply R. F. by 7,200,000,
and divide by the number of paces you take in going 100 yards. The
result will be the length of line in inches which will show 2000 of your
paces.

.
Srd method. Construct a scale of convenient length, about 6

inches, as described in Par. 1863, to read in the units you intend to

measure your distance with (your stride, pace, stride of a horse,
to the scale on which you intend to make your sketch.

For example, suppose your stride is 66 inches long (33-inch pace)
and you wish to make a sketch on a scale of 3 inches = 1 mile. The R. F.

3 inches 3 inches = 1
of this scale is

1 mile _
633G() iuche8

-
. That is 1 inch on

your sketch is to represent 21120 inches on the ground. As you intend to

measure your ground distances by counting your strides of 66 inches

length, 1 inch on the sketch will represent as many of your strides oil

the ground as 66 is contained into 21120 320 strides. For convenience
in sketching you wish to make your scale about 6 inches long. Since 1
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1889-1890

inch represents 320 strides, 6 inches will represent 6 X 32 =
i;
920

strides. As this is an odd number, difficult to divide into convenient
subdivisions of hundreds, fifties, etc., construct your scale to represent
2,000 strides, which will give it a length slightly in excess of 6 inches
G.25. Lay off this length and divide it into ten main divisions of 200
strides each, and subdivide these into 50 stride divisions as explained in

Tar. 1862.

1889. Position sketching. The following are the instruments used in

position sketching:
1. Drawing board with attached compass (Fig. 2);
2. Loose ruler, on board (Fig. 2) ;

3. Rough tripod or camera tripod;
4. Scale of M. D. 's (shown on ruler, Fig. 2);
5. Scale of sketchers, strides or paces (at six inches to one mile),

on ruler;
6. Clinometer (not necessary if board has slope board, Fig. 6),
7. Scale of hundreds of yards shown on ruler;
8. Scale of paces.

Methods to be used

(1) Select a base line, that is, a central line V to % mile long in
the area to be sketched. It should have at its ends some plainly marked
objects, such as telegraph poles, trees, corners of buildings, etc., and
from its ends, and intermediate points, a good view o the area should
be possible. The base line selected should be capable of being measured.

(2) Set up, level and orient the drawing board at one end of the base

(A), Fig. 1, Y, for example. Draw a meridian on the sheet parallel to

the position of the magnetic needle. Assume a point (A), Fig. 1, Y,
; >onding to the ground ppint (A), 800, on the sheet, in such a posi-

tion that the area to be sketched will lie on the sheet.

(3) Sight at hilltops, stream junctures, stream heads, etc., to begin
Cations of thesepoints by intersection, labelling each ray so aa to

lie aide to identify it later.

(4) Traverse to (b) and complete the locations by intersection as

previously explained. If the base line is not accurately measured, the
ill be correct within itself in all of its proportions, but its scale

will arily be the scale desired.
l)r:i\v the details of the country between A and B and in the

vicinity of this line, using the conventional signs for roads, houses, etc.

(fi) The lines from station (b), Fig. 1, X, to any of the other 1<

may now be used as a new base line to carry the work over addi-

(7) In case parts of the area are not visible from a base line, these
are located by traversing as before explained.

. (8) Having learned by several repetitions the above steps, the
hec, will than combine contouring with his horizontal locations.

1890. Outpost sketching. The same instruments are used as in position
-i are th.- methods the same, except that the sketcher can-

nut advance beyond the outpost line, toward the supposed position of
the enemy. It is often possible to select a measurable base lie well iu
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1891

rear of the line of observation, for instance, along tin- li: :anee.

Secondary base lines in;iy then he taken on or near the lino f observation,
from the extremities of which additional base lines may be selected, if

.try. and points toward the. enemy's position located by inter-

section. Details are sketched 4n as in position sketching. For obvious

reasons, no traversing should be done along the line of observation.
1891. Road sketching. The following are the instruments used in

road sketching:
1. Drawing board or sketching case;
2. Loose ruler;
3. Scale of strides, or paces, if made dismounted; scale of time

trotting or walking, if mounted;
4. Scale of hundreds of yards, at three inches to 1 mile;
5. Scale of M. D.'s;
6. Slope board (if clinometer is not available).

Methods to be used,

(1) .At station 1, Fig. 10,. orient the board as described in par. 1872,

holding the board in the hands, in front of the body of the sk>

who faces toward station 2.

Fig. 10

(2) Important points in the vicinity, such as the railroad bridge, the

treain juncture, hilltops, are sighted for intersections, lines draun as

shown and the sketcher traverses to station 2.

(3) At station 2 he locates and draws in all details between station

1 and 2, to include about 300 yards on each side of the road.

(4) The traverse is then continue. 1 forward as described for 1 and L
1

.

(5) After some practice of horizontal sketching, as just



1892

the sketcher will be able to take up contouring in combination. The
methods are as described in the paragraph on contouring.

(6) When the traverse runs off the paper as at A, Fig. 10, the follow-

ing method is followed: Keorient the board so that the road forward
will lie across the long dimensions of the paper; draw a meridian parallel
to the compass needle and assume a point on the new sheet corresponding
to the last point (A) plotted on the first sheet.

(7) On completion of the sketch various sections will be pasted to-

gether, so that all the meridians are parallel.
1892. Combined sketching. Let us suppose that we have the rectangle

V> . X, Y, Z, Fig. 11, assigned to xis to map and that we have been given
four sketching parties, and that the locations and elevations of A and B
have been previously determined by triangulation and are plotted to

scale on our rectangle.
A logical step would be to carefully plot the line a' b', and then

the lines c' c" and c" d.

If the area is densely wooded we run "line of level" by using
the slope board or clinometer and by taking elevations at points arbi-

trarily selected. Our lines will look something like this:

w c'

Y

D

LJL

-
7o

-80

JL

b'

d
Fig. 11

Each party will !>> given its rectaii^le with the traverses sketched
in. They will each then run similar traverses over the other two sides

of their area and then fill in. In this manner the whole work is tied up
to the original lines.
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1892 (contd.)

Another method

The line A B, Fig. 12, is carefully plotted. Each of the fonr

sketching parties has two sketching groups. One group of party No. 1

traverses line a' Y; then the other group of the party traverses the lin

a" Y. The first group of party of No. 2 accompanies them. The second

group of party No. 2 traverses -the line c* d, accompanied by the first

group of party No. 3; the second group of party No. 3, and the first

group of party No. 4 traverse b" z', and the second group of party No. 4

traverses b' Z. When the first group of party No. 1 arrives at Y, it

traverses Y y'. The second group of party No. 1, arriving at v*, cuts

the sheet along traverse and gives the first group of party No. 2 the

part which shows their area; and then traverses toward Y from y*. Upon
meeting the first group of party Ne. 1, they join forces and proceed to

All in their area.

In the same manner areas W X a' b' are filled hi.
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The method described above is useful in vrorking over country
which is densely wooded, and in which a general view cannot be obtained,
for example, in mapping jungles.

An additional article of the sketcher's equipment is a holder for
his pencils, alidade, eraser, knife, pins, etc. This consists of a series of
small pockets sewed on to a piece of canvas about 7 inches by 4 inches.
This can be attached to the left breast of the sketcher's coat or shirt by
means of two pins. In addition to keeping all of his implements in a
handy place the holder prevents the loss of the several articles. Nothing
is so discouraging to the sketcher as to look for his pencil, eraser, knife or
even alidade and find that he has left it several hundred yards back where
he sat down last to sketch in details. By using the holder the sketcher

gets into the habit of replacing articles after they are used and con-

sequently always has them with him when needed. These holders ready
made can be obtained from the Secretary, Army Service Schools at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas.

In sketching a good quality of paper should always be used as
erasures will be frequent. A specially prepared paper that has the

appearance of oiled paper can be obtained commercially and is excellent
for sketching in damp weather. It has considerable resistance

x
to rain.

I of celluloid prepared for sketching are invaluable in sketching
in the rain. These are a part of the equipment of the case of sketching
instruments supplied battalions in the regular army. These sheets may
be procured at most any dealers.
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Points for Beginners to Remember
1893. 1. Always keep your pencils sharpened and have an eraser handy.
No one but an expert can sketch with a dull pencil.

2. Use hard pencils when learning to sketch 411 to 611 and go
over your work afterwards with a softer pencil 211.

3. Do not try to put down on your sketch a mass of small details
that are too small to be shown on ^he scale at which you are sketching.
For example, if you are making a sketch on a scale of 3 inches = 1 milo,
do not try to show each house in a row of houses; simply indicate that
there is a row of houses, by putting down several distinct conventional

signs for houses in a row; nor should you try to show every little

"cut" through which the road may run. Only use about one sign to the
inch of telegraph or telephone lines, for wire fences, etc.

4. When first practicing sketching only plot the route over which

you walk, indicating it by a single line. When you can do this with

facility, go back over one of these plotted routes and fill in the woods,
houses, streams and the other large features.

5. The beginner should sketch the same ground several times over
at least three or four times. Practice alone will make perfect.

6. Always try to compare your finished sketch with an accurate map
of the ground, if one is obtainable. Try to practice on ground of which

you can obtain a map.
7. Make each course (the distance you go between points where the

direction of your route changes) as long as possible.
8. Do not try to contour until you are expert at making a sketch

showing all the flat details (roads, streams, woods, houses, etc.).

9. Never try to tf sketch in" the contours until you have plotted the

stream lines or the direction of the valleys, ravines, etc. The contours

are fitted to or sketched around the drainage system; not the drainage
system to the contours.

10. Always "size up" ground before you sketch it; that is, take a

general view of it, noticing the drainage system (the direction in which
the streams flow or ravines run), the prominent hills and ridges, tin-

direction the roads run, 'etc.

11. Above all things, DON'T FAKE ANY PART OF YOUR MAI'.

If the man using your map happens to strike the faked portion,
he immediately condemns your whole map as incorrect. Every other part

may be highly accurate, but your whole map is discredited because the

user strikes the bad part first. You will naturally put little faith in

the man who has told you something you know to be untrue. Von will

always suspect him. So it is with maps. Don't put down anything
that you don't know to be correct. If any guess work is to be dono, let

the man using the map do it, he knows that he' is guessing ami will be

governed accordingly, but if you do the guessing, he doesn't kni\v \\hero

the guessing begins and the accurate work loaves off. Don't finite.

Your name i on the map, don't hare avi/ questionable work hitched up to

your name.
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Company 218
Definition 24
Deployed lines preserve general

alignment 240
Dressing companies in formation of

battalion in line 308
Placing left hand on hip 70

:i"ii of captain and platoon
leaders in prolongation 218

Position of captains in dressing
companies in battalion drill 302
vation while marching 155

Rules for guides in close order 210; 211

Squad 154
AMMUNITION:

Bandoleers 573

Par. No.
Combat train and major's responsi-

bility for ammunition in belts ..572
Destination of combat wagons

when refilled 571

Expenditure of 432; 433
For company, husbanding and dis-

tribution 286
Issue before deployment of battal-

ion 269
Issue upon deployment of battalion 331
Men not to be sent back from firing

line for ammunition 574
Of dead and wounded 572
Rendezvous for each brigade ....570
Replenishment of ammunition after

engagement 575
Sent forward with reinforcements 574
Supply 360 ; 569-575
Thirty rounds in right pocket sec-

tion 573
Amusement room <''"9

Appearance of objects in firing ....1396
Appendices, Infantry Drill Regula-

tions 696-710
Arm, disengaged, position at double

time : 121 (eighth)
Arm signals 92; 401
Arrangement of companies in bat-

talion formation .297
Art of instruction on varied ground . .933
Art of leadership' 372
Art oi war, definition 943

ARTILLERY:
Action of infantry in case enemy

has powerful artillery 418
Change of target by infantry war-

ranted hi case of flanking fire

against artillery 424
Communication with firing line ..402
Covering deployment of artillery in

meeting engagement 5-11

Deployment of troops when ex-

posed to hostile artillery ....463
Effect on deployed infantry usually

unimportant 345
Infantry against 597-600
Infantry passing through deployed

artillery , 470
In pursuit 494
In withdrawal from ction 546
Part played in pursuit 491; 494
Supported by infantry 434-437
Use against machine guns 555
Use in delaying action 533
Withdrawal of attacking troops

covered by artillery 489

ARTILLERY SUPPORTS:
Charged only with protection of

artillery 605
Detailing of supports 602
Formation and location in action 604
Formation on march 603
Purpose 601

Asphyxiating gases 1 194

Asphyxiation, first aid 1478
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Tar. No.
ASSEMBLE FROM: Automatic alarms, trenches ..

loyim-nt : Auxiliary aiming points
ma 326

Comi'.mv 248 D
Squad ." 173

I >i.-tanccs 1 5 (
> Back Step, (backward march) . .

Intervals 157 Bacon can, care of

Platoon or s<|uatl columns 254 Balance, position of left hand I-
1

'

Assembled, skirmishers not, while Ballistic qualities of rifle H10
marching to rear 173 BAND:

ASSEMBLY: In reviews
Arm signal* 92 ,f 71 ;/
Call 693 Bandoleers, ammunition in, to be used
Point indicated by company flag ... .95 first 57;

AS SKIRMISHERS: Barricades 1185
Action of squad leaders at prepara- Base company in advancing by rushes 348

tory command 237 Base, definition 25

Deployment, squad 170 Base* squad in deployment
Deployment in oblique direction ..245 236-329; 243-246

Deployment to flank or rear 246 BATTALION:
From a column of twos or files ....244 Adjutant, formation of battalion
From platoon or squad column .253 307 ; 308
Guide right (left or center) (being Advance, close in on enemy

in' column of squads) 244 much as possible before open-
Guide right (left or center) (being ing fire 34

in line) 243 Advance, when part of firing line . .34;

Rules for deployment 236-247 Advance of firing line 346
To increase or decrease intervals ..172 Alignment, rectifying 310; 31

"As you were" 64 Ammunition, issue upon deployment 331
AT EASE: Arrangement of companies in bat-

Applicable to any marching forma- talion
tion

'

233 Assembly from deployment 3_'(

Extended order executed at ease 55 (b) Attack principles 342-3!

How executed 100 Attack unit, the 34:

To march 233 Hase company in attack
With arms, executed as without Itattalion, a tactical unit 29'

arms 121 (fifth) Itattalion right, (left) 31

Athletic apparatus, company 880 Bayonets, order to fix, given by
ATTACK: major 355; 31
Advancing 467-471 Charge, the ..: 35(

I'.attalion in .' 342-356 Close on first (fourth) company ..321

Company in 249-294 Close order drill 300-32

Deployment for 463-466 Column, rectifying 3K
Enveloping 461; 462 Column of companies, first corn-

Feint 502 pany, squads right (left) ....31!

Fire attack 258-261; 414-433 Column of squads, first company,
Flank 459-462 squads right (left) 316
Fortifications 495-498 Column of squads, first (fourth)
Frontal 457; 462 company, squads rinlit (left)

General principles 456-502 (from close column) 3?!

Holding attack 499-502 Column of squads, first (fourth)
Machine guns 555 company, forward (from close

Opening fire 417 line) 324
I'ursuit * 490-494 Colum* right (left) 317:

Range 344; 426 Combat principles 327-363
The charge 478-489 Command for guides repeated by
Unit, the battalion 342 captain

ATTENTION: Commands repeated by captains ..300
Command for 102 Consolidation to provide war
Drills at, are disciplinary xer- strength organizations 55 (d)

ciscs 55 (a) . Counter-attack
Forced at first word of command; Covering fire, rushes made under ...34!

note of bugle or whistle S3 Defense 37

From parade rest 138 Defence, opening fire 360
From rest and at ease, resumed at Deployment :

order 121 (fifth) Avoidance of premature 332
From route step or at ease 2.M Companies and detachments
Position of 99 taking their places 33-

At trail (command) 121 (sixth) Depth of 33 J

At will, fire 190 Designation of base company ....32!
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Par. No.
nation of companies 298

1 >ismissing 309
Division of battalion into support

and firing line 335

Dressing battalion 310; 311

Dressing companies, action of

guides 302
Dressing companies, position of

captains 302
Extend on first (fourth) company 3;

File closers, post in route marches 325

Fire, delayed opening as long as

possible 344
Fire fight, where and when to be-

gin, indicated by major 341
Fire to be directed against hostile

infantry 345

Firing line:

Advance 346
Companies to be kept closed in

on center 354

Placing entire battalion or regi-
ments into 339

Fix bayonets, ordered by major . .355

Flanks, protection 330
Flank units to begin rush 348
Formations 307 ; 308
Front occupied by 334-339
Guides, action when companies are

dressed 302
Guides, command for, repeated by

captains 30 1

Hostile infantry target 345
Inspection 650-654
Intervals between battalions on

firing line . .-. 465
Largest unit executing movement

at command of the commander . .88

Loading and firing 306
Mass formations .320
Major:
Apportions target 340
Duties and responsibilities 295
Gives orders to charge 356
Gives order to fix bayonet ..355; 361
His order making disposition of

battalion for combat 329
Indicates where or when fire fight

begins 341
Locates trenches and obstacles ..358
Post during attack 352
Post in route march 325
Reenforces firing line (See, "Bat-

talion Commander") 359
Movements executed as in school

of the company 325
Movements executed as in school

of soldier, squad and com-
pany 303 ; 304

Movements explained for four
companies 296

Musicians repeat signals to
charge 356

Musicians repeat signal to fix

bayonet 355
Muster 655-657
On right (left) into line 313
Opening fire on defense 360
Order of companies 297

1'ar. No.
Parade 636
Plate showing formations 300
Positions of captains in dressing
companies 302

Post of band and other special
units 299

Post of major during attack ....352
Reconnaissance 330

Rectifying column 312

Reenforcing firing line, two
methods 354

Reinforcements, size 353

Repetition of command by
captains 300

Review 631-633

Right (left) 318

Right (left) (center) dress 310; 311

Right front (left) into line

(from column of squads or

companies) 314

Right front into line (from close

column) 322
Rushes:
Advance made under covering

fire 349

Begin by flank company 348

Prearranged methods pro-
hibited 351

Subsequent to advancing 35(

Rushing units, size 346; 347
School of 295
Simultaneous movements by
companies or platoons 305

Size of reinforcements 353
Staff officers 579

Support:
Battalion acting alone in defense 362
None at beginning 339
Position 337
Size 336
To cover withdrawal 362

Tactical unit best suited for
defense 357

Target, apportioned by major 340

Target, hostile infantry 345
Trenches located bv major 35!

Withdrawal covered bv support ...362
BATTALION COMMANDERS:
Duty regarding reconnaissance 412-413

Equipped with different tone of
whistle 83

Responsibility regarding ammuni-
tion 570

Signal to rear when ready to charge 480
See "Major" under "Battalion"

Battalion drill 300-363
Battalion inspection 650-654
Battalion parade 636
Battalion staff officers, training in

patrolling and reconnaissance c >'

BATTLE:
Integrity of squads in 151

Separated officers and others

placing themselves under order
of nearest higher commander

390; 391

Battlefields, bugle signals used on 90
Battle order 392
Battle sight 26; 1352 (c)
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Par. No.
BAYONET:
Charge in combat 356
Confidence in 485
Fixing 142

Habitually not fixed .... 121 (fourth)
Order to fix in combat given by

major 355-36 1

Position at charge 144

Unfixing 143
When fixed in combat ..355; 361; 590

Beaten rone 1413
Bite of dog 1480
Bite of snake 1480
Blank cartridges, use 273
Bleeding, first aid 1481
Bombs and grenades 1197-1199
Books and records, company , 887-909
Bombs from air craft 1202
Bore of rifle, care 1322-1324; 1328; 1330
Bridges 1111-1125
BRIGADE:
Commander, action in deployment 440
Review 628 ; 629

Broken bones 1483

. Bruises, first aid 1487
Brush work, field engineering 1117

Bugle calls, explanation 692-695
BUGLE SIGNALS:
Communication between firing line

and rear 401
Those used on and off battle-

fields 90
Bunks, camping 1251

Burning clothes 1486
Burns, first aid 1485
By platoon (squad, etc.), from right

(left) rush 259
"By the number*" 122 (fifth)

By the right (left) flank, how exe-
cuted 117

By the right (left) flank in forming
skirmish line 237

CADENCE OF:
Manual of arms 122 (fourth)
Marching , 108

CALLS:
Alarm 694
Formation 693
Service 695
Warning ...692

CAMPS:
Camping on fordable stream 1237
Desirable sites 1231
Form and dimensions of camps ...1233
Making camp 1234
Making tent poles and pegs fast in

loose soil 1 239
Parade ground 1236
Retreat in camp 1235
Sanitation, See "Camp Sanitation"
Selection of site 1230
Trees in camp 1 240
Undesirable sites 1232
Windstorms 1238
See "Camp Sanitation"

CAMP SANITATION:
Avoiding old camp sites 1249

!'.,

Bunks 1251

Camp expedients 12<

Canteen, care 13!

Changing camp site 1250
Definition 1241

Drainage 1248
Incinerators 1247
Kitchens 1245
Kitchen pits 1 246
Latrines 1243
Rules of sanitation 1254
Urinal tubs 1244
Water 1253
Wood 1252
V'our camp, your home 1255

CAPTAIN:
Directs the fire 285 ; 286
Duties, etc 868 ; 871
Indicates point on which base

squad marches in deployment 2
Leads depleted company as platoon 209.
Leads company as whole in rushes 260
Position at alignment 218 ; 302
Post during firings 269 ; 306

Responsible for instruction 202
CARE OF:
Clothing 1277

Equipment 1 276
Feet 1229
Rifle 1321

Shoes 1292

Cartridges not to be carried in

piece 121 (first)

Cased colors, defined 659
Cat and mouse contest 1089
CAVALRY:

Infantry against 591-596
In pursuit 49'

In withdrawal from action 546
Patrols 411

CEASE FIRING:
Bugle signal for 90
How executed 194

Krag rifle 705
Center company, defined 298
Center, definition 27
Center of impact 1412
CEREMONIES:

Battalion parade 636
Battalion review 631
Escorts of
Funeral 640-645
Honor 639
The Color 637-639

Formation of battalion 308
General rules 614-616
Mounted enlisted men formed into

detachment 76
Parades, general rules 634; 635
Post of dismounted noncommis-

sioned staff officers 77

Reviews, general rules . 617-630
Ceremonies and drills at attention

teach precision, etc 55 (a)
CHALLENGING ON:
Guard 1746

Outpost 1 103
Chancroid 1466

Change elevation; signal for 92
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IV
CHANGE OF DIRECTION:

Battalion 317-319

Company 219 ; 223 ; 224
Partial

'

67

Squad 164; 165

Change step, how executed 119

CHARGE, THE
Additional force for pursuit 483
Avoiding too dense a mass 481
Battalion commanders signal com-

manders of line when ready
to charge 480

Bayonet, confidence in ability to
use 485

Charging without authority from
rear 484

aiter-attack, preparations to
meet 487

Fire superiority, what it accom-
plishes 478

Line to be strengthened by pro-
longations 482

Not to be made without sufficient

troops 481
Premature charges to be avoided ..484
Psychological moment for charge

determined by tactical instinct 478
Pursuing fire 486
Pursuing troops 487
Pursuit, disordered units not to

participate in 486
Reorganization of charging line ...487
Reserves give impetus to charge ..481
Steps to be taken in case of tem-

porary set back 488
Steps to be taken if attack is

abandoned 489
Strength of charging line 449
To be made simultaneously 480
To be made with approval of com-

mander of attacking line 480
When and distance over which

charge should be made 479
Without fire preparation 497

Charge bayonet 144
Cheerfulness, factor in training 930
Cheveaux de frise 1179; 1189
Chiggers 1488
Chcking, first aid 1489
"Chop-chop" signal 863
Clap 1466
Classes of firing 278-280
Clearness in instruction 'iJJ

CLIP FIRE:
executed 192

Krag rifle 704
280

Clock system of target designation
1-446-14-47

Clock system of wind designation ..1391
Close on first (fourth) company .,..320
CLOSE ORDER:
Advantage of formation 539

:ion 300-326
Company 210

!< rank, habitual formation ....70
Firings in 269

379
Close packs 648

Par. No.
Close range 275
Close ranks 648
Cloth equipment, care 1301

Clothing, care of 1277
Cohesion and order in combat 376
Cold, effect on shooting 1397
COLOR:

F.scort of 637 ; 638
Manual of 670
Receiving 667-669

Regimental saluting 622
Saluting in reviews 618
With reserve in battle 665
See "The Color"

COLOR COMPANY:
Defined 663

Receiving the colors 668
COLOR GUARD:

Carrying of color 66)

Composition 66 1

Escorting color to office or quar-
ters of colonel 670

Formation and marching 662
In battle joins reserve 665

Loadings and firings 666
Manual of the color 670
Manual of arms 666
Movements executed 666
Post in various formations 664
Receiving the color 667-669
Remains with color company; 663

Colors and standards 1575
Column, definition 28
Column half right (left) 67
Columns of companies to form suc-

cessively to right or left 315
Column of squads, first (fourth) com-

pany forward (from close line) 324
Column of squads, first (fourth)

company, squads right (from
close column) 323

Column of squads, first company,
squads right (left) 316

Column of squads, habitual column
of route 233; 276

Column of subdivisions, full distance
defined 69

Column, rectifying (battalion) 312
Column right (left) (battalion) 317; 319
Column right (company) 224
COMBAT EXERCISES:

Definition 55 (d)
Effective method of conducting ...371

Explained 1408
To be conducted under assumed

tactical situations 370
To be followed by brief drill at at-

tention 55 (d)
Combat, modern, demands upon

infantry 365
Combats offering no chance of valu-

able results, to be avoided ....374
Combat patrols to protect flanks of

company acting alone 268
Combat practice 1404
COMBAT PRINCIPLES:

Battalion 327
Summary 550

Combat reconnaissance 40.1
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Par. No.
Combat tactics, general 364
Combined sights 1430
Combined sketching 1892
Commander of the guard 1603
Commanding officer accountable for

training 51

Commanding officer, guard duty ....1591
COMMANDS:

liattaliun and higher commanders
repeat commands of superiors ..88

Battalion largest unit executing
movement at command of its

commander 88
Definition 86
Facing troops and avoiding indif-

ference when giving commands 89
For guides, repeated by captains at

battalion drill 301
lluw given 86; 89
Loading and firing 179
Of executions 87
Preparatory 57 ; 87
Repetition by:

Battalion and higher commanders 88
Captains at battalion drill 300
Leaders of subdivisions when
necessary 83

Platoon leaders and platoon
drill 214

I'se in battalion combat 328
When .used 80

Commander's post in fight 383
Commence firing, bugle signal for 90
Common tents 688 ; 690
Communication between firing line

and reserve \ ... 96
Communicating trenches 1157
Communication, how maintained,

etc 398-402
Communication in fire control and

direction 1447 (b)
COMPANY:
Abstract of clothing 905
Abstract record of memorandum

receipts 901
Acting alone 267 ; 268
Arrangement in battalion forma-

tion 297; 614
Arrangement of men according to

height 203
Athletic apparatus 880
Base 329-348
Books and records 887-909
Captain, duties, etc 868; 871
Center 298
Certain movements executed by

company and platoons as pre-
scribed in school of the Sol-
dier and the squad 208

Close order drill 210
Column right (being in column of

squads) 224
Companies to be consolidated to

provide war strength organi-
zations 55 (d)

Company attention, from route
step or at ease 233

Company fund book 892
Company 'return 908
Company musicians carry company

flags 402
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Pa-

Company right 219

Compute equipment carried into
action 382

Completion of task, rejoining com-
mand after 391

Contentment and harmony 87!

Correspondence book 89.

Delinquency record 895

Depleted company led as platoon ..209

Deployment as skirmishers
241; 243; 244

Deployment in oblique direction 245

Destnptive card of animals 891

Descriptive list ....897

Designation in battalion formation 297
Devolution of work and responsi-

bility 869
Division into platoons 20
Division into squads 20!

Document file 89

Dressing 218
Drill 202

Duty roster 89i

Establishing outpost
108'

Extended order drill 236
Files of orders 89
First Sergeant, duties 873
First sergeant's report when com-

pany is formed 215

Flags 94; 95; 401

Formations in single rank 216
Formed in double rank 20.

Forms of company punishment ....883
Half right 67; 2

Inspection 646-64

Inspections, object of 885

Instruction, See "Training and
instruction"

In support 262-266

Largest unit executing extended
order 55 (b) ; 328

Library and amusement room 87!

Leutenants, duties, etc 870; 871

Lieutenants taking post when com-
pany is formed 21!

Memorandum receipts 90(

Mess 871

Morning report 881

Muster 655-657

Noncommissioned officers ....

Noncommissioned officers confining
enlisted men 87!

Paperwork 88!

Platoons, assignment 206

Platoons, designation 20,

Property responsibility 886 ; 896

Protection against surprise 261

Ration return 90'

Record of rifles 902
Record of size of clothing 906

Reduction and resignation of non-
commissioned officers 876

Retained copies of rolls, etc 89'

Rewards and privileges 881

Right ...219

School of 210-294

Sick report 88'

Squads, designation 205

Statement of clothing charged to

enlisted men 90<

Summary Court records 903



Par. No
Target records 907
To be kept closed in on center on

firing line 354
To dismiss 217
To form 215-216
Training. See "Training and

instruction"
Treatment of soldiers 872
Trials by court-martial 882
Withholding privileges 884

Compass, points of .* 1084
Complaints to captain 1528
COMPLICATED MANEUVERS:

Impracticable 365
To be avoided 375

Compliments from guards 1782
Compliments not paid on marshes ..1227
Composition of infantry and other

units 1858
Comradeship, factor in training 931
Concealment and dodging, training

in 1087
Condiment can, care 1 309
Cone of fire or dispersion 1411
Conical wall tent 689
Connecting Files at night 584
Consolidation of organizations to

provide war strength 55 (d)
Contentment and harmony in com-

pany 877
Contentment, factor in training ....931
Contours 1882; 1866
Cooking, individual 1256
Contract 249; 403-413
Conventional signs 1874
Cooperation between frontal and

enveloping attacks 462
Cooperation of subordinates 387
Corduroying 1 1,16

Corporal is squad leader 150
Corporal of the Guard 1666
Correction of errors, staying of exe-

cution of movements for, ..63-64

Correspondence book 893
COUNTER-ATTACK:

Battalion 363
General principles 525-530
Preparations 487

Countermining 1211

Countersigns and paroles 1769
Counting, indicating cadence 108

Counting off 153; 203
Courage 927
COVER:

Skirmishers take advantage of, on
halting 240

Use 195-199; 420
Training in use of 939

Covering fire, rushes made under ....349
Cover trenches 1155
Crawling, advance of firing line 261
Cup, care 1310
"Cut-off" habitually turned off 218 (third)
Cuts, first aid 1490
Courtesy. See "Military courtesy"

Daily sick report
Datum plane . . .

.889
1883

Par. N..

Decreasing intervals 247
DEFENSE:
Action when target disappears ....294
Active defense 527
Battalion on 357
Counter-attack:

Communicating and cover
trenches, head cover, etc.,

construction 505

Cover, utilization .504

Importance of counter-attack . .527
Manner of making 529
Minor 530
Post of troops 528

Delaying action :

Important considerations 531

Purposes of support and re-

serve 532
Thin firing line to be used 532
Value of artillery 533

Deployment:
Advance posts and other disper-

sion to be avoided 520

Assignment of front to units ...516
Battalions to be kept intact 518
Dead space to be covered by ad-

joining section or machine
guns 519

Density 509; 510
Division of positions into sec-

tions 517
Fire alone unable to stop

attack; use of bayonet 522
Night attack, steps to be taken

if expected 523
Position not to be fully occupied

until infantry attack begins ..521

Reserve, detaching part of, to

protect opposite flank 515
Reserve posts 513; 514

Sections, divisions of positions
into 517

Size of units occupying sections 518
Short range fire and bayonet in

night attack 524

Strength in rear to be increased
when change from defensive
to offensive is contemplated ..511

Supports, post and cover 512

Dummy trenches 506
Field works:

Construction 504
Location, extent, garrison, etc. ..507

Machine guns 556; 566
Obstacles, construction 504

Opening fire 360 ; 418
Passive 525
Position and intrenchments ...503-508

Requisites of defensive position . . 503

Trenches, outlining trace in com-
bat exercises 508

Defilade 1420
Deflection 1 384
Deflection and elevation connection

drills 13S3

Deliberate intrenchments 114!

Delinquency record 8'

Delivery of messages 958; 1530
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Pa.. No
Density of firing line 446-453; 532
Deploy, definition 29
Deployed line, faces to front and

takes advantage of cover on
halting 239

Deployed lines, alignment 239
Deployed troops, leading difficult ..379
DEPLOYMENT:
Action of brigade and regimental

commanders in deployment of
division 44Q

As skirmishes ...65; 92; 170 ; 239-246
Battalion, depth of 334
Battalions furnish firing lines and

support 455
Company, rules for 236
Companies and detachments tak-

ing their places 334
Dense, well directed and con-

trolled fire gives fire superiority 446
Density of charging line 449
Density of one man per yard 447
Density of whole deployment

varies with size of command .451
Division of battle line into battle

districts 452
Each commander to guard his

command against surprise ....442
Extent of front occupied by unit

depends upon security of
_ flanks 453
For attack :

Distance for hostile position at
which deployment is made . . . .463

Each unit to deploy on its own
direction line 46,3

Foreground to be cleared of
hostile detachments before de-
ployment 463

Intervals between battalions 465
Moving well forward and deploy-
mg at night 464

Post of reserve 466
Reserve charged with flank pro-

tection 466
Formations of troops before and

during . 439
Jn defense See "Deployment"

under "Defense"
In oblique direction 245
Length of firing line employed by

whole force 449
IfedMOtan taught by extended
_ order 55 (b")

Occupation of only sections of

long lines 447
Of squads when company is de-

ployed 239
On wrong lines, avoided by recon-

naissance 403
Orders for 392
Personal reconnaissance before de-

ployment 441
Premature to be avoided ....332; 443
Rectification of deployments in

wrong direction 444
Reserves, how- employed 455
Reserves furnished by units larger

than battalion 441

Pa-
Rules for 236-242
Side by side of regiments, bat

talions and companies 454
Strength of support and reserves

449; 450
Supports furnished by battalion . .455
To flank or rear, 246
Troops deployed vary from 1 to 10

men per yard 450
Use of thin firing lines 448
When made 463

Deportment, military 1523
Depth, definition 30
Descriptive card of animals 898
Descriptive list . 897

DESIGNATIpN OF:
Companies in battalion formation 298
Squads and platoons 205

Designation of targets 1445-1447 a

Designation of winds 1391
Details and roster of guards 15s?
Details to be left to subordinates

384; 385
Determination, factor in warfare ...924
Deviation from orders 388
Devolution of work and responsi-

bility 869
Diarrhoea 1491
Diminish intervals 1 72
Directions given subordinates

through immediate superiors ..397
DISCIPLINE:

Definition 910
General principles 916

Importance 912
Methods of attaining good discip-

line 911; 914
Punishment 91!

Sound system 913

Disciplinary exercises drills at at-

tention and ceremonies 55 a

Discipline and training necessary ...379

Discipline, fire 291; 430; 431
Dislocations, first aid 1492
DISMISSING:

Battalion 309

Company 2 17

Squad 147

Dismounted noncommissioned staff

officers, posts 77 ; 78

Dismounting, before addressing dis-

mounted superior 155:

Dismounting before saluting dis-

mounted senior 75

DISTANCE:
Between firing line and support ...331

Between front and rear rank 153
Between units in column of sub-

divisions 69
Definition 31

s showing distances:
Battalion near, 300

Company near, 207
Taken by file closers in "take dis-

tance" and "take interval" ...213
DISTANCE TAKING:
Action of guides 213
How executed 158

Distant range 275
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Par. No.
Distance to target, determination of 276
Distribution of fire 1441-1444
Distribution of fire and target

282; 283; 427
Division of battalion into firing line

and support 335
Document file 894
Dog's bite 1480
Do something 386
DOUBLE RANK:
Company to be formed in 203
Habitual close order formation ....70

Kneeling and lying down in ....178
Rear rank loading and firing 17>

Double sleeping bag 686
DOUBLE TIME:
Adding preparatory command 109
Any movement executed in, unless

excepted 60
Cadence 108
Command for Ill
Command for precedes command of

execution 60
Dropping hands by side upon halt-

ing 116
Half step, length 113
In successive movements, base unit

marches in quick time 61
Position of disengaged hand . .111 ; 121
To hasten movements begun in

quick time 177
To the rear 118

Drainage, camping 1248
Drainage of trenches 1 167
Draw saber 671
Dress, appearance ..1523
DRESSING:

Battalion 310; 311

Company 218
Companies, position of captain . . .

218; 302

Deployed lines 240
Drill at attention after combat

exercises 55 (d)
Squad (right or left) 154

. both ranks 154
DRILL:

lion 295-363
Company 202-294
Squad 148-202

Drills at attention and ceremonies
designed to teach precision,
etc 55 ( a )

Drill regulations furnished as guide,
providing principles for train-
>n(?. etc 53

Drill regulations, interpretation of 53
Drowning 1493
Drum major at battalion inspection ..650
Dugouts, trenches 1 156
Dummy trenches 1163
Duties of infantry, many and difficult 366
Duties of officers and noncommis-

sioned officers in battle 389
Duty roster 890

E
Earache 1494
Ear. foreign body in .... ..1495

Par. No.
Echelon definition 49
Effect of fire 1410
Effect of heat, light, etc 1397-1403
Effectiveness of fire 1416
Effective range 275

Efficiency dependent upon thorough
and uniform training 51

Elastic formations essential to correct
battle training 52

Electric shock 1496
Element, definition 32

Elevation, change of 92
Encroachment upon functions of

subordinates 396
Endurance, limit of, exacted 380
E n e m y imaginary outlined and

represented 56 ; 370

Entrenching at night 1099
ENVELOPING ATTACK:
Advantages 459 ; 461

Resulting in local frontal attack ...461
To be started at considerable dis-

tance from enemy 462

Envelopment of both flanks, when
allowable 460

EQUIPMENT:
Carried into action 382

Display for inspection 682
EQUIPMENT. CARE OF:

Cloth equipment:
General instructions 1301

Intrenching tools 1312
Shelter tent 1303

Washing 1302

Clothing :

Grease spots 1285 ; 1289
Ink stains 1287
Leggins 1280
Paint spots 1290
Rust 1286
Stains 1284

Importance 1276
Leather equipment:

Cleaning 1316
Cleaning materials 1315
New equipment 1318
Oiling 1317; 1319
Points to be remembered 1320

Mess outfit:

Bacon can 1 308
Canteen 1311
Condiment can 1 309
Cup 1310
Fork 1305
Knife 1304
Meat can 1307
Spoon 1 306

Rifle 1321
Shoes:
Care 1292
Polishing 1295; 1299; 1300
Repairing 1294
Selection 1293
Wet shoes 1297

Equipment See "Care and preserva-
tion"

Errors, staying execution of move-
ment, for correction of ....63; 64

ESCORTS OF:
Funeral 640-645
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F'ar. No
Honor 639

The Color 637 ; 638

Establishing outpost by company ...108i

Estimate of situation 9

Estimating distance 1393-1395

Estimating distances, training in 20

Estimators of ranges 278
Exercises in fire control and direc-

tion 1450

EXTENDED ORDER:
Certain movements executed as in

close order 241

Company 236-268

Company largest unit executing 55 (b)

Company largest unit to execute
movements by prescribed com-
mands 328

Kxercises to be in nature of com-
bat exercise 370

Purpose 55 (b)

Squad 170

To be executed at ease 55 (b)
Extended on first (fourth) company 321

Eye, foreign body in 1497

Eyes left, when post of reviewing
officer is on left of column .626

EYES RIGHT:
How executed 103
Battalion review 631 ;

63?

Eyesight in scouting 1083

Eyes, use of 200

Facines 1117; 1118

Pacings 1 04

Pacing about to give commands, staff

stands fast 74

Facing about, mounted officer turns
to left 74

Facing troops when giving commands 89

Fainting, first aid 1498
"Fall in" 100; 153
"Fall in" executed at order ...121 (fifth)
"Fall out" 100
"Fall out" executed as without

arms 121 (fifth)

Falling in with hands on hips 70

Faster, command for increasing rate
of fire 191

Fear 926
Feet, care of 1229
Feint attacks 502
Field efficiency of organization 51

FIELD ENGINEERING:
Bridges:
Double lock 1114

Roadway of spar 1115

Single lock 1113

Spar 1112
Brush work 1117

Corduroying 1116
Facines 1117; 1118
Gabions 1 121-1123
Hurdles 1119
Knots:
Bowline 1130
Clove hitch 1 128

Eye splice 1135

Long splice 1 1 34
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Par. No.

Sheep shank 1132
Shurt splice

Square or reef 1 126

Timber hitch 1 129

Two-half hitches ... .1127

Lashings 1136-1139
Revetments 1124; 1125

Field exercises, definition 55 (c) ; 56
FIELD FORTIFICATIONS:

Classification 11-

Communicating trenches 11

Concealment of trenches 1 162

Cover trenches 11'

Deliberate intrenchments 1 147

Drainage 1 167

Dugouts 1156

Dummy trenches 1 163

Example of trench system 1 160

Fire trenches II 1

Hasty intrenchments 11'

Head cover 1 1

'

Illumination of foreground 11!

Kneeling trench 1 145

Latrines 1 169

Length of trench 1 164

Location of trenches 1 161

Lookouts 1 1 58

Loopholes and notches 11'

Lying trench 11'

Notches and loopholes 1153

.Object 1140

Overhead cover 1154
Parados 1151

Preparation of foreground 1165
Revetments 1 166

Siege works 11!

Sortie steps 1150

Standing trench 11 46

Supporting points 1 159

Telephones 1171

Traverses 1 149
Trench recesses 1150
Water supply 1 168

Field officers, habitually mounted 73

File, definition 33

FILE CLOSER:
Darting through column of squads 221

Execution of loadings and manual
of arms 212

On the right (left) flank 211

Post in column of squads 221
Post in route marches 325
To correct mistakes 71

Files, advancing by 25!

Files of orders, company 891
Fill magazine . 70

Finding way in strange country ....1084
Fine sight 1353 (b)
Finger system of target designa-

tion 1447 (a)
FIRE:
By volley 189; 278
Classes of 179-194 ; 278-280

Clip 192; 280
Commands for 179; 189-194

Delay opening as long as
possible

..344
In deployment controlled by pla-

toon leaders 269
Long range, when effective 416
Observation of 428 ; 429



Pa.. X...

Opening in attack 344; 417

Opening in defense 417

Purpose and nature 414; 415

Rate of 191; 292
To be directed against hostile

infantry 345
Fire action 269
FIRE ATTACK:

Fire superiority sought at first

firing position and to be main-
tained until charging point is

reached". 472

Futility of advancing without fire

superiority 473
General principles 258 472

Intrenching 475

Retiring under fire suicidal 475

Signs that fire superiority has been
gained 474

Size of rushing units 472
Supports and reserves occupying

trenches vacated by firing line

to improve same 476
URE AT WILL:
How executed 1 90
Use 279

Fire control, company 287-290
Fire direction, company 285 ; 286
FIRE CONTROL AND DIRECTION:
General considerations 416
Signals 431

Fire direction and control 1434-1440
Fire discipline 291 ; 430 ; 431
Fire discipline, definition 1406
Fire distribution 427; 1441-1444
Fire fight, where and when to begin,

indicated by major 341
FIRE OF POSITION:

I'se of machine guns 555
When used 438

FIRE SUPERIORITY:
Futility of advancing without 473
Purpose and nature 414
Signs that it has been gained 474
Sought at first firing position 472
To be maintained until charging

point is reached 472
What it accomplishes 478

Fire trenches 11 48
Fire unit, platoon 287
Firing at night 1101
Firing at stationary target! 1428
Firing by sentries at night 1104
Firing, classes of . \> jsn
FIRING LINE:
Advance 258-261 ; 346
Advance as far as possible before

opening fire 467
. nnced elements not to open fire
on main position 471

Companies to be kept closed in on
center .154

Control bv signals 55 (d)
Controlled by commander when

whole line has been absorbed ..38.1
'v 446-453

rtirnnhed by battalion 45S
Placing entire battalion or regi-

ment into . .339

P;ir. No.
Premature formation to be avoided 443
Reenforcement by major 359
To advance as far as possible

before opening fire 467

Firing line and support, division of

battalion 33:

Firings in close order 269

Firings and loadings, see "Loadings
and firings"

First aid packet 1521
First aid to sick and injured .... .1478
FIRST SERGEANT:
Accompanies caotain when com-

pany is deployed 207
.Assists in fire control in case of

depleted company 209
Duties 873
Never assigned as guide 207
Post 207

Report when company is formed 215
Fish hook, first aid 1499
Fits, first aid 1500
Fix bayonets, how executed 142
Fix bayonet, order given by major ..355
Fixed forms coVering all cases im-

possible 369
FIXED PIVOT, TURN ON:
Company 219-221

Squad 165
When used 66

FLAG:
Company signal, carried by com-

pany musicians (now buglers) 401
Of general officers, post of ...73; 618
Signals ,

94 ; 400 ; 401

Signalling to 'artillery 437
To outline enemy 371

Flag-stealing contest 1 090
FLANK:
Ry the right, how executed 117
Definition 35 ; 54

Deployment as skirmishers 246
Movements executed towards

either, explained toward but
one flank 58

I 'nit to beein rush 348
FLOURISHES AT:

Funeral 641
Review 624

Fly. disease carrier 1460
Folding tents 691
FOLLOW ME:

In forming skirmish line 237
Tn rushes 259
To follow corporal 160

Footmarks, following 1088
Forced marches 1 225
Fork, care 1305
FORM:
Column of companies 315
Column of squads 316
For shelter tents 181

Formation calls 693
Formation definition 36
FORMATIONS FOR:
Advancing improvised r, .257

Support 262
FORMATION OF:

R.ittalion . . . 307 ; .108
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Pa

Company 215

Squad 15.

Form lines 1 884
Forms of speech 1 526
Fortifications, attack 495-498
FORWARD MARCH:
From half step, halt and mark

time 113
From halt 110
From oblique 163
Pieces brought to right shoulder

from order, at command
121 (sixths

Fractures 1483
Praise 1178

Freezing, first aid 1502
Front, definition 37

Front, extent of in deployment . .446-453
FRONT OF:
Deployed battalion 334-337

Deployed squad 171

Frontal attacks, when they may be
successful 457

FRONT INTO LINE:
Battalion 314

Company 231

Frost-bite, first aid 1 503
Full distance, definition 69
Full sight 1353 (c)
Full step, length and cadence 108
Funeral escort 640-645

Gabions 1 121-1 123

Gallery practice .- 1385
Gangrene 1 482
Gases, asphyxiating 1 194
GENERAL COMMON SENSE

PRINCIPLES OF APPLIED
MINOR TACTICS:

Art of war, definition 943
Estimating the situation 950
Maneuvers 947 ; 949
Map problems 945 ; 949
Mission, defined 950
Noncommissioned officers, Respon-

sibilities in time of war 944
Orders, tactical, preparation 952
Terrain exercises .945 ; 949
War game 946 ; 949

General officers habitually mounted ... .73
General plan to be furthered by sub-

ordinates 386
GENERAL RULES FOR:
Ceremonies 614-616
Drills and formations 57-79
Parades 634 ; 635
Reviews 617-630

Gentle reverse slopea 1427
Germs 1452
Gonorrhoea 1466
Grazing fire 1423
Grease spots, how removed ...1285; 1289
Grenades and bombs 1197-1199
Ground, use of 420: 421
GUARD DUTY:

Challenging 1746
Classification of guards 1584

Commander of the guard 1603

Commanding officer 1591

Compliments from guard 1782
Corporal of the guard 1666
Countersigns and paroles 1769
Details and roster 158

Duty of sentinels 1 578
General rules concerning guard

duty 1792
Guarding prisoners 1797
Guard mounting:

Formal 1840
Informal 1X47

Guard patrols 1 778
Importance 1576
Musicians of the guard 1 700
Officer of the day 1593
Orderlies and color sentinels . ...170J
Orders for sentinels 1716
Paroles and countersigns 1769
Privates of the guard 1715

Relieving old guard 1850
Respect for sentinels 1577
Reveille and retreat gun 1837
Sentinels of troops stable guard .1825
Sentinels' orders 1716
Sergeant of the guard 1642
Special orders for sentinels at post

of guard 1 759
Stable guards 1806
Troop stable guards 1 808
Watchmen 1781

GUARD MOUNTING:
Formal 1 849
Informal 1847

Guard patrols 1 778
Guarding prisoners .1797
GUIDE:
Announcing before executing

platoons right (left) 220
Definition 38
In deployment 236
In successive formations .... .65
Right (left) 155
What it is, unless otherwise

announced 65
When given in connection with

movement, follows command
of execution

GUIDES:
Alignment of battalion 311
Assignment to platoons 206
Battalion formed in line 308
Battalion marching in column of

companies or platoons 325
Battalion parade 636
Close on first (fourth) company ..320
Column of companies, first com-

pany, squads right 315
Column right (left) battalion 317
Dressing company when battalion

is in line 302
Duties in battle 389
Duties in fire fight 289

Equipped with whistles 83
Execution of loading and manual

of arms as file closers 212
First Sergeant never assigned as .207
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IV
Guide 65
Guide of leading subdivision

charged with step and direc-

tion in column of subdivisions .69
In successive formation guide is

toward base 65
Manual of arms, execution by file

closers 212
Partial changes of direction 67
Platoon guides 210
Platoon guides accompany leader,

when platoon is deployed ....206
Positions shown in plates of com-

pany and battalion 166
Post in column of squads 211
Post of file closers in route

marches 325

Rectifying column (battalion) 313

Repeating signals 83

Taking intervals and distances ...213

Taking place in front rank at com-
mand about face 229

To change guides to opposite flank 211
Guide center designate left guide of

center company 301
Guide right (left) command 155

H
Half step (command) 113
HALT:
Any movement executed from, un-

less otherwise prescribed 59

Firing executed at 179
From half step and mark time ....113
How executed 116
Piece brought to the order ....

121 (seventh)
Halting, skirmishers face to the

front and take advantage of

cover 240
Halts on marches 1222
HAND:

Disengaged, position at double
time Ill; 121 (Eighth)

Left, position at balance ..122 (First)
On hip falling in with 70
Salute 106

Hand grenades 1198
Harmony and contentment in com-

pany 877
Hasty intrenchments 1143
Head, definition

"

39
Headache 1 504
Head cover, trenches . ..1152
HEALTH, CARE OF:

-.croid 1466
Clap 1466
Five ways of catching disease ..1453
Fly, disease carrier 1460
Germs ....' 1452
Gonorrhoea 1466

Importance 1451
M.ilaria fever 1469

tiito, carrier of disease 1469
Syphilis 1466
Vegetables, distributer of disease 1458

real disease 1466

Par. No
Water, distributer of disease .1457
Yellow fever 1469

Hearing at night 1095

Hearing in scouting 1083
Heat, effect on shooting 1397
Heat exhaustion 1505

Height, men to fall in according to .203

Heliographing 864
Helmets, steel 1205

Hits, percentage 1417

Holding attack 499-502
Horizontal clock face system of

target designation 1446
Horizontal equivalents 1867
Hostile Infantry, target 345
Human element in training and in-

struction 925
Hurdles 1119
Hygiene. See "Personal hygiene"

Illumination of foreground of
trenches 1170

Imaginary enemy, definition ....56; 370

Improvised formations for advanc-
ing 257

Incinerators, camp 1247
"Incline to the right (left)" 67
INCREASING INTERVALS:
Company 247

Squad 172

INDIVIDUAL COOKING:
Fire, how to make 1257

Importance 1256
Recipes 1258-1275

Individual intelligence, factor in

warfare 924
INFANTRY:
Against artillery:

Action against artillery limber-

ing or coming into action ....600
Action against guns out of am-

munition 599
Flank attack 598
Frontal attack usually futile ...597
Machine guns 597
Wheel horses best targets 600

Against Cavalry:
Cavalry charge against infantry

usually futile 591

Infantry attacking dismounted
cavalry 596

Measures to check charges from
front and flanks 592

Meeting of cavalry charge by
infantry in column 595

Rifle fire main dependence of

infantry 594

Standing position, best to meet
charge 593

Demands upon it by modern com-
bat 365

Duties many and difficult 366
Good Infantry can defeat superior

troops of poor quality 368
Modern war require* good in-

fantry 366
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1'ar. No.
Moving to attack, passing through

deployed artillery 470

Requisites of good infantry 368
Trained to bear heaviest burdens .368

Infantry Drill Regulations 24
Influence of ground 1420
Initial combat order 394
Initiative in warfare 923
Initiative of subordinates not to be

hampered 384; 385; 386
Ink stains, how removed 1287
"In place halt" 63

INSPECTION:
Band 650; 653
Battalion 650; 454

Company 646.-649

Display of equipment 682

Equipment 648
Of pieces when troops are formed

and when dismissed 121 (Second)
Pistol 646

Prepare for 646; 649-651; 653
Quarters 647; 654
Saber 646; 680

Seniority at 630; 650

Inspection and port arms when dis-

missing squad 147

Inspection arms from order 145

Inspection arms, Krag rifle 698
Inspections, object of 885
INSTRUCTION:

Captain's responsibility for 202
Commanding officers accountable

for ;...S1
In use of signals 81
Of battalion, major responsible for 295
Of recruits 97-98 (a); 120
Without arms 98 (a)

Instruction given subordinates
through immediate superiors .397

Instruction. See "Training and in-

struction"
Integrity of squads in battle 151

Intelligence, factor in warfare 924
Interest in training and instruction 922
Intermingling of units in firing line 389
Interpretations of Drill Regulations,

spirit to govern 53
INTERVAL:

Action of guides in taking 213
Battalion in deployment ....454; 465
Between companies in deployment

354; 447
Between files obtained by placing

hands on hip 70
Between platoon columns 252
Between regiments in deployment 454
Between skirmishers 171
Definition 40
Increasing or decreasing between

skirmishers 172; 247
Of file closers in column of squads 221
Plates showing intervals :

Battalion near, 300
Company near, 207

To take 156
Intrenching tools, care 1312
INTRENCHMENTS:

Construction in action 475

(>,,l t., ,jf importance of opeiations
in construction 606

Intrenchments. See "Field Forti-

fications"
Introduction 50-79 ; 364-37

Inundations, trenches 1 186

Invisibility best piotection while ad-

vancing 468

Jab," bayonet 824 (d)

Kitchen pits, camping 1J46

Kitchens, camp 1245
KNEEL:
From lying down 17!

From standing 174

Position of piece 18!

To aim 18'

Use of position 1 7;

Knctling trench 1145

Knife, care of 1 304
Knots 1126-1135

Knowledge of subordinates 378

Krag rifle (Infantry Drill Regula-
tions) 696

Landmarks, observing 1086

Largest unit executing extended
order 55 (b) ; 328

Lashings 1136
Latitude allowed subordinates ..384; 385

Latrines, camping 12<

Latrines in trenches 1169
LEADERSHIP:

General consideration 372-384

Necessary to success in battle ....365
LEADING:
Company 209 ; 260
Platon 250; 251; 259
Rush 260
Squad 150; 169; 237; 259; 289

LEATHER EQUIPMENT:
Cleaning ;.Hf>

Cleaning materials 1315

Oiling 1317; 1319
Left arm, position when piece is

"diagonally across the body"
122 (Second)

Left, definition 41

Left foot, stepping off with 107
Left hand, position at balance 122 (First)
LEFT SHOULDER FROM:
Order 1 36
Part !.>

Present 136

Right shoulder 1 36

Leggins, hew cleaned 1280
Length of sttps 107-115

Library, company 879
LIEUTENANTS:

Assisting captain in fire control of

depleted company 20">

Assignment of platoons to 206
Duties, etc 870; 871
Fire control 270; 287-289
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Par. No.

Intermingling of units in firing

line 389

Leading in charges 356

Posts of 71

Rushes by platoons 259 ; 293

Suspending fire when target disap-

pears 294

Taking post when company is

formed 215

Training 369
LIEUTENANT COLONEL:

Salute in ceremonies 615

Light, effect on shooting 1399

Lightning, struck by 1507

Line, definition 42

Line of platoons, companies, etc.,

definition 68
Line of skirmishers ....169-172; 236-247
Lines of information 398-402

Liquid fire 1 196

Listening posts, trenches 1191

Litters, improvised 1522
Loaded pieces not to be carried

121 (First)

Loading pieces before deployment . . .269

Loading, with Krag rifle 701
LOADINGS AND FIRINGS:
Aiming point :

Announced before or after range 181
Once designated, not changed
unless ordered 182

By battalion 306
Cease firing 194

Clip
fire 192

Color guard does not execute 666
Commands 179; 185-194
Continuing the fire (command) ...189
Execution by file closers 212
Fire at will 190
Fire faster (slower) 191

Firing:
Executed in line and skirmish

line only 179
Instruction in, preceded by com-
mand to load 179

Rear rank kneeling or lying
down 1 79

Firings executed at halt 179
Instruction ii firing to be preceded

by command for loading 179
Load:
Command 185
Position of, when taken 183
Rear rank, kneeling or lying
down 179

Target :

Announced before or after range 181
Once designated, not changed

ordered 182
Loadings executed in line anil skir-

mish line only 1 79
Long whistle blast 193
Pieces once loaded, so kept until

command to unload , 180
:>>n of load, when taken 183

Range and command announcing ..188
Sight setting, aiming point an-

nounced before or after 181

Par. No
Simulate load (command) 186

Single loader, use of piece as 186

Sling, use when deployed 184

Suspend firing 193; 194

Local successes necessary to general
success 367

Location of trenches 1426

Lock pieces 700

Long blast of whistle 193 ; 2\
Long range 2!

Long-range fire 1414

Long-range fire, when effective 416
Lookouts in trenches 1158

Loopholes and notches 115,

Loose pieces 161

Lost, what to do 1085

Lying down 175 ; 185 ; 189

Lying down position, use 178

Lying trench 1144

M
MACHINE GUNS:
Concealment 564

Covering dead spaces on defensive 51

Covering withdrawal 546; 557
Effectiveness against skirmish

line 559
Fire of position 438; 555
In attack 55:

In defense 555
In infantry attack against artillery 597
In meeting engagements 553
Lessons of European war 561-568
Location on defense 566
Methods of transportation 563
Not to form part of firing line of

attack 558

Silencing of machine guns by in-

fantry 560
To be used for short periods 552
I'se in villages 565

Weapons of emergency 551
With advance guard 553
With rear guard 554
With reserve 557

MACHINE GUN COMPANY:
Post in formations 71; 72
Post when attached to battalion . .299

MAJOR:
Apportions target 340
Controls support 263
Duties and responsibilities as bat-

talion commander 295

Duty regarding protection o f

Hanks 412; 413
Gives order to charge 356
(lives order to fix bayonets 355
Indicates where or when fire fight

begins 34 1

Locates trenches and obstacles ...358
Order making disposition of bat-

talion for combat 329
Orders bayonets fixed on defense 361
Post during attack 35:

Post in route march 325
Re-enforces firing line 359
Responsibility regarding ammuni-

tion 57ft
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Par. No.
See, "Battalion commander"

Malarial fever 1469
Maneuvers 947 ; 949
Maneuvers, effective method of con-

ducting .' 371
MANUAL OF:
Arms:
"By the numbers" 122 (Fifth)
Cadence 122 (Fourth)
Carrying rifle in any position

..". 122 (Sixth)
Executed by color guard 666
General principles and the
manual 120-147

Regular positions assumed with-
out regard to previous ones

122 (Sixth)
"Without the numbers" 122 (Fifth)

Bugle 692-695
Color 658-670
Saber 671-680
Tent pitching 681-691
The color 670

MANUAL OF BAYONET:
Bayonet combat 760
Combined movements 802

Fencing at will 80!

Fencing exercises 772
General remarks 711

Guard 725

Hints for instructors 823
Instruction with rifle 73'

Instruction without bayonet 751

Instruction without rifle 723

Jab 824 (d)
Lessons of European war 824
Nomenclature 721

Short point 824 (d)

Map, definition .; 18!

Map distances 1867

Map problems 945; 949

Map problems, instruction in 954
MAP READING:
Contours 1866
Conventional signs 1874
Definition of map 1859
Determination of positions of

points on map 1 87 1

Horizontal equivalents 1867

-Map distances 1867

Meaning of map reading 1860
Meridians 1870
North star 1873
Orientation 1872
Problems in scales 1864
Scale of map distances 1867 (a)
Scales 1861-1863

Scaling distances from map 1865

Slopes 1868
True meridian 1873

Visibility problem ,, 1875

Map sketching. See "Military map
sketching"

MARCH:
At funeral 641

Played as honor 624
MARCHES:
A successful march 1215
At night 1102
Care of feet and fitting of shoes ..1229

1'ar. No.
Compliments not paid on marches 1227
Conduct on march 1220

Crossing bridges and fords 1223

Elongation of column 1224

Fitting shoes and care of feet 12:

Forced marches 1225
Halts 1222

Hardening new troops 1213

Long march not to be made with
new troops 1214

Marching capacity 1221

Marching, principal occupation of

troops in campaign 1212

Night marches 1226
No compliments paid on 1564

Physical training 1213

Preparation for march 1216-1218
Protection on march 1228
Rate of march 1220

Starting on march 1219

Straggling 1224

Marching, any movement executed
when, unless otherwise pre-
scribed 59

Marching to rear, skirmishes, not as-
sembled 173

Marchings and steps 107 119

MARK TIME:
Executed from half step, halt and

mark time 11

How executed Ill

While obliquing 163

Masks, protection against gases . ...120i

Mass formation, battalion 321

Meat can, care 1 307
Mechanism of deployment taught by

extended order 55 (b)
Meeting engagements:
Action of advance guard prior to

receipt of order 54,

Action of column 542
Action of the leading troops 541

Advantage accrues to side deploy-
ing the faster 539

Afford ideal opportunity to certain
commanders 537

Boldness and determination of
commander

Characteristics of 534
First troops deploying have ad-

vantage 53!

Function of advance guard 54J
General action 53:

Machine guns, use
Main body not to be put into ac-

tion piece meal 54.4

Meagerness of information 536
Mission determines method of

attack 538
Post of commander 542

Memorandum receipts, company 900
Meridians 1870
Mess, company R78

Mess outfit, care 1304

Messages, delivery 1 53i

Messages, instruction in delivering . .9

Metal fouling, removing from bore 1327

Method in training and instruction ..918

Military appearance and deportment 1523
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Par. No
MILITARY COURTESY:

Colors and standards 1575
Headdress not raised in saluting ..1569

'nal anthem 1572
National anthems of other nations 1573
Nature and origin of salutes ....

..1533; 1534
Prisoners do not salute 1567
Soldier walking with officer 1566

I'nmilitary salutes 1568
Usual mistakes in saluting 1571

When and how to salute :

At meals 1543
At work 1547

Bringing command to present
before commander salutes ...1563

Commanders of detachments or
other commands 1561

Dismounting before addressing,
superior not mounted 1558

General rule 1539
How to salute in uniform 1551
Indoors 1545
In pu' lie places and convey-
ances 1560

Man addressed in formation ...1559
N'o compliments paid at drill, on
march, etc 1 564

Xo saluting at double time, trot
or gallop 1565

Officer approaching number of
soldiers in open 1546

Officer entering room occupied
by soldiers 1542

Officer passing in rear of troops 1562
Passing officer on staircase ....1549
Riding in wagon 1548
Rifle salute 1552
Saber salute 1553
Saluting distance 1541
Saluting in civilian dress 1555
Saluting in military manner ...1556
Sentinels on post 1554
Several officers together 1557
Soldier addressing or being ad-

dressed by officer 1550
When making and receiving

reports 1540
When seated 1544

Whom to salute:
A, my officers 1535
Foreign, naval and military
attaches 1538

Navy, Marine Corps, Volunteer
and National Guard officers ..1536
<-rve Corps officers 1537

MILITARY MAP SKETCHING:
Combined sketching 1892
Contours 1882
Datum plane 1883
Different methods of sketching ..1878
Form lines 1884
Kinds of military sketches 1878
Location of points by intersection 1879
Location of points by resection . . 1880
Location of points by traversing . .1881
Outpost sketching 1890
Points for beginners to remember 1893
Position sketching 1889
Road sketching 1891
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Par. No.
Scales 1885-1888

Military organization 1853

Military pits 1184

Military training, object of 50
Mine warfare. See, "Trench and

mine warfare."
MINOR WARFARE:
Camp or bivouac protection 612
Dividing marching column into

two or more detachments 611
Formations in close country 610
Formation in open country 609
Irregular operations 607
March and bivouac formations to

admit of rapid action in any
direction 608

Night operations frequently advis-
able 613

Regular operations 606
Selection of site for camp or

bivouac 612
What it embraces 606

Mirage 1400
Mission, defined 950
Mistakes, staying execution of move-

ment for correction of ....63; 64
Modern combat, demands upon

infantry 365
Modern war requires good infantry ..366
Moisture, effect on shooting 1398
Morning report 888
Morse code 866
Mosquito, carrier of disease 1469
Mounted enlisted men formed into a

detachment for ceremonies ....76
Mounted officer in making about face,

turns to left 74
MOUNTED SCOUTS:

Battalion staff officers, training in

patrolling and reconnaissance . .579
Dismounted patrolling 578
How used 576
Post when attached to battalion .299
To be trained in partolling and

reconnaissance 576
Use for reconnoitering 577; 578

Mouse and cat contest 1089
Movement, any executed in double

time unless excepted 60
MOVEMENTS:
Begun in quick time, hastened by

command, "Double time" 62
Executed toward either flank, ex-

plained toward but one flank ...58
General rules 57-63

May be executed from halt or when
marching 59

MOVING PIVOT, TURNING ON:
Company 222-227

S.juad 164
When used 66

Moving targets, firing at 1432

MUSICIANS: (now buglers)
Duties during firing 272
l-".'l'ii(>|ird with whistles and repeat-

ing signals 83

Join their companies at battalion

inspection 650
Post 207
To carry signal flags 94; 401



Par. No.
To repeat signal to fix bayonet

and charge 355 ; 356
Musicians (now buglers) of the

Guard 1700
Muster 655-657

N
NATIONAL AIR:
At funeral 641

Playing as honor at review 624
National Anthem 1572
National color does not salute 660
Next to last motion in resuming

order from any position 122 (Third)
Night firing 1433

Night marches 1226
NIGHT OPERATIONS:
Advance and rear guards 584

Approaching charging point under
cover of darkness 496

Attack, time of making 588

Bayonet use 583 ; 586 ; 589

Challenging 1 103

Connections 1 107

Defense, measures taken to resist

night attacks 590

Deployment at night 464

Equipment 1 100

Finding bearings 1096
Fire action to be avoided 583
Fire not effective beyond 50 yards . .590
Formations 581; 586; 589

Hearing 1095

Importance 1091
Individual training 1093
Marches 1102

Marking route outguards to sup-
ports 1105

Moving in dark 1097

Night advance followed by attack

by day 585

Night entrenching 1099

Night fencing 1098

Night firing 1101

Night marches 584

Outposts 1 103
Practice in offensive and defensive

operations 581

Preparation 1 108

Purposes 580
Readiness for action 1 106
Reconnaissance 587
Secrecy 583
Sentries firing 1 104

Surprise 587
Trained troops necessary 586
Training of company 1092

Unfriendly guides 583
Vision 1094
White rag, tying around muzzle

of rifle 590
Nomenclature of rifle 1342
Noncommissioned officer commanding

platoon or company carrying of

piece and taking of post 79
Noncommissioned officers, post of ....71
Noncommissioned officers to be

obeyed and respected 1 525
Noncommissioned officers, company,

duties , 874
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No
Noncommissioned officers confining

men 875
Noncommissioned officers; instruc-

tions in map problems 954
Noncommissioned officers; reduction

and resignation 876
Noncommissioned officers; responsi-

bilities in dflw ! war
"Normal" forms covering all cases

impossible 369
Normal sight 1353 (a)
North star 1873
Nose, foreign body in 1507
Notches and loopholes 1153
Number of troops to be deployed in

beginning 445
"Numbers, by the" 122 (fifth)

Obedience 1524

Object of military training 150

OBJECTIVE
Announced before or after range ..181
Once designated not changed un-

less ordered 182

Oblique deployment as skirmishers ..245
Oblique march 162-163
Observation 200-20 1

Observation of target and fire . . .428-429
OBSTACLES:

Abatis 1176

Against cavalry 1 180

Automatic alarms 1 192
Barricades 1 185

Cheveaux de frise 1179; 1189
Praise 1178

Guarding obstacles 1 190
In front of outguards 1 187

Inundations 1 186
Kinds 1176
Lessons from European War ....111

Listening posts 11!

Location 117

Military pits 1184

Necessity for 1174

Object 117.?

Palisade 1177
Search lights 1 19.1

Trous de loup 1184
Wire entanglements ..\\8l; 1182; 1188
Wire fence 1183

Obstacles located by Major 3.

Occupation of ground 1 426
Offensive necessary for decisive

results 367

Office, how to enter 152!

Officer of the Day 1 593
OFFICERS:

Posts of 71

To be true leaders 37!

To comply with spirit of orders ...377
Oil. use on rifle 1330; 1339

ON RIGHT (LEFT) INTO LINE:
Battalion 31.

Company 231

Open packs 64!

Open ranks 646

Open sight 1352 (a)

Opening fire on defense 360



Par. No
ORDER:
Assumed in resuming attention

from rest or at ease ...121 (fifth)

Piece brought to, upon halting
121 (seventh)

Piece striking ground gently ....
122 (third)

Position in next to last motion
122 (third)

Position of piece at 123

Order and cohesion in combat 376

Order, close, definition 43

Order, extended, definition 44

ORDER FROM:
Inspection 146

Left shoulder 136

Port 128

Present 128

Right shoulder 130

Trail 140

ORDERLIES:
Carrying signal flags 400
Do not change position when com-

mander faces about to give
command 74

Posts of 73; 78

ORDERS:
Battle 392

Brigade and division, usually
written 392

Compliance with spirit of 377

Composition of combat order 395
Definition 85

Deployment 392
Deviation from 388

Encroaching upon functions of

subordinates, prohibited 396
Given subordinates through immedi-

ate superiors 397
Reconnaissance to precede issuing

of initial combat orders 394

Regiment, usually verbal 393

Repetition of 83

To be definite 396
in battalion combat 328
..I 393

When used 80 ; 85

Orders, files of, company 891
Orders for sentinels 1716

Orders, tactical, preparation 952

Organization, military 1858
Orientation 1872
Outlined enemy 56; 273; 370; 371

Outpost, establishing by company ..1080
Outpost sketching 1890

Outposts at night 1103
Overhead cover, trenches 1154

Pace, definition 45
PACK:

Close 648
Display of contents for inspection 682
I. aid aside in action 382
<>!>cn 648

Packs, unslinging, old equipment ....706
Paint spota, how removed 1290
Palisade 1177

Paperwork, company 887

Par. No.
PARADE REST:
With arms 13!

Without arms 101

PARADES:
Battalion 636
General rules 634 ; 635

Post of color guard 663; 664
Parados 1151

Paroles and countersigns 1769

Partial changes of direction, com-
mander of 67

Patrolling. See, "Scouting and

patrolling."
Payment of soldier 1529

Peep sight 1352 (b)

Percentage of hits 1417

Periscopes 1207
Personal hygiene 1470
PERSONAL RECONNAISSANCE:
Deployment 441

Formation of plan 394
PHYSICAL TRAINING:
Commands 826
Double timing 846
Methods 825
Rifle exercises 847

Setting up exercises 826; 837

Starting positions 834

Walking and marching 845
PIECE:

Carrying in any position ..122 (Sixth)
"Diagonally across the body" . .

122 (Second)
Loading before deployment 269
Not to be carried loaded 121 (First)
Once loaded, so kept until com-

mand to unload 180
Rules governing carrying 121

To strike ground gently in coming
to order 122 (Third)

Use as single loader 186

Pitching tents 684
PLAN:
Of battle preceded by personal

reconnaissance 394
Of combat, adherence to original ..373

PLATES:
Battalion near, 300

Company near, 207

Equipment near, 646
Platoon column :

Assembly from 254

Deployment 25.

I lw executed 250
I 'se in advancing 249-252

PLATOON DRILL:
Assembling from deployment

248

Column right (left) (company
being in column of platoon) ..22.

Extended order 242
On right into line (being in column

of platoons) 230
Platoons column right (left) (com-

pany being in column of

squads) 22S
Pl.-itoon right (left) 220
Platoons right (left) by squads

(being in line) 227
Platoons right (left) front into

line . 232
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I'ar. No.
Squads right about (being in line

of platoons) 228
Squads right (left), platoons

column right (left) (being in

line) 227
PLATOON GUIDES:

Close order drill 210
Duties in fire fight 289

PLATOON LEADER:
Allotment of target to 282
Control the fire in deployment ....270
Duties on fire fight 288 ; 289

Equipped with whistles 83
Of Hank platoons when company

acts alone 268
Positions in verifying alignments ..218
Repeating commands 214

Platoon, the fire unit of 287
PLATOONS:
Advance into an engagement 249

Assignment 206
Designation 205
Division of company into 204

Point of aim 1357
Point of rest, definition 46
Point on which base squad marches

in deployment 238
Points of compass 1084
Poison, first aid 1508
PORT ARMS FROM:

Inspection 146
Left shoulder 136
Order 125
Present 126'

Right shoulder 132
Position and aiming drills 1365
POSITION FIRE:
Advance by rushes 293
When used 438

POSITION OF:
Captain in dressing company 302
Load, when taken 183
Piece at order 123
Piece "diagonally across the

body" 122 (Second)
The soldier 99

Position sketching .... ..1889
POST OF:
Band 71; 299
Commander in fight 383
Color 637 ; 638 ; 650 ; 664 ; 665
File closers in column of squads .,221
Major during attack 352
Major in route order 325
Mounted enlisted men 73 ; 76 ; 78
Noncommissioned officer in com-

mand of troops 79
Noncommissioned staff officer* .77; 78
Officers, noncommissioned officers

and special units (band and
machine gun company) shown
in plates 71; 72

Reviewing officer 617
Special units 71; 72 ; 299
Staff officers 73

Powder fouling, removing from bore 1327
Practical instruction, purpose 369
Precision taught by drill at atten-

tion 55 ( a )

Preliminary drills 1355

PREPARATORY COMMAND:
Arrangements of elements 57
To revoke 64
What it indicates 87

PRESENT ARMS FROM:
Left shoulder 1 36
Order 124
Port 127

Right shoulder 133
Present saber 673
Principles of combat, extent to

which treated in Part I 54
Prisoners do not salute 1567
Privates of the Guard 1715

Privileges, awarding 881
Privileges, withholding 884
Program of training 919
Progression in training and instruc-

tion 917
Property, responsibility, company

886; 896
PROTECTION:
By reconnaissance 410; 412
When battalion is acting alone ....330
When company is acting alone ....268

Protection against surprise when
company is acting alone 268

Punishment, awarding 915
Punishment, company, forms of 883
PURSUIT:

Additional force for 483
General principles 490; 494
Pursuing fire 486
Troops used for 487

Quartermaster sergeant (now supply
sergeant) assignment at drill . .Jn7

Quibbling, avoiding, in interpreting
drill regulations 53

QUICK TIME:
Cadence 108
From double time Ill
Movements habitually executed in .109

RANGE:
Classification 275-277
Command announcing 188

Determining of 276; 27?; 426
Finders 277
Importance of correct sight setting 425
In attack 344 ; 426
In defense 426
Signal for. announcing 92

Range, how determined 1429
Range practice 1386
Ranging volleys 278
Rank, definition 47
Rapid fire exercises ..1372
RATE OF:

Fire 191; 292; 415; 1419
Quick and double time 108

Ration return 909
Ready 189
Reality in training 922
Rear guard, use of machines guns as

part of 554
Rear marching, skirmishers, not as-

sembled 173
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Par. No.
Rear rank not loading nor firing

kneeling or lying down 179

Rear sight, description 1343

Rear, to the. how to execute 118

RECONNAISSANCE:
Battalion acting alone 330

Combat 403-413

Company acting alone 268

Company advancing into an en-

gagement 249

Each commander to guard against

surprise 442

Meeting engagement 534 ; 538
Minor warfare 608

Night operations 587

Personal before deployment 441

To precede formation of plan 394

Record of rifles 902
Record of size of clothing 906

Records, company 887-909

Recruits, instruction .97-98; 120; 152-156

Rectifying column, (battalion) 312
Red bugs 1488

Reduction and resignation of non-
commissioned officers 876

Reenforcement of firing line by major 359

Reenforcements, size 353

Reenforcing firing line 263-366; 354
REGIMENT:

Interval in deployment 454
Lines of communication established

by 400
Muster 655-657

REGIMENTAL COLOR:
Salutes by 660

Saluting reviewing officer 622
REGIMENTAL COMMANDER:

Action in deployment of division . .440
Decide equipment carried into ac-

tion 382

Rejoining command after completion
of task 390

REPETITION OF:
Command for guides, by captains

at battalion drill 301
Commands by captains at battalion

drill 300
Orders, commands and signals ..83; 88

Report, first sergeant's when com-
pany is formed 215

Report!, saluting when making or re-

ceiving 75

Represented enemy, definition 56
Requisites of good scout 1031
RESERVE:
Captured position strengthened by

reserves 492
Commander of troops in action

habitually with reserve 383
Covering withdrawal of attacking

troops 489
Deployment to enable withdrawal

of faulty firing line 444
>l>ing attack 461; 462

Fire of position in decisive action .438
Furnished by units larger than bat-

talion 455
H impetus to charge 481

How used 455

Par. No.

In attack charged with flank pro-
tection 466

In withdrawal from action 547

Machine guns as part of 557

Occupying trenches vacated by fir-

ing line to improve same 476

Of firing line, strength 449; 450

Part played by, in pursuit -....491

Post and strength in holding attack 5C

Post of, jn
attack 466

Post of, in defense 513

Post of, in delaying action 532

Reduction of reserve in case of

protected flanks 452

Regimental :

Ammunition sent from 57

Use of, in case of victory 38.

Respect, factor in training 929

Respect for sentinels 15.

Respect to noncommissioned officers 152

Responsibility, devolution of . . 869

Responsibility for proper training ...92

Rest, executed as without arms
121 (Fifth)

Rests. 'the 100; 101; 121

"1. Resume, 2. March" 63

Retained copies of rolls, etc., com-

pany .899

Retiring under fire 47

Return saber
Reveille and retreat gun 1837

Reverse slopes 142.

Revetments 1124; 1125; 116o

REVIEWS:
Hand 623 ; 624

Battalion 631-633

Battalions, after passing reviewing
officer 628

Brigades, or larger commands 628; 629

Cadence at which troops pass in

review 627

Commander faces command 614

Flank to pass 12 paces from re-

viewing officer 617

Flourishes 624

Formation of companies, battalions
and regiments 616

General rules 617-630

March, played as honor 624

National air, playing as honor ....624
Order in which troops are arranged 614

Passing around line 618; 631

Points where column changes
direction 617

Post of reviewing officer on left of

column 626

Post of reviewing officer and others 617

Reviewing officer returns only
salute of commanding officer .618

Reviewing officer, post 617

Reviewing officer junior to com-
manding officer 630

Riding around troops 618
Ruffles 624

Salute by regimental color 622
Salute returned by reviewing

officer 618
Salute by lieutenant colonel 615

Saluting by staff 615; 619

Saluting the color 618
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Pat. No.
Standing "at ease," etc., in case of

brigade or larger command ...629
Subordinates face to front 614
To the color 624
Turning put of column by com

manding officer of troops 620 62!

Revoking preparatory command 64
Rewards and privileges, company . . .881
Ricochet shots 1425
RIFLE, care and description:
Army regulations 1341
Bore 1322-1324; 1328
Description 1342
Importance 1321
Kinds of fouling 1325
Oil how to apply 1339

Oiling barrel 1330
Rear-sight leaf 1343
Removing metal fouling ........ .1327
Removing powder fouling. See

"Piece" 1326
Rifle exercises 847
RIFLE SALUTE AT:
Order or. trail 141

Right shoulder 140
RIFLE TRAINING AND IN-

STRUCTION:
Adjustment of fire 1428

Aiming exercise 1368

Aiming point 1357

Aiming and sighting 1350

Appearance of objects 1396

Auxiliary aiming points 1431
Ballistic qualities of rifle . 1410
Battle sight 1352 (c)
Beaten zone 1413
Center of impact 1412
Clock system of target designation

1446; 1447
Clock system of wind designation 1391

Cold, effect on shooting 1397
Collective instruction 1404
Combat exercises 1408
Combat practice 1404
Combined sights 1430
Communication in fire control and

direction 1447 (b)
Cone of fire or dispersion 1411
Defilade 1420
Deflection 1384
Deflection and elevation correction

drills 1383
Designation of targets ..1445-1447 (a)
Designation of winds 1391
Distribution of fire 1441-1444
Effect of fire 1410
Effect of heat, light, etc., ..1397; 1403
Effectiveness of fire 1416
Estimating distance 1393-1395
Exercises in fire control and direc-

tion 1450
Finger system of target designa-

tion 1447 (a)
Fine sight 1353 (l>)

Fire direction and control . . 1434-1440
Fire discipline, definition 1406
Fire distribution 1441-1444
Firing at stationary targets 1428
Full sight 1353 (c)

Gallery practice 1385
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Gentle reverse slopes 1427

Grazing fire 1423
Heat, effect on shooting 1397
Hits, percentage 1417
Horizontal clock face system of

target designation 1446
Individual instruction 1349
Influence of ground I4JU

Light, effect on shooting 1399
Location of trenches 1426

Long range fire 1414

Mirage 1400
Moisture, effect on shooting 1398
Moving targets, firing at 1432
Night firing 1433
Normal sight 1353 (a)
Object of system 1344
Occupation of ground 1426
Open sight 1352 (a)

. Peep sight ..1352 (b)
Percentage of hits 1417
Point of aim 1357
Position and aiming drills 1365

Preliminary drills 1355
Program of instruction 1348
Range, how determined 1429
Range practice 1386
Rapid-fire exercise 1372
Rate of fire 1419
Reverse slopes 1 427
Ricochet shots 1425
Sighting and aiming 1350
Shot group 141J

Sighting drills 1356
Sighting drills 1383
Sights, kinds of 1 352
Sling, use 1387
Slopes, gentle reverse 1427
Stationary targets, firing at 1428
Target designation 1445-1447 (a)
Targets, number hit 1418
Technical principles of firing ....1409
Trajectory 1349
Trial shots, determination of range 1395
Triangle of sighting 1 359
Trigger squeeze exercise 1370
Vertical clock face system of tar-

get designation 1447

Volleys, determination of range 1395
Windage 1384
Zero of rifle 1392
Zone of effective fire 1415

Right (left) about, squad 167
RIGHT (LEFT) BY:

File 235
Squads 226
Two's 234; 235

Right, definition 48
Right (left, center) dress ..154; 310; .111

Right face 104
RIGHT (LEFT) FRONT INTO

LINE FROM:
Close column
Column of platoons or squads

(company) 231
Column of squads or companies ..314
Column of two's 235

Right half face 104

RIGHT (LEFT) HALF TURN:
Command 67



Par. No
Squad 164

Right (left) oblique 163
RIGHT SHOULDER FROM:

Inspection 146
Left shoulder 136
Order. 129
Port 131
Present 134

Right shoulder, pieces brought to.

from order at command
"March" 121 (Sixth)

Right (left) step, how executed 114
RIGHT (LEFT) TURN:
Company 222
Squad 164

Rise, how executed 176
Road sketching 1891
Route march, post of major and file

closers 325
Route step 233
RUFFLES AT:
Funeral 641
Review 624

RULES FOR:
Carrying piece 121 (First)
Ceremonies 614-616
Close order (battalion) 300-306
Close order, company 210-214
Deployment 236-242
Drills and formations 57-79
Execution of manual 122
Parades 634; 635
Reviews 617-630
Salutes 75
Steps and marchings 107-119

RUSHES:
Advances made under covering fire 349
Begun by flank company 348
Command for 259
Company as whole led by captain 260
Prearranged methods prohibited ..351
Size of rushing units 346; 347
Subsequent advancing 350

I position fire 293
\\ hen impossible for company to
advance as a whole 258

Rust, how removed '..1286

Saber, manual of 671-680
Safety lock 121; 185
SALUTES:
Hand -. 106
Returned by reviewing officer ....618
Rifle 141

75; 673
\\ith color 660

"Honors and salutes," also
"Military Courtesy"

SALUTING:
I'.y lieutenant colonel in ceremonies 615

iffs in ceremonies 619
Mounted junior to dismount before

saluting dismounted senior ....75
On marches 1 JJ7
Regimental color 622
The color in reviews 618
When making or receiving reports .75

Saluting volleys fired in close ordr
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Par. Nn
Sapping, advancing to charging

point 498
Scalds, first aid 1509
Scale of map distances 1867 (a
Scales 1861-1862
Scales of maps 1885-188i

Scaling distances from map 186
SCHOOL OF THE:

Battalion 295-26;

Company 202-29-'

Soldier 97-147

Squad 148-20
SCOUTING AND PATROLLING:

Eyesight and hearing 1083
Cat and mouse contest 1089
Concealment and dodging 1087

Finding way in strange country ..1084

Flag-stealing contest 1090
Footmarks, following 108J

Landmarks, observing 1086
Lost, what to do 1085
Mouse and cat contest 1085"

Points of compass 1084
Requisites of good scouts 1031

"Tracking" 1088
Scouts; See, "Mounted Scouts"
Scratches, first aid 151C
Search lights, trench warfare 1193
Seeing at night 1094
Semaphore signalling 863
Semi-blindness 1512
Sentinel's orders 1716
Sentinels,- respect for 151?
Sentries firing at night 1 104
Separated officers and others placing

themselves under order of
nearest higher commander 390; 39

Sergeant of the guard 1641
Service calls 695
SERVICE OF INFORMATION:

Bridges, facts to be obtained about 1000
Bridges, reconnoitering of 99i
Buildings, reconnoitering of 996
Camp noises 985
Camps, abandoned 986
Canals, facts to be obtained about 1003
Cross roads, how reconnoitered ...989
Denies, facts to be obtained about \00(
Defiles, reconnoitering of 991
Demolitions 1011
Enclosures, reconnoitering of ....99^
Facts to be obtained about various

objects 99?
Fords, reconnoitering of 992
Heights, facts to be obtained

about 101C
Heights, reconnoitering of 99(
Houses, reconnoitering of 996
Indications to be noticed by patrols 983
Marches, facts to be obtained

about 1007
Patrolling :

Facts to be obtained about vari-
ous' objects by patrols 998

Civilians 97(.
Flames and smoke 987
Messages 979 ; 980
Model reports 10H
Xight work 975
Patrol fighting 977



Par. No.
Principles of patrolling 967

Patrols :

Acting upon meeting hostile

patrols 971
By whom furnished 962
Coordination before departure ..966
Definition 959
Formation 968
Guarding against being cut off . .974
Halts 970
Inspection before departure 964
Leaders 961
Orders and instructions 963

Preparation for starting 965
Prisoners to be captured 984
Problems 1017-1019'
Rate of march 969

Report on return 1015

Returning by different route ....973
Scattered patrols 972
Signals 978
Size 960

Ponds, facts to be obtained about 1007

Positions, reconnoitering of 995
Railroads:

Demolitions 1013
Facts to be obtained about 999

Reconnaissance of positions 989
Rivers, facts to be obtained about 1001

Roads, facts to be obtained about 998
Signs to be noticed by patrols . . . .983

Springs, facts to be obtained about 1008
Suggestions for gaining informa-

tion about the enemy 983
Suggestions for reconnaissance of

positions 989
Telegraph line, demolition 1012
Telegraphs, facts to be obtained

about 1 004
Valleys, facts to be obtained

about 1009

Villages, facts to be obtained
about 1005

Villages, reconnoitering of 997
Vision, limits of 988
Wagon roads, demolition 1014
Woods, facts to be obtained about 1002
Woods, reconnoitering of 993

SERVICE OF SECURITY:
Advance guard, general principles

1021-1024
Advance guard order 1025-1026
Advance guard problems ....1033-1046
General principles 1020
Outposts:
Advance cavalry 1056
Cavalry outpost 1071

Changes for the night 1075
Communication between subdivi-

sion 1074
Composition 1053
Concealment 1068
Cossack post 1061
Definition and duties 1051-1052
Detached posts 1069
Distances between subdivisions 1055
Entrenchments 1067
Establishing the outpost 1073
Examining posts ". 1070
Flags of truce 1066
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Pa.
Formation 1054
Intercommunication 1074
Obstacles 1067

Outguards 1058

Outpost order 1073
Patrols 1064-1065
Pickets 1059
Problems 1077; 1078; 1079

Relieving outpost 1076
Reserves 1063
Sentinels 1062
Sentry squad 1060
Subdivisions 1054
Supports 1057

Problems, advance guards ...1033-1046
Rear guard, general principles

1047-1050

Setting-up exercises 826 ; 837
SHELTER TENT:
Care of 1303

Pitching:
New model 682
Old model 707-710

Striking 687
Shock, first aid 1511
SHOES:
Care 1292
On marches 1 229

Polishing 1295; 1299; 1300

Repair 1294
Selection 1293

"Short point" 824 (d)
Shot group 1412
Shots grazing enemy have approxi-

mate value of hits 291
Sick report 889
Side step 114

Siege operations 496
Siege works 11!

Sight, rear, description 1343
SIGHT SETTING:
Command 188

Importance 425
Sighting and aiming 1350

Sighting drills 1356; 1383

Sights, kinds of 1352

Signal Corps, establishment of lines
of communication 399

SIGNAL FLAGS:
Carried by musician (now bugler)

94; 401
Carried by orderlies 400
Description 94
Use 95

SIGNALLING:
"Chop-chop" signal 863
General service code 861

Heliograph, flash lantern, search-

light 864
Morse code 866

Semaphore code 863
Souna signals 865

Wigwag 862
SIGNALS
Arm 92
Attention fixed at first motion ....82
Bugle used on and off the battle-

field 90

Captain of supporting company to
look out for major's signals .263



Par. No Par. No
Cease firing 90 Sniperscope 1208

Change elevation 92 Snow blindness 1512
Commence firing 90 Sore throat 1513
Communication between firing line Sortie steps 1 150

and reserve 96 Sound signals 865

Flag 94-96 Special units; posts of 71; 72
For "Platoon" and "Squad," use Spider bites 1514

of 9.^ Spirit of order to be complied with
Instruction in use of 81 by officers 377
Limitation of 84 Spirit to govern in interpreting drill

Long blast of whistle : regulations 53

Signifies suspension of firing ...193 Splicing 1133-1135
To be avoided as signal for cease Splints 1484

firing in rushes 234 Spoon, care 1306
Movement commences when signal Sprains, first aid 1516

(
is understood 82 SQUAD

Range, to announce 92 Base
'

236- 239
Repetition of 83 Composition

'

V. V. V. '.'.'.'. V. '. '.'.'. ...'.. 149
Spec.al prearranged 84 Dressing 15-1
Traming in use of. to control Front when deployed 171

T- Tin? T- 5S W, Integrity in battle 15!
during firing 27 Movements executed as prescribed

in school of the soldier 152
Use of saber, rifle, or head-dress Right 165
.v .

in matt"*
fl Right (left)' about

'

.' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .'

\\ hen used 80 To
B
dismiss ,47

To form 153
Simple maneuvers best 3/5 orniAn rrr TTM
Simple movements essential to cor- SQUAD COLUMN:

rect battle training 52 Deployment 2a3

Simulate load, how executed 186
"ow exec

.
u
,

ted
r

25

Simultaneous movements by com- T
!
T

assemble from 25

panies or platoons in battalion _ U "> advancing 249; 2

drill 305
Sauad drill, object 149

Single loader, use of 'rifle' as'.'!.' "l86 SQUAD LEADER:
Single rank 98 (a) 616 Action at preparatory command for

Sitting position used instead of kneeU ,, forming skirmish line 237

ing one 178 Corporal is . ISO

Size of clothing, record . 906 Duties in fire fight 289

SKIRMISHERS: Post ISO

Deployment: SQUADS:
Company 243 Deployment when company is de-
General rules 236-244 ployed 239
Squad 170 Designation 205
To rear 246 Division of company into 203

Face to front and take advantage Grouping soldiers into 148
of cover on halting 240 Preservation of integrity in battle 151

Interval between Right (left) about 228
170; 172; 247; 255; 447 RJRht Heft), column right (left) !.'226

Not assembled, marching to rear 173 Right (left) front into line 23S
To form from platoon or squad Stable guards 1806

column 253 Stack arms 160; 161
Skulking of troops carrying back STAFF-

: : :

iv
: :

.i ""'<~"^r'zu,^:
685;686 give command 74

i
Draws and returns saber with chief 7?AdiiM ment and i,se 1387 Habitually mounted .

Included in grip of piece at balance Post of
'

"73
,- '; J'V'j I22 < First > Saluting by. in review ... ...619

Bfcir^W
d
,T

IOyCd '4 Turning out of column in review
Sling packs, old equipment 706 f,->n. <?t

opes, gentle reverse H27 Stains, how removed
'

.'

'

1284
opes on maps 1868 Standards and colors

n
' C

c
'

c
' ' ' ^ '"' Standing trench .

Small arms firing. Sec "R.fle train- "Star Spangled Banner"

.,.
STAR

PLA
s?^G

A
L
T
ED "'"*

...",^ USE? . :::gj
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Tar. No.
Statement of clothing charged to

enlisted men 9 1

Stationary targets, firing at 14;

Step, change, how executed 11'

Stepping off with left foot 10!

Steps Kid marchings 107-11

Stings, first aid 1517

Straggling in marches 1224

Strange country, finding way in ....1084

Striking tents 687 ; 690

SUBORDINATES:
Cooperation 387

Latitude allowed and initiative

384; 385; 386
SUCCESS IN BATTLE:
Depends upon leadership, etc 365

Factors entering into 373; 376

Object of military training 50

Principles for increasing probabil-
ity of, provided for in drill

regulations 53

SUCCESSION OF THIN LINES:
Command for advancing 255
I'se in advancing 249
L'se and purpose 256

Successive formations, guide toward
point of rest 65

Successive movements in double time,
base unit marches in quick time 61

Suffocation, first aid 1478

Summary court records 903

Summary of combat principles 550
Sunburn, first aid 1485; 1518
Sunstroke 1519

Superiority of fire 414-438
SUPPORT:

Artillery 601-605
Battalion :

Battalion acting alone in defense 357
Distance from firing line 338
Division of battalion into sup-

port and firing line 335
Furnished by battalion 455
None at beginning 339
Position 337
Size 336

Company:
Captain to look out for major's

signals 363
Control by major 263
Duties of officers and sergeants
upon joining firing line 26*5

Formations for 262
Original platoon divisions to be

maintained 266
Promptness in reenforcing firing

line 265
Reinforcements joining firing

line 264
Occupying trenches vacated by

firing line, to improve same . . .476
Of firing line, strength 449; 450
Post and strength, in holding

attack 500
To cover withdrawal 362

Supporting artillery 434-437

Supreme will, but one in battle 387
SURPRISE:
Each commander to guard his com-

mand against 442

Par. N,,

Human element 92

Protection against, when company
is acting alone 2(i

Suspend firing 193; 15

Syphilis M6

T
Tactical exercises, methods of con-

ducting 3!

Tactical orders -328

Tactical principles, application of .

Take arms 161

TAKE INTERVAL:
Actions of guides and file closers 2

How executed 156

TAKING DISTANCE:
Actions of guides and file closers ...66

How executed 158

"Tanks" 1204

TARGET:
Action in defense when it dis-

appears 2'

Aiming points, use 2S

Announced before or after range ..18

Allotment to platoon leaders 28

Apportioned by major 341

Assignment by major 28

Change to be avoided 281

Choice of, etc 42-'

Designation 201; 1445; 1447 (a)

Determination of distance to 276
Distribution of fire 282; 283; 4'.

Hostile firing line usual target 2H1 ;
3-

Observation of -424 ; 4 JO

Once designated, not changed un-
less ordered If2

Target practice. See "Rifle training
and instruction."

Target records, company
Targets, number hit 1418

TEAMWORK:
Developed by thorough and uni-

form training 5

General principles 385-39

Technical principles of firing 1409

Telegraph code
Telephones in trenches 1171

Tent folding 691

TENT PITCHING:
AH types except shelter and conical

wall 688
Conical wall 689
Shelter 681 ; 682

Tent striking 687 ; 690
Terrain exercises 945 ; 949
THE COLOR:

Cased, defined 65')

Meaning of "Color" 653

National, renders no salute 660

Receiving of 669
Salute by regimental 660
Where kept 659

Theoretical instruction, purpose 369
"The Star Spangled Banner," see

"Star Spangled Banner"
THIN LINES SUCCESSION OF:
Commands for advancing 25:

Use and purpose 256
Use in advancing 249
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Par. No.

Thoroughness in training 922

"To the Color" sounded at review ...624

To the rear, how executed 118

Tourniquet 14j

"Tracking" 1083

Trail, at, (command) 121 (sixth)

Trail from order 139

TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION:
Art of instruction on varied ground 933

Captain's responsibility for 202

Cheerfulness 930

Clearness 922

Commanding officers accountable for 51

Comradeship 932

Contentment 931

Courage 927

Cover, training in use of 93!

Delivery of messages 958

Determination and individual intel-

ligence 924

Fear 926

For battle, simple movements and
elastic formations 52

Human element 925
Individual initiative 923
Interest 922
In use of signals to control fire

line 55 (d)

Map problems 954
Method and progression 918

Object 50; 917
Of battalions, major responsible

for 295

Operating against other troops ....941
Practice in commanding mixed

squads 940

Principles provided for in Drill

Regulations 55

Program 919

Reality 922

Respect 929

Responsibility 921

See, "General Common Sense Prin-

ciples of Applied Minor
Tactics"

Simultaneous Instruction and train-

ing 920
Surprise 928
Thoroughness 51; 922
Vanity 922

Trajectory 1319

Traveling in strange country 1084
Traverses 1149
Treatment of soldiers 872
TRENCH AND MINE WARFARE:

Aerial mines 1200
Aids to firing 1209

Asphyxiating gases 1194
Bombs from air-craft 1202

Countermining 1211
C.renades and bmbs 1197; 1198; 1199
Helmet 1205
Liquid fire 1196
Masks 1206
Mining 1210

Periscopes 1207
Protection against gases .1195
Protection against hand grenades 120J

Par. No.

Sniperscope 1208

"Tanks" 1204

Winged torpedoes 1201

Trenches:
Located by major 351

Occupied by supports and reserves,
to be improved 462

See "Field fortifications."
Trial shots, determination of range .139

Trials by court-martial 8!

Triangle of sighting 13!

Trigger-squeeze exercise 13!

Troops stable guards 181

Trous de loup Hj
True meridian 1873

Turning about, mounted officer 74

Turning movements when allowable 458

Turning on fixed pivot :

How executed 164

When used 6fi

Two's right (left) front into line ....235

U
Umpire 55 ;

371

UNFIX BAYONET:
Krag rifle 694

Springfield rifle 143

Uniform, dignity of 1523

UNIT:
Attack 342

Fire 287

Units not to be broken up 37!

Unload 180; 1!

Unload, Krag rifle 70

Unnecessary hardship to be avoided ..381

Unsling equipment 64!

Unsling packs, old equipment 706
Urinal tubs 1244

Use of cover 195-199

Use of ground 420 ; 421

Valleys determination of range 139!

Variety in instruction 92;

Vegetables, distribution of disease ..1458
Venereal disease 1466
Verbal orders 393
Vertical clock face system of target

designation 1447

Visibility problem 1875
Vision at night 1094
VOLLEY FIRING:
How executed 189

fse 27S

W
Wall tents 688
War game 946 ; 949

Warning calls 692
Watchmen 1781
WATER:

Distribution of disease 1457
In camp 1253
In trenches 1168

Whistle, long blast 193
Whistle signals 91

Whistles, by whom carried, different

tones, etc 83
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Par. No.
Wigwag

'

862
Will supreme, but one in battle 387

Windage 1384

Winged torpedoes 1201
Wire entanglements ...1181; 1182; 1188
Wire fence, trenches 1 183
WITHDRAWAL FROM ACTION:

Action by commander 549
Covered by support 362

'

Generally effected at heavy cost ...545
Part of line to be withdrawn first ..548
Rear guard and distance to be

placed between enemy and
defeated troops 545

Reserve used to check pursuit 547
Retreating troops to be gotten

under control as soon as pos-
sible 548

Selection of rendezvous point 549
I'nder fire 475

Par \.,

I'sr of aitillny, machine guns ad
cavalry

I.'se of machine guns 557
With dummy (blank or ball) cart-

ridges, load 185

"Without the numbers" 122 (Fifth)
Witness, appearance as 15,

Wood, camping 125?
Work, devolution of 869
Wounded not to be carried back by

fighting troops 381

Wounds, first aid 1520

Yellow fever 146<J

Zero of rifle 1 392
Zone of effective fire 1415

ESTABLISHED 1854

B. Pasquale Company
115-117 Post St. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The Only Manufacturers of

Army and Navy Equipments

and Uniforms on the Pacific Coast

"QUALITY AND FIT GUARANTEED"

(Write for Catalogue)
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CORONA
The Pen of the Army

Note the ease with which this portable writing machine

may be used under service conditions.

Its parts never work loose or drop off. It has no attach-

ments and does not take down.
You can carry Corona anywhere for, case and all, it weighs

but 9 Ibs. and measures only 10 x 11^ x 4J^ins.

Being built almost entirely of aluminum and steel, Corona
is practically indestructible.

The Corona Folding Stand adds greatly to the convenience
of using Corona in the field. This stand has three telescopic
brass legs, stands 24 ins. high and collapses to 10% ins. It

weighs 2 Ibs.

Price of Corona and case, $50

Price of Folding Stand, $5

Corona Typewriter Co., Inc.
GROTON, NEW YORK



vis cot

To make your shoes waterproof
To make your shoes soft and comfortable
To make your shoes wear 3 times longer
To keep the harness and saddle in (food order

Use Viscol
SOFTENS
PRESERVES
WATERPROOFS

SHOES.BOOTS

HARNESS BELTS

Viscol makes the leather soft and pliable and also

waterproof. Viscolized leather remains soft and pliable
under continuous hard service, even when it is worn in

salt water or in snow. Viscol is a solution of a rubber-
like material which amalgamates with the leather sub-
stance and is not driven out of the leather by heat or by
water, the way oils are. Its beneficial effect is lasting.

Leather that is treated with Viscol wears several times as long as

leather that has not been thus treated.

Viscol is sold by many of the Post Exchanges and by most shoe dealers.

If you can not procure_it at the nearest {Post Exchange or from^jyour shoe

dealer, write to

LVISCOL COMPANY
East Cambridge Boston, Mass.

TROPHIES AND PRIZES
For Military, Athletic and Sporting Events

Of Quality as Designed and made for the U. S. Army/
and Navy, West Point Academy and

U. S. Naval Academy

Catalogues and Information upon Request

BAILEY, BANKS & BIDDLE CO.
Diamond Merchants, Jewelers, Silversmiths, Goldsmiths, Heralists

PHILADELPHIA



COMFORT YOUR FEET
Keep shoes, puttees and all

leather accoutrements soft,

water proof and pliable with
3-in-One. Not sticky or

greasy. Contains no acid.

After a march or tiresome drill,

rub

3-IN-ONE OIL
on your feet wonderful how
it helps to take the smart
out!

Use 3-in-One on gun and
revolver prevents rust and
keeps them in order for

inspection. Use on bayonet
and side arms, too.

3-in-One will make your gun work wi
out sticking or jamming. Best shots use

and recommend it. Put 3-in-One on your
razor strop; also draw razor blade be-

tween thumb and finger moistened
with 3-in-One after shaving. You'll

shave easier.

Sold at Post Exchanges and Ship's
Stores: 1-oz. bottle, lOc; 3-oz., 25c; 8-oz. C/3 pt.) SOc.

HANDY Oil Cans, 3-oz. 25c. Avoid substitutes.

FREE a generous sample and Dictionary of uses

THREE-IN-ONE OIL CO., 42 DAL, Broadway, New York

Also in

Outdoor Equipage

MEYER'S MILITARY SHOPS
Riding Breeches

and Habits

TAILORS
f Street, between 13th and 14th Sis. N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Complete Outdoor Equipage
Ready to Wear

For Men, Women and Children

RIDING BREECHES. PUTTEE LEGGINS. NORFOLK JACKETS.HUNTING CLOTHES. BOOTS AND SHOES. MIDDY BLOUSE
AND SKIRTS. TENTS AND SLEEPING BAGS. RIDING

SKIRTS AND NORFOLK JACKETS. MOCCASINS
Write for Catalogue

Visit Our Camp Rooms When in Washington



For

U. S. ARMY
and

NATIONAL GUARD
Officers and Enlisted Men

UNIFORMS

Independent Military Organizations

UNIFORMS

Military Training Camps
UNIFORMS

Boys Military and Society Club*

UNIFORMS

Official National Outfitter

Boy Scouts of America

SIGMUND EISNER CO.
Red Bank, N. J.

Ntw York Office. 103 Fifth AVMM



RIDABOCK & COMPANY
149-151 West 36th St., New York

U. S. Army, National Guard Officers' Uniforms and

Equipments

Military School Uniforms and Equipments

Military Training Camp Outfits

Military Supplies, Military Textbooks

Individual Departments and Workshops for the Respective

Grades of Uniforms

USED BY UNCLE SAM'S EXPERT RIFLEMEN

Hoppe's
Nitro Powder Solvent No. 9

Trade Mark Registered

For Cleaning High Power (Springfield) Rifles,

Revolvers and Firearms of All Kinds

A compound that will remove the residue of any
high-power powder, including Black Powder. It will
neutralize any residue and loosen metal fouling and
leading that may be left in the barrel after cleaning,
and prevent Pitting. No. 9 is the only Rifle-cleaning
Solvent that will remove Rust, Metal Fouling and
Leading. For cleaning the .22 cal. Rifles, Revolvers
and Automatic Pistols it has no equal. Nitro Powder
Solvent No. 9 is endorsed by the most prominent
Riflemen in America. Used by U. S. Rifle Teams,
and at Buenos Ayres, Argentine Matches. No Rifle-
man or Quartermaster's Department should be with-
out it.

Sold by Sporting Goods Dealers and at Post Exchange*

FRANK A. HOPPE, Sole^Manufacturer. Station O, Philadelphia, U. S. A.



THE MOSS PUBLICATIONS
(By Major Jos. A. Moss, U. S. Army)

OFFICERS' MANUAL. An invaluable guide in all matters pertaining to the social
and official "Customs of the Service," and in administration, duties of company
officers, adjutants, quartermasters, etc. Especially valuable to officers of the
National Guard and officers just joining the Army $2.50

NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS' MANUAL. Covers in a simple, practical way
the duties of all grades. Based on the collated experiences of over 50 experienced
noncommissioned officers of the Regular Army $1.50

PRIVATES' MANUAL. (Profusely illustrated.) Gives in one book, in convenient,
illustrated and understandable form, the principal things the soldier should know,
and which one must now go through many books to get $1.00

MANUAL OF MILITARY TRAINING. (Profusely illustrated.) Makes unnecessary
all other books for the training and instruction of Volunteer COMPANIES and of
COMPANY officers of Volunteers. Adopted as the military textbook of over ninety
(90) of our military schools and colleges. 60,000 copies sold in two years $2.25

QUESTIONS ON MANUAL OF MILITARY TRAINING. This book is prepared
for use with the Manual of Military Training and enables mastery of the manual
and preparation as nothing else will for recitations and examinations $0.50

APPLIED MINOR TACTICS. (Including Map Problems, War Game, Map Reading,
and Map Sketching.) Simplified for beginners. Especially adapted to the instruction
of subalterns, noncommissioned officers and privates in their duties in campaign. $1.00

FIELD SERVICE. Treats the subject in a practical, concrete way, giving- valuable
suggestions as the result of the experiences of a number of officers and enlisted
men $1.25

INFANTRY DRILL REGULATIONS SIMPLIFIED. (Profusely illustrated.) An
illustrated, annotated and indexed edition of the War Department edition. Invalu-
able to beginners and to students of Infantry Drill Regulations $0.75

SPANISH FOR SOLDIERS. (Capt. John W. Lang, collaborator.) A combination
grammar and English-Spanish and Spanish-English dictionary and phrase book,
intended to give officers and soldiers a fair working conversational knowledge of

military Spanish $1.00

SELF-HELPS FOR THE CITIZEN-SOLDIER. (Profusely illustrated.) (Major
M. B. Stewart, collaborator.) A popular explanation of things military $1.25

RIOT DUTY. Presents the
subject

in practical, tabloid form, telling an officer exactly
what to do tactically and legally if ordered on riot duty $0.50

ARMY CHANGES. Published quarterly. Gives all changes in the Army Regula-
tions, Drill Regulations, Manual of Guard Duty, Field Service Regulations, and
forty (40) other War Department publications, from the dates of their publication
to the date of publication of the last number of Army Changes. Single copies,
50 cts. ; Annual subscription, $1.50.

ARMY PAPERWORK. An exhaustive and practical presentation of the subject with
numerous "models" of letters, reports, returns, proceedings of boards, etc $2.00

MILITARY TRAINING FOR BOYS. Profusely illustrated. (Major M. K.

Stewart, collaborator.) Intended to develop body, character and patriotism.
Patriotism, obligations of citizenship, drill, manual of arms, personal hygiene, camp
sanitation, care of health, etc., are fully covered in simple, conversational language
calculated to appeal to boys $0.75

PEACE AND WAR DUTIES OF THE ENLISTED MAN. Gives in condensed,
readable form, the principal duties of the enlisted man in garrison, in camp, on the

march, on guard, patrolling, in battle, etc $0.50

PUBLISHERS

GEORGE BANTA PUBLISHING COMPANY
MENASHA, WISCONSIN

tff Banta's Complete Catalogue of Military Books will be mailed on application.
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